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PREFACE

This book started to materialize after I had for several years been
interested in the Nabatean Agriculture, an enigmatic work that has since
the 19th century deﬁed any attempts at exactly dating it. I ﬁrst
became interested in this book when I studied the inﬂuence of the
ancient Mesopotamian culture in later Iraq. I soon realized that the
book had been all too lightly pushed aside because of the problems
involved in dating it and setting it into a context, partly also because
of its sheer bulk. Another likely reason for its neglect is that it contains materials that are of special interest to pre-Islamic Near Eastern
studies, whereas the work is written in Arabic, and thus the specialists for whom it would be easy to read the text were not always
the same as those who might be most interested in its contents.
This in mind, I started to plan an annotated and abbreviated
translation—the work has some 1500 large pages in the edition,
much of this of interest only for studies of botany and agronomy.
While preparing such a translation, it became obvious to me that
the repetitive style of the text, as well as the habit of the author to
come back, time after time, to the same questions in diﬀerent contexts, would not favour a direct translation. What I thought, and
still think, would be more useful for the reader is an analysis of the
religious, philosophical and literary contents of the work with as
many of the key passages given in direct translation as is practical.
This is how this book found its present form. I have endeavoured
to include the most important passages in direct translations, grouped
according to their contents and preceded by an analysis of the selected
topics, again based on the Nabatean Agriculture itself. As the Nabatean
Agriculture is, and will remain, a controversial book, I have tried to
avoid taking a one-sided stance as to its authenticity and provenance,
in order not to make the book of little worth for those who do not
share my views on the work. Thus, my study should be useful both for
those who, like myself, believe that much, although not all, of its
materials do mirror a pagan reality of rural Iraq some time either
immediately before or directly after the Muslim conquest, and for
those who take the role of Ibn Wa˙shiyya (d. 930/1) to have been
much larger than he would himself admit, and who prefer to read
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the book as a source for late 9th-century esoterica and a semi-learned
reception of Greek philosophy. Both types of readers should be able
to use this study to their proﬁt. The latter, for example, may take
the title of this book to refer to Ibn Wa˙shiyya and his students
who, though themselves Muslims, showed such a keen interest in
things pagan that they might be seen as the last pagans themselves.
Throughout Part II, I will be speaking of Qùthàmà, Íaghrìth,
Yanbùshàd, and others as actual individuals. In many cases, though,
I seriously doubt their actuality and individuality. Many, especially
the less frequently mentioned ones are probably nothing more than
ﬁctitious characters whom the author—“Qùthàmà”—uses as his personae. Yet, some of them may have really existed and it would have
been cumbersome to point out their ambivalent status each time
they are mentioned. Thus, I have spoken of all of them, including
Adam, Abraham and other Biblical characters, as real individuals.
Instead of referring to “Yanbùshàd’s opinion or the opinion of the
ﬁctitious character ‘Yanbùshàd’,” I speak simply of “Yanbùshàd’s
opinion” to make it less complicated.
In studying the religious and philosophical views of the Nabateans,
one easily ﬁnds ideas that are well known from other traditions:
Harranians, Mandaeans, late Hellenistic pagans, Hermeticists, sectarian
Jews, Christians and Muslims, all share many ideas with the Nabateans
and with each other. Thus, even a hasty comparison of the Nabatean
Agriculture with any one of these traditions will show similarities that
entice one into seeing a relation. Yet one has to keep in mind that
the whole Near East shares many such ideas, from pre-Islamic times
to the time of Ibn Wa˙shiyya, which makes it diﬃcult to pinpoint
the enigmatic work within its exact context. I have occasionally drawn
attention to such similarities, mainly in the notes, but I have consciously avoided the temptation to drive through any ﬁnal truths as,
in my opinion, the religious undercurrents in Iraq between 400 and
900 are not yet suﬃciently studied to allow any ﬁnal conclusions.
My work is a contribution to this fascinating ﬁeld of studies and
may, I hope, contribute towards a better understanding of these religious undercurrents and pave the way for further studies which will
in the end make it possible to write a history of religious ideas of
Mesopotamia, or Iraq, in this crucial period.
The second part of the book has been divided into four chapters
according to their topic: Ibn Wa˙shiyya and the translation of the
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Nabatean Agriculture; the world and the gods; religious beliefs; folklore,
stories and literature. Each of these chapters consists of a study of
one of these aspects in the Nabatean Agriculture, followed by selected
passages in translation and with annotations. It should be emphasized
that the main theme of the Nabatean Agriculture is agronomy, but these
parts have, in general, been left outside of discussion here. This book
discusses themes of religious, philosophical and literary interest only,
and a separate study should be dedicated to the botanical and agronomical contents of the Nabatean Agriculture.
The ﬁrst part of the book consists of an introductory chapter in
which I try to locate the place of the Nabatean Agriculture in the history
of Arabic studies and to give some guidelines as to questions of the
authenticity, textual history and provenance of the Nabatean Agriculture.
The complex and unique nature of the Nabatean Agriculture makes it
diﬃcult to place the book within its original context and at present
it would be premature to claim that all these questions have been
answered and all related problems solved. Scholarly work has to continue for some time before we may ﬁnally be able to know precisely
where, when and in which language the individual parts of the book
were written. Until then, the analysis must continue according to
our present knowledge and this book aims at giving some such guidelines for future studies. In giving cross-references to the texts translated in this book, I refer to them as Text 1 etc. (in boldface).
In translating representative parts of the Nabatean Agriculture and in
organizing the material, I have had in mind especially those scholars who are not ﬂuent in Arabic and are thus not able to read the
original. Thus, I hope that scholars in the ﬁeld of Classical studies,
especially the late Antique Near East, will ﬁnd this work of some
use. In addition, I hope that I have made the material more easily
accessible even for Arabists who, until now, have had to read through
many pages to ﬁnd the occasional references in which they might
be interested.
I thank the editors of the following journals and monographs for
permission to reuse material that was ﬁrst published in these journals and series:
* Continuity of pagan religious traditions in tenth-century Iraq. in: Antonio
Panaino—Giovanni Pettinato (eds.), Ideologies as Intercultural Phenomena.
Melammu Symposia III. Milano 2002: 89–108.
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* A “New” Source for Late Antique Paganism. in: Robert Rollinger—
Christoph Ulf (eds.), Commerce and Monetary Systems in the Ancient World:
Means of Transmission and Cultural Interaction. Proceedings of the Fifth
Annual Symposium of the Assyrian and Babylonian Intellectual
Heritage Project Held in Innsbruck, Austria, October 3rd–8th 2002.
Melammu Symposia V. Oriens und Occidens 6. Wiesbaden: Franz
Steiner Verlag 2004: 408–419.
* Artiﬁcial Man and Spontaneous Generation in Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s al-Filà˙a
an-Naba†iyya. Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft
153 (2003): 37–49.
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for revising the language of this book.

PART ONE

CHAPTER ONE

IBN WAÓSHIYYA AND THE NABATEAN AGRICULTURE

1.1. The history of Ibn Wa˙shiyya studies
Few texts have roused such widely diﬀering opinions as the Nabatean
Agriculture (al-Filà˙a an-Naba†iyya).1 The work itself claims to be a translation by the early tenth-century author Ibn Wa˙shiyya (d. 318/930–1)
from “Ancient Syriac” (as-Suryànì al-qadìm) into Arabic. This multilayered Syriac original was, according to the text, based on works
written by a group of scholars who belonged to the ancient inhabitants of Mesopotamia and, in the last instance, put together by an
author called Qùthàmà. The oldest parts of the book should reach
back in time some 20,000 years (Text 2). Its contents are a mixture
of practical advice on agriculture, theoretical speculation on the inﬂuence of stars and elements on plants, together with charms and magical procedures and a huge amount of folklore, myths, ancient stories
and religious information.2
In the ﬁrst reactions in the 19th century, the work was hailed as
a genuine piece of Babylonian literature which had hitherto been
lacking—the decipherment of the cuneiform was on its way but it
had not yet opened the ancient Mesopotamian cultures to us. This
Babylonian hypothesis was most vigorously defended by Daniel
Chwolsohn, who wrote a series of books on the theme.3
1
For a good résumé of the work’s reception in the nineteenth-century scholarly
world, see GAS IV: 318–329. A somewhat similar case is the dating of Balìnùs’
Sirr al-khalìqa, see Weisser (1980): 1–10. Note that “Nabatean” does not refer to the
people of Petra.
2
Religious beliefs and agriculture were also felt to belong together elsewhere in
agronomical literature. Cassianus Bassus joined them together in his Geoponica, and
though Columella’s (ﬁrst century A.D.) De Re Rustica was itself very practical, the
author also planned a book on religious customs connected with agriculture (see De
Re Rustica II.21.5–6). This plan probably never materialized. His (negative) opinion
of astrological agriculture was expressed in his Adversus astrologos (see De Re Rustica
XI.1.31), which has not survived. It is worth noting that Columella labelled these
astrologers “Chaldaeans” (Chaldaei ).
3
Especially Chwolsohn (1859). It might be mentioned in passing that Chwolsohn
(1856), Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus 1–2, though dated, still remains a valuable
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The nineteenth-century Bibel und Babel controversy and the ﬁght
about Pan-Babylonism is familiar to all scholars interested in the
history of Oriental studies. In the ﬁeld of Arabic studies, a similar,
although less commonly known and less inﬂuential controversy, centred
on the Nabatean corpus, consisting of the Nabatean Agriculture and some
related texts, such as Kitàb as-Sumùm, Kitàb Asràr al-falak and Shawq
al-mustahàm, all claiming to be translations made by Ibn Wa˙shiyya.4
The Nabatean corpus was ﬁrst brought to the attention of the
scholarly world by the French scholar Étienne Quatremère in his 1835
paper in Journal Asiatique (Mémoire sur les Nabatéens). His paper, though,
received relatively little attention, and it was left to Daniel Chwolsohn
in the 1850s, especially in his monographs (1856, 1859), to initiate
a heated debate which was to last some decades before slowly petering out after some inﬂuential and extremely critical contributions,
especially by Alfred von Gutschmid and Theodor Nöldeke.
As cuneiform studies were still in their earliest phase in the 1850s,
some scholars, like Chwolsohn, received this corpus very enthusiastically and saw in it a substantial source of information on Assyrians
and Babylonians, known until then mainly from Biblical and Greek
sources. Chwolsohn himself dated the “Ancient Syriac” original of the
Nabatean Agriculture to the 16th century B.C. in his Überreste (1859: 65).
Chwolsohn did much important work in digging up references to
this ancient culture from other sources and comparing them with
the texts in the Nabatean corpus; he, for example, was the ﬁrst to
draw attention to the Tammùz ritual mentioned in these texts (Text
24). Yet, Chwolsohn’s enthusiasm got the upper hand of him and
his fancy ﬂew too high. He (1859: 80) brushed aside any linguistic
problems there might have been in the translation process by simply referring to the supposed stability of Semitic languages,5 thus sugcollection of materials and has not been replaced by any more modern, comprehensive analysis of the theme. The monographs by Green (1992) and Gündüz (1994)
somewhat amend the situation when it comes to the Harranian Sabians, but they
virtually ignore Ibn Wa˙shiyya and his material.
4
In his Hadiyyat al-'àrifìn, p. 55, Ismà'ìl Bàshà lists all the works attributed to
Ibn Wa˙shiyya and known to him, 24 in all (cf. also Fahd 1971; Levey 1966a: 10).
These include variant titles for the same work, pseudepigrapha later attributed to
him, as well as titles cited in the Nabatean Agriculture. Various libraries contain further items among their unedited manuscripts, attributed to Ibn Wa˙shiyya but often
of rather suspect authenticity. Thus, his production is extremely diﬃcult to assess
and it needs further studies based on all extant manuscript materials.
5
“(. . .) lässt sich dieser Umstand einfach durch die Stabilität der semitischen
Sprachen überhaupt leicht erklären.”
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gesting that the Arab Ibn Wa˙shiyya should have been able to read
the ancient text without problem.
After some positive ﬁrst reactions, the scholarly world soon started
to become suspicious and the more critical, mainly German, scholars
showed inconsistencies in the corpus. They started to pile up counterarguments to prove that the texts could not have been written in
the 16th century B.C., but must have been written considerably later.
Finally, the widening of our direct knowledge of the cuneiform sources
showed unequivocally that Chwolsohn was wrong: the Nabatean corpus did not provide us with an Arabic translation of any ancient
Mesopotamian texts.
The detailed criticism by von Gutschmid (1861) actually put an
end to the Nabatean enthusiasm, despite individual eﬀorts by, e.g.,
Martin Plessner (1928–1929) to defend the text—and also to the
scholarly production of Chwolsohn, which soon came to an end. The
biting notes by Nöldeke (1876) helped seal the fate of the corpus for
almost a century. Nöldeke went as far as to say (1876: 445): “I soon
saw, though, that a careful study of these writings would be an
unpardonable waste of my time. The fact that I am saying something
here about the last-named book [i.e., the Nabatean Agriculture], is only
to save others from seeing this unnecessary trouble.”6
Yet, it is remarkable that in fact von Gutschmid’s and Nöldeke’s
criticism actually touched only on the Mesopotamian hypothesis: having shown that the text could not date from the 16th century B.C.,
these scholars lost interest and declared it a forgery. This is despite
the fact that the botanist E.H.F. Meyer had already, in his Geschichte
der Botanik III (1856), shown the value of the work for botanical and
agricultural studies, even though he admitted that the text was indeed
a forgery in the sense that its author must have known Greek Geoponica
literature and could thus not be pre-Greek. I ﬁnd Nöldeke’s comment
on Meyer in his article of 1876 (pp. 452–453) symptomatic: “Yet I
would call also here for great caution. He who invents so impudently
cannot merely have observed as a botanist.”7 Once the ﬁctitious background was established, these scholars turned away from the text.
6
“Freilich sah ich bald, dass ein sorgfältiges Studium dieser Schriften für mich
eine unverzeihliche Zeitverschwendung sein würde (. . .). Wenn ich hier einiges
Weitere über letzteres Buch sage, so geschieht das, um Andere davon abzuhalten
[sic!], sich mit demselben unnütze Mühe zu machen.”
7
“Dennoch möchte ich auch hier zur grössten Vorsicht mahnen. Ein Mann, der
so keck erﬁndet, wird als Botaniker schwerlich bloss beobachtet haben.”
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All these critics were, in a certain sense, right. The texts were not
what they claimed to be. Yet this is not the whole picture. As I
have endeavoured to show in a series of articles, culminating in this
book, the Nabatean corpus is, on the contrary, an extremely valuable
source for Late Antiquity in Iraq. Anyone who reads these texts with
a critical eye will soon note that they contain much material that
has to be genuine in the sense that it is not ﬁctitious but describes
the existing rituals, beliefs and magic of the population of Iraq, either
in the centuries before the Islamic conquest or soon after it—the
exact dating of the material is remarkably problematic (see 1.2).
The process by which this material was set aside for nearly a century may be instructive to study as it shows how the scholarly world
may become polarized between unbridled enthusiasm and total rebuttal, which is precisely what also happened a few decades later in the
Bibel und Babel controversy. A valuable corpus was set aside because
it was introduced in the wrong way. Once its weak points were laid
bare, the proverbial baby was thrown out with the bathwater.
In the case of the Nabatean corpus, the texts also fell victim to
what Thomas Bauer has aptly called Frühzeitversessenheit in another
context;8 when the relative lateness of the corpus was proven, scholars
lost interest in it.
Moreover, nineteenth-century historiographical purism may have
been in action here. The Nabatean corpus became, in a sense, a
bastard with no known parent, or in other words a work without a
proper author: even today it is diﬃcult to say much about the
author(s) of the Syriac original and it is equally problematic to assess
how conscientious Ibn Wa˙shiyya may have been as a translator,
and how much new material he may have added to his translation.
Also to be mentioned is the indignation which the text met once it
was shown to be a “forgery,” i.e., something else than it purported to
be. Or, to modify Nöldeke’s words, “a man, who so impudently makes
things up, cannot have presented any material of any value at all.”
Since Chwolsohn, and especially after the criticisms by Alfred von
Gutschmid and Theodor Nöldeke, there have been few, if any, serious advocates of a B.C. date for the text’s original. Von Gutschmid’s
criticism against the Babylonian origin was devastating.
8
Bauer (2003): 3: “Die Maqàme ist zwar eine der wichtigsten Gattungen der
arabischen Literatur (. . .), doch aufgrund ihrer späten Entstehung ebenfalls ein Opfer
der Frühzeitversessenheit des orientalistischen Blicks.”
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The same scholars were responsible for the belief that one should
search for the “real” author of the Nabatean Agriculture in Abù ˇàlib
A˙mad ibn al-Óusayn az-Zayyàt to whom the text was, according
to the preface (Text 2) and later notes (esp. Text 5), dictated. This
rather fanciful idea,9 last supported by Manfred Ullmann (1972: 441),
seems to be based solely on the fact that Ibn Wa˙shiyya is in some
sources called aß-Íùfì which, in the opinion of these scholars, rules
him out as a possible author of this pagan text. The identiﬁcation
of Ibn Wa˙shiyya as a Suﬁ seems ultimately to derive from a note
in the Nabatean Agriculture by az-Zayyàt who mentions his teacher’s
interest in Suﬁsm (p. 1132: “Abù Bakr Ibn Wa˙shiyya had an inclination towards the doctrine of the Suﬁs and he followed their Way”).
It is not clear whether the name aß-Íùfì, given to Ibn Wa˙shiyya in
Ibn an-Nadìm’s Fihrist (p. 311 = Dodge 1970: 731), derives from
this passage or is independent.
The text of the Nabatean Agriculture, in fact, contains vicious criticism
of ascetic Suﬁs by Ibn Wa˙shiyya (esp. Text 28) and the other works
of Ibn Wa˙shiyya on magic, astrology and other esoteric subjects,

9
See, e.g., Nöldeke (1876): 455, who ends his article stating that “der wahre
Verf. der Landwirthschaft und der verwandten Bücher Abù ˇàlib Azzaijàt ist, der
sie, um ihnen mehr Credit zu geben und sich vor allen bösen Folgen von Seiten
eifriger Muslime zu wahren, dem als Meister geheimer Künste bekannten, schon
verstorbenen Ibn Wa˙≤ìja beilegte, sich selbst nur als Copisten darstellend.” Nöldeke’s
rather weak argumentation was criticized by Sezgin in his GAS IV: 213; Brockelmann,
on the other hand, easily accepted this claim (GAL S I: 430: “(. . .) dem a. ˇàlib
A. b. Zaiyàt diktiert, den daher Nöldeke (. . .) schon mit recht als den eigentlichen
Verfasser ansah (. . .)”). Later, see GAS IV: 213, note 3, this has developed into a
claim that even the identity of Ibn Wa˙shiyya is ﬁctitious—again without supporting evidence.
Stroumsa (1999): 167, note 95, while speaking of pseudepigrapha and the unorthodox ideas disseminated in them, calls reattributions such as the case of Ibn Wa˙shiyya/
Ibn az-Zayyàt, “an easy solution to diﬃcult problems” and criticizes the ease with
which scholars in the ﬁrst half of the 20th century (in our case, though, originally
already in the latter half of the 19th century) took recourse to pseudepigraphy. She
also draws attention to how Abù Bakr ar-Ràzì’s unorthodox ideas were tolerated
at about the same time (1999: 117), and one might well add several Suﬁs to the
list of tolerated, unorthodox thinkers, such as Abù Yazìd al-Bis†àmì (d. 874). One
should not think of the late 9th, early 10th century in the terms of Ibn Taymiyya
(d. 1328) or other later ultraorthodox authors. As also the later manuscript tradition of the Nabatean Agriculture shows, the work was not seen as scandalous blasphemy—at least not by those interested in it; Ibn Taymiyya and those of his ilk
would hardly have applauded its ideas, though.
Suﬁs were given considerable freedom of thought as long as they did not, like
al-Óallàj, promulgate their opinions too widely and too publicly. See, e.g., Böwering
(1999): 58–59.
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hardly show him as a respectable and orthodox Muslim. As Suﬁsm
in the late 9th century, a few decades before al-Óallàj’s execution
in 922, was far from orthodox,10 it is not at all diﬃcult to combine
the Nabatean Agriculture with an interest in the theoretical and heterodox ideas of Suﬁsm—though not in the ascetic variant based on
extreme reliance on God’s generosity, tawakkul.11 Thus, there is no
reason to assume that Ibn Wa˙shiyya could not have written or
translated this text.
The interest in Ibn Wa˙shiyya and his corpus remained minimal
until the late 1960s, when Touﬁc Fahd started a series of articles
on the Nabatean Agriculture. In 1993–1995, Fahd ﬁnally published an
edition of the text after Fuat Sezgin had published his facsimile in
1984, thus providing the scholarly world with an easier access to the
hitherto unedited text.
By Fahd’s time, the Babylonian theory had, with good reason, been
swept aside, but otherwise Fahd took the Arabic text to be authentic, i.e., he assumed that it was not an invention by Ibn Wa˙shiyya
but a translation of an older text which Fahd dated to pre-Islamic
times, giving slightly diﬀerent dates in his articles.12 Fahd has modiﬁed
his opinions on several occasions, and even sought for an Achaemenid
origin which, according to him, would explain some of the names
mentioned in the text. Yet his main weakness has been that he has
not seriously discussed the question of the text’s authenticity but has,
in fact, taken it for granted and has not fully considered the Late
Antique agronomic tradition as a potential source. Most of his articles
are translations of selected passages of the text and his theoretical
discussion has remained superﬁcial.
Fahd has sought for phonetic similarities between the names in
the Nabatean Agriculture and names known from other traditions and
he has also connected certain details of religious or philosophical ideas
10
Note that, e.g., al-Bìrùnì, in his Kitàb mà li"l-Hind, pp. 5–6 (= Sachau 1910:
8), pointed out the resemblance of the Suﬁs with the Indian philosophers concerning
incarnation (˙ulùl ) and uniﬁcation (itti˙àd, which Sachau translates as “the pantheistic doctrine of the unity of God with creation”).
11
For tawakkul, see Reinert (1968). Obviously, the farmer, who toils hard for his
living, is in sharp contrast with the Suﬁ, who relies on God—or often, in practice,
on mendicancy, receiving his living from the same producers whose way of life he
professes to despise. Manichaean and Christian ascetics, though, would here agree
with their Muslim counterparts.
12
Most of Fahd’s articles have been conveniently collected in the third volume
of his edition of the text (Fahd 1998).
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of the text with seemingly similar ones from better known ideological
systems. In all, Fahd’s indisputable merit has been to edit this gigantic text and to keep up the discussion around it, but his uncritical
attitude has not been able to convince many. Among his supporters
has been El Faiz, who has analysed the work from the viewpoint of
the Mesopotamian agricultural system in a volume which can hardly
be called critical. Especially his discussion of the date and textual
history of the Nabatean Agriculture (El Faiz 1995: 1–9) is extremely
uncritical. Like Fahd, he, too, merely sweeps aside any doubts as to
the text’s authenticity and denies any dependence on Greek sources.13
Fahd and El Faiz have not been the only ones to show interest
in the text, though. Rodgers (1980) has pointed out that there are
remarkable similarities between the Nabatean Agriculture and Anatolius
of Berytus’ lost work,14 Morony has brieﬂy discussed the Nabatean
Agriculture in some of his articles and books (e.g., 1982 and 1991), and
Watson (1983) has used the material in his study on agricultural
innovation, yet no one has undertaken an exhaustive study of the
work, not to speak of the Nabatean Corpus in general. Thus, El
Faiz (1995) has remained the only twentieth-century monograph on
Ibn Wa˙shiyya in a Western language.15
The utterly negative view of Nöldeke has in recent times been
repeated by Manfred Ullmann, who does admit (1972: 442) that the
work contains genuine materials from diﬀerent sources, including the
Graeco-Latin Geoponica, but otherwise takes an extremely negative
attitude towards it, and does little to hide his dislike of the work.
For Ullmann, the work is a concoction of Greek agronomic lore
with sheer ﬁction and, consequently, of little value.16

13
El Faiz (1995: 4), writing some ﬁfteen years after Rodgers, about whose article see below, refers to “l’indépendence de cet ouvrage par rapport aux sources de
la tradition agronomique gréco-latine.” Cf. also Lehmann (1997): 118.
14
Note, however, that Rodgers does not seem to have been familiar with the Arabic
tradition of Anatolius, see GAS IV: 315. These relations are studied below, 1.5.
15
I have not been able to see 'Àdil Abù Naßr’s al-Filà˙a an-Naba†iyya (Bayrùt
1958), mentioned by Ibràhìm as-Sàmarrà"ì in his Kitàb an-Nakhl li-Ibn Wa˙shiyya anNaba†ì (Mawrid 1:1–2, 1391/1971, pp. 65–70), p. 65, note 2. Incidentally, the short
tractate edited by as-Sàmarrà"ì in this article is blatantly misattributed: one of the
main authorities of the text is the eleventh-century Ibn al-Óajjàj, and the whole
tenor of the work is unlike Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s.
16
Cf. Ullmann (1972): 442: “Neben echtem, vor allem den Geoponikern und
den Neuplatonikern entnommenen Material steht der pure Schwindel.”
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1.2. The textual history of the Nabatean Agriculture

Despite the work done on the Nabatean Agriculture, it seems that the
situation has remained unclear and the scholarly world is hardly
unanimous on the date, original language and provenance of the
work. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the text critically and
to show the limits within which the analysis should in future move.
A Babylonian provenance hardly needs any more refutation and will
be ignored in what follows. I will ﬁrst discuss various indicators as
to the possible or probable provenance, authenticity,17 original language and sources of the Nabatean Agriculture and then sum up the
present state of knowledge. It should be emphasized that no analysis
can take it for granted that the work exhibits total consistency: on
the contrary, the analysis must start with an admission that everything that is said of one passage need not hold true for others. The
provenance of the diﬀerent passages may prove to be diﬀerent.18
The Preface of the text (Text 2) claims that the Arabic text is a
translation from “Ancient Syriac” by Ibn Wa˙shiyya, made in
291/903–4 and dictated to his student or secretary az-Zayyàt in
318/930–1. The “Ancient Syriac” original itself was a composite
work, based on the work of Íaghrìth19 which had ﬁrst been expanded
by Yanbùshàd and later given its ﬁnal shape by Qùthàmà. The time
schedule indicated in the Preface spans some twenty thousand years.
In the following, I shall speak of Qùthàmà as the “author” of the
text and of Ibn Wa˙shiyya as its translator. The ﬁrst name seems to
be a coded one, cf. below, but I refrain from putting quotation marks
around it, yet it seems obvious that Qùthàmà is, most probably, only
“Qùthàmà.” In the beginning of the analysis, we must also remem17
Note that in the following, I use authentic to mean “translated from Syriac”.
Naturally, the whole book is pseudepigraphical in the sense that the time scale in
the Preface is untenable. Authenticity is here seen from Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s point of
view: if the book was indeed translated from “Ancient Syriac”, then it can be considered authentic.
18
Actually, this quite nicely coincides with the textual tradition as given in the
Preface to the Nabatean Agriculture itself: the work is a multilayered one according to
the Preface. The diﬀerence between my point of view and that of the text is that
I admit the possibility that not everything that is not explicitly marked as the translator’s additions need come from the (purported) Syriac original. Or in other words,
passages marked by Ibn Wa˙shiyya as his own words are probably his but that
does not mean that other passages, too, could not be by him.
19
Note that all names in the text are open to doubt as to their vocalization and
the diacritical points, see 1.6.
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ber that Qùthàmà and Ibn Wa˙shiyya may, theoretically, well turn
out to be one and the same person. Neither their identity nor their
lack of identity is taken axiomatically as the basis of this study.
It should also be noted that when speaking about the “text,” or
the Nabatean Agriculture, I do not in the beginning of the study deﬁne
my position as to whether we are speaking of an Arabic original or
an Arabic translation of a Syriac—or some other—original. Thus,
when speaking about the Antique sources of the “text,” I do not
deﬁne my position as to whether the “text” originally was in Syriac
or in Arabic.
As several works belonging to the Greek or Latin agronomic tradition
are available, a comparison between these and the Nabatean Agriculture
oﬀers us a solid basis to start the analysis.
Much of the agricultural material in the book indicates a continuity with the Greek and Latin traditions. This has been forcefully
proved for small parts of the work by Rodgers (1980), who demonstrated that one of the (direct or indirect) Late Antique sources for
the Nabatean Agriculture was Anatolius of Berytus, whose Greek work
has unfortunately been lost except for one fragment. Other passages
may be reconstructed on the basis of other Greek sources. Rodgers
has compared this fragment and some of the reconstructed material
with the Nabatean Agriculture and has been able to show that in some
cases the Nabatean Agriculture is dependent on Anatolius; what remains
less clearly indicated in his study is whether there could have been
an intermediate source or whether Qùthàmà might have used this
source directly.
As shown below, 1.5, the Arabic text of Anatolius has, in fact,
been preserved and it can be seen that the Nabatean Agriculture does
indeed use Anatolius, either in Syriac or in Arabic translation.
However, only a minor part of the material of the Nabatean Agriculture
derives from Anatolius, and most of the passages having a religious,
philosophical or literary signiﬁcance derive from other sources.
Anatolius provides some materials but one can without diﬃculty
ﬁnd other parallels, too, between the text of the Nabatean Agriculture
and the proliﬁc agronomical and related traditions of Antiquity.20
20
The agronomical tradition of Antiquity was astonishingly lively. Thus, e.g., in
his Rerum rusticarum (I.1.7), Varro is able to mention more than ﬁfty Greek authors
who have treated some aspect of the subject.
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Thus, NA, pp. 63–64, resembles closely Vitruvius, VIII:1 “On ﬁnding
water,” and Theophrastos’ (d. 288/287 or 287/286 B.C.) Peri sèmeiòn
is an obvious starting point for the tradition leading to Text 1, whatever the exact route this passage may have taken before coming to
Qùthàmà.21
Often, as in the last-mentioned case, the traces point to the Geoponica,
a 10th-century Byzantine collection—thus in its ﬁnal form later than
the Nabatean Agriculture—but which goes back to the work of Cassianus
Bassus in the sixth century, itself a compilation of earlier sources,
including Anatolius but also many other texts. Text 1 also closely
resembles al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya, pp. 104–107, which seems to be the
translation of Cassianus’ original, with perhaps some changes. It
should be noted, however, that even though the materials in the
Nabatean Agriculture and the al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya are in this case very
similar to each other, there are hardly any verbally identical sentences and it is diﬃcult to believe that Ibn Wa˙shiyya could have
used this text through the Arabic translation.22
The passage NA, pp. 59–62, is most revealing. The passage closely
resembles several works of Antiquity, especially Vitruvius VIII.1.3.23
The plant names of the passage have been studied by Ernst Bergdolt
in his Beiträge zur Geschichte der Botanik in Orient III (1936): 127–134,
and his results are used, with some additions, by Fahd in Fahd
(1998): 24–28.
The Arabic text in this passage gives most of the plant names in
forms which can be consistently identiﬁed as really deriving from
21
There is no special reason to assume that the passage would have been taken
directly from Theophrastus. Some of Theophrastus’ works were translated into Arabic
(see Fihrist, p. 252 = Dodge, p. 607; GAS IV: 313), but Ibràhìm ibn Bakùs’
Theophrastian translation Kitàb Asbàb an-nabàt has been lost. For Ibràhìm, see also
Steinschneider (1889): 129–130. Theophrastus’ De Causis Plantarum is of a diﬀerent
character from the Nabatean Agriculture, even though there are, of course, incidental
parallels.
22
In the modern edition (1999), the text is attributed to Qus†à ibn Lùqà, but this
seems to be the result of sheer ignorance on the part of the editor, who does not
seem to know anything about the studies on the subject and has equated the author
with the famous Qus†à ibn Lùqà, whose name sounds somewhat similar to Qus†ùs,
the form under which the author of al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya was known to Arabs.
The theory of two traditions of the work, see GAS IV: 317–318, one a translation from Greek, the other from Pahlavi, is problematic. Both traditions exhibit
very similar texts, and it seems probable that both, in fact, go back to a Pahlavi
original. For this question, see the study by Attiè (1972).
23
Cf. also Palladius IX.8, Plinius XXVI.16, Columella II.2.20 and Geoponica II.4–6:
none of the chapters of the last-mentioned is indicated as going back to Anatolius.
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Syriac, discounting the many misspellings due to later copyists: the
original forms are reconstructable in correct Syriac. Some plant names
are also in recognizable Persian but rather few unequivocally in
Greek.24 Against this background it would be hard to defend a theory that this translation would have been made directly from Greek
into Arabic,25 which would mean that the translator suppressed the
Greek words on purpose—in fact, he is elsewhere very keen on showing oﬀ his knowledge—and, moreover, found from somewhere their
exact counterparts in Syriac.
This seems to imply that the translation has, at least in this case,
gone through Syriac.26 The same is shown by other passages in the
Nabatean Agriculture as well as by other works of the Nabatean Corpus;
e.g., the Kitàb as-Sumùm contains some prayers in Syriac27 which have
24
There are some cases in which we can ﬁnd a Greek word behind the forms
given in the text but these probably go only indirectly back to Greek, through Syriac
or Persian. Thus, in NA, p. 60, the author mentions that maiden’s hair is barshàwushàn
in Persian. The word does come from Persian (see, e.g., Steingass 1892, s.v. parsiyàwushàn), even though ultimately derivable from the Greek name Perseus (see Löw
1881: 279). Likewise, karyànà (NA, p. 60) seems ultimately to derive from the Greek
koriannon, but may well come through Syriac, see Fahd (1998): 25–26, note 31.
25
Ibn Khaldùn, in his Muqaddima, p. 494 (= Rosenthal 1958, III: 151), says that
the work was one of the books translated from Greek, but obviously this is merely
a vague impression, inspired by the “Greek” science which shines through from the
text: it is extremely unlikely that Ibn Khaldùn would have had some factual basis
for his claim. Nevertheless, it shows that at least he was aware of the similarity
between Greek science and the work.
Note that the case of Greek plant names diﬀers from the case of the names of
Greek authors (see below): the latter may have been suppressed due to the Nabatean
national spirit—there is a reason to ﬁnd the authorities from among the ancestors
of the Nabateans, not the Greeks—but no such reason can be found for the plant
names, as the author, or translator, is usually very keen on giving variant names
in diﬀerent languages to identify the plants in question.
26
The rather fanciful idea of a Pahlavi mediator (Fahd 1969: 87, duly disclaimed
by Ullmann 1972: 441) seems to have been inspired by the similar, but better documented hypothesis in the case of Tankalùshà. In the same instance, Fahd tried to
ﬁnd Old Persian etymologies for some of the Nabatean names, with meagre results.
27
MS, fol. 21b = Levey (1966a): 34, note 200. Levey condemns this prayer as
mere “magical jargon”, but its Aramaic character is quite obvious, especially as Ibn
Wa˙shiyya provides an Arabic translation which helps us to clear away some of
the scribal errors. Thus, one may identify LTW"N" (later in the text written KYW"N")
with the Arabic Zu˙al, “Saturn” (Syriac Kèwàn; this word was, of course, also used
in Arabic but Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself consistently uses Zu˙al); M"RY DShTM" (sic!)
DShMY M"RY "R"W (màryà d-shmayyà w-ar'à; for the latter part, one might also
read West Syriac màrè ar'ò ) with the Arabic “god of the heaven and the earth”, etc.
As the examples show, the text is very corrupt, but still sometimes recognizable.
Cf. also Ewald (1861): 109, and Steinschneider (1862): 8, note 12. The phrase abùn
d-shmayyà was current in Christian Arabic texts, see, e.g., Akhbàr ba†àrika, p. 108.
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been corrupted by the copyists but still retain a partly reconstructable
Syriac form underlying the corrupt writing. In all these cases, the
simplest solution is to presume that there was a Syriac original, itself
going partly back to Greek sources (the knowledge of Latin in the
area being rare) and that these passages were translated from Syriac
into Arabic.
There is also another reason for suggesting a Syriac original, or
group of originals. The text only partly connects with the Late
Antique agronomic tradition. In addition, it contains many references
to local customs and conditions, all consistently situated in Northern,
and Central, Iraq. Much of the pagan religious materials of the text
belongs to this layer, although some charms and talismans do derive
from Anatolius.
The geographical setting of the work is consistent and does not
leave any other possibility than to ascribe this layer of the text to
an author well aware of the locality and thus probably living in the
area. This, in itself, does not indicate whether the author was living
in the area at the time of Ibn Wa˙shiyya or earlier, nor whether he
was writing in Syriac or Arabic. It only shows that there is a redactional
layer deriving from Northern Mesopotamia above the Graeco-Roman
tradition.28 This was a Syriac-speaking area,29 later with considerable
but gradual growth in the role of Arabic—it took centuries after the
Arab conquest before the majority of the population spoke Arabic.
Knowledge of Greek was also rather limited, which further speaks
for a Syriac origin.
It is, of course, not impossible that Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself could
have known Greek—although then we would presume to ﬁnd more
evidence of that in the text—and that he somehow had access to a
voluminous manuscript in that language, but this clearly seems less
probable than a Syriac manuscript, the likes of which were numerous
in the area.30 Also translating from Greek into Syriac and only then
28
It seems less probable that there were authors in the area composing such
large works in Greek and, moreover, adding much material which must have been
of merely local interest.
29
Note that I am using the word ‘Syriac’ conventionally and in a very wide
meaning, and also as a translation of Arabic as-Suryànì. The sources do not give us
enough information to conclude whether the language would have been Syriac or
Aramaic.
30
It should be noted, though, that the Patriarch Photius, during his visit ep’
Assyrious—here meaning Arabs—“used the opportunity to gather manuscript material for his anthology” (Peters 1968: 23, with further references). There is no indi-
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from Syriac into Arabic was at least as common as a direct translation from Greek into Arabic31 and, moreover, that evades all the
problems mentioned above: If Ibn Wa˙shiyya was translating from
Syriac, that explains why he did not display any knowledge of Greek.
Lastly, it does not seem likely that Ibn Wa˙shiyya would have organized a two-phase translation, with a co-worker reading the Greek
and translating into Syriac: such procedures occurred in the organized translation centres but were hardly feasible in the case of an
individual working outside the centres.
The possibility remains, of course, that Ibn Wa˙shiyya somehow
found materials originally deriving from the Greek but already translated into Arabic, and that he compiled from these his own work,
perhaps adding the redactional layers showing a North Mesopotamian
setting. This seems improbable, however, for several reasons. First
of all, little of the material of the Nabatean Agriculture coincides with
what we know from other Arabic works—the passage of al-Filà˙a arRùmiyya, mentioned above, is a rare exception and even that shows
only overall similarities, not exact, word-to-word parallels. The only
exception to this is the Arabic translation of Anatolius which does
come remarkably close to the Nabatean Agriculture (see 1.5). Thus, we
should have to postulate an Arabic original, or several originals,
itself/themselves lost. Second, this would leave unexplained the Syriac
plant names in passages such as NA, pp. 63–64, discussed above. As
the Syriac plant names are real, they could not have been invented
by Ibn Wa˙shiyya, who thus would have had to collect these names
from his informants. There is no reason why he should have collected
this information, had he already had an Arabic source to hand.
Thus, it seems probable that Ibn Wa˙shiyya was indeed working
with Syriac material as the Preface itself claims. The community
cation that he would have found any agronomical manuscripts during his travels
(but cf. 1.5) but his person well exempliﬁes the close connections between the
Byzantine Empire and the Arabs at the time. Yet one should not think that he collected any Greek manuscripts from among the peasants and minor landowners: his
sources must have been upperclass and/or monasteries.
31
Gutas (1998) and other modern studies have shown that the translation movement of the 'Abbàsid period worked in a much more variegated way than the
straightforward Greek > Syriac > Arabic model which we often enough encounter
in older studies. Óunayn ibn Is˙àq’s Risàla (cf. also Bergsträsser 1925) actually quite
clearly shows that books were translated into Arabic also directly from Greek and,
in a few cases, the Arabic translation preceded the Syriac one and may even have
been used as an aid, if not even the original, of the Syriac translation (cf., e.g.,
Risàla, p. 27).
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from which, he says, he got the manuscripts, is identiﬁed as the
“Nabateans”. “Nabatean” (Naba†ì ) was at the time a term used by
Arabs for rural population, especially those speaking Syriac or Aramaic,
although with often rather ﬂuid limits: even Armenians may be called
Nabateans in Arabic texts (see 1.3). The names used by these Nabateans
for themselves seem to have varied. The community with which Ibn
Wa˙shiyya identiﬁed himself was the Kasdànians, whence his own
gentilicium al-Kasdànì. The name is obviously etymologically related
to Chaldaeans, the variation -shd- / -ld- originally going back to
Babylonian.
The layer of the Nabatean Agriculture which derives from Antiquity
seems, thus, to have ﬁrst gone through a Syriac translation before
coming to Ibn Wa˙shiyya, which incidentally lends more credence
to what Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself wrote both in the Preface and later,
in his glosses to the translation. One should therefore not see him,
as Nöldeke did, as an impudent forger, but a bona ﬁde translator
working with Syriac sources. This, of course, does not say that he
must have been particularly faithful or accurate in his translations.
As the work is a compendium going through all cultivated—and
many wild but edible or medicinal—plants, its structure is, in a sense,
open: one could always add new items and include plants that were
not found in the original. Thus, the botanical material is prone to
contain additions by many hands, perhaps also by Ibn Wa˙shiyya.32
The local geography in the North Mesopotamian layer is accurate
and much of the pagan materials in these passages is unknown from
Greek sources, even though the overall religious ideology obviously
owes much to late Hellenistic religion and Neoplatonic philosophy.
Yet in addition to this “Hellenizing” layer, there is also a layer of
popular beliefs which often sounds Mesopotamian enough and in
one case (Tammùz, cf. below) demonstrably goes back to Ancient
Syro-Mesopotamian religion. Thus, one must assume a redactor who
added local geographical details and information concerning late
paganism.
The critics of Ibn Wa˙shiyya have oﬀhandedly ascribed his materials

32
An illustrative example of this is found in a marginal note by az-Zayyàt (Text 4),
where he tells that he was uncertain whether a description of a certain plant belonged
to the original or whether it derived from a piece of paper, more or less haphazardly placed between other pages. It should be noted that Ibn Wa˙shiyya was
already dead when az-Zayyàt was copying the end of the text.
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to pure invention with no background in reality. This, though, is
impossible since our knowledge of late paganism tends to conﬁrm
the information given in the book. A particularly interesting case is
the description of the ritual lament for Tammùz (Text 24, see also
3.5). It contains materials not known from any other contemporary,
or older, sources potentially available to Qùthàmà or Ibn Wa˙shiyya,
but coincides reasonably well with what we nowadays know, partly
on the basis of cuneiform studies. This material must originate within
the area,33 and presumably no Greek author would have had similar information at his disposal, with the possible exception of Anatolius
of Berytus, who could have known more pagan lore than is indicated in the preserved passages. These passages, however, do not
imply that his work would have contained such material, and the
extant oriental tradition of his book (see 1.5) seems to conﬁrm this.
Anatolius does mention charms and magical actions, but there are
no traces of any far-reaching general interest in describing paganism in his strictly agronomic work. Thus, it remains hypothetical that
such material would have been included in his work and, one should
add, Ibn Wa˙shiyya makes it clear that Tammùz was known even
during his own time, the late ninth century, in Northern Iraq and
it seems easiest to presume that the description of Tammùz in the
work of Qùthàmà also derives from the same area.34
The geographical details pointing to Northern Iraq are also found
in passages which are more factual in their approach35 and cannot
easily be seen as fancifully inserted material. A particular case is the
exact observations on the building techniques in 'Aqarqùfà (NA,
pp. 199–202). Thus, the ﬁnal form of the work must have been written in that area, even though many passages were taken over in a
modiﬁed form from Greek sources.
Even when dependent on the Greek tradition, the Nabatean Agriculture
localizes the material. Thus, when discussing the ﬂowing of the rivers
from North to South (cf. Vitruvius VIII.2.6–8), NA, p. 105, discusses

33
The cult of Tammùz, of course, enjoyed wide distribution and is known from
many places in Syria and, even until very late times, from Harran.
34
A local tradition would also explain why the Syriac work never inﬂuenced
Syriac literature more generally and why Ibn Wa˙shiyya was able to ﬁnd the work
in the same area: we are speaking about a restricted, local tradition which never
reached a wider audience. The situation as described in the Preface would seem
quite credible.
35
Pace Ullmann (1972): 442.
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real local rivers (and the Nile),36 many of which are not mentioned
by Vitruvius. The general argument of Vitruvius—or whichever text
the author had at hand—is thus kept but in a localized form.
Thus, there seems to be a redactional layer, which may be located
to Northern and Central Iraq, written probably in Syriac37 and preserved in the area until Ibn Wa˙shiyya made the work famous
throughout the Arabic-speaking world, and later in Spanish and
Jewish traditions, too.
Graeco-Latin agronomical literature was the dominant but not the
only tradition in the area. There was also interest in agronomical
literature at least in Carthage which may have derived from, or
diﬀused to, Phoenicia. Late Antique authors themselves highly appreciated the work of Mago of Carthage, written in “the Punic tongue”
in 28 books (Varro, Rerum rusticarum I.1.10)38 and later translated into
Greek in 20 books, now no longer extant. Varro is probably referring
to this work when he says (I.2.13) that writers “whether in Punic,
or Greek, or Latin, have wandered too far from the subject” of agriculture. Thus, one should not take it for granted that agronomical
elements in the Nabatean Agriculture not deriving from the known GraecoLatin tradition need to be new developments: the author may have
had written, local sources,39 themselves probably at least partly dependent on Graeco-Latin tradition but perhaps also contributing to it.
The redactional layer of Northern Mesopotamian origin forms the
central part of the problem of the Nabatean Corpus. It is of prime
importance to date, set and evaluate this material, which contains
invaluable information on Late Antique or Early Islamic paganism
and material which is not only the last stage of a long tradition but
considerably widens our knowledge derived from other sources.
36

There is also a river of this name (an-Nìl) in Iraq, south of Nahr Kùthà.
When it comes to pagan Syriac/Aramaic texts, one should remember that
many of the Manichaean texts, although preserved in Greek, Coptic or Parthian,
were originally written in Syriac: Manichaean Syriac literature is a sizeable pagan
corpus, later almost completely lost, and thus a close parallel to our case. Likewise,
one ﬁnds pagan literature in other forms of Aramaic, such as the Mandaic books.
For the “Chaldaean” books, mentioned by Ephraem and presumably referring to
books of astrological contents, see Tubach (1986): 103, note 193.
38
See also Columella, De Re Rustica I.1.10 (and I.1.6, on Punic authors on
husbandry).
39
“Local” here is understood broadly. It should be noted that the author does
speak about Kan'ànite, i.e., Canaanite, tradition. There is nothing to exclude the
possibility that he is referring to really existing sources, whether in “Punic,” Syriac
or Greek.
37
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Much of this material is given on the authority of persons bearing “Nabatean” names. The personal names of the work are mostly
undecipherable and the eﬀorts to identify them have given meagre—
if any—results. The attempts to identify them have in most cases
proved desperate and far-fetched. It is also clear that the languages
and name-giving traditions of the area are well enough known to
make it impossible to claim that names such as Qùthàmà, Yanbùshàd
and Íaghrìth are good Aramaic, or some other language, and it has
not been possible to match them credibly with any existing names.
There are only a few names which really sound Aramaic. Thus,
one ﬁnds in the text the name Bar-Íawmà a†-†abìb (NA, p. 138) as
well as a few other names beginning with Bar (“son (of )”): Barìshà (see
Fahd 1998, Index), Bar-'Ablà (NA, pp. 1360–1361) and Baràyà (read
Bar-Abbà?, NA, p. 955). In all these cases, though, there are variants
in the manuscripts and the readings are, by no means, obvious.
Thus, most, if not all, of the names seem to be, for some reason,
coded, either by the author or the translator.40 In contrast to this,
the place names and the plant names are mainly identiﬁable and,
moreover, correct in the sense that the geographical names make
up a logical whole and the plant names generally agree with Persian,
Syriac or Arabic botanical lexicons. Nabatean divine names, on the
other hand, are almost totally lacking: most of the divinities are astral
and the names used for them are the standard Arabic ones.
If the personal names are, as they seem to be, coded, there remains
the question who coded them, and why. Obviously, the use of pseudo“Nabatean” names goes well with the nationalistic spirit of the work
which emphasizes the role of the “ancient Nabateans” as the source
of all culture,41 but that does not yet solve the problem of who
invented them.
The problem is complicated but there seems to be one important
passage which implies that they were invented by the Syriac author,

40

For coding names, see also Trombley (1993–1994) I: 266.
In his Preface to K. as-Sumùm (fol. 4b), Ibn Wa˙shiyya writes: “Perhaps nine
tenths of sciences belong to the Nabateans and one tenth to all other nations together.”
In fact, the “ancient Nabateans”, if understood as ancient Babylonians and Assyrians,
do have a major share in the early cultural history of the Near East and it may
well be that some vague memory of these times lingered on among the local population. Thus, while the Babylonian origin of the work itself is ﬁctitious, the role
it assigns to the ancient population of Mesopotamia happens to coincide with real
cultural history. For similar ideas in Zoroastrian Persia, see Gutas (1998): 40–45.
41
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Qùthàmà, who also hid his own name under a code. In NA, p. 298,
there is an extremely interesting passage which also speaks in favour
of a Syriac original. In a gloss, the translator, Ibn Wa˙shiyya, mentions
that even though the Sabians (one of the few occurrences in which
he uses the term in the text)42 know the name and story of Tammùz(à),
they are ignorant of the name of Yanbùshàd, who, though, should
be closer to their own time than the ancient Tammùzà (see Text 24).
I ﬁnd it very diﬃcult to understand the motivation behind this
remark if the coded name Yanbùshàd had been made out by Ibn
Wa˙shiyya. In fact, the remark seems to undermine the credibility
of the text by letting us know that Yanbùshàd was unknown to the
Nabateans, whose sagacious ancestor he should have been.43 Thus,
it seems more probable that Ibn Wa˙shiyya is here using a source
where he had already found the name Yanbùshàd and had checked
the details against local “Sabians” and “Nabateans” who knew
Tammùz—a remarkable conﬁrmation of the duration of vestiges of
the cult up to the late 9th century—yet ignored Yanbùshàd. Thus,
the author of the Syriac version is more probably the inventor of the
name Yanbùshàd and, consequently, of most or all of the other
coded names, too.
On the other hand, the same, or similar, coded names appear in
the other works belonging to the Nabatean Corpus, and some of these
other works are also mentioned, with coded author names, in the
Preface to the Nabatean Agriculture by Ibn Wa˙shiyya. If these other
works were also produced by the same Syriac author who compiled
the Syriac original of the Nabatean Agriculture, then we come to the
somewhat awkward situation that not only one manuscript but a

42
Note that the term Sabian is found only in Arabic (see Green 1992: 103) and
thus its rarity in the text gives more weight to the theory that the original was written in Syriac. Had it been written in Arabic, the author might have been more
tempted to use this well-known term, but if he did not ﬁnd this term in his original, he had less reason to insert it into his text. The use of the overall term
“Nabatean”, also non-native as may be seen from al-Mas'ùdì, Tanbìh, p. 36 (see
1.3), was, on the other hand, adopted by Ibn Wa˙shiyya.
43
Likewise, one may wonder at the duplicating of the original material in the
passage which attacks ascetics in the original work and to which Ibn Wa˙shiyya
adds his own, anti-Suﬁ attacks (Text 28). It does not, of course, follow from this
duplicating that there must have been two diﬀerent authors, but one cannot too
easily see what Ibn Wa˙shiyya could have achieved by ﬁrst attributing to Qùthàmà a
passage against ascetics and then duplicating this by adding his own notes. It would
have been much more eﬃcient to attack only once, but with maximum venom.
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whole corpus reached Ibn Wa˙shiyya without leaving any traces anywhere else.
The only solution would seem to be that, as implied in the Preface,
Ibn Wa˙shiyya found all these manuscripts in the hands of one
owner: thus the whole corpus could have been transmitted in a (family?) line from the Syriac author until the last owner of the manuscripts.
This is hardly very probable if there was a large time gap between
the Syriac author and Ibn Wa˙shiyya. We might suggest that the
Syriac author was not necessarily pre-Islamic, or that he dates from
the time just before the conquest, in which case the corpus might
well have stayed in the family for the intervening time, some three
centuries at most, without inﬂuencing Syriac literature elsewhere.
Technically, of course, the author could also have been contemporary to Ibn Wa˙shiyya, but here again the use of Greek sources
makes this less probable and also the fact that, cf. above, Ibn
Wa˙shiyya seems rather to have acted bona ﬁde. If he acted bona ﬁde,
his description of the manuscripts and the story of how he got hold
of them should be taken seriously, and the story contradicts the possibility that they were modern.44
Another possibility is that although the Nabatean Agriculture is a genuine translation of a Syriac original this need not be true in the case
of all other works of the Nabatean Corpus. The Shawq al-mustahàm
seems, in any case, to be a later pseudepigraph45 which used the
names made famous by Ibn Wa˙shiyya. It is also possible that Ibn

44
Manuscripts were, of course, also forged and made to look worn and decrepit.
The case of Ibn Sìnà, who forged a text to get even with a certain philologist, is
well known, cf. Gohlman (1974): 68–73.
45
Even though we know that Ibn Wa˙shiyya was interested in cryptography, see
Ibn an-Nadìm, Fihrist, p. 358 (Dodge 1970: 864). The author of the Shawq refers
to his travels in Egypt (e.g., his visit to aß-Ía'ìd, p. 115) and is very interested in
Egypt in general, whereas Ibn Wa˙shiyya never refers to any visits to Egypt in the
Nabatean Agriculture; he, in fact, has next to nothing to say about Egypt. Likewise,
the grossly anachronistic reference (Shawq, p. 135) to “the Caliph 'Abdalmalik ibn
Marwàn,” dated to 241 A.H. (!) is quite unlike the exactness of Ibn Wa˙shiyya. In
my opinion, the real author might be the copyist of the original, Óasan ibn Faraj,
an otherwise unknown descendant of Sinàn ibn Thàbit ibn Qurra, who dated his
work to 413 (p. 136). This Óasan is not mentioned in Richter-Bernburg (1981). In
considering the text’s attribution, all its manuscripts should be studied, especially
Damascus, ¸àhiriyya, 'àmm 10244 (see GAS I: 934) which seems to contain this
text. I am grateful to Prof. Fuat Sezgin for drawing my attention to this manuscript.
If the Shawq al-mustahàm is, as it seems to be, a later text, the famous and often
repeated “earliest” reference to the term ishràq (Nasr 1964: 63, Corbin 1971: 23–24,
Walbridge 2000: 192) also has to be reconsidered.
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Wa˙shiyya himself, or some later author, wanted to make the most
out of the Nabatean Agriculture, which had received some popularity.
This is shown by its success in agricultural manuals and in magical
works, such as the pseudo-Picatrix and other works dealing, at least in
passing, with Nabatean lore, such as Maimonides’ Dalàla.46
The main works of the Nabatean Corpus seem homogenous and
thus, if they proved to be forgeries, it would be easiest to suggest
that it was Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself who authored the other works, or
at least added the coded names to emphasize the homogeneity of
the corpus and to create the market for the other works, too. This
would have been possible, especially if we believe in the time-scale
indicated in the Preface of the Nabatean Agriculture, which states that
there was a gap of 27 (lunar) years between the translation of the
Nabatean Agriculture and the dictating of the ﬁnal text which has come
down to us and to which the Preface was added. If Ibn Wa˙shiyya
had realized the potentials of the corpus in this period, he would
have had over two decades to widen it by adding new texts to it.
Although there is no way to exclude this possibility, I still incline
towards the earlier solution, viz. that the works of the Nabatean
Corpus are relatively late Syriac compositions, translated into Arabic
by Ibn Wa˙shiyya not more than a few centuries or even a few generations after their compilation.47 This would date the compilation
of the Syriac original of the Nabatean Agriculture just before the Islamic
conquest or at the beginning of the Islamic period. Even a very late
date, more or less coinciding with the beginning of the translation
movement in late 8th or early 9th century, cannot be ruled out, a
period when Greek works were again being translated into Syriac, most
often, but not necessarily always, under the auspices of the new rulers.
The reason for coding the names does not seem quite clear. One
might think of them as a safeguard against those who would have
taken oﬀence at the open paganism of the work, either Christians
or Muslims. In this case the coded names would disguise the identity
of oral informants, as well as the author of the Syriac original,
“Qùthàmà,” as there seems to be little reason to conceal the names

46
Cf. especially (ps.)-al-Majrì†ì, Ghàyat al-˙akìm, pp. 350–396 (IV.7) = Ritter-Plessner
(1962): 366–402, and Maimonides’ Dalàla, Part III, especially chapters 29–30
(Friedländer 1904: 315–321).
47
For an overview of religious communities in Iraq at the time, see Morony
(1984): 277–506. For remnants of paganism, see also 1.4.
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of already deceased authors; in any case, some of the material might
well have been collected from oral sources.
The other possibility, of course, depends on the Nabatean nationalism
of the author: the coded names may actually not hide any real
names, they might merely be names invented out of nothing to compete with, say, the Greek-sounding names of the al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya.
In the case of passages deriving from Anatolius (see 1.5) we even know
that this was the case: Greek authorities of Anatolius have been tacitly changed in the Nabatean Agriculture into Nabatean ones. It is also
worth mentioning that there are no identiﬁable Greek names in a
book so intimately connected with the Graeco-Latin agronomic tradition.48 This does not automatically lead us to Ibn Wa˙shiyya, though,
because he may well have inherited the nationalistic spirit from the
Syriac author. Perhaps Ibn Wa˙shiyya was so nationalistic because
that was the tone he found in the manuscript he translated.49
The coded names take us to the question of the sources of the
original Syriac work by Qùthàmà. According to the Preface, Qùthàmà
is purported to have worked mainly with material written or compiled by Íaghrìth and Yanbùshàd. In addition, he quotes some dozen
books and authors bearing coded names, none of which is identiﬁable
as a historical author. Are these real books, oral informants or mere
ﬁction, or partly one, partly the other? At the present state of knowledge there does not seem to be an easy answer.
Whatever the background of the coded names, there seems to be
a possible hint at the group from among which at least some of the
informants of Qùthàmà might have come. There is an interesting
passage in the Nabatean Agriculture which has not received any attention. On p. 323, l. 4, the author ﬁrst mentions what Íaghrìth had
said and then continues: fa-inna ghayrahu min al-qudamà" fì zamàninà
hàdhà naràhum 'iyànan (. . .) “we see with our own eyes others from
48

For a possible exception, Asqùlùbiyà, see 4.1.
The importance of the shu'ùbiyya movement of the 9th century has been exaggerated, and wrong conclusions have been made about it. The shu'ùbiyya may well
have inspired Ibn Wa˙shiyya to start his translation activities but it does not follow that he would have forged his material out of nothing. The polemical passages
emphasizing the role of the Nabateans in history are few and far between and the
main focus of the work is elsewhere.
Likewise, the pagan elements in the text cannot always be derived from some
hidden, nationalistic agenda. On the contrary, many “pagan” details of the text
must have sounded repulsive to the ears of the 10th-century audience. For nationalism in Syriac authors, see 1.3.
49
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among the qudamà" in this time of ours (. . .).” The lexical meaning
of qudamà" is, of course, “ancients” or, more freely, “ancestors”, which
hardly makes much sense in the present context.
It seems possible that the word, which is very often used in the
Nabatean Agriculture, here50 actually means “members of the old families” (cf. the cristianos viejos in Castile), which in this context might
refer to a class of Syriac-speaking old landed (low) aristocracy of the
area who might have kept vestiges of the Hellenic religion, in secret
if not openly. If so, then the references to ancient times might turn
out, at least in some cases, to be references to this “old-fashioned”
class, and the coded names which mainly belong to the qudamà"
would be contemporaries of Qùthàmà. Once invented, they could
also serve as replacements for Greek names, as in the case of Anatolius.
The translator, Ibn Wa˙shiyya, need not always have understood
the expression correctly, which would have resulted in setting these
qudamà" in ancient times.
In addition to completely coded names, there are a few more easily identiﬁable names of Biblical origin. The persons bearing these
names in the Nabatean Agriculture have little to do with their Biblical
counterparts (for more details, see 4.1). Adam is presented as the
forefather of the Kasdànians—but not all human beings51—and
Abraham is mentioned as a traveller. Such changes in the evaluation of Biblical characters are well known from several traditions in
the area (Gnostics, Mandaeans, even Hellenistic magic), which does
not help us in identifying any particular group as being behind these
changes.
Moreover, the roles given to these persons in the text hardly ﬁt
the belief system of any religion, however syncretistic it might have
been.52 They are more seen as masters of agriculture and wise farm-

50

A similar meaning might also be possible in, e.g., NA, p. 412.
Cf., e.g., NA, p. 1264, where it is mentioned that the Jaràmiqa do not belong
to the progeny (nasl ) of Adam, whereas the Kasdànians do.
52
One should be wary of overemphasizing the eﬀects of syncretism. One cannot but agree with Green, who writes (1992: 82): “At the same time, however, we
must be careful not to overvalue the eﬀects of religious syncretism, for (. . .) it was
often at best an intellectual exercise on the part of a few which left untouched the
actual ritual and cult.” In the case of the Nabatean Agriculture, we may see how philosophical astral speculation is found in the text side by side with practical magic.
The philosophical layer did not eradicate the popular layer, and thus we have in the
Nabatean Agriculture a document from which we can sift information concerning rural
religious life, despite the more sophisticated philosophical layer superadded to it.
51
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ers of the old times than as Biblical—or Qur"ànic—characters. In
this sense, these names, too, are coded.53
In any case, the redactor responsible for these names knew the
Biblical tradition, at least by hearsay, but as that tradition was equally
well known in the ﬁfth as in the late ninth centuries, this does not
much help in identifying or dating the redactor. It seems more probable that these, like other coded names, derive from the Syriac
version.
Lastly, there remains the question of how Ibn Wa˙shiyya worked
when translating the book. By now, I hope, it has become clear that
more weight should be given to what Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself says,
as many of his claims seem to have been to some extent corroborated
by the results of our study: he most probably did translate his text
from “Ancient Syriac” and so he obviously had Syriac manuscripts
which he would have found among the local population and, thus
far, the information he gives in the Preface is correct and accurate.
In many cases (e.g., NA, p. 585), Ibn Wa˙shiyya, speaking as himself, indicates the variation of “Nabatean” words in diﬀerent dialects
(lughàt).54 This is quite understandable, since in the late ninth century Arabic had started pushing Syriac/Aramaic into small pockets
where the dialects must have developed in diﬀerent directions—as
we know from modern Aramaic. Also the semi-Arabic words given
in the text as “Nabatean” are not surprising when we compare them
to the situation in, e.g., Modern Assyrian, where inﬂuences and loanwords from Arabic, Persian, Kurdish and Turkish are considerable,
depending on the surrounding culturally and linguistically dominant
culture.
The dialectal variation also shows that Ibn Wa˙shiyya did not
work with one manuscript singlehandedly. Either

53
Note that the idea of Adam and others as both prophets and wise men does
not in fact fall too far from the philosopher-king/prophet of al-Fàràbì. There is no
need to assume a genetic link here, though: the idea was always close when Greek
philosophy was combined with Semitic prophecy. See also 4.2.
54
For Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s way of working, see also section 2. For references to the
Nabatean language in Arabic literature, see Baalbaki (1983). Most cases of “Nabatean”
phrases given in Arabic literature are rather problematic from the point of view of
linguistic analysis, such as that attributed to Ja'far aß-Íàdiq in Ibn Shahràshùb,
Manàqib IV: 238 (M¸ Allàh WKS" WLSÓH B-S"ˇWR"), which incites 'Ammàr
ibn Mùsà as-Sàbà†ì to exclaim: “I have never seen a Nabatean as eloquent in his
own language as you are (although you are an Arab)!”
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a) he had Syriac-speaking informants whom he consulted when he
translated the manuscript: the dialectal variation would have been
a problem when he asked them about the words in the text, since
his informants spoke another variant of Syriac, probably diﬀering
not only from the written language but also from each other; or
b) he collected materials from oral tradition in addition to the text
he translated and added these to the text, not (at least not always)
indicating that he was expanding the original.
These two possibilities are, of course, not mutually exclusive, and it
seems probable that both methods were, in fact, used by Ibn
Wa˙shiyya. That he did collect additional oral lore, at least in some
cases, we know from the additions which he gives under his own
name as the translator, e.g., the above-mentioned passages where he
asked people about Yanbùshàd and Tammùz.
It also seems possible that his command of Syriac was less than
perfect;55 at least he often has to admit that he either does not know
the Arabic word for a Syriac plant name or that he had to take
recourse to his informants. As the Syriac original has not been preserved, it is not easy to assess the faithfulness of the translation; the
parallels between the Nabatean Agriculture and the ultimate Greek
sources are never, as far as I can see, exact word-to-word parallels,
which makes it possible that the translation from Syriac into Arabic
may have been rather loose, although it is also possible that the
Syriac author is the source of this free attitude towards sources.
Assuming that it was Ibn Wa˙shiyya who took the freedoms in his
translation, it is possible that the Nabatean Agriculture is not, in fact,
an exact translation but perhaps more a paraphrase of the original,
or an ad sensum translation.

55

Ibn an-Nadìm, Fihrist, p. 358 (= Dodge 1970: 863), calls him a˙ad fußa˙à" anNaba† bi-lughat al-Kasdàniyyìn, but this conﬁdence in his linguistic abilities obviously
derives from Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself, or his general reputation as the translator par
excellence from the Nabatean language. Whence his, presumably limited, knowledge
of Syriac came, is not clear. Partly he may have learned it from the peasants around
him, but one might also speculate on the possibility that his mother might have
been Nabatean herself, which could have given him the nickname Ibn Wa˙shiyya—
his forefathers bore Arabic and Islamic names for several generations. Likewise, the
mother of his contemporary, the philologist Abù 'Amr ash-Shaybànì (d. 312) is said
to have been Nabatean, which is implied to give credibility to his statements on
the Nabatean language, cf. Ibn ManΩùr, Lisàn al-'arab III: 151, s.v. ÓZRQ , and
Baalbaki (1983): 122.
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The basic facts concerning Ibn Wa˙shiyya seem rather clear: he
was an Arab author, of Nabatean background according to his own
words, with at least a working knowledge of Syriac, obviously both
the spoken Syriac of the area and the literary language. Ibn Wa˙shiyya
himself was a Muslim but he was interested in the esoterica and tradition which we might call Late Hellenistic. His own rural background is obvious, which also explains why he was so little known
in literary circles.
On the other hand, we know very few details about him; he is
not deemed worthy of an article in any of the biographical dictionaries which, in any case, concentrate on religious scholars and poets
in the urban centres. In addition to the information given in his
own works, our main source on Ibn Wa˙shiyya is Ibn an-Nadìm’s
(d. 380/990) Fihrist, where he is mentioned on several occasions, six
to be precise.56
Ibn an-Nadìm’s ﬁrst note on him is revealing in its brevity. In
Fihrist, p. 171/377, he mentions Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s book on agriculture in a chapter on authors about whom he had little information
(lam yu'raf ˙àluhum 'alà stiqßà"). It seems that when writing this part
of the book, Ibn an-Nadìm knew little about Ibn Wa˙shiyya. Later,
though, he became more familiar with him and, luckily, seems to
have used sources which did not depend on Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s own
works and thus contain independent evidence for his historicity.
The main articles on him come in Fihrist, pp. 311–312/731–732
and 358/863–865. When writing these articles, Ibn an-Nadìm had
become more familiar with Ibn Wa˙shiyya. Here we ﬁnd the complete name of Ibn Wa˙shiyya given as Abù Bakr A˙mad ibn 'Alì
ibn (Qays ibn al-)Mukhtàr ibn 'Abdalkarìm ibn Óarathyà ibn Badanyà
ibn Bar†ànyà ibn 'Àlà†yà al-Kasdànì aß-Íùfì min ahl Qussìn57 (and
Junbulà").58 He is credited with several books, both his own on magic
and alchemy and those translated from “Nabatean” and, moreover,
we are told that he was a descendant of Sennacherib (Sin˙àrìb).59

56
Pp. 171/377, 245/590, 311–312/731–732, 317/743, 353/850, 358/863–865—
the paginations refer to the Fihrist and its translation in Dodge (1970). Thus, e.g.,
pp. 171/377, read: Fihrist, p. 171; Dodge (1970): 377.
57
The readings of the non-Arabic names are somewhat conjectural.
58
The bracketed additions come from Fihrist, p. 358.
59
Sennacherib, probably because of his Biblical fame, is often given as a prestigious ancestor. Even an Armenian prince bore this name in the tenth century, cf.
Ullmann (1978): 43.
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Ibn Wa˙shiyya most probably was inspired to translate the Nabatean
Agriculture from Syriac by several factors in the intellectual climate of
his time. His Nabatean 'aßabiyya, national spirit, coincides with the
shu'ùbiyya movement in general, and the idea of translating texts into
Arabic goes hand in hand with the similar translation movement from
Greek, often through Syriac. His interest in paganism temporally
coincides with the general interest in the Sabians of Harran, who
somewhat earlier had drawn the attention of the capital, Baghdad,
where there developed a “Harranian community” of learned authors
and translators. The 9th- and 10th-century interest in pagans, both
those of Harran and earlier ones, is abundantly documented in
Ibn an-Nadìm’s Fihrist (for Harranians, see pp. 308–327/725–773).
Kraemer (1982): 174, even speaks of a “pagan reaction” among
Muslim philosophers.60
Obviously, Ibn Wa˙shiyya would not have felt a need to translate the Nabatean works into Arabic without this background. It
should be clear, though, that it does not follow from this that the
texts are forgeries. It merely explains the interest he had in translating Nabatean texts.
The intellectual climate in which Ibn Wa˙shiyya worked was full
of interest in ﬁnding, or forging, traces of ancient wisdom and Late
Antique philosophy in both its Aristotelian and Neoplatonic forms,
largely fused together by now. The Harranians played a central role
in this but also the Jàbirian corpus61 and the Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà
were in vogue, and all these show close similarity with the Nabatean
Agriculture, as also does Balìnùs’ Sirr al-khalìqa. Yet, unfortunately, the
sources and dates of almost all these texts are equally diﬃcult to
pinpoint with the exactitude one might wish.
It is more complicated to draw a picture of the Syriac author,
Qùthàmà. He was absorbed in the Hellenistic tradition and could
well have been a pagan himself, as the text claims. Whether his
paganism was autochthonous or not is not quite obvious. Late, local
paganism did live on even in the East Roman empire, as shown by,
e.g., the studies of Trombley,62 and it should have continued even
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Cf. also Crone-Cook (1977), esp. pp. 85–88.
For kutub al-ﬁlà˙a in the Jàbirian corpus, see Kraus (1942–1943) I: 153 and II:
79–84. The alchemist al-Jildakì (d. 743/1342), in his Nihàyat a†-†alab, counts Ibn
Wa˙shiyya as one of the falàsifat al-islàm who beneﬁted from the work of Jàbir.
62
Trombley (1993–1994). See also Dijkstra (1995). For the survival of paganism
into Islamic times, see 1.4.
61
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more strongly in the area ruled by the Sasanids, who did support
the state religion of Zoroastrianism but who were deﬁnitely less strictly
against paganism than their East Roman, or Byzantine, colleagues—
and even these tolerated paganism to some extent.
On the other hand, the 4th and 5th centuries also showed a resurrection of philosophical paganism. Julian the Apostate tried to
revive paganism and later Proclus (d. 485) himself worked in the
same direction. Qùthàmà might also be one of these late philosophical pagans who followed suit and, perhaps, added local elements to their pagan world view: the society which he describes is,
in any case, pagan. Yet the Biblical elements do show that he was
already heavily inﬂuenced by either Judaism or Christianity, or both,
in some of their forms. A date earlier than the ﬁfth century is made
improbable by the fact that non-Biblical Greek texts were not translated into Syriac in large numbers before this date.63 It does not
seem possible with our present state of knowledge to be more exact
about the background of Qùthàmà.
To summarize the evaluation of the provenance and authorship
of the Nabatean Agriculture, the analysis seems to favour the following
conclusions which, I wish to emphasize, cannot be considered as ﬁnal.
The book contains several layers, none of which, except for the additions by the translator, explicitly marked as such, can be deﬁnitely
dated. The Preface itself claims that the book consists of several layers and the analysis seems to conﬁrm this. The question is what
these layers are and how to identify them.
The most easily identiﬁable layer is that which contains material
ultimately deriving from the Greek tradition of agronomic literature
and which was translated into Syriac, probably by Qùthàmà himself, who did not leave in the text any obvious signs of the provenance of this layer, such as Greek personal names. Qùthàmà also
added another level which is ﬁrmly located to Northern and Central
Mesopotamia and it seems that most of the openly pagan elements
belong to this layer. The work of Qùthàmà seems to have been
available to Ibn Wa˙shiyya in a Syriac manuscript and there is no
reason to doubt the general description in the Preface of how he
found the manuscript and worked with it.
The identity of the sources of the Syriac original remains obscure
because of the coded names. It is possible that at least some of these
63

Cf. Brock (1977).
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sources may well have been oral. It is also possible that Ibn Wa˙shiyya
may have enlarged the text he was translating with extracts from
other sources, as well as information culled from his oral sources.
As the moral integrity of Ibn Wa˙shiyya is not at stake, I see no
reason to deny that either he or Qùthàmà could have changed these,
admittedly hypothetical, oral sources into written ones to enhance
the authority of the book. In fact, we do know from the Preface that
the author or the translator, or both, wanted us to believe in the
great antiquity of the text, which would go well with creating ancient
sources out of contemporary oral reports. Which of the two might
have done this is not clear but it should be mentioned that, on the
other hand, the author sometimes reduces the time scale by adding
that the Nabateans spoke in ramz, symbolic language (cf. Text 6),
so that the huge number of years sometimes signiﬁes something quite
diﬀerent, thus in fact undermining the claims of the book to great
antiquity. Thus, the huge time scale may not purport to be understood literally.64
The geographical setting of the book is clear from the abundant
details we have, but the date of the pagan material is less obvious.
Ibn Wa˙shiyya sometimes speaks as the translator and comments on
the pagan rituals which, he says, still lingered on in his time, although
they were obviously dying out, little by little. There does not seem
to be any reason to doubt these passages—a tiny minority of all passages dealing with paganism—which thus show that vestiges of paganism did live on in the countryside until the late 9th century, though
probably not much longer.65
Yet in the community described in the main text, paganism seems
much livelier and one gets the impression that there was a kind of
cuius regio eius religio principle, which we know full well from the
Eastern Roman empire after Constantine, i.e., in the fourth through
to the sixth centuries.66 As the area we are discussing mainly belonged
to the Sasanian Empire such a religious freedom in the countryside
would have been even more understandable—though one has to
64
I repeat that I do not want to “clear the reputation” of Ibn Wa˙shiyya. The
book is immensely interesting and of great value, irrespective of whether the author
and the translator were conscientious in their work.
65
Anonymously, of course, pagan habits still live on in both Europe and the
Near East but have now lost any conscious connection with historical paganism.
See also 1.4.
66
Cf. Trombley (1993–1994) I: 204; II: 72, 149.
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note that this freedom grew more out of neglect than any noble
principles. The Sasanids were also known to be able to persecute
people when required, as the potentially unreliable Christians or the
heretic Manichaeans and Mazdakites came to know.
Many other indicators point to the same time. The rural system
of the text coincides with what we know of Late Antiquity—although
often with what we know of Early Islam, too. The problem is that
little changed, especially in the countryside, when the Arab armies
conquered the area.67 The stability of the countryside was strengthened by the restrictions on the mobility of the peasantry68 which
may further have been helped by the fact that it was the Muslim
converts who tended to leave their land,69 thus actually safeguarding the religious conservativeness of the countryside. Pagans stayed
tied to their land while Muslim converts, at least partly, left for the
cities. Thus, paganism had a fair chance to survive in the countryside where pagans were also permitted to practise their religion.70
Likewise, the recurrent references to wandering magicians would
ﬁt well a Late Antique date. Wandering magicians were much feared
in Late Antiquity71 and all that is told about them in the book ﬁnds
parallels in Late Antique magic. The role of magicians seems particularly important in this period, which also saw the development
of Mandaeism and several syncretistic or neopagan movements, beginning with Julian the Apostate and Proclus. The mixture of rural
paganism, magic/theurgy, Hellenistic philosophy and Biblical elements
would closely coincide with what we would presume from these
movements. In, e.g., Proclus’ writings, philosophy has the upper hand,
of course, but once we go to the rural population and the landowners we might presume to ﬁnd more popular versions of paganism.
Other documents of this class, except for short epigrams, have not
been preserved, and if we accept the authenticity of, and a Late

67
The continuity of the area’s culture is nowadays well recognized by scholars
of Early Islam, as may be seen, e.g., in the many volumes of the series Studies in
Late Antiquity and Early Islam (The Darwin Press: Princeton), a series programmatically emphasizing this continuity.
68
See, e.g., Forand (1971).
69
Forand (1971): 32, 36.
70
Forand (1971): 36. Cf. also 1.4.
71
Cf., e.g., Trombley (1993–1994) I: 198; II: 41–42, 88. See also Vööbus (1958):
314, who describes the Christian missionaries as “ascetic–charismatic–thaumaturgic”
monks—exactly how the sa˙ara in the Nabatean Agriculture are portrayed.
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Antique date for, the Nabatean Agriculture, we have an invaluable
(though not easy-to-use) source in our hands.
It seems that we ought to seek for the text’s Sitz im Leben in the
pagan communities of the area in the last pre-Islamic or the ﬁrst Islamic
centuries. If the recurrent references to kings in the text72 are not
completely legendary, as they well may be, then we might turn our
attention to the small Aramaic city states of the Seleucid times and
their successors, the vassal states of the Parthians and Sasanids, whose
leaders obviously called themselves kings when speaking to their own
people, as even such a minor vassal as Mar"alqays did in his funerary inscription of an-Namàra from 328 A.D.73 The description of
these kings would imply petty local rulers who were interested in
husbandry, farming and livestock (cf., e.g., Text 47). The citizens
of states such as Edessa and Hatra probably retained a memory of
their kings long after the independence of the cities was lost.
In one case (NA, p. 838), there might be a reference to a sixthcentury person we know, viz. Sergius of Resh'aynà (d. 536), who
might well provide a terminus post quem for the author.74 The reference
is far from unambiguous and cannot be taken as a ﬁrm piece of
evidence, but it would ﬁt the general atmosphere. That would also
ﬁt the Biblical elements in the Syriac original, as by the sixth century
syncretism must have thoroughly worked its way into pagan religions.
To sum up, I suggest that the Syriac original might stem from
pagan circles not much earlier than the sixth century and deﬁnitely
not much later.
Thus, the Nabatean Agriculture remains a complicated and problematic source but with undoubted importance for reconstructing the
religious situation of Late Antiquity in Iraq. It might be added that
whatever its exact date and provenance, the text is of great impor-
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See section 5 and the Index of personal names in Fahd (1998): 9–17 (Arabic text).
The inscription has been edited and studied several times. See, e.g., Altheim–Stiehl
(1965): 312–332.
74
The passage reads: “(. . .) in the Jazìra, in the city which has many springs
(bi"l-madìna dhàt al-'uyùn al-kathìra). In this city, there was in ancient times (qadìman)
a man from among the wise men (˙ukamà") of the Jaràmiqa who had written a
wonderful book on the (magical) properties of plants.”—Ibn Wa˙shiyya adds his
marginal note to identify the city as Ra"s al-'Ayn.—For the city, see also Yàqùt,
Mu'jam III:13–14. For Sergius, see GAS IV: 78, 106–107, 164 and 316; Ullmann
(1972): 431; Peters (1968): 58 (with further references).
73
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tance.75 The textual history of the Nabatean Agriculture may roughly be
summarized as follows:
1. Free paraphrases of passages known from Graeco-Roman agricultural works.
2. Translation into Syriac either by several authors or by a single
author (Qùthàmà), probably in the sixth century or soon after.
The redactor(s) at this level added pagan and other materials,
which probably reﬂect the situation of Northern Iraq before, or
immediately after, the Islamic conquests. He/They may have added
earlier local agronomical literary material (cf. Mago of Carthage),
although even the existence of this remains hypothetical.
3. Translation of the Syriac text into Arabic by Ibn Wa˙shiyya
(10th c.), who added his own glosses, usually marked as such in
the text.

1.3. Mesopotamian National Identity in Early Arabic Sources
In the physical landscape of Iraq, ancient Mesopotamia remained
present in tells76 and occasional cuneiform inscriptions found on
ancient sites.77 Yet the memory of the glory that was Mesopotamia
had almost vanished when the Arabs conquered the area, although
some authors who wrote in Syriac had kept up a certain nationalistic
spirit. Thus, e.g., Severus of Nisibis (d. 666/7), who knew both
Persian and Greek, polemicized against the idea that the Greeks
would have a monopoly of wisdom and sciences. He drew attention
to the—by now legendary—contributions of the Babylonians, known
75
In fact, when I started working with the text I was much more fascinated with
the possibility that it might have been written by Ibn Wa˙shiyya, because the genuine material showed that, whoever the author was, he had access to ample and
genuine pagan sources, and late ninth-century paganism was at least as interesting
as, and perhaps even more intriguing than, sixth-century paganism.
76
The major sites of Mesopotamia were known to Islamic authors. Partly this is
naturally due to Biblical lore, which explains the fame of geographical names like
Nìnawà and Bàbil. For the latter, see Janssen (1995). The large tells also attracted
the attention of the Islamic authors. Thus, e.g., al-Qazwìnì (Àthàr, p. 425) mentions
the great mound of 'Aqarqùf and even says that “it is like a huge qal'a”.
77
References to cuneiform tablets are found in literary contexts, such as in the
works of Abù Ma'shar (texts buried from the time before the Flood, see Pingree
1968: 1ﬀ.; the topic sha làm abùbu is well known already in Mesopotamian literature) and Ibn al-Muqaﬀa', al-Adab al-kabìr, p. 8.
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through Greek sources, and identiﬁed these with the ancestors of the
Syrians of his time.78
This awareness of the past Assyrian empire seems to have been
at its strongest in Beth Garmai, the district of the Jaràmiqa, often
mentioned in the Nabatean Agriculture. In Beth Garmai the term Athòràyè
“Assyrians” was used by the Christians as their self-designation.79 In
the south, the term Chaldaean had too strong pagan connotations
to be accepted by Christians for themselves. The term Chaldaean
remained pagan in tenor.
Brieﬂy speaking, Islamic world history usually begins with the
Creation and continues through Biblical history to the ancient Persian
kings, mainly Sasanids, with less attention given to Arsacids and
Achaemenids, extending to include Alexander and his followers, partly
conﬂated with the Byzantine kings.80 What little referred to Mesopotamia mainly derived from Biblical history; thus, e.g., Bukhtanaßßar,
or Nebuchadnezzar, was well known to Islamic authors.81
Yet there are some authors who were better informed about the
existence of an ancient empire in the area. The best informed authors
come from around 900, an era in which there arose a deﬁnite interest in the local population of Iraq as the oﬀspring of a glorious culture. This interest may be connected in part with the general trend
of 'aßabiyya (“nationalism”),82 the comeback of the conquered peoples,
especially the Persians, after a period of Arab domination.83 While
the Muslim population increasingly came to be of non-Arab descent
and the Persians gained political inﬂuence with the rise of the 'Abbàsid
empire after 750, it was only natural that a national feeling rose
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Brock (1982a): 23–24, with further references.
Brock (1982b): 16–17.
80
Thus, e.g., a†-ˇabarì, the great historian of the Arabs whose vision of history
coincides with the general version, almost completely glosses over both Nabateans
and the Mesopotamian empires, guiding his narrative from the creation through the
Israeli prophets directly to the Persians, with only a minor note on the Nabateans and
their ancestors when their history tangentially touches that of the Biblical characters.
81
Sack (1991) is very poor when it comes to Islamic texts, which seem to have
been available to the author only in translations. The little importance given to
Assyrians and Babylonians may be seen in reading through the ﬁrst volumes of a†ˇabarì’s world history or the summaries of world histories given in Radtke (1992).
82
This term is identical with the terms ta'aßßub and shu'ùbiyya.
83
See the now classical study of Goldziher (1889–1890), I: 147–216. It should
be noted that this interest coincides, or slightly postdates, the interest in Harranians,
so clearly manifested in the authors quoted by Ibn an-Nadìm in his Fihrist.
79
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among Persians, the heirs of an ancient empire. As Islam lost its
strong Arab identity, the new converts were free to study their own
roots, which no longer caused them to be rated as second-class
Muslims.
Whereas the Persian 'aßabiyya has been to some extent studied, its
Mesopotamian counterpart has received less attention and was indeed
less inﬂuential. Such theologians as Îiràr ibn 'Amr, Thumàma ibn
Ashras and the polymath al-Jà˙iΩ were listed by al-Mas'ùdì in Murùj
§955 as holding that Nabateans are better than Arabs. For them,
the Mesopotamian 'aßabiyya seems more of a theoretical kind and to
be closely connected with the struggle between traditionalism and
rational theology, where Arabness seems to have been summarily
lumped together with naql (transmission of revealed knowledge and
˙adìth) and the Persian, or Mesopotamian, 'aßabiyya, its opponent,
with rational theology ('aql ) with its universal appeal and ideas close
to natural religion.84 The Arab 'aßabiyya bases itself on the Arab
Prophet and his sunna, whereas its opposite 'aßabiyya is connected with
rational theology which is basically free of any national features. If
religious knowledge may be transmitted only through tradition, then
the Arabic language and the Arabs have had a crucial role in world
history and would continue to do so. However, if religious knowledge may be attained through ratiocination, then all nations have
an equal share of it.
In addition to those who used 'aßabiyya for theological purposes,85
there were others for whom Mesopotamian identity meant more than
just a prop for theological arguments. Two authors stand out among

84
A further character closely connected with the movement is Abù 'Ìsà al-Warràq,
whose interest in foreign religions later gave him a reputation as a heretic and
Manichaean, see Thomas (1992): 9–30. Unfortunately, there is no exposition of the
Nabatean religion among his works.
85
One might also mention the rather surprising story, traced back to 'Alì, the
ﬁrst Imam of the Shiites, where he is made to identify himself as “one of the
Nabateans from Kùthà” (see Yàqùt, Mu'jam IV: 488, s.v. Kùthà). It goes without
saying that the story is apocryphal, but it shows that among the Shiites there were
people ready to identify themselves with the Nabateans. Thus it comes as no surprise that especially in the so-called ghulàt movements (extremist Shiites) a lot of
material surfaces that is derivable from Mesopotamian sources (cf. Hämeen-Anttila
2001), and the early Shiite strongholds were to a great extent in the area inhabited by Nabateans.
Of course, as also Yàqùt notes, the identiﬁcation of Kùthà as the original home
of the Shiites/Muslims testiﬁes to the Abrahamic roots of Islam. Yet the identiﬁcation
of Kùthà, and by extension also Abraham, with the Nabateans is remarkable.
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others in matters Mesopotamian. One of them is the famous alMas'ùdì (d. 345/956), who wrote the early parts of his Murùj in
332/943,86 the other was Ibn Wa˙shiyya, who wrote his main work,
the Arabic translation of the Nabatean Agriculture, a few decades earlier. Neither of them makes it a secret where their preference lies.
Al-Mas'ùdì extols the fourth clime, that of Bàbil (cf. Tanbìh, p. 35)87
in his Tanbìh88 (p. 34):89
We will mention the fourth clime and what distinguishes it from the
other climes, the sublimity of its region and the nobility of its place,
since it is our birth place and we have grown up there, and thus we
are the most natural people to extol it and to make its nobility and
excellence obvious.

The preface of Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s work (Text 2) makes it more than
clear that he wholeheartedly identiﬁed himself with the Mesopotamian
rural population, despite their depressed situation at the time of his
writing, in contrast to their ancient glory. In this, he resembles
Severus who wrote some two centuries before him.
Before delving any deeper into the question of Mesopotamian
nationalism, one should start with some notes on terminology. What
is “Mesopotamian” in Classical Arabic? As references to a geographical area, one of course ﬁnds several terms (especially al-Jazìra,
the “island,” between the Euphrates and the Tigris), but as a term
deﬁning nationality the most commonly used is an-Naba†, Nabateans.90
This term has little to do with the Nabateans of Petra. The Nabateans
of the Islamic texts refer to the local, mainly rural, population of

86
See Murùj §§517, 520, etc. For al-Mas'ùdì’s views on the ancient civilizations
of Mesopotamia, see also Shboul (1979): 120–121.
87
Al-Mas'ùdì states that it is called in Chaldaean, that is to say Syriac, Khunìrath,
actually referring to the Iranian Khvaniratha. On the same occasion he explains
the name Bàbil to be in Chaldaean Bàbìl, where the latter part is Bìl, i.e., alMushtarì ( Jupiter, i.e. Bel); for this, see also Ibn al-Faqìh, Nußùß, p. 53. The climes
are also attributed to the seven kawàkib (Tanbìh, pp. 33–34); the fourth clime is,
thus, the clime of the Sun.
88
Written late in his career and containing references to his other books, including Murùj.
89
Cf. also Ibn al-Faqìh, Buldàn, p. 6.
90
The two articles on Naba† in EI2, by Graf and Fahd, are not very satisfactory.
In al-Mas'ùdì, Tanbìh, p. 182, one ﬁnds the concise identiﬁcation: “the [non-Arabic,
indigenous] inhabitants of Iraq, that is to say the Nabateans.” For the Nabateans
of the Arabian peninsula, see Fiey (1990): 52–53. It seems to me rather clear that
the historiographical problems involved in Early Islamic texts make these references
somewhat dubious and one should perhaps take them as later inventions.
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Iraq and it is also sometimes used indiscriminately for anyone not
speaking Arabic also in Syria, and even in more distant countries,
such as Armenia.91
The better informed Arab authors knew well that this was not an
autochthonous term by which the people of Iraq would have referred
to themselves. Thus, al-Mas'ùdì (Tanbìh, p. 36) mentions that it was
the Arabs who called them an-Naba† (“the kings of nations from
among the Nimruds (namàrida) who were the kings of Syrians
(Suryàniyyìn) whom the Arabs call Nabateans”). For most Arab authors,
the Nabateans are a despised class of people, living on their farms
more or less like animals and being mainly a nuisance.92
In general, the Nabateans were a favourite target of scorn. The
Arabs have always been very proud of their own historical past and
their own genealogy. When the conquering Arabs came in the seventh
century to the old cultural areas of the Near East they clashed with
several nations who were very clearly aware of their national identity, such as Byzantines, Persians and even Jews, whose intense feeling
of religious identity compensated for their lack of an independent state.
In Iraq, things were diﬀerent. In a (certainly ﬁctitious) tradition
found in a genealogical work,93 the second Caliph, 'Umar, is made
to say to some Arabs that they should remember their genealogy
and not be “like the Nabateans of the sawàd: when one of them is
asked who he is, he responds that he is from such-and-such a village.”
In this anecdote, this is seen as the peak of shameful ignorance
of one’s own roots, as the Arab writer is unable to see any patriotic
feelings one might have for the agricultural land of one’s ancestors;
for the Arabs, ﬁrmly rooted in their Bedouin background, fatherland
is a less crucial concept than tribe or nation, which is perpetuated
in the Islamic concept of umma, the universal and geographically
undeﬁned community of believers. The same close identiﬁcation of

91
See al-Mas'ùdì, Tanbìh, pp. 78–79 (an-Naba† al-Armàniyyùn). Ibn Wa˙shiyya (e.g.,
NA, p. 590) speaks of Nabatean Kurds (an-Naba† al-Akràd ), though the passage distinguishes between these and the “ordinary” Nabateans. A similarly inﬂated term
is Sabians (ßàbi"a), which is primarily used for the Harranians and the pagans of
Iraq but is often used by extension for all pagans, including those of India and
Classical Antiquity (see also Fiey 1990).
92
Note that, in fact, even Ibn Wa˙shiyya, the main defender of their cause,
admits that in their state at that time, the Nabateans were ignorant, even of their
own glorious past (see Text 2).
93
Ibn 'Abdalbarr, Inbàh, p. 37.
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Nabateans with their home village is a favourite topic in many anecdotes. Thus, e.g., al-Kàmil al-Khwàrizmì (d. after 510/1117) parodies an unlettered Nabatean peasant:94
I am but a foster son of dales and marshes, the inhabitant of reedhuts and shacks, grown up among Nabatean peasants and base boors,
a mixed lot and a vile mob, in a region, where I would cry: “Oh,
how alien I feel!” if I went past its walls or cross its bridges. If I saw
a foreign face, I would cry: “Daddy!” I do not know any language
except Nabatean, I have had no teacher except my father, and I live
amidst people who are not used to travel and who have never sat on
the back of a horse or a camel, who have never left their walls, shady
places and hills.

Incidentally, in the Nabatean Agriculture, avoiding unnecessary travel
is, on the contrary, seen as a positive feature (e.g., NA, p. 202).
One of the most hostile passages on the Naba† that I have come
across comes from the Àthàr of al-Qazwìnì (p. 420) where the Naba†
are glossed as “the people of Iraq,” and it goes without saying that
this gloss denotes the rural population who do not speak Arabic, at
least not as their native tongue. In this legend, the Nabateans are
represented as deriving from an eponymous ancestor, Naba†, full of
evil and mischief, and an anonymous prostitute. The present Nabateans,
says al-Qazwìnì, have inherited the worst traits of both of their ancestral parents.
In contrast to all these scornful stories, al-Mas'ùdì identiﬁed the
Nabateans with the ancient kings of Mesopotamia,95 who were more
or less unknown to most scholars. Al-Mas'ùdì often speaks of “the
kings of Bàbil from among the Nabateans” (Murùj §21 = §522, cf.
§954) and he correctly identiﬁes their empire as preceding that of
the “ﬁrst Persians” (§522), by which he means the Achaemenids.
After quoting a series of their kings, the list ultimately deriving from
Greek sources,96 he adds that “some people say that these kings were
94
Quoted from Hämeen-Anttila (1997): 145–146. A rather devastating example
of invective in its simplicity is Abù Nuwàs’ line (Dìwàn V: 57): anta min ˇayyin walàkin/qablahù nùnun wa-bà"ù. But cf. also Stroumsa (1999): 195, and note 8.
95
In fact, al-Mas'ùdì, like Íà'id al-Andalusì (ˇabaqàt, p. 143) after him, grossly
overestimates the extent of the Chaldaean empire, including areas as far away as
Yemen (Tanbìh, p. 79). This was obviously the result of linguistic considerations:
Chaldaeans are here summarily equated with Semites. One has to remember that
for Muslim authors the language of Adam after the Fall was Syriac, i.e., the
Chaldaean language, see, e.g., as-Suyù†ì, Muzhir I: 30; Czapkiewicz (1988): 66–67.
96
Cf. Murùj VII: 598–601 (Index, s.v. al-Kaldàniyyùn), which contains a comparative table of the royal names in al-Mas'ùdì, al-Ya'qùbì and several Greek sources.
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Nabateans” (§529). He also derives his knowledge of “the kings of
Mosul and Nineveh, who are called Assyrians (Athùriyyùn)” (§21 =
§520), from the same source.97
In actual practice, the local population of Iraq mainly spoke
Aramaic dialects at the time of the Arab conquest, and it is only
natural that Islamic authors could not quite understand the diﬀerence
between the “Nabateans,” i.e., the Aramaic-speaking rural population, of their time and their ancestors, the rulers of Mesopotamia in
Antiquity. Thus, the same term, Nabatean, is also used to refer to
some of the rulers of the small Hellenistic states after Alexander the
Great (see al-Mas'ùdì, Murùj §§557–558, and Tanbìh, p. 95).98 It also
explains why al-Mas'ùdì is not quite able to make up his mind
whether the ancient kings were Syrians99 (Suryàniyyùn) or Nabateans
(Naba†), cf. Murùj §509. He even states that “the inhabitants of Nineveh
were what we call Nabateans (Nabì†)100 and Syrians; their race ( jins)
is one and their language is one. It is only that the Nabateans diﬀer
97
The term Athùr was not widely used by Islamic authors. It is known as a
place name, identical with Mosul (i.e., Nineveh) to Yàqùt (Mu'jam I: 92. Cf. also,
e.g., Ibn Rusta, A'làq, p. 104), but his uncertainty as to the middle consonant (Athùr
or Aqùr) shows how foreign the name was to him. The Arabic usage obviously
derives from Syriac, where the word remained in better use. Cf. also al-Mas'ùdì,
Tanbìh, p. 38. The term gained more ground in Arabic only when the modern
Assyrians started using it.
When discussing (with reference to his own, but unfortunately lost, Akhbàr azzamàn) the Achaemenids (al-Furs al-ùlà), al-Mas'ùdì (Tanbìh, p. 94) mentions the diﬀering opinions as to whether they were Chaldaeans or whether the Chaldaean rule was
transferred to them. On the same occasion he mentions that some say that an end
was put to the rule of the Chaldaeans by Assyrians (al-Athùriyyùn), the kings of
Mosul, after internal strife and wars.—In Tanbìh, p. 88, he speciﬁcally says that according to some, the Persian king a∂-Îa˙˙àk was one of the ancient Chaldaean kings.
Arab geographers actually knew two cities named Nineveh. The standard classical reference to these two Ninevehs is Yàqùt, Mu'jam V: 339, which mentions, s.v.,
that a) “it is the village (qarya) of Yùnus ibn Mattà, peace be upon him, in Mosul,”
and b) “in the agricultural area (sawàd ) around al-Kùfa there is a district (nà˙iya)
called Nìnawà, to which Kerbela belongs.” Al-Mas'ùdì, Murùj §520, gives a short
description of the ruins of ancient Nineveh in 332/943. In addition, Ibn Wa˙shiyya,
NA, pp. 589–590, distinguishes explicitly between the two Ninevehs, see 3.2.
98
Thus I also take Tanbìh, p. 197, which mentions a dating system according
to the Nabatean kings, to refer to these mulùk a†-†awà"if, the petty post-Alexandrian
kingdoms.
99
Note that etymologically this is, of course, correct (Syria < Assyria) but for
Muslim authors, Syrians were, prima facie, Christians who spoke Syriac.—Note that
Ibn Wa˙shiyya mentions the Christian population of Iraq and says that all of them
derive from the Nabateans, even when they themselves claim to be Byzantines (arRùm), see NA, p. 547.
100
This is a parallel form for an-Naba†, used by al-Mas'ùdì but never by Ibn
Wa˙shiyya.
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in a few consonants (or words—˙arf ) from their [the Syrians’] language. Otherwise, their speech (maqàla) is one” (Murùj §521).
In addition, the relation in al-Mas'ùdì’s writings between Kaldànì
and Bàbilì on the one hand and Naba†ì on the other, is not simple.101 Both terms, Chaldaean and Babylonian, had an obvious link
with Biblical lore102 and thus they are not as directly dependent on
local tradition, although there may have been cases where the term
‘Chaldaean’ was retained locally and not borrowed from sources
dependent on the Bible. For al-Mas'ùdì, Chaldaeans were primarily
those Nabateans who ruled in Babylon (Murùj §21 = §522). He also
several times equates Chaldaeans with Syrians (Suryàniyyùn) and both
Chaldaeans and Syrians with Nabateans.103
In Tanbìh, p. 78, he lists the Chaldaean peoples as follows: Nùnawiyyùn
(Ninevites), Athùriyyùn (Assyrians), Armàn (Armenians), Ardawàn (Parthian
Artabans), Jaràmiqa (the inhabitants of Bàjarmà, Aramaic Beth Garmai),
and ﬁnally Naba† al-'Iràq wa-ahl as-sawàd, “the Nabateans of Iraq and
the people of the sawàd,” obviously to be read as a hendiadys.104
Al-Mas'ùdì also shows himself to be aware of the contemporary
Chaldaeans, alias Babylonians. In Tanbìh, p. 161, he writes that the
Chaldaeans “are the Babylonians (al-Bàbiliyyùn) whose remnants live
nowadays in al-Ba†à"i˙105 between Wàsi† and Basra in villages (qaràyà)
there.” One might tentatively identify these as the ancestors of modern
Mandaeans.

101
To add to the confusion one might mention the Canaanite (al-Kan'àniyyùn)
kings that now and then come up in the literature. Al-Iß†akhrì, Masàlik, p. 86, mentions that they ruled in Bàbil. In the Nabatean Agriculture, many other peoples are
mentioned, most of which refer to the nearby villages. The ramiﬁcation of the
Nabateans, and their dialects, is an often-mentioned feature in Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s
works (cf. section 2) and it ﬁnds conﬁrmation both in other mediaeval works dealing with the Nabateans and in the linguistically heterogenous character of the NeoAramaic dialects.
102
Al-Mas'ùdì, Tanbìh, p. 78, shows himself aware of the fact that the Chaldaeans
were mentioned in the Bible. He also knows that Aristotle mentioned the Chaldaeans
in his Politeia (al-Mas'ùdì gives both the Greek form Bùlì†iyyà and its Arabic translation, Siyàsat al-mudun). On the same occasion, he mentions that the Chaldaean
capital was situated in Kalwàdhà, which in Islamic times had become a suburb of
Baghdad.
103
See Tanbìh, pp. 2, 7, 78, 176–177, and 184; in the last two places he refers
to the Chaldaeans, alias Syrians, “which the Arabs call Nabateans.”
104
Sawàd is the rural area of Mesopotamia. For an exact deﬁnition of sawàd, see
Ibn al-Faqìh, Nußùß, pp. 51–63. See also Forand (1971): 26.
105
The swamp area of southern Iraq.
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However, the Nabateans, to use the Arabic term, were peasants,
and even though their families had lived in the area from times
immemorial—with occasional Aramaic invaders who not only shed
blood but also brought some fresh blood—they had, to a great extent,
lost the continuous remembrance which could have extended back
to the Assyrian and Babylonian empires.
This was not an unprecedented phenomenon in the area. The
Persians had a keen knowledge of their ancestors and moreover a
long tradition of historical writing, yet they, too, had almost complete
ignorance of a major part of their own history, which tends to jump
from the Achaemenids and Alexander the Great directly to the
Sasanians, not only glossing over the foreign Hellenistic rulers but
also most of the Parthian Arsacids.
Among native Nabateans we do not ﬁnd many traces of any sense
of belonging to a culture which once lived through an almost incomparable ﬂorescence. This may be partly due to the religious situation:
at the time of the Islamic conquest most Aramaic- or Syriac-speaking
Nabateans had converted to Christianity and their sense of history
was more concerned with Heilsgeschichte than with their own, pagan,
past. In fact, the keenest awareness of historical continuity is seen
among the pagan element.106
After the conquest, the ruling class, the Muslim Arabs, were in
the beginning more interested in their own background than in the
past of Iraq. The conquered peoples slowly regained their national
pride, which was seen in the 'aßabiyya movement beginning in the
eighth century, but there were few Nabateans among them: the
'aßabiyya was strongest among the Persians.
As there was no continuous tradition of historical writing among
the Nabateans, the Arabs, once they started becoming interested in
Weltgeschichte, had little material at their disposal. Thus, their main

106
This is more than understandable. The Muslims identiﬁed themselves, perhaps primarily, as members of the umma and, secondarily, as Arabs, ultimately deriving their origin from the Arabian Peninsula; Jews and Christians had their religious
identity with its roots in Biblical history, whereas the pagans could hardly advertise their religious self-identiﬁcation and thus had only their local and national background to vaunt. In fact, some of the pagans, the Harranians, tried to ﬁnd a place
in the sacred history of the Muslims and started to call themselves “Sabians” after
the Qur"àn. Although the story in, e.g., Ibn an-Nadìm, Fihrist, pp. 320–321 (Dodge
1970: 751–752) most probably lacks authenticity in its details, it obviously gets the
main point right: Harranians adopted the term from their Muslim rulers.
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source for the Assyro–Babylonian antiquity was the Biblical tradition, which had partly become Islamic tradition, and other Isrà"ìliyyàt,
i.e., stories received from Jews and Christians.107
Through these channels, the Arabs received more or less the same
repertory of ideas and information which the Jews and the Christians
had concerning ancient Mesopotamia. Nebuchadnezzar is a prime
example of this: his character has in Islamic tradition little that would
not be found in Jewish and Christian traditions. The same holds for
other Biblical legends connected with Mesopotamia, such as the confusion of languages in Babel, which is well known in Islamic sources,
too. Thus, Ibn 'Abdalbarr writes in his Qaßd (p. 13) that after the
Deluge all people lived in the land of Babel (ar∂ Bàbil ) and spoke
Syriac (suryànì), reﬂecting the common idea that Syriac is the oldest
language which had been spoken in Paradise.108
The latter is also a good example of the Aramaization of Mesopotamia: as the conquered peoples spoke diﬀerent variants of Aramaic
(called Suryànì or sometimes Naba†ì in Arabic), the whole past of the
nation was seen as Aramaic and there was not even a word for
“Akkadian” in Classical Arabic.
Al-Mas'ùdì oﬀers his own explanation in his Tanbìh for the lack
of a national feeling among the Nabateans. Although he is aware
that some Nabateans knew that they had once ruled the country
(p. 37),109 he also makes it clear (p. 38) that after losing their power
to the Persians owing to internal schisms110 and after a long Persian
rule the Nabateans began counting themselves as Persians:
and sought strength in them (ta'azzazù bihim) and derived their ancestry
from them (intasabù ilayhim). Then came Islam and most of them con107
The term is somewhat misleading. In fact, a considerable part of the Islamic
tradition should belong to this class, yet starting in the late eighth century there is
a process through which the acceptable parts of this tradition are ascribed to the
prophet Mu˙ammad and become prophetic ˙adìths, whereas the unacceptable parts
are labelled Isrà"ìliyyàt and looked askance at. See also Hämeen-Anttila (2000):
117–119.
108
Incidentally, Arab scholars were well aware of the fact that the Semitic languages were cognates, see, e.g., Ibn 'Abdalbarr, Qaßd, p. 20.
109
There are no unequivocal signs in al-Mas'ùdì’s works that he knew Ibn
Wa˙shiyya’s works. Instead, the two obviously draw from the same or similar sources.
Both probably tapped the mainly oral sources, i.e., the local Nabateans, to get their
information, to which al-Mas'ùdì then added his literal sources, ultimately stemming from Greek historians.
110
Obviously a reference to the Assyro-Babylonian wars and/or internal rebellions against central authority.
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tinued disdaining their Nabatean origins (an-Naba†iyya) because they
had lost the glory they once had. Thus, their majority derives their
origin (intamà) from the kings of Persia.111

Yet there were some Nabateans who thought diﬀerently, including
naturally the anonymous informants of al-Mas'ùdì himself, those who
did not belong to the unspirited majority he described. Most of the
Nabatean nationalists, if I am allowed the modern expression, were
probably local inhabitants of the countryside but they also had one
mouthpiece, Ibn Wa˙shiyya, who bolstered their spirit and made it
his life-long task to raise the prestige of the Nabateans outside of
the community, and perhaps also made a name for himself within
the community.112
According to the information given by Ibn Wa˙shiyya concerning himself (Text 2), he derives his own origin from the Kasdànians
and calls himself al-Kasdànì, not al-Kaldànì, which is the usual term
for Chaldaeans in Arabic sources. This variant, together with alKardànì attested elsewhere in his writings,113 though not as his own
nisba,114 is interesting and testiﬁes to a more complicated tradition
than a simple borrowing from Biblical sources. I ﬁnd it not improbable
that the variety of the name implies a living local tradition.115

111

Cf. also Tanbìh, p. 7.
It is clear that he had admirers among people who counted themselves as
Harranian Sabians, a cognate group which had links with the Nabateans. Thus,
the colophon (p. 136) of the pseudepigraphical Shawq al-mustahàm (for which see
GAS I: 934), attributed to Ibn Wa˙shiyya, identiﬁes the copyist (who is probably
the real author of the text, see above, note 45) as Óasan ibn Faraj ibn 'Alì ibn
Dà"ùd ibn Sinàn ibn Thàbit ibn Qurra al-Óarrànì al-Bàbilì an-Nùqànì (read alQùqànì), writing in 413 (this manuscript was the original of the late copyist who
made his copy in 1166/1753).
The whole work shows the strong inﬂuence of Ibn Wa˙shiyya, although it is
deﬁnitely not by him. If the author really was a descendant of the Harranian Qurra
family, it shows how the scion of a once leading family of Harranian pagans readily derived material from Ibn Wa˙shiyya, an outsider from the Harranian viewpoint. A hundred years after his death, Ibn Wa˙shiyya was a prestigious ﬁgure for
the leading members of the competing community.
113
See Fahd (1998), Index, p. 25. Al-Kardàniyyùn and al-Kasdàniyyùn are variants
of one name, as is clearly seen in NA, p. 407. In, e.g., NA, p. 854, Ibn Wa˙shiyya
says that the Kan'ànites (al-Kan'àniyyìn) and the Kardànians are among the nations
(ajyàl ) of Nabateans.
114
Possibly to be read al-Kazdànì and to be taken as a simple phonological variant for al-Kasdànì, which would, incidentally, speak for the oral origin of the term.
115
Note also NA, p. 1238 (al-Óasdàniyyùn). Incidentally, the variation of Ibn
Wa˙shiyya explains the same variation in Maimonides’ works which has confused,
e.g., Loewenthal, the translator of Maimonides’ Letter on astrology, who writes (1994:
112
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Although Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself often voiced his dislike for (excessive) nationalism (ta'aßßub, 'aßabiyya)116 his works read like a continuous
eulogy of the Nabateans,117 who, according to him, are the fathers
of much, if not most, of human knowledge.118
In giving precedence to Nabatean knowledge, Ibn Wa˙shiyya is
by no means alone. Usually, the ancient knowledge is called Chaldaean
and legends about it derive from Hellenistic sources. Thus, the passages on the Chaldaeans in Íà'id al-Andalusì’s Kitàb ˇabaqàt al-umam,
pp. 142–143 and 163–166, classify them as one of the seven protonations and, together with Indians, Persians, Greeks, Romans/Byzantines and Arabs, as one of the nations which promoted science. Yet
his Chaldaeans are the bearers of the Hermetic tradition, ﬂavoured
with some Biblical material, and he shows little understanding of the
complexity of the real oﬀspring of the Assyro-Babylonian empire.119
The diﬀerence between Ibn Wa˙shiyya and, e.g., Íà'id al-Andalusì
is instructive. For Íà'id, the Chaldaeans are possessors of a mysterious, esoteric learning, more a concept than a living reality—not
surprisingly, for he lived in faraway al-Andalus, although scholars living in the big cities of Iraq were usually equally ignorant of the facts
51, note 7): “Qui come altrove Maimonide distingue stranamente fra Caldei e
Casdei (. . .).” As Maimonides’ Dalàlat al-˙à"irìn shows, the Nabatean Agriculture was
his main source when it comes to the Nabateans (see Friedländer 1956: 315ﬀ.) and
thus his distinction between Kaldànì and Kasdànì obviously derives from the same
source.
116
E.g., NA, pp. 108, 337, 358, 403, 548, 703, 729, etc.
117
And also of peasants. The Nabatean Agriculture is especially full of references to
the nobility of peasants. Some of the clearest and most strongly expressed passages
include NA, pp. 51, 252, 255, and 702. For a eulogy of Babylon, see NA, p. 338.
118
In addition to Text 2, one might add references to other prefaces by Ibn
Wa˙shiyya. In the Preface to his Kitàb as-Sumùm, fol. 4b, he writes that “perhaps
nine tenths of sciences belong to the Nabateans and one tenth to all other nations
together”—the expression, nine tenths, is, of course, a manner of speech in Arabic,
meaning roughly “a big part.” Cf. also NA, pp. 151–152, 155.
119
In listing the diﬀerent names used for the Chaldaeans, he does, however, show
himself aware of other Chaldaean designations/peoples (ˇabaqàt, p. 143):
The second nation is that of the Chaldaeans (Kaldàniyyùn), who are the Syrians
(Suryàniyyùn) and the Babylonians (Bàbiliyyùn). They consisted of many peoples
(shu'ùb), among them Karbàniyyùn [with diﬀerent variants, some resembling
Canaanites], the Assyrians (Athùriyyùn), the Armenians (Arminiyyùn) and the
Jaràmiqa, who are the inhabitants of Mosul, and the Naba†, who are the inhabitants of the sawàd of Iraq.
In contrast to al-Mas'ùdì and Ibn Wa˙shiyya, Íà'id al-Andalusì sees Chaldaeans
as the general name for all these various groups, which for al-Mas'ùdì and Ibn
Wa˙shiyya are Nabateans. This also indicates his sources: Íà'id prefers the Greek
term instead of the local designation.
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and more involved with the image given in Hermetic books. Ibn
Wa˙shiyya, on the other hand, derived a major part of his information from local tradition, which was geographically close to him,
as he lived amongst the Nabateans. Thus, when it comes to reconstructing the late remnants of Mesopotamian culture in Iraq, sources
like al-Mas'ùdì and Ibn Wa˙shiyya120 are invaluable.121
The above will, I hope, have shown that there was an outburst
of Nabatean national spirit around the year 900 and, inspired by
this, some authors took the trouble to collect material and write it
down.122 Our sources are not impeccable, and they derive their information from what remained of an already collapsed society. Yet this
also shows that elements of Mesopotamian culture survived in the
area for more than a millennium after the collapse of the empire.
This should not come as a surprise, as peasant society is often very
resistant to change.123
Still, most of the Muslim authors ignored the rural life and wrote
from an urban and Muslim viewpoint only; if they noted peasants
at all, they were merely mocked and laughed at.124 That they would
have been the last inheritors of an ancient and glorious past would
hardly have been believed by many of the learned authors of the
Middle Ages.

120
For the Harranian culture the sources have been better excerpted, see, e.g.,
Green (1992) and Gündüz (1994), the latter being, despite its obvious weaknesses,
valuable as a collection of source references.
121
The Nabatean pagans, as will become clear in Part II, shared many ideas
with the other minor religious traditions in the Near East. They have striking similarities with the Harranians, though late Hellenistic paganism, various Gnostic sects,
Manichaeans, Mandaeans and Islamic heretical sects, especially the ghulàt, all share
features with the Nabatean system.
122
One should, of course, be aware of the fact that the Islamic culture in general is a continuation of Near Eastern cultures. Through Christian, Jewish and
Persian elements, it contains a large amount of material that was originally
Mesopotamian. Yet this material is only secondary and derivative, whereas the
Nabatean Corpus oﬀers us material that is not found in the intermediate cultures
and derives from a living local tradition. For the distinction between direct and
indirect inﬂuences, see Hämeen-Anttila (2001): 48–50.
123
Likewise, paganism cast a long shadow in Europe, and it took centuries before
Christianity had weeded out pagan habits—or vested them in Christianized garb,
making saints out of local pagan deities. Paganism in the Eastern Roman Empire
has been expertly studied by Trombley in several studies, e.g., (1993–1994).
124
As Humphreys (1999): 284, aptly says, “In medieval Islamic culture, the peasant seems both voiceless and invisible.”
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1.4. Continuity of pagan religious traditions in tenth-century Iraq

It has long been known that Harran remained a seat of pagan and
Hellenistic religion deep into the Islamic period. One of the leading
authorities of Hellenistic religions in Syria, H.J.W. Drijvers, has written (1980: 129):
Leaving aside the whole complicated tradition about the Sabians of
Harran, it can be stated that they represent a continuation of indigenous religion and that, however philosophically disguised their doctrines may be, the sources of Sabian belief and practice must be sought
in the traditional religion of Harran.

It is generally accepted that the local tradition of Harran ﬂourished,
as a mixture of paganism and Hellenistic philosophy, till the 9th–10th
centuries, as witnessed by authors such as Ibn an-Nadìm and alMas'ùdì. Hence there is, a priori, no reason to doubt the existence
of pagan traditions in the less accessible countryside (sawàd ) of Iraq.
Jewish and Christian communities apart, the Islamization of rural
areas was a slow process,125 and it was never completed in the swamp
areas, where Mandaeans have a continuous tradition from before
the Islamic conquest and ultimately leading back, at least in part,
to Mesopotamian religion. Despite their eﬀorts to appropriate the
term “Sabians,” reserved in the Qur"àn for an obscure monotheistic
group and thus approved of by Muslim authorities, Mandaeans were
very close to pagans in the eyes of Muslim observers. Yet they could
ﬁnd a way to live as a separate religious community, tolerated by
Muslim rulers, through to the twentieth century, which shows how
theoretical the non-tolerance of Islam towards paganism may sometimes have been.126

125
I feel somewhat uneasy with Bulliett’s study on conversion (1979), and do not
quite ﬁnd it adequate to study biographical dictionaries of learned men as a basis
for speculations about the total population and its conversions. The peasants of the
sawàd hardly had many oﬀspring that were noticed in the biographical dictionaries. Thus, paganism may well have lived on for a considerably longer time than
one might presume on the basis of Bulliett’s book.
One has also to remember that pagans, like Mandaeans, rarely wished to advertize their religion. Likewise, the learned authors never showed much interest in
peasants, ash-Shirbìnì’s Hazz al-qu˙ùf being a glorious but late exception. The occasional peasant is a stereotype to be laughed at, but even in this comic function
peasants are rare.
126
Rudolph (1960–61) II: 28, takes it for granted that Islam did not tolerate the
Mandaean religion, but this view is gratuitious and not supported by any evidence.
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In fact, the existence of pagans in the tenth-century Islamic world
was well known to contemporaries and caused no problems to Muslim
authors. Thus, even a strict theologian like al-Ash'arì simply stated
the existence of modern Sabians in his Maqàlàt, pp. 103–104, when
speaking about some Khàrijites who also called themselves Sabians:
He (their leader) claimed that the religious community (milla) of that
prophet (whose appearance they awaited) was ßàbi"a—these are not the
same Sabians to which some people belong today [emphasis added],
nor are they the same as those mentioned by God in the Qur"àn (. . .).

The existence of Sabians under Islamic domination was neither surprising nor objectionable to al-Ash'arì, and he even shows himself
aware of the tenuous identiﬁcation of the “modern” Sabians with
the group referred to in the Qur"àn.
As concerns Harranian paganism we have some information in
Ibn an-Nadìm’s Fihrist and other sources, and it has been established
that many Mesopotamian traditions lived on in the area.127 Likewise,
it is well known, although this knowledge is often not quite internalized, that in the marsh areas of Southern Iraq there was a continuous tradition of Mandaean religion, but for the third centre of
paganism, the sawàd, we have fewer sources, most importantly the
Nabatean Agriculture.
In his al-Àthàr al-bàqiya, p. 206,128 al-Bìrùnì (d.c. 1050) sets the
picture for us:
The theoretical structure of Islam, created by Muslim theologians, does not tolerate other religions apart from those coming under the dhimma system (Christianity,
Judaism, Magianism, i.e., the Zoroastrian religion, and Sabianism), but this has
rarely led to any practical measures against other religions, especially in the countryside (cf., e.g., the peaceful coexistence under Islamic rule of Muslims and Hindus,
who were theoretically not tolerated). Moreover, the Islamic attitude became more
rigid in time, and during the ﬁrst few centuries of Islamic domination in the Near
East Muslims were more tolerant than in later centuries. For Mandaean evidence
for this tolerance, see Gündüz (1994): 70 (< Haran Gawaita). The late survival of
the pagan religion in ˇìb, until the coming of Islam, is mentioned by Yàqùt in
Mu'jam IV: 52–53 (s.v. ˇìb). For Mandaeans in ˇìb, see Gündüz (1994): 56–57.
Cf. also Robinson (2000): 100 (“In the countryside of northern Mesopotamia, where
imperial pressure—be it Christian, Sasanian or Islamic—was attenuated, syncretism
was probably the rule and ‘heresy’ endemic”); Brock (1982c): 17 (“John [bar Penkaye
who wrote in 687] speciﬁcally states that all the new [i.e., Muslim Arab] rulers
required was payment of taxes, and that otherwise there was complete religious
freedom”—one might note, though, that this religious freedom did not rise from
any ideology, but out of neglect); Hoyland (1997): 196, etc.
127
See especially Green (1992) and Gündüz (1994).
128
The passage is duplicated on p. 318. Cf. also Gündüz (1994): 41.
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It is said that the Harranians are not the real Sabians, nay they are
called ˙anìfs and idol worshippers in the (holy) books. The (real) Sabians
are those who stayed behind in Bàbil from among the tribes (of Israel)
when they (the other tribes) returned to Jerusalem during the days of
Kùrush and Ar†a˙shast. They (the ones who stayed behind) inclined
towards the laws (sharà"i' ) of the Magians (al-Majùs) and had a liking
towards the religion (dìn) of Bukhtanaßßar. Thus, they have selected for
themselves a doctrine mixing (mumtazij ) Magianism with Judaism like
the Samaritans did in Syria.
Most of them live in Wàsi† and the countryside (sawàd ) of Iraq near
Ja'far and al-Jàmida and the twin rivers of aß-Íila. They trace their
origin back to Anùsh129 ibn Shìth and they disagree with the Harranians
and criticize their doctrines. They agree with them only in a few things;
they even turn their face in prayer towards the North Pole whereas
the Harranians turn towards the South.

This passage from al-Bìrùnì strikes one as being accurate. He knows
the area of Iraqi pagans and there is a general overlapping with the
information provided by Ibn Wa˙shiyya. However, the same region
is diﬀerently deﬁned, which shows that al-Bìrùnì is not directly dependent on Ibn Wa˙shiyya. Furthermore, al-Bìrùnì is well aware of the
diﬀerence between the genuine Sabians of Iraq and the secondary
Sabians of Harran, and even that they have doctrinal diﬀerences
which, once again, ﬁnds conﬁrmation in the Nabatean Agriculture.130
Moreover, al-Bìrùnì is perfectly right in his analysis of their origin,
if we remember his frame of reference. For him and for other Muslim
authors, monotheistic or Biblically tinged religions derive from a
129
One has to keep apart Anùsh and Enoch (Ar. Akhnùkh)—Green (1992): 116,
makes the mistake of reading Anùsh as Enoch. In the Nabatean Agriculture, Anù˙à is
one of the main prophets, and perhaps a contamination of Noah, Nù˙(à), and
Enoch, Akhnùkh(à), as already suggested by Gutschmid (1861): 36 (see 4.1).
In al-Mas'ùdì’s Murùj, both Seth, Anùsh and Akhnùkh are given as belonging to
Islamic lore, but one has to remember that al-Mas'ùdì himself was under Sabian
inﬂuence. In §56 Seth is called the khalìfa of Adam, and concerning Anùsh alMas'ùdì writes (§58):
Seth slept with his wife who became pregnant with Anùsh. So the light moved
over to her until she gave birth to Anùsh and the light wandered to him.
After Anùsh this prophetic pre-existent “light” continued until it was ﬁnally incarnated in Mu˙ammad. About Enoch al-Mas'ùdì writes (§62):
After Yarad came his son Akhnùkh, who is the same as the prophet Idrìs, peace
be upon him. The Sabians claim that he is the same as Hermes; the meaning
of Hermes is 'U†àrid [Mercury] (. . .). [al-Mas'ùdì’s own opinions continue:] Thirty
ßa˙ìfas were sent down to him; before that 21 ßa˙ìfas had been sent to Adam
and 29 to Seth, all containing gloriﬁcation and praise (tahlìl wa-tasbì˙).
130
Praying towards the North is also attested with Mandaeans (Rudolph 1960–1961,
I: 136, note 4, and Green 1992: 206). Cf. also Gündüz (1994): 164–166.
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monotheistic origin moulded by extraneous inﬂuences. Thus, what
he actually says, translated into modern terms, is that the Iraqi pagan
religion is a syncretistic religion containing elements from Judaism—
or better: Biblical tradition—and the Magian religion of Bukhtanaßßar,
which we would call Mesopotamian religion. Al-Bìrùnì did not have
a term for this religion, because the Assyrian Empire had almost
been forgotten and for Muslim scholars the local Arameans (the
Naba†) and the Persian kings were the main constituents in the history
of Mesopotamia. Thus, what he is actually saying is that Iraqi Sabianism contains elements both from the Biblical tradition and local
paganism, i.e. Assyro-Babylonian religion. The only thing to be added
to this is the strong Hellenistic inﬂuence on both Iraqi and Harranian
paganism. Otherwise, one can agree with al-Bìrùnì’s opinion.
The question of the identity of the Sabians described by al-Bìrùnì
and others131 is problematic, and they have all too often been bluntly
identiﬁed with the Mandaeans. This seems to have been done mainly
because the Mandaeans are the only community which has kept its
religion until today, and scholars have been aware of only Harranians
and Mandaeans as the possible equivalents of the diﬀerent Sabians.
Some Islamic authors, though, do seem to have thought speciﬁcally
of the Mandaeans. Al-Mas'ùdì tells how Bùdàsf (Buddha) originated
the Sabian religion (a frequent error due to the world view of Muslim
authors who tried to derive extant religions from a diminishing number of ancestors, ultimately leading back to one, Adamic monotheism) and goes on to deﬁne the area of Iraqi Sabians in terms that
do ﬁt the Mandaeans (Murùj §535):
It is said that this man [Bùdàsf ] was the ﬁrst to originate (aΩhara)
Sabian doctrines of Harranians and Kìmàrians (al-Kìmàriyyùn)132 who
are a group (naw ' ) of Sabians, diﬀerent from the Harranians in their
131

Al-Mas'ùdì, Tanbìh, p. 161, writes:
The Chaldaeans are the same as the Babylonians the rest (baqiyya) of whom
nowadays live in the lowlands (ba†à"i˙) between Wàsi† and Basra in villages.
They turn towards the Northern Pole and Capricorn (al-Jady) in their prayer.
Then he goes on to describe “Egyptian Sabians,” by which he means Harranians,
as their esoteric learning was seen as the continuation of the Alexandrian school,
deported to Harran in 717 by the Caliph 'Umar II:
The Egyptian Sabians are nowadays known as the Sabians of Harran, who
turn towards the South in their prayer (. . .).
Al-Mas'ùdì continues with a short exposition on the doctrine of these Sabians.
132
Throughout Murùj (e.g. §§1397, 1433) there are several diﬀerent variants of
this name. Rudolph (1960–61) II: 56, derives this from kamar- and identiﬁes the
Kìmàriyyùn as Mandaeans.
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creed (ni˙la). They live (diyàruhum) between the area of Wàsi† and Basra
in Iraq, towards (na˙wa) the lowlands (ba†à"i˙) and the marshes (àjàm).

There are, however, few exact correspondences between the religious
beliefs of the Iraqi Sabians as described in the Islamic sources and
the Mandaeans as we know them from their own tradition. Naturally,
there is an overall similarity between both Harranians, Iraqi Sabians
and Mandaeans, all of whom exhibit syncretistic religious forms tapping Mesopotamian, Syrian, Hellenistic and Biblical traditions.—
There is also a further group of Sabians, often called in modern
literature the Harranians of Baghdad,133 but this term is not used to
refer to the peasants around Baghdad, but to the Harranian scholars
and philosophers, Thàbit ibn Qurra among them, who were brought,
or attracted, by the Caliph to the capital. The existence of this group
is relevant for the general study of Sabians, but they are descended
from Harran, not a local variant of Sabians.
The term “Sabian” in Arabic sources may be seen as an umbrella
term for three groups: the Iraqi pagans, who are the focus of the
present study, the Harranians (with their philosophical, Baghdad
branch) and the Mandaeans.134 In Islamic literature the term “Sabian”
is used rather indiscriminately for all these subgroups, as well as for
almost any other pagans who possessed some credentials of belonging to a developed religion.135
The study of Sabians has been hampered by many things, not least
by a wild goose chase for the identity of the Qur"ànic Sabians, which
has taken all too much attention. The monograph of Tamara Green
(1992) was welcome in concentrating on the Harranians and working
with material which was at least to some extent consistent, although
she, too, has to admit that (p. 145) “none of the Muslim authors
who purport to describe traditional Harranian religion have any ﬁrst-

133

E.g., Hjärpe (1972): 35ﬀ. Cf. Ibn an-Nadìm, Fihrist, p. 333 = Dodge (1970): 647.
The fourth group are the Sabians of the Arabian Peninsula. The information
concerning them is extremely dubious. For the general historiographical situation
in the studies of early Islam, see the bibliography in Hämeen-Anttila (2000).
135
E.g., Buddha is seen as a Sabian teacher (cf. above), and the sources speak
of Chinese Sabians. The pre-Christian Romans (and Greeks, as the word Rùm
denotes both) are also often called Sabians (e.g. al-Mas'ùdì, Tanbìh, p. 123). This
means that before knowing who the author is speaking about we should be very
cautious in interpreting the information he provides on (some) Sabians. Only a consistent body of material—as I believe we have in the Nabatean Corpus—can be
used to build up a system with which we may start comparing other materials.
134
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hand knowledge of what was being practised in Harran during his
own lifetime.”
Internal consistency and ﬁrst-hand knowledge would give us a
more secure ground in analysing one “Sabian” sub-system and that
would help us start building up a clearer view about who and what
the Sabians were and what relation their religion had with the earlier religions in the area. Concerning Iraqi paganism we have good
sources which, in my opinion, fulﬁl these two conditions, but which
have been neglected due to problems in the dating and evaluation
of the material, viz. the Nabatean corpus, consisting mainly of the
Nabatean Agriculture, Kitàb as-Sumùm “The Book of Poisons” and Kitàb
Asràr al-falak “The Book of the Secrets of the Spheres,” together with
some minor works. The Nabatean Agriculture has only recently been
edited, and the other works remain unedited even now.
For the majority of mediaeval Muslim authors, peasants were totally
invisible, be they pagans, Christians or Muslims. Arabic literature is
urban in character, which has contributed to a distorted view of
mediaeval Near Eastern society. The cities were soon Islamized—
Christian and Jewish communities excepted—and accordingly, the
literature may give an illusion that the whole area dominated by
Muslims was free of paganism. Ibn Wa˙shiyya is one of the very
few authors to write about the largely non-Islamic, or at most only
nominally Islamic, countryside of Iraq.
Other Islamic sources do conﬁrm that the sawàd of Iraq was the
main area of the Sabians. The slightly later al-Bìrùnì mentions in
his Àthàr, p. 318, that most of the Sabians lived in the sawàd, in small
local communities, separated from each other. He also mentions that
they are diﬀerent from the Sabians of Harran who, he says, took
the name of Sabians only in 228/843.
The information given by al-Bìrùnì ﬁts exactly the information in
the Nabatean Agriculture, a book whose materials come from the sawàd
and describe a coexistence of several concurrent pagan communities, the majority belonging, according to the author, to the Sethians,
a sect to which Qùthàmà does not belong.
Much of the material of the Nabatean corpus may thus be genuine in the sense that it is either directly observed by the Islamic
author, or received from his informants, or derived from writings in
some form of Aramaic. However, the Islamic ﬁlter of the author has
to be taken into account. Thus, he is likely to have misunderstood
things, and he clearly wishes to present the material in a form as
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acceptable to Muslims as possible, which may at least partly explain
the passages emphasizing the underlying monotheism of the Nabatean
religion.136
The religion, as described by Ibn Wa˙shiyya (and the same holds
true for Harranian paganism), consists of two separate layers, viz.
popular religion and philosophical speculation. The former, often
heavily inlaid with magical elements, consists of popular rites, magic,
folklore, aetiologies, etc., and taps the autochthonous Mesopotamian
tradition, whereas the latter concentrates on philosophical speculation
on planetary movements, their meaning and inﬂuence, and is heavily
indebted to Hellenistic thought—whether and to what extent itself
dependent on Mesopotamian models is another question. Whether
the philosophical element was completely restricted to the learned
pagans or whether it had any relevance among the farmers and laity
is a diﬃcult question which has to be left open.

1.5. The Oriental Tradition of Vindanius Anatolius of Berytus’
Synagògè geòrgikòn epitèdeumatòn
The Greek agronomical tradition ﬂourished in Late Antiquity, as shown
by the names of authors known to have written on the subject and
also as testiﬁed by the Patriarch Photius in his Bibliotheca. However,
relatively little of this literature has been preserved, besides the 10thcentury Byzantine collection published under the title of Geoponica137
and going back to Cassianus Bassus’ 6th-century compilation. Bassus
himself used earlier sources for his work, chief among which was
Vindanius Anatolius of Berytus’ Synagògè geòrgikòn epitèdeumatòn. The
Greek original of Anatolius’ work has been lost, except for a small
fragment preserved in a Paris manuscript138 and frequent quotations
in both Geoponica and other sources, to be used with deliberation as
the author lemmata in later literature are often less than accurate.
In this situation, it has only been natural for scholars to turn their
attention to Oriental sources to recover traces of the lost work. A
major breakthrough was the identiﬁcation of the Armenian Girkh

136
137
138

See 4.5., and Hämeen-Anttila (1999).
Ed. Beckh (1895).
Paris, MS grec 2313, fol. 49v, published by Beckh (1886): 268–270.
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Wastakoz as the Armenian translation, via Arabic, of Anatolius’ work.
The Armenian translation became more widely known after the edition of 1877139 and especially after Brockelmann’s article on it in
1896, where the chapter headings were listed and compared to the
material in the Greek Geoponica and the Syriac fragment described
by de Lagarde in 1855 and edited by him in 1860.
As far as I know, the Armenian version has remained untranslated
and thus in practice is unavailable to most scholars in the ﬁeld of
Greek and Arabic studies, except through the descriptions by
Brockelmann and others.140 Its close relation to the partly incomplete
Syriac text edited by de Lagarde141 was realized by Brockelmann,
but the lack of the Arabic mediator142 has hampered further studies.
The Syriac text was later identiﬁed as a translation of Anatolius,143
but at least the text edited by de Lagarde is obviously not an accurate
reproduction of the Greek original.
The situation has been made even more problematic by some misinformation concerning the Arabic translation of Anatolius. In an
article from 1931, Paul Sbath identiﬁed a manuscript in his possession as being the Arabic translation of Anatolius’ Synagògè.144 Later,
other manuscripts of the same text have been found, attributed to
Balìnàs145 al-Óakìm, the famous author of esoterica, identiﬁed as
(ps.)-Apollonius of Tyana.146 Consequently, this text has been used
139

Printed in Venice 1877. For details, see Brockelmann (1896) and Fehrle (1920):

2–3.
140
Not knowing Armenian myself, I, too, am relying on this description, which
is accurate enough for the present purposes.
141
The manuscript itself dates from the 9th century (see, e.g., Oder 1890: 62).
142
The Arabic lexical inﬂuence, studied by Hübschmann (1892, esp. p. 256),
made it obvious that the Armenian translation was made through an Arabic mediator, not directly from Greek nor from Syriac. The date of the Armenian translation has been a matter of controversy (see Brockelmann 1896: 386; Fehrle 1920:
2–3), with dates being proposed between the 11th and the 13th centuries. I am not
in a position to take a stance on this matter, nor is it necessary in view of the fact
that we now have at our disposal the Arabic mediator, see below. It is enough to
state the obvious, i.e., that the Armenian translation is without the slightest doubt
later than the 10th century.
143
Ullmann (1972): 432, note 2, also mentions another, better preserved manuscript (Mingana Syr. no. 599, 156 fols.), where the title has been preserved as Ktàbà
d-akkarùtà d-Yùniyùs. I have not had the opportunity to study this text more closely.
144
The author’s name in his manuscript was written as Ab†arliyùs, which is an
obvious corruption of Ana†ùliyùs, cf. Sbath (1931): 48.
145
MS-Gayangos actually reads Balyàs, but the emendation is rather obvious.
146
For the identiﬁcation of Balìnàs and Apollonius, see Leclerc (1869) and
Steinschneider (1891). References to older literature may also be found in Kraus
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by Ullmann (1972): 430–433, as the basis for his notes on the relations between Anatolius and the Greek Geoponica.
The work of Balìnàs is, obviously enough, related to the GraecoRoman tradition of Geoponica—as is almost the whole of Arabic ﬁlà˙a
literature—but the parallels with the Armenian and the Syriac tradition of Anatolius are not very compelling. Furthermore, as the
Patriarch Photius at the end of the 9th century has noted in the
case of the Greek tradition, the same holding true also for the Arabic
tradition, this tradition is very much self-repeating: thus, parallels are
to be expected between almost any two texts, be they in Greek or
in Arabic. I will come back to this text by Balìnàs later.
The fact that the manuscript of Sbath is actually misattributed to
Anatolius was shown by Fuat Sezgin in his GAS IV: 314–315 and
V: 427–428 (Nachträge zu Band 4). He, however, was able to identify MS-Meshhed Ri∂à 5762, dated 732 A.H., as the authentic Arabic
Anatolius. The Meshhed manuscript was also used as the original
for a relatively late manuscript in the Tehran Millì Library (no. 796
Arabic, see GAS V: 427, dated 1303 A.H.).147 A comparison of the
manuscripts conﬁrms Sezgin’s identiﬁcation and, moreover, a comparison between them and the Armenian version, as described by
Brockelmann (1896), leaves no doubt that the Armenian is indeed
translated from the Vorlage of the preserved Arabic text. The Armenian
translation, or its Vorlage, is abbreviated and seems to provide an
inferior version. Thus, the Armenian version is reduced to a secondary position when reconstructing the original Greek text of
Anatolius. The Arabic version is also ampler and in a better condition than the Syriac one, which seems to have suﬀered from changes
and abbreviations.148
According to GAS IV: 315, MS-Meshhed contains 191 fols. This
information is taken from the numbering of the fols., which do in fact
end with no. 191. Yet, in the colophon, there is a note by a later
hand stating that the text contains 180 fols. The confusion is caused

(1942–1943) II: 271, 292. The identiﬁcation of Balìnàs with Apollonius was ﬁrst
suggested by Silvestre de Sacy (1799). The Sirr al-khalìqa of Balìnùs is analysed in
Weisser (1980).
147
For a description of the manuscript, see Anwàr (2536 Sh.): 298. The manuscript contains, according to the catalogue, 182 folios and is complete, ending in
the same recipe as MS-Meshhed.
148
See also Fehrle (1920): 30–31.
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by two major lacunae in the manuscript.149 The text150 lacks chapters IX: 11–15 and, more seriously, chapters XI: 18–32, XII: 1–6
(fols. 138–147) and XIII: 8–42 (fols. 169–176).151 The contents of
chapters XI: 18–32 and XIII: 8–42 are known from the lists of the
chapter headings given at the beginning of each book.152 No name
of the text’s translator has been given in the colophon or elsewhere,
so that the documentable history of the Arabic Anatolius starts with
the name153 of the copyist of MS-Meshhed, who completed his work
in 732 A.H. according to the colophon.
The Armenian translation does take us a few centuries back in
time. However, the Nabatean Agriculture helps us to give a terminus ad
quem for the Arabic translation. The dependence of small parts of
the Nabatean Agriculture on the material found in the single Greek
fragment of Anatolius was forcibly shown by Rodgers (1980). Rodgers
also compared a few passages attributed to Anatolius in the Geoponica
to similar ones in the Nabatean Agriculture. This comparison seemed
to conﬁrm the debt of the author of the Nabatean Agriculture to Anatolius
or, as Rodgers himself admitted (1980: 5), to some other source ultimately deriving from Anatolius, but the extent of this debt remained
uncertain.
Rodgers, however, paid no attention to the Anatolius Arabicus. Now
a comparison between it and the Nabatean Agriculture does conﬁrm

149
The Armenian translation does not have any lacunae at these places (ch.
260–273, 297–312) and thus provides information concerning the missing chapters.
150
Note that I have not seen the original manuscripts, but the microﬁlm seems
to show quite clearly that the text is bound as photographed and the parts missing from the microﬁlm thus also seem to be missing from the manuscript itself. It
should also be added that the MS-Millì was available to me only in a printout of
a microﬁlm, where the text abruptly ends in the middle of chapter IX: 7. This
does not seem to be the case with the manuscript itself (see the description in Anwàr
2536 Sh., p. 298). Both manuscripts should in future be compared in more detail.
151
A later hand has also marked fols. 187–188 as missing, but this seems to be
a misguided conjecture, as after fol. 186v, chapter XIV: 31, the next chapter heading is numbered as XIV: 33, implying that chapter XIV: 32 is missing. However,
there does not seem to be any break in the text, only the numbering of the chapter headings has become confused: after the ﬁrst XIV: 33 there comes yet another
XIV: 33, i.e., the ﬁrst XIV: 33 is numbered by mistake as XIV: 33 and should be
corrected to XIV: 32.
152
I am translating maqàla as “book” and bàb as “chapter.”
153
Unfortunately, this name has been somewhat stained in the manuscript and
I could not read it from the microﬁlm. An inspection of the manuscript itself, or
a clearer microﬁlm, would probably disclose his identity. Yet it goes without saying that his identity is of no relevance for the earlier history of the text.
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Rodgers’ theory and, moreover, it shows how comprehensively Anatolius is used in the Nabatean Agriculture. Indeed, a considerable part
of Anatolius’ book is taken into the Nabatean Agriculture, even though
it is there attributed to “Nabatean” authorities.154 What is more, the
similarities are not only general or superﬁcial, for they often consist
of long passages which are very similar to each other. Thus, e.g.,
book 1, chapters 1–17, of Anatolius are amply paralleled by NA,
pp. 194–213; only the reference to the Roman brùma feast (i.e., brumalia) has been left out.155 In the Armenian156 and the Syriac (Geoponicon
II: 15, p. 7, brùmaliya) translations of Anatolius this has been kept.157
The material has been partly reorganized in the Nabatean Agriculture,
with passages set into a new context and freely modiﬁed, and often
expanded by much additional material. Despite this, there are plenty
of examples to show that the material was taken by Ibn Wa˙shiyya
in blocks which are often large enough to prove that he certainly
used the text of Anatolius, not some intermediate source.
The copious quotations show that Ibn Wa˙shiyya used some version of Anatolius, either Syriac or Arabic, but not likely to be Greek.
Lexical parallels between the Arabic Anatolius and the Nabatean
Agriculture would favour an Arabic version but the parallels are neither
deﬁnitive nor compelling, as the variation between the two texts

154
It should be emphasized that the conversion has not been systematic, i.e., we
cannot ﬁnd any equivalences between a given Greek name and some respective
Nabatean authority, i.e., no equation X (Greek authority in Anatolius) = Z (Nabatean
authority in the Nabatean Agriculture) can be made.
155
Cf. the Greek Geoponica I.5.3. (hèn hoi Rhòmaioi brùma kalùsi ).
156
See Brockelmann (1896): 408 (brami ).
157
Other parallels include book 2, ch. 5 (cf. NA, pp. 411–412); book 2, ch. 8
(NA, pp. 497–498); book 2, ch. 21–24 (NA, pp. 428–432); book 2, ch. 27 (NA,
pp. 378–384); etc. Cf. also the passage on hailstorms, discussed below.
A typical case of the “Nabateanization” of the text may be found in book 2, ch.
15, which in the Arabic Anatolius reads: “Chapter on the knowledge of what seeds
(buzùr) are to be sown during the year so that they will prosper. The people of
Egypt are people of deep inquiry in agriculture and in the movements of the stars.
They have presented the knowledge of which seeds will prosper in each year through
their labours (. . .)” (my translation).
NA, pp. 214–215, however, reads: “Chapter on the knowledge of what crops
(zurù' ) are to be sown during the year so that they will prosper. This is an immensely
useful chapter. The ﬁrst to speak about these things was the Lord of Mankind,
Dawànày. He was a man of critical acumen and deep inquiry (naΩar wa-stiqßà") into
all matters. He was a man of the stars: he believed that all generated things (akwàn)
derive from the acts of the stars and that they are generated (tatakawwan) by the
potencies of their movements. He has described for us the knowledge of which
crops will be more prosperous and successful in each year (. . .).”
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leaves open the possibility of two separate—or even independent—
translations. There are, in fact, some details which might be taken
as indicating that the Nabatean Agriculture draws directly on the Syriac
text, not its Arabic translation.158 It seems probable, however—and
this need not surprise us—that the Arabic translation of Anatolius
was done not later than the end of the ninth century.159 How much
earlier it may have been done remains unknown.
Yet we might mention a rather curious coincidence which may
help us to date, although only tentatively, the Arabic translation of
Anatolius. We know that in the late 9th century, the Patriarch Photius
excerpted and described the Synagògè of Anatolius—which, incidentally,
seems to have been the last proven case of anyone actually using the
Greek original. At about the same time, we have evidence of the
Syriac translation of the same Greek text—de Lagarde’s fragmentary
manuscript has been dated to the 9th century—and around 900 Ibn
Wa˙shiyya used the same text extensively, either in Syriac or in an
already existing Arabic translation. Moreover, when the Patriarch made
his well-known trip ep" Assyrious on an oﬃcial mission, he was interested in the Greek manuscripts he could ﬁnd in an area dominated
by Arabs, most probably in monasteries.160
The nicely synchronized interest in Anatolius does not, of course,
prove anything at all: the Byzantine Patriarch, the anonymous Syriac
copyist,161 the equally anonymous Arabic translator and Ibn Wa˙shiyya
could have been interested in the same text at about the same time
quite independently of each other. This, however, may somewhat
tax our imagination, and I would suggest that there may have been
some relations between some of these persons. First of all, the Patriarch
could have found the Greek manuscript of Anatolius during his travels and his interest could have caused someone to start translating
the work into Syriac162—we do know that the interest of the Arabs

158

See the passage VI of the recipes against hailstorm, discussed below.
Note that the date 179/795 given in the manuscript of Sbath and accepted,
among others, by Ullmann (1972): 431, of course, refers to the work of Balìnàs,
not to Anatolius Arabicus. Moreover, cf. below, it seems to me that this date has been
too easily accepted.
160
See Peters (1968): 23.
161
Whether the translator had in fact worked several centuries earlier is not quite
clear: the text may have to be attributed to the sixth-century Sergius of Resh'aynà.
162
The redaction by Cassianus Bassus was most probably known in Byzantium
at the time, but there are few traces of Anatolius before Photius himself.
159
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in Greek philosophy has sometimes been taken to explain the “First
Byzantine Humanism.”163 Similarly, an interest by a Byzantine Patriarch
could have placed the work in the limelight also in the monastery
where—if our tableau is to be believed—he found it. But of course,
this remains purely hypothetical: we do not know whether Photius
found a copy of Anatolius during his travels or at home.164
Secondly, the copying of the Syriac manuscript roughly coincides
with the earliest documented interest of Arabic-speaking scholars in
the text: the Arabic translation most probably does not much antedate the end of the 9th century, and Ibn Wa˙shiyya deﬁnitely worked
intensively with the text at the end of the century. These facts also
seem somehow interconnected, and in this we are on more secure
ground than in the speculation concerning the Patriarch Photius. As
the manuscripts of Anatolius Arabicus were never widely distributed—
we know distressingly little about this work from contemporary
sources—it needs to be explained how Ibn Wa˙shiyya got hold of
the translation, as he did not live in the great centres where manuscripts were more plentiful and even rare manuscripts might have
been more easily available. If Ibn Wa˙shiyya used the Syriac Anatolius,
its rarity would pose exactly the same problems.
One possibility, though it remains a mere possibility, is that the
translator of Anatolius could have somehow been personally connected
with Ibn Wa˙shiyya.165 Again, we have to step into the realm of
speculation, but it might be a hypothesis worth considering that Ibn
Wa˙shiyya was actually acquainted with the same Syriac manuscript
which was used by the Arabic translator of the Syriac Anatolius.166
Further research may clarify this question. The later inﬂuence of
Anatolius in Arabic ﬁlà˙a literature was considerable and many-sided.
After a preliminary analysis, it seems to me that it is quite possible
that the Balìnàs text is merely a reworked and abbreviated paraphrase of the Anatolius Arabicus where famous names, such as Aristotle

163

Cf. Gutas (1998): 175–186.
The interest in al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya was also vivid at the time. Mu˙ammad
ibn Zakariyyà ar-Ràzì (d. 313/925) quoted it several times in his al-Óàwì (for references to the Latin version of this text, see Meyer 1856, III: 156–157).
165
I ignore, on purpose, the possibility that Ibn Wa˙shiyya actually is the translator of Anatolius Arabicus.
166
Lacking the Greek original, it does not seem possible to prove from which
language the Arabic translator made his translation. Provisorily, I take it to have
been from Syriac.
164
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or Mahràrìs (the latter famous from alchemical and magical texts)167
have been added to enhance the value of the text. The recycling of
the same material in the Geoponica and ﬁlà˙a literature makes this
diﬃcult to prove—the same material circulated in dozens of books—
but it might be a good working hypothesis to study Balìnàs as an
abbreviated paraphrase of Anatolius.168
Likewise, the material of Anatolius had a Weiterleben, though an
anonymous one, through the Nabatean Agriculture, which remained a
standard manual deep into the 18th century169 and inﬂuenced tens
if not hundreds of manuals.170 The references to Anatolius in the
Arabic translation of Cassianus Bassus’ agronomical work (al-Filà˙a
ar-Rùmiyya) are also usually more or less garbled, and even where
his name, usually Yùniyùs (< Vindanius),171 is attested, his identity
has become hazy, Yùniyùs being merely a high-sounding name referring to an otherwise unknown Ancient Greek sage.
167
See Sezgin GAS IV: 105–106 (Mihràrìs); Ullmann (1972): 177–178, 437. For
more works by Mahràrìs, see Ullmann (1974): 183, 196–198, 212, 219–220.
168
Sbath (1931): 50, 51, makes much of the use of the word muß˙af as an indicator of the antiquity of the translation, as does Ullmann (1972): 431. This word
is not used in the other manuscript of the same text, MS-Gayangos, and, whichever
variant is preferred, I cannot see this as a guarantee for the text’s age. The pseudepigrapha do prefer antiquated vocabulary, and more research would be needed to
decide the possible age of the translation.
169
Cf., e.g., Ullmann (1972): 451 (on Khayraddìn Ilyàs-zàde’s Kitàb Falà˙ alfallà˙).
170
It might be useful to remark in passing that much of this material was copied
into the 'Alam al-malà˙a fì 'ilm al-ﬁlà˙a by the famous Suﬁ 'Abdalghanì an-Nàbulusì
(d. 1143/1731), who abbreviated the work ( Jàmi ' fawà"id al-malà˙a) by Ra∂ìyaddìn
Abù"l-Fa∂l Mu˙ammad ibn Mu˙ammad al-Ghazzì al-'Àmirì (d. 935/1529). Especially
the tenth chapter (“On Talismans,” pp. 171–184) is instructive: the outright pagan
talismans are repeated seemingly without any pangs of conscience by this famous
and authoritative Suﬁ. For the Suﬁ relations of Ibn Wa˙shiyya, cf. also 1.1 and 4.5.
A particularly intriguing talisman in an-Nàbulusì, deriving ultimately from Late
Antiquity, is the one (p. 174) where a naked, teenage virgin with dishevelled hair
is to go around the ﬁelds carrying a cock to protect the ﬁelds.
171
Cf. Rodgers (1978) actually repeating what had already been shown by
Brockelmann (1896): 389, and others—even though the easy but wrong identiﬁcation
of Yùniyùs (i.e., Vindanius Anatolius) with Junius Columella does seem to be diﬃcult
to root out. Thus, e.g., Kraus (1942–1943) II: 63–64 (note 5), and Millás Vallicrosa
(1954): 133, (1955): 123, and, especially, (1958): 46–48, repeat this identiﬁcation,
although in the last passage Millás Vallicrosa himself draws attention to the diﬀerences
between the Yùniyùs quotations and Columella’s De re rustica, albeit to belittle them:
“(. . .) las citas tan frequentes de la obra de Yunius (. . .) no siempre se hallan tal
cual en el texto de Columela De re rustica y creemos que algunas discrepancias se
deben a pequeñas interpolaciones sin gran interés cientíﬁco hechas en el texto árabe
de Yunius (. . .).” Likewise, Fahd (1996): 846–847, though showing himself to be
aware of Ullmann (1972), tries to maintain the identiﬁcation Yùniyùs = Columella.
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Through these three sources, quotations from Anatolius may be
found everywhere in the Arabic ﬁlà˙a literature. But as Anatolius
himself was working within an old and selfrepeating tradition, there
is usually no guarantee as to whether a passage really derives from
one source or another.
There remains the question of how accurate the Arabic translation of Anatolius is vis-à-vis the lost Greek original. To evaluate this,
it is perhaps best to tackle once again the passage which has been
preserved in Greek. This passage has already been analysed, ﬁrst by
Fehrle (1920): 8–14, and then by Rodgers (1980). Fehrle took into
account the following sources: Geoponica; the Greek Anatolius fragment,
MS-Paris grec 2313; al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya (i.e., the Arabic translation
of Cassianus);172 the Armenian translation of Anatolius; the Syriac
text published by de Lagarde; and, ﬁnally, Palladius. Rodgers was
aware of Fehrle’s work but he concentrated on comparing the Greek
Anatolius fragment to the Nabatean Agriculture.
The following comparison starts with 1)the text of the Greek
Anatolius (MS-Paris) which is given in Rodgers’ translation (1980).173
This is compared to 2)the Syriac text of de Lagarde (VII: 7, pp. 40–41)
and 3a–b)the Arabic Anatolius (ch. VI: 7), ﬁrst in 3a)Arabic, then 3b)in
English translation.174 The Armenian translation is dependent on the
Arabic text and is thus left out of consideration.175 This forms the
direct Anatolius tradition.
In addition, the text of Anatolius is further compared to 4)Balìnàs
(ed. Vázquez de Benito, Arabic text, p. 18) and 5)the Nabatean Agriculture
(pp. 1061–1064; for translation, see Text 31), which both seem to

172
The identity of Qus†ùs Askùràskìnah with Cassianus Bassus Scolasticus was
ﬁrst shown by Ruska (1914). For the complex textual history of the text of al-Filà˙a
ar-Rùmiyya and its versions, see Sezgin GAS IV: 317–318; Ullmann (1972): 433–439;
as well as Óàjjì Khalìfa, Kashf, p. 1447. The text would deserve careful study. Note
that the translation is still often falsely attributed to Qus†à ibn Lùqà, as, e.g., in
the latest edition by U'bèd (1420/1999). References to magical ways of turning
away an imminent hailstorm are also found in many other Arabic sources, such as
al-Bìrùnì, Jawàhir, pp. 361–362, and Jàbir ibn Óayyàn, Maydàn, p. 219.
173
When quoted, the Greek text is taken from Fehrle.
174
I am quoting the Arabic Anatolius from MS-Tehran Millì; a quick comparison of that text to MS-Meshhed during my stay at the Institute for the History of
Arabic-Islamic Sciences (Frankfurt) seemed to conﬁrm that the copy is very accurate.
175
The Armenian translation seems to be, according to the chapter headings provided by Brockelmann (1896), somewhat abbreviated from the Arabic. It also ends
earlier than the complete Arabic version.
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contain material taken from Anatolius though given in a modiﬁed
form, not in accurate, word-to-word quotations.176 The tradition deriving from Cassianus Bassus is then considered through 6)the Arabic
translation of the Geoponica (I: 14), al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya (ch. I: 17,
p. 125). Palladius is not discussed, as it would only serve to prove
the Western extension of Anatolius and is not relevant for the Oriental
tradition.
The passages are quoted in the order in which they come in the
Greek Anatolius, numbered as separate items. The items of the other
texts are also numbered and a table is later given to indicate the
order of the material in each text. The text of the Greek Anatolius
is ﬁrst quoted in full in the English translation, and then the Syriac
in the German translation provided by Carl Bezold177 for Fehrle
(1920). The original text is quoted verbatim in the case of the Arabic
texts, to show their mutual dependence; only the Anatolius Arabicus is
also translated by me into English.178 Various sources have expanded
the chapter with some added material which is brieﬂy listed after
the passages deriving from Anatolius.

Enumeration: 0–VI
0.
1 On averting hail. Very many other aids are discovered among
the ancients: there is the treatment using the viper, and the one
using the mole, and the one using men who chase away the hailclouds, and many other incredible ones found among many people, but we mention those which are easier, common to all, and
easy to understand.
2 Über den Hagel und wie er an einem Orte vorbeigeht. Auch dafür
sind von den Alten viele Hilfsmittel angegeben worden, ebenso
für die Heilung dessen, was von Vipern und für die Heilung
dessen von Maulwürfen (kommt). Was aber durch die Leute, die

176
Much of the material of the Nabatean Agriculture is also found in (ps.)-al-Majrì†ì’s
Ghàyat al-˙akìm, pp. 368–370 (translation in Ritter-Plessner 1962: 380–382).
177
See Fehrle (1920): 6.
178
The Nabatean Agriculture inserts much additional material which I have mainly
left out, indicating this with three dots in brackets (. . .).
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den Hagel vertreiben,179 leicht und bekannt ist und von jedermann geglaubt wird, (ist Folgendes):
fì l-barad. ammà fì difà'i al-baradi fa-qad najidu 'inda l-qudamà"i
ashyà"a nàﬁ'atan kathìratan mithla l-'ilàji lladhì yakùnu bi"l-jalìdi180
wa"lladhì yakùnu bi-lladhìna ya†rudùna 'anhum al-barada waashyà"a ukhara kathìratan 'inda kathìrin mina n-nàsi qad181 jama'nà
minhà mà naΩunnu annahù as"halu ma"khadhan wa-a'amma min
ghayrihì wa-as"hala idràkan.
On hail. When it comes to diverting hail, we ﬁnd many useful
things among the ancients, such as the treatment using moles and
the one using those who chase the hail away and many others
(found) among many people. We have collected from among these
those which we consider easiest to perform and more general
than the others and easier to come by.
fì amri l-barad. inna l-˙ukamà"a qad wa∂a'ù fì l-baradi wa-ßarﬁhì
umùran kathìratan fa-akhadhtu bi-aysarihà.
wa-ammà daf 'u ∂arari l-baradi 'an-i l-karmi fa-qad istanba†a
qudamà"u l-Kasdàniyyìna fìhi ma'nayayni a˙aduhumà daf 'u
wuqù'ihì wa-ßarfuhù idhà takhayyalat makhàyiluhù wa"l-àkharu
'ilàju mà a˙datha mina ∂-∂arari wa’n-nikàyati fa-ammà 'amalu
daf 'ihì wa-ßarﬁhì idhà andharat bihì n-nudhuru fa-innahum qad
dhakarù fìhi wa-lahù ashyà"a kathìratan mukhtalifatan ba'∂uhà
yajrì majrà l-khawàßßi wa-ba'∂uhà aßluhà ma"khùdhun min ad'iyati l-àlihati fa-arat"hum fì l-manàmi ashyà"a kathìratan ya'malùnahà wa-ba'∂uhà min a'màli s-sa˙arati wa-ana u'addidu mà
waqa'a ilayya minhà wa-adhkuru mà jarrabtu min dhàlika waßa˙˙ (. . .).182 [p. 1061, ll. 10–14]
fì l-˙ìlati fì ßarﬁ l-baradi wa"l-jaràdi wa’d-dubbà"i wa’ß-ßawà'iqi
wa"l-burùq. [p. 125, ll. 13–14]

179
Here Bezold’s translation needs emendation: l-asyùtà d-men ekidnè w-àf l-asyùtà
d-men ˙uldè w-hày d-me††ùl bnaynàshà d-†àrdìn bardà should, as the other versions show,
be translated as “the treatment with vipers and the treatment with moles and the
one (occurring) because of people who chase away the hail.”
180
The Syriac texts reads ˙uldè, “moles”. It is obvious that we should emend the
Arabic to either khuld or jalidh, both with the same meaning as in the Syriac. Frost
( jalìd ) is described in the preceding section, VI: 6 (cf. also NA, p. 1065, ll. 6–14;
Balìnàs, p. 18), which is probably the origin of the confusion. The mention of jild
“skin” in other recipes may also have contributed to the confusion.
181
Written twice in the MS.
182
The text continues (ll. 14 –18) with a short note on the importance of
experimentation.
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I.
1 If someone takes the skin of a hyena or of a crocodile (or of a
seal)183 all around the area and hangs it up on the gate of the
village, he keeps away hail.
2 Wenn ein Mensch die Haut einer Hyäne oder eines Krokodiles,
welches auf griechisch Krokodilos genannt wird, oder von dem
in Meer lebenden Tier, das auf griechisch Phoke heisst, welches
syrisch Seehund ist, in der Ortschaft herumträgt und überall an
den Toren aufhängt, hält er den Hagel ab.
3a fa-naqùl: innahù in akhadha insànun jilda ∂abu'in aw jilda timsà˙in
aw jilda fùqà 184 fa-†àfa bihì ˙awla l-qaryati kullihà thumma
'allaqahù bayna yaday dihlìzàti l-qaryati mana'a l-barada mina
l-wuqù'i fì dhàlika l-maw∂i'.
3b Thus we say: If someone takes the skin of a hyena or a crocodile or a fùqà and goes with it about the whole village and then
hangs it in front of the gates of the village, it will stop the hail
from striking that place.
4 yu"khadhu jildu ∂abu'in wa-jildu ˙irdawnin fa-yu˙malu ba'da
maghìbi sh-shamsi wa-yu†àfu bihì 'alà jamì'i l-karmi thumma
yu'allaqàni 'alà madkhali l-karmi fa-innahù là yußìbuhà barad.
5 wa-qàla [i.e., Màsà as-Sùrànì] ay∂an: in akhadha insànun shàbbun jilda ∂abu'in aw jilda timsà˙in fa-†àfa bihimà aw bi-a˙adihimà ˙awla l-qaryati aw-i ∂-∂ay'ati aw ayyi maw∂i'in yurìdu an
là yaqa'a 'alayhi l-baradu thalàtha marràtin ya†ùfu bihimà thumma
yaßìru ba'da dhàlika ilà dihlìzi l-qaryati aw-i ∂-∂ay'ati aw-i
l-qarà˙i fa-yu'alliqu l-jilda quddàma l-bàbi fa-inna hàdhà l-ﬁ'la
yamna'u l-barada an yaqa'a fì tilka l-qaryati kamà hiya aw kulli
mà185 †àfa bi"l-jildi ˙awlahù. [p. 1063, ll. 16–19]
6 wa-min dhàlika annahù in 'umida ilà jildi ∂-∂abu'i aw jildi
d-dulduli fa-†ìfa bihì ˙awla qaryatin (aw manzilin shàsi'in 'an-i
l-qaryati) thumma 'ulliqa 'alà bàbi tilka l-qaryati aw dhàlika
l-manzili (ßarafa llàhu bi-dhàlika l-barada 'an dhàlika l-manzili
wa-'an tilka l-qarya). [p. 127, ll. 2–4]

183
This emendation, made earlier by Rodgers (1980): 2 and note 11, seems rather
obvious.
184
This word (Greek fòkè ) was not understood by the copyist and it has been
left without diacritics in the manuscript.
185
Written together (kullimà) in the text.
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II.
1 And this treatment as well has been approved by experiment: let
someone take in his right hand a tortoise on its back which is
found in the marshes and carry it to the vineyard, and going in
let him put it down, alive, on its back, piling up a little earth
around it so it will not be able, by turning itself over, to go away
(for it will not be able when the earth underneath has been hollowed out, and not having a purchase for its feet it remains in
place), and when this has happened, the hail does not fall either
on the ﬁeld or on the whole area.
2 Auch folgendes Mittel ist bekannt: Wenn jemand eine Schildkröte186
erblickt, die am Ufer der Flüsse gefunden wird, sie in die rechte
Hand nimmt, nach oben blickt und Lauge auf einen Weinberg
streut und während er nach oben blickt, von der Erde ein wenig
Boden nimmt und jene an demselben Ort eingräbt, so dass sie
sich nicht erheben oder wenden kann und vor der Aufschüttung
vor den Füssen ﬂiehen kann und vor den Füssen keine Hilfe hat,
sondern an dem Ort bleiben muss,—wenn dies geschieht, fällt
dort nirgends Hagel.
3a wa-qad jurriba hàdhà l-'ilàju lladhì ana wàßifuhù wa-huwa an
tu"khadha s-sula˙fàtu llatì tùjadu fì l-àjàmi wa-ya∂a'ahà l-insànu
'alà yadihì l-yumnà maqlùbatan 'alà Ωahrihà wa-ya†ùfa bihà ˙awla
l-karmi kullihì ˙attà idhà farigha min dhàlika yußayyiruhà ilà
was†i l-karmi 'alà Ωahrihà wa-hiya fì l-˙ayàti wa-ya˙ﬁra ˙awlahà
qalìlan ˙attà là taqdira an tataqallaba wa-tadibba wa-in kàna
l-maw∂i'u lladhì ta˙ta rijlayhà a'maqa min ghayrihì lam taqdir
'alà an tataqallaba min ajli annahà là taqdiru ˙ìna’idhin tastanida187 bi-shay"in fa-idhà fa'alnà dhàlika lam yaqa'-i l-baradu
'alà dhàlika l-karm. wa-kadhàlika ay∂an idhà fu'ila hàdhà l-ﬁ'lu
bi"l-˙uqùli l-mazrù'ati wa-kulli maw∂i'in yuf 'alu bihì hàdhà l-ﬁ'lu
là yaqa'u bihì l-barad.
3b Also the following treatment which I am about to describe has
been experimented on, namely that a tortoise which is found in
the marshes is taken and someone takes it in his right hand,
turned on its back. Then he goes around the whole vineyard.
When he has accomplished this, he puts it upside down in the

186
187

See Fehrle (1920): 11, note 13.
Middle Arabic là taqdir tastanid for là taqdiru 'alà an tastanida.
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middle of the vineyard while it is still alive. Then he digs around
it a little so that it cannot turn over and start crawling. Hence,
if the ground under its feet is deeper than elsewhere, it cannot
turn over because it cannot then ﬁnd any support. If we do this,
no hail will fall on that vineyard. If this is done to sown ﬁelds
or any other place, no hail will fall on that place.
4 wa-waßafa l-˙ukamà"u fì dhàlika ay∂an fa-qàlù: yu"khadhu sula˙fàtun
mina l-mà"i li-sitti sà'àtin ma∂ayna mina n-nahàri bi-yadika
l-yumnà thumma qlibhà 'alà Ωahrihà ˙attà tam∂i (sic) sittu sà'àtin
mina l-layli fì was†i l-karmi wa"z-zar'i wa-sudda mà ˙awlahà
bi"t-turàbi li-allà tanqaliba 'alà ba†nihà.
5 qàla Màsà: wa-ammà mà jarrabnàhu wa-shahida bi-ßi˙˙atihì
jamà'atun mina l-qudamà"i annahù idhà 'umila, mana'a wuqù'a
l-baradi fa-huwa an tu’khadha sula˙fàtun qad-i ß†ìdat mina
l-àjàmi khàßßatan là min mà"in jàrin fa-ya∂a'uhà insànun 'alà yadihì
l-yumnà maqlùbatan 'alà Ωahrihà wa-ya†ùfu bihà ˙awla l-karmi
wa-˙awla z-zar'i kullihì thalàtha miràrin ilà sab'i miràrin ˙attà
idhà farigha mina †-†awàﬁ ßàra bi’s-sula˙fàti ilà was†i l-karmi aw
was†i z-zar'i fa-˙afara fì l-ar∂i ˙ufayratan wa-wa∂a'a s-sula˙fàta
'alà Ωahrihà fì tilka l-˙ufayrati ˙attà là taqdira 'alà l-inqilàbi 'alà
rijlayhà wa-là 'alà d-dabìbi fa-innahà sa-tu˙arriku yadayhà warijlayhà tilqà"a s-samà"i dà"iman fa"l-tutrak hàkadhà ilà nqishà'i
l-ghaymi wa-naqà"i s-samà"i minhu fa-inna l-barada là yaqa'u 'alà
dhàlika l-maw∂i'i fa-idhà nqasha'at-i s-samà"u fa-bàdirù ilà qalbi
s-sula˙fàti li-tadibba 'alà arjulihà. [p. 1064, ll. 1–8]
6 wa-min dhàlika annahù in 'umida ilà sula˙fàtin ˙ayyatin fa-˙uﬁrat
lahà ˙ufratun fì l-ar∂i 'amìqatun thumma qudhifat fì tilka
l-˙ufrati wa-ju'ila Ωahruhà mimmà yalì l-ar∂a wa-qawà"imuhà
mimmà yalì s-samà"a wa-uqirrat ka-hay"atihà sallama llàhu bidhàlika ahla tilka l-qaryati mina l-barad (. . .)188 [p. 127, ll. 9–11]
III.
1 There are some who say that the carrying around and placing
of the tortoise ought to take place in the sixth hour of the day
or the night. But we, even without this, not observing the hour
carefully, did not repent of it, and we think that this suﬃces,
which has often been proved by experiment.
188
The text continues (ll. 11–14) with a recipe involving a tortoise to be used to
cure gout (niqris).
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2 Andere aber sagen, das Vergraben dieser Schildkröte solle in der
sechsten Stunde des Tages und der Nacht stattﬁnden. Wir werden aber auch ohne dieses Einhalten einer <bestimmten> Stunde
uns nicht dem Tadel aussetzen, sondern glauben, dass jenes, was
so oftmals erprobt worden ist, genügt.
3a wa-mina n-nàsi man yaz'umu annahù yanbaghì an yu†àfa bihàdhihi s-sula˙fàti wa-tù∂a'a fì was†i l-karmi fì s-sà'ati s-sàdisati
mina n-nahàri wa-mina l-layli wa-ammà na˙nu fa-qad fa'alnà
dhàlika min ghayri an narßuda hàdhihi s-sà'ata fa-lam nandam
'alà mà fa'alnà wa-qad narà fì hàdhà l-'ilàji kifàyatan idh qad
jarat umùrun kathìratun wa-mtu˙in.
3b There are some who claim that one should go around with the
tortoise and put it in the middle of the vineyard in the sixth
hour of the day and/or the night. We, however, have done this
without waiting for this hour and we have not had any reason
to repent because of that. We have seen that this treatment is
enough as many things have happened and it has been tried.
4 [cf. above, II]
5 fa-ammà Íaghrìth fa-innahù qàl: yanbaghì an takùna hàdhihi ssula˙fàtu 'aΩìmata l-kibri wa-an yu'mala bihà fì s-sà'ati s-sàdisati
mina n-nahàri aw mina l-layli in kàna sa˙àbun murtaﬁ'un aw
lam yakun wa-tutraku s-sula˙fàtu bi-maw∂i'ihà ilà ghaymi s-samà"i
thumma njilà"ihì (. . .). [p. 1064, ll. 9–11]189
6 [missing]190
IV.
1 And in fact the treatment using the mirror is also ingenious: for
when clouds are hanging overhead if you display a mirror, the
hail passes by.
2 Und nicht nur dieses, sondern auch das (Experiment) mit dem
Spiegel: Wenn nämlich jemand, sobald sich Hagelwolken nähern,
einen Spiegel zeigt, so geht der Hagel vorüber.
3a wa"l-'ilàju ay∂an-i lladhì yakùnu bi"l-mar"ati [i.e., bi"l-mir"àti] wahuwa ay∂an 'ilàjun mashhùrun wa-dhàlika anna sa˙àba l-baradi
idhà ßàra 'alà l-maw∂i'i fa-akhraja insànun imra’atan makshùfata
l-farji wa-ßayyara wajhahà ˙idhà"a s-sa˙àbi yakùnu ˙irzan min
suqù†i l-barad.
189

The text continues with a note by Qùthàmà saying that he has experimented
with this (ll. 12–14).
190
Incidentally, this is also missing from Palladius I:35, see Fehrle (1920): 12–13.
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3b Also the treatment with the *woman*/*mirror* is well known.191
This is as follows: When a cloud of hail comes to some place
and someone brings *a woman whose genitals are exposed*/*a
mirror* and turns *her*/*its* face towards the clouds, that will
work as a charm against the hail.
4 192wa-waßafa ba'∂u l-˙ukamà"i qàla: ta"khudhu mir"àtan fì yadika
wa-tamshì bihà fì was†i l-karmi wa-talma˙u bi"l-mir’àti ta˙ta
sa˙àbati l-baradi yufarrijuhà fa-inna l-barada yamìlu 'an-i193
l-maw∂i'i bi-qudrati llàh.
5 wa-qad jarrabnà ay∂an shay"an waßafahù Yanbùshàd fa-wajadnàhu ßa˙ì˙an wa-huwa an ya"khudha insànun ßa˙ì˙u l-badani là
yakùnu fìhi 'aybun fì ba'∂i a'∂à"ihì mir"àtan kabìratan min ˙adìdin
majluwwatin wa-yaj'ala wajhahà l-majluwwa tilqà"a s-sa˙àbi wayulawwi˙a bihà lam yasqu† mina s-sa˙àbi shay"un mina l-baradi
l-batta. [p. 1064, ll. 14–16]
6 wa-minhu ay∂an an ruﬁ'at mir"àtun min ˙adìdin aw ghayri
˙adìdin194 bi-˙iyàli s-sa˙àbi lladhì yanzilu minhu l-baradu ßarrafa
llàhu dhàlika l-barada bihì. [p. 126, ll. 7–8]
V.
1 And the skin of a seal placed around one vine in the middle of
the vineyard drives away hail.
2 Und wenn jemand ein Seehundsfell mitten im Weinberg aufhängt,
so treibt er den Hagel davon ab.
191
The text has here become corrupted, but most probably this happened only
later during the tradition of copying the Arabic translation. The basic problem is
that the word al-mir"àt “the mirror” is written in Arabic script with a consonantal
skeleton identical with the word al-mar"a, “the woman”. This has been misread by
some copyist in the ﬁrst place, probably because the use of menstruating women
to drive hailstorms away was well known in Islamic times, ultimately going back
to al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya, cf. below. After making the initial mistake, he has then read
mir "àt (without the article) as imra "at and the consonantal skeleton of yufarrij (cf. the
extract from Balìnàs) has reminded him of the word farj, “female genitals”, probably reading YFRJ as B-FRJ (bi-farj ) and then modifying the whole passage ad sensum. Thus, a few minor changes have changed one magical recipe involving a mirror
into another involving a woman with exposed genitals.
192
This comes as the last item in Balìnàs.
193
Text reads 'YN.
194
It may not be superﬂuous to draw attention to the fact that here the Nabatean
Agriculture and al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya agree with each other as opposed to all other
sources, which do not specify the mirror’s material. As the textual history of alFilà˙a ar-Rùmiyya is still very imperfectly understood and studied, one cannot rule
out the possibility that the Nabatean Agriculture could have inﬂuenced this text in
some details.
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3a wa-in wa∂a'a jilda fùqà ˙awla karmatin wà˙idatin takùnu fì was†i
l-karmi dafa'a l-barada 'an jamì'i l-mawà∂i'.
3b And if he places the skin of a fùqà around one vine which is in
the middle of the vineyard, this will drive away hail from all
places [i.e., throughout the vineyard].
4 [missing]
5 fa-ammà mà yakhußßu l-kurùma dùna ghayrihà fa-jildu ∂-∂abu'i
aw jildu t-timsà˙i aw jildu l-qunfudhi, ayyuhà ˙a∂ara, idhà u†ìfa
bihì ˙awla l-kurùmi wa-'umila bihì ba'da †-†awàﬁ mà waßafnà
lam yasqu† 'alayhi l-barad. (. . .)195 (p. 1064, ll. 16–18)
6 wa-min dhàlika ay∂an annahù in qudda min jildi duldulin aw
∂abu'in shibrun fa-shudda dhàlika sh-shibru fì a˙sani aßlin min
(al-karm).196 [p. 126, ll. 6–7]
VI.
1 Apuleius the Roman says that the fruit also remains unharmed
when a bunch of grapes drawn on a placard is dedicated when
the Lyre is setting. The Lyre begins to set on the 22nd of January,
and the Lyre completely sets on the 26th of January.
2 Theophilus Decimus197 aber sagt: man soll Trauben auf eine Tafel
malen und sie im Weinberg weihen, während die Leier untergeht;
dann wird die Frucht vor Schaden bewahrt werden. Die Leier
beginnt aber unterzugehen am 16. des ersten Kanon, sie geht
aber vollständig unter am 29. in demselben.
3a wa-ammà Abùliyùs ar-Rùmì fa-innahù yaz'umu annahù yanbaghì
an tußawwara ßùratu l-'inabi 'alà law˙in wa-an tuqàma l-law˙u
fì l-karmi 'inda ghurùbi n-Nasri l-wàqi'i fa-innahù idhà fu'ila dhàlika lam tadkhul-i l-ma∂arratu 'alà thamarati l-karm.
3b Abùliyùs the Roman, however, claimed that one should draw a
picture of grapes on a placard and erect this in the vineyard
when the Eagle198 is setting. When this is done, no harm will
come to the fruits of the vineyard.
4 fa-ammà Abùliyùs ˙akìmu r-Rùmi fa-innahù amara an yu’khadha
daﬀan fa-yußawwara fìhi 'inabun thumma yu'allaqu fì l-karmi

195

The text continues with a short note on experimentation (ll. 18–19).
The last word is missing from the edition.
197
The corruption of Apùliyùs Rhòmaiqòs to Te"òﬁlòs Deqìmòs is easy to understand in the Syriac script, cf. Fehrle (1920): 13, note 8.
198
An-nasr al-wàqi', see Freitag (1830–1835), s.v.: “Nomen stellae lucidae in signo
Lyrae.”
196
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idhà ghàba n-najmu lladhì yusammà †-ˇarfata fa-innahù yaghìbu
ba'da sittati ayyàmin yakhlù min Shubà†.
5 qàla Qùthàmà: wa-qad dhakara Yanbùshàd fì daf 'i l-baradi wajamì 'i l-ma∂àrri n-nàzilati mina s-sa˙àbi wa"l-kà"inati mina
r-riyà˙i sh-shitawiyyati wa-yadkhulu fì hàdhihi r-rì˙u l-gharbiyyatu
l-mu∂irratu bi"l-kurùmi wa-ghayrihà an yu’khadha law˙un immà
rukhàmun aw khashabun, ayya khashabin kàna, wa-yußawwara
'alayhi (karmun fìhi 'inabun kathìrun wa-in ßawwara 'alayhi
ßùrata)199 'anàqìdi l-'inabi faqa†, ajzà. wa-yaf 'alu dhàlika min-i
thnayni wa-'ishrìna yawman takhlù min Kànùni l-akhìri ilà arba'i
layàlin takhlù min Shubà†a,200 ayyu yawmin-i ttafaqa min hàdhihi l-ayyàmi yußawwaru 'alayhi wa-yuqàmu markùzan fì was†i
l-karmi fa-inna hàdhà †ilasmun li-˙ifΩi l-karmi ya˙faΩuhà mina
l-àfàti s-samàwiyyati wa"l-ar∂iyyati wa-yadfa'u 'anhà suqù†a l-baradi
wa-yushghiluhà fì n-nushù"i wa-kathrati n-numuwwi idhà 'umila
'alà ˙aqqihì fì 'amali †-†ilasmàt. [p. 1064, l. 20–p. 1065, l. 5]
6 cf. wa-qàla Abrì†ùs201 al-'àlim: in 'umida ilà 'unqùdin min 'inabin
na∂ìjin fa-shudda bi-'aΩmin wa-wu∂i'a fì was†i l-karmi ka-hay"atihì
fa-lam yurfa' (sallama llàhu dhàlika l-karma min dhàlika l-baradi
in shà"a llàh). [p. 126, l. 12–p. 127, l. 1]
In addition to the material deriving from Anatolius, the other sources
have added the following:
a) NA, p. 1061, l. 19–p. 1063, l. 2: magical recipes involving vipers
(af 'à), on the authority of Dawànày, cf. al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya, p. 126,
ll. 8–11, two recipes involving vipers.
b) NA, p. 1063, ll. 3–6: magical recipe involving three menstruating
women, on the authority of Kàmàs an-Nahrì, cf. al-Filà˙a arRùmiyya, p. 125, l. 15–p. 126, l. 2, on the authority of Qus†ùs,
i.e., Cassianus.202 Qus†ùs continues (p. 126, ll. 3–5) with a recipe
involving the ﬁrst menstrual blood of a virgin.203
199

Missing from one manuscript.
The date might be taken as an indicator that the Nabatean Agriculture is drawing directly on the Syriac text, not its Arabic translation, where this is missing. On
the other hand, the date could have easily been dropped in a later phase of the
manuscript tradition of the Arabic translation of Anatolius, too.
201
This seems to be a corruption from Abùliyùs; the consonantal skeletons are
rather close to each other.
202
Cf. also (ps.)-Jàbir ibn Óayyàn, Kitàb ikhràj mà fì l-quwwa ilà l-ﬁ'l, p. 75 (a
naked menstruating woman and a tortoise turned on its back), cf. also p. 76; (ps.)Jàbir ibn Óayyàn, Kitàb maydàn al-'aql, p. 219 (a naked menstruating woman).
203
Cf. Fehrle (1920): 15–17. These two cases do not prove that the Nabatean
200
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c) NA, p. 1063, ll. 7–15: chasing away hailstorms through noise made
by at least nine men, on the authority of Màsà as-Sùrànì, cf. the
recipe which refers to “using men who chase away the hail-clouds”
mentioned in the Greek Anatolius fragment (above, no. 0).
d) al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya, p. 127, ll. 5–8, two recipes, the ﬁrst involving keys, the other the blood of a mole ( juradh a'mà).

Table of the Order of the Items in Various Sources204
item

1

2

3

4

5

6

0
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
a
b
c
d

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
–
–
–
–

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
–
–
–
–

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
–
–
–
–

1
2
3
–
5
–
4
–
–
–
–

1
5
6
7
8
9
10
2
3
4
–

1
8
10
–
5
4
(7)
6
2, 3
–
9

Thus, it is clear enough that the Syriac and Arabic—and, one might
add, the Armenian—texts 2) and 3) are translations of the Greek
Anatolius, obviously direct in the case of the Syriac text, probably
indirect, through Syriac, in the case of the Arabic translation, and
deﬁnitely indirect in the case of the Armenian text (< Arabic
< Syriac).
Lacking the complete original, no other direct comparisons between
the Oriental and the Greek texts can be made, but the close ﬁdelity
of the Syriac and Arabic versions of Anatolius makes it rather obvious that, excluding some misunderstandings, minor additions or

Agriculture would also be dependent on al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya (or its Greek original,
Cassianus’ work), as the material of the agronomic handbooks tends to be reused
over and over again. As far as I can see, the parallels between the Nabatean Agriculture
and al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya are general and occasional, rather than systematic and
speciﬁc. What other manuals the author of the Nabatean Agriculture may have known
remains to be studied.
204
The numbering of the sources is the same as above.
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detractions and similar changes, virtually the whole text of Anatolius
can be reconstructed from the Syriac, Arabic and Armenian sources.
As the Arabic version is in some cases closer to the original, it has
to be used in this reconstruction in addition to the Syriac. The comparison of this Oriental tradition with Greek and Latin (especially
Palladius) material, whether attributed to Anatolius or not, should
form the basis for any further studies on Anatolius’ original work.
There is, though, one problem, namely the number of books in
Anatolius’ original work. In Syriac, Arabic and Armenian205 the work
of Anatolius is divided into 14 books (Syr. mèmrà, Ar. maqàla), each
further divided into chapters (Ar. bàb) of unequal length. The Greek
work has been lost, but according to Photius (quoted in Oder 1890:
66) it consisted of only twelve books. The situation is, moreover,
complicated by the fact that both al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya and Balìnàs
consist again of twelve books, whereas the Geoponica contains twenty
books. Fehrle, who studied this problem (1920: 35–39), though without knowledge of either Anatolius Arabicus or Balìnàs, tried to show
that both the beginning (lost in the text of de Lagarde)206 and the
end of the Syriac version were additions made in some phase of the
transmission history of Anatolius’ original.
Although the existing Arabic version shows Fehrle’s speculation to
be wrong, it is quite possible to argue, with Photius and Fehrle, that
Anatolius originally divided his work into twelve books and that there
was a later redactor, or several redactors, who added new material
and thus the work came to consist of 14 books in a later phase.
What is clear, though, is that if such a redaction ever existed, it was
completed before the beginning of the Oriental tradition, which consistently shows a division into fourteen books.
On the other hand, Fehrle’s insistance on a division into twelve
is partly based on his ﬁnding conﬁrmation for this structure in the

205
The text of the Armenian version is divided only into chapters, without any
division into books. However, the preface (see Fehrle 1920: 31, note 1) does mention that Anatolius’ work was divided into 14 books, even though no further use
is made of this division. Fehrle (1920): 31, note 1, hesitatingly put forward the idea
that the reference to 14 instead of 12 was a scribal error in the Armenian, but the
preserved Arabic version shows that this is not the case.
206
Anatolius Arabicus, where the ﬁrst book is preserved in a complete form, shows
that Fehrle’s speculation as to the contents of the ﬁrst book did not hit the mark,
though this need not be counted against Fehrle as reconstructing a lost part of a
text is hardly ever a completely successful task.
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twelve books of al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya.207 However, al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya
does not go back to Anatolius himself but only to a later redaction
(Cassianus), whereas Anatolius Arabicus is based on an earlier version,
still directly attributed to Anatolius, and this version is divided into
14 books. It is hardly feasible to claim that the division into twelve
in al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya could show traces of an earlier division which
predates Anatolius Arabicus.208
There does not seem to be any ready solution to the problem of
Anatolius’ division of his work, but we might assume that the Patriarch
may simply have been mistaken.209 This seems less complicated than
the speculation involved in the study of Fehrle. But from the viewpoint of the Oriental tradition we may be satisﬁed to state that
already in the late ninth century this tradition was using a text of
Anatolius divided into fourteen books, not twelve. The Greek Vorlage
of this tradition may already, of course, have been an expanded
redaction of the original Anatolius, but there is no concrete evidence
for this kind of claim.
The hailstorm passage shows how similar the works of Anatolius
and Balìnàs are. On the other hand, it also shows that Balìnàs is
clearly not a direct translation of Anatolius. The impression is that
Balìnàs is nothing more than a free, abbreviated paraphrase of
Anatolius and the overall comparison between the two texts implies
similar results.210 The preface of the text of Balìnàs has been accepted
as an accurate description of the text’s history, ﬁrst by Sbath (1931):
48–50, and later by both Sezgin GAS IV: 315–316, and Ullmann
(1972): 431. To my mind, this seems, to say the least, less than certain and the work does have a ﬂavour of pseudepigrapha about it,
with great names of the old times being listed to impress the reader.

207

Had he known Balìnàs, this would, of course, have added to his conviction.
The division into twelve in Balìnàs might be explained by the rather general
tendency of pseudepigrapha to favour the magical numbers, 12 among them (cf.
also the twelve ancient sages listed in the preface, see below). It goes without saying, though, that such an easy solution is not totally satisfactory.
209
This in fact is also the view of Ullmann (1972): 430, note 1.
210
I will come back to this question in a later article concentrating on this relation. Note that Sbath himself took his manuscript to be an abbreviation of Anatolius
(1930: 50: “J’ai pu constater que notre texte arabe constitue non pas une traduction, mais un extrait abrégé du text original d’Anatolius”). The diﬀerence is that
Sbath obviously took this abbreviation to come from the translator who worked on
the Greek, whereas in my opinion we should consider the text a later abbreviation
from Anatolius Arabicus when it had already been translated into Arabic.
208
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I will ﬁrst give the preface of the Arabic Anatolius and then that
of Balìnàs:211
Kitàbu Yùniyùs ibn Abà†yùliyùs212 alladhì kàna min madìnati Bayrùta
fì l-ﬁlà˙ati abwàban jama'ahà min Flùran†iyùs wa-Dhanùfan†is waLàwan†iyùs wa-ˇàran†iyùs wa-Afrìqàwus alladhì dhakara fìhi ashyà"a
'ajìbatan wa-min maqàlàti Nìqàwus al-mukhtaßiri wa-mina l-kutubi
llatì tusammà Qan†arliyà. wa-qasama Yùniyùs213 kitàbahù hàdhà 'alà
arba'ati-'ashara maqàla.
The book by Yùniyùs (i.e., Vindanius), the son of Anatolius who was
from the city of Beirut, concerning agriculture. (He divided it into)
chapters which he had compiled from Florentinus, Diophanes, Leo/
Valens,214 Tarentinus and Africanus who mentioned in it (i.e., in his
book) wonderful things,215 as well as from the tractates of Nikaos(?),216
the abbreviator,217 and the books which are called Qan†arliyà(?).
Yùniyùs divided this work of his into fourteen books.
This preface should be compared to the information given by the
Patriarch Photius in his Bibliotheca (Codex 163).218 Photius gives the
sources of Anatolius as Democritus (who indeed is often quoted in
the Arabic Anatolius), Africanus, Tarentinus, Apuleius (likewise often
quoted), Florentinus, Valens, Leo, Pamphilus, and, ﬁnally, Diophanes
and his (sic!) Paradoxes. Moreover, he continues, the work consisted
of twelve books.

211
For a translation of the Armenian version of this preface, see Brockelmann
(1896): 389, and Fehrle (1920): 27.
212
As is often the case, the Greek names appear in a more or less garbled form
in this late copy. I have not radically corrected them but where the manuscript
does not provide diacritical signs I have provided the correct ones. Where there
are mistakes in the diacritical signs, these are left as they are and they may be
compared to the translation.
213
In fact, the name is here written as Bùniyùs.
214
Leontius and Valentinus are equally possible readings of this name.
215
This obviously translates the Greek word paradoksòn, cf. below.
216
In the Armenian version Nikolios, cf. Brockelmann (1896): 389–390. As the
Armenian version lacks any reference to Diophanes, Brockelmann tried to explain
this name as a corruption, in Arabic, of Diophanes. The existence of both names
in the Arabic original makes this suggestion untenable.
217
Instead of al-mukhtaßiri one might have expected al-mukhtaßarati, i.e., from the
abbreviated tractates of Nikaos.
218
Here quoted from Oder (1890): 66–69.
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Photius’ attribution of the Paradoxes to Diophanes is erroneous219
which, incidentally, does not lend much credence to the information
he gives concerning the number of books.
Anatolius’ preface may now be compared to that of Balìnàs (ed.
Vázquez de Benito, Arabic text, p. 5, with reference to the most
important variants in MS-Sbath):
[hàdhà kitàbun allafahù Balyàs al-˙akìm]220 jama'ahù min ˙ikmati
l-˙ukamà"i l-qudamà"i lladhìna jarrabù l-umùra fì sà"iri d-duhùri wawa∂a'ù l-˙ukma fì t-tadbìri li-kulli amrin wa-huwa kitàbun 'arìfun
wa-qad nusammì laka l-˙ukamà"a lladhìna jtama'ù 'alà wa∂'i hàdhà
l-kitàbi wa-ßannafùhu wa-'amilù bimà fìhi wa-jarrabùhu fa-˙taﬁΩ bihì
wa-là tumakkin minhu ghayra musta˙iqqihì. fa-inna hàdhà qalìlun
fì aydì n-nàsi wa-huwa mina l-˙ikmati llatì stakhrajahà ba†raku
l-Iskandariyyati wa-makralì†u221 Dimashqa wa-Arsaba˙ ar-ràhibu liYa˙yà ibn Zamarmak222 wa-fassarùhu mina r-rùmiyyi wa-kàna dhàlika fì shahri Rabì'i l-awwali min sanati tis'in wa-sab'ìna wa-mi"atin.
[fol. 1v] wa"l-˙ukamà"u thnatay-'ashara wa-hàdhihi asmà"uhum:
Buqrà†ìs, Aris†à†àlìs, Asra†arà†us, Ardarì†us, Dimuqrà†ìs, Jàlìnùs,
Aqrimànùs, Abal†ùkhush, Abùliyùs, Saràbiyùn, Asqulabiyùs, Aﬂà†ùs.
wa-qad naßifu laka mà 'amilù ßinfan ßinfan wa-ajma'uhù laka kamà
jama'ùhu ithnà-'ashara juz’an wa-farraqtu mà bayna kulli juz"in waßà˙ibihì li-allà yushkila 'alayka fa-nΩur mà ùßìka bihì mina t-ta˙aﬀuΩi
wa-là tu∂ì'-i223 l-waßiyyata ayyuhà l-wàrithu limà lam tajma'hu walà ta†lubhu wa-iyyàka an tumakkinahù li-man [là]224 yasta˙iqquhù
wa-bi"llàhi t-tawfìqu wa-'alayhi l-ittikàl.
This is the book, compiled by Balìnàs the Wise.225 He compiled it
from the wisdom of ancient sages who have experimented on things
219

Cf. Geoponica, Preface to Book A, and Oder (1890): 81.
This is left out of the edition by Vázquez, which also otherwise leaves much
room for improvement. Neither is her translation into Spanish always accurate. The
passage is clearly seen in the prints of the microﬁlm of MS-Gayangos which I had
at my disposal. It would not need much, though, to read the beginning as: hàdhà
kitàbu l-ﬁlà[˙ati]. The name of Balìnàs is here written BLY"S.
221
Read ma†rabulì†u.
222
Probably to be read Barmak, with perhaps some contamination from Zamrak—
the manuscript is written in a Maghribì hand.
223
Sic, pro tu∂i'-i.
224
Cf. my note on the translation.
225
Or, cf. above, note 220: “This is the Book of Agriculture by Balìnàs.” MSSbath reads here (Sbath 1931: 50) hàdhà kitàbun li-Ab†arliyùs, which it was only natural to emend to Anatolius.
220
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in all ages and who have laid down their opinion concerning the
organization of everything.
This is an elegant book and we will mention to you the names
of those who have jointly authored this book and experimented with
(the advice) given in it. Take good care of this and do not let others
than those worthy of it (see it)226 for this is (a) rare (book) among
people and it derives from the wisdom which was extracted by the
Patriarch of Alexandria and the Metropolitan of Damascus and
Eustath(??)227 the Monk for Ya˙yà ibn Barmak. They translated it
from Greek. This happened in Rabì'-I year 179.
The names of the twelve sages are: Hippocrates, Aristotle, Erasistratus,228 Ardarì†us,229 Democritus, Galen, Africanus(?), Plutarch,230 Apuleius,
Serapion,231 Asclepion, and Plato(?).232
We will explain to you what they have done, category by category.
I233 will collect it for you,234 as they did, in twelve chapters ( juz").235
I have separated each chapter and its author236 so that it would not
226
A typical esoteric ruling, although also used, for other reasons, by philosophers, cf., e.g., Gutas (1988): 33, 55, 225–234.
227
This emendation goes back to Sbath (1931): 49, who read this name as Us†àt.
The emendation is rather far-fetched and should be taken with extreme caution,
although it has later been accepted without objection by many scholars.
228
See Sbath (1930): 49, in whose manuscript the name is written as Arasìs†rà†us.
229
Sbath (1930: 51) has Adhrì†us, which he takes (p. 49) to be Herodotus. Cf.
also Brockelmann (1896): 393, no. 4. Herodotus is quoted in the Anatolius Arabicus
only once (ch. II: 16, Athrùdù†us), as an authority for the 300-fold proﬁt gained in
Egypt in sowing one mudd of seed (cf. Herodotus 1.193, on Assyria). In Balìnàs,
this piece of information is given anonymously (p. 26, ed. Vázquez de Benito). The
editor has read ar∂ ma†ar, but the MS-Gayangos clearly has ar∂ Mißr. In the translation (p. 217), neither Mißr nor the following Bàbil is translated. In the Nabatean
Agriculture, p. 218, l. 2, this is changed into hearsay from Egypt (wa-qad dhakara lì
insànun anna fì bilàdi Mißr. . .).
This stray note by Herodotus does not seem to justify taking him up as one of
the ancient sages from whose work the whole text of Balìnàs derives. In the Syriac
version of Anatolius (II: 17, p. 7, l. 27), the name of Herodotus is still clearly
recognizable.
230
Sbath (1930): 51, has Ablu†arkhus.
231
Instead of Serapion, Sbath (1930): 51, has Suwàbiyùn which he reads as Sotion
(p. 49), emending the B to a T. Sòtiòn is usually written in al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya as
Sùdiyùn, with a D instead of a T (see the Index to that work).
232
The text of Sbath (1930): 51, lacks this last name, giving only 11 authorities.
233
Note the change from the ﬁrst-person plural to the ﬁrst-person singular.
234
Sg., the reference seems to be to the reader, not to Ya˙yà ibn Barmak.
235
The manuscript of Sbath reads muß˙af (Sbath 1931: 51).
236
This seems to imply that the book is divided according to the twelve authors
listed above. This, however, is not how the work is actually structured. It may also
be possible to understand this as the author’s rearrangement of the material, so
that the division according to the sage authors of each juz’ is dispensed with, thus
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be too diﬃcult for you. Now, keep in mind that I have advised you
to preserve it carefully and do not forget my advice. You have inherited what you have yourself not collected nor have you toiled for it.
Beware of giving this to those unworthy of it.237 With God is the
success and in Him we should trust.
The preface does not sound too convincing to my ear. One should
note the eagerness of the author to enlist all possible celebrities, not
only Greek but also Christian and even Muslim (Ya˙yà ibn Barmak).
Such eagerness is usually found only in pseudepigrapha; one might
compare this to the preface of Anatolius, which is deﬁnitely toned
down and sober in comparison to this text, but where (almost) all
names do ﬁnd their equivalents in the Greek. For the present purposes, it should be enough to show that the list has next to nothing
in common with Anatolius as we know him from the Arabic translation and the Greek lists of authorities given in Photius and the
Geoponica, so that it is not easy to claim that the text would derive
directly from the Greek. What links Balìnàs to Anatolius is Anatolius’
Arabic translation.
To sum up, we may tentatively construct a family tree for the
Byzantine and Oriental agronomical manuals which derive from
Anatolius (ﬁg. 1).238
This ﬁgure obviously simpliﬁes the situation, which in reality is
much more complicated. Fehrle (1920): 42–43, was able to show
that the relations of the Geoponica, the Syriac Anatolius and al-Filà˙a
ar-Rùmiyya239—and we might add to these the Anatolius Arabicus and
Balìnàs—are not without serious problems. Sometimes al-Filà˙a arRùmiyya seems to be following the Syriac and the Armenian (or
Arabic) text of Anatolius rather than the Geoponica.
Another complication arises from the fact that the tenth-century
redactor of the Geoponica may well have had at his disposal not only
the later redaction of Anatolius by Cassianus but also the original,

dispersing ( farraqa) the contents of each original chapter into various chapters
arranged according to the subject matter. This would, in eﬀect, describe the text
correctly.
237
I am translating this sense from the manuscript of Sbath (1931: 51). The MSGayangos should probably be emended here, cf. the Arabic text given above.
238
I am again leaving out of consideration the Western extension.
239
The three texts had already been compared by Baumstark (1894).
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It seems probable that the translation of al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya was done through a
lost Syriac translation. Possible Persian (Pahlavi) versions also have to be considered (cf. GAS IV: 317–318). The Nabatean Agriculture draws either on the Arabic or
the Syriac translation of Anatolius.

or at least an earlier redaction of, Anatolius.240 This would be quite
plausible, since the ﬁnal redactor of the Geoponica was not much later
than the Patriarch Photius, who still had Anatolius’ work at his disposal. Thus, the Greek side of the family tree should perhaps be
drawn as follows (ﬁg. 2):
Figure 2
[OTHER GREEK SOURCES]
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[ANATOLIUS]

GEOPONICA
▲

>
>

240

main source(s)
additional source
Cf. Fehrle (1920): 48.
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This would also explain the occasional coincidences between the
Geoponica and Anatolius Arabicus as against al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya: the latest Greek redaction may contain material that is earlier than the
material in the middle redaction of Cassianus because the ﬁnal redactor was able to use the original text in addition to the intermediate
redaction.
The cases where al-Filà˙a ar-Rùmiyya follows the Oriental Anatolius
tradition rather than the Geoponica seem to be best explained by positing a redaction standing between Anatolius and the Geoponica, which
we may conventionally call the redaction of Cassianus.241 This redaction was obviously already closer to the Geoponica than to the original Anatolius, although it did remain faithful to Anatolius in certain
points. This redaction, moreover, seems in a way superior to the
ﬁnal redaction of the Geoponica, where the material has in many cases
been rather arbitrarily rearranged, destroying the original unity and
simplicity of the line of thought in Anatolius.242 The intricate relations between diﬀerent redactions and translations make the whole
Geoponica literature a most complicated ﬁeld of study. The fact that
the early Greek works have been lost makes the Oriental tradition
extremely important in reconstructing the tradition of Greek agronomical literature in general.

1.6. Notes on the translation
The translations are based on the main text as edited by Fahd, if
not otherwise stated. The edition does, however, follow rather slavishly
the manuscript chosen for the basis of the edition and the variants
often oﬀer clearly better readings. When the translation is based on
these, or on my own emendations, this is indicated in the footnotes.
The Biblical names that are rather obvious, have been standardized in the text. These are the following (variants in brackets):

241
It is of course possible that there were several redactions, some even along a
bifurcating family tree which would add considerably to the complexity of the family tree given above. A more detailed study may necessitate drawing such a tree
but until that time the simpliﬁed tree may well suﬃce.
242
Cf. Fehrle (1920): 44–45, who does not seem to give much credit to the ﬁnal
redactor.
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Àdamà (Àdam) = Adam
Ìshìthà (Ishìthà, Shìthà) = Seth
Ibràhìm = Abraham243
'Immànù"ìl = Immanuel
The Nabatean equivalent of Noah is written as Anù˙à or Anùkhà. This
has been simpliﬁed throughout the text as Anù˙à, irrespective of the
variant actually found in the text. As there is a possible confusion
with Enoch I have refrained from translating this name as Noah.
The coded, Nabatean names have been stabilized in the translation
on the basis of the forms most commonly found in the manuscripts.
In the edition and the manuscripts, in addition to occasional misspellings, the variation mainly concerns the diacritical points and the
vocalization. There is considerable variation in all the names, and
their vocalization is conjectural. Thus, the ﬁrst letter of the name
which I transcribe as Íaghrìth, is sometimes written with a Î, but
I have adopted the majority reading with an Í. Any similarity between
this name and that of Socrates (Íughrìth) or Democritus (Îaghrìth)
seems accidental: to explain one coded name as a corrupt form of
a Greek, or other, name would be justiﬁed only if we could explain
at least part of the others in a similar way and show some consistency
in their use. Yet no credible explanations have been given.
The names of the astral deities have been translated into English
as follows:
ash-Shams = the Sun
al-Qamar = the Moon
al-Mushtarì = Jupiter
Zu˙al = Saturn
'U†àrid = Mercury
az-Zuhara = Venus
al-Mirrìkh = Mars
As the Arabic text of the Nabatean Agriculture derives from Ibn
Wa˙shiyya, a Muslim author having at his disposal a language where
Islamic formulae came almost automatically, it is obvious that the
original contains Islamic phrases and manners of speech. Ibn Wa˙shiyya
was not a faithful and exact translator, and the Islamic formulae do
243
On p. 750, there is an interesting variant "BRWHM (MS var. "BRHWM)
which would imply a pronunciation like Ibròhìm.
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not give us any clue as to the authorship of these parts. It should
also be added that the variation in manuscripts shows that the copyists were ready to add such formulae on their own.
Text 1 (NA, pp. 209–214)
Chapter on prognostication of changes in weather on the basis of signs ('alàmàt)
which can be observed and which indicate these changes 244
The changes which we have mentioned are preceded by visible signs
concerning the clarity or turbidity of air which warn about these
changes. Forecasting these changes has many obvious and well-known
beneﬁts. It is needed in summer and winter so that the managers
(quwwàm) of the estates may start their labours (in time).
First of all, clear weather is known by (observing) the Moon. If the
crescent is seen on the third night as tiny, small and brilliant (barràq)
this indicates that there will be ﬁne, moderate (mu'tadil ) and clear
weather. Observe (tafaqqadù) this also on the fourth night, and if the
Moon looks like it did on the preceding night it indicates that the
weather will remain clear until the middle of the month.
If the Moon is, on the night of its full of radiance (∂aw"), clear and
shining without anything covering its face, neither darkness (qatàm)
nor anything else, this indicates that the weather will remain clear
until the end of the month. If there is a regular (mustawiya), white and
circular halo (hàla) around the Moon, this also indicates clear weather.
The same may also be known from the Sun. If the Sun,245 when
rising, shines brightly without anything intervening between it and
our eyes, neither any vapour nor darkness, that indicates clear weather.
Observe this also when it sets. If it sets in purity with no clouds nor
anything else to block our view, that indicates that the weather will
be clear for some days. If there are some clouds before the rising

244
Text 1 closely resembles the Peri sèmeiòn of Theophrastus, although the text
is not a direct translation from Theophrastus (cf. 1.2). Similar forecasts are also
known in Syriac, see especially Syrian Anatomy I: 547–549 (text); II: 649–651 (translation). This text is very similar to, but not identical with, Text 1. For Aramaic
astrological omen texts, cf. also Greenﬁeld-Sokoloﬀ (1989), with further references.
On weather forecasting in Arabic culture, see Burnett (2003).
245
Note that the text often though not regularly uses masculine forms to refer
to the Sun, which is feminine in Arabic.
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of the Sun which are then dissolved, that indicates clear weather.
If we see the rays of the rising or the setting Sun diminished and
thick clouds around it, as if they were stairs of a staircase, that also
indicates clear weather. If we see ﬁne clouds spread around the Sun
at sky while it is pure amidst the clouds, that also indicates clear
weather.
All these indicators of clear weather predict a pleasant winter in the
month in which these signs are seen. If the weather predicts winter,
there is a warning that people may take precautions against its harm
and this needs to be known in advance. We still add the following:
If a low-hanging cloud is seen quite close to the earth as if it
could be touched by the hand and then this dissolves quickly (qarìban),
this indicates cold weather after a day or two; but if this cloud grows
larger, falls apart to form separate clouds and then dissolves, this
indicates warm weather.
One of the best indicators that cold weather will end is the hooting
of an owl at night. When you hear that it starts hooting, little by
little, then you can be sure that bad weather (hawà"), winter and
cold will (soon) be over. Ravens are in this respect like owls. Crows
get together and croak like joyful bringers of good tidings when cold
turns away and starts to recede.
Chapter on the signs of rain. This chapter belongs together with the
preceding one
Observe the crescent on the third night. If you see its horns as if
they were behind a veil and it seems as if it were bending outside
(wa-huwa yùmi" ilà nqilàb ilà barran) this indicates that there will be
rain after a day or two. The same indicator may also appear on the
fourth night.
If the perimeter of the crescent appears red, as if of the colour
of ﬁre, this indicates rain together with biting west wind. When the
Moon is waxing ( fì l-istiqbàl ) and there appears around it something
black, this indicates several (downpours of ) rain. If there is a halo
or two or three halos around the Moon this indicates rain and, either
together with it or after it, severe cold. The darker that black thing
is, the more it will rain and the more severe the cold will be.
If the Moon rises on the night of its fullness as if there were on
its face a vapour between its light and our eyes, this indicates rain
in some three days. If the crescent has around it red and black dots
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when it rises the night after its appearance, this indicates rain but
it will be light. When the Moon is full and there appears some three
hours after its rising a black cloud which spreads towards the Moon
and covers it, this indicates a heavy and plentiful rain.
Thundering and lightning, following each other, indicate severe
cold which will come from the direction where this was seen and
heard. If the lightning is seen both in the south and in the north
while the sky is clear, this indicates that there will be rain from a
cloud which rises from the south and there will be cold winds from
the north.
If the Sun seems to rise shining somewhat aside, this indicates
that there will be severe cold. If it is intensely red when rising but
then turns blacker the higher it gets, this indicates heavy but warm
rain which may go on for some days. When the Sun nears its setting and there is a cloud on the left side, this indicates that it will
soon rain. If when it rises the blackness of a thick, black and dark
cloud can be seen, this indicates rain.
When a white bird of thickets (al-àjàmì ) with a medium-size, yellow beak dives often into the Tigris and raises its head now and
then, this indicates severe cold and rain. If bow-shaped clouds with
bow-shaped stripes appear, two by two, this indicates rain. If crows
line on the banks of the Tigris and dip their heads in water and
croak, this indicates severe cold after rain. If a spotted bird with a
broad beak swims and looks to its left and right as if bewildered,
this indicates cold after rain.
If cows keep turning their head towards the south, this indicates
rain. If ants appear from their nest and spread around carrying their
eggs from one place to another this indicates rain. If chickens cluck
a lot and cocks crow continuously at unusual times and both the
chickens and the cocks shiver and louse themselves, this indicates
either rain or cold. If all of a sudden many crows which continuously
croak appear, this indicates severe cold. If swifts dip a lot into water
and stand on the sides of (small) rivers and the bank of the Tigris,
whistling and twittering this indicates cold which will soon come.
Look at the ﬂies: if their bites are smarting and their ﬂight is
heavy, then the onset of cold is close by. If on the wick of the lamp
appears something like warts of ﬁre with sparks ﬂying from it, this
indicates cold. If sparks ﬂy oﬀ from clay pots, this indicates severe
cold. If a ﬁre creeps below copper and stone pots and moves in the
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soot which clings to the pot, this indicates cold which will soon come
or rain.
Look at the hornets (zanàbìr): if they sting slowly and ﬂy heavily
without buzzing, this indicates severe cold. If geese cry a lot and move
hurriedly as if frightened this indicates severe cold. If a crow croaks
at night or a cock in the ﬁrst part of the night, this is a warning of
heavy and cold rain. If a ﬁre is lighted with diﬃculty and it often
dies out, this indicates cold coming soon. If there are sparks and
darkness in the light of a lamp and the wick burns less brightly, this
indicates cold coming soon.
If spiders hurry out from their woven homes, this indicates cold.
If livestock (màshiya) move a lot as if bewildered (ka"l-mutakhayyila),
this indicates cold in about three days’ time. In cattle there is a sure
sign of cold coming: when they low and lick their hooves continuously and hurry to their night place grumbling, this is a sure sign
of severe cold in about two or three days’ time.
When wolves take refuge in villages and try to get into houses,
often attacking dogs, this indicates severe cold. When rats yelp and
squeak (saksaka) and dance, this indicates cold weather coming soon.
If dogs dig the earth a lot this indicates cold. If cats keep whining
and shivering and their noses run continuously, this is a warning of
severe cold which will soon fall. If bats hurry to their hiding places
and stop ﬂying around, this indicates that a cold northern wind will
soon start blowing.
If at any time in spring, oaks (ballù†) and holm oaks (shajar assindiyàn) bear fruit, this indicates that severe cold will return and last
a long time. If pigs and livestock dig the earth a lot and turn their
heads and necks towards the north, this indicates cold. If pigs mount
(wuthùb) each other a lot and try to copulate (nazw), this indicates
cold. If dogs are eager246 to dig the soil and let their head hang
down, this indicates cold coming soon.
If cranes appear in the beginning of the year—I mean in Tishrìn
I—this indicates cold coming quickly. When you see cranes in the
end of Aylùl or the beginning of Tishrìn I ﬂying in small ﬂocks or
separately, this indicates that the rains will be late that year and also
the cold.

246

I read wali'at instead of walaghat, which does not make sense in this context.
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We have put down these signs, and one may verify what we have
said by watching. All people may observe these signs and we have
put them down for the beneﬁt of farmers and ﬁeldworkers. Signs of
this kind will not remain hidden from them nor from others, so that
even women and children may observe them. Astrologers (al-munajjimùn) have their own signs for the cold coming early or late, or for
the rain. Their signs are more reliable, although these, too, are reliable and true.

PART TWO

CHAPTER TWO

IBN WAÓSHIYYA AND THE TRANSLATION OF
THE NABATEAN AGRICULTURE

As has been shown in Part I, there seems to be good reason to believe
that the Nabatean Agriculture does, at least to a certain extent, go back
to a Syriac original or a group of Syriac originals. Nor should we
ignore the story told by Ibn Wa˙shiyya in the Preface of the book
(Text 2) as to how he came to translate the text, even though we
might not consider it reliable in all its details. Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s own
version of the process of translation is so concise and clear that there
is no reason to paraphrase it here.
The motif for translating these texts and, perhaps, composing similar materials to make the text even more impressive may have, at
least partly, been Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s wish to bring out the claims of
the Nabateans to a glorious past. Text 2 makes this clear, even
though on many occasions he disclaims any exaggerated forms of
national pride (e.g., NA, p. 546) and the same idea is also found in
passages which should go back to the Syriac original(s). For Ibn
Wa˙shiyya, it is a question of giving the Nabateans their due, nothing more. He is, thus, ready to accept the Persians as a most intelligent and just nation, too (NA, p. 546).
Instrumental in the work of Ibn Wa˙shiyya was his student and
scribe Abù ˇàlib A˙mad ibn al-Óusayn ibn 'Alì ibn A˙mad ibn
Mu˙ammad ibn 'Abdalmalik az-Zayyàt (Text 2). His exact role and
relation to Ibn Wa˙shiyya are diﬃcult to assess but it seems to be
unnecessarily complicated to attribute to him more than a role of
copyist, student and editor (cf. 1.1–2 and Texts 4–5). On a personal
level, the relation of the two seems to have been close; the student
is addressed throughout the text as “my son” (e.g., NA, p. 151).
The method how Ibn az-Zayyàt gave the ﬁnishing touches to the
manuscript are described in two passages (Texts 4–5), which show
that the Nabatean Agriculture was published after the death of Ibn
Wa˙shiyya. If we combine this with the information given in Text 2,
it would seem that the book ﬁrst existed for over a quarter of century as a collection of materials before receiving its ﬁnal form in the
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hands of Ibn az-Zayyàt. However, there is nothing to indicate that
Ibn az-Zayyàt would have done more than make a clean copy of
Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s manuscript.
Little is known of later fate of the manuscript produced by Ibn
az-Zayyàt. There is an interesting reference to someone named ashShìshì who had instructed the copyist to leave out a passage, as it
had nothing to do with agriculture, and a reference to someone who
had ordered the copy (NA, p. 1246) but this does not take us very
far. Only in later times did the Nabatean Agriculture become a most
appreciated manual of agriculture and magic, and it was quoted
countless times in both agricultural manuals and books dealing with
magic and astrology, usually diﬀerent passages being quoted in the
two branches of these followers of the Nabatean Agriculture.1
The lives of both Ibn az-Zayyàt and Ibn Wa˙shiyya are little known.
There are a few references to Ibn Wa˙shiyya in Ibn an-Nadìm’s
Fihrist,2 but he is mainly known through his own texts, which one
has to cull for details of his life. He does not seem to have travelled
too widely, and he seems to have stayed in the rural area of Iraq
and its vicinity for the whole of his life. He deﬁnes the region where
he lives (“our region”) as the villages watered by the Euphrates,
Junbulà and Qussìn (NA, p. 585)—the latter providing him with his
nisba, al-Qussìnì.
In addition to the exact dates given in the Preface, there is little
material within the text itself that would tie it to a certain date. There
is a mention of the Caliph al-Muqtadir (Text 3) who ruled from
295/908 to 320/932, which thus nicely coincides with the dates
given in the Preface.
There are some references to travels to the neighbouring countries.
Ibn Wa˙shiyya seems to allude to his own experience when speaking
of the use of the turnip (saljam) in Fàrs, Rayy and Isfahan (Text 3).3
Likewise, there are some references to travels in Byzantium (bilàd arRùm, e.g., NA, p. 585).

1
It might be mentioned that Ibn Wa˙shiyya and his Nabatean Agriculture also had
a brief renaissance in Western esoterica in the late 19th century.
2
See 1.2.
3
In the same passage, Ibn Wa˙shiyya claims to have travelled far and wide in
the inhabited quarter of the world. However, this ﬁnds little support in the Nabatean
Agriculture, which is very narrow in its geographical setting—if we ignore the legendary materials—nor do Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s other texts exhibit any wide experience
of the Islamic countries, not to speak of the rest of the world.
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The language of the original is given as “Ancient Syriac” (Text 2),4
which may refer to Classical Syriac, the literary language of the
Christians, or some closely related literary dialect. In addition, one
must remember that Ibn Wa˙shiyya worked in a context where various forms of Aramaic were spoken by the local population—the
Arabicization of the countryside was still on its way and most of the
peasants would have been bilingual at the time, if not monolingual
speakers of Aramaic: Arabic was gaining more and more ground,
but the majority was still speaking some form of Aramaic as their
mother tongue.
Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself refers to the linguistic situation around him
(NA, p. 124):
Abù Bakr A˙mad ibn Wa˙shiyya says: The dialects (lughàt)5 of the
Nabateans diﬀer very much from each other despite the fact that they
live close together. Yet the Nabatean inhabitants of one region call things
with a name diﬀerent from that used by the inhabitants of another
region. Thus, the translator (an-nàqil )6 has to know all their dialects
and their diﬀerences.
Some people think that translating into Arabic would be easy, since
the language (of the Nabateans) is closely related to Arabic, but this
is not so because they (i.e., the dialects) diﬀer from each other and
because the expressions of their speakers (ahlihà) diﬀer between each
other. The diﬀerences between the words (alfàΩ) which they use in
their speech (kalàm)7 are indeed considerable.

The complexity of the linguistic situation is also often emphasized
elsewhere.8
In various passages, Ibn Wa˙shiyya comes back to this linguistic
context and he defends his habit of giving the plant names in diﬀerent
languages (NA, p. 173):
A˙mad ibn 'Alì, the translator of this book from Nabatean into Arabic,
who is known by the name Ibn Wa˙shiyya says: I translate (anqulu) the
name of each tree and plant into what ordinary people ('àmmat an-nàs)
4
Occasionally, as in NA, p. 40, the original language is deﬁned simply as Syriac
(as-Suryànì ).
5
Lugha also means ‘language’ and ‘word’ as well as ‘dialectal variant’.
6
The verb naqala is the standard expression for translating in Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s
vocabulary.
7
Kalàm, of course, does not automatically mean oral expression, but may also
refer to written expression.
8
E.g., NA, pp. 165 (where we have a rare mention of lughat al-Fahlawiyya), 184,
585, 634–635, etc.
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know and by which it is well known. If I transmitted (naqaltu) its name
(only) in Nabatean, no one would know what I am speaking about.
This is because some plants have become famous by their Arabic name,
some by their Persian name, some by their Nabatean name and some
by their Greek (rùmì ) name, according to which name has become
dominant.

It is interesting to note that some Arabic names of plants are also
given in the Syriac original of Qùthàmà. Ibn Wa˙shiyya tells in a
note that Qùthàmà used the Arabic names of some desert plants
because the Arabs know these plants, whereas most other nations
ignore them (NA, p. 1137). It is quite possible that there were Arabic
names in the Syriac original. Desert plants were better known to Arabs
and there were Arabs in Iraq and the surrounding areas as possible
informants from well before the Arab conquest of the area and,
moreover, the Syriac original(s) need not be pre-Islamic (see 1.2).
One might even see this as evidence of Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s truthfulness:
if he were merely forging the text, there would have been no reason
for him not to invent ancient Nabatean names for these plants.
Ibn Wa˙shiyya also mentions the imminent obliteration of the
Nabatean language and gives vent to his desperation (NA, p. 670):
Abù Bakr ibn Wa˙shiyya says: The name of fennel (ràzyànaj ) is in
Nabatean barhalyà.9 Yet in our time, ràzyànaj, which is a Persian word,
is more commonly known than barhalyà, and for this reason I have
translated it as ràzyànaj so that the reader of this book would understand it properly ( jayyidan). Let these Nabatean names perish and be
obliterated like the Nabateans themselves have (almost) perished and
been obliterated! The perishing of their language is less momentous
than their own destruction and obliteration!

Ibn Wa˙shiyya very rarely gives Greek equivalents of Nabatean plant
names. More often he gives their Persian equivalents. Thus, he
identiﬁes the laurel tree (shajarat al-ghàr) as bint-daqbìdìn in Nabatean,
dahmasht in Persian10 and balùdàyùs in Greek (NA, p. 151). In this
9
Here written TRHLY" but later correctly barhalyà. For this, see Löw (1881),
no. 328, and von Gutschmid (1861): 32.
10
The edition reads DHShT, but the correct form (cf. Modern Persian dah(a)masht,
Steingass, s.v.) is found in some manuscripts. See also Löw (1881), no. 241. The
Nabatean name seems to be a corruption of (bint)-*dafnìdìn, also attested in the
Syriac version of Anatolius (dafnìdìn, pp. 41, 66, 96, 102, 103) as well as in, e.g.,
the Syrian Anatomy I: 603 = II: 717, from the Greek daphnelaion. For the Greek
balùdàyùs, I can do no better than suggest that it might be platúphullos, although one
might also consider the possibility of a confusion with plátanos, which could easily
become in the Arabic script *balàdànùs.
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case, Ibn Wa˙shiyya argues for his decision of listing all these names
by referring to the medical importance of the tree. He also mentions that other peoples have translated Nabatean names into their
own language (e.g., Persian, cf. NA, p. 546) and these translated
names have later become the well-known ones. This, of course, relates
to his theme of exulting the Nabateans: even dishes which have
Persian names, thus turn out to be originally Nabatean, and Persian
knowledge is seen as derivative.11
Ibn Wa˙shiyya, in general, seems to have used the local peasants
as his informants and he at least gives the impression that, in some
cases, also the Greek names derive from local usage, not learned
books. Thus, he says that farshùqiyya12 is called asqùlànùs by people
in Byzantium (NA, p. 585)—although he does continue by giving its
name in Rùmiyya (here Rome?—kandarùsàkùs) and in al-Andalus13
(kasìlthàkà), places it is hardly likely he could have visited.
The original language of the source(s) for Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s Arabic
text sometimes shines through in the names of the plants, which are
often in Aramaic. There are a few passages where Ibn Wa˙shiyya,
in his additions, speaks more generally about the Nabatean language.
One of these (NA, pp. 372–373) comes in a passage where he endeavours to show that Íaghrìth referred with the words sakà"in and ghìlàn
to winds, not to any supernatural beings:
This, in my opinion, is the meaning of his words “sakà"in” and “ghìlàn”.
This is because they wanted to say “ghìlàn” (an yalﬁΩù bi"l-ghìlàn) but
they said “ghìlànà”. Some of them also call the wind (ar-rì˙) "BGhYL"N"
(ab-ghìlànà?) in their language and some call it rì' and some rìh.14 Their
lexicon (lugha) is very wide and they have many diﬀerent words (for
things) (mukhtalifatun fìmà yalﬁΩùna bi"l-asmà"). The Kan'ànites and the
Nabatean inhabitants of Syria call the wind sakà"in and this is why I
have translated ghouls and sakà"in as wind because their ancients, as

11
Incidentally, the pre-Islamic Persians had argued much in the same way to
show that all knowledge originally derived from the Avesta, see Gutas (1998): 40–45.
12
A plant similar to onion and garlic. The Nabatean name is given as samakhyàkalà
and explained in Arabic as “the one similar to testicles”. One might read the beginning in Syriac as sam “medicinal plant” + akh “as”.
13
Somewhat curiously, he deﬁnes the language of the Andalusians as the language of al-Jaràmiqa, although the Jaràmiqa are a group of Nabateans. There is,
though, a variant, al-˙alàliqa.
14
Nöldeke (1876): 450–451, saw in this word a case of pseudo-Aramaic but, in
my opinion, this is a somewhat hasty conclusion. The implication of the variation
rìh/rì' (as against the Arabic rì˙) may well be that the Nabateans were unable to
pronounce the Arabic pharyngal ˙.
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far as I have heard ( fìmà ta"addà ilayya 'anhum), did not believe that in
this lower world there are ÓZ" 15 like the Persians, Arabs and Indians
believed. Now I return to the words of Qùthàmà.

A much-repeated theme in the book is its esoteric character. This is
discussed in the Preface to the Nabatean Agriculture (Text 2), but the
text returns now and then to the theme.
The esoteric nature of the text is preserved by secrecy—the text
is not to be divulged to all and sundry—its piecemeal character (a
topic is not discussed only in one place but the necessary information
is given piece by piece and to master it, one should ﬁrst read the
whole), and by its symbolic mode of expression.
Ibn Wa˙shiyya sees the text as an esoteric way of expressing valid
truths. This means that what the text says on its surface level need
not always be literally true since the Kasdànians tend to supress and
conceal parts of the truth. They also mix truth with falsehood not
only in this agricultural manual but in all their sciences (NA, p. 1216),
to avoid common people and the uninitiated masses understanding
secrets which they are not worthy of comprehending. The tales given
in the text (see section 5) have a deeper wisdom and some expressions should be seen as esoteric distortions. In NA, p. 890, the habit
of the ancestors to conceal their knowledge by mixing truth with
falsehood is defended by referring to the rational capacities of intelligent readers who are able to see through this to distinguish between
the two.
In Text 6 Qùthàmà explains the curious notion that the aubergine
will disappear ( yaghìb) for three thousand years which, manifestly, is
untrue. If someone were to argue against this notion, the explanation
is that the understanding of the text is not aimed at foreigners but
is only for those who know the Nabatean way of expression and who
understand hidden and diﬃcult matters (ghawàmi∂ al-umùr). Dawànày,
in fact, had advised his people to think carefully about his words
and to search for the underlying wisdom. Finally, Qùthàmà explains
the secret behind this symbolic expression. The three thousand years
refer as a symbol (ramz) to three months, i.e., one season. The period
of disappearance refers to the season when eating eggplant would be
harmful for health. This is the way one should read the whole book.

15

One should probably emend this to jinn (accusative).
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Incidentally, this might give some room for speculation on the
fabulous 18,000—or 21,000—years during which the book was compiled (see Text 2). However, there does not seem to be an easy way
to explain the number of these years but the obvious exaggeration
suits well the overall symbolic mode of expression.
Text 2 (NA, pp. 5–10)
[The Preface of Ibn Wa˙shiyya]16
This is the Book of the Nabatean Agriculture, which was translated
from the language of the Kasdànians into Arabic by Abù Bakr A˙mad
ibn 'Alì ibn Qays al-Kasdànì al-Qussìnì,17 who is known by the
name of Ibn Wa˙shiyya. (He translated it) in the year 291 according to the counting (ta"rìkh) of the Arabs from the hijra. He dictated
it to Abù ˇàlib A˙mad ibn al-Óusayn ibn 'Alì ibn A˙mad ibn
Mu˙ammad ibn 'Abdalmalik az-Zayyàt in the year 318 according
to the counting of the Arabs from the hijra.18
(Ibn Wa˙shiyya) said to him:
Know, my son (bunayya), that I found this book among other books
of Kasdànians which I have found, and its title (mutarjam) in Arabic
would be ‘The Book of Making the Soil Prosper and Keeping the
Crop, the Trees and the Fruits in Order and Repelling Calamities
from Them’ (Kitàb Iﬂà˙ al-ar∂ wa-ißlà˙ az-zar' wa"sh-shajar wa"th-thimàr
wa-daf ' al-àfàt 'anhà). I found the book too massive and too long, so
it occurred to me to abbreviate it. Yet on second consideration, this
was wrong, not right, as my original aim and objective (qaßdì l-awwal
wa-ghara∂ì )19 was to bring the sciences of this nation ('ulùm hà"ulà"

16

Similar, but shorter, prefaces are found in the other books of the Nabatean
corpus. That of Kitàb as-Sumùm has been translated by Levey (1966a: 20–24). Levey’s
translations are not always reliable.
17
The edition reads al-QSYTY, which is an obvious error for al-Qussìnì. For
the town of Qussìn, see Yàqùt, Mu'jam IV: 350 and Fahd (1998), Index, p. 32.
18
Actually, Ibn Wa˙shiyya dictated only a small portion of the book to Ibn azZayyàt; the rest his disciple got later in written form from Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s widow,
see Texts 4–5. For the “counting of the Arabs,” cf., e.g., Akhbàr ba†àrika, p. 103
(sana . . . 'arabiyya).
19
Cf. NA, p. 19, where Íaghrìth gives as his aim “to beneﬁt my people (abnà"
jinsì)”.
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al-qawm)—I mean the Nabateans and the Kasdànians from among
them (an-Naba† al-Kasdàniyyìn minhum)—to people and to promulgate
them so that they [my contemporaries] would know the measure of
their [the Kasdànians’] understanding (miqdàr 'uqùlihim) and the favours
which God (Allàh) (He is Blessed and Exalted) has shown them, in
that they could comprehend useful and recondite sciences (al-'ulùm
an-nàﬁ'a al-ghàmi∂a) and discover20 what other nations (umam) were
unable to.
In this way I have come to their books at (this) time, when their
remembrance has faded away and what they have told has been
deleted and what they taught has vanished, so that no more than a
mention (dhikr) of them and of some of their sciences remains, just
like fairy tales (khuràfàt), so that even those who mention them have
no (actual) knowledge of them.
When I realized this, I started looking for their books and I did
ﬁnd (some of ) them among people who were the remnants (baqàyà)
of Kasdànians and (still) retained their religion, habits and language
('alà dìnihim wa-sunnatihim wa-lughatihim). So I found some books which
they had in their possession although they are extremely careful to
hide them, to keep them concealed and to deny them because they
are afraid to divulge them.
Before that, God (He is Exalted, Majestic and Lofty) had provided me with a knowledge of their language—which is Ancient
Syriac (as-Suryàniyya al-qadìma)—to an extent which very few have.
That is because I am one of them, that is to say, of the progeny
(nasl ) of one of them,21 and God (He is Exalted) has given me property and money (praise be to Him for that!) so that I was able to
gain access to those of their books which I wanted to, thanks to
what I have just explained: that I am one of them, that I know their
language and that I have plenty of money. So I made use of aﬀability,
generosity and delicate tricks until I had access to all books which
I could.22

20
Ibn Wa˙shiyya often uses the word istinbà†, perhaps playing with the ﬁgura etymologica with Naba†.
21
This clariﬁcation may have been added by Ibn Wa˙shiyya in order to safeguard himself from suspicions; a few lines earlier he had identiﬁed the Kasdànians
with pagans.
22
As can be seen from this passage, Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s style is often repetitive and
not always completely lucid.
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The one who had these books23 in his possession thought that he
needed me to understand the contents of these books. This is because
all these people, who are their remnants, are like cows and donkeys
and they are unable to understand anything of the sciences of their
forebears, except that the man with whom I found the collection of
these books (majmù'atan 'indahu)24 is distinguished from the others and
is apart from the donkeyness (˙imàriyya) of all the others. I rebuked
him for his excessive eagerness to keep these books hidden and these
sciences in secrecy and said: “You are exceedingly careful, in fact,
to wipe the name (dhikr) of your people into oblivion and to bury
their merits (ma˙àsin). In your action you follow the example of those
who have lived before you, but in doing so both you and they are
unjust to those earlier scholars ('ulamà") of yours, who are also my
scholars and forebears as well. By this very action you have faded
the mention of our forebears and concealed their sciences and their
merits from people. What if I translate these books, or some of them,
into Arabic so that people can read them? They would then know
the measure of our sciences and could make use of what our forebears have invented (wa∂a'a) and that would become a sort of pride
( fakhr) for us and an indication of our excellence ( fa∂l ).”
That man, to whom I said all this, found my words very repugnant and answered: “Abù Bakr, do you want to argue against the
way of our elders (rasm shuyùkhinà) and forebears and their admonitions (waßàyà) to us to keep hidden our religion and habits (dìninà
wa-sunnatinà)!” I replied to him: “Nay, it is you who are being unjust
to our elders and your forebears. No indeed! They charged (waßßaw)
us to keep secret the religion and the use of sharì'a (religious law)
because they knew the opposition it would raise if it became known
to others and this is why they were on their guard with their religion. By my life, it is right to keep the religion secret, but it is
diﬀerent with the sciences, which are useful to people and which are
now being forgotten! If others would know them and know who
invented them (wàdi'ùhà), these (forebears of ours) would regain prestige and honour in their minds! The sciences are one case and religion and the sharì'a another! These sciences do not come under the
commission of secrecy!”
23

For huwa, read hiya.
This may imply conscious collection or it may just mean that they had simply
accumulated.
24
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He answered me: “But what use would there be (from our point
of view) to promulgate the rarities of (almost) forgotten sciences, even
if they were of use to people? Go ahead and disseminate them among
them; they will beneﬁt from them, but you know how they think of
our religion (wa-dìnunà 'indahum bi"ß-ßùrati llatì ta'lam)! Nay! It was well
that our forebears concealed both the sharì 'a and the sciences from
them, as they [the others] deserve neither of them!”
I said to him: “Even if they really ordered the sciences to be concealed, I do disagree with both our forebears and yours. Nevertheless,
I do share their opinion when it comes to concealing the sharì'a. If
they did not order the concealing of the sciences, I agree with them,
without any disagreement. Now listen to me! Can’t you see how
exceedingly ignorant all people are in our present time and into
what weakness and negligence these religious habits (adyàn) and sharì'as,
which are now preponderant among them, have made them enter?
They have become like dumb animals, and even worse than that,
inferior to them in some matters! By God, it is my wish to defend
them that brings me to promulgate some of our sciences to them,25
so that they might stop defaming the Nabateans and would awaken
from their sleep and would be resurrected for a while from their
death (wa-ya'ìshù qalìlan min mawtihim) [of ignorance]: after all, everyone
has been fashioned and made disposed to understand everything.
There used to be among them (the ancient Nabateans), one after
another, men of extreme acumen and lavish talent. Since they are
like this, it is he who conceals the sciences from them (their descendants) and deviates their course from them, who treats them unjustly:26
they have this understanding and talent, but it is left unused, and
they have become what they are because they have not been taught
the sciences and their ways and manners and inventions. Now obey
me, my dear man, and let me translate into Arabic my selection of
these books! You are not a whit more eager to obey our forebears
than I am nor more persistent in keeping concealed what has to be
concealed. You should also listen to these sciences yourself, as you
don’t understand them because of your eagerness to obey your forebears, claiming that they have ordered them to be kept concealed.

25

I.e., the descendants of the ancient Nabateans are the ones to be awakened.
There is a grammatical mistake in the edition but the sense of the passage is
obvious enough.
26
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If you would yourself have had the opportunity to peruse some of
these books, that would have proﬁted you considerably and been
most useful to you. Think of what I am saying to you and you will
realize that it is as I say and your intellect will ﬁnd it right.”27
So he obeyed me and let me see these books. I started reading
them to him and he repeated what I had read to him and tried to
comprehend it until one day he said to me: “By God, Abù Bakr,
you have revived me, may God reward you for my sake!” I answered
him: “What use does a man have of books which are hidden and
unattainable to him, so that he cannot read them nor learn from them?
They are no more valuable to him than stones and mud bricks!”
He approved of my words and followed my opinion.
Then I started translating these books of the Nabateans one after
another and I read them to him in Arabic, so that he gained more
and more understanding and he was fascinated by them. Finally he
thanked me with all his heart and accepted my opinion concerning
the matter (of promulgating the books). Yet this did not happen
without me showering dirhams and dinars on him, so that he followed
the joint lead of craving for money and accepting the argument,
deeming worthy what he heard and ﬁnding the beneﬁt within himself.
The ﬁrst book which I translated into Arabic was The Book of
Dawànày the Babylonian Concerning the Secrets of the Sphere and the Decrees
over the Events, Proceeding from the Movements of the Stars (Kitàb Dawànày
al-Bàbilì fì asràr al-falak wa"l-a˙kàm 'alà l-˙awàdith min ˙arakàt an-nujùm).
This is an important and valuable book, very precious, but I could
not translate it completely, so I translated only its beginning (ßadr): I
found out that it was about two thousand double-pages (waraqa), of
material called raqq (parchment) of the same size as the largest sheets
of paper ( fì maqàdìr atamm mà yakùn min al-kàghadh a†-†al˙ì )28 which
is nowadays used. It was written in a most beautiful hand, very correctly, clearly and ﬂawlessly. So, by God, my son (bunayya), I was
unable to make a complete translation of it only because of its length,
for no other reason.
Together with it, I translated their book on the cycles which is
The Great Book of Cycles ([Kitàb] al-Adwàr al-kabìr).29

27
28
29

This theme also comes up in NA, p. 1308.
For the term †al˙ì, see Gacek (2001): 58, and Dozy (1881), s.v.
For the astrological “cycles,” see 3.1.
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Then I translated this book and others after (I had translated)
some other books. With ‘this book’ I mean The Book of Agriculture (Kitàb
al-Filà˙a [an-Naba†iyya]). I gave a complete and unabridged translation
of it because I liked it and I saw the great beneﬁts in it and its usefulness in making the earth prosper, caring for the trees and making the orchards (thimàr) and ﬁelds thrive and also because of the
discussions in it on the special properties of things (khawàßß al-ashyà"),
countries and times, as well as on the proper times of labours during
the seasons (mawàqi' af 'àl fußùl al-azmina), on the diﬀerences of the
natures of (diﬀerent) climates (ikhtilàf †ibà' al-ahwiya), on their wondrous
eﬀects, the grafting (taràkìb) of trees, on their planting and care, on
repelling calamities from them, on making use of plants and herbs,
on curing with them and keeping maladies away from the bodies of
animals and repelling calamities from trees and plants with the help
of each of the plants, and on some uncommon qualities which can be
caused by combining diﬀerent things which alone do not have the
same eﬀect, either similar or diﬀerent (to the eﬀects of the components).
When I realized this, I made a complete translation of the book.
Now I have dictated this to my son (i.e., disciple) Abù ˇàlib A˙mad
ibn al-Óusayn ibn 'Alì ibn A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad ibn 'Abdalmalik
az-Zayyàt and I have charged him (waßßaytuhu)30 not to withhold it
from anyone who asks to see it, wishing to make use of it. It indeed
is useful to everyone, of momentous beneﬁt to them in their lives,
but I have also charged him to keep other things concealed.31
I found out that this Book of Agriculture is attributed to three ancient
Kasdànian sages (min ˙ukamà" al-Kasdàniyyìn al-qudamà"). They say that
one of them began it, the second added other things to it and the
third made it complete. (The book) was written in Ancient Syriac
(bi"s-Suryàniyya al-qadìma) and it comprised some 1500 double-pages
(waraqa).
Concerning the one who began this it is said that he was a man
who appeared (Ωahara) in the seventh millennium of the seven thousand
years of (the rule of ) Saturn. That is the millennium in which Saturn
was in partnership with the Moon. His name was Íaghrìth. The one
who added other things to that was a man who appeared in the
30
Note that this waßiyya may be taken literally; Ibn Wa˙shiyya died before dictating the whole work.
31
Thus, one would think that Ibn az-Zayyàt was aware of the religious secrets
of the Nabateans.
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end of these millennia and his name was Yanbùshàd, and the third
who made it complete was a man who appeared after four thousand
years had elapsed from the cycle (dawr) of the Sun in this cycle
(dawra), I mean the cycle (dawra) which belonged to Saturn, i.e., the
thousand years in which the two earlier men had appeared. I counted
the interval between the two times32 and it came out to be 21,00033
years.34 The name of this third man was Qùthàmà. He said that he
appeared after 4,000 years had elapsed from the cycle (dawr) of the
Sun, which lasts for 7,000 years, so between them there was the
period I have mentioned.35
Both of the two who added to what the ﬁrst, Íaghrìth, had composed, added in their books something to every chapter which Íaghrìth
had written but they changed nothing from what he had said and
written and spoken about the things that he mentioned, nor did they
alter the order in which he presented his material. They merely
added to everything that he had put down (dawwanahu) according to
what they found out and invented after him. So the beginning and
preface of the book are by Íaghrìth. He began the book by saying:
(. . .).36
Text 3 (NA, pp. 546–548)
Abù Bakr A˙mad Ibn Wa˙shiyya has said: This ﬂuid extracted from
the turnip (saljam) which the Nabateans have described is much used
by the Persians in Fàrs, Rayy and Isfahan. They extract the ﬂuid
of the turnip and call it shalmàbe, which in Arabic means “turnip
water” (mà" as-saljam). They drink it like fuqqà' and use it to season
meat ( yu˙ammi∂ùnahu bihi ) like they also cook sikbàj with vinegar and
other things.
I think (atawahhamu) that the Persians learnt this from the Nabateans
and that the Nabateans discovered this ﬁrst. When the Persians got
32

I read az-zamànayn.
Var. “18,000 and the beginning of the 19th thousand”.
34
This implies the following system: the end of the dawra of Saturn—two unspeciﬁed
dawras (each 7,000 years) — the dawra of the Sun (4,000 years of which have
elapsed). Total 18,000 years + a few centuries, as in the variant, see the preceding note.
35
The exaggerated ﬁgures should not be taken at face value, cf. Text 6.
36
For the continuation, see Text 7.
33
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the upper hand and ruled their domain and took their books, they
inherited their knowledge and extracted from the books (the recipes
for) these dishes which are (nowadays) attributed to them (i.e., the
Persians) and are called by a name in their language. This recipe (ßifa)
for making turnip water in this book is an indicator that what I said
is true, viz. that the Nabateans discovered this before the Persians.
This has many similar parallel cases which are found in the books
of the Nabateans concerning diﬀerent dishes and useful drinks which
I have found explained in the books of the Nabateans. By God, I
do not say this, O my son Abù ˇàlib, to blame the Persians or to
despise them. Nay, they are the most intelligent and just of all nations,
but every people must be given its due ( yanbaghì an yu'rafa l-˙aqqu
li-ahlihi ) and one must acknowledge the excellence of precedence in
(inventing) useful things.
To this also belongs the paste (ma'jùn) called shìlthà which the
Nabateans invented and composed although most of the doctors of
our times attribute it in their ignorance to the Persians and say that
it was invented by them. If it were not for ignorance and carelessness,
they should have known that the name derives from the Nabateans,
because shìlthà is a Nabatean word.37
By God, this paste is, O my son, much more useful than the antidote of al-Fàrùq (tiryàq al-Fàrùq) and it has eﬀects which this great
antidote (at-tiryàq al-kabìr) does not have. Yet because of their bigotry ('aßabiyya) favouring Christianity the doctors wished to aid the
religion of the Byzantines (dìn ar-Rùm) against the Persians. They
believed (tawahhamù) that the Persians had composed this medicine
and this is why they did not mention it at all and rejected it, declaring
it false and saying: “It is mere non-sense and contains ingredients
which we cannot understand why they are there,” referring to its
medical ingredients.
They did not do this because of bigotry in favour of the Byzantines
(ar-Rùm) as against the Nabateans but because they, in their ignorance, thought that it belonged to the Persians. This is why they
despised and rejected it. Yet it actually belongs to their own forefathers,
the Nabateans. (I say so) because all these Christians who live in

37

One might try to compare this with Syriac sheltà “a clot (of blood)”, see Payne
Smith, s.v. For a recipe for shìlthà, see, e.g., Ibn Ilyàs ash-Shìràzì, Óàwì, pp. 146–147
(here written ShYLYThY"). Tiryàq al-fàrùq is discussed in Óàwì, pp. 142–143.
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this region and in the surrounding climes are originally Nabateans
(ußùluhum Naba†). Yet they brag ( yumakhriqùn) with the Byzantines and
let people believe ( yuwahhimùn) that they belong to them, because
they share their Christianity and also because all people disclaim the
Nabateans and reject being descended from them.
This being said, know, O my son, that shìlthà is superior to all
other pastes in its many uses. Against poisons it is more eﬃcient
than the antidote they call “the great (antidote)” or “(the antidote
of ) al-Fàrùq,” bragging about its (Byzantine background) in their
bigotry. The shìlthà is more eﬃcient in all that they attribute to their
antidote, most of which is (in their case) sheer lies and falsehood. They
even claim that it would have ninety diﬀerent beneﬁts!
You who read these words of mine, be my witness that I say that
if that antidote has ninety diﬀerent beneﬁts, as they claim, the shìlthà
has ninety times ninety beneﬁts. The proof for this38 is that it has
more medical ingredients than the great antidote. Shìlthà has more
than ninety medical ingredients, whereas the other antidote contains
only sixty-something ingredients. All that go into that antidote are
also found in the shìlthà, together with some thirty more.
How blind is their heart and how weak their discernment! Is something useful because of bigotry in its favour or do the beneﬁts of
something else disappear because of bigotry against it? O my son,
though I have travelled through most of the inhabited quarter, I
have never heard that anyone would have made shìlthà after Islam
has appeared and the Arabian rule (ad-dawla al-'arabiyya) has come
(to this area). Many of the Arabian kings have made the great antidote but they have abstained from making shìlthà because their doctors have prevented them from it by declaring it false and blaming
it while extolling the antidote and urging them to let it be prepared.
The Arabian kings should not be blamed for this, though, because
they do not know medicine themselves but have to rely on the words
of those who in their time claim to be doctors ( yata†abbab). These
are the Christians who feign this profession in ignorance and have
little knowledge in religion and all matters of the world. No one has
made shìlthà, at all, according to its recipe ('alà nuskhatihi ), though
some pharmacists (ßayàdila) and some petty kings in marginal regions

38

Here a critical note by a reader appears in one of the manuscripts.
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( fì l-a†ràf )39 have made pastes which they call shìlthà but which are
not it; nay, these are just counterfeit shìlthàs.
How would one start preparing a paste of medicine with many
ingredients which it is wearisome to ﬁnd and to prepare while the
doctors of his time blame this medicine and call it false! No one
would embark on such a labour.
I have heard that shìlthà was prepared for al-Muqtadir-bi"llàh but
when I enquired about this and asked someone who could answer
me, I found out (ßa˙˙a 'indì) that it was not prepared at all according
to the true recipe, neither in its right procedure ('alà siyàqati 'amalihi ) nor in its medical ingredients and the preparation was, thus, not
perfect. All this was because the doctors who prepared it were prejudiced against it.
In short, the Arabs have done to the Persians what they did to
the Nabateans, quite exactly (˙adhwa n-na'li bi"n-na'l ) and have revenged
the Nabateans against the Persians.40 This reminds one of God’s
words (He is blessed and sublime) (Qur. 3: 140): “We alternate these
vicissitudes among mankind.” The Arabs came to them (i.e., the
Persians) with a religion which God, He is sublime, had selected for
his creation and they vanquished them by this and dispersed them
and ended their kingship and wealth. By God, their kingship was
great and mighty, commanding and terrifying and because of this41
the Arabs had a mighty sign (àya) that their cause was right and their
prophet true, may God bless him and his family and grant salvation.
Text 4 (NA, p. 821)
Abù ˇàlib A˙mad ibn Abì"l-Óusayn42 ibn 'Alì (az-Zayyàt) says: The
chapter (dhikr) on rhubarb (rìbàs) was found on a piece of paper
added to the leaves of the book from which I copied this copy. I
do not know whether it belongs to what the author of this book has
said or not; I have just copied it as I found it.

39

I.e., the pharmacists do this under these petty kings: obviously the making of
both the great antidote and the shìlthà needs royal patronage because of the complexity of the recipe and its sometimes expensive ingredients.
40
I.e., the Persians had ignored the Nabateans and are now themselves ignored.
41
I.e., because the Arabs were able to conquer such a magniﬁcent kingdom.
42
In a variant Abì is missing.
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The original of this book was not (bound as) volumes (dafàtir) with
leaves attached to each other (muttaßilat al-waraq). No, it was on
ﬂyleaves, jotted together (Ωuhùr mu"allafa mutawàliya). The enumeration
of these herbs and the stories about them were on leaves of parchment ( julùd ), some of which were written, some blank. The chapter on rhubarb was on a leaf (ruq'a) bound together with some leaves
from this book in the writing of Abù Bakr A˙mad ibn Wa˙shiyya.
I did not want to leave it aside, so I copied it (into the book),
but still I think that this is not the right place to mention rhubarb
because the author of the book was discussing at this place hot (˙àrra)
and pungent (˙irrìfa) herbs, whereas rhubarb is not originally one of
the herbs and it is sour (˙àmi∂), cold (bàrid ) and thirst-quenching
(mu†ﬁn),43 so I think that this is not its place.
Text 5 (NA, pp. 1131–1132)
Abù ˇàlib A˙mad ibn al-Óusayn ibn 'Alì ibn A˙mad ibn Mu˙ammad
ibn 'Abdalmalik az-Zayyàt, the narrator (al-˙àkì ) of this book from
Abù Bakr Ibn Wa˙shiyya has said: In the original of Ibn Wa˙shiyya,
there was at this place a blank space of some twenty double-pages.
This was so because Ibn Wa˙shiyya did not dictate this book to
me like he dictated other books which he had translated into Arabic.
Of this book I took some eighty double-pages of my writing from
his dictation. Before his death he admonished his widow to give me
all the books he left behind and she did so.44
Among these books was this book of the Nabatean Agriculture. I
copied it from his original, and in that original there was at this point
a blank space of twenty double-pages. I think that this must have
been for one of two reasons. Either there was something that was left
away in the Nabatean book and Ibn Wa˙shiyya consequently left

43

For mu†ﬁ"un.
A common topos in occult and esoteric literature (see, e.g., Weisser 1980: 156)
is that the text is given as a legacy (waßiyya) of the master to his disciple, often
called his “son”. In the case of the Nabatean Agriculture, the situation seems diﬀerent,
though, and I am prepared to take this at face value. In most esoteric texts, the
legacy is mentioned in order to underline the importance of the text and to bolster the authority of the disciple. Texts 4–5, on the contrary, seem, in a sense, to
undermine the authority of Ibn az-Zayyàt.
44
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there a blank, as he found there to be a blank in the Nabatean original, or he found there a passage on wine and a description of its
cure and its beneﬁts and he hated to translate this from Nabatean
into Arabic because there would have been there an explanation of
something that is forbidden (in Islam).
Abù Bakr Ibn Wa˙shiyya had an inclination towards the doctrine
of the Suﬁs and he followed their Way, and he would have hated
that after his death a long passage dedicated to something forbidden would be found and this could be why he did not translate it.
This might be the reason, although it is possible that there is a third
reason which I do not know of, because Abù Bakr did not mention
why he had left this passage blank without writing anything on it.
I did not notice it while he was still alive.
This is the last thing I found in the chapter on vines. After that,
there came in the original a chapter on trees after the blank, and
I have copied that as it was.
Text 6 (NA, pp. 876–879)
Some Persian or Georgian (kurj ) or Baylaqànian or Pahlavian (alFahlawiyya) may now say to us: “You claim that the aubergine will
be away ( yaghìb) for three thousand years and then appear, you say,
for the same time. Yet, we cannot see this in our country. Nay, we
see the aubergine appearing for us always. We sow it and plant it
and cultivate it and harvest it, eating it either raw or cooked. Likewise,
the people of the country of Tatar eat it throughout the year and
so do also the Pahlavians, the Georgians and the Murj, who eat it
even more than the Tatars. They have been eating it for thousands
of years45 and it has never been absent!”
Now, we answer this by saying that in (our words) “it disappears
and it appears” there is a deeper meaning which (only) the wise and
clever are able to comprehend. We did not aim our words at you,
O people of these nations! We aimed them at our kind among our
nation (†à"ifa) and at people who investigate (ba˙th) deep and recondite
things ( ghawàmi∂ al-umùr). You, by my life, may be intelligent and

45
Literally: for three thousand years and three thousand years and three thousand years.
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we do not want to defame you, but you do not know these recondite sciences (al-ghawàmi∂ min al-'ulùm).
When we speak about this appearing and disappearing, we do not
aim at the obvious sense (Ωàhir). The proof for this is that you must
realize that we know that the aubergine never stops appearing and
existing in your country and that you eat it continuously without
running out of aubergine. How could you then think that this would
have gone unnoticed by us so that we would say that it sometimes
appears and sometimes disappears while we see you having it always,
without interruption! Your reason should have guided you to understand that there is another meaning behind what we say and that
there is an ample beneﬁt in it for those who understand it.
Know then that the meaning of our saying that it disappears and
appears is not that there would be none of it at all on the face of
earth. No, there is something which we know among ourselves and
which intelligent people know who are able to invent sciences (mustanbi†ù l-'ulùm) and who ponder upon them, namely those whose
habit it is to think and examine things. Georgians, Murj and
Baylaqànians, on the other hand, are not patient enough to think
about anything or to study things to which they are pushed by their
sensations and which they grasp ( yudrikùnahu) by sense perception.
When it comes to ratiocination ( ﬁkr 'aqlì) and deducing something
(istikhràj li-shay"), this they have never attained and will never attain.
Know then, O people of reason and investigation and invention
of sciences, you lovers of wisdom that the Baylaqànians and Tatars
and Georgians and Murj are not people to whom any of the secrets
of secret sciences should be revealed, nor any of its obvious meanings either, because they have weak intellects ('uqùl ). When something comes to a weak intellect which does not recognize it, it will
become confused and troubled. The owner of a weak intellect will
ﬁnd there curious meanings and states (˙àlàt) which he will laugh at
when speaking about them, because he is not naturally disposed to
understand them nor does he comprehend them through his knowledge. He does not know anything nor does he know that he does
not know anything. In this, he is equal to a beast (bahìma).
Now, what our nation (†à"ifa) has said about the aubergine appearing for three thousand years and disappearing for another three thousand years is true. This disappearing and appearing contains a beneﬁt
when it comes to the harm and beneﬁt of eating aubergine and one
who eats it should know this. Now, most people eat aubergine so
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most people would need to know this, but one who avoids it and
never eats it at all can well do without this knowledge. Yet we must
act according to the majority and when something beneﬁts them, it
is called beneﬁcial (in general). Those who refuse to eat aubergine
are like the exception (shudhùdh) upon which one does not act. Thus,
stories about its beneﬁts and harms are very general in their beneﬁt
and have an important place.
The explanation of this is related to our saying that the Moon
and Saturn share in the aubergine. This is an allusion (ishàra) to its
nature (†ab' ) and its nature points to its eﬀects. Because of this,
Dawànày, the Lord of Mankind, said: “You should repeatedly think
of my words and search for what I mean with them. You should
not slightly pass them by because then you will miss beneﬁts that
are (hidden) behind them.”
I, Qùthàmà, say this to those who will read this: Those who search
for knowledge and wisdom should not think slightly of the words
and fables (khuràfàt) of the Kasdànians. They present a great wisdom
in the guise of fables, the major (i.e., obvious) part of which are
absurdities. This is (only) their device (˙ìla) against the foolish, so
that these would shy away from their sciences if they are ignorant.
Yet if they (i.e., the readers) are intelligent they will not shy away
like asses and other beasts (bahà"im) who get startled by the slightest
of sounds and movements. Nay, they will stay ﬁrm and patient, considering (what they see) and then they will ﬁnd out something which
makes them happy and beneﬁts them greatly.
The three thousand years during which they said the aubergine
will disappear are those attributed to Saturn and they are the period
of harm because Saturn is nefarious (na˙s) and being nefarious means
being harmful. The three thousand years during which they are
attributed to the Moon are the period when the aubergine is not
harmful. This harm refers to its eﬀects on the body of the one who
eats it. During this period when the aubergine is not harmful, it is
beneﬁcial for its eaters because every nourishment which is not harmful for people is beneﬁcial to them and to be praised, not avoided.
These three thousand years are a symbol (ramz) for three months,
which form one of the seasons of the year. You know that there are
four seasons, each consisting of three months. The ﬁrst season of
the year is spring, which starts when the sun ﬁrst comes (nuzùl ) to
the beginning of the sign of Aries (bi-ra"s burj al-˙amal ). Likewise,
Saturn is the ﬁrst because it is in the highest sphere. This is also in
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accordance with it being the ﬁrst thing (awwal al-ashyà") but it would
take a long time to explain this. This ﬁrst season, thus, belongs to
the ﬁrst of the celestial bodies and it is a season when the aubergine
is harmful to those who eat it. It (the metaphor of the three thousand
years during which the aubergine disappears) is as if to forbid them
to eat it during these three months attributed to Saturn because it
is obviously harmful for those who eat it because this season is hot
and wet (˙àrr ra†b) and the aubergine is likewise hot and wet in the
beginning, though dry in its ﬁnal eﬀects. It is harmful because of its
nature (†ab' ) but there is also another harm in this season because
of a special property in it.
After spring (? lam yadkhul ba'd faßl ar-rabì' )46 comes the season of
summer, three months, which are the three thousand years during
which the aubergine appears. They are attributed to the Moon which
is auspicious (sa'd ), and during this time the aubergine is no longer
harmful. It is as if they had said that one should beware of eating
aubergine during spring, for three months, but eat it during summer, three months, avoid it again in autumn, three months, and eat
it in winter, three months. Thus, the period of its disappearance is
when it is harmful and the period of its presence is when it is
beneﬁcial. Thus it goes through diﬀerent times.
Know that although this already was an explanation and an interpretation, yet there is another explanation and interpretation which
is longer. The explanation which is the real explanation (wa"sh-shar˙u
lladhì huwa sh-shar˙) is that it is harmful (? li-man ßàra ya∂urru) during
spring, which is hot and wet, and useful during the summer, which
is hot and dry, thus agreeing with the nature (†ab' ) of the aubergine
which is hot and dry. There is a problem in this, yet its harm and
beneﬁt are not dependent on (mabnìy) the primary qualities (†abà"i ' )
of the seasons. Nay, they depend on the humours (akhlà†) of the
human body, viz. blood, phlegm and the two biles. We are, after
all, interested in the beneﬁts and harms to people, not in discussing
the essences of things in themselves;47 we have no need of that, knowing that our lifetime would be too short for that in any case. I wish
we could even comprehend its harms and, especially, beneﬁts: how
could we think of penetrating deeply into anything else (since we
cannot even comprehend all its practical beneﬁts and harms)!
46
47

The text seems corrupt here.
I.e., the book has a practical orientation, not a theoretical one.
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Because of this, we should study human nature (†abì'a) and the
states of the body and soul concerning these things, which may be
harmful or beneﬁcial to people. Mentioning stars and other things
in these matters is only a curtain and a veil (sawàtir wa-˙ujub) spread
on things beneﬁcial or harmful.48 This is the truth revealed without
stinginess or concealment and this is the (meaning of the) symbol
(ramz) concerning the aubergine.

48
This passage stresses the primacy of the balance of human nature: humours
and elements are what really matters, not the stars.

CHAPTER THREE

THE WORLD AND THE GODS

3.1. The World
The worldview of the Nabatean Agriculture is based on contemporary
theories of natural science, but Qùthàmà is far from being a qualiﬁed
scholar, and the opinions expressed in the text are often based on
only half-digested Aristotelian and Neoplatonic views on science and
philosophy. Although there is no direct interdependence, there is a
certain overall similarity between the worldview of the Nabatean
Agriculture and Balìnùs’ Sirr al-khalìqa; the latter is, though, a much
more systematic exposition of cosmological doctrines. It should be
emphasized that the general scientiﬁc and philosophical context of
the Nabatean Agriculture is, thus, tightly tied together with Greek philosophy: the theory of primary qualities and elements, as well as of
astral inﬂuences belong to the Greek tradition as it was received in
the Near East since Late Antiquity. As this forms the background
of all contemporary philosophical theories, pagan, Christian and
Islamic, it does not help us much in dating the ideas of the text. I
have not referred to the historical connections with Greek philosophical schools, especially since the Nabatean Agriculture does not
belong to any school tradition but remains outside strictly academic
activities and the text does not enter into a dialogue with contemporary philosophy, be it pre-Islamic or Islamic. Its worldview is also
not without contradictions, which also places it outside the scholastic tradition. These internal contradictions are probably not so much
due to the polygenetic nature of the text but to the semi-learned
character of its author(s).1
The world is basically divided into a supernal and a lower world
(e.g., NA, p. 1327); the lower world could be deﬁned as the space
between the “end of the body of the earth” until “the lowest limit
1
Tubach (1986): 40–41, calls Babylonia “ein philosophisches Entwicklungsland.”
Though Tubach is speaking about B.C. Hellenistic times, this also holds true for
later centuries, despite Jewish activities in the Babylonian academies.
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of the lunar sphere” (NA, p. 673), and what is above it, is the supernal world. The Sun is the life of both worlds and also the origin of
everything that is generated in the lower world (NA, p. 1327)—in
the supernal world there is neither generation nor corruption, although
everything that does happen there is also due to the actions of the
Sun, even though the Sethians would deny this (NA, pp. 228, 244,
etc.).2 People disagree as to any causality aﬀecting the supernal world.
According to Yanbùshàd, causality is also found in the supernal
world, but others disagreed violently with him (NA, p. 755).3
According to some (NA, p. 951), Adam held the opinion that even
the spheres came into being after not having existed4 and that only
the celestial bodies themselves are eternal a parte ante.
The Sun is the soul (nafs, rù˙) of everything and through it everything lives (NA, p. 244). What upholds everything is the heat (˙aràra)
of the Sun and its light and brightness (∂iyà"), the Sun being the
ultimate source of all light and heat (NA, p. 244). It may be called
the heater and mover of everything (muskhin, mu˙arrik; NA, p. 244).
Besides being the soul of the whole world (nafs al-'àlam kullihi ), the
Sun is also eternal (sarmadì), perpetual (dà"im) as well as that which
gives life to All, or the universe (mu˙yì l-kull ), and provides life (almumidd bi"l-˙ayàt) (NA, p. 757).5 It is also the agent and organizer
of All ( fà'il al-kull wa-mudabbiruhu, NA, p. 874).
The role of the Sun in the aﬀairs of the lower world will be elaborated later on (3.5). In the supernal world, the Moon receives its
heat from the Sun and reﬂects this to the lower world (NA, p. 1053).
The astrological relations between the Sun and the Moon are discussed
in more detail in NA, pp. 1029–1031, and the Kasdànian system is
brieﬂy (NA, p. 1030) compared with what the Indians, Persians,
Greeks and Egyptians say, although the astrological ideas of these
peoples are not explained in any great detail. After all, it was the
ancient Kasdànians who, more than the other nations, devoted attention to astrological phenomena (NA, p. 1043).
The worldview of the text is somewhat ambivalent, gods and natural causes being given somewhat overlapping roles. This tension
surfaces in the character of Yanbùshàd, who is shown as disagreeing
with others about many things (see 3.5 and 4.1). He is said to have
2
3
4
5

For the role of the Sun in Balìnùs’ Sirr, see Weisser (1980): 182–183, 185.
There is a summary of the doctrines of Yanbùshàd in NA, pp. 755–759.
Cf. Balìnùs, Sirr I.6, and Weisser (1980): 91.
Cf. Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà IV: 304 (ash-shams al-mu˙yiya li"n-nufùs).
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derived the cause of every composite body (al-ajsàm al-murakkaba) from
the four elements and the primary qualities (natures, †abà"i ' ) (NA,
pp. 754–755). The same idea is found in Text 8, where the elements
and the primary qualities are said to aﬀect the plants, and astral
inﬂuences are pushed aside (cf. also Text 6). Yanbùshàd is also said
to have discussed causality in the supernal world concerning the
spheres and the states of the celestial bodies, which would explain
the origins (mabàdi") of moving bodies ( jàriya) but Qùthàmà refrains
from discussing these views because they met with opposition among
the Sethians, who are followed by the mob (ghawghà"), which makes
Qùthàmà cautious in his choice of words (NA, p. 755). In the same
instance, Qùthàmà brieﬂy explains Yanbùshàd’s system of natural
sciences (NA, p. 755).
The origin (aßl ) of all movement is the movement of the spheres,
the two Luminous Ones (see 3.5) and the (other) celestial bodies
(NA, p. 244)—the movement of the two Luminous Ones is also singled out in NA, p. 1457. Heating, or ﬁre, and movement are closely
connected with each other (NA, pp. 244–245): without movement,
there would be no heat—nor anything else, for that matter. Movement
is the origin of life: what moves is alive, what does not move is dead
(NA, p. 245). Growing, increasing and changing are also speciﬁc
types of movement (NA, p. 245). What happens in the lower world
is caused by the supernal world; the movements of celestial bodies
have certain eﬀects in the lower world and these eﬀects are overlaid on top of each other so that what happens in the lower world
is the result of the joint eﬀects of all celestial bodies, not just one
of them (see Text 36).
The supernal world consists of spheres of the seven celestial bodies and the sphere of the ﬁxed stars is above all of them. Thus, the
universe may be seen as beginning from the centre (markaz) of the
earth (NA, p. 244), opening upwards towards the ultimate limit of
the sphere of the ﬁxed stars. The exact order of the spheres is
nowhere explicitly stated, though one does learn that the sphere of
the Moon is the lowest (e.g., NA, p. 673; cf. also 4.2) and that of
Saturn the highest (e.g., NA, p. 878). The system is obviously the
classical Chaldaean system of Ptolemy (Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the
Sun, Venus, Mercury, the Moon).6
6
Cf. Balìnùs, Sirr II.6 = Weisser (1980): 177. Note that in Sirr, the ﬁxed stars
are located below the seven celestial bodies (Weisser 1980: 177), as is also the case in
the Jàbirian corpus (Kraus 1942–1943, II: 47). For Avicenna, see Nasr (1993): 204.
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The spheres of the elements7 are not very prominent in the Nabatean
Agriculture, a text which, basically, is not interested in cosmological
theories. However, the spheres of the elements do belong to the worldview of Qùthàmà as may be seen from NA, p. 1055, which refers
to the “world” ('àlam) of ﬁre just below the sphere of the Moon.
The beings of the supernal world are simple (basì†), not composed
(NA, p. 1327) and the substance ( jawàhir) of celestial bodies is diﬀerent
from the substances in the world of elements and their primary qualities (NA, p. 757). Qùthàmà also refers to another of his opinions
concerning this matter but leaves it unexplained because of the hardships he has had to suﬀer from Jaryànà8 as-Sùrànì and the party of
Màsà as-Sùrànì (NA, p. 757).
Although the supernal beings are all simple, they diﬀer from each
other in being diﬀerent celestial bodies (NA, pp. 1278–1279). This
is similar to the mutual diﬀerences between the elements, one being
ﬁre, the others air, water and earth (NA, p. 1279).9 Composed bodies have a temporary origin, i.e., they come into being after not having existed but simple bodies cannot come into being after not having
existed (NA, p. 1136).
Qùthàmà discusses a possible contrary opinion as to the constitution of the supernal world with its celestial beings (NA, p. 758):
One might say that they are composed of the elements and substances but that they have a perfectly equibalanced constitution (mu'tadilat al-i'tidàl al-˙aqìqì) so that none of the natures dominates the
others and that there is—obviously because of this perfect balance—
no generation, and by implication no corruption, in the supernal
world. This perfect balance, one might say, is the cause of the eternity of the supernal world.10 To this Qùthàmà answers (NA, pp.
758–759) that who claims this has the onus probandi against him and
he should ﬁrst prove that absolute balance would cause eternal existence which, he implies, is not the case. The semi-learned character of the text is clearly seen in such passages where the author is
unable to provide logical arguments against aberrant opinions but
has to disclaim these rather oﬀhandedly.
7

For the spheres of the elements in Balìnùs’ Sirr, see Weisser (1980): 98–101.
Read so.
9
Philosophically, this shortcut is by no means satisfactory. Cf. the discussion on
the soul in 3.4.
10
The equibalance of primary qualities in the lower world is the origin of “laudable spirituality” (ar-rù˙àniyya al-mamdù˙a; NA, p. 755).
8
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In this passage (NA, p. 758), Qùthàmà, following here Yanbùshàd,
takes a very “scientiﬁc” view on astral phenomena. Elsewhere in the
book, celestial bodies are seen as gods, and, as we have already mentioned, there is an overall tension between the divinity of celestial
bodies, whose will may be inﬂuenced through prayers (see 4.3), and
the mechanical, involuntary action of the stars which, taken to
extremes, would lead to a kind of astral fatalism. The tension was
noted by Qùthàmà, according to whom (NA, p. 748) some of the
ancient sages believed in the involuntary, others in the voluntary and
deliberate action of the astral deities. Some say that their action is
natural ('alà sabìl a†-†ab' ) but deliberate (NA, p. 748).
Qùthàmà says that the ancients called the sphere “the Maker of
Wonders” ( fà'il al-'ajà"ib) and they called it a god in relation to what
is below it, calling it ma˙bùrày and jàbùrbà (NA, p. 757).
The theme of ascension to heaven, or the spheres, which is very
common in late paganism, Christianity and Islam,11 seems to be
almost completely lacking in this text, which is obviously connected
with the fact that the astral deities are not portrayed as actual persons but, at least often, more or less mechanical, involuntary actors.
There is, however, one intriguing reference to ascension, found in
the chapter discussing vine and attributed to Adam (NA, p. 917):12
So also is the place (buq'a) on earth where vine coils on date palm
and this coincides with a stream of sweet water, running so that the
vine and the date palm grow on its bank. There should be a great
and round lote tree (sidra) sixty cubits away and the soil should be
either completely red or white but free of all other colours. A place
like this is the mother of all other places and the basis of attaining to
the favour of the Sun and the proximity of the Moon.—This is the
property of that kind of place only if this happens by coincidence, not
according to the purpose of someone who has made it so.
A place like this is a place for ascension (sullàq) to the great sphere
(al-falak al-'aΩìm) and this place is the place of the source of eternal and
continuous life ( yanbù' al-˙ayàt ad-dà"imat al-qà"ima) and this place is
pure in a perfect way. As it is opposite the island of the satans ( jazìrat
ash-shayà†ìn), it is the beginning of manifestation (mabda" aΩ-Ωuhùr) of the
lights which illuminate without burning. When a human being comes
there and draws the lines of the Sun (khu†ù† ash-Shams), this will provide
him security when he comes into contact with the holy ones (al-qiddìsìn)
11

Cf. Hämeen-Anttila (2001).
A few pages later, NA, pp. 919–920 (see 3.4), the text discusses the ascent of
the soul. Cf. also Text 25.
12
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which appear there and whom none should be afraid of. Yet it is in
the nature (†ab' ) of all people to be startled when something to which
they have not become used suddenly appears to them and their soul
(nufùs) shies from witnessing it.
The solar lines (al-khu†ù† ash-shamsiyya), through a special property,
refrain from startling in an injurious way because the Sun, as we know,
is the Soul of both Worlds (nafs al-'àlamayn), the supernal and the lower,
and the cause of the glow of all glowing ones and the light of all luminous ones and the wiping-away of all darkness. Yet we are in the
world of darkness and thus, when our eyes miss the light, we need to
refresh (nu'allil ) our soul by what takes its place so that our soul remains
as it is without decaying.13

This passage seems to be quite unique in the text. Qùthàmà does,
in eﬀect, seem to hint at a symbolical explanation of this passage
(NA, p. 918).
The lower world is the world of elements and everything in it is
composed (murakkab) of them. The three genera, animals, plants, and
minerals, are said to be the “children of the elements” (awlàd al'anàßir)14 and the four elements themselves “like the children of the
(other) celestial bodies after the two Luminous Ones or together with them”
(wa"l-'anàßir al-arba'a ka-awlàd al-kawàkib ba'd an-Nayyirayn aw ma'a anNayyirayn; NA, p. 704)—Íaghrìth, on whose authority this passage is
given, emphasizes that the shades of meanings in these prepositions
are of vital theological and philosophical importance and that there
is a disagreement concerning these expressions “in our nation” (†à"ifatinà), i.e., the Nabateans. He also notes that the detailed diﬀerence
between “after” and “together with” is connected with a major religious principle (aßl min ußùl ad-dìn 'aΩìm; NA, p. 704—cf. 3.5).
The basic components of the sublunar world are the four primary
qualities which, when mixed together, become the four elements from
which everything in the world of generation and corruption consists.
The primary qualities aﬀect bodies in the same way as is usually
found in Aristotelian theory, heat ascending, dryness shrinking, etc.
(e.g., NA, p. 1480). The composed things may further be divided
into simple compounds of the ﬁrst grade and further compounds of
13

I.e., the souls of human beings are in need of supernal light. When taken from
it and thrown into the world of darkness and matter, our souls need to be refreshed
with the light of the Sun shining into our world—and with wine, as explained later
in the text.
14
The elements are respectively called, e.g., in NA, p. 1278, the “mothers”
(ummahàt) of the three genera.
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compounds (murakkab al-murakkab), etc. (NA, p. 1280). This explains
the existence of various genera and subgenera (NA, p. 1280). In this
passage, the text emphasizes measures (maqàdìr) which are the same
as quantities (kammiyyàt): the number of the parts of each element is
what explains its speciﬁcity (NA, p. 1280), thus coming closer to the
elaborated system of the Jàbirian corpus,15 where measures are of
vital importance, especially in the Kitàb al-Mìzàn.
Of the four primary qualities, the hot and wet qualities are connected with life, the cold and dry with death: “the state of a living
being when absolutely cold is called death” (NA, p. 245). The primary qualities join to become an individual body ( jism) which may
also be called substance ( jawhar), the primary qualities being accidents of that substance (NA, p. 1327). Everything corporeal ( jismànì)
is, in its substance, cold, heavy and dead (NA, p. 245). The primary
qualities are not found in abstraction in nature but only as composed into elements (NA, p. 674).
The elements provide the beings with their matter but equally
central is the form (ßùra) which deﬁnes the boundaries and limits of
each being, which concern its length and width, as well as the time
of its remaining and, after that, perishing (NA, p. 676).
The causes for the coming-to-be of things in the lower world are
two, not four as in standard Aristotelian theory: the ﬁrst, i.e. the
eﬃcient, cause is the Sun (and the other celestial bodies), the second,
i.e. the material cause to use Aristotelian terms, are the four primary
qualities which become mixed with each other to make a being composed of elements under astral inﬂuence (NA, pp. 677, 748, 1327).
All composed beings and their movement are thus due to astral
inﬂuence and the joining together of the elements (NA, pp. 755–756).
All composed beings come to be thanks to the continuous circular
movement (dawaràn) of the celestial bodies and their heating of the
cold and wet, earthy elements (NA, p. 676). The heating and cooling eﬀects of the celestial bodies are the cause of the changes of
sublunar beings from one state into another (NA, p. 676).
The diﬀerences in form (ßùra), nature (†ab' ), temperament (mizàj ),
composition (tarkìb), acts ( ﬁ'l ), and faculties (quwà) as well as taste
(†a'm), odour (rì˙), colour (lawn), density (kathàfa), delicateness (la†àfa),
thickness ( ghilaΩ), thinness (diqqa), lightness (khiﬀa), heaviness (thiqal )

15

See Kraus (1942–1943) II: 187–303.
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and external measures are thus due to the elements and movements
of the celestial bodies (NA, p. 677).16
According to some (NA, p. 1280), the form is as eternal (qadìm) as
the four elements. Others, however, and these Qùthàmà calls “people
of the truth,” ahl al-˙aqq, say that the elements are eternal, whereas
the form is only subsequent to the elements and follows from their
mixture (imtizàj; NA, p. 1280), and thus the form is also perishable.
The manifold nature of the world and the things therein is caused
by the mixing of the elements in certain quantities and the eﬀect of
the stars and their positions at the moment of the mixing. As the
stars rotate in regular cycles, their eﬀects also change regularly and
the world thus returns, according to some, to its original state after
the grand cycle has passed (NA, p. 25), i.e., when all celestial bodies have returned to the exact position they had earlier been in.
There are also some who say that even the ﬁxed stars do wander
from one zodiacal sign to another, thus taking part in the regular
change of the spheres, but Qùthàmà comments on this (NA, p. 25):
When I say that according to the school of those who say that the ﬁxed
stars wander from one sign to another, then this, by my life, is a case
which can be strongly doubted. Some of our ancestors have taken this
opinion while others have refuted it. Both parties have many arguments in favour of their claim. Yet this is not the right place to discuss this in detail and I will return to my discussion of the olive tree.

When something comes to be (kawn), there is a certain constellation
(tashakkul ) of the sphere, the celestial bodies have certain relations
with each other and this happens under a certain ascendant (†àli ' )
(NA, p. 302). This is the ﬁrst cause (as-sabab al-awwal ) of all accidents
(a'rà∂ ) that befall an animal, a plant or a mineral (NA, p. 302). The
constellation itself is how it eﬀectuates its action (wa-dhàlika t-tashakkul
bi-'aynihi fà'ilu ﬁ'lin-mà yùjibuhu bi-ﬁ'lihi; NA, p. 302), i.e., it does not
need any medium or means for its action.
The spontaneous generation in the beginning was caused by the
original movement of the celestial bodies after which normal procreation has become the usual method of coming into being (NA,
p. 676).17 This seems to be the only reference to the ﬁrst creation,

16
For a French translation of the discussion of colours, odours and tastes in the
Nabatean Agriculture, see Fahd (1998): 121–165.
17
This passage is untypically close to Balìnùs in tenor.
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a notion familiar from, e.g., Balìnùs’ Sirr. Contrary to Balìnùs, though,
the Nabatean Agriculture does admit the possibility of later spontaneous
generation, too (see 3.3 and section 5).18
The inﬂuence of the celestial bodies in the present world is technically caused by the emanation of some force through their rays
falling (wuqù' ) on the earth (NA, p. 302). This is the eﬃcient cause
(as-sabab al-fà'il ) of all changes (NA, p. 302).
This inﬂuence, however, does not work independently, but the
things upon which this inﬂuence falls have to be receptive to it; otherwise the inﬂuence will not become operative (lam yatimma l-ﬁ'lu walam yanfudh; NA, p. 303), which explains why all species do not react
to astral inﬂuences similarly at a given moment: otherwise all individuals should, of course, react in the same way because all of them
are under the same constellations of the sphere.
The eﬀects of both the ﬁxed and the wandering (thàbita, muta˙ayyira)
stars have also to be analysed according to the celestial mansions in
which they are located and, of course, the ﬁnal results are dependent
on the joint action of all these various factors (NA, p. 299). The
twelve zodiacal signs are each related to an element and a primary
quality (NA, p. 299), each element having a speciﬁc relation with
three signs. The zodiacal signs (burùj ) may thus be grouped according
to the elements with which they have a particular relation, in the
following way (NA, p. 50):19
watery (mà"iyya) signs: Cancer (as-Sara†àn), Scorpio (al-'Aqrab) and
Fishes (al-Óùt).
airy (hawà"iyya) signs: Gemini (al-Jawzà"), Balance (al-Mìzàn), Aquarius
(ad-Dalw).
earthy (ar∂iyya) signs: [Taurus (ath-Thawr), Virgo (al-'Adhrà"), Capricorn
(al-Jady)]20
ﬁery (nàriyya) signs: Ram (al-Óamal ), the Archer (al-Qaws), Leo (al-Asad )
The changes in the places of the ﬁxed stars provide a cyclical, overall
frame for the existence of the universe. This grand cycle is further
18
For the diﬀerence between the original creation and later procreation, see also
Text 41.
19
For a similar grouping according to primary qualities, see Balìnùs, Sirr II.8.1
(Weisser 1980: 92).
20
The earthy signs are not mentioned in this passage but the system is the regular one so that the addition of these signs is certain. Cf., e.g., Table V in Nasr
(1993): 155.
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divided into smaller cycles, according to the positions of the seven
celestial bodies and their mutual relations. Each shorter cycle is attributed to one of these astral gods. The length of an individual cycle
is seven thousand years and each cycle is further divided into seven
millennia, each millennium attributable to another astral deity, which
shares the inﬂuence with the general ruling divinity of the cycle (cf.
Text 2).21
The idea of cycles is found in a somewhat diﬀerent form in another
passage (NA, p. 221):
The Lord Dawànày has told us about this change22 and said that in
every 1800 years everything that has changed will return (to its original state).23 In the ﬁrst 900 years things will change and they will then
return in the following 900 years.24 Yet it concerns me that no one
else has mentioned anything about this. In our opinion the Lord
Dawànày has spoken rightly and truely and it is astonishing that no
one else has realized or known this.
The people of the talismans (aß˙àb a†-†ilismàt) say that the whole
sphere (li "l-falak . . . fì kulliyyatihi ) rises and sinks. With this they mean
the greatest sphere which surrounds All and has power on All (al-falak
al-a'Ωam al-˙àwì li"l-kull wa"l-qàhir li"l-kull ). All (other) spheres change
according to its change in this rising and sinking. The range of this
rising and sinking is nine degrees (daraj ), which means a change of
one degree for every hundred years.
This second opinion would verify the words of our Lord Dawànày
that the perceived total change will take place in 1800 years because
the sphere rises nine degrees in 900 years and then every change will
return to what had been when 1800 years have elapsed. The perceived change will happen when 900 years have elapsed.

The world is eternal (NA, p. 51):
The world will never be annihilated (laysa yamta˙ì) and it will not perish
(là yabìdu) nor disappear (là ya∂ma˙ill ) but it is eternal (dà"im) and when
there is some increase in something, there will also be a respective
decrease. It will preserve its form (ßùra) for all eternity (abada l-àbidìna
Cf. also Text 19.
Viz. that in ancient times the Sun was in the beginning of Aries on the ﬁrst
of Nìsàn, see NA, p. 220.
23
This and the next sentence are very clumsy in the original and have been
clariﬁed in the translation.
24
It is perhaps to be connected with the idea of these cycles that one may also
perceive a certain idea of development in the knowledge of humankind (e.g., NA,
p. 349): usually mediaeval sources, especially the occult ones, tend to look back in
time to a golden period of ancient wisdom. On the other hand, though, the prophets
of ancient times (4.1) were intellectually superior to people of the present time.
21
22
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wa-dahra d-dàhirìn), without cessation nor beginning or end (bi-là zawàla
wa-là btidà"a wa-là ntihà"), in the same way as those which support it
are also without an end.

However, every individual in the sublunar world is perishable (NA,
p. 656: “all composed things dissolve and become separated into
what they had been generated from;” cf. also NA, p. 649). Thus,
the elements are eternal but the forms they take are subject to the
law of generation and corruption, the generation of one thing by
necessity involving the corruption of some other thing. The corruption may concern only the form (ßùra) or something more ( fawqa
dhàlika), i.e., the loss (dhahàb) of the substance and the form, which
may be called complete (al-batta) vanishing (thawà) and perishing
(bu†làn) (NA, p. 1033), which refers to decrease and illnesses on the
one hand (loss of the form) and death on the other (loss of the form
and the substance). The text makes it clear, though, that perishing
does not mean annihilation (talàshì) of things: they only lose their
form while their matter, or substance, changes into something else
(isti˙àla).25 Complete annihilation is, on the contrary, neither intelligible nor known to have ever happened ( ghayr ma'qùl wa-là ma'lùm)
and it would be impossible (mu˙àl ) (NA, p. 1033). As it is impossible for things to come out of nothing, it is equally impossible for
them to become nothing after having existed. Matter is, in this sense,
eternal and imperishable, only the form and the speciﬁc mixture of
the elements in an individual thing is perishable and all things,
indeed, by necessity, must perish.
Change of composite bodies in the sublunar world is eternal and
it is caused by the eﬀects of the movement of the celestial bodies
and their mutual inﬂuence (NA, p. 1032) and as change is equal to
movement, one may also say that everything in the sublunar world
is in a constant state of movement (NA, p. 245). The supernal world,
on the contrary, is free of any change or corruption. The phenomena which we may perceive of as changes and which parallel and
regulate earthly changes—such as the eclipses of the Moon—do not
aﬀect the essence (dhàt) of the two Luminous Ones, their accidents
('awàri∂ ) or their substances ( jawàhir) (NA, p. 1033).
The substance ( jawhar) of all composed things “from the lowest
limit of the lunar sphere ( falak al-qamar) to the end of the body ( jism)
25
For the diﬀerence between takawwun and isti˙àla, see also Ibn Bàja, Nafs, p. 21.
For the term naql, see NA, p. 889.
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of the earth” (NA, p. 673), i.e., in the lower world, is composed of
the four elements. Composite bodies (al-ajsàm al-murakkaba) may be
classiﬁed in three genera, animals, plants and minerals (e.g., NA, pp.
673–674), and these are composed of various amounts of the four
elements and the primary qualities behind them. Thus, e.g., in plants
water and earth dominate, yet even they are not generated without
ﬁre and air (NA, p. 674): all things need by necessity to be composed of all four elements, not merely some of them. Still, water
and earth are the two heavy and cold principles (ruknàn) on which
our existence is based (NA, p. 245) whereas air and ﬁre merely enter
us (dàkhilàni 'alaynà) and are ultimately strangers (gharìbàn) in us (NA,
p. 245). One might say that earth is to plants like a mother, water
is like nourishment and their ﬁrst matter—not in the sense of materia
prima, though—and the remaining two elements like their upbringers
(NA, p. 674). If the Sun did not warm our world, it would become
what it really is, a world of cold (NA, p. 245), or in other words, death.
However, the Sun sets for the night and one might thus presume
that our world would then relapse back to its dead state. This, as
we may every night perceive, does not happen. The reason for this
is that during the night the other celestial bodies take the place of
the Sun and substitute for it (NA, pp. 245–246). This gives the basis
for a belief in the eﬀects of the stars, as well, and, as we shall see
in 4.4, one may use star- or moon-bathing, tanjìm, i.e., letting something be inﬂuenced by the rays of the stars and the Moon.
The other celestial bodies, too, help animals and plants to survive
through their rays (shu'à'àt), warming the air during the night (NA,
p. 246). Even the minerals would become corrupt if the Sun was
not there during the day and the other celestial bodies during the
night (NA, p. 246).
The eternal change in the sublunar world and the constitution of
all composed bodies from the same four elements provides the theoretical framework for changing one thing into another; Qùthàmà is
obviously primarily interested in grafting and producing new forms
of edible plants but his interest crosses here—as so often throughout
the text—the boundaries of agriculture and the text also discusses
artiﬁcial generation of animals and even human beings (cf. Texts
38, 41–42).26

26

The generation of artiﬁcial man is discussed in section 5.
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In addition, natural alterations may change things belonging to
the diﬀerent genera (animals, plants, minerals) into one another, but
such changes need much time, some more than the others (NA,
p. 1321). Text 41 gives ample examples of how to use this phenomenon to produce plants which the farmer might be lacking from
others (or parts of animal bodies) which he does have (see 3.3).
Change also means that things come to be. The coming-to-be of
things indicates that there is something that causes (mu˙dith) this, as
there can be no trace (athar) without a Trace-maker (mu"aththir), no
form (ßùra) without a Form-giver (mußawwir) nor something organized
(manΩùm) without an Organizer (nàΩim) (NA, p. 756, cf. also p. 676).
It would also be utterly absurd (am˙alu l-mu˙àl ) to claim that something which is not in their origin (sinkh) would come into being out
of the mixing of the primary qualities without a known maker (NA,
p. 756).
The eﬀective cause for the generation of things out of elements is
the warming (iskhàn) which the two Luminous Ones and other celestial
bodies eﬀect through their rays to which the air is receptive (NA, pp.
756–757). This warming also causes air to move in accordance with
the eternal circular movement of the celestial bodies (NA, p. 757).
The origin of everything has to be derived from either an accidental action of nature or the deliberate creation by an eternal
Creator (Text 41). The text argues that an eternal regression of
causality is not possible—thus following one of the tenets of Aristotelian
science—and, thus, the chain of being must ultimately lead to a
cause which is dissimilar to the individual links in the chain itself
and not caused by any precedent cause.
The cold and dry qualities dominate this earthly world (al-'àlam
al-ar∂ì; NA, p. 986), the main elements of which are water and earth.
Yet they are connected as such with death, not life, and life is made
possible only through the elements of air and ﬁre joining water and
earth. The heating quality of the rays of the Sun is thus the matter (màdda) of life (NA, p. 986).27 This also explains the central role
of the Sun in religion. On one occasion, the text mentions the variation of the seasons as a clear proof of the importance of the Sun

27
We might also translate the word màdda in many contexts as “principle” or
“basic constituent.” I have opted for the translation “matter” in all cases to retain
consistency in translation—admittedly at the cost of ﬂuency, though.
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(NA, p. 244). Heating is also received from the Moon and the stars,
but the heat of the Sun is the strongest of these three (NA, p. 986).
Fire, as an element, forms a world of its own, just below the
sphere of the Moon, which also explains why particles of ﬁre tend
to ascend (NA, p. 1055; cf. p. 1480). When particles of air are heated
and then inhaled by animals, they will mediate the ﬁre to the animals
and thus also air may be called the matter of life (NA, p. 1055). Fire,
also that which is produced in the lower world by burning, is described
in reverent terms which might remind one of Zoroastrianism.28
Individuals are diﬀerentiated from each other by at least one
diﬀerence; if they were identical in all aspects, they would be the
same individual, not two diﬀerent individuals (NA, p. 1281).29 This
idea and the whole division of the existing world into three major
genera (animals, plants, minerals) and further into species and subspecies, is, of course, ﬁrmly Aristotelian, as also the division of animals into irrational (al-ghayr-nà†iq) and rational (i.e. humans; NA,
p. 1362).
The humours (akhlà†), e.g., NA, pp. 878, 1032, blood, phlegm and
the two biles, are not very prominent in the book, although they
obviously form a part of the physical views of Qùthàmà. This is
mainly due to the point of view: the Nabatean Agriculture is a book
on plants and their cultivation, not a book of medicine, as the author
reminds us often enough, and the humours are more relevant for a
discussion of the human body and its mechanisms. Thus, e.g., NA,
p. 392, reminds the reader that the discussion of the medicinal eﬀects
of various plants and their primary qualities belongs, properly speaking,
to books of medicine, not agriculture. The book also has a practical rather than a theoretical orientation. It seems to be for this reason that the text does not give much attention to the temperaments
(amzija), either, of the plants (NA, p. 1459), which belongs more to
the theoretical than the practical side of botanical studies.

28
It is perhaps worth mentioning that this occurs in a passage belonging to a
literary debate (see section 5) exalting the palm tree in terms which resemble the
Pahlavi (originally Parthian) text Draxt-i Asùrìg.
29
In discussing the individuality of the celestial bodies (cf. above), the text ignores
such theoretical problems.
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3.2. The clime of Bàbil and its superiority
Geographically, the world is ﬁrst divided into an uninhabited three
quarters and an inhabited quarter (ar-rub' al-maskùn, e.g., NA, pp. 360,
399). The inhabited quarter is further divided into climes, three of
which (the climes of Bàbil, Màh/Media and India) are often mentioned
(e.g. NA, p. 399). The clime of the Sun is situated to the right of
the clime of India (NA, p. 399).30
The inhabited quarter also includes deserts. Deserts are “the hated
land” (al-ar∂ al-maskhù† 'alayhà) and they are so called because Jupiter
hates everything that is forlorn and desolate, while loving the prosperous and the cultivated (NA, p. 389). The opposition of Jupiter
and Mars is mentioned in this legend (Text 8) which, however, may
also be interpreted in a symbolical way (see 3.5).
The Nabateans are the best of all peoples, and their clime, that
of Bàbil, is the best of all climes (e.g., NA, p. 336; cf. also 1.3). The
favourable conditions in the clime are seen to have a beneﬁcial eﬀect
on the intellectual capacities of the inhabitants who thus become
almost a race of their own, superior to the inhabitants of other
climes. In comparison to others, they are like gods (e.g., NA, p. 107).31
They have a keener intellect and superior mental faculties, although
the neighbouring peoples do come close to them (NA, p. 107). This
is because Jupiter and Mercury share their domination on this clime32
which has an eﬀect on the characters (akhlàq) and dispositions (sajàyà)
of its inhabitants (NA, p. 107). In extremely favourable conditions
this may lead to prophecy (NA, pp. 107–108, see 4.2).
The Lord of the Worlds (rabb al-'àlamìn, an Islamic term) has preferred the clime of Bàbil, which is the meeting place of two great
and sweet-tasting rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, and he cares
more about this land than about any other land, even though his
care embraces, in general, universally all inhabited and even uninhabited lands (NA, p. 360). The water of the Tigris has a special
eﬀect on men through its eﬀect on the blood (NA, p. 106).
30
For the standard division of the world into climes, see, e.g., Ibn al-Faqìh,
Buldàn, pp. 5–6. Cf. also Nasr (1993): 143–147.
31
The philosophers are often said to be like gods in comparison to ordinary people, see, e.g., Ibn Hindù, Kalim, p. 236, cf. Gutas (1993): 503. Cf. also Walbridge
(2000): 209, quoting Hermias’ Commentary on the Phaedrus.
32
NA, p. 360, though, mentions, besides Jupiter, the Sun, not Mercury, and in
Text 11, the Sun and the Moon are given in addition to Jupiter.
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The clime of Bàbil is favoured with its particular special properties. Its soil is nobler than elsewhere, its fruits more tasty, its herbs
give best protection against harm and have more beneﬁts than herbs
elsewhere (NA, p. 360). The grains that grow there are more nutritious and have a more balanced nature (NA, p. 360). Thus, both
the animals and humans that are born and grow up there have a
greater power of reason and a more balanced nature (†ibà' ), which
is why we see people of other climes ﬂocking to this clime to learn
from its inhabitants and to imitate their clothing, attire and manners (NA, p. 360). The accumulation of the beneﬁts of the clime is
completed in third-generation inhabitants of this clime (NA, p. 360).
Plants are aﬀected especially by the soil but also by water, air and
the warmth of the sun (NA, p. 359). This is the reason why plants
may diﬀer from each other in various countries, even though all of
them are constituted from the same four elements (NA, p. 1278).
All plants are similar to each other in certain respects, yet they diﬀer
in others. Their similarity consists of the fact that they ﬁrst grow,
then become decrepit and ﬁnally die, and they also produce wood,
roots, boughs and leaves (NA, p. 1279). Their diﬀerences are related
to the species and the individuals within the species (NA, p. 1279). This
is why there are plants particular to one region.33 Plants, and animals,
are also eﬀected by the sins committed by people, see Text 32.
Very often, the Nabateans and their ancestors are seen as the
originators of all knowledge (see also 1.3), but there are a few passages which mention the wisdom of other nations, such as the
Egyptians (NA, pp. 1310–1311):
I have found this34 in the book of the Special properties of curing plants
(Kitàb khawàßß 'ilàj al-manàbit) by Yanbùshàd. When I was one day with
Barìshà, the head of the farmers of the city of Bàbil and we were
speaking about special properties, I happened to mention to him this
recipe, thinking that he would not know that and wishing to let him
beneﬁt from it, and presenting something novel to him. But it turned
out that he knew it quite well and he even said that he had tried it
in practice. He said to me that it was not invented or discovered by
Yanbùshàd, but he had learned it from the inhabitants of the land of
al-Wà˙àt (“the Oases”), which is a land next to the land of Egypt,

33

For examples of such plants, cf. NA, p. 1279, and section 5.
Recipes involving live birds that are put in a jar under open sky and kept
there for a year. The putriﬁed remains are further handled to produce a powerful
paste which is then burned to ashes which are used.
34
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known as the land of the Oases. This action they did in elaborate detail
and cured their trees and date palms and plants with it and by this
means they ﬂourished. They praise this action and are satisﬁed with
its eﬀects. He said that Yanbùshàd was a man who travelled around
a great deal in various countries and when he came to al-Wà˙àt, he
saw its inhabitants make use of this, and he put it into his book.

According to Ibn Wa˙shiyya, among the various tribes (ajyàl ) the
Kardànians35 were the most knowledgeable. They, like all Nabateans,
used to write in a symbolic way to keep their wisdom preserved for
the élite (NA, p. 372; cf. section 2). Not all nations belong to the
oﬀspring of Adam, but all Nabateans, such as Kan'ànites, Kasdànians,
Óasdànians and Sùrànians, do (see Text 36). In NA, p. 922, Nahrawànians (an-Nahriyyìn) are added to the list of various Nabateans: it
is obvious that these lists are not thought to be comprehensive. The
authors of the Nabatean Agriculture, Yanbùshàd, Íaghrìth and Qùthàmà,
are counted speciﬁcally among the Kasdànians, who are, thus, the
“us” in the book (e.g., Text 37). The Kasdànians and the Kan'ànites
have an ancient rivalry (Text 37 and Text 39) but, despite this,
they do ultimately feel a mutual fraternity (Text 47). The Kan'ànites
are connected with the river Jordan (al-Urdunn, e.g., NA, pp. 538,
1199)36 but they later came to rule Bàbil, previously ruled by the
Kasdànians, ruling it “even today,” as Qùthàmà says (Text 37).
In addition to these Nabateans, one also ﬁnds references to the
Jaràmiqa, the inhabitants of the ancient Assyria. Harranians (alÓarnàniyyùn; NA, p. 297) and Óìthàmians (NA, p. 723) are both
mentioned only once. The Jaràmiqa, however, are often mentioned,
and in one passage (NA, pp. 1264–1265), they are portrayed as
being envious of the Kasdànians and are said to derive their origin
not from Adam but from ash-Shàburqàn the First.37 In addition, the
local inhabitants are often mentioned by the name of their village,
such as the Qussìnians, to whom Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself also belonged
(Text 2), or the Qùqànians to whom Qùthàmà belonged (see 4.1).

35
The word Kardànì is intriguing. On the other hand, it reminds one of the
Kurds, but it could also easily be emended to *Kazdànì and taken as a variant of
Kasdànì. Cf. also 1.3.
36
One might mention in passing that Jordan (iardna) is the most ancient name
for baptismal water in Mandaic, cf., e.g., Gündüz (1994): 78.
37
The name immediately calls to mind Shàpùr and even more so the book
Shàbuhragàn, dedicated to Shàpùr by Mani. Yet again, one must be very cautious
with such identiﬁcations.
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In many cases, such as Sùrànì (mostly in the name of Màsà asSùrànì, or other persons given the same gentilicium) or Nahrì (from
the town of Nahrawàn),38 the reference is to a place well known
from Islamic times, too.
A particularly interesting group of Nabateans are the Ninevites.
In an addition by Ibn Wa˙shiyya (NA, pp. 589–590), it is explained
that when Qùthàmà is speaking about Nineveh, he is referring to a
country which in the ancient times, during the reign of the Nabateans,
lay between the two rivers called by the Arabs the two Zàbs. The
inhabitants of this area were called Ninevites (Nìnawiyyìn) and were
counted as a group ( jìl ) of Nabateans. Their region belonged to the
clime of Bàbil:
These are the Kurds39 who live in the vicinity of a place called Nineveh.
Abù Bakr [Ibn Wa˙shiyya] says:
Always when he mentions Nineveh in this book, Qùthàmà means
the area which in the ancient times, during the reign of the Nabatean
kings was between the two rivers which are in our own time known
as the two Zàbs,40 in the area between them and on their banks, up
to the mountains.
This group ( jìl ) of Nabateans was known as Ninevites (Nìnawàniyyìn).
This area is taken to belong to the clime of Bàbil and its inhabitants
are Nabatean Kurds (sukkànuhu min an-Naba† al-Akràd ). They live like
their41 neighbours and mix with them ( yukhàli†ùnahum) in their business but they do not live together with them but separate themselves
from them, having their own domiciles.42
This Nineveh43 is not the same as the Nineveh which lies opposite
to Mosul.44 That area lies in ruins and its people have perished. The
reason for their destruction was a ﬂood (gharaq), about which they have
a long story.

38
For Fahd’s attempts to identify the names Màsà, Kàmàs an-Nahrì and the
gentilicium Qùqànì, see 4.1, notes 4, 29 and 40.
39
The nation of Kurds is often mentioned by Ibn Wa˙shiyya as the close neighbours of the Nabateans which, incidentally, is a further proof that he is not describing the marsh area of Southern Iraq with its Mandaeans but a more northern one.
40
Ibn Wa˙shiyya thus deﬁnes Mesopotamia ( fìmà bayn an-nahrayn) as the area
between the two Zàb rivers, not between the Euphrates and the Tigris.
41
Obviously, the diﬀerence is between the Kurds and the “other” Nabateans.
For the rather ﬂuid deﬁnition of “Nabateans,” see 1.3.
42
Meaning that the two groups inhabit diﬀerent but adjacent villages.
43
An-Nìnawà, here with an article.
44
See Streck (1995). The exact location of this place (32° 45’ N) is given in the
same source, from Musil, The Middle Euphrates (pp. 43–44). See also 1.3.
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In addition to the various Nabateans, Qùthàmà mentions other
nations which include Persians, Georgians (kurj ), Baylaqànians, Pahlavians (al-Fahlawiyya), as well as Murj and Tatars (see Text 6).45 Kurds
and Persians are often mentioned, as are also Greeks (al-Yùnàniyyùn)
and Byzantines (ar-Rùm).46 The Arabs in the text mostly refer to
Southern Arabs but sometimes they do include a reference to more
Northern Arabs (e.g., Text 24); both Arabs and Persians are mentioned in very positive terms in NA, p. 1435, although in Text 34,
Yanbùshàd is said to have criticized them. For him, they were a
people governed by Venus and, thus, having neither knowledge nor
wisdom. Qùthàmà, on the other hand, speaks very highly of them
and refutes this opinion. In NA, p. 1448, one ﬁnds an intriguing
passage mentioning an Arab from MZDRW'Y47 who mentions “our
great idol in Mecca.” Mecca seems to have enjoyed some, mainly
local, fame as a sanctuary in pre-Islamic times—although its fame
was quite obviously exaggerated by Islamic authors48—so that this
need not indicate a post-7th-century provenance for the passage.49
Qùthàmà also gives some occasional references to Egyptians but these
are of rather rare occurrence, as are also references to “the Blacks,”
and the peoples of India, China, Slavs and Sogdians (e.g., Text 17).
Spain and some fabulous countries are mentioned in passages dealing with various wonders (see section 5).
Other countries are also occasionally mentioned. Thus, e.g., NA,
p. 351, lists Egypt (Mißr), bilàd al-Waqwàq,50 bilàd az-Zanj, bilàd al'arab and Oman ('Umàn), and NA, p. 362, adds India, Kàbul and
Armenia to the known world. In NA, p. 1280, one ﬁnds az-Zanj,
Kalah, Qashmìr and Sharìza.
45

Cf. also Fahd (1998): 226, note 157.
For all these, see Fahd (1998), Index, s.vv.
47
Presumably not to be identiﬁed with al-Muzdara' in Yemen, for which see
Yàqùt, Mu'jam V: 120.
48
For modern criticism of the exaggerated importance of pre-Islamic Mecca, see,
e.g., Crone (1987). The revisionist critique of Early Islamic historiography may
sometimes be exaggerated but it seems rather clear that Mecca, little known from
pre-Islamic sources, cannot have been of such importance as the Islamic texts would
have us believe. The Arab prophet needed an Arab sanctuary to go with him into
sacred history.
49
Cf. also Text 24, which mentions Nasr in Tihàma. If we date these passages
to pre-Islamic times, they are important testimonies for pre-Islamic Arab religion.
However, the debatable dating and unclear textual history of the Nabatean Agriculture
make it very diﬃcult to use these as early testimonies independent of the Islamic
tradition.
50
For which, see Tibbetts-Toorawa (2002).
46
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In addition to peoples and tribes that were contemporary with
Qùthàmà or Ibn Wa˙shiyya, there are often allusions to more ancient
peoples and kings (see section 5).

3.3. Plants and the eternity of the world
As the world is considered eternal, the species, though not the individuals within these species, are also considered in a sense eternal,
although one does come across the idea of the evolution of species,
though not in any elaborate, Darwinian sense. Thus, NA, p. 1170:
Know that the nature of many fruits and animals is that they come
out so that they are smaller than their fathers but some are quite like
them and yet others happen to become bigger than their fathers and
thicker and better, as to their mass (imtilà").
Animals are usually similar (to their fathers), as are also trees and
plants. The similarity which we are speaking about here is not accidental but is a basic similarity which causes greatness or smallness,
due to the eﬀects of time and nature upon matter and the existence
of this matter, whether in large or small quantities. When an oﬀspring
resembles its father according to this similarity and is like him in all
matters, both external and internal, then it is said that Nature has
reached (its goal) (ißàbat a†-†abì'a). But if it is dissimilar to him in all
matters, both external and internal, it is said that Nature has not
reached (its goal) in this but has gone to excess, if the oﬀspring is bigger, or lagged behind, if the oﬀspring is smaller.
That which by Nature reaches (its goal) in animals and plants includes
all the special properties of that species (naw' ) of animal or plant. But
there are many things among these eﬀects which we do not know.
Know this and understand it!51

This causes some problems to the worldview of the book, and as its
overall worldview is static, changes in species and generalities (as
against changes in individuals) are diﬃcult to explain. On several

51
Animals receive little attention in the book, though husbandry and the keeping of poultry and bees are often included in Greek agronomical works, such as
Varro, Rerum rusticarum II (and also in some Arabic ﬁlà˙a works, such as al-Filà˙a
ar-Rùmiyya). The colophon of the Nabatean Agriculture (p. 1492) says explicitly that
apiculture was not discussed, though some people in Bàrimmà, the Nineveh of Bàbil
and Óulwàn do keep bees. The other animals—cattle, sheep and various birds—
are discussed, the author says, in a separate book but such a book is not among
the preserved and known works of the Nabatean Corpus, and Ibn Wa˙shiyya adds
(NA, p. 1493) that he has never seen such a work by Qùthàmà.
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occasions, the text mentions such changes, as the idea, attributed to
Adam,52 that all cultivated plants derive from wild plants, originally
growing by themselves—an idea with which modern science would
agree—but this sound idea is refuted by a crude understanding of
eternity: if people have always existed, there must always have been
plants for them to cultivate, otherwise they would have starved. Thus,
plants must have been cultivated since the beginning of time (NA,
pp. 1135–1136).
The text does admit that this would be conceivable according to
those who believe in the creation of the world ex nihilo, the world
coming into being after not having been and having a temporal origin, but, the text continues, this was never Adam’s opinion nor anyone else’s from among the ancient Kasdànians (NA, p. 1136).53 The
only way the text can try to save the alleged opinion of Adam is to
surmise that the cultivation of some plants might have begun like
this, but that would necessitate other plants—and, although this is
not openly stated, obviously the majority of cultivated plants—having
been cultivated before that, since eternity (NA, p. 1136). For the
opinions of the few Kasdànians who held the doctrine of creation,
see 3.5.
On the other hand, the text, which is often contradictory, mentions, on the authority of Màsà as-Sùrànì (NA, p. 1341), that all
palm trees derive originally from an island in the sea, on the coast
of Persia, called Khàrkàn,54 whence people have exported the tree
to their own countries. Actually, this is similar to the question of the
origin of cultivated plants. A diﬀerent opinion, namely that palm
trees originally derive from al-Yamàma, is quoted by Qùthàmà from
an anonymous book of an ancient Kasdànian on date palms and
vines (NA, p. 1343).
Individual plants may come into existence either by themselves,
from seeds, pits, grains and such things through transformation (inqilàb).
One may also bury something in the soil to produce a plant and
this procedure is called tawlìd. In the latter way, putrefaction plays
a central role, changing the buried thing under certain conditions
into something else according to one’s aims (NA, pp. 1327–1328).
52

But note that the attribution is refuted, or at least doubted, by Qùthàmà.
For early Christian discussions of creatio ex nihilo, see May (1994). Cf. also
Wolfson (1976): 355–465, and NA, pp. 950–951.
54
Cf. Yàqùt, Mu'jam II: 337, s.v. Khàrak.
53
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The terminology of generation consists of three almost synonymous words: tawlìd, ta'fìn, and takwìn (see Texts 41–42). Takwìn is
the most neutral of these, meaning merely “making something come
into being.” Tawlìd is used in reference to speciﬁc parts from which
something is generated; the diﬀerence between the two, though, is
not very marked as the Nabatean Agriculture does not admit the possibility of generatio ex nihilo, so that every takwìn has to act on preexisting materials, the diﬀerence between the two merely being that
in tawlìd one uses materials similar to the product (parts of plants,
etc.), whereas takwìn seems more general and might, thus, be translated as “creation,” as long as we remember that it is not creation
ex nihilo. Finally, ta'fìn, “putrefaction,” refers to the exact way, or
method, of causing tawlìd, i.e., through letting the ingredients putrify
in order to produce something new from them.
In tawlìd, one may use parts of some plant which one wishes to
produce, such as its wood or its leaves, or one may use only other
things, not parts of the plant in question (NA, p. 1328). The text
describes many such operations in detail, most deriving from an
alleged Book of Tawlìdàt by Adam (e.g., NA, pp. 1333–1334). Most
such experimentations are obviously fantastic and it is little wonder
that the text refers (NA, pp. 1329–1330, 1333) to the diﬃculty of such
tawlìds, where a minor fault either makes the whole experimentation
futile or at least produces something else than was aimed at. Yet
one should not forget that the theoretical framework of the Aristotelian
worldview would actually make such operations theoretically possible
and also that observations do seem to give some evidence for such
occurrences: many animals (seem to) generate from the putrefaction
of plants (cf. NA, p. 1322). If it is possible that some animals, such
as snakes (from hairs), hornets, scorpions, worms or dung beetles
(khanàfìs) are generated from other materials, then it should also be
possible to generate an artiﬁcial animal, even a human being (NA,
p. 1322).
Pits and seeds of plants correspond to the semen of animals and
they may be called the matter (màdda) of the existence of the tree or
other plant (NA, p. 648). The seeds of plants, protected by various
coverings, have been made by Nature (a†-ˇabì'a) with the assistance
of the celestial bodies in a way that they preserve their kind, so that
even when each individual (ashkhàß) must perish the whole species
will survive (NA, p. 648). This is why Nature does not care about
preserving individual composed things (murakkab maßnù' ) forever.
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Genera and species (ajnàs, anwà' ) are preserved, whereas individuals
perish (NA, p. 649).
Minerals, on the other hand, may be preserved eternally (NA,
p. 649) which, in fact, directly contrasts the often-made claim that
everything in the sublunar world perishes (see 3.1). The worldview
of this semi-learned text is not always unambiguous. Qùthàmà was,
however, aware of the underlying contradiction; according to the
text, some of the ancients said that even the minerals, including those
which may be melted (adh-dhà"ibatu bi"n-nàr), would in time perish
and dissolve into their constituent elements (NA, p. 649). Others,
however, said that even some plants and animals may survive forever (NA, p. 649; cf. NA, pp. 1069–1070, translated in section 5).
Among those who believed in the ﬁnal dissolution of everything,
including minerals, was Yanbùshàd (NA, p. 649). Also Qùthàmà
himself absolutely ('alà l-i†làq) disclaims the eternity of any being composed of elements (NA, p. 649). The Sethians, on the contrary, call
Qùthàmà a mad lunatic (al-majnùn al-muwaswas) and claim that there
are many things that are eternal (NA, p. 649).
Each genus, as well as each of the elements from which sublunar
beings are composed, has a particular form, and within the genera
each species (naw' ) and specimen (shakhß) has in addition a form of
its own (NA, p. 758).
The three genera may be organized in hierarchies,55 some species
of each being higher or lower than the others. Thus, the palm tree
in many ways resembles animals and even human beings and is thus
also susceptible to more rapid changes than other plants (NA, p. 1358).
The similarities of the palm tree and human beings are often mentioned in the chapter on the palm tree, and there is even a reference
to the mutual love of palm trees (NA, p. 1360). Likewise, the palm
tree is, like trees in general, similar to an inverted human being (e.g.,
NA, pp. 360, 759, 1396).56 The date palms are superior to other
plants in also having sensitive faculties (nufùs hammàma ˙assàsa; NA,
p. 1388). It is specially favoured by the Moon and, consequently, it

55

Cf. Balìnùs, Sirr V.3.4 (Weisser 1980: 130).
In Balìnùs, Sirr IV.3.2 (Weisser 1980: 117), the fruit-bearing trees are said to
resemble men and large quadrupeds, such as lions and horses. Plato, in his Timaeus,
compared man with an inverted tree and this comparison was well known to Arabs
even outside the limited circle of professional philosophers, as seen, e.g., in alMas'ùdì, Murùj §1395. Cf. also Green (1992): 167, and Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà II: 182.
56
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is even more beneﬁcial to man than the olive, which is the favourite
of Saturn (NA, p. 1405; cf. Text 51).
Plants may be divided into six classes, each belonging speciﬁcally
to one of the six celestial bodies, the Sun being the Universal Agent
( fà'il al-kull ) and thus equally involved in all sublunar things and
their existence (NA, p. 874).57 Some plants fall within the dominion
of two celestial bodies, in addition to the Sun, which in such cases
is the third. Thus, the aubergine falls between two categories, as it
is between those plants which grow on a stalk and those which
spread on the surface of the earth and thus the Moon and Saturn
contend over its dominion (NA, p. 874; for the symbolic explanation
for this contention, see section 2). On the other hand, it is said that
the Moon is the speciﬁc ruler (wàlì) of all plants whereas the Sun
dominates all beings (NA, p. 915), not only plants (but cf. Text 13).
The vine, which belongs to the special dominion of the two
Auspicious Ones, Jupiter and Venus, is a particularly blessed plant
(NA, p. 915) which also explains the great beneﬁts of wine (see also
3.4). As Kàmàs an-Nahrì said in his poem on its superiority, it makes
joyous all those who use its products and drinking its juice makes
one forget one’s sorrows (NA, p. 915). The many beneﬁts of the
vine and its products are listed in this eulogy (NA, pp. 915–916).
Adam extolled it, too, as did all ancient sages (NA, pp. 917–918).
Among these ancient sages are mentioned (NA, p. 922) the Kasdànians,
the Kan'ànites, the Nahrawànians, the Sùrànians “and others among
the diﬀerent tribes (ajyàl ) of the Nabateans.”
All living beings have souls. The plants have souls or faculties by
which they grow. Their capacity to attract ( yajtadhibu) nutrition is
instrumental in the process of attracting ﬁne, earthy particles, mixed
with water, which the plant uses to grow, absorbing and transforming
them into itself. This capacity to attract nutrition is not named here,
but it obviously refers to the attractive faculty, (nafs jàdhiba). Growing
happens due to another faculty responsible for growth (nafs nàmiya)
(NA, pp. 359–360).

57

Balìnùs (Sirr IV.3.2, cf. Weisser 1980: 117) divides plants into ﬁve classes.
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3.4. The Soul
The soul is discussed in a long passage, almost an independent tractate, inserted within the chapter on the vine (NA, pp. 915–933),58
the joyous eﬀect of wine providing an excuse for this digression.
The particular souls (al-anfus al-juz"iyya) within us are related to
the Universal Soul (an-nafs al-kulliyya), i.e., the Sun, and they follow
its movements and are derived from it (NA, p. 918). In good scholastic manner, Qùthàmà quotes here a possible contrary opinion: everyone is unanimous that parts of a simple (basì†), not composed, being
must by necessity be similar with each other and with the totality.
As individual, particular souls diﬀer from each other, they must, thus,
be of varying provenances, some deriving from Jupiter, some from
the Moon and only some from the Sun (NA, p. 918).
Qùthàmà answers this by saying that the diﬀerences arise from
something (amr) that has occurred to the particular souls and from
things (ashyà") that have become attached to them (qàranat "hà) after
they have been separated from the Universal Soul (NA, p. 918).
These things are the bodies (ajsàm) into which the souls have set
themselves (sakanat fìhà): the diﬀerences are due to the diﬀerences in
their abodes (maskanihà; NA, p. 918). The bodies, further, diﬀer from
each other due to the nourishment they absorb (NA, pp. 918–919).
Bodies are susceptible to increase (ziyàda) and decrease (nuqßàn) in
quantity (kammiyya), whereas souls do not accept any change in their
substance ( jawhar; NA, p. 919). Thus, any changes in souls must
derive from changes in bodies (NA, p. 919). The soul is, however,
not changed in its essence (dhàt) but only in its accidents ('ara∂ ) which,
on the other hand, are in a continuous, unavoidable process of
change (NA, p. 919). In addition to the change of quantity in the
body, due to nourishment, another source for changes in the soul
are the ﬁve senses which are channels (†uruq) through which sense
perceptions ﬁnd their way into the soul (NA, p. 919). These changes
are never substantial nor essential ( jawhariyya dhàtiyya).
58
This passage has been studied by Mr. Janne Mattila in the form of a master’s thesis (Helsinki) under my supervision (Mattila 2005). The main parts of this
thesis, containing a running translation of the whole tractate, will be published by
Mattila in Studia Orientalia in the near future. For doctrines on the soul in the
Jàbirian corpus, see Kraus (1942–1943) II: 309–310. For the Arabic translation of
Aphrodisias’ De Anima, see Gutas (1994): 4961. See also Rowson (1988). For Ismà'ìlì
theories on the soul, see Walker (1992).
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Souls may migrate (intiqàl ) from one body to another (ajràm),
although always forgetting their previous state in another body, as
they have also forgotten their existence before becoming separated
from the Universal Soul (NA, p. 919)—this seems to be the only
place where the transmigration of souls is mentioned in the text.59
Individual souls may thus be of two kinds. Some have newly
descended from above, some have been transmigrating in the world
for some time, and the two types are not60 alike, the recently descended
ones being less receptive to change (NA, p. 919), which in this context means corruption. The souls which descend from above are
more knowledgeable and wise and also better in conceiving (aktharu
taßawwuran) realities (˙aqà"iq) (NA, p. 919). Transmigration, on the
contrary, causes thickness (thiqal ), not in the substance of the soul,
but in its movement (NA, p. 919).
According to Adam, if the particular soul throws aside this thickness, it will also rid itself of forgetfulness and it will remember the
world in which it used to be, craving it and escaping from the lower
world, ascending with the help of the rays of the Sun (NA, pp.
919–920; cf. also 3.1). This ascension would be natural to the soul
which would not need any accessories, were it not for the bodily
deﬁlement (tadannus) which has occurred (NA, pp. 919–920).
Within this theoretical framework, the text next discusses the
changes in the soul caused by wine,61 coming to the conclusion (NA,
pp. 920–922) that the joy caused to the soul by wine is diﬀerent
from any other change occurring to it, and hence wine resembles
the Universal Soul and is related to it and is specially favoured by
the Sun who singles the vine out (khaßßa) for a gift which it has not
given to anything else and takes special care ('inàya) of it.62 Joy and

59
The idea ultimately derives from Plato (cf. the story of Er in Republic X, 614a–
621a). The idea of the transmigration of souls was well known both to many Islamic
sectarians (see, e.g., Halm 1982: 72–77, 222–226, and 245–265) and to philosophers. One also ﬁnds in the Nabatean Agriculture a mention of the revival of a dead
sage after a period (Text 19), which is somewhat similar to transmigration, although
here the soul returns to the uncorrupted body it used to inhabit.
60
The text here (p. 919, l. 15) reads mithla, but one has to emend this to [laysa]
mithla.
61
For the eﬀects of wine as understood by Avicenna, see Gutas (1988): 184–187.
62
The discussion of joy in the Nabatean Agriculture resembles the discussion of
sa'àda “happiness; bliss” in, e.g., ar-Ràzì, Nafs, pp. 85–95, as opposed to corporeal
pleasures. The discussion in the Nabatean Agriculture, however, is more on a philosophical than a religious or ethical level.
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rapture caused by wine have their eﬀect only on the soul, without
the body sharing in it. The philosophical argumentation behind this
is not, however, very convincing and again shows the semi-learned
character of the text. Wine is depicted as an almost sacred drink,
and the vine as the noblest of all plants (NA, p. 922).
As our particular soul is derived from the Universal Soul, which
is the same as the Sun, then the substance ( jawhar) of our soul is
the same as that of the eternal Sun (NA, p. 921). The Nabateans
are not, however, unanimous about the particular soul and its source,
emanation and origin, but they have various opinions (madhàhib) about
it (NA, p. 922). They do, however, agree that the Universal Soul is
the same as the Sun (NA, p. 922). The discussions concerning the
particular soul go back to Íardàyà and ˇàmithrà, both Kan'ànites,
who were astrologers ('àlimà l-falak),63 and even before them to Kàmàs
an-Nahrì and Adam the Babylonian (al-Bàbilì; NA, p. 922). They
diﬀered among themselves as to the particular souls but they did
agree that they had been separated (inﬁßàl ) from the totality of the
(Universal) Soul “which they call its world ('àlam)” (NA, p. 923).
The text proceeds to study whether the division of the particular
soul into various faculties (souls, nufùs) is a permanent accident (ala'rà∂ ath-thàbita) or merely a transitory one (al-fàniyat al-bà"idat almuntaqila; NA, p. 923). Íardàyà saw division to be a transitory accident
(al-'ara∂ az-zà"il ) because the soul, as such, is not divisible in its substance and essence (NA, p. 923). In his opinion, the concepts of
appetitive soul (nafs shahwàniyya), irascible soul (nafs gha∂abiyya)64 and
rational and intelligent soul (nafs mufakkira 'aqliyya) should not be taken
as referring to independent things, but they are only faculties (quwà)
of one, indivisible soul (NA, p. 923).
These faculties are located in speciﬁc organs of the body. The
faculty located in the highest member (al-'u∂w al-'àlì), the brain,65
works through discernment and rational thought (at-tamyìz wa"l-ﬁkr),
that located in the middle member, the heart, works through courage
and anger (an-najda wa"l-gha∂ab), and that in the lowest member, the
liver, works through passion and yearning and is responsible for
nourishing the body and, thus, for growth (NA, p. 923). These are

63
64
65

They are usually called the two astrologers (al-munajjimàn, e.g., NA, p. 243).
Read so instead of the edition’s 'aßabiyya.
The names of these three members are given on p. 925.
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merely separate faculties, not separate souls (NA, p. 923) and they
come to be only when the particular soul is joined to a body. When
it leaves the body, the separatedness of these faculties ceases (NA,
p. 924). The seeming multiplicity of the particular soul is, according
to Íardàyà’s opinion, thus attributable to the multiplicity of bodily
organs it works through, not the soul itself, and ˇàmithrà, Adam
and Kàmàs an-Nahrì mainly agreed with him (NA, p. 924). The
latter three did not, however, think that there need be speciﬁc locations to these faculties because they are self-suﬃcient (qà"ima bi-nafsihà) and thus independent of place (makàn; NA, p. 924). According
to Íardàyà’s opinion, however, body parts are the loci for the manifestation (Ωuhùr) of these faculties (NA, p. 924).
After discussing the faculties of the soul, Qùthàmà goes on to
study whether joy and rapture are similar to the faculties of the soul
(NA, p. 924). He comes to this conclusion—again through a somewhat shaky argumentation—which, further, proves that wine which
causes this joy and rapture, is similar in its substance to the soul. It
is not the intoxicating eﬀect of wine as such which causes joy but
a special property. Thus, Qùthàmà is elsewhere aware of fermented
coconut milk being used as an intoxicant but he strictly distinguishes
between its and wine’s eﬀects (NA, p. 1177).
Joy and rapture belong essentially and substantially to the soul,
without the body taking any part in them (NA, p. 928). Qùthàmà’s
main argument for this seems to be that whereas sense perceptions
come to the soul through particular channels, the senses, the joy
caused by wine does not use such a channel and is thus independent of the body: “we cannot ﬁnd a locus for joy and rapture through
which the soul would perceive them or in which they would become
manifest” (NA, p. 925). The author explains away in a very unsatisfactory manner the fact that wine comes into the body through
the throat and the stomach (NA, p. 930). The main point is that
whereas hearing music through the ears brings joy to the soul,66 the
tasting of wine in the throat is not the reason for the joy caused by
wine. The inebriating eﬀect of wine cannot be directly linked to the

66
The joy brought to the soul through musical harmony is usually taken to indicate that music is incorporeal and, thus, related to the soul. Cf., e.g., Balìnùs, Sirr
VI.2.10 (Weisser 1980: 137). Balìnùs also uses the relation between joy and the
soul to show the incorporeal nature of the soul (Weisser 1980: 220): as joy is incorporeal, so must the soul also be, otherwise their relation would be impossible.
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throat, and its eﬀects are not perceived at the time of drinking (as
the eﬀects caused by music are perceived at the very moment of
hearing) but only later. The joy caused by music is transitory (zà"il )
as it ends with the ceasing of the music, whereas the joy caused by
wine is permanent as it does not cease when the drinking stops (NA,
p. 931). Phrases such as “you have gladdened my heart” the author
only deems to be popular expressions and manners of speech, not
valid proofs for the heart being the locus of joy (NA, pp. 925–927).
The soul is a subtle substance ( jawhar la†ìf ), subtler than anything
else, but wine shares this subtlety with it (NA, p. 928). The joy
caused by listening to music cannot be compared to this because
that joy comes to the soul through bodily organs (the sense of hearing, dependent on the ears), just as the sight of beautiful things has
an eﬀect through the eyes, scents through nostrils (NA, p. 929).
Although the joy caused by wine is sui generis, the text also appreciates other kinds of spiritual pleasures. Amusing oneself with reading
about curiosa (Ωarìfa) is the intellectual amusement (nuzhat al-'uqùl ) of
the sages who prefer spiritual and psychical (ar-rù˙àniyya an-nafsàniyya)
pleasures to corporeal ones (NA, p. 766).
In Text 18, the soul is identiﬁed with natural heat (al-˙aràra algharìziyya),67 which would give a purely natural explanation for the
soul, taking it outside the realm of religion. The distinction between
rù˙ “spirit” and nafs “soul” does not seem to play any role in the
doctrines of the Nabatean Agriculture. The distinction is, however, made
in a few places (e.g., NA, p. 107: fa-idhà tamma dhàlika li"r-rù˙i addat
minhu ilà n-nafs . . .). Yet the basic interchangeability of the terms is
clearly visible in Text 18, where natural heat is explained to be the
same as what others call the soul (nafs), the spirit (rù˙) or the divine
faculty (quwwa ilàhiyya). When this natural heat leaves the body, the
resulting state is called death. The close relation between the soul
and the Sun is seen in the term “solar matter” by which the Sethians
are said to refer to the soul. On the other hand, reason is diﬀerentiated
from the soul and set above it. This is nowhere greatly elaborated,
but only brieﬂy mentioned (see Texts 12 and 43).

67

Or vital ﬁre, Greek emphyton thermon, for which see Gutas (1988): 187, note 95.
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3.5. The Gods

The gods mentioned in the Nabatean Agriculture are in the ﬁrst place
the seven astral deities, namely the Sun (ash-Shams),68 the Moon (alQamar) and the ﬁve planets known to contemporary astronomy.69 The
gods are grouped in various ways. Thus, one speaks of the two
Luminous Ones (an-Nayyiràn), the Sun and the Moon, and ﬁve other
deities (NA, p. 1306). Even though the celestial bodies are simple,
not composed, they have various special eﬀects on the primary qualities and thus, e.g., Mars may be called “hot and dry,” in reference
to its eﬀects on hot and dry qualities in the sublunar world (cf., e.g.,
NA, p. 391).
Jupiter and Venus are the two Auspicious Ones (as-Sa'dàn, e.g.,
NA, p. 915),70 Venus being speciﬁcally connected with joy and rapture (as-surùr wa"†-†arab; NA, p. 920), but also the Moon loves joy
and happiness (NA, p. 1406). The Kan'ànites are said to be especially committed to adoring Jupiter, respecting him more than the
other astral deities (NA, p. 1257) which, however, does not, according to Qùthàmà, form a major diﬀerence in the opinions of the
Kasdànians and the Kan'ànites (NA, p. 1257).
Saturn and Mars are the two Nefarious Ones (an-Na˙sàn). These
two gods are particularly relevant for mankind since their mandate
includes earth and water which tend to descend (NA, p. 108) and
thus the lower world is dependent on them. The diﬀerence between
the chthonic deity Saturn and the celestial Jupiter is clear: the ﬁrst
dominates those parts of plants which grow downwards and the latter those which grow upwards (NA, p. 727).
68
This name is sometimes taken as feminine, sometimes as masculine (e.g., NA,
pp. 210–211, 244). Similar vacillation is found in other Semitic languages, too. For
the role of the Sun in late paganism, see Tubach (1986), where the intricate relations of solar theology and astrology are discussed.
69
The attitude towards celestial bodies is one of the main points where the
Harranians and the Nabateans, on the one hand, and the Mandaeans, on the other,
diﬀer from each other. For Mandaeans, as also for many Gnostic systems with their
archonts, the planets are usually evil forces even though they may occasionally have
somewhat more positive features, as in incantations (see Morony 1984: 411–412;
Gündüz 1994: 75–76). Cf. also Tubach (1986): 283. For the strong “astralization”
of gods in Hellenistic times, see Tubach (1986): 283.
70
For the auspicious, or beneﬁc, and nefarious, or maleﬁc, celestial bodies in
Balìnùs, Sirr, see Weisser (1980): 182. For the natures of the celestial bodies, see
also Abù Ma'shar, Mukhtaßar al-Mudkhal, pp. 60–69.
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The gods love the cultivation of the earth (e.g., NA, p. 50) and
they punish those who ruin even a square cubit of arable land (NA,
pp. 383–384). In the same connection, the text refers to ancient peoples that were exterminated because they did wrong and ruined cultivated land.71 Obviously, the gods especially love those who cultivate
the earth and toil for it (see Text 28 and 4.5).
The gods are placed in a hierarchy, with the Sun being the ultimate source of all action. He is the spirit of the two worlds, their
matter, life, subsistance, light and shining (NA, p. 1327).72 Adam
is quoted as having called the Sun “our Father and the Father of
all fathers,” whereas the Moon is here called “our Mother” (NA,
p. 402); usually, though, the Moon is addressed in the masculine, which
is the grammatical gender of the Moon in Arabic.
In general, as in astrology, the various gods share their inﬂuence
(cf. NA, p. 727) and they are not omnipotent nor omniscient; as
Qùthàmà puts it, “the Kasdànians agree that the gods do not completely comprehend the actions of each other” (NA, p. 1239, see
Text 36) and thus they cannot know the future in any detailed manner. In the same passage, there is a reference to a higher divinity
which comes close to monotheism. Usually such opinions are attributed to Yanbùshàd (see below). Various countries, beings etc., are
under the speciﬁc inﬂuence of more than one god, and the inﬂuence
depends on the speciﬁc constellation of the sphere (see also 3.1).
The gods are seen to be in various relations with each other.
Thus, Mercury is mentioned as the son of “this great God” (NA,
p. 18) which in this context refers to Saturn. Among the gods, Saturn
and the Moon have special roles which are important for the Nabatean
Agriculture. Saturn has a speciﬁc inﬂuence on plants,73 especially subterranean ones, and agriculture and caring for the land and plants
belongs to his domain (NA, p. 18). Everything black is associated
with Saturn (Text 7) as also everything which is permanent and
long-lived, such as the olive tree (NA, p. 18).

71
Here one is reminded of the Islamic prophet stories which, however, ﬁnd a
parallel in earlier Christian and Jewish legends. Cf. also section 5.
72
In NA, p. 244, the Sun is called the ultimate (qußwà) matter of life.
73
For the ﬂoral roles of Jupiter and Saturn in late paganism, see Tubach (1986):
120–121. For the relation between the Moon (Selene) and plants, see Tubach (1986):
450–451.
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As Saturn is the god of agriculture and plants, it is quite appropriate that Íaghrìth tells us he is the god who inspired him to write
his book (see Text 7). Saturn is also the ﬁrst of the stars because
it is on the highest sphere (NA, p. 878). In the same connection,
Qùthàmà refers to it as “the ﬁrst thing” (awwal al-ashyà") but unfortunately he does not explain this, merely stating that it would take
a long time to explain this (cf. Text 51).
The Moon is seen, as was common in the Near Eastern tradition, as a mediator of revelation, being the god of the lowest sphere
and thus standing in between the supernal and the lower worlds.
For this aspect of the Moon, see 4.2.
Just as the various astral gods have their special roles, they also
have their favourites. Thus, the Moon favoured Adam by giving him
special miracles (mu'jiza) (e.g., NA, p. 306). Asqùlùbiyà, on the other
hand, is called “the Messenger of the Sun” (cf. 4.1).
The various authorities quoted in the text are depicted as having
diﬀerent opinions about the gods. Some of these opinions—like that
of Yanbùshàd who “did not believe (kàna rajulan kàﬁran) in the acts
of celestial bodies other than the Sun” (NA, p. 215)—come very
close to monotheism, or at least henotheism, and one has to remember that whatever the text’s exact date, it comes from a context
where monotheistic ideas were dominant. Monotheism was the most
vital and fast-developing religious system and was thus likely to have
an eﬀect on all religious systems in the area: the remnants of polytheistic and pagan religions were not fossilized but they reacted to
what happened around them. The “standard” polytheistic doctrine
of the Nabateans and the Kan'ànites is attributed to ˇàmithrà, see
Text 9. One should not, however, ignore the strong tendency of
late pagan systems towards pagan monotheism.74
According to NA, p. 216, some of his students even said that
Yanbùshàd “believed that there was another might above the might
of the Sun, higher and more powerful (aqhar)” (cf. also NA, p. 402,
where it is said that “he alludes (bi-ìmà"ihi ) to his belief (ìmàn) in a
higher and more powerful potency (quwwa) than the potency of the
two Luminous Ones and the stars”).75 He did not accept the idea
74

See Teixidor (1977), Tubach (1986), Fauth (1995) and Athanassiadi-Frede (1999).
For “der hypersolare Pantheos,” a god above the solar deities, see Fauth (1995):
89–90, 92 (“. . . es beﬁnde sich . . . ein noch höheres, durch eine gewiss Unbestimmtheit
verdecktes göttliches Wesen”).
75
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that Adam would have been a polytheist, but claimed that his words
had been distorted (ta˙rìf ) to show that he shared the idol worshipping
('ibàdat al-aßnàm) of the people (NA, pp. 402–403)—though this, as
Qùthàmà tells us in the passage, was only Yanbùshàd’s prudence,
as he did not dare to disapprove of the words of Adam openly.
This higher power was, according to Yanbùshàd, an invisible actor
who was too subtle to be perceived by the senses (NA, p. 403). In
another passage (NA, pp. 748–749), it is said that according to
Yanbùshàd the two Luminous Ones merely guide the action but are
not the actors themselves, i.e., they are merely instrumental in the
action. The way to monotheism was, in a sense, paved by the deterministic view on the movements of the heavenly bodies and their
use in astrological predictions. If the stars followed certain rules in
their movement, it was necessary to assume a higher power behind
them, with the will to move the stars, if one was to escape a gloomy
world where mechanichal laws operated instead of personal gods
whom one could inﬂuence through one’s piety and prayers.
In addition to monotheism, Yanbùshàd accepted the doctrine of
creation (NA, p. 1136):
There would be much to say to argue against the opinion that there
would be a temporal origin (˙udùth) for things composed of elements,
even though Yanbùshàd, whom I have extolled many times in this
book, was of the opinion that this world does have an origin and has
been generated through organizing and composing, but not through
creation ex nihilo (ikhtirà' ). The pious (al-muttaqì ) Abraham held this very
opinion. This is because Yanbùshàd felt (istash'ara) an inclination for
monotheism, that there would only be one God. After him the leader
(imàm) Abraham held the same opinion, as a number of Kasdànians
and others among the tribes of the Nabateans, like Anù˙à76 and some
others whom we have mentioned. Yet their number is very small.

The monotheism of Anù˙à is mentioned in a passage (NA, p. 1069,
see section 5) where he urges ˇàmithrà to give up the service of the
seven astral deities and to serve the one god of gods. Thus, it comes
as no surprise that Yanbùshàd sided with Anù˙à against ˇàmithrà
in his books (NA, p. 404). In another passage, the beliefs of Yanbùshàd
are clearly put forth (NA, p. 562):

76

Here written Anùkhà.
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He believed in a ﬁrst potency (quwwa awwaliyya) which is predominant
over All (qàhira li"l-kull ) and it is a potency superior to All, according
to the opinion of Anù˙à as-Sùkìdàhì, the prophet, and Immanuel77
the Ancient (al-Qadìm). Yanbùshàd shared their opinion. We, on the
other hand, believe (naqùl ) what the party (shì'a) of Seth, the son of
Adam, believed about acts (al-af 'àl ), namely that they all belong to
the two Luminous Ones, while the stars have a share in some acts.
[marginal note in one MS by another hand:] By saying so, Qùthàmà,
the ﬁnal author of this book, concealed his (true opinion) because he
was afraid of the servants of the idols of the astral deities which he
called “the party of Seth, son of Adam”. He always corrected the opinions of Yanbùshàd. But God knows best the truth of what they are
speaking about.

The monotheism of Yanbùshàd is said to have angered his contemporaries and for this reason he tried—in vain—to disclaim any
suprasolar monotheistic opinions and to claim that he believed in
solar inﬂuence (NA, p. 216). He was called “a mad monotheist”
(majnùn muwa˙˙id ) by his contemporaries (NA, p. 216).
In another passage (NA, pp. 1306–1307), we seem to have this
elaboration of the system of Yanbùshàd, made to conform with the
belief in the seven astral deities. Here (but cf. 3.1) we are told that
Yanbùshàd believed that everything depends in the ﬁrst place on the
two Luminous Ones who give orders, whereas the other ﬁve merely
obey their commands, the Sun ultimately providing for everything
through its power.
As the language of the text is Arabic, it comes as no surprise that
the lexic often mirrors Islamic language, which, of course, merely
reﬂects the fact that Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself was a Muslim. Thus,
we ﬁnd, e.g., in NA, p. 50, the following eulogy of the god of gods
(ilàh al-àliha):
You are exalted (ta'àlayta), O god of gods, the mighty and potent, the
merciful (ar-ra˙ìm) whose mercy and life encompass all his servants
('ibàd ) both below and above (suﬂan wa-'uluwwan).

The solar deity is, moreover, described in diction that resembles Islamic
terminology. Thus, in one place it is said that “all action belongs to
the Sun only, and he has no partner in that (là sharìka lahù fì dhàlika)”
(NA, p. 228).78
Here written 'M"YWSL.
In the same passage, associating others with the Sun is called shirk. In NA,
p. 1184, the great and mighty god (al-ilàh al-'aΩìm al-kabìr) is portrayed as omnipotent and omniscient.
77
78
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There is also an aberrant notion that the astral deities have no
inﬂuence at all (NA, p. 749) but Qùthàmà ﬁnds abhorrent the absurd
idea that “the living, eternal, ancient gods (al-àliha al-a˙yà" as-sarmadiyya
al-qadìma) would neither have any inﬂuence nor act in any way. This
would set them in the same position as inorganic bodies ( jamàd )
which neither act nor inﬂuence anything” (NA, p. 749). Qùthàmà
says that the opposition met by Yanbùshàd may have been due to
people thinking that this was his opinion but he, so he says, deﬁnitely
knows that this was not his belief (NA, p. 749; see also Text 27).
In addition to the seven gods, there are other astral deities, the
ﬁxed stars, such as the Southern Sirius (ash-Shi'rà al-Yamàniyya, NA,
pp. 18, 215), but these are rarely mentioned and even though they
are mentioned as gods, their divinity seems rather insigniﬁcant and
there seems to be little diﬀerence between divine and standard astrological inﬂuence.
The astral deities dominate the whole book, but some other gods
are also mentioned in passing.79 The most interesting is the mention
of Tammùz(à) whose story is narrated in Text 24, which seems to
be the best informed of any late sources on the cult which lingered
on for a long time in the Near East.80 In the same passage, there is
a passing mention of the god Nasr, who is known both from the Arabic
tradition81 and from the late Hellenistic Near East (Aram. Nishrà).82
We know about the weeping for Tammùz (Dumuzi)83 from tenthcentury Harran (see Green 1992: 147–158), but in less detail. It has
been suggested that the Harranian lamentation on Tàwuz84 is a

79
That so few divine names are mentioned in the text need not surprise us.
Anonymous gods, or gods known only by their epithets (such as Màran, Màrtan,
Barmàrèn), are well attested in the Aramaic tradition, e.g., in Hatra. See, e.g.,
Tubach (1986): 255–256, 276. For other gods in a system based on astral deities,
see Tubach (1986): 395.
80
For references to the worship of Tammùz in Beth Aramàyè, see Morony (1984):
397. For the Mandaean house of Tammùz, see Morony (1984): 415.
81
In this connection, one might mention the recent book by Gerard Hawting
(1999) who is very sceptical about the information we have on the polytheistic religion on the Arabian Peninsula.
82
E.g., in Hatra, see Tubach (1986): 269–270.
83
For the Syriac and Christian sources on Dumuzi, see the references given in
Drijvers (1980): 110 (+ note 115), and Schiﬀmann (1986): 68–70. See also the articles Adonis (pp. 12–17, S. Ribichini) and Tammùz (pp. 1567–1579, B. Alster) in DDD.
84
This seems to be the correct reading for the form T"WZ. For this name form
of Tammùz, cf. the Neo-Assyrian pronunciation of the name, see DDD, article
Tammùz. The possible—though perhaps not very probable—connection between
Tàwuz and the Yezidi Malak ˇà"ùs was ﬁrst brought to my attention by Dr. Amir
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contamination from the cult of the Syrian Mot,85 which may well
be the case (but see below), but Ibn Wa˙shiyya oﬀers a somewhat
diﬀerent version of it—although he unfortunately tells only part of
the story (Text 24).
In assessing the meaning of this story, we should, ﬁrst of all, note
the geographical accuracy and consistency; the name Binàrwàyà mentioned by the author is indicative of this accuracy. Binàrwàyà is an
obscure village known only to the most informed geographers which,
I think, speaks for a local origin of this version; if Ibn Wa˙shiyya
had only copied Harranian sources, he would hardly have located
the story in this obscure place, which is not otherwise mentioned in
the Nabatean Agriculture.
Ibn Wa˙shiyya also openly admits that the story is told by the
Harranians, too, and he does not claim any primacy for the Iraqi
version; in fact, he personally disavows the whole story. This would
be inconsistent if he were not working with a real, Iraqi version of
the story. If Nabatean nationalism had been his only motivation, as
has often been claimed, it is strange that he admits the ﬁctitious
character of the story and does not argue for its Iraqi origin. Thus,
'aßabiyya cannot be the driving force in telling the story which leaves
us with the assumption that Ibn Wa˙shiyya is describing an existing situation in Iraq, not forging a story out of Harranian materials
to bolster the Nabatean national spirit (cf. 1.3).
In other words, the custom of weeping for Tammùz continued
not only in Harran but also in the Iraqi countryside until the tenth
century. At the same time Ibn Wa˙shiyya indicates that the tradition
was dying out; not only was it reanalysed in Christian terms, but in
pagan circles the myth underlying the ritual started to be forgotten.
The passage also shows the general acumen of Ibn Wa˙shiyya.
His knowledge is wide, as he is aware of both the pagan Harranian
and pagan Iraqi, or Bàbilì, tradition and of the Christianized version which, moreover, he is able to connect with the pagan version,
and he even manages to get the picture right: the cult of Tammùz
is of pagan origin and his story has been appropriated—Ibn Wa˙shiyya
called it stealing—by Christians.
The transmission of pagan material to Christianity is often obviHarrak (personal communication). Later, I found the same suggestion in Gündüz
(1994): 152, note 255 (with further references).
85
See, e.g., Haider (1996): 232.
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ous. The mechanisms of this transmission are also relatively clear
but I cannot refrain from mentioning here that, according to alMaqdisì (Bad" IV: 42), some Christians in the vicinity of Harran had
adopted Harranian doctrines (madhhab). What he probably should
have said, is that some Harranians had converted—sincerely or not—
to Christianity, bringing along with them much of their religious lore
and wisdom. Instead of weeping for Tammùz they were now weeping for St. George.
Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s version of Tammùz has already become radically
changed from the original. The idea of a missionary propagating the
cult of “the Seven and the Twelve” is obviously inspired by the
Christian martyrologies,86 perhaps speciﬁcally by the legend of St.
George. Thus, we have a link from the Christian version back to
the pagan version—although naturally the “missionary” version of
Tammùz’s death may have been fabricated by Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself, using the Christian version to reconstruct an explanation for the
Nabatean ritual. In either case, this version is late, and the older
material is found in the lamentation itself, with the gods assembling
to weep for the dead Tammùz, and it is mirrored in the story of
Yanbùshàd.
The older version, the one not contaminated by the legend of St.
George, contains motifs that are found elsewhere in Mesopotamian
literature. The journey of the gods to the central sanctuary, the
famine which befalls the country after the death of Yanbùshàd, and
the story of the inundation—I avoid the word Flood—all resemble
Mesopotamian motifs.
Tammùz was mentioned in relatively few pieces of Arabic literature, which deserve to be translated here to be compared with the
version of the Nabatean Agriculture. First, there comes another reference
to the ritual in Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s Asràr al-falak (fol. 87b, from the
Preface of Ibn Wa˙shiyya):
When they mentioned him [Dawànày],87 they used to say “the Lord
of Mankind (sayyid al-bashar), Dawànày.” He used to be called “the
Lord of Mankind” (already) during his life time. When he died, the
people of this clime, I mean the clime of Bàbil, wept for him for a

86
Naturally, there was also a missionary literature in Manichaeism, see, e.g., Lieu
(1985): 54–90.
87
Throughout this late copy, Dawànày is written Rawàyày; the copyist obviously
had no idea how to pronounce the name.
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whole year88 and every day they held a ceremony (ma"tam) for him in
which they wept and lamented for him, like the people of Syria wept
for Tammùzà89 by which they mean Hermes.90
Some Kardànians of the clime of Bàbil also wept for Tammùzà,
but the Syrians wept for Hermes for thousands of years and till the
end of the days of their domination (dawla), but the Kasdànians91 wept
for this Dawànày for a year after his death, each day, as a ceremony.
After his death they did things to his body which it is not proper
to mention. They wrote about this to all regions (aq†àr) and countries
(buldàn). It is said that they claim that he (Dawànày) contrived and
extracted the secrets of the spheres (asràr al-falak) and the wonders of
the actions in this world of the two Luminous Ones and the other
celestial bodies, what none before him had done.

It is conspicuous that Ibn Wa˙shiyya also here only refers to the
story of Tammùz but ultimately leaves it untold.
The case of Tammùz sheds more light on the schematically told
Harranian feast of Tammùz as described by Ibn an-Nadìm in his
Fihrist. The text of Fihrist (coming ultimately from “what we have
copied from the handwriting of Abù Sa'ìd Wahb,” Fihrist, pp. 321–325)
reads (pp. 322–323):92
[The month of ] Tammùz: In the middle of this [month] there is the
feast of al-Bùqàt, that is of weeping women. It is the Tàwuz, a feast
dedicated to the god Tàwuz. The women weep for him because of
how his master (rabb) killed him and ground his bones in a hand-mill
and then winnowed them to the wind.
The women do not eat anything ground in a hand-mill: they only
eat moistened wheat, chick-peas, dates, raisins and other similar things.93

The details of the version of the Fihrist, connected with the Syrian
Mot by many scholars, do not ﬁnd conﬁrmation in the versions of
the Nabatean Agriculture and Asràr al-Falak. Moreover, in al-Bìrùnì’s
Àthàr, p. 321, the memorial feast (dhukràn) of Tammùz with its lamentations is set on the 7th of Óazìràn, whereas the feast of ﬂour ('ìd
'urus daqà"iq) is set on the 17th of the next month, Tammùz, with

88

Written SNT, with T instead of tà" marbù†a.
Written both here and later ThMWDY, obviously a contamination from
Thamùd—the late copyist of the manuscript had great diﬃculties with the names.
90
It may be interesting to note how Ibn Wa˙shiyya readily equates Harranian
Tammùz with the Greek Hermes. In the Nabatean Agriculture, interpraetatio Graeca is
completely missing.
91
Here written with a Sh (Kashdànians).
92
Also translated by Dodge (1970): 758.
93
Obviously on this day only.
89
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the following two days marked as 'ìd daqà"iq. Thus, it is possible that
there is some confusion in the Fihrist between the two diﬀerent feasts,
the memorial feast of Tammùz and the feast of ﬂour.
There is also a short and somewhat enigmatic reference to Tammùz
in Fihrist, p. 325 (from “the handwriting of someone else [than Abù
Sa'ìd] concerning them [the Harranians]”):
From among the gods of the Harranians: (. . .), the Lady of the Killing(?)
(Rabbat ath-Thall )94 who *killed (qatalat) *Tammùz95 (. . .)

Finally, there are two mentions of an idol called Tammùz in adDimashqì’s Nukhbat ad-dahr. The longer one reads (p. 168):
Its [the land of Íìn aß-Íìn] inhabitants are unbelievers who worship
idols. They especially respect one idol, made of gold, which they call
Tammùz. They say that he is the spouse of the spirit of Sun and they
claim that there is a temple for him in the centre of the earth by
which they mean Jerusalem (. . .). They also say that the name of this
idol Tammùz is mentioned in the Torah, but here they utter an
immense lie, may God curse them because of their words!96 The Jews
know this and they know that his name (is derived) from the name of
the month Tammùz.

The second is a brief mention on p. 42:
The Sabians claim that the temple of Jerusalem was built (already)
before Salomon built himself a temple and that it [the earlier temple]
was dedicated to Mars and that there was an idol called Tammùz.97
94
The note of Dodge (1970): 766, note 107, is without foundation: there is no
word thill in the sense of “herd” (see, e.g., Lane, s.v.; Ibn ManΩùr, Lisàn, s.v.), despite
the later reference in the Fihrist to goats. The reference to Dozy I: 162, is also erroneous: Dozy only codiﬁes the variants thulla and thilla, with their plurals thulal and
thilal. Reading “the Lady of the Flocks” would thus need an emendation, either to
Rabbat *ath-Thalla or to Rabbat *ath-Thalal. The translation of Dodge has unfortunately been adopted by later writers, e.g., Green (1992): 158.
The verb thalla, from which the inﬁnitive is thall also means (see Lane, s.v.) “to
pour; to demolish; to take forth the earth from a well,” but these do not seem to
make any better sense.
95
In the edition: allatì QBLT (QYLT in the edition of Rama∂àn, p. 396) TMWR".
It is possible to read allatì qabilat Tammùzan “who received Tammùz,” as Dodge
does, loc. cit. I ﬁnd it improbable that we should read qayyalat (“she gave a drink to
Tammùz at noon;” cf. Ibn ManΩùr, Lisàn XI: 375, s.v. QYL). Tammùz as the name
of a month is a diptote in Arabic; whether we should here read Tammùzà (as in
Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s texts, although there such names are usually written with a ﬁnal
Y) or as the triptote accusative of Tammùz is not clear. In any case, the edition’s
TMWR" (tumùran “dates”) is probably a mistaken eﬀort to make sense of the text.
96
Actually, this is not a lie (see Ezek. 8:14). Ezek. 8:16 could be the starting
point for the solar identiﬁcation of Tammùz.
97
Cf. Chwolsohn (1856) II: 390 (with notes II: 679–681).
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As these passages show, Ibn Wa˙shiyya is our best source of information for Tammùz in the Islamic period. Interestingly enough, Ibn
Wa˙shiyya seems slightly to contradict himself in the two passages.
It seems obvious that Asràr al-falak is an earlier text than the Nabatean
Agriculture, and it is in the latter that Ibn Wa˙shiyya, speaking as
himself, the translator, says he has come by a more complete version
of the story.
Also the unwillingness of Ibn Wa˙shiyya to tell the whole story
is remarkable. It may of course be that he knew less than he wanted
to confess: after all, his informants, like Ibn Wa˙shiyya himself, had
forgotten the story behind the ritual weeping. What other reasons
he might have had for suppressing the story are not clear: the cruelty of the story, which he himself mentions, hardly accounts for his
repeated refusal to tell it.
In the Nabatean Agriculture, the gods are mainly described as benevolent, basically even the two Nefarious Ones. Their negative actions
are not voluntary and, as the text says, it is not always clear which
actions should be considered negative. Fasàd, decay, for one form of
existence is by necessity kawn, becoming, for another. Death and
decay are unequivocally negative things only as seen through our
eyes. The evil inﬂuence (radà"a) of the stars is, moreover, accidental
(bi"l-'ar∂), not deliberate (bi"l-qaßd ) (NA, pp. 299, 50).
The seeming contradiction is, thus, solved by detaching our notion
of corruption from what really is corruption. As things are susceptible to change and matter is eternal, decay is a necessary prerequisite for generation: nothing can be born if something else did not
decay. Likewise, what we call calamities (àfàt) are only what intervenes between us and our needs (NA, p. 301) but we should look
at these changes as a necessary step in the overall process of generation and corruption. Cf. NA, p. 1458:
If the two Luminous Ones and the (other) stars at times corrupt some
of the composed bodies, this corruption and change and transformation from one state to another is done in order to make something
else out of it. Thus, they corrupt in order to make (something else)
be in order. This should (not)98 be called corruption. Even though
there is a changing of the substance and form and outward appear-

98
This emendation seems to be needed. Or else we might read this as “may be
called (a kind of ) corruption.”
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ance (˙ulà), through this change it is transformed from one state to
another, which is keeping in order, not corrupting.
One may compare this with a potter who makes jugs of clay, making their shape excellent and drying them, so that they come out
exactly as they should. But then the potter wants (instead) to make
out of these jugs a jar or a tallàjì or something else and cannot do
that except by breaking those jugs and changing their shape, shattering them or moistening them with water to make them again raw clay,
in order to make jars of them. They cannot be made into jars except
by transforming them from their previous shape, in which they had
order, and corrupting their previous shape so that something else could
be made of them.99
So it is that the stars corrupt something which they had made by
the permission of God, to take them through that corruption from
their previous species and transform them into another species. Such
is on earth the generation and corruption of all things that are under
the (rule of ) generation and corruption.

The power of the astral deities emanates ( yanba'ith) from their movement neither deliberately nor intentionally ('an al-qaßd wa"l-ikhtiyàr;
NA, p. 301), and the god of gods, i.e., the Sun, is continuously working against any possibly destructive eﬀects of the two Nefarious Ones,
the Sun being helped in this by the Moon and the two Auspicious
Ones (NA, p. 50). However, even the two Nefarious Ones are noble
and mighty gods (NA, p. 50). The mechanical nature of their actions
is sometimes emphasized when their mutual places and astrological
relations are highlighted in a way which makes them quite passive
and without a speciﬁc will (e.g., NA, p. 246). All actions of the stars
are stated to be accidental ('alà †arìq al-'ar∂ ), not voluntary ('alà †arìq
al-qaßd ) in NA, p. 757, where also the mechanism of this inﬂuence
is discussed.
The rather deterministic, astrological stance is actually in contradiction with any idea of inﬂuencing the gods, either through prayers
and oﬀerings or by other means, and they cannot be angered, either.
However, here the text clearly contradicts itself, a fact realized by
Qùthàmà himself (cf. Text 11). Fate (ad-dahr) is also sometimes mentioned (e.g., NA, p. 18) but it is never described as an active or
independent, personiﬁed force (such as Tyche) but always as a rather
meaningless expression (“the vicissitudes of time”).
99
Cf. the discussion by ar-Ràzì in his Risàla fì t-tanbìh, pp. 53–58, where he also
quotes 'Umar Khayyàm.
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The role of the gods suﬀers from this ambivalence. The regular
and predictable movement of their astral manifestations tends to
make them a mechanistic system, a giant clockwork, where the individuality and will of the gods is compromised. The text, e.g., openly
says that as the gods cannot know each other’s minds, even they do
not know the future in a detailed manner (see 4.2). Elsewhere, however, a diﬀerent ethos shines through, portraying the gods in more
personal terms. Especially the great and mighty god (al-ilàh al-'aΩìm
al-kabìr), i.e., either the Sun or the Greatest God behind the Sun, is
described as omnipotent and omniscient (NA, p. 1183).
The equivocal position of gods is further emphasized by the metaphorical use of the word “god”. Thus, one ﬁnds (e.g., NA, p. 106)
the inhabitants of the clime of Bàbil being called gods in comparison to the inhabitants of the other climes (cf. 3.2).100
Gods manifest themselves on various other levels which will be
discussed in 4.2. They have their unseen, true form, as well as an
astral representation seen in the sky and, ﬁnally, their idols (ßanam)
which may refer to statues in temples but also to trees; in their true
form, they are “the living and speaking gods (al-àliha al-a˙yà" annà†iqìn)” (NA p. 403). Their astral manifestation is ball-shaped (kuriyy
ash-shakl, NA, p. 250, cf. also pp. 704, 1316) which is also the reason for the ball-shaped and circular forms of plants as “the object
of an action is similar in its form to the cause of the action (al-maf 'ùl
shibha l-fà'il fì ß-ßùra)” and since, in this case, there is a diﬀerence in
the substance ( jawhar), this similarity must be found in the form, the
supernal objects being of a diﬀerent nature (†abì'a, i.e., quintessence)101
from the things in the sublunar world, which consist of the four elements. The absolutely ball-shaped form of the sphere is clearly the
noblest of forms and the elements lack this perfect form (cf. NA, pp.
758–759). This form, in its absolute purity, belongs only to the celestial bodies (NA, p. 759).
As the gods themselves are ball-shaped, they are pleased by everything which is similar to their shape (NA, p. 704). Their movement
is eternal and circular (dà"ira) and as they move eternally, they also
live eternally (NA, p. 246). In one passage (NA, p. 757), it is stated
100
For the comparison of men to gods, cf. also the Greek concept of theios anèr,
also adopted to Christianity.
101
The term quintessence (†abì'a khàmisa) is found somewhat later in the text (NA,
p. 759).
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that the celestial bodies are very massive ('aΩìmat al-ajràm), but the
passage is concerned with the celestial bodies as natural phenomena, not as gods.
In addition to gods, one ﬁnds angels mentioned a few times as
mediators between men and gods (see Text 11), but they do not have
a clear place in the hierarchy and they seem, thus, to be late-comers
in the religious system of the Nabatean Agriculture.102 Angels (malà"ika)
are always referred to as a group (e.g., NA, p. 108), and they are
never mentioned by name. In Text 13, angels seem to be equated
with the celestial bodies as the manifestations of the invisible gods,103
with the Sun being here singled out from among the others (madàr
ash-Shams wa-ghayr ash-Shams min al-malà"ikat alladhìna yadùrùna fì lfalak). In Text 19, angels are set in a hierarchy between the Moon
and people, inspiring them to piety.
The religious ideas of the Nabatean Agriculture, thus, come quite
close to what John bar Penkàyè (who wrote in about 687)104 said
about pagans and Chaldaeans. According to him, they worshipped
the celestial bodies, other gods such as Tammùz, sacriﬁced to idols,
and discussed whether angels had set the world in motion or whether
it moved on its own.105 These features were obviously shared by several religious groups, but they do show how well the Nabatean Agriculture
ﬁts the late pre-Islamic or early Islamic times.106
Text 7 (NA, pp. 10–12)
[The Preface by Íaghrìth]107
Gloriﬁcation and exalting, prayer (ßalàt) and service ('ibàda) be from
us, whilst we are staying upright on our feet, to our God, the Living

102

For the more developed angelology in Balìnùs’ Sirr, see Weisser (1980): 183–191.
For the identiﬁcation of angels with the celestial bodies (nujùm), cf. al-Maqdisì,
Bad" I: 171.
104
See Hoyland (1997): 199–200.
105
See Morony (1984): 397.
106
Morony (1984) gives a good overview of the religious mosaic of Iraq at the
time and, especially on pp. 384–430, shows how widely pagans and pagan practices still survived.
107
This long monotheistically tinged prayer is addressed to Saturn, one of the
two Nefarious Ones, in order to appease him. This passage continues directly from
Text 2.
103
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(al-Óayy), the Ancient (al-Qadìm),108 He who has always been and will
always be (lam yazal wa-là yazàl ), the only possessor of Lordship over
all things, the Great God (al-ilàh al-kabìr).
There is no god but God (Allàh) alone and there is no companion
to Him,109 the Great, the Everlasting in His Heaven, whose power
is operative. All might, majesty and greatness (al-jabarùt wa"l-kibriyà"
wa"l-'uΩma) belongs solely to Him. He comprises (al-mu˙ì†) all, He has
power over everything, both visible and invisible. To Him belongs
everything on earth and on high.110 He furnished (amadda)111 the earth
(with life) from His life and made it alive, and it exists (baqiyat)
through His existence (bi-baqà"ihi ).112 He furnished water with His
might and His power and made it exist (abqà), so that it persists
(dàma) through His persistence. He made ﬁrm (thabbata) the earth
and it will remain ﬁrm for all eternity (ilà l-abad ), and He made
water run its course (ajrà) like He runs His course, so that the water
runs alive like His life, cold because of the greatness of His power
(sul†àn) over cold (bard ). The earth is heavy (thaqulat) in addition to
its existence (baqà"), because of the heaviness of His movement. If
He would wish, He could change everything into something else
than what it is. But He is wise and acts upon His wise power
(quwwa)113 and He is knowledgeable and His knowledge permeates
everything (al-kull ).114
Blessed art Thou, O Lord of the Heaven and everything else.
Your noble and beautiful names (asmà"uka l-karìmatu l-˙usnà)115 be hallowed. We serve You and pray (to you) because of your ancientness
108

Al-Qadìm also includes the connotation of eternity a parte ante.
This Islamic formula is lacking from several manuscripts. There are also many
minor variants in this preface by Íaghrìth, some Islamizing, some not.
110
Variant: on the low earths and in what the highest sphere surrounds and
what is between them and below the soil.
111
In one manuscript a variant passage begins here, which emphasizes that god
caused all existence through his various qualities, including his knowledge and his
mercy (e.g. “He extended the existence from the overﬂow of His existence and
made the spheres circulate the greatness of his power (. . .)”). The whole passage is
full of Islamic vocabulary.
112
Baqà" could also be translated literally as “duration,” as is done, e.g., by
Wolfson (1976).
113
The text of the edition reads: fà'ilun bi-QWTH "L-ÓK<Y>MH, which Fahd
emends to fà'ilun bi-quwwatihi *l-˙akìma. One might as well emend this to: biQWT[[H]] "L-ÓKMH and read it: bi-quwwati l-˙ikma “with the power of Wisdom.”
Nevertheless, Fahd’s emendation seems preferable.
114
Or: the Universe.
115
Cf. Q 7: 180; 17: 110; 20: 8; 59: 24.
109
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(qidam) and nobility (generosity: karam), and we ask You through Your
names and Your ancientness and Your nobility that you would keep
our reason on its course, as long as we are alive, and that you would
treat our bodies gently, after life has left them, in (the state of ) corruption and that you would drive away worms from our ﬂesh (after
our death)116 because you are an ancient and merciful Lord.
Yet you do not show your mercy because of your sternness. You
are an oppressor ('asùf ) and do not have remorse. Your hand is long
and not slow in making eﬀective your deeds. You are the Lord:
when you give someone something, there is no one who could detain
it and there is no one who could give (against your will). You are
the Lord and the only possessor of lordship, the sole possessor of
power (sul†àn), the lord of stars and rotating stars (rabb al-kawàkib
wa"n-nujùm ad-dà"ira) which travel there in (their) cycles (as-sà"ira fì
dawà"ir). They ﬂee the sound of your movement and they are afraid
for fear of you.
We ask you to keep us safe from your anger and to push back
your assaultive power (sa†wa) from us and to have mercy on us, protecting us from your great calamity (shirra). O God (Allàhumma), we
push back your assaults from us through your beautiful names; you
have mercy on whomever uses them as a means to your mercy. So
have mercy on us, have mercy on us through your might, through
your high, lofty and majestic name, O you who are high, lofty and
majestic. It is upon you, O noble one (al-karìm 'alayka). By my life,
we ask you to have mercy on us. Amen (àmìn).
Beware (pl.) of the evil (sharr) of this god when he is angered or
to the west of the Sun or veiled in its rays or in the middle of its
return (rujù' ).117 Pray to him this prayer which we have just given
here. While you are praying this prayer give a burnt oﬀering (dakhkhinù)
to his idol (ßanam) consisting of old hides, grease, strips of leather
(qudùd ) and dead bats (al-khushshàf 118 al-mawtà).119 Burn (a˙riqù) for
him fourteen dead bats and an equal amount of rats. Then take

For the interest in burials and bodily corruption, see, especially, Texts 16–19.
Cf. the three daily prayers of the Sabians mentioned by Ibn an-Nadìm, Fihrist,
pp. 318–319 = Dodge (1970): 747.
118
According to Lane, s.v., this is singular, but Ibn Wa˙shiyya uses khushshàf as
a collective noun with the nomen unitatis khushshàfa.
119
Maimonides seems to have misunderstood this passage, cf. Friedländer (1904):
317 (Dalàla III.29).
116
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their ashes and prostrate yourself ( fa-sjudù) on them in front120 of
his idol. Prostrate yourselves to him on a black stone with black
sand121 and seek refuge from him against his evil, because, O my
brethren and beloved ones, he is the cause (sabab) of the perishing
of all that perishes, the cause of the decay of all that decays, the
cause of the perdition of all that is destroyed, (the cause of ) the sorrow of all sorrowful ones and the weeping of all weeping ones. He
is the Lord of122 evil and sin and ﬁlth and dirt and poverty.
This is what he does to men (abnà" al-bashar) when he is angered,
but when he is content then he gives them existence (baqà"), long
life, fame after their death, acceptance in the eyes of those who look
at them and sweetness of speech.123 His anger is (to be afraid in situations) like I just described to you (sg.), but his contentment is to
be expected when he is to the east of the Sun or in the middle of
his course (istiqàma) or in places which agree with his actions or in
the full speed of his travel ( fì sur'at sayrihi ) or in the cycle of his

Read bayna <yaday> ßanamihi.
The colour black is associated with Saturn. The whole passage reminds one
of the Sabians of Harran who, when praying to one of the celestial bodies, performed actions that were in accordance with the nature of that celestial body. See,
e.g., Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà IV: 298. For Saturn’s association with unpleasant things,
cf. Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà IV: 342 and 370. Cf. also Text 51.
122
The text reads: wa-hàribu sharrin wa"l-ﬁsq etc., which does not quite make sense.
The translation is based on the reading: wa-*huwa rabb [ash]-sharr wa "l-ﬁsq.
123
Two of the manuscripts give here an additional passage:
Then he said: Beware opposing, disobeying and angering this (read hàdhà
for hunà) god because nothing can stand in the face of his anger. Pray ('alaykum
bi"ß-ßalàti wa"d-du'à") to this great god who is the Lord of lords, and standing
humbly in front of him, seek refuge from him in him and admit that all might
and power belong to him, for there is no might or power except that which
belongs to him ( fa-innahu là ˙awla wa-là quwwata illà bihi ).
Prostrate yourselves before him in the temples which have been erected for
his service ( fì hayàkilihi l-manßùbati li-'ibàdatihi ) and oﬀer him pure oﬀerings, free
from all ﬁlth and impurity (wa-qarribù lahu min al-qaràbìni z-zakiyyati †-†àhira min
al-adnàsi al-bariyyati min al-akdàr). With these you will receive his blessing (baraka)
and may expect his mercy.
Beware Saturn because he is one of his servants and his subjects and his
creatures (min marbùbàtihi wa-musakhkharàtihi wa-makhlùqàtihi ). His station is known
and his cycles (adwàruhu) are well preserved (ma˙fùΩa). Seek refuge from this
god’s evil and doom (shu"m) in him. His actions among men are carried out
with the permission of his Lord. When he is angered because his Lord is
angered, then (upon men will come) wailing and crying, sorrow and lamenting, poverty and humiliation, anguish and impurity, dirt and blackness and
stench. But when he is pleased because his Lord is pleased, then (upon men
will come) length of life and elevation of fame after death, good name and
acceptance in the eyes of those who look at them and eloquence of speech.
120
121
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ascendance ( fì ßu'ùdihi fì dà"irati ßu'ùdihi ).—Abù Bakr ibn Wa˙shiyya
says: This means: in the sphere of his zenith ( fì falaki awjihi ).
If you pray to him when he is angered, repeat your prayer and
the sacriﬁce (qurbàn) when he is (again) content and remind him of
the earlier prayer and repeat it to him, so that you ( fa-la'allakum)
might escape his evil. Amen.
Know that he is the one who gives (success in) cultivation of the
earth and growth or its opposite to plants. He revealed (aw˙à) to
the Moon what I have put down in this book of mine and the Moon
revealed it to his (own) idol, and I was taught it by the idol of the
Moon, just like I now teach it to you (pl.). Preserve this because it
is your life on which you rely and (on it depends) the growth of
your ﬁelds and your fruits which are the matter (màdda) of your life
and your hope, during your lifetime, of comfort, aﬄuence, safety
and complete health (al-'àﬁya al-kulliyya).
Know that I have prayed to this god, Saturn, and in my prayer
I have asked his idol to beneﬁt with this book of mine everyone
who reads it. The idol revealed (aw˙à) to me: “Your prayer (du'à")
has been heard and your oﬀering has been accepted.” I did this
because I felt sorry for the sons of my kind because of the anguish
of their poverty and the abundance of their misery.
Seek long and repeatedly refuge from that in the Sun so that he
may perhaps help you because he is benign to you, and seek ardently
refuge in this god [Saturn] against his (own) evil because he will
help you against scant living and the sorrow caused by that.
Text 8 (NA, pp. 389–390)
The land on which these (obnoxious and useless) plants grow is what
we, like Yanbùshàd, call “the hated land” (al-ar∂ al-maskhù† 'alayhà).
He said: Jupiter hates all deserts and (because of his hatred) has
made them forlorn and desolate because he loves what is thriving.
Yanbùshàd has also mentioned that the reason for the growth of
thorny plants and the boxthorn ('awsaj ) and all thorny trees, (is the
following). He said: In ancient times ( fì sàlif ad-dahr) these plants did
not have thorns but then there rose an enmity (mu∂àdda) between
Mars and Jupiter due to an opposition (muqàbala) which happened
because Jupiter was in Capricorn and Mars in the sign (burj ) of
Cancer; they are then in opposition (ta∂àddà).—Yanbùshàd claimed
that the Sun never sees them (lam tanΩur ilayhimà) together.
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Mars caused some plants to have thorns and gave them a certain
strength from his own power, so that they grow on salt marshes
(sibàkh) and where other plants do not thrive and where there is no
other growth because of the salinity, bitterness, stench and evil quality of the soil.—He mentioned the mines for sulphur (kibrìt) and
naftha (naf†) and other Martian substances which we need not enumerate here.
Yet I say that Yanbùshàd did not really believe that these thorny
trees and other kinds of thorny plants and boxthorn had in ancient
times not grown and that the reason for their having thorns would
have been the enmity of Mars towards Jupiter or anything like that,
or that the plants growing in the deserts would be due to the hatred
of Jupiter for these places. This is what Yanbùshàd (seems) to say
but he said it only because he chose to follow the way of the prophets
( yadhhabu bi-nafsihi madhhab al-anbiyà"). Even many people of both his
and our time believe that he was a prophet who had revelations.
Since this was so, he arranged most, or all, of his words according to the way of the prophets. He said what he said, concerning
the hatred of Jupiter and how Mars made the thorns of thorny plants
grow, for the reasons of instruction (siyàsa) and as a symbol (ramz),
like the symbols used by the prophets in their words for the instruction of the people (li-siyàsat al-'àmma), using words which please or
frighten them and without which the majority of people (kàﬀat annàs) would not stay calm (là yastawì ) and their matters could not be
organized otherwise.
This is the meaning of Yanbùshàd’s words.124 These plants have
always existed since eternity and up to the present. We also deduce
from his words (in general) that he believed that the celestial bodies are (only) instruments and means, such as the axe and the drill
(mithqab) are for the carpenter. Thus, they (i.e., thorny plants) have
not more than two causes, the ﬁrst (i.e., eﬃcient) and the second (i.e.,
material) one. The ﬁrst cause is the movement of the stars together
with the two great Luminous Ones. The second cause is the mixture
of the elements (imtizàj al-'anàßir) with each other in a way which is
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The enmity between Jupiter and Mars is also given by Íaghrìth (NA, p. 734)
as the reason for plants having leaves: Jupiter would have wanted them to bear
fruits and as Mars was able to prevent this, Jupiter caused them to grow leaves
instead, which both adorn them and may, in case of necessity, be used as food.
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receptive to the inﬂuence of the movements of the stars. The cause
of this is not the pleasure of someone pleased nor the hatred of
someone hating and one cannot, either, say that they sin or please
(the gods) at all.
I know that the followers of Seth will regard it as lawful to shed
my blood because of what I say here about the gods and the Guardian
of All (Óàris al-Kull ), but the god of gods will guard me from their
evil!
Text 9 (NA, pp. 727–731)
ˇàmithrà the Kan'ànite has a doctrine (madhhab) and it is well known
that this was his opinion. He was a man who spoke strongly in
favour of the actions of the celestial bodies (af 'àl al-kawàkib) and he
believed in their actions in this world and his belief has been transmitted from him. All that according to us depends on the primary
qualities and the elements, he attributed to the celestial bodies and
related it to them and their eﬀects. He said about this:
The Seven (astral deities) rule over (all) things (al-mudabbirat li"lumùr) and are the agents (al-fà'ila) of all (actions). They share with
each other their inﬂuence (mushtarika) on all animals, plants and minerals. Some of them rule (istìlà") some of these and dominate them,
as also their (individual) parts. Although the celestial bodies share
(the dominion), some of them are more dominant than others concerning some parts.
ˇàmithrà said: The reason for some parts of the plants growing
downwards, some upwards, which are opposite directions, is the dominance of Saturn and his rule over those parts which grow downwards. Saturn makes them cold and heavy and causes them to grow
downwards into the earth. That part which grows upwards is dominated by Jupiter, and these parts which grow upwards thus act contrary to Saturn.
He said: Those parts of the plant which appear (above the earth)
have ﬂowers and fruits, sweetness and good taste, whereas the base
(ußùl ) and the roots are dominated by a taste which is bitter (murra)
and sour (qàbi∂a) and pungent ('aﬁßa), as well as other bad tastes like
acridity (˙aràfa), sharpness (˙idda), saltiness (mulù˙a) and acidity (˙umù∂a),
although one may ﬁnd these bad tastes also in the upper parts ( furù' )
of the plant but in roots they are frequently encountered and obvious.
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He said: These are actions of Saturn who is the maker of cold
or the mover of cold.—When ˇàmithrà says “the maker of cold”
( fà'il al-bard ), this is his bigotry against his opponents; in fact, he
should be more knowledgeable than to speak about “the maker of
cold”. In fact, it becomes clear from his words that Saturn is the
celestial body which sets coldness in motion (mu˙arrik li"l-bard ) and
arouses (bà'ith) it to its actions.
With all his bigotry for the celestial bodies and his devotion to
their service (tadayyunihi bi-'ibàdatihà), ˇàmithrà believed that no action,
big or small, frequent or infrequent, can take place without a subject ( fà'il ) which is alive, potent (qàdir), able to fulﬁl the action (nàﬁdh
al-ﬁ'l ) and eternal (qadìm). He did not attribute any action whatsoever to the four primary qualities or elements. He did not believe
that heat ascends and cold descends, wetness widens and dryness
contracts towards the inside of bodies which is the opposite direction to that caused by wetness. No, he believed that the actions of
these primary qualities take place because the celestial bodies make
them go in that direction and they direct and dispatch them.
It is also told that he used to sentence to the house of al-Ba'ba'a125
all those who were slack in their prayers to those bodies which represent the stars (al-ajsàm al-mumaththila bi"l-kawàkib), and especially the
idol of the Sun. It is told that some people of his time cried and
said: “Kill us so that we can rest but do not send us to the house
of al-Ba'ba'a (là tuba'bi'ùnà)!” This he did because of his great devotion to the service of the celestial bodies (an-nujùm) and his zeal for
the service of the idols. It is as if some people suspect that he incited
people against Anù˙à who opposed his people in the service of the
idols and that he spurred them on him until they made Anù˙à
undergo a severe punishment. They imprisoned him in the house of
al-Ba'ba'a for some time during which they tortured him ( yuba'bi'ùnahu) twice every day. I am astonished by his ﬁrmness of spirit (ßalàbati nafsihi ) and the strength of his vitality (quwwati ˙ayàtihi ) and his
great endurance (˙usn ßabrihi ) which made him survive all this without dying. It happened to him as you know it happened.
The house of al-Ba'ba'a (with variants, including Gh for ') remotely reminds
one of the underground house of the Harranian Sabians described by al-Mas'ùdì
and the house of al-Bughad(h)àriyyìn mentioned by Ibn an-Nadìm, Fihrist, p. 327. Cf.
Dodge (1970): 769 (and note 121) and Drijvers (1980): 128–129. One might also
compare this to Ibn ManΩùr, Lisàn I: 447, s.v. (wa’l-ba'àbi'a: aß-ßa'àlìk alladhìna là
màla lahum wa-là ∂ay'a). Cf. also Ritter–Plessner (1962): 391.
125
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ˇàmithrà attributed everything that happened in this world, great
or small, to the actions of the celestial bodies. He did not attribute
any action to anybody else.
This was the doctrine (madhhab) of ˇàmithrà about the reason why
some (parts of ) plants grow upwards, some downwards, which are
opposite directions. We deduce from the plants and other observations
and base our judgement on observation. I cannot say more than this
here because of several reasons. We cannot observe in plants any
action by Saturn or by Jupiter but what we do observe and see is
that the elements and the primary qualities which are in them rule
and govern the plants and other things. We may also observe how
the warmth of the Sun and the Moon, the blowing of winds and
the ventilation of air (tarwì˙ al-hawà") and the mixing of water with
earth are the origin of the existence (kawn) of plants and others. You
know that it is not the same to observe and be (merely) told.
Know that I am not one of those who judge something on the
basis of bigotry for someone’s cause, whether he be right or wrong,
nor do we judge something on the basis of hearsay or tales (khuràfàt)
or without rational evidence (dalìl min 'aqlì ) free of bigotry. It would
be foolish to swerve from what is right. In my opinion, it is right
to judge everything according to what I can observe and what my
senses convey to my sound reason; I act upon that which my rational deduction leads me to.
I do not say this to defame ˇàmithrà or to declare his doctrine
(madhhab) faulty or to deviate from his opinion. If I did so, that would
mean deviating from the religion (dìn) of Seth, which it is incumbent on me to follow and to devote myself to it because it is an
obvious obligation. It would also mean defaming not only the religion of Seth but also that of all Kasdànians, their learned men and
their kings. If we would venture to undertake this great (eﬀort/sin),
I would through that set myself a target for blame.126
Since I have become rational and started observing, deducing and
thinking, I have endeavoured to obtain the doctrines (madhàhib) of
Adam in many things which he discussed in his books,127 but I have
found hardly anything. (I have endeavoured to do this) because Adam
was a man who instructed ( yasùs) people by his law (sharì'a) and
126

The original sentence is somewhat ungrammatical.
There seems to be a printer’s error here, as the sentence has been repeated
(ll. 15–16).
127
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arranged their matters in a way that was beneﬁcial to them and
beneﬁted them in many ways and his intellect ﬂowed into theirs (wayafì∂u 'aqluhu 'alà 'uqùlihim). I consider that following him is not whimsical ('alà sabìl al-hawà) but is following the truth. I can see the
abundance of his intellect and soundness of his opinion and his perfection in everything, yet in most, if not all, cases his words do not
make clear to me what he believed so that I could believe it, too.
No, in his words he avoids ( yatamallas) showing clear preference
(mayl ) except in cases which are quite obvious. But when it comes
to questions where there are diﬀerences of opinion because of their
extreme diﬃculty and which would need to be elucidated, there I
cannot ﬁnd a doctrine about which we could say that he completely
approved of it.
In this, we cannot do anything since we did not live in his time
when we could have asked him what we would need to know and
which ﬁlls our heart (with questions). Thousands of years have gone
by (after him) and only his books and his law remain, people handing them over (from one generation to another).
We still read his books and learn from them but when it comes
to his law, his son Seth gave people a(nother) law with which he
had changed the law of his father, Adam, and the law of Seth has
remained in use. I believe (aΩunnu) that it will remain forever because
it has been prominent since the times of Seth until our own time.
We can see every day that it just gains more power and profusion
and people join it in groups (arsàlan arsàlan). Because of this I believe
that it will remain whereas the other laws (nawàmìs) of the Kasdànians
and other nations (ajyàl ) of Nabateans will be obliterated, like those
religions have been obliterated which were in the ancient times and
about which we have (only) heard: none of their believers and devotees have remained.
What we can see from this makes us believe that these religions
and diﬀerent habits (sunan) which can be found in our own time will
also be obliterated as has happened to similar ones before them.
The reason for this is the resemblance of the state of all that happens ( yajrì) on earth, from its centre (markaz) to the end of its atmosphere ( jaww), to the state of the celestial bodies which move (tanaqqul )
within their spheres circularly, according to their measures.
The four elements do not stop changing, one into the other, and
they get mixed with each other through the celestial bodies which
move them. When they get mixed, all composed bodies become com-
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posed of them; these are the three genera (ajnàs), animals, plants and
minerals. The elements and all these three genera and all species
(naw' ) and individuals (shakhß) have in their existence a beginning, a
middle point and an end, just like the Sun has every day the beginning of sunrise in the east, then the middle point in the middle of
the sky and ﬁnally a sundown and disappearance in the west. So it
is also with every celestial body other than the Sun: beginning and
growing, then the middle point which means attaining the limit and,
ﬁnally, the end.
So it is also with the Moon which, during the month, from the
beginning to the end, has a beginning which is waxing and growing (i.e., the crescent), then attaining the middle point of that waxing (as the full Moon) and then the decline (in˙i†à†). Just like this
human beings and other animals as well as plants are ﬁrst small but
then they grow and become bigger until they reach the middle point
which is the limit of youth. Then they start declining until the time
of decrepitude and death. This is necessary for them and they reach
it without doubt if something does not destroy them or cut their life
(earlier). If this happens, they will perish and be destroyed (before
reaching their perfection and end). But if this does not happen, they
will reach these grades which we have mentioned. Yet this is something which we cannot explain because that would take too long
and in this there should be enough. Now we return to our theme.
Text 10 (NA, pp. 1031–1032)
These ﬁve states of the Moon in relation to the Sun which we have
described resemble the states of animals, plants and minerals. When
I say “states” (a˙wàl ), this is a comprehensive meaning (ma'nà jam' ).
By that I mean that they do not resemble these states only in their
birth and growth until their limit (bulùgh al-ghàya) and then death
and decay. Nay, I also mean all these states which are before (their
birth) and after (their death).
Before (their birth, refers to the time) when they are a drop of
sperm which is transferred from its place of rest to the womb and
then the state of the foetus within the womb. What I mean by “after”
is from the extinction of its life until the perishing of the body through
decay. The ﬁnal (àkhira) states of the bodies diﬀer with each other. Some
decay and some go into the stomachs of diﬀerent animals. The body’s
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state within the stomachs of these animals is just like its state in the
air (i.e., under the open sky) or in the bosom of the earth as it
comes to decay and annihilation ( fanà") until it becomes dust (turàb).
Some of the bodies get into water and if a marine animal (dawàbb
al-mà") does not eat it, it becomes dissolved in water until it becomes
subtle, dissolved particles because water changes (them to become
similar) to itself just like the earth does to that which comes to it.
Then the body will afterwards return to dust.
The body of someone burned becomes ashes (ramàd ) and that is
the body which is honoured and preserved and its fate (maßìr) and
its ﬁnal (state) is the best. Ash is the same as dust because the ashes
of all things that have been burned by ﬁre are the earthy quality
(ar∂iyyatuhà) which had been in them before. This earthy quality in
the bodies which grow through nourishment is the very matter (màdda)
of the bodies and it is related to the dust which it had been in the
composition of its original and which was the seed whence it came.
Thus also the state of the Moon in relation to the Sun resembles
the states of animals in their various ages, like childhood (ßibà), youth
(shabàb), maturity (kuhùla), old age (shaykhùkha) and decrepitude (haram).
They also resemble the seasons, spring, summer, autumn and winter, as well as the four directions which are called the corners of
the world (zawàyà l-'àlam), east, west, north and south. Four winds
blow from these four directions which we have already mentioned
in this book together with other winds. All these, further, resemble
the four humours (akhlà†) which are found in the human body, viz.
yellow (bile), black (bile), blood and phlegm.
Text 11 (NA, pp. 336–338)
Know that the soil in the clime of Bàbil, even though there are
diﬀerences in it, is the best soil anywhere on the surface of the earth.
This is because it is in the middle (between extremities), and the
best and most excellent of all things is the middle one.128 In this
clime, some plants grow which do not grow anywhere else and many
plants thrive better there than elsewhere. Its trees and vines produce
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This idea is equally well known from both Greek, Christian and Islamic
thought.
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fruit which (plants in) other regions do not produce. In this good
and excellent soil luxuriantly grows what does not grow so in other
regions, although what grows in other places may (in itself ) be good.
This is the special property of the soil in this clime.
The Lord of Mankind, Dawànày, has said in his letter (kitàb) which
he sent to Mardàyày ash-Shàmì: Our clime produces gold and silver
and our winter is not excessively cold. If it happens to be cold, it
produces for us ice (thalj ), which we may enjoy during the summer.
Neither is our summer excessively hot. If it happens to be excessively hot in some years, it will dissolve from our bodies the bad,
excessive remnants in the measure of natural need ('alà miqdàr ˙àjat
a†-†abì'a ilayhà) and it also suits most of our trees and plants. The
(other) two seasons are equibalanced with no disharmony.
The temperaments (amzija) of the people of our clime are close to
equibalance (i'tidàl ) and this is why they have pure souls, strong reason and exceeding acumen ( ﬁ†na). The air of the clime has a special property which has a beneﬁcial and laudable eﬀect on the heart:
when it is cold, it is beneﬁcial and when it is hot, it is also beneﬁcial.
Neither the coldness nor the heat of the air is excessive and it does
not, (consequently), cause excessive and disturbing eﬀects as it does
in other regions.
When we eat the products of the soil in our clime, they cause in
our souls subtlety and intelligence (dhakà") so that our souls become
more receptive to reason ('aql ) because a subtle (la†ìf ) composition
(murakkab) is more (prone to) intelligence. When we think of something, trying to discover it, the movements of our souls are similar
to the movements of the celestial bodies which comprehend everything according to reality ('alà t-ta˙qìq). With our thoughts we may
comprehend everything which we start to think of according to reality or almost according to it.
Our food comes from the grains which we sow in our soil and
the fruits which our trees produce, and these grow thanks to the
water which comes to our clime from the Tigris and the Euphrates.
They are by taste the two sweetest rivers on earth and the lightest
ones (akhaﬀu waznan) and the most eﬃcient for nourishment and the
farthest from harmful thickness. (The plants which we eat) are nourished by the air which is balanced between hot and cold, wet and
dry and they grow in this soil which produces gold and silver because
of the goodness (†ìb) of its soil and the equibalance of its nature (†ab' )
and we cultivate them and take care of them with the wisdom (˙ikma)
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and understanding of agriculture in a way which other nations (umam)
have not invented.
When all this comes together in our grains and plants and fruits,
namely the soil, the water, and the air, (the result is) that when
someone is born, the semen from which he comes contains in itself
all these nourishments and it grows and is formed (tatakawwan) from
these nourishments. (When the child is born), it grows inhaling this
air, drinking this water which we have described and eating this
food. So what do you think of the nature (†ab' ) of the embryo which
is formed from this sperm? This holds true for all children in our clime
because of a special property with which our god, the Sun, has
speciﬁcally favoured (khaßßa) them, and likewise the Moon and Jupiter.
Now, as all these subtle things (la†àfàt) which we have enumerated and all these special properties of these celestial bodies come
together in us, would it be suitable to boast in Syria, denigrating
the people of the district of Shàdhày ('alà ahl 'amal Shàdhày) and say
that Syria is better than the clime of Bàbil? I am astonished by this.
If someone else had said this, I would have pardoned him, but it is
abominable that the likes of you, one of the people of knowledge
and excellence, would equate Syria with the clime of Bàbil!
This is an enormous mistake and most negligent! And you are
not even content with this equation, for you indeed prefer Syria over
this clime! I am afraid for you concerning the anger of your god
Jupiter because of your boast, although it should not be said that
the gods are angered or pleased: we should say that we, humankind,
either come closer to or farther from them through our actions and
we just call this distance anger and that closeness pleasure. You
should repent, and he ( Jupiter) will accept your repentance and
ignore your sin (dhanb).
These were the words of Dawànày, the Lord of Mankind, praising the clime of Bàbil. I have abbreviated his words because he
praised this clime in many ways in this passage and elsewhere in his
book. He even said: We, the people of the clime of Bàbil, are gods
to all other peoples and mediators (wasà"i†) (between them and the
real gods) like the angels (malà"ika) are the mediators between us and
the Sun and the prophets and sages are the mediators between us
and the Sun and between the angels and the people, especially of
this clime.
Then he (Dawànày) said at the end of his letter (kitàb): O Mardàyày,
if you keep on claiming superiority for Syria over the clime of Bàbil
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or their equality and if you do not repent this enormous sin (dhanb),
I shall curse you (la-u˙arrimannaka) so that after that you will not live
more than a few days, two, or three, or four only, before dying.
Text 12 (NA, pp. 1012–1013)
Màsà as-Sùrànì has explained this in his letter (kitàb) which he wrote
to ˇàmithrà the Kan'ànite when the letter of ˇàmithrà had reached
him. In that letter ˇàmithrà had preferred Syria to the clime of
Bàbil and the inhabitants of Syria to the inhabitants of the clime of
Bàbil and he had boasted a lot. So Màsà wrote a long letter as an
answer to what ˇàmithrà had said. He said in this letter, after many
other things, the following:
You, ˇàmithrà, are excellent and venerable, superior to the sons
of your kind, the inhabitants of your country. But that you would
equal the people of our clime who are (like) gods to all humankind!
This is not so! How could you equal people whose reasons are above
yours and whose sagacity ( ﬁ†na) is sharper than yours and whose
discernment is better than yours? You are inferior to them in all
these matters because your reason has been damaged by the damage which enters into your body.129
In your knowledge and wisdom, do you really think that you
would be equal to people who drink the water of the Tigris which
is (also) the matter (màdda) for their crops and the nourishment of
their trees? You yourself drink water that stands still in a dirty little lake (bu˙ayra) in which the water becomes putrid. Often the pure
west wind will set it into motion and corrupt it by its own corruption and its wetness will make it thick. It also corrupts your plants
and your fruits by its evil quality and these corrupt your bodies by
corrupting your humour (akhlà†) and by burning your blood and your
two biles so that your humour becomes burning and hard and thick,
far from mature and penetrating.
Nasty and thick diseases will then befall you, such as leprosy, cancer, boils and tumours. The origin of all this is this wind which corrupts your fruits and grains and waters and air and nourishments
and the humour of your bodies and your blood.

129

I.e., the nourishment which impairs him.
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When your body becomes corrupt like this, it will also corrupt
your soul which stays (sàkina) in your body, in all those things in
which the body shares with the soul, i.e., all the actions (af 'àl ) of
the soul, except for just one thing130 but in all else the body shares
with the soul. When the body becomes corrupted, it will also corrupt the soul because the soul stays (qiyàm) in the body. Then reason will become corrupted by the corruption of the soul because it
stays (qiyàm) in it.
So leave this vain bragging and acknowledge that superiority
belongs to its people. You are to be blamed because you have deviated from the truth. You either will have to admit this or else you
have deviated from it on purpose.
What I have said to you, ˇàmithrà, I will also say to your Greek
(al-Yùnàniyyìn) neighbours. If I were not loath to insult anyone, I
would say that they are (in general) like animals even though some
excellent men may have come from among them. They have, one
after the other, boasted their superiority over the inhabitants of the
clime of Bàbil, even though the harm of the evil winds and especially the pure west wind is even more severe in their case than in
the case of the inhabitants of Syria. The eﬀects of these winds are
in their country more numerous than in Syria.—Here end the words
of Màsà as-Sùrànì.
Text 13 (NA, pp. 1025–1027)
Experimentation shows us131 in the whole clime of Bàbil, its hot as
well as cold regions, that when thick dust covers the leaves of the
vine, this is clearly harmful to the plant. Thus, we know that dust
is harmful. A little dust will be a little harmful, and thus the harm
comes according to the amount of the dust: much dust is obviously
more harmful than little dust.
The region of Anù˙à resembles in its heat and air the region of
al-Ubulla and the lower parts of the clime of Bàbil in many ways
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The passage seems corrupt. The idea is probably that there is only one feature in which the body does not share with the soul, whereas in all else it does (cf.
3.4). I have emended li"l-ashyà"i wà˙idan fa-ammà ghayruhu . . . to illà shay"an wà˙idan
etc., in the translation.
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although it does diﬀer from it in that it is drier and more arid than
the lower parts of the clime of Bàbil and this part of the clime of
Bàbil is correspondingly moister. Yet, when it comes to the heat of
air they are close to each other except that there is a diﬀerence
between the two regions which is something else than that which
we have already alluded to.
This concerns the special properties (khußùßiyyàt) of the countries,
aﬀecting the growth of various plants in them. Without doubt, Anù˙à
spoke only truth132 and thus dust will be beneﬁcial to vines in his
country because it suits them due to a special property of the nature
(†ab' ) of that country, but is harmful in the country of the Kan'ànites
because it is very cold. Dust (ghubàr) is the same as dirt (turàb) and
dirt comes from the soil (al-ar∂ ) and partakes of its nature (†abì'a),
i.e., cold, dry and heavy. When two cold and two dry things133 are
combined against vines, that will be harmful to them.
This study has shown us that all three134 are truthful in what they
say, not false in the stories which they tell. Their diﬀerences, thus,
come down to the diﬀerences between the climates of their countries and the natures (†ibà' ) of the plants growing there. The clime
of Bàbil has another special property (khußùßiyya) and another position (mawqi ' ) in respect to the rotation of the Sun and the other
angels (malà"ika) which rotate in the sphere (al-falak), diﬀerent from
that of the country of the Kan'ànites and the country of Anù˙à and
thus the properties (a˙kàm) of the plants diﬀer in each.
Íardàyà and Màsà as-Sùrànì say that this diﬀerence in the special properties of the countries and the many wondrous things caused
by that is the result of their position (li-maw∂i' mawqi'ihà) in regard
to the rotations of the two Luminous Ones and the stars, according
to their proximity or remoteness and the deviations (in˙iràfàt) which
occur among the stars when they circle in their cycles.
When they speak about stars (kawàkib) they do not only mean the
ﬁve wandering ones (al-muta˙ayyira) but also the ﬁxed ones (thàbita)
which are in the roof (saqf ) of the sphere of the zodiacal signs, as
well as the rotation of the pictures (ßuwar) which are in the sphere.

132

Anù˙à had spoken about the beneﬁcial eﬀects of dust.
I.e., the coldness of the dust and the climate.
134
I.e., Anù˙à, and the two Kan'ànites, ˇàmithrà and Íardàyà, mentioned on
p. 1023.
133
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Since this is so—and it certainly is so—then it is possible ( jàza)
that both Anù˙à and Íardàyà and ˇàmithrà spoke the truth in what
they said. What they say is thus true and it will be found to be as
they have said and the diﬀerences which occur with the vines are
due to the special properties of the countries caused by the rotation
of the stars according to their positions and the places (biqà' ) of the
earth. This is so, in general, for all plants: it is not a special property of vines alone.
Yet Màsà as-Sùrànì has said concerning the inﬂuence (ta"thìràt) of
the celestial bodies and the manifestations (Ωuhùr) of their actions
(af 'àl ) especially in plants and their manifestations in other things,
that their manifestation especially in vines is more ample and more
evident. The celestial body, the action of which is most manifest in
plants and especially in vines but also in other composed bodies (alajsàm al-murakkaba) is the Moon.
It has become clear to us and other people that plants have
diﬀerent states (a˙wàl ) which vary according to the waxing or waning of the Moon and there are other states after its eclipses so that
even the most stubborn opponent cannot disclaim this, and the less
so one who is merely doubtful concerning the truth of this.
The Moon and the stars also have eﬀects (ta"thìràt) on the vines
and similar plants through a special property which is clear and
commonly known. The ancient Kasdànians have spoken about it
and distinguished between the diﬀerent eﬀects and they have named
some of them plagues (àfàt) which befall the vines because of the
celestial bodies. They also have judged the same in plants other than
vines, such as date palms, other trees and subtle (li†àf ) plants. They
have set down (rasamù) certain days in the month, when the Moon
is waxing, for certain things which they have experimented with concerning the planting of vines.
They have mentioned accidents (a'rà∂) which befall the vines and
they have called these their diseases (asqàm) just like they speak about
diseases which befall the bodies of people and other living beings
(al-˙ayawànàt). We have obtained (˙aΩìnà) this (knowledge) in the days
of King Badìnà, of lucky fate (as-sa'ìd al-jadd ), and because of that
we will now speak more about this, according to our abilities.135

135
In the following, the author divides diseases which befall vines into four categories, namely àfa, saqam, 'àri∂ and yaraqàn.

CHAPTER FOUR

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

4.1. Prophets and sages
In the Nabatean Agriculture, prophets proceed in a similar succession
as in Islam and Christianity. The religious world history is populated
with sages and prophets most of whom bear Biblical names, such
as Adam and Seth, yet their identiﬁcation with their Biblical namesakes is made problematic by the roles they have in the text, being
also farmers and cultural heroes that have brought to mankind the
sciences they were given through revelation.1
The text does not make a clear diﬀerence between sages (˙akìm) and
prophets (nabì, on a few occasions also rasùl ), and the terms seem
to be more or less interchangeable. This mirrors the intertangled
concept of knowledge: natural science and religion are but two sides
of the same reality, like the gods and the visible—and predictable—
celestial bodies are two ways of speaking of the same reality. Similarly,
the opposite of sin (dhanb, kha†iyya) is reason; philosophers and prophets,
each in their own way, guide people away from sin—which is caused
by lack of reason, leading to the governance of lusts—towards the
use of reason (cf. Text 32).
Moreover, even though these Biblical heroes are in the right temporal sequence—Adam coming before Anù˙à, who seems to be partly
identiﬁable with Noah (see also section 5) and partly, perhaps,
Enoch2—the Biblical heroes are both preceded and followed by other
characters, though they are mainly portrayed as being earlier than
the Nabatean sages, or prophets. In NA, p. 1441, there is an explicit
sequence Dawànày (whom we may, somewhat tentatively, identify
with Adònày)3—Adam—Màsà as-Sùrànì—Íaghrìth—Yanbùshàd. Here
1

Jewish and Christian elements are rather rare in Harranian religion but otherwise late Mesopotamian paganism was aﬀected by these vigorous monotheistic traditions, cf., e.g., Tubach (1986): 391, 393–394.
2
Akhnùkhà is mentioned together with Anù˙à only in Text 32. Cf. also Enosh,
for whose role in Manichaeism, see Reeves (1996): 38.
3
Note that Adònà (written "DWN") is found as a personal name in the inscriptions
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Adam comes before the Nabatean sages, but there are also other
sages who are set before him. One might compare this with the general Gnostic tendency to insert a mythological background to Biblical stories.
The Biblical characters Dawànày, Adam, Anù˙à, Akhnùkhà and
Seth are listed as prophets (nabì) in Text 32, whereas Íardàyà and
ˇàmithrà the Kan'ànites, Màsà as-Sùrànì and Kàmàs(h) an-Nahrì
are listed as philosophers ( faylasùf ) (cf. also Text 36). Màsà is further
called “the Sophist” (as-Sùﬁs†ày) in NA, p. 662. In Text 32, Kàmàsh
is called “the Ancient” and, though with some hesitation, set before
Dawànày and all the others, being thus the most ancient of all sages.4
On the other hand, in Text 36 it is stated that Dawànày is the ﬁrst
man about whom the Nabateans know stories and both he, Íardàyà
and Anù˙à are credited with having revelations: one cannot divide
the characters into Biblical prophets vs. Nabatean sages.5 There is,
in fact, no clearly drawn line between the two groups, and one ﬁnds
both Nabatean prophets and Biblical sages in the Nabatean Agriculture.
The earliest sages are also portrayed as worthy of worship.
According to Qùlùshùshà (for whom, see below), Dawànày’s soul
was even ontologically diﬀerent from the souls of other people because
of the extreme care taken of him by the Sun (NA, p. 992). Text
25 even seems to imply that Dawànày ascended to heaven instead
of dying. Dawànày did not write on agriculture; all his books were
concerned with the science of the spheres ('ilm al-falak) and the stars,

from Sumatar Harabesi, see, e.g., Drijvers (1980): 123–126. The Metropolitan of
Elam, martyred at the time of Shàpùr, also bore the name Màr Adònà, see Vööbus
(1958): 300. Cf. also a Turfan Manichaean text which reads pus ì adònày, “son of
Adònày,” for Jesus, see de Blois (1998): 483. Travaglia (2003): 318–319, identiﬁes
Dawànày with Hermes and, in general, reads the Nabatean Agriculture in Hermetic
terms. There are some undeniable similarities between the Hermetic tradition and the
Nabatean Agriculture but they are not conclusive enough to warrant any ﬁnal conclusions.
4
An-Nahrì refers to Nahrawàn, and it does not, it might be added, mean
“Mesopotamian,” as Fahd understands this in his attempt to explain the name of
Kàmàs(h) an-Nahrì as [Gil]gamesh (!!) the Mesopotamian, see Fahd (1998): 180; cf.
also El Faiz (1995): 32. Gilgamesh was, of course, hazily known until very late
times, as shown by Tigay (1982): 251–255, and Schwartz (2002), but his fame waned
when the cuneiform script was forgotten and there is nothing whatsoever in the
Kàmàs(h) of the Nabatean Agriculture that would resemble the Gilgamesh of the Epic
or the later tradition, except for the very superﬁcial phonetic similarity between
Kàmàs and Gilgamesh.
5
Likewise, the Harranians were prone to identify prophets with sages and the
idea is found everywhere where philosophy and monotheistic tradition based on
prophecy have met.
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as well as the science of the primary qualities and the elements (NA,
p. 992).6 However, some of the Sethians calumniate him (NA, p. 993).7
This, however, only harms themselves (NA, p. 993):
We mention this because once we took part in the memorial festival
('ìd dhukràn)8 of Dawànày in his temple in Bàbil. When his idol (ßanam)
was brought out and we all prostrated ourselves in front of it, I happened to raise my head and I saw one man from among the great
ones in the people of the religion (sharì'a) of Seth—if I would give his
name, you, too, would know him, yet I do not wish to do so. I saw
him drawing apart (mu'tazilan) at the side of the temple, at some distance
from the others, holding his nose with his right hand and holding the
palm of the left hand under it, thus acting as if his nose were bleeding
and he were not prostrating himself before the idol because of that.
Some of those present noticed this but most did not. He asked for
some water which was brought to him and so he escaped from prostrating himself before the statue (ßùra) of Dawànày.9 This was because
Seth did not observe this fast (ßawm) nor attend this memorial festival
(dhukràn) among the fasts and the memorial festivals. Indeed, he kept
quiet and did not mention him nor anything connected with this; I
do not know why he did so. People have interpreted this attitude
(ta"awwalahu) of Seth in various ways.
We all considered him (i.e., the man in the temple) stupid and ignorant in his excessive partisanship ('aßabiyya) concerning Seth and his
turning away from Dawànày. In this, he was like the farmer about
whom it is told that he sowed barley and wheat on six jarìb.10 When
the crop was ripe and ready to be reaped, it was attacked by slimy
worms (al-kalb al-mukhà†ì)11 which come out from and are generated
from the putrefaction of the soil and they devoured it all in one day,
as they say, in about that time or (some) more.
When the farmer saw that, he burned the remaining straw and the
next day he took a long and rough stick and started beating the soil
and crying: “By the truth of the Sun, I will never sow anything in
you, (O soil)! You brought out your worms so that they ate my crop

6
The “Chaldaean” name of Dawànày was later used by authors of astrological
works, cf., e.g., Walbridge (2001): 21. The name was, presumably, taken from the
works of Ibn Wa˙shiyya.
7
For the Sethians, see below.
8
Such ceremonies were common to many religious traditions of the area, not
only Christianity. For Mandaean dukrana and Parsi yàd, see Gündüz (1994): 82. See
also Text 24, note 154.
9
Here ßùra could, of course, also be translated as ‘picture’ which would remind
one not of the divine statues of Ancient Mesopotamia, but of the icons venerated
in the Eastern Church.
10
Jarìb is a measure of arable land, according to some, 3600 square cubits.
11
For kalb, see Dozy, s.v.
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and destroyed what I have sown!” When he grew tired of beating the
soil, he threw himself down, panting. Some of those present said to
him: “You have exhausted yourself uselessly and now (you think that)
you have taken your revenge on this overturned soil!”
The man who drew apart (i'tazala) without prostrating himself before
the statue (ßùra) of Dawànày is like this farmer who beat the soil until
he thought that he had taken his revenge!

Dawànày is credited with drawing pictures (see Texts 30–31). This
feature reminds one of Mani and his later fame as an illuminator
of manuscipts. Dawànày is regularly titled “the Lord of Mankind”
(sayyid an-nàs, e.g., NA, p. 214) and occasionally “the merciful father”
(al-ab ar-ra˙ìm; e.g., NA, p. 40)12 or “the Babylonian” (al-Bàbilì, e.g.,
Text 2). He is speciﬁcally said to have been “a man of stars” who
“believed that all generated things come to be through the actions
of the celestial bodies” (anna jamì'a l-akwàni hiya min af 'àli n-nujùm,
NA, p. 214). He was also a man of critical acumen in general (NA,
p. 214).
Adam, the favourite of the Moon,13 is depicted as a major prophet.
Like Dawànày, he, too, is occasionally called “the Babylonian” (e.g.,
NA, p. 922). In addition, he is called an-Nakhlì, due to his association with the date palm (nakhl, see NA, p. 1441). He was the prophet
of the Moon but he was sent to all human beings (e.g., NA, pp.
705–706). However, there are people who do not believe in his
prophecy (NA, pp. 950–951) and they say that he claimed revelation
only for instructional (siyàsa) reasons, in order to govern his people.
Anù˙à, in fact, tried to play down the role of Adam when he thought
that Adam was too highly revered by his contemporaries (Text 36).
Although Adam’s prophecy is related to the books he wrote14—the
material for them coming through revelation—the link between
prophecy and books is not as close as in, e.g., Islam: the books of
the prophets are not holy books in an Islamic sense but merely compilations of revelations, or apocalypses, and the revelations themselves mostly belong to the ﬁeld of natural science: the gods reveal
wisdom and sciences, not—at least not primarily or solely—religious
12

Here the name is, though, given in a corrupt form (Dawàthànì) but there does
not seem to be any doubt but that it should be emended to Dawànày.
13
However, it was not merely the Moon who favoured Adam, for all the other
gods took care of him as well, see Text 43.
14
For his books, see NA, pp. 356, 359. For his book on tawlìdàt, see NA, pp.
1333–1334.
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regulations. The great book of Adam has, though, later been lost
except for fragments (e.g., NA, pp. 951, 1135).
In comparison to the other sages and prophets, Adam, the Father
of Mankind (abù"l-bashar, e.g., NA, p. 108), occupies the place of
honour. Thus, Yanbùshàd is clearly put in second place in comparison
to Adam (NA, p. 1307), although otherwise he is a most revered
person (see Texts 9, and 44). Adam, however, is not the father of
all mankind. Only some peoples belong to his oﬀspring (see Text
36 and 3.2).15 According to genealogists, he had 64 children, 22
female and 42 male, though only 14 of the male children had
oﬀspring (Text 37).16 Nor was he the ﬁrst human being, for he was
preceded by other sages, such as Kàmàs an-Nahrì. Adam is also
said to have related in his books stories of earlier sages, such as
Shàmàt an-Nahrì (NA, p. 706).
The great book of Adam contained the complete teachings of
Adam, including the names of all things ('allama fìhi wa-'addada asmà"a
l-ashyà", NA, p. 1135). This is, of course, a prominent theme in Islamic
literature (cf. Q 2: 31) but the same idea was known from Judaism17
and was thus widely known even before Islam. This great book is
elsewhere (NA, p. 705) said to have been written on causes ('ilal ).
Anù˙à—also written Anùkhà, and bearing the gentilicia as-Sùkìdàhì
(only in NA, p. 562) and al-Óithyànì (only in Text 39)—is often
mentioned in the text, usually referred to as a prophet, though in
a function that would ﬁt more appropriately a sage. He, like ˇàmithrà
the Kan'ànite, originated from Syria (ash-Shàm) and was an expert
in the cultivation of the vine (NA, pp. 380–381)—his Biblical counterpart, Noah, was, of course, famous, as well as infamous, for his
connection with the vine (Genesis 9: 20). In NA, p. 483, Anù˙à is
speciﬁcally called the prophet of the Moon (nabì al-Qamar); on the
other hand, ˇàmithrà derives his success from Mercury (Text 39).
Anù˙à is said to have opposed the religious views of his contemporaries, especially the worshipping of idols. This is said to have led
to his maltreatment and imprisonment (NA, p. 404). It was ˇàmithrà
15
One might also mention the nisba al-Àdamì, held by, e.g., the third-century
(A.H.) Ibràhìm ibn al-Óasan ibn Is˙àq al-Àdamì aß-Íaymarì (see Yàqùt, Mu'jam III:
440, s.v. Íaymara): Adamites are only part of mankind.
16
The number of Adam’s children is not speciﬁed in the Bible (Genesis 5:4) but
the apocryphal Life of Adam and Eve (24: 3) mentions that he begat 30 sons and 30
daughters, in addition to Cain, Abel and Seth, i.e., 63 in all.
17
Cf. Ginzberg (1998) I: 61–63.
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who incited people to punish those who did not worship the idols.
Yanbùshàd, who is credited with monotheistic ideas, is said to have
told the story of Anù˙à with pleasure, since the people of Anù˙à
were wiped out by a great ﬂood which destroyed their country and
most, but not all, countries of the Greeks and Kardànians so that
these great nations perished (NA, p. 404).18 Only Anù˙à survived,
ﬁrst ﬁnding refuge in Egypt. When he was driven away from there,
a famine befell Egypt (NA, p. 404). Anù˙à is called both a prophet,
a sage (˙akìm) and a doctor (†abìb) (NA, p. 183)—one should remember that in the Jewish tradition, Noah is credited with medical books.19
Some Biblical characters are portrayed in a way which is not in
accordance with their Biblical parallels—this reversal of roles is well
known from the Mandaic religion.20 Thus, Abraham seems somewhat ambivalent.21 He is said to have come from Kùthà-Rabbà (e.g.,
NA, p. 264). He was, though, of Kan'ànite origin, since his ancestors
were among the leaders (a"imma) of the Kan'ànites who were brought
by Namrùd to the clime of the Kasdànians (Text 37).22
Abraham is said to have disagreed with the majority (al-jamà'a) by
attributing “all actions on earth to an actor ( fà'il ) who is more powerful, more forceful and more sublime (a'là) than the Sun,” conceding to the Sun only the role of secondary cause ('illa), the Sun merely
being an instrument like the axe for the carpenter (NA, p. 264).23
The passage continues with a completely Aristotelian discussion of

Cf. also the fate of Yanbùshàd himself, see below and Text 24.
See Ginzberg (1998) I: 173. For Noah as an agriculturalist in Jewish tradition,
see Ginzberg (1998) I: 147 (invention of tools); I: 167 (vines); V: 190.
20
Cf. Fauth (1995): vii–viii, and, more extensively, Segelberg (1969).
21
The animosity between Abraham and the Harranians, who appropriated Seth,
Idris and Noah, is well known and based, of course, on Biblical material. Cf., e.g.,
Green (1992): 13, quoting al-Kisà"ì through Chwolsohn (1856) II: 502–503. Incidentally,
the dating of al-Kisà"ì (d.c. 795, according to Green) is mistaken: the grammarian
al-Kisà"ì (d. 189/805) has been confused with his later namesake, who was interested in the qißaß al-anbiyà" and about whose life little is known. The oldest manuscripts of his work date from the 7th/13th century. Chwolsohn, in his notes to the
passage (II: 742) remarked that this al-Kisà"ì “mit dem Grammatiker gleichen
Namens (. . .) nicht identisch ist.”
The Harranian story about why Abraham left Harran and circumcised himself
is told by al-Bìrùnì in his Àthàr, pp. 204–205. Cf. also Hjärpe (1972): 52, and
Strohmaier (1996): 125–129.
22
If we compare this to Biblical history, we see how the exile is set before the
time of the patriarchs. Cf. also von Gutschmid (1861): 42.
23
Reading li "n-najjàr for the edition’s li"l-bukhàr. This is a typically Aristotelian
metaphor, cf., e.g., Ibn Bàja, Nafs, 23 (ka"l-qaddùm li"l-khashaba).
18
19
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the eﬀects of the rays of the Sun. The Biblical patriarch is portrayed
as a sage and a philosopher. The schism ﬁnally led to the expulsion
of Abraham from the clime of Bàbil to Syria by the order of the
king after a long debate between Abraham and his opponents (NA,
p. 264).
The travels of Abraham are prominent in the text, although Adam
is the archetypal wanderer (see section 5). Abraham is even said to
have travelled in the “Roman” (i.e., Byzantine) area (NA, p. 774: fì
ba'∂i isti†ràqihì bilàda r-Rùm). For legends concerning Abraham, see
Texts 23 and 37.24
Dawànày and Adam are among the most revered characters but
Seth, the son of Adam, is blamed for having deviated from his
father’s teaching and having changed his doctrines (e.g., NA, p. 322:
mà rasamahu n-nabì Àdamà fì muß˙aﬁhi sh-shar'ì).25 The law (sharì'a) of
Seth has been preserved entirely, contrary to the law of Adam which
has, as such, been lost (NA, p. 951).26 What the law of Seth contains is not very clearly indicated. One of the few concrete things
we learn about it is that it prohibited forming marital bonds with
liars, who should be cursed until they repent (NA, p. 162).
The Sethians, who have joined with the party of Màsà (Text 33)
are often blamed and seen as enemies of the author.27 The attitude
towards Sethians varies from open hostility (e.g., Text 43, where
there is also a description of their appearance) to a basic acceptance
of them as a cognate group. They are often connected with magic,
as also with a belief in the possibility of foretelling the future which,
according to them, may be done by a soothsayer (kàhin, e.g., Text
36). This is, however, vehemently refuted by Qùthàmà, who denies
any foreknowledge of either universals or particulars as well as the
validity of any accurate astrological prognostications. The same

24

Cf. also al-Mas'ùdì, Murùj §1392, and Islamic qißaß al-anbiyà" works.
Seth, like Enoch, is revered in many Gnostic movements and also by Manichaeans
who otherwise reject the persons of the Old Testament, cf. Lieu (1985): 122, and
Reeves (1996): ix, 8, 11. For the bifurcation of mankind into the sons of Seth vs.
Cain in Mandaeism, see Reeves (1996): 36. The terms shar' and sharì'a are Islamic
but they are also used to translate the terms “law” and “lawgiver” in Greek and
Syriac philosophical texts, in addition to nàmùs (Greek nomos), see, e.g., Text 9.
Sharì'a was also used by and about Harranians, cf., e.g., al-Maqdisì, Bad" I: 197
(qara"tu fì sharà"i' al-Óarràniyyìn).
26
In NA, p. 1334, this corruption of the book of Adam is depicted in terms that
would imply mere negligence, not purposeful forgery.
27
Travaglia (2003): 320–321, suggests identifying these Sethians with the Harranians.
25
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ambivalence is also shown towards Màsà and his followers (e.g., NA,
p. 757).
In addition to the Biblical prophets, one also ﬁnds Nabatean names
used in reference to prophets and sages.28 Among the most ancient
ones, in addition to Kàmàs(h) an-Nahrì, one ﬁnds Màsà as-Sùrànì29
who is also connected with magic (see 4.4) and seems to have had
a speciﬁc relation to Jupiter (Text 33). He is said to have been
about 20 when Adam died (Text 36). Text 39, on the other hand,
tells us that Màsà lived for 108 years after the death of Adam, thus
dying at about the age of 128. The latter text also credits him with
a book which was still in existence at the time of Qùthàmà. Besides
being a magician, he was also a student of his great-grandfather
Adam (Texts 36 and 39).
Among the Nabatean sages, a special place is reserved for Yanbùshàd, one of the three authors of the book (see Text 2), further identiﬁed as the son of Kàmà†à in NA, pp. 648–649, and credited with
a “Book of the Seasons”, or “Times” (Kitàb al-Azmina, NA, p. 403).
Yanbùshàd is described as a wandering ascetic, abstaining from
corporeal pleasures in order to please the gods (e.g., NA, pp. 607,
1473; cf. 4.5). The reason for his ascesis and especially his unwillingness to celebrate religious festivals with others is said to have been
his aversion to the manner of their worship and religion (NA, p. 403).
His religious ideas are diﬀerent from those of others (see Text 19,
25, 27, and 46) but in the time of Qùthàmà his followers are said
to have dwindled (NA, p. 607). According to reliable sources,30 he
used to stay awake during the night, and to fast, pray, give alms
and do other good deeds, living a solitary and secluded life (NA,
p. 216). It was obviously because of his denial of the actions of the
stars and, perhaps, even the Sun that he was called by his enemies

28
One may compare this with the Qur"ànic addition of Arab prophets (Hùd,
Íàli˙, perhaps Shu'ayb) to the series of Biblical prophets.
29
One might cautiously try to identify Màsà/ì as-Sùrànì with Màsh/Màs the
son of Nabì† in al-Mas'ùdì, Murùj §509. The same name is also found elsewhere
in the genealogies, see the index to Murùj (VII: 625, both sub Màs and Màsh). Fahd
summarily identiﬁes Màsà with Messos, the eponymous founder of the Messians
(e.g., in Fahd 1998: 332, or his article Naba† in EI2, p. 837). There is in fact no
evidence for equating the two, except for the superﬁcial phonetic similarity.
30
Ibn Wa˙shiyya uses the standard Islamic terminology of isnàd: wa-qad akhbaranì
mukhbirun thiqa 'an thiqàt akhbarùhu 'an thiqàt kadhàlika ilà zamàn Yanbùshàd. Note the
continuous isnàd leading to the authority himself, and thus fulﬁlling the requirements of an Islamic isnàd.
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“the unbelieving denier” (al-kàﬁr al-jà˙id, NA, p. 216). The god of
Yanbùshàd, on the other hand, is said by some to have raised him
to heaven, where he lives forever without dying, as many people in
'Udhaybà, Bùraqyà and ˇìzanàbàdhà believe (Text 27).
Some of the details in the life of Yanbùshàd remind one of similar Greek stories about Apollonius of Tyana, conveniently summarised in Hadas-Smith (1965) (see also Weisser 1980: 10–14),
although one may as easily show diﬀerences between the two. The
personalities of Yanbùshàd and Apollonius merely stem from similar contexts. Thus, Apollonius, a sage and a prophet was an ascetic
who did not eat meat (I.8/200).31 He used to ﬁx his eyes on the
ground (I.10/201; IV.13/213—cf. the behaviour of the ascetic in
Text 28). He was sexually abstinent (II.13/202) and against bathing
(I.16/203). He travelled among Arabs who ate the livers of snakes
(I.20/204–205). He also travelled far and wide, learning from Indian
sages (III.25–50/200–210). He refused to participate in the sacriﬁce
of a white horse (I.31/205), disapproving, in general, of animal
sacriﬁces (V.25/225), and arguing that instead of burning bulls, one
ought to oﬀer the gods a burning frankincense image of a bull (cf.
also VIII.7.x./252).32 He avoided “products derived from mortal animals” (IV.40/219). Finally, according to one version (VIII.30/258),
he did not die but ascended to heaven alive.
Thus, both Yanbùshàd and the Nabatean Agriculture in general are
remarkably close in tenor to the Life of Apollonius, which is probably
due to the general context. Yanbùshàd is not a coded name for
Apollonius, however, they merely share the same ideological milieu.
Yanbùshàd’s opinions on the gods have already been discussed
(section 3). When it comes to the astrological eﬀects of the stars, he
denied that the other stars had any eﬀect at all, conceding action
only to the Sun (NA, p. 215—this was, though, in reality only prudence and pretence on his part, cf. section 3). The apparent actions
of the stars can, in fact, be explained as coincidences: something
may occur which coincides with the appearance of some star but it
is not caused by its appearance (NA, p. 215). In Yanbùshàd’s opinion,
the astral eﬀects mentioned by the sage Dawànày are only a way of

31
The references here are to Philostratus’s Life, followed, after a slash, by HadasSmith (1965).
32
Cf. also von Gutschmid (1861): 65.
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speaking, and this way has been chosen in order to govern the people (NA, p. 215). This culminates in claims which portray Yanbùshàd
almost as an atheist who worships Nothingness (al-'adam; Text 27).33
Yanbùshàd is also said to have been sceptical concerning the wondrous things attributed to Adam (NA, p. 402; for some of these, see
section 5). Qùthàmà, however, does not agree with Yanbùshàd in
his aberrant doctrines (e.g., NA, p. 405) but declares himself a follower of the way (sunna) of Adam. Qùthàmà disapproves of the fact
that Yanbùshàd disagrees with Íaghrìth (NA, p. 405) while admitting at the same time that Íaghrìth—who followed the doctrine of
Adam—was his teacher. However, Ibn Wa˙shiyya, in a note, turns
this around yet again (see Text 25) claiming that Qùthàmà, in fact,
did agree with the monotheism of Yanbùshàd although he did not
dare voice his opinion openly.
In the case of prophecy, we are told that contrary to all Nabateans
from among the Kasdànians Yanbùshàd refuted the prophecy of
both Adam and Seth and believed only in the prophecy of the Lord
of Mankind Dawànày.34 For Yanbùshàd, Adam was merely a man
who invented things but did not receive any revelations, but because
of the respect he enjoyed among people he was called “Our father”
(abùnà) and “the god of all people” (NA, p. 356).—For Qùthàmà,
the knowledge of Adam was greatly superior to anything that a mere
human being could have invented by himself, and this proves that
it must derive from revelation (NA, p. 358). At this point in the text,
Qùthàmà dates Adam as having lived many thousands of years before
him (NA, p. 359).
Another major ﬁgure and the second author of the Nabatean Agriculture
is Íaghrìth,35 himself something of a sage, a prophet and a farmer;36
the estates owned by him are mentioned, e.g., in NA, p. 673:

33
Here, again, one might compare him with Apollonius who (cf. Weisser 1980:
19–20) believed in an absolutely transcendental deity, Nùs. Apollonius might well
have appreciated Yanbùshàd whose monotheism is by no means contradictory to
pagan thought patterns of the Late Antiquity, a healthy reminder to those who
would see all monotheistic tendences as necessarily Christian, Jewish or Islamic.
34
Cf. also Stroumsa (1999): 145–148 (on the Baràhima).
35
At one point, NA, p. 306, the text would seem to imply that besides Íaghrìth,
there was another person, called Îaghrìth al-'aΩìm, as Íaghrìth is here given as
quoting this Îaghrìth. However, the passage seems slightly confused, and more probably Îaghrìth is here, as often elsewhere, merely a variant of Íaghrìth.
36
On his literary achievements, see section 5.
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(Íaghrìth) of all people best understood agriculture. He spent all his
life, according to what we have been told (˙asba mà ta"addà ilaynà min
akhbàrihi ), in acquiring estates and ﬁelds and taking care of them. He
followed the plants, grasses and trees, observing, experimenting and
fathoming (sabran). Thus, he attained an incomparable knowledge of
plants, both harmful and useful.

Íaghrìth organized his agronomical work according to the dominions
(wilàyàt) of the seven celestial bodies, starting with Saturn and from
there downwards (NA, p. 306).—The third, and ﬁnal, author of the
Syriac original, Qùthàmà, later reorganized the material in his ﬁnal
recension.
Íaghrìth is said to have been originally from Barùshàyà37 and,
because that region was full of trees, he was particularly knowledgeable about trees (NA, pp. 169–170). He, like Seth, is credited
with a following (shì'a) according to whom he was not only the leader
of his nation (umma) but also “a prophet who received revelations
(nabì mù˙an ilayhi ) by the way of inspiration (ilhàm), not by intimate
conversation (munàjàt) or visions in sleep (ar-ru"yà fì n-nawm)” (NA,
p. 170; on the theory of prophecy, see 4.2). Qùthàmà, however, disagrees with this and holds that Íaghrìth al-Mamlakanàtì—as he is
also called—was merely a wise man, inventive and sharp witted. Yet
his disagreement with the Íaghrìthians is not complete, since he concedes inspiration (ilhàm) to Íaghrìth (NA, p. 170).38
Qùthàmà, the third and ﬁnal author of the Nabatean Agriculture,
often refers to himself as being of less importance than his two illustrious predecessors. He is portrayed (e.g., Text 29) as a rich landowner
living in the city, Bàbil, taking care of his estates from there. One
clearly sees how the later Nabateans become more and more clearly
sages and magnates and less like prophets. As a rule of thumb, one
might say that the earlier Nabatean sages have more religious authority than the later ones.
Qùthàmà is also said to have written a book on cattle and other
quadrupeds, which, however, Ibn Wa˙shiyya was unable to ﬁnd and

37

Cf. Barshàwyà, as in, e.g., NA, p. 235.
The opinions of the Saghrithians and Qùthàmà would, according to NA, p. 170,
seem to be almost identical. With a small emendation (adding bal ), the passage
would become more understandable, changing “not by intimate conversation or
visions in sleep” into “and even by intimate conversation and visions in sleep.” For
the relations between the two, see also Text 50.
38
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translate (NA, p. 1493).39 Qùthàmà belonged speciﬁcally to the
Qùqànians (al-Qùqàniyyìn, e.g., NA, p. 141).40
Among sages, one often ﬁnds Rawàhi†à (ibn ˇùshàn, NA, p. 143)
who is called a doctor (†abìb) and credited with many books on medicine (e.g., NA, p. 702). Another often-mentioned character is ˇàmithrà
al-Kan'ànì, the Kan'ànite, sometimes called a prophet but mostly
portrayed as a learned man, a sage, as in NA, p. 830:
ˇàmithrà al-Kan'ànì was most outstanding ( jalìl al-qadr) in the sciences
of astronomy (al-'ilm bi"l-falak), physics (†abì'a), psychology (nafs), elements ('anàßir) and all plants (manàbit) and composed bodies (al-ajsàm
al-murakkaba), but (even) he was not infallible (ma'ßùm). No, he was a
human being who could err and get confused. He made a mistake
(concerning coriander, kuzbara) like other learned men sometimes do,
but not like the ignorance of the ignorants. Yet the matter with coriander was obscure to him.

There still remains one Nabatean prophet worth more attention, namely
Asqùlùbiyà (or Asqùlùbìnà), the messenger of the Sun (rasùl ashShams; NA, p. 748; see also Texts 42 and 49). Although most of
the non-Biblical names are completely opaque and the etymological
speculations (see 1.2) have led nowhere, this name resembles very
closely that of Asclepius and one might be tempted to speculate on
the similarity. If there is a connection, it is the only Greek name
found mentioned in the text more than once (for Hermes and

39
Such chapters are often found in Greek agronomical texts. In NA, p. 335,
there is a reference to a discussion of the care of cattle later on but such a passage never appears. This might imply that the source(s) originally contained a ﬁnal
section on cattle which was lost before the translation. In the same passage, cows
are elevated to the position of most excellent and useful animals (NA, pp. 334–335)
and the ancients (al-qudamà") are said to have preferred them over all other animals. This reminds one of both Zoroastrianism and Hinduism, but all agricultural
societies easily develop such tendencies.
40
The identiﬁcation of the Qùqànians with a sect bearing a similar-sounding name
(see Fahd 1998: 327, with reference to NA, p. 275; for the Quqites, see Drijvers 1967)
is unwarranted. Fahd calls Qùthàmà “chef de ﬁle de la secte des Qûqéens,” although
NA, p. 275, merely calls him Qùthàmà al-Qùqànì, and there is no reference in
the text to him being a chief, or the Qùqànians a sect. Nabatean gentilicia, nisbas,
tend either to refer to a place (such as Sùrànì from Sùrà) or to a people (such as
Kasdànì or Kan'ànì), not to religious groups or sects. For the equally improbable
explanations of the names Màsà and Kàmàs(h) an-Nahrì, see notes 4 and 29.
One might speculate that the name should actually be read as Qùfànì, which is
sometimes found as a variant, with reference to 'Aqarqùf(à); cf. Nöldeke (1876): 449,
note 4. There is also a place in Irbil, called Bàqùqà (see Akhbàr ba†àrika, p. 55)
which could give a nisba Qùqànì.
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Agathodaimon, see below). Asclepius was a popular god in late paganism41 and it is within the realms of possibility that his name lies
behind the, admittedly rather corrupt, form "SQWLWBY". In Text
49, moreover, "SQWLWBYN", the messenger of the Sun, is mentioned as a great doctor whose medicines never failed to work, which
would speak for his identiﬁcation with Asclepius.
In general, there seems to be a trend to demote gods to wise and
ancient human beings in the Nabatean Agriculture. We ﬁnd such a case
in the stories of Tammùz and Yanbùshàd (cf. Text 24) and, even
more prominently, in Dawànày, the Lord of Mankind (sayyid albashar), if we identify him with Adònày, changing God himself into
a sage, prophet and philosopher, even a farmer.42
On the other hand, the wildly corrupted parallel forms
QWLWShWSh" (NA, p. 992) and "SQW"RYTh" (NA, p. 187), both
of whom are credited with the book Asràr ash-Shams (see NA, pp. 191
and 992) and are called “the messenger of the Sun,” make one somewhat hesitant and uneasy with the identiﬁcation. Perhaps the faint
resemblance in roles guides us in vocalizing this name and furnishing it with the appropriate diacritical signs.
Hermes (Irmìsà) and Agathodaimon (Aghàtàdaymùn) who were so
important in Harran43 are mentioned only in one passage of the
Nabatean Agriculture (pp. 499–500), quoted on the authority of Yanbùshàd, but in fact strongly signalling that they are extraneous to the
autochthonous Nabatean system. Another curious ﬁgure, Bàbà, is
mentioned only in NA, p. 184.44 In addition to these, there are scores
of other Nabateans who are mentioned in passing, some only once.45

41
See, e.g., Trombley (1993–94) I: 290, 308, and passim; Fauth (1995): 158
( Julian the Apostate identiﬁed Asclepius as a messianic ﬁgure and the son of Helios).
For his identiﬁcation with Balìnùs by the alchemist Ibn Nubàta (d. 1366), see Weisser
(1980): 25–26. For the Hermetic Asclepius, the disciple of Hermes, see Travaglia
(2003): 323–324, and section 5. The identiﬁcation of Asqùlùbiyà with Asclepiades
(cf. Ritter-Plessner 1962: 372, note 3) goes back to Ewald, see von Gutschmid (1861):
12, 47–49.
42
For the vacillation between gods and philosophers in the Hermetic corpus, see
also Kieckhefer (2000): 26. Cf. also the Christian demonizing of pagan gods to daimones—with the obvious diﬀerence that for Christians these were evil powers. Also
the Gnostics downgraded the Old Testament God to an evil, or at least halfwit,
demiurge.
43
Cf., e.g., Green (1992): 115–117, 171–174; Fauth (1995): 32.
44
For Bàbà, see Brock (1983), with further bibliography, and Bosworth (1999):
19–20 (translation of a†-ˇabarì).
45
As they cannot be identiﬁed nor any ideological systems of theirs abstracted
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4.2. Prophecy and revelation

In the Nabatean Agriculture astral deities speak to men through their
images, or idols (ßanam). Often it is speciﬁcally the Moon who transmits
the divine messages to the idols to be further delivered to men.46
The optimal astrological conditions for prophecy presuppose that
Jupiter and Mercury share an action in some part of the sphere. When
the Moon, “the Nightly Luminous One and the Possessor of Intellectual
Secrets (an-Nayyir al-Laylì ßà˙ib al-asràr al-'aqliyya)” (NA, p. 108) passes
by, it receives the joint inﬂuence of these two celestial bodies and
transmits it to the sublunar world. This transmission causes the respective phenomenon in the lower world, so that some person may attain
the ultimate limit of knowledge and become like the god of gods,
the sage of sages and the wise among the wise. However, this does
not lead to a ﬁnal revelation, for mankind deteriorates and, because
of this, revelation must be repeated (see Text 15).47
The theory of revelation (wa˙y) is discussed in detail in Text 36,
where it is stated that revelation comes from gods to men either
through dreams when sleeping or through inspiration (ilhàm) when
awake. The intermediatory role of ßanam is also mentioned, e.g., in
Text 35 (the idol of the Moon appears in a dream to a man who
had prayed to the idol), and NA, p. 1255 (the idol of Jupiter in a
dream).48 The various forms of prophecy are listed especially clearly
in NA, p. 49:
Some of these things we have learned through experimentation (bi"ttajriba), some through revelation given by the gods (wa˙y al-àliha) to
our forefathers (aslàﬁnà), some they have revealed to us and some they
have inspired (bi-ilhàmihà) us or their idols (li"l-aßnàm) with and the idols
as a coherent whole, it seems futile to list all these names. For some magicians, see
4.4, and for some ancient kings, section 5. The Index of Fahd (1998) lists some
140 personal names. Even though some are listed twice or more times, due to
minor variants, the total of the diﬀerent Nabatean names clearly surpasses 120. I
discuss all cases that might be identiﬁed.
46
Cf. Tubach (1986): 386, 403. Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà IV: 300, speaks of Sabian
prophets of the Moon, as well as prophets of other celestial bodies.
47
But cf. the opinion of Yanbùshàd, quoted in 3.5.
48
Dream revelation was common in the pre-Islamic Near East. For Hatra, cf.
Tubach (1986): 272–273. For the role of the Moon (Sìn), see Tubach (1986): 403;
the Moon (Selene) was also closely connected with plants (Tubach 1986: 450–451),
as in the Nabatean Agriculture, too. The importance of dreams was, of course, well
known in Islamic times, cf., e.g., Fahd (1966): 247–367, Akhbàr ba†àrika, p. 2, or
Gutas (1988): 183 and note 81.
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have taught it to us ( fa-'allamatnà), some through dreams from the gods
(bi"r-ru"yà min al-àliha) although dreams may also come from the idols
(themselves) (wa-rubbamà kàna ru"yà min al-aßnàm).

Qùthàmà, the author of the Syriac original, claims a similar chain
of inspiration for himself (Text 2), saying that Saturn revealed (aw˙à)
to the Moon what he has put down in his book and the Moon
revealed it to his idol, which taught it to Qùthàmà, who merely forwarded this teaching to mankind.
In Text 22, the ßanam of Mercury is identiﬁed with the marsh
mallow (khi†mì) and similar identiﬁcations are also found elsewhere.
In the Nabatean Agriculture ßanam has a wide range of meanings including an image or idol (unequivocally a statue, as in Text 55: the
great ßanam of the Sun is to be sent to the King of Yemen), the
symbolic tree belonging to an astral divinity, or the celestial body
(kawkab, “star” which in modern terminology refers to the ﬁve planets known by the ancients, as well as to the Moon and the Sun) as
well as a dream image of such a god, whether as a tree, an idol or
in some other shape. What ties these meanings together is the idea
of invisibility, even mental invisibility, of the gods in their true form
(or, rather: formlessness). This makes it necessary for them to adopt
a visible form, either physical or mental, to communicate with mortals and thus their forms may vary as none is their true form.
Íanam, in the wide sense in which it is used in the Nabatean Agriculture,
is cognate to Suhrawardì’s (d. 1191) use of the same word. Walbridge–
Ziai (1999: 198) deﬁne Suhrawardì’s ßanam as “A sublunar existent
considered in relation to its archetype.” In general, Suhrawardì is
sometimes remarkably close to the Nabatean Agriculture and Sabian
ideas, and it is quite possible that he was acquainted with some such
sources.49
Likewise, the Chaldaean Oracles, which were considered divine
revelation,50 mention the use of sacral statues, agálmata, as symbolic
bridges.51 Naturally, on a more general level, the Neoplatonic idea
of the One too sublime to be in any direct connection with the cosmos belongs to the same thought pattern.

49
See Corbin (1971–1972) II: 144–145, and Walbridge (2000): 173–174. For the
seven idols of the seven celestial bodies in al-Jildakì and Balìnùs, see also Kraus
(1942–1943) I: 74, no. 302.
50
See Lewy (1978): 6.
51
See Fauth (1995): 124–125.
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In addition to trees as the manifestations of gods, one also ﬁnds
other mentions of holy trees and other plants.52 Thus, the Kan'ànites
are said to seek blessing from the shaw˙a†53 and they predict safety
from seeing it in the morning—the Arabs, on the contrary, consider
the same tree ill-omened (NA, p. 1247). The people of Bàrimmà call
the endive (hindubà") “the Blessed” (al-mubàrak) and, according to some,
in ancient times they used to prostrate themselves in front of it (NA,
p. 768). Recurrent speaking trees (Texts 21–22, 57, and section 5)54
are to be seen in the Nabatean Agriculture partly as a folkloristic motif,
partly as reﬂecting this divine status of trees.55
Prophecy is further analysed in Text 36. Here, the text distinguishes between a prophet (nabì) who receives revelation on the basis
of his natural receptivity (li-man taqaddama lahu muqaddamàt min jihati
†ab'ihi mùjibàt li-qubùl dhàlika), whereas soothsayers (kuhhàn) use continuous solitude, seclusion and hunger to induce visions which may,
however, still be true (khayàlàt ßa˙ì˙a ßàdiqa). Here a kàhin is clearly
more or less identical with an ascetic.56
In addition to these two types, Text 36 adds yet another, that of
sages or philosophers ( falàsifa) who attain wisdom on their own,
without revelation. These are considered, so the text says, by some
to be superior to prophets and by others as equal or inferior to
them. The diﬀerence between a philosopher and a prophet is merely
seen to lie in the way they express themselves (Text 32): the speech
of philosophers is completely exoteric, whereas the prophets speak
with veiled expressions.
A major means of revelation is through dreams. These dreams
may be speciﬁcally sought by, e.g., sleeping in a temple to receive
a divine answer. A rather obvious case of such incubation is told in
Text 22. Not all dreams, however, are true. We also have a report
of a false dream in Text 29.
52
For a reference, coming from Thomas of Margha, to the worshipping of the
olive tree, see Morony (1984): 399. See also Robinson (2000): 100, note 65.
53
See Lane, s.v.
54
One tale (NA, p. 230) is attributed to a mysterious character “whom I should
not name (man là yaßlu˙ an usammiyahu) and who composed such tales ( fì khuràfàtihi
llatì wa∂a'ahà).”
55
In Text 24, sakìna is also used as a word for divine manifestation, more or
less as a synonym for ßanam. More often, sakìna is used in relation to devils, see
section 5.
56
For criticism on ascetic habits, see 4.5 and Text 28. It seems to be clear that
kàhin is to be taken here in its Arabic sense, “soothsayer,” not in the Aramaic sense
of the respective word, “priest.”
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Prophecy is the basis of all knowledge. The epistemology of the
Nabatean Agriculture is built on a knowledge ultimately revealed by the
gods. This knowledge may further be expanded through the use of
analogy (qiyàs) and experimentation (NA, p. 300). Sense perception
(˙iss) and deduction (istidlàl ) are the two ways of knowledge (†arìqay
al-'ilm; NA, pp. 812–813): here revelation is not taken into account
as the focus here is on acquiring additional knowledge. It is instructive to have a look at what inspires this comment (NA, p. 812).
Qùthàmà denies the existence of worms (dùd ) which would cause
toothache by being generated in the roots of molars and other teeth.
For him, this is senseless jabber because, as he says, he has never
in his life seen such worms. However, he goes on to explain toothache
as caused by the elements, the existence of which he takes for
granted—obviously enough, he would not have seen such things as
elements either. Although he never spells this out, it is clear that for
him, as well as for most scholars of his time, rational deduction leads
necessarily into assuming the existence of the elements.57
What is reported from the ancients may also be veriﬁed either
through analogy or through further revelation (NA, p. 50). Observation
(mushàhada) is also mentioned as a possible way of acquiring knowledge and it is attributed especially to senior farmers (NA, p. 285):
the Nabatean Agriculture is one of the very few Arabic texts where
peasants have such a positive role. Empirically acquired knowledge
of the old farmers is seen, in a way, as superior to bookish lore.
Through analogy one may also deduce inﬂuences which cannot
be perceived by the senses but whose eﬀects may be perceived. Such
are the eﬀects of the stars (NA, p. 300). However, human knowledge
does have its limits and we cannot know, e.g., the ultimate reason
why the gods have selected a spherical shape for themselves (NA,
p. 704). They have taught us only what they have preferred to teach,
while leaving much untaught. This contains a profound wisdom and
mercy for us because omniscience would do us major harm (NA,
p. 704). It would be impossible for us to know everything (NA,
p. 704). Intelligent ('àqil ) people know the limits of their rational
capacity and do not try to overstep their role (NA, p. 418).
57
As an aside, one might add that the explanation of toothache by tiny animals
generated in the roots of the tooth does not fall so much oﬀ the mark from a modern point of view, with the minor modiﬁcation that one should speak of microscopic, and thus invisible to the plain eye, bacteria or viruses.
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Dreams may turn out to be false, as shown above. Likewise, not
all that is related from the ancients need be true. Thus, we learn
from, e.g., NA, p. 162, that Sayàdhàr was not a trustworthy source
of knowledge. Usually, however, like in the case of Adam, the inaccuracies are not to be explained as deriving from the sage himself
but from the corruption caused by the tradition.
In a passage dependent on Greek sources, idols are depicted as
messengers (rusul ) who convey the will of God (al-ilàh) to the people
(NA, p. 196). This is also the only place where one ﬁnds an explicit
mention of what seems to be the hereafter (“the Return,” al-munqalab)
where one may enjoy eternal permanence (al-baqà" ad-dà"im).58

4.3. Prayers
The astral deities determine our life and are the ultimate cause of
all actions in the sublunar world. We may, however, try to have an
eﬀect on their action or to gain knowledge of future events which
we may then attempt to change. Gods may be addressed by prayers
and the world may be aﬀected through magical operations and talismans. In this, the text is self-contradictory (cf. 3.5) but the same
self-contradictory tendency is found in many other religious systems
as well.
There are some prayers given in the text, all of them directed to
the main astral deities (see Texts 2 and 7),59 some to be performed
in the temple, others under the open sky. Various procedures may
be attached to the prayer itself, making the distinction between a
prayer and a magical operation somewhat vague. Thus, e.g., NA,
p. 43:
(Íaghrìth) has said: If you take seven of these (olive) stones and stand
in front of (˙iyàla) the Sun and throw them, one by one, towards the
Sun with all your power saying: “O god of gods,60 be merciful towards
58
But cf. also the corporeal return, discussed in 4.6. Yet there corporeal return
seems to belong to the select few, whereas here the text is referring to all and
sundry, or the peasants. In the same passage, NA, p. 203, it is stated that one
should not swear by the god of gods (ilàh al-àliha), but be content with only swearing by the idols of the gods.
59
For da'awàt al-kawàkib in the Jàbirian corpus, see Kraus (1942–1943) I: 91, no.
376.
60
Var. O my god. The term ilàh al-àliha was also used, according to later tradition, by al-Óallàj, see Akhbàr al-Óallàj, no. 7 (p. 20).
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me and make an end to my illness,” then that illness will end by the
permission of this god (bi-idhni l-ilàh), even if it had continued for years.
This must be done seven times, so that you make use of 49 stones.
You may also take 117 stones and wash them well ﬁrst with hot
and then well with cold water and then dry all moistness from them
with a clean apron (mi"zar) and oil them with olive oil. Stand on a
bank of a running river with the stones in your left sleeve and look
into the water saying: “O running water which is the opposite (∂idd )
of burning ﬁre, soothe the anger of so-and-so ( fulàn) and take from
his heart his hatred towards me and make me dear to him.” Then
throw the stones, one by one, into the running water and repeat this
phrase and this seeking of refuge 117 times, and the anger of the one
who was angered with you, will calm down, even if he be a mighty
king who cannot be requested (to change his mind) nor opposed. Even
if he had sworn to shed your blood and been thoroughly enraged with
you, his hatred will disappear totally from his heart in the very minute
he sees you and he will receive you most kindly, and the hatred in
his heart will die out.

As another example one might give NA, p. 583:
If someone has chronic toothache or infected gums ( fasàd al-litha), or
his gums bleed, he should take some of its (i.e., qarùßyàhà)61 leaves and
pound them and mix them with ashràs62 and make small pellets (banàdiq),
smaller than hazelnuts, about half of their size. He should make seven
of them and take them in his left hand and face the Moon on the
fourteenth night of the month, looking towards the Moon. Then he
(should take) one pellet into his right hand and say, as if he were
addressing the Moon: “I made these pellets as an oﬀering (qurbàn) to
you so that you would end the ache in my teeth and strengthen my
gums.” Then he should throw them towards the Moon as if he were
throwing them to it. He should do this with all the pellets and the
ache in his teeth will end and his gums will be strengthened.

For a longer prayer, see especially Text 7. In another book of his,
Kitàb as-Sumùm, Ibn Wa˙shiyya mentions that one may read a prayer
either in “Syriac” or in Arabic translation, giving the text of both
(see 1.2., note 27). The power of the words, thus, seems to lie more
in the meaning of the words than in their pronunciation. This attitude is, of course, to be expected from a translator of texts which
include many charms.

61
62

Thus on p. 582, l. 5; the chapter heading, p. 581, reads WFRWÍY"HY.
See Löw (1881), no. 233.
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4.4. Magic, talismans and special properties

Whereas the prophets are depicted as completely good, the power
of magic is much more ambiguous. Magical operations may be used
in a beneﬁcial way, e.g., in favour of agriculture. Yet the text keeps
returning to the evil possibilities of black magic, which Qùthàmà,
however, very emphatically dispels from himself (e.g., NA, p. 1045:
“All the operations of the magicians are to me odious”).63 Despite
this, he readily admits having been taught by Barìshà who knew
magic extremely well (Text 40).
The magicians are sometimes identiﬁed with the followers of Seth,
the Sethians (e.g., NA, p. 322), and their evil is very much feared64
(see also Text 45). When Qùthàmà meets the magician Katy?àmà
in the temple of Mars (NA, p. 826) he is disgusted by him and refers
to his intense hatred towards all magicians and their wickedness
(khubth). In this particular case, the magician tried to pry out of him
some knowledge of plants by seemingly innocuous questions which
aimed at getting to know details concerning a plant (marù-khàylàn)
which the magicians use in their operations. The wisdom of Qùthàmà
is here depicted as superior to that of the magicians, at least in the
matters concerning botany. The most impressive of the ancient magicians was 'Ankabùthà (cf. Text 41), who was able to create an
artiﬁcial man. There are also many other stories about the deeds of
famous magicians (e.g., Text 47).
Magicians seem to have been a perpetual feature of Nabatean
society. Qùthàmà is very wary of contemporary magicians, and various magicians seem to cover the whole history of the Nabateans.
Thus, e.g., while 'Ankabùthà lived a long time before Adam, Íabyàthà,65
for his part, lived long after Adam (Text 48), and Màsà, who in
many respects is close to the magicians, though not as clearly as
'Ankabùthà and Íabyàthà (see below, NA, pp. 1387–1388), was a
younger contemporary of Adam (see 4.1).

63
The evil eye ('ayn) is speciﬁcally mentioned in, e.g., NA, p. 1181. The authors
of Antiquity were uneasy with magicians who have always taken their share of the
agricultural production. Cf., e.g., Columella, De re rustica I.8.6 (referring to “soothsayers and witches,” haruspices sagasque).
64
For the power of magicians, see Text 47.
65
In NA, p. 1445, Íabyàthà is called “the Hero” (ash-shujà' ). One could perhaps
emend this to as-sajjà'.
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Magic is seen as a major operative force in the world and magicians are able to use magical operations in a harmful way—and they
are taken very seriously in the Nabatean Agriculture—but it is also now
and then associated with mere trickery (e.g., NA, p. 322, makhraqa).
Such deception is described, e.g., in NA, p. 487:
It (rice) is also used by tricksters (musha'bidh) who take a handful (of
rice) and throw it in a bowl where there are snakes. The snakes will
then rise up on their tails and dance in the bowl. This is done by
magicians and the people of illusions and conjurers (aß˙àb al-khiyàlàt
wa-si˙r al-a'yun).66

One also ﬁnds a mention of magicians taming animals (NA, p. 765)
which seems to refer to various such show pieces.67
The Nabatean Agriculture contains descriptions of many magical operations, which later found their way into compilations concerned with
magic, such as the pseudo-Picatrix (ps.-al-Majrì†ì, Ghàyat al-˙akìm), and
thence into later magical literature. In the agronomical tradition these
elements, like references to religion in general, were usually left out.
Magic, even though it is in general abhorred by the author, is
still a source of national pride to the Nabateans, who are magicians
par excellence. By comparison, even the Yemenites seem less professional (see Text 34) and the claim of the Kan'ànites to various
kinds of magic (Text 39) are shown to be vain in comparison to
the inventions of the Kasdànians. Also the Copts have their share
of magic but even their accomplishments are not comparable to the
Nabatean magic and the art of their talismans (Text 42).
The relations between magicians and sages is also far from unambiguous. In NA, pp. 1387–1388, one sees how the traditions of
prophets, magicians and sages intersect:
I have seen nothing as astonishing as the case of Jaryànà as-Sùrànì.
He was a student of Màsà, and Màsà hated the works of the magicians
because he was of the same opinion as Adam; Màsà had taken as a
young man some of his knowledge from the mouth of Adam (samà'an).
When he grew older, he became excellent in inventing and deducing
things until he became the most excellent person of his time. However,
he often defamed magicians, being of the opinion that only people of
an extremely evil character (†ab' ) could become proﬁcient in their
profession.
66
For various performances, see Moreh (1992). For snake charmers and other
charlatans, see also Lane (1895): 377–386.
67
On taming animals, see also Graefe et al. (1914) and Corrao (1996): 17–19.
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Jaryànà learned from the books of Màsà and received this (knowledge) from him although he did not live at the same time and they
never met each other: Jaryànà merely learned from the books of Màsà,
and in this way he may be called his student. Jaryànà does sometimes
defame magicians and magic but with others he extols their actions
in these small, particular (al-juz"iyya) talismans and he describes them
well, relating some of these (recipes) to some (magician) whilst relating others to himself. He mentions that he deduced them through
analogy and then experimented with them, saying: “Experiment with
them so that you know whether they are valid or not.”

Special properties (khawàßß) are inherent in many things and their
action takes place diﬀerently from natural action. While the latter
depends on the four elements and their relations, the special properties are primarily dependent on astral conﬁgurations and they act
not through their matter but through measures and relations between
various things (see Text 50).
The artful use of special properties may produce wonderful eﬀects.
In addition to those translated in Text 50, it might also be mentioned
that they may make one invisible, although as a result one feels
anguished afterwards (NA, p. 395). One may also attract pigs and
goats to oneself (NA, p. 395) which, quite obviously, is an early attestation of the motif of the piper of Hamelin. Furthermore, the special
properties of broad beans (bàqillà") may be used to cure one of “agonizing love” ('ishq mubarri˙) and passion (hawà) (NA, p. 500), which
are thus seen as a sickness, or malfunction of the soul, as usual in
contemporary love theory.68
Words, moreover, may contain special properties which may be
transmitted to things over which they are pronounced. Olive oil,
milk and various greases are especially receptive to the special properties of the words (Text 39).
Talismans, on the other hand, are things that one constructs, making use of their special properties (NA, p. 381). The text makes a
clear diﬀerence between natural action, i.e., the action of the elements, and talismanic action. Talismans and special properties, however, are less clearly distinguished from each other. The text even
says (NA, p. 381):

68
Sometimes the use of special properties comes very close to sympathetic magic,
as in the use of wild carrot for strengthening erections (NA, p. 559).
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The people of al-Jazìra and Syria call this talisman but we call it the
special properties of actions (khawàßß af 'àl ). The meaning is the same
in both, even though the name is diﬀerent.

Qùthàmà repeats in NA, p. 1307, that although he himself speaks
of special properties, one might as well use the expression talisman.
When an action is dependent on one of the stars being in a certain
astrological position, it is talismanic (NA, p. 1307). Thus, the eﬀect of
the talisman depends on the actions of the astral deities (NA, p. 1307).
Elsewhere (NA, p. 1283), talismans are deﬁned as follows:
One may produce a property in something which did not have it or
dispel something from something which did have it—which is merely
another way of putting the same thing, the meaning of both expressions being the same or similar. In the second expression, there is a
hint at something which was not in the ﬁrst one.69 The basic rule in
this and its cause is the action of things through their special properties. This is how talismans work and what they mean; a talisman means
giving dominance to a feature of some thing which has some (other)
nature. The feature which has been empowered deletes the nature
which the thing used to have through an action which is called the
special property (khàßßiyya) and this produces something else in that
entity. This action is a transformation (isti˙àla) which changes something and transfers its nature to something which it had not had before.
We realize that this will not be understood except in this order and
this gradation, little by little. Thus, it follows by necessity that a talisman is (the same as) a special property and that a special property
is a talisman. Yet, every talisman possesses a special property but not
every thing possessing a special property may be called a talisman.
Likewise, every change (taghyìr) is called transformation (isti˙àla) but not
every transformation may be called a talisman. Understand this diﬀerence
between the two!

The famous magicians 'Ankabùthà and Íabyàthà, had written books
on talismans and these, says Qùthàmà, are still extant which is why
he has mentioned rather few talismans in his book (Text 40). The
other reason for not explaining many talismans is that people might
get accustomed to them and, perhaps, the diﬀerence between licit,
white magic and illicit, black magic might get blurred (cf. Text 45).
Magic, magical operations and talismans are thus ways of using
and controlling special properties. They are often dependent on astral
69
The idea is that it is basically the same thing either to add something or to
take away something, since adding something may in other words be said to be
taking away the lack of that thing.
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constellations which is why speciﬁc procedures may be needed in
collecting plants to be used in the operation, and in the preparation
of other ingredients. Sometimes, though, astrological dimensions are
completely absent as in the following recipe, which is based on sympathetic magic, use of musical instruments and implicitly sexual procedures (NA, pp. 66–67):
We have experimented with the following: When the amount of water
in a spring diminishes from what it had used to be, one takes a young
and beautiful girl ( jàriya) and lets her sit on a high platform (shay" 'àlì)
opposite the spring. Then one orders her to play the ﬂute (này) for a
long time without interruption, pointing her ﬂute towards the outlet
of the water. She should do this for three hours during the day.
Then one orders another girl, of the same or similar age, to take
a drum (†abl ) and to drum and sing as beautifully as she can. The
other girl should accompany the drumming or the song with a hautboy (surnày).70 The quantity of water will increase because of this, either
immediately or after fourteen hours have elapsed from this or at the
same time the next day. The playing of the ﬁrst girl alone should take
three hours and the singing of the other, accompanied by the drum
and the playing (of the hautboy) four hours, in total seven hours. This
is a strong method (wajh qawì) to increase the amount of the water.
This has been experimented with and found sound (mujarrab ßa˙ì˙).
There is also another method to increase the amount of water, viz.
that you order seven beautiful young virgins to put on clothes, each
wearing a diﬀerent colour from the others. Then two of them take
lutes ('ùd ), one takes a drum (†abl ), one a mi'zafa, one a mandolin
(†unbùr), one a ﬂute (này) and the last one takes a hautboy. They stand
two cubits from the spring, facing it, and start drumming, playing and
singing. They walk backwards, away from the spring, gazing at the
spring. They continue retreating slowly until they are twenty-one cubits
away. Then they start approaching, playing their instruments, like we
have described, until they are about one cubit from it. After this they
retreat again and repeat this approaching and retreating seven times
without growing weary of the procedure which we have described.
The water will greatly and obviously increase, either immediately or
a little later.

The text then continues (NA, pp. 68–70) with other magical cures
for wells and fountains. The procedures include burning some wood
of olive or some other trees, in a pit, dug around the well, and some

70

See Dozy, s.v. ßurnày; Steingass, s.v. surnà.
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men throwing the issuing burning coals into the well. Then the well
is tightly covered for 24 hours and then let to ventilate for a further
24 hours. Then a man descends into the well and takes the coals
out together with some clay. Afterwards, the well is untouched for
48 hours, and then the procedure is repeated two more times (NA,
p. 68). A burning log may also be lowered with a rope into the well,
almost to the water level and allowed to burn there. After it has
been burned, the well is covered with a lid (†abaq) and left for 24
hours, after which the well is opened and the rope removed. Then
the well is drained and the procedure is repeated twice more (NA, pp.
68–69). If the amount of water in a subterranean or an open fountain, from which a river or a rivulet starts, decreases, a young standing man urinates three times into the river when the Moon is waxing
(NA, p. 69). One may also take the two horns of a bull and ﬁx
them in the clay over which the water from the well runs, a cubit
from the well, when the Moon is waxing (NA, p. 69). Or one takes
40 istàr of dried cow-dung and the horns of a cow, ﬁxes one of them
to the right and one to the left of the spring. Then one daily sprinkles each of the horns with an istàr of the cow-dung. The procedure
takes twenty days and should be started on the ﬁrst day of the month
(NA, pp. 69–70). Or one may take some sweet salt (makkùk mil˙ 'adhb
kaylan) and mix it with the same amount of sand drawn from a river.
The mixture is star-bathed ( yunajjam) under the Moon and the stars
for one night and then either thrown into the well or sprinkled at
the foot of the spring (aßl al-yanbù' ), seven handfuls a day thrown
with the right hand (NA, p. 70).
Magical operations often include the preparation of a ﬁgure, or
the drawing of a picture (see Texts 20, 31 and 48). Sympathetic
magic is also mentioned in contexts related to sexual matters, as in
Text 38.
It is diﬃcult to draw a clear line between magical and talismanic
operations which make use of the special properties inherent in things.
The operations described in Text 31 (most of these derive from
Anatolius’ Greek work, see 1.5) might equally well be taken as magical operations.
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4.5. Ascesis and ascetics

Asceticism71 is extensively discussed in Text 28, which consists of
two parts, the second of which (NA, pp. 258–262) is an addition by
Ibn Wa˙shiyya.
This latter part gives an almost unique criticism of Suﬁ ascesis
from an agriculturalist viewpoint. Those who criticized asceticism did
it usually from a staunch Sunni viewpoint, urban and learned. Ibn
Wa˙shiyya’s criticism, on the other hand, is connected with his tendency to exalt agriculture and the farmers who toil in their ﬁelds.72
In the roughly contemporary Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-ßafà (I: 284–285), a
text also in other ways closely related to the Nabatean Agriculture even
though their exact relations are diﬃcult to assess, there is a similar
respect for labour: farming, weaving and building (al-˙iràtha wa"l˙iyàka wa"l-binà") are given as the three basic professions, whereas in
Arabic literature they are usually associated with lowliness.73 The
farmers are uncouth boors, and weavers are proverbial for their stupidity in the mainly urban and courtly Arabic literature.74
Ibn Wa˙shiyya, by contrast, sees ascetics as parasites in a society
which lives on the toils of the rural population. This viewpoint was
perhaps easier to adopt in the countryside. In cities, with their urban
poor, ascetics were not as conspicuous. In urban environments, too,
much of the population was, in any case, alienated from the immediate sources of food production: soldiers, the learned, even to some
extent merchants, did not, after all, produce their own food. In the
countryside the relation of man and the source of his nourishment
was more direct and visible.
The main societal problems were not, though, caused by ascetics.
As was to come clear in the latter part of the tenth century, soci-

71
I discuss the Near Eastern background of asceticism in the Nabatean Agriculture
in Hämeen-Anttila (2004c).
72
The gloriﬁcation of agriculture and farmers is a recurrent theme in the Nabatean
Agriculture, see, e.g., p. 702, for a concise formulation. Farmers from Northern Iraq
were still at the time to a great extent non-Arabic speakers and thus the themes
of farming and the Mesopotamian heritage became entangled.
73
Note that precisely the same three professions are exalted in NA, p. 254. The
Ikhwàn aß-Íafà, on the other hand, were, of course, clearly elitist, see Marlow
(1997): 54.
74
Cf., e.g., Marlow (1997): 33. The anti-agrarian attitude was backdated to the
Prophet, see Marlow (1997): 26, note 66. The Iraqi al-Kàmil al-Khwàrizmì (d. after
1117) parodied base Nabatean boors in one of his maqàmas, translated in HämeenAnttila (2002a): 435–436.
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ety began to collapse, even though the Buyid period was a renaissance
from the cultural point of view.75 The alienation of the owning class
from their ∂iyà' through the system of iq†à' was starting to devastate
the agricultural basis of Iraq,76 later to be completed by the Mongol
conquests and the subsequent Ottoman maltreatment of Iraq.77
Ibn Wa˙shiyya, however, was not a far-sighted visionary who
would have realized where the symptoms apparent in his time would
lead. For him, the peasants were underestimated—a rare attitude in
his time, or in later Islamic culture, for that matter—and he saw
the anti-worldly asceticism of the Suﬁs as a blatant example of this.
The ﬁrst part, the text of Qùthàmà, is equally antiascetic, emphasizing that the gods love the cultivation of the earth (cf. section 3),
and hence farmers are their special favourites and the basis for the
wellbeing of the whole society. The Nabatean ascetics are described
as wanderers who subject themselves to various mortiﬁcations and
take part only in the main festivals while neglecting other congregational services, preferring solitude and seclusion.
According to the Nabatean ascetics, they “are like angels” and they
even “are like unto God in not caring for the world.” In the eyes
of Qùthàmà, though, they are ﬁlthy madmen and the hatred of the
gods will certainly fall on them. Even the two Nefarious Ones hate
them, though this is not openly stated in Text 28, because the evil
caused by these gods is not voluntary (see 3.5). Nor is it real evil,
only appearing as such to our eyes (see 3.1)—whereas the selfmortiﬁcation of the ascetics is voluntary. Qùthàmà ﬁnds support for
his antiascetic feelings in both Adam and Anù˙à.
Antiascetic trends in the Nabatean Agriculture are also clear elsewhere, though they are less frequently expressed. Even though extreme
mortiﬁcation is clearly reprehended by Qùthàmà, he sometimes looks
at moderate asceticism more favourably, especially in the case of
Yanbùshàd (see 4.1).
75
See Kraemer (1992) who draws much attention to the discrepancy between
economic problems piling up on the horizon and the cultural heyday.
76
Similar developments had aﬄicted societies in ancient times. Columella, in his
De Re Rustica I.1.18–20 and I.2.1–2, quoting the Phoenician Mago, criticized landowners for acquiring estates but living in a city.
77
In a late maqàma by Abù"l-Fat˙ Naßrallàh al-Óusaynì (d. 1753) (see HämeenAnttila 2002a: 348–349), there is some criticism of the system but it seems to me
that one should refrain from taking this maqàma as a serious critique of the system,
even though one might be tempted to do so from a modern viewpoint. It seems
more probable that the author was writing in a light humorous mood. Few Arabic
authors took peasants seriously.
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4.6. Burials, rituals and temples

Burials, burial customs and the corruption of bodies after death receive considerable attention in the text; especially the preserving of
bodies seems of vital interest to the author(s) (see Texts 10, 16–19
and 39).78 The fate of the body is naturally of interest to the deceased
himself, but magicians, too, show an interest in corpses (cf. also Text
40). For the preparation of a certain talisman, one may use (NA,
p. 381) the remains of a body which has decayed and become dust
in the jar (khàbi"a) in which it had been buried in a graveyard (maqàbir
al-mawtà, i.e., madàﬁn juthath an-nàs). Both the jar and the dust therein
are used for the talisman and kneaded, together with other ingredients, to form “a ﬁgure with outspread arms in the form of the cruciﬁx
(al-maßlùb),” and then it is set up on a cane (NA, p. 381).
References to temples and other features connected with institutionalized religion are somewhat problematic to interpret.79 Read as
it stands, the text would seem to imply the existence of even major
temples at the time of the writing of the original. In passages deriving from Greek sources, this, obviously, would be unproblematic, but
in the majority of cases, the information is tightly set in Northern
Mesopotamia and Syria and derives from this layer of the text. This
information is thus datable to a time when ancient paganism was
still alive, but one ﬁnds it somewhat hard to believe in the existence
of major temples, especially in the cities, which would still have been
active during this period.
Such a temple is mentioned in the legend of King Fourfolder (see
Text 55), which, in the context of the book itself, is located in
ancient times. The legend mentions the great idol of the Sun, made
78

For Manichaean burials, see Lieu (1985): 238. Burial customs were also an
issue between Zoroastrians and Christians in Sasanid times, see Brock (1982b): 9.
Syriac literary activity of the sixth century also shows interest in the question of
the corruptibility or incorruptibility of the body of Christ (e.g., Wright 1894: 94).
Cf. also Akhbàr ba†àrika, pp. 36, 60. For Arabic and Islamic burials and the concern for bodies, see Crow (1986): 61; Böwering (1980): 69 (quoting al-Makkì, Qùt
al-qulùb III:102: the bodies of the prophets are preserved uncorrupted in their sarcophagi in a mythical city in Yemen); Bravmann (1972): 288–295; and Breton
(1999): 143–157.
79
For, admittedly legendary, reference to a great number of Mandaean temples
in Babylonia before the Sasanian period, see Rudolph (1960–1961) II: 18, note 4,
and Gündüz (1994): 67. Mandaean bi-mandas remained active after the Muslim conquest though their number may have diminished even radically. For a reference to
pagan temples in Beth Garmai (Bàjarmà) around the year 600, see Morany (1984): 385.
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of gold and jewels. Also the story of Tammùz, narrated in Text 24,
is unproblematic due to its historical setting. Not all the temples and
festivals are situated in history, though. Thus, Qùthàmà, the ﬁnal
author of the Nabatean Agriculture, mentions as contemporary with
himself the temple of Mars and his great festival and the prayers
performed there (NA, p. 826), as well as the temple of the idol of
Jupiter and its keepers (sadana; Text 33).80
Individuals with particular cultic functions, such as the sadana, are
but rarely mentioned in the text. One ﬁnds frequent references to
prophets and kàhins (see 4.1–2); the latter term seems to be used in
both its Arabic and Aramaic meanings, namely “soothsayer” and
“priest.” In NA, p. 955 (quoted in section 5), there is also a mention of the “viceregency” (khilàfa) of Seth and the “guardianship of
his religion” (al-qiyàm bi-dìnihi ) which belonged in ancient times to
the priest, kàhin, Baràyà.
Smaller temples, chapels or altars, however, doubtlessly continued
to exist deep into Islamic times and they remained active: the countryside was only much later converted to exclusive monotheism,81
either Christianity or Islam. In Christian sources, the converting of
pagan temples, whether still active or already abandoned, into churches
remains a favourite topos until late times,82 and the Mandaean cult
with its bi-mandas survived the Arab conquest and the subsequent
Islamic rule. Thus, there is no inherent reason to question the historicity of passages mentioning temples in the text—although one
cannot rule out the possibility that private worship has been projected
onto temples in at least some cases, the text thus telling us how the
temples should have worked, not how they actually were working.83
Idols in the temples, as well as holy trees, may be circumambulated (NA, p. 1290):
Qùthàmà has said: I think that the origin for this circumambulation
around the tree84 is taken from the circumambulation people perform

80
The same word, sadana, is used in connection of Sabians and their temples in,
e.g., Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà IV: 299.
81
One might, though, add that individual pagan practices have naturally been
preserved both in the Near East and Europe but without any link to pagan religion as such.
82
See, e.g., Brock (1978): 97–98.
83
The enigmatic temples of the Sabians have caused much debate. See also
Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-Íafà IV: 300.
84
Prescribed by Màsà, to be performed when grafting.
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around the idol of the Moon. They say that if one circumambulates
the idol of the Moon seven times, this will draw him close to the
Moon and the Moon will be so pleased with him that it will take the
place of the great oﬀering.
In all obligations (al-farà"i∂ ), there is (prescribed) the circumambulation of all idols after a burnt oﬀering and both before and after the
supplication, but in the sevenfold circumambulation of the idol of the
Moon there is a subtle special property. Concerning the prescription
of sevenfold circumambulation at grafting by Màsà as-Sùrànì, it would
seem that the origin of this is as we have said. When someone, or a
group of people, circumambulate something, the thing which is circumambulated, will receive a subtle special property which comes to
be through (the action of ) people and that thing will be full of blessing towards people and there will be in their hearts a fear and reverence and respect towards that thing.

The use of incense is a recurrent theme; for the use of incense in
the temple of Mars, see NA, p. 1386. Qus† 85 is said to be one of the
incenses used for idols and in temples, and it is one of the best things
that can be oﬀered to the idol of Venus (NA, p. 1251). Also hemp
seeds (shàhdànaj ) may be used as incense in temples (NA, p. 520).86
One may also perfume one’s clothes in front of the idols by the
incense burning there (NA, p. 1251). An incense called safarfawàwamshà,87 which in Arabic is ladhdhat al-aßnàm (“delight of the
idols”) is also pleasing to Venus (NA, p. 1257):
The Kan'ànites say that this incense pleases Venus and they use it as
a burnt oﬀering to her. If someone wants to read the prayers ('azà"im)88
of Venus in front of her idol, let him burn this incense and play music
( yuzammir) and drum or play the lute for a while. Then he should
read the prayers to Venus, mentioning what he wants to ask her, and
she will answer his prayer and do as he wishes. But this will happen
only if she is left to act on her own and no hindrance from the (other)
celestial bodies comes in between89 and she is not looked at by Mercury
nor stands in conjunction with him, because Mercury hinders her most
strongly when they are in conjunction, by looking at her.
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See Lane, s.v.
Hemp (qunnab) itself may be used as writing material (kàghad ) for books (dafàtir),
see NA, p. 520.
87
Cf. (ps.)-al-Majrì†ì, Ghàyat al-˙akìm, p. 392 = Ritter-Plessner (1962): 399.
88
For the terms 'azama and 'azzama, see Dozy, s.v., and Pielow (1995): 40.
89
This is a reference to the joint eﬀects of the astral deities. Appeasing Venus
is not always enough, since Venus is not omnipotent or solely responsible for events
on earth. In contrary conditions, Venus cannot force her will on the other astral
deities.
86
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The use of musical instruments (mi'zafa, qìthàrà, jank, lute, rebec and
others)90 during the festivals and in front of the idols is said to have
been prescribed by all ancient sages and prophets, and music is said
to please the gods (NA, p. 929).
Gods love oﬀerings that do not cause inconvenience to people
(NA, p. 1405) and they love to be mentioned by their names (NA,
p. 1405). One does, also, ﬁnd a reference to oﬀering small statuettes
for the gods (Text 46). In Text 27, one also ﬁnds a mention of a
royal statue which is worshipped as an idol.
There are also some food regulations in the text. Thus, the eating of the ﬂesh of small pigeons is said to have been forbidden by
Seth (NA, p. 1449).91 Usually, these regulations are not given on
religious grounds but have been based on medical reasons, as is also
the case of the ﬂesh of small pigeons which “burns the blood and
corrupts the mind” (NA, p. 1449). Here again, we ﬁnd the mixture
of religion and natural science.
The most interesting passage on prohibited foods comes in NA,
pp. 499–500, where the author tells how Hermes (Irmìsà) and before
him Agathodaimon (Aghàtàdaymùn)92 had strictly forbidden the people of their country to eat ﬁsh or broad beans (bàqillà). In the Nabatean
Agriculture, this is explained by medical reasons. The author, however,
knows that broad beans were cultivated in Egypt, the country of
Hermes and Agathodaimon. Elsewhere (NA, p. 497), the prohibition
of broad beans is also attributed to Anù˙à, again on medical grounds.
The prohibition against beans and most seafood goes back to
Pythagoras;93 the case of beans was well known in Arabic sources.94
Among other prohibited foods, the author mentions the leftovers of

A few lines later, the text mentions này, n?a'la'à and dàb?ùsà.
Cf. Porphyry, The Life of Pythagoras §45, quoted in Guthrie (1987): 132.
92
Cf. 4.1. Note that Hermes and Agathodaimon are mentioned in the Nabatean
Agriculture only here, which makes it possible that the provenance of this passage
may diﬀer from that of other parts of the book.
93
See Guthrie (1987): 132 (Porphyry, The Life of Pythagoras §44–45). Cf. also Herodotus
2.37, where it is stated that the Egyptian priests did not eat beans or ﬁsh—Herodotus
believes that the Egyptians, accordingly, did not cultivate these beans.
See also Walbridge (2000): 58 (and p. 64/241, note 27). For the bean prohibition’s alleged, but unlikely, Indian connection, see Karttunen (1989): 114–115, with
further references.
94
E.g., al-Mas'ùdì, Tanbìh, p. 161: the Egyptian Sabians, whose oﬀspring—or
remnant, baqiyya—the Harranians were, refused to eat several things, among which
al-Mas'ùdì mentions beans, as well as pork, chicken and garlic, but not ﬁsh.
90
91
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locusts (NA, p. 645: if the stalk is even partly eaten by them it should
not be touched; if totally unharmed, the grains may be gathered and
eaten), and for medical reasons the eating of too much baßal az-zìr 95
(NA, p. 571) is prohibited. Fungi ( fu†r, NA, pp. 602–603) are strictly
forbidden, but again on medical grounds, as being lethal. Among
those who have forbidden their eating are Adam and his son Seth,
Enoch (Akhnùkh) and “all doctors.” In addition, Yanbùshàd disliked
(kariha) watermelons and advised people not to eat them (NA, p. 905).
In theory, the author makes a clear distinction between religiously
and medically motivated prohibitions. Thus, he mentions (NA, p. 513)
that Adam prohibited (nahà)96 lupins (turmus), “not by the way of (religious) prohibition but merely because they are extremely detrimental (to the health)” (là 'alà sabìli t-ta˙rìm bal 'alà sabìli annahu ∂àrrun
jiddan). In practice, however, it seems that existing food taboos have
often been explained as medical by the author. Religiously motivated refusal to eat something is mentioned in the case of ﬂesh (NA,
p. 1388: wa-yatadayyanu qawmun bi-tarkihà). When discussing the fact
that some people do not eat dates because, so they claim, they are
in some cases detrimental to health, he goes on (NA, pp. 1449–1453)
to show that, following their logic, everything should be banned,
since all foods may have both beneﬁcial and detrimental eﬀects (cf.
Texts 53–54). In the same passage, he mentions that Seth had forbidden the eating of small pigeons (ßighàr al-˙amàm). On the prohibition against eating pork, see Text 53.
In one case (NA, pp. 233–234), the author mentions that Adam
had forbidden wheat bread for himself, but not for others. In the
light Text 52, this is most intriguing. Unfortunately, he does not
mention the reason for this and only refers to what was generally
known (innamà taraka akla khubzihà limà ta'lamùn).
Festivals are often referred to in the Nabatean Agriculture (see, e.g.,
Texts 24, and 28).97 The most detailed description of festivals and
the rituals related to them are found in Text 26 which discusses in
95

For which, see Lane, s.v. baßal.
The word for religiously motivated prohibition is usually ˙arrama. For ordinary
prohibition to eat something, the verb nahà is used, although both may be attested
together (e.g., NA, p. 602).
97
Pagan festivals were rather openly celebrated even in cities at least into the
late ﬁfth century, see Green (1992): 77, quoting Drijvers (1980): 43, with reference
to a pagan festival held in Edessa in Iyàr 497 and 498. For Harranian festivals and
the ritual calendar, see Green (1992): 145–159, and Gündüz (1994): 188–191. See
also von Gutscmid (1861): 58–62.
96
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an extremely interesting way some New Year rituals and beliefs which
ﬁnd their parallels among the Harranians (cf. below). Text 28 mentions the festival of the Birth of Time on the 24th of Kànùn I98 and
the New Year Festival ('ìd ra"s as-sana) as the two main festivals of
the Nabateans. Both are related to the Sun and have religious
signiﬁcance. Two further festivals, the invoking of blessing from the
idols ('ìd tabrìk al-aßnàm), in Tishrìn I, and “the Night of the Light”
(laylat an-nùr) are mentioned in Text 43. The feast of Tammùzà
was, naturally, in the month of Tammùz (Text 24) and on the 24th
of Tishrìn II was the great festival of the Moon ('ìd al-Qamar al-kabìr;
NA, p. 214). NA, p. 204, tells us of the two festivals of the Sun,
the annual and the monthly (alladhayni yakùnàn fì sh-shahr wa"s-sana)
which seems to imply that, in addition to the annual festival of the
Sun, there was another, performed every month. According to the
same passage, festive days were days of rest. Ibn Wa˙shiyya adds to
this that all the Aramaic names of the months (e.g., the two Tishrìns
and Kànùns as well as Shubà†) are derived from the names of important historical persons.
In Text 26, reference is made to the Servant of Venus, who is
also described in Ibn an-Nadìm, Fihrist (pp. 324–325 = Dodge 1970:
764)99 in a shorter version containing diﬀerences that show that the
two versions are independent. According to Fihrist, where the date
of the thirtieth of Àdhàr is given, the Harranians hold their feast as
follows (transl. Dodge):
The thirtieth day is the beginning of the month of al-Tamr, I mean
the dried dates, and [during] this [month] is the marriage of the gods
and goddesses. They divide in it the dates, putting kohl [antimony
powder] on their eyes. Then during the night they place beneath the
pillows under their heads seven dried dates, in the name of the seven
deities, and also a morsel of bread and some salt for the deity who
touches the abdomens. The presiding headman (al-ra"ìs), moreover,
takes two silver coins (. . .) from each one of them for the treasury.
98
Cf. also Al-Bìrùnì, Àthàr, p. 320, on the authority of Abù"l-Faraj az-Zanjànì,
according to whom the 'ìd al-mìlàd was celebrated by the Sabians on the 24th of
Kànùn I. The same term is used by Christians for Christmas, cf., e.g., Akhbàr ba†àrika,
p. 24. Von Gutschmid (1861): 61–62, takes this as deriving from the Saturnalia, as
a result of the name of the festival being read Chronia instead of Kronia.
99
Cf. al-Bìrùnì, Qànùn I: 272, al-Bìrùnì, Tafhìm, p. 148, and Hjärpe (1972):
125.—Hjärpe’s comments, incidentally, are a good example of the attitude of many
earlier scholars towards Ibn Wa˙shiyya: “(. . .) l’imposteur Ibn Wa˙“ìya mentionne,
en rapport avec un rite magique chez les ‘nabatéens’, une vielle femme ‘appelée
servante de Vénus’(. . .)”. Ibn Wa˙shiyya is an impostor, nothing more!
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Dodge understands the touching of the abdomen as follows (note
91): “This evidently refers to women who wish to become pregnant.”
Yet, the fuller version of the Nabatean Agriculture makes it clear that
the touching is to make sure that they have properly eaten, i.e.,
feasted on New Year’s Eve—proper eating on festive nights belongs
both to Jewish and Muslim customs.
The sumptuous feasting is also implied by the fact that, according to al-Bìrùnì, Àthàr, p. 320, the last of Àdhàr marks the end of
a lengthy fast. On the other hand, this thirty-day fasting is sometimes said to have started on the 8th of Àdhàr (Green 1992: 157).
In the story, the meaning of the whole ritual is to ensure prosperity
for the coming year. New Year’s Eve is seen as the night when the
fates are ﬁxed for the coming year, an idea familiar from Mesopotamia
and later taken to almost all major religions of the area, including
Islam.100
The passage throws light on the tangled question of the beginning of the New Year and the festivities connected with it. Two festivities are described in these passages, ﬁrst the feast of eating the
hadhartàyà, which also involves the use of antimony paste (ku˙l ) at
the end of Kànùn I, and then the New Year festivity in Àdhàr/Nìsàn.
Both of these times have been equated with the beginning of the
Harranian New Year in diﬀerent Arabic texts (see Green 1992:
149–150, drawing on the Fihrist and al-Bìrùnì, Àthàr). The passage
in the Nabatean Agriculture refers to the rites of Kànùn I as a habit
of the author’s own community, whereas the belief in the Servant
of Venus is given as a “Sethian” belief.
Text 26 seems to imply that the eating of hadhartàyà and the
belief in the Servant of Venus are parallel phenomena, and as both
of them contain features that would ﬁt New Year’s festivities, it gives
some reason to suggest that there may have been diﬀerent calendars
in use, and consequently the diﬀerent information provided by the
Fihrist and al-Bìrùnì does not necessarily mean that one of them is
corrupted and the two feasts should be reduced to one. Following
Text 26, one might suggest that some pagans in Iraq held their
New Year’s festivities in Kànùn I, others in Àdhàr/Nìsàn.
As with the information concerning Tammùz (see 3.5), here, too,
100
Cf. the so-called Laylat al-Qadr, mentioned in the Qur "àn (Q 97: 1–3), although
the original meaning of the passage is not necessarily identical with how it was
later understood.
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the Nabatean Agriculture proves to be an independent source. The information it and the other works of the Nabatean corpus contain cannot be derived from Harranian lore.
The ascetics’ avoidance of common worship is criticized in Text
28, but in the case of Yanbùshàd (see 4.1) his unwillingness to participate in the feasts is said (NA, p. 403) to have been on account of
his aversion to the religious views of his contemporaries. NA, p. 204,
on the other hand, speaks of ascetics coming to the temples only for
the feasts of the Sun—just like both Christian and Muslim ascetics
are told to have taken part in only major congregational services.101
In a passage discussed and partly translated in Fahd (1998): 71–90,
and heavily dependent on Greek sources,102 the owner of the estate
(rabb a∂-∂ay'a) and his steward (wakìl ) are portrayed as responsible
for the religious education of their peasants (esp. NA, pp. 195–196).103
In this passage, one ﬁnds a reference to rules (sharà"i ' ) sent down
by the gods, which the owner and his steward must drive home to
the peasants, emphasizing that the god (al-ilàh) supervises his servants on earth.
In the same passage, there is a reference (NA, p. 203) to ﬁelds
dedicated to the upkeep (qiwàm) of the gods, i.e., their temples, in
the cities, or villages (li-àlihat kull al-qurà) which, obviously, derives
from a source written at the time when paganism still held sway.
Text 14 (NA, p. 49)
Some of these things we have learned through experimentation (bi"ttajriba), some through revelation given by the gods (wa˙y al-àliha) to
our forefathers (aslàﬁnà), some they have revealed to us and some
they have inspired (bi-ilhàmihà) us or their idols (li"l-aßnàm) with and
the idols have taught it to us ( fa-'allamatnà), some through dreams
from the gods (bi"r-ru"yà min al-àliha) although dreams may also come
from the idols (wa-rubbamà kàna ru"yà min al-aßnàm). We have tried
all these and found out that they were true in all deeds and works.

101

Cf., especially, Vööbus (1958): 166.
The passage resembles, e.g., Cato, De Agricultura V, though Cato is quite clearly
not its direct source.
103
NA, pp. 199–202, also dependent on Greek sources but modiﬁed to the local
situation, discusses the question of where to build the peasants’ houses.
102
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So let us thank them for this as well as we can, though not as well as
the gods would deserve; we will never be able to thank them enough
with our words as much as is their due.
Know that the origin of how we came to know something that is
revealed ( yù˙à) to you in this book concerning the beneﬁts or the
harms of something or some use of special properties or the grafting
of something to something else and such things (wa-ghayru dhàlika min
funùn al-ma'ànì) is what we have just explained to you concerning
the favours (ni'ma) of the gods upon us, either through their own
deeds or through inspiring (bi-ilqà"ihà) the idols with what the idols
have then inspired us with; or it has come to us through some discovery (istinbà†) which we have made (wajadnàhu) through the use of
reason ('uqùl ) which the gods have given us (wa∂a'at"hà fìnà); or through
what we have received (ma"thùr) from our fathers and our sages who
themselves received it through these channels which we have just
mentioned. Know this.
Text 15 (NA, pp. 108–111)104
The respective event below105 is the abundance of the intelligent animals (an-naw' al-'àqil min al-˙ayawàn) and that some among them attain
their ultimate limit of knowledge and intellect and all these ultimate
limits are combined in one person among them and he is like the
god of gods,106 the sage of sages (˙akìm al-˙ukamà") and the wise
among the wise ('àqil al-'uqalà"). He is the one who teaches the people of the Earth what they do not know107 except through him and
which they do not understand except because of him. Such was,
e.g., Adam, the Messenger of the Moon (rasùl al-Qamar) and before
him Dawànày,108 the Lord of all Mankind (as-sayyid li-jamì ' abnà" albashar). Adam was called the Father of Mankind (abù"l-bashar) and
Dawànày was called the Lord of Mankind.
This you must understand concerning these three gods, Jupiter,
104

This text has been translated into French by Fahd (1998): 62–64.
I.e., the sublunar event. The beginning of the passage is resumed in 4.2.
106
I.e., these sages are like gods in comparison to other people, and this special
person is among them like a god.
107
Perhaps a Qur"ànic echo ('allama l-insàna mà lam ya'lam, Q 96: 5).
108
In the edition this is written as DWN"Y both here and in the next line, with
some variants.
105
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Mercury and the Moon. You must know that looking at these persons (who have this special temperament) causes joy (surùr) and from
them spreads mirth109 to all their time and strength to the souls and
the hearts and clarity to eyesight and power to faculties. They are like
the gods, the possessors of light (dhawàt al-anwàr) in whose light people
delight to be illumined and by whom they are guided in darkness.
Every one of these persons is called in his time al-Jallà" (“the
Clariﬁer”) and/or al-Mà˙ì110 (“the Eraser”) and they are called “the
praiseworthy oﬀspring” (al-khalaf al-˙amìd ) coming after the confused
ancestors (as-salaf al-mukhtali†), or the straight oﬀspring after the crooked
ancestors. The mercy of the gods towards mankind is this that after
the (gradual) obliteration of the causes (asbàb) (of religious knowledge) they renew for them things that proﬁt them. There is namely
in human nature (†ab' ) an inclination towards crookedness and the
following of passions (ahwà") by confusing (bi"t-takhlì†) (bad things with
good ones) and through this they run towards corruption ( fasàd ).
This kind of action is more ﬁrmly rooted in them than the opposite, righteousness (aß-ßalà˙). This is caused by the action of the two
Nefarious Ones, Saturn and Mars, because mankind lives speciﬁcally
in the world ('àlam) of the two Nefarious Ones: earth and water
belong to the two Nefarious Ones, whereas air and ﬁre escape from
earth and water and ascend because the (direction of the) movement
of these two elements ('unßur), air and ﬁre, is the opposite of the
movement of earth and water.
Mankind, together with all other animals and plants and minerals
are the sons (abnà") of earth and water, whereas air and ﬁre (merely)
enter them (dàkhilìna 'alayhim), and because of this they incline more
towards that which is more ﬁrmly rooted in them. What is dominant
in them holds dominion over them (wa-ßàra mà huwa aghlabu 'alayhim
aghlaba lahum wa-amlaka bihim) and they yield to those actions which
are dominant (aghlab) in their original composition ( fì aßli tarkìbihim)
and which is the beginning of their generation (mabda"i takwìnihim).
Because they yield to that and incline towards it, it being dominant
in them, they easily become crooked and they follow the movement
of the crooked soul (an-nafs al-mu'wajja) (which is) the movement of
109

Reading with the variant afrà˙.
Or al-Mà˙à, cf. NA, p. 175, l. 3. Al-Mà˙ì could be associated with the Islamic
term, as Fahd suggests in a footnote to his translation of this passage (Fahd 1998:
63, note 114).
110
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corruption. This ﬁrst corruption ( fasàd ) is followed by a second,
third, fourth, etc., until the seventh corruption, seven being the number of the people of righteousness (ka-'adadi aß˙àbi ß-ßalà˙). Several
corruptions are thus laid one above the other (tarakkaba) and when
number seven is completed, it will then continue endlessly (tarakkaba
ba'du ilà mà là nihàyata lahu).
In mankind this becomes like a disease which needs a cure, acting
against the natural inclination (al-mayl fì †-†ab' ) and strengthening
bodies so that they may recover health. Their gaining strength and
returning to wellbeing (aß-ßalà˙) derives from these people who come
(al-munba'ithìn) periodically ( fì zamàn ba'd zamàn) and who are aided
by gods, as we have described. They are like the stars with which
one is guided in darkness, whose brightness makes the terror of the
fearful vanish.
The best of their contemporaries understand them, yet not all
their listeners do understand them and not all those who see them
grasp the essence of their message (kunha amrihim). They are like
springs, whose waters become a great and mighty river, irrigating
diﬀerent kinds of ﬁelds and plants and trees, both great and small.
All these receive the same water, yet their colours and tastes and
odours and eﬀects diﬀer from each other, and this diﬀerence is followed by a diﬀerence in their eﬀects.
So it is also with people who are born in their time—I mean (the
time) of these men: people receive from them (the same) help, that
is their words, but they diﬀer in several ways in their capacity to
understand them: each of them carries (i.e., understands and keeps
in memory) something of what has been said.
The states of the followers of these sages are understood by learned
sages (al-'ulamà" al-˙ukamà") who know their (states) and those of each
of their (i.e., the original sages’) followers and their capacities to
understand and their potential to conceptualize (takhayyul ) and how
they drink (from the “water” of these wise men) just like plants drink.
This is the state of those who see the sages (i.e., their generation).
Such is also the state of the generation (†abaqa) which follows the
(ﬁrst) followers and companions (al-atbà' wa"l-aß˙àb) and the succeeding
generations until we come to the seventh generation. This is the end
of correctness and the ultimate limit of rightness (nihàyat al-istiqàma
wa-ghàyat al-istiwà").111
111

The text would seem to say that the seventh generation is the best, even bet-
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This comes after 7 times 50 years of the death of the sage, counting ﬁfty years for each generation, in total 350 years. Then the teaching (amr) of the sage will start to be obliterated and the state of the
people will become crooked. They will fall oﬀ from his way and his
wisdom and fall into corruption, as we have described. After this
they will increasingly err from the correct teachings (umùr) and the
practices prescribed (as-sunan al-mafrù∂a) by this person who had
appeared (min qibali dhàlika sh-shakhß aΩ-Ωàhir) until all wisdom will
have been obliterated and his legacies and practices and all his wisdom will have disappeared.
This will happen after 350 years have elapsed four times, in total
1400 years. Then there will undoubtedly be a great disaster (nakba
kubrà) which will befall the followers (atbà' ) of this person and with
this disaster all his teaching or the major part of it will have been
obliterated, so that little remains. After every 140 years some of their
practices will have been obliterated, and things continue like this
until after 1400 years 14112 of their practices have been obliterated
and through this all that (amr) this person had built will have been
annihilated and demolished. Then the obliteration will continue (sic!)
until instead of each legacy (waßiyya), wisdom (˙ikma) and practice
(sunna) there will be alterations (ibtidà' ), disobedience ('ißyàn) and ignorance ( jahl ) and other things which are the opposites of those which
the sage had legislated (sharra'a). This happens in wisdom and science (al-˙ikam wa"l-'ulùm) as well as in religious laws and practices
(ash-sharà"i ' wa"s-sunan).
Times will, thus, change for people and their matters (amr) will
change, and this is the beginning and the end and the change of
their matters (umùr). Yet, it would take a long time to describe these
(wise) persons who are the gods of (ordinary) people and the indications
(dalàla) would be many, so also concerning their followers and the
followers of their followers, and this is not the right place to dwell
on this: we have spoken of them only because they happened to be
ter than that of the prophet. One might interpret this in the light of Texts 9–10,
equating the seventh generation after the prophet with the ultimate limit, after
which a decline starts. On the other hand, the obscurity of Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s style
would make it possible to take a stance closer to Islam (and Christianity) in seeing
the generation of the prophet as the best of generations. One should, though, be
wary of reading such Islamic or Christian ideas into the text.
112
Sic! Mathematically we should of course read here 10 or emend 140 years
into 100 years. The ﬁrst emendation seems preferable.
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mentioned. There is enough in what we have said. Keep an eye on
what we have said and you will ﬁnd out that it is as we have said,
each being a consequence (mùjab) of the earlier with no breaks (in
the chain of deduction), no lagging and no lies. Peace (be upon you)!
Text 16 (NA, pp. 144–145)
Some of our ancestors (aslàf ) have claimed that it (i.e., the myrtle,
às) preserves the bodies of the dead. One dries green and yellow
myrtles, grinds them well and moistens them with ﬁne honey until
one can smear with (the paste). Then one smears the corpse with
it; they claim that it will preserve the body from corruption for thousands of years.
They also say that if one takes its grains, prepared in the way I
will shortly describe, together with aloe, honey and amomum
(˙amàmà),113 and swallows two dirhams of it, twice or three times a
week, and does so during the whole of his life, his corpse will never
decay after he has died.
(. . .) The preservation of the body will be complete if the dead
one is put in a wooden (coﬃn) or in a stone basin ( jurn ˙ijàra, i.e.,
sarcophagus) which is closed with a stone lid; Syrian (Shàmì) marble
has a special eﬀect in preserving the bodies, which the other (stones)
lack. If all varieties of myrtle are used in this preparation, ground
and mixed together as we have described, then it will be even more
eﬃcacious.
The wooden (coﬃn) should be made of teak (sàj ) or cypress (sarw)
or of the wood called zinjì. These are sawed into planks and made
into a coﬃn (tàbùt). The planks are joined to each other with an
adhesive (lißàq) called làthà; the planks should not be nailed together
except with canes, because there have to be nails in some places.
Yet in any case, marble is better for this.
The people of Takrìt and the regions (nawà˙ì) of Bàjarmà make
large and spacious chests (ßanàdìq) especially of cypress wood because
they say that it is the most steadfast wood against (the eﬀects of )
moisture (nazz) and soil, and they put ( yu'lùna) their dead in these
(chests). The dead (who are thus buried) used habitually during their
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lifetime to take these grains (prepared) in the way we have just
described. They may also put the decayed bones of their dead into
these chests: they believe ( yaraw) that they will be better preserved
in these wooden (chests).
Yet I cannot delve any deeper into the question of the preservation of wood in this context because it is outside our main theme.
Thus, I will stop speaking about this and return to the faculties (quwà)
of the myrtle and its useful eﬀects.
Text 17 (NA, pp. 329–330)
If there are many corpses ( juthath al-mawtà) in the soil, this will corrupt the soil greatly and exceedingly so that it becomes worse than
the soil we have earlier discussed, namely the pungent (˙irrìfa), bitter and foul-smelling soil. This soil, too, becomes hot and pungent
and extremely foul-smelling due to the foulness of the corpses.
Adam has forbidden sowing in such soil and so have also said
ˇàmàrà-Karbàsh, ˇàmithrà114 the Kan'ànite and Íaghrìth, who had
profound knowledge of agriculture (al-'aΩìm al-qadr bi"l-'ilm bi"l-ﬁlà˙a),
and Yanbùshàd, the Long-Silent, who had a piercing mind and sharp
thoughts and who created profound inventions. After them, I too,
even though I am younger than them (ßaghìruhum, or: of less importance) forbid sowing in such soil. In addition, I forbid people to live
close by a place (ar∂) in which corpses have been buried.
Such soil is bad and vile. If it becomes moist or damp or rains
fall again and again on it and there develops stagnant water, this
water becomes corrupt and emits vapours which are pungent (˙àdd )
and vile and cause plagues and produce matter (mawàdd ) which
speedily causes damage. The soil, too, produces vapours when it gets
moist, even if there is no stagnant water, and it produces vapours
which are even more damaging, sharp and lethal than the vapours
caused by the water.
For this reason, the Indians and the people of China and the
regions of the Slavs (bilàd aß-Íaqàliba)115 burn the bodies of their dead.
It is also said that in the region of the Sogdians they used in ancient
Here written ˇ"MYR".
For the burial habits of the Slavs and others, see Risàlat Ibn Fa∂làn, pp. 99–100,
132, 143–144, 154–165, and 170–171.
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times to burn the bodies of their dead according to the habit (madhhab) of the Indians but afterwards they have given this up because
of something that happened, about which they have a long story.
There is a profound wisdom in burning the corpses and peace
and well-being ensue for the living because of this, preserving them
from the harm that would befall them if they buried their dead in
the earth, as do the Arabs,116 Ethiopians and some of the Syrians,
among them the Kan'ànites, and some of the people of al-Jazìra and
the Andarànians (al-Andaràniyyìn). For the most part, they bury the
corpses in direct contact with the soil, although the Arabs do as
some of the people of Syria do. They prepare cisterns (˙iyà∂, cairns?)
from stones laid in rows and put their kings and the like in them.
Others they bury so that their corpses come into direct contact with
the soil.
The origin of this diﬀerence in the procedures concerning corpses
is the diﬀerence of their religious rules (sunan) which have come
through the words of human beings. They have forbidden some
things and ordered others and the procedures concerning corpses
belong to these orders and forbiddings.
When it comes to our group, the Kasdànians, their (i.e., our)
prophets have in ancient times forbidden the burning of corpses and
they have ordered that they be left in one part of the earth, one
on the top of the other, in long and narrow-pointed ceramic cisterns117
the mouth of which should be closed. So do also the Persians and
the inhabitants of the region of Màh (i.e., Media) and the people of
Khuràsàn.
This procedure is a middle way between burning corpses and
putting them into direct contact with the soil. In this middle way
there is an asset which does not burden people because both this
middle way and the burning are better than corrupting a thousand
places on earth with a thousand corpses in direct contact with the
soil in which they are put.
A wisdom that would proﬁt all people would be not to bury their
dead in earth according to what we have mentioned but according
to the middle way so that the corpses would not come into direct
contact with the soil nor be burned by ﬁre.
116
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If one wants to cure this kind of soil corrupted by burials, it
should be done in the same way as that soil which we have mentioned
in the beginning and said that it is pungent and bitter and foulsmelling, but this (must be done only) after it has been well cleared
from the bones of the dead which still remain in the soil. It is often
improved by the cure which we have prescribed for pungent and
foul-smelling soil.
When the bones of the dead are collected from this soil, they must
be burned with the wood of the jujube ('unnàb) or the wood of the
marsh mallow or plum tree (sabistàn) until they turn to ash. These ashes
must be scattered on the soil and mixed with its dirt: men should
trample it well with their feet. This will proﬁt the (living) people and
it will not injure the dead whose bones these are.
This should be done to the earth in the autumn when the winter
is drawing close and the rains will fall after the cure. This will help
to bring about the cure.
Text 18 (NA, pp. 722–724)
All things have their limits ( ghàyàt), animals, plants and minerals,
and they diﬀer from each other concerning the length of time they
take to reach that limit. When some (specimen of a) species reaches
its limit, it begins a downward movement (in˙i†à†) and takes the way
of destruction and perishing until it perishes and its composition is
decomposed and its construction broken down so that it becomes
nothing and returns to dust.
It should be clear to the observer that when it starts its downward
movement and perishing, it returns to (its original state) and water,
oil, salt and substances ( jawhar) other than those which we have enumerated earlier, etc., separate from it. What remains are the earthy
particles which coming-to-be (kawn) has transferred from one state
to another so that their form has changed.
This separation happens to animals and minerals, too, like we
have said about plants. All composed beings in this world are in the
end of their life separated into parts and ﬁnally life leaves them.
Concerning animals, the ﬁrst to separate from their body before
death is the natural heat (al-˙aràra al-gharìziyya) which had been the
cause of their life, senses and movement. When this heat, which is
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the ﬁeriness of the body, dies out, it leaves the body all at one time.
This is called “death” and the animal is then said to be “dead.”
This heat which dies out is what some call “the soul” (nafs), some
“the spirit” (rù˙) and some “the divine faculty” (quwwa ilàhiyya). Seth,
the son of Adam, called it “solar matter” (màdda shamsiyya) and doctors call it “natural heat” (al-˙aràra al-gharìziyya) and it has been given
various other names as well.
Every nation and people (umma wa-jìl min al-umam wa"l-ajyàl ) has
its own doctrine (madhhab) and practice ('amal ) concerning the bodies of the dead. Some prefer burning the corpses so that the corpse
is quickly decomposed. This is what the people of India and China,
as well as most of the (other) peoples of the East, do. They burn
the corpses so that they instantly become ashes. They say: We (do
this) so that we would not stain the earth because the damage (done
to the earth) would return to the living because, especially, when
corpses are buried in the earth, from their pus and decay are generated diﬀerent kinds of creeping animals and insects, which are
harmful to the living in many ways.
If we,118 the living, would see those corpses after they have been
buried, we would see something appalling: their form changes and
they start oozing putridity. The correct thing to do with corpses is
what relieves both the living and the dead from all this, and this
means burning them. When they become ashes, these ashes will disappear into the earth and they have returned to the substance ( jawhar)
of the earth because the ashes that remain after burning a body (alajsàd )119 are their dust (turàb) from which they have originally been
generated.
They also say: The corpses may also harm the earth itself by
changing its nature (†ab' ) for the worse. They change it so that plants
are born that are harmful to the living who get their nourishment
from plants. It is thus best in all cases which we have mentioned or
left unmentioned that the corpse be burned directly after someone
has died or after one day, and this is for a good reason.120
In ancient times, according to what is commonly known, the
Nabateans used to burn some of their corpses, though not all. They
had a procedure which it would take a long time to tell and acts
118
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(af 'àl ) in which there was wisdom, until the appearance of Dawànày,
who absolutely forbade them to do this. Instead, he ordered them
to make jars (khawàbì) from good clay and to scorch them with ﬁre
so that the clay became burned and hard. He told them to put their
dead into these jars and to close them tightly and to bury them in
the earth, some vertically, others horizontally ( fa"l-ba'∂ qà"im wa"lba'∂ mab†ù˙); there is a reason for this diﬀerence.
Thus, the Nabateans stopped burning the corpses and started doing
this. They claim that this was the reason why Dawànày was originally named “the one who ends people’s misfortunes” (al-muzìl 'an
an-nàs al-balàyà).121 He said:122 No, he was called “the one who ends
people’s misfortunes” because he cured them from their illnesses and
ended their diseases through medicaments in a quick and divine
manner (zawàlan ilàhiyyan sarì'an). For this, the people of his time
called him “the one who ends misfortunes.” Because of the distance
between his time and ours, we do not have many stories about him
and his life.
I believe (aΩunnu) that they called him “the one who ends people’s
misfortunes” just because he cured them of their diseases and saved
them from their illnesses. It is less probable that he would have been
called so because he forbade them to burn the corpses of their dead.
What we, in our own time, may observe is that Kan'ànites and
Óìthàmians and the Jaràmiqa and other nations (ajyàl ) of the Nabateans
bury corpses in jars. Most of them do not bury these (under the
earth) but set them in sarcophagi (nawàwìs), either standing or lying
down, some on top of others. When some time has elapsed, they
open the jars and collect the bones (moving them) from one jar into
another because the salt which they apply to the corpses eats the
ﬂesh and saves them from putrescence (natn). Thus, many bones (of
several corpses) are collected into one jar. The Jaràmiqa collect the
bones into large wooden chests (ßanàdìq) after they have been deprived
of everything that used to cover them. The substance ( jawhar) of the
bones is an earthy substance and they do not stink or rot.
We, in the clime of Bàbil, clean the corpse and wash it with water
and perfume it with much perfume and put it naked into a jar. Around
the corpse salt is pressed ( yukbas) very tightly. Those who can (aﬀord
121
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it), mix diﬀerent kinds of perfumes into the salt.123 Then the head
of the jar is tightly closed and it is set in a sarcophagus. They do
not wrap the corpse with any cloths, like the Egyptians and the
Greek do: the Nabateans ridicule them because of this and say: “The
living have better right to clothes than the dead whose corpses decay.
Why do you waste your clothes which you need to prevent the heat
and the cold aﬀecting yourselves? A corpse does not need it: you
waste clothes when you clothe corpses. It is better to put salt than
clothes next to the corpse!” This is done to all people in our clime
except for kings: their corpses are prepared in another way.
I am astonished by the Slavs (aß-Íaqàliba): despite their exceeding
stupidity and their distance from all knowledge and wisdom, how is
it possible that they have decided to burn their corpses so that they
do not leave even a king or anyone else, but burn his corpse with
ﬁre after his death? It is curious to ﬁnd such wisdom in such people.
Even more astonishing than the Slavs are the Egyptians who wrap
their dead in cloths and put them ( yashuddùnahum) into baskets (asfà†)
which they arrange one above the other. By doing this, they deserve
to be laughed at and their action deserves to be ridiculed.
Text 19 (NA, pp. 850–854)
They (i.e., the Sethians) say that if one eats it (i.e., fennel) continuously, throughout one’s life—this means that one mixes the leaves
and seeds of fennel with one’s daily food—this will make the odour
of his body pleasant after his death, so that no stench will be perceived
afterwards, such as is usual with the corpses of dead animals (and
people) (˙ayawàn). It is, according to what they say, as if what one
continuously eats during his lifetime would perfume one’s body, and
it indeed is almost like this.
We have seen in our time and heard about old times that the
corpses of some people were found not to emit a putrid stench after
death.124 Some of these people I am loath to mention by name,
because all Kasdànians diﬀer (from the Sethians?) about the cause
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of the pleasant odour of these bodies after their death. They say
that it is an act of the Moon and Jupiter, and is not caused by any
measures they have taken during their lifetime.
Yanbùshàd, Abraham,125 Qalyàbà126 an-Nahrì and I say that this
is caused in bodies after death by the measures taken by the deceased
during his lifetime, i.e., by mixing fennel into his food in a certain
quantity so that the constitution (†abì'a) gets accustomed to it and
the body receives its nourishment wherein is mixed the power (quwwa)
of the fennel. One may also use aloes (ßabr) and mastic (maß†akà) during the two equibalanced seasons but none of the other herbs comes
even close to fennel. One should also reduce the drinking of clear
(qarà˙) water and drink instead water mixed with wine, half and half,
or unmixed wine or wine mixed with milk. This measure will make
the odour of bodily moistnesses which are generated in the body
pleasant and it will make the odour of the blood pleasant, too. When
the odour of the blood is pleasant, the odour of the ﬂesh and fat
will also be pleasant, as well as the odour of other homogenous parts
(al-mutashàbihat al-ajzà") and other parts of the body.
Thus, the odour of the whole body will be pleasant, as also the
odour of the two kinds of excrement (i.e., faeces and urine) which
come out of the body, so that there will be no odour at all to either
of them.
One may also additionally put half a dirham of camphor into a
jug (dann) of wine after the grapes have been pressed. If the camphor is of the qayßùrì type, one and a half dànaq is enough. This will
cause in the wine good eﬀects, as concerns the odour, the taste and
the pleasure of drinking. It will also clarify the blood even more and
will prevent the generation of putrid moistness in blood or in other
interior parts of the body. In this lies a great beneﬁt ( fà"ida) and
capability for beauty after death.
They say that if this camphor is mixed with wine it will prevent
the vapours of wine from ascending to the brain and alleviate the
vehemence of inebriation as well as hangover afterwards. By my life,
this is one of the eﬀects of camphor when it is mixed with wine and
it is well known (ghayr munkar). We do not say so except by experiment and trustworthy report (khabar ßa˙ì˙).
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Íaghrìth thought that this and similar things (a˙wàl ) which have
been perceived after death and also during lifetime are nothing else
but divine gifts, not caused by human acts or plans. According to
him deviation from the natural course ('àda) is not possible unless
some potent god (ilàh qàdir) is causing this deviation. No natural
thing changes its essence or nature ( jawàhirihà wa-†ibà'ihà) through
the plans and tricks of humans. Only a god who has general potency
('àmm al-qudra) and complete power (tàmm al-quwwa) is capable of
doing this. People may imagine that something happens (for a certain reason) but it may in reality happen for some other reason than
what they imagine. One of these cases is the pleasant odour of the
body after death and also during the lifetime, so that what comes
out of the body does not emit a stench, nor the urine nor the excrement nor vomit nor perspiration. When such a person dies, there
will be no stench in his corpse, such as is perceptible in the corpses
of all living beings (˙ayawàn). So they imagine that this has happened
because of some measures taken by the person during his lifetime
and because he has made something enter his body with his food
or also because he has made use of some arrangement and practice.
All this (i.e., the idea that this could be reached by nourishment)
is impossible, nonsensical and based on mere guesswork (mu˙àl bà†il
Ωannì) and there is nothing to argue for it or prove it. This will not
be attained except through one’s deeds and forms of worship ('ibàdàt),
the slaying of sacriﬁcial animals (na˙r al-qaràbìn) and prayers to the
gods, using their great and beautiful names (bi-asmà"ihà l-˙usnà
l-'iΩàm), by nocturnal vigils (qiyàm al-layl ) and fasting during the day.
The gods, or the one who is aspired after by these forms of worship, sacriﬁces and good deeds, will perfume for that person his body
and what is emitted from it.
Such was Adam,127 as (Íaghrìth) said, and before him Dawànày
and 'À'àmày and Sùlìnà and Aqsamìnà and ˇùlùtà and Rasàtà and
Karmànà and others, which Seth, the son of Adam, has enumerated, mentioning that they were pure and puriﬁed by their pious
deeds and by the beautiful ways in which they approached the gods.
They devoted their lives to this and they arrived to what they aspired
127
The fate of the body of Adam became a matter of some interest in both
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and the gods perfumed in them the unpleasant odours that are usually generated in living beings (˙ayawàn). The gods raised their rank
over that of other people and made them conspicuous among others
and made them excel the others so that their worth would be seen
and people would covet the same actions and apply themselves assiduously to that end, so that they, too, would be honoured and respected
and of high rank in their life so that people would pray through
them for water and search for a blessing ( yatabarrakùn) by looking
at them, living where they live (aspiring for the baraka). They would
also hope that after their death, their body would be shown the honour of being distinguished from those of other people so that people would know that this might appeared in them (even) after their
death and would then emulate their deeds.
The root of this action and what makes this complete for human
beings, is avoiding one’s passions (shahawàt) and bridling one’s self (nafs)
from all evils which it wants and following the way (sìra) of the noble
angels who themselves follow the way of the Moon, which again follows the way of the Sun. This will cause them to stay (alive) as long
as nature allows them, through the power (quwwa) which the gods
have given them and after that the gods will honour their bodies by
perfuming them and taking away the stench, impurities and dirt.
In this, people have diﬀerent ranks according to their deeds. In
the case of some, the gods take away from the body bad stenches
but let it decay. When the body has changed through a process of
decay there emerges from the dust something which it would take
a long time to explain. If one’s rank in pious deeds is even greater,
the gods perfume his body and in addition let it be preserved without decay for a certain period, according to one’s deeds.
If one’s rank is even higher because of his good deeds and persistence in goodness, his body will be preserved forever after his
death without decay or change and no aspect of his appearance will
be changed so that people may see him after his death as complete
as they see the mute statues (aßnàm) made of gold, silver and stone,
which never decay or change.
In this body which is forever preserved we and all others may see
how the gods take perfect care of this world and those in it and how
they help people by making these (saintly men) superior to others.
When the cycle (dawr) of the god who has kept this body sound and
without decay, starts, he will bring it alive by returning to it a soul
(nafs) quite like his soul and by setting it into his body and combining
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with it light from his own light. Thus, this person (shakhß) will become
a god for the people of that time. Afterwards, when the time has
elapsed which he was to reach, the same will happen to him concerning his death as on the ﬁrst occasion. Thus, he will die and his
body will be preserved, like the ﬁrst time, until the cycle of that god
will again come and the god may do to him as he did earlier.
This will be repeatedly done by this god ( yatakarraru dhàlika d-dahra
kullahu li-dhàlika l-ilàh), unless that person deviates from his pious
deeds and lets loose his passions and fancies. Then the god will withdraw this deed (of preserving his body time after time) and he will
die an evil death of decay and he will perish ( yab†ul ) and become
dust. But if every time the god brings him to life again, he behaves
as he did earlier earning the same reward, then the god will again
do the same for him. So if he always does (pious deeds), he will
exist forever, dying and returning to life, being a noble leader and
a respected god while alive.
This is the common opinion of all our groups (†awà"if ) and their
subgroups (aßnàf ). The gods reward and requite people who obey
them and aspire to be like them by avoiding passions and following
reason and leading a life which resembles the way of the gods. This
happens in the way we have just explained. People who believe otherwise are people who do not believe in the acts of the gods and who
do not recognize how much the gods show their favour upon them.
In their disbelief and lies and shamelessness they try (to keep the
body fragrant) in diﬀerent ways and by using various recipes which
they describe, recipes which are false and vain. Then they say that
their tricks and connivances make them achieve that which (in reality) only the living and eternal gods are able to do. This is an untrue
assumption and a weak trick and a vile and despicable belief according to knowledgeable ('àrifìn) believers.
Qùthàmà has said: This is what Íaghrìth said about this. He has
shown his opinion and his doctrine (ra"yahu wa-madhhabahu) about this
and presented his arguments and defended them. This was also the
doctrine of ˇàmithrà the Kan'ànite and all Kan'ànites and Kardànians
and others among the Nabatean nations (ajyàl ), except for those who
segregated themselves from this doctrine like those who revealed their
opinion, such as Anù˙à and Abraham. These showed openly their
contrary opinion. I also believe that Yanbùshàd was of the same
opinion as Anù˙à concerning this. He wanted to reduce all gods to
one single god (an yaj'ala l-àlihata ilàhan wà˙idan) and to set this god
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above all the others in power and rule (tadbìr), so that he would be
(the sum of ) those others ( fa-yakùna huwa hà"ulà"i ghayrahu). Yet he
could not reveal this openly because he feared for his life and had
to guard it.
But now we have strayed too far from our main theme ('an 'amùdi
l-kalàm), the fennel. Let us now return to the fennel.
Text 20 (NA, p. 147)
It (i.e., the myrtle) may also, like some other plants, be used to repel
magic (izàlat as-si˙r), according to some magicians. The science of
magic ('ilm as-si˙r) is something with which I do not concern myself
and I do not like to speak of what I do not know.
They say that the habit of farmers (akara) to carve various statues
(ßuwar)128 from it depicting diﬀerent animals (which they set) in the
middle of their gardens ( fì mayàdìn al-basàtìn) derives from magicians
and these statues have an eﬀect on the souls of the people who look
at them, but they must be only certain kinds of statues (ßuwaran-mà
bi-'aynihà).
They say: To have power (over what is represented there) one
carves from its boughs a statue of a man or a woman. The name
of the one represented is inscribed there, together with a picture of
a lion, a large snake, a scorpion or some other obnoxious and poisonous animal, which has in its power (mu˙ì†a) the one represented
there or is tearing him to pieces or coiling around his body. This
has to be done at a particular time with the stars in a certain constellation. This, they say, will cause the one named there to fall ill,
or else a nightmare (khiyàl ) or madness or something frightening (almakhàwif wa"l-mahàwil ) or loss of mind or delusion (sadar) or some
other pain or damage will befall him.
I seek refuge in my great god (ilàhì l-'aΩìm) from ever doing harm
to a human being like myself or molesting any animal (al-˙ayawàn
al-bahìmì), not to speak of human beings. Magicians are people whom
I cannot openly blame129 nor encounter because I am afraid of the
evil they may cause: a time when one of them appears is the worst
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of times and their time is a most painful time. They are men of
misfortunes.
I entreat the good god of our clime to divert their evils and calamities from me and my loved ones and friends. The best of people,
nay, everyone, have defamed (†a'ana) them. So have the prophets (alanbiyà")—peace be upon them—as well as pious men and ascetics
(al-'ubbàd wa"z-zuhhàd ) and they have considered them the worst of
mankind. As for myself, I do not say anything about them that people might keep in mind, I just say that the best of men have defamed
them, and no-one can ﬁnd fault in my doing so. I do not blame or
defame anyone. Nay, I merely implore our god to make good all
corrupted ones through his mercy.
Text 21 (NA, pp. 148–149)
The prophet Adam has told a curious story about it (i.e., the
laurel) in which he mentions how it spoke to the guardian of the
ﬁeld. He said:
It happened in ancient times that a farmer was sleeping amidst
four laurel trees in the middle of a ﬁeld (maydàn). In his dream he
heard how one of the trees spoke to him saying: “O human being,
is there in your garden any more beautiful tree than I? Who can
say that he has ever seen the like of me?” The guardian asked:
“What do you mean?”
The tree replied: “It means that you have to call me by the name
‘Who has seen the like of me and does not honour me with the same
attention (ta'àhud ) as the other trees?’ You take great care of them
but you do not turn your attention to me nor to those who are of
my kind. If you want to know my excellence over all other trees
then start taking care of me and attending (ta'àhud ) to me. Stand up
in the middle of the night with a little gillyﬂower (khìrì) oil, or some
other (oil), and anoint me with it, if you like. Then turn your face
towards heaven and look up to Jupiter saying: ‘O most auspicious
of the Auspicious Ones (sa'd as-su'ùd ), give me ﬁfteen more years to
live from this moment on!’ You may be sure of ﬁfteen more years
from that moment on, whatever your age might be and you will be
safe from death after you have said to him: ‘I entreat you through
this tree.’ Try this, O human being, and you will ﬁnd it to be so
and you will proﬁt from this and know my excellence and my rank
in the eyes of your god Jupiter.”
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He (i.e., Adam) said: The laurel ( ghàr) tree was named ‘the One
who spoke with the guardian’ (mukallimat an-nà†ùr) and also ‘Who has
seen the like of me?’ (man ra"à mithlì).
Abù Bakr Ibn Wa˙shiyya adds: This story may sound a mere
fable (khuràfa) but it conceals a good deal of their knowledge, to
which they allude (ramazù), setting it in the guise of a fable, because
they only grudgingly revealed (kashf ) its (true) meaning, prohibiting
it from the unknowing who would understand it according to their
opinions and beliefs (àrà"ihim wa-'tiqàdàtihim). This (story) is an allusion to this tree having this special property. If this may be ascertained through experimentation then it is indeed a useful piece of
information.
Text 22 (NA, pp. 155–157)130
The chapter on the marsh mallow (khi†mì)
Abù Bakr Ibn Wa˙shiyya says: Kasdànians have many tales (khuràfàt)
about the marsh mallow in which abundant beneﬁts and many wonders lie. I add this note before the text of the authors (aß˙àb) of the
book so that when they mention these tales you would be prepared
for them and would not think that they are nonsense. Nay, think about
these tales and consider what they say: If you understand them, you
will ﬁnd it to be just as I said. [end of note by Ibn Wa˙shiyya]
The marsh mallow is of two kinds. One produces large red ﬂowers,
the other smaller white ﬂowers. It mainly grows in the region of the
Jaràmiqa but it also grows abundantly in our clime. It is a celestial
plant (an-nabàt al-falakì). Celestial plants do not die or grow old and
wither, nor does their condition change at any time (i.e., they are
evergreen).
Shabàhà al-Jarmaqànì has said that the marsh mallow bears red
ﬂowers, and that there was in the region of Nìnawà a marsh mallow which grew for 12,000 years, bearing 27 ﬂowers every year, that
is to say thrice nine ﬂowers, and one more solitary ﬂower on its top,
which had more petals than the other 27.

130
This passage has been translated into Italian by Travaglia (2003): 331–334,
and into German, from ps.-al-Majrì†ì, Ghàyat al-˙akìm, by Ritter-Plessner (1962):
368–371.
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Shabàhà has also told:
This particular tree used to speak to me a lot, both in sleep and
in a waking condition; although mostly in my dreams. When I had
heard something (or: a story, ˙adìthan) from her (in my sleep), I used
to write it down in a volume (or: on parchment, fì jild ) after I had
woken up because I did not want to forget it.
One night she (the marsh mallow) came to me in a dream and
said: “Know that I am an idol (ßanam) of Mercury; yet you have
been thinking that I am merely a marsh mallow. I am a marsh mallow but also an idol. A great quarrel and many disputes (munàza'àt)
have fallen between myself and the mandrake (al-yabrù˙)131 because
it claims to be more deserving of my place. Yet everything on earth
is set where our god set it and none of us (i.e., trees) can overstep
its place and none of us has it in his power to change from one
state (˙àl ) to another, nor can we move from one place to another.
Neither can we add to our stature or size, from littleness to greatness, nor change our nature (†ab' ) to doing things other than what
we have been doing. But the mandrake is ignorant and blind in his
claim that everything about which I have spoken would be possible
if one just knew it.132
Now I ask you, Shabàhà, to write to the magicians of Bàbil and
ask them to give their verdict in the case between myself and the
mandrake. You do not have their knowledge ('ilm) so that we cannot turn to your verdict instead of theirs. You know that I cannot
write letters to men nor (directly) let them know what I want and
this is why I have told you this because I have chosen you from
among other human beings. Because of this you will remain as long
as I remain, forever.”
When she had said this, the marsh mallow (in my dream) dissolved
and became vapour which ascended towards heaven and I did not
see her anymore after its dissolution. When I awoke, I wrote about
this to the magicians of Bàbil and they replied to me as follows:
“Your letter has come to us and we are delighted to hear that
you and the tree are safe and sound. In our opinion the marsh mallow is not the equal of the mandrake because in our opinion the
mandrake has a mightier station and a loftier position with relation

131
132

Lane, s.v., mentions a yabrù˙ ßanamì.
Instead of na'lamuhu we might read na'maluhu “if we just did it”.
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to its actions both beneﬁcial and harmful to us, nay it is harmful to
our enemies to our beneﬁt.
Yet, he is, despite this, deceiving and sly and his fury (shidda) and
power cannot be opposed or countered. So we extol him to preserve
ourselves from his evil. Yet he is not dissimilar to the marsh mallow; nay, they agree in their nature (†ab' ) which is cold, heavy (thiqal )
and slow. Both of them are related to two strong celestial bodies
which have power over them, namely Mercury and his father Saturn.
Both of these plants are wise ('àqil ) and we are astonished to hear
that there is some quarrel between them. Usually disputes and quarrels break out between two stupid ones: how rare it is that a quarrel occurs between two wise ones! Yes, this is much rarer than
between two stupid ones because quarrels and disputes do not break
out between two wise ones except for a necessary reason (sabab mùjib),
through the action of someone who does it, but in the case of two
stupid ones, it may occur between them either for the very same
reason or from themselves. Thus, wise ones have only one cause for
dispute, whereas ignorant ones have two and consequently a dispute
will break out between them more often.
Our verdict is, thus, in favour of the mandrake and against the
marsh mallow because we use him (i.e., the mandrake) much in our
magical operations and he is a strong aid in our work.133 We also
use the marsh mallow in some cases and some states and matters,
like in (creating) bonds (wußla), love, sympathy and favourable disposition as well as in some talismans which are meant for pure good.
In the case of the mandrake, the evil (uses) predominate.”
I took this letter and went to the marsh mallow and told her that
it had arrived. Then I went away and she came to me in my sleep134
and I told her about it (the contents of the letter). She replied: “They
judged in my favour against him, not the other way round, because
they said that I am good and he is evil and they are (in fact) saying that they extol and prefer him (only) because of his evil (of which
they are afraid).
The proof of this is that people fear evil animals like predatory
animals and diﬀerent kinds of snakes among wild animals because
I read 'amalinà instead of 'ilminà.
I take it that Shabàhà went with the letter to the holy tree and then retired
to a room in the temple for incubation. Note that Shabàhà seems unable to tell
the tree the contents of the letter except in a dream.
133
134
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of their evil although they are (in themselves) troublesome wretches.
The good ones, like me, (among animals) are the herbivorous ones
which live happily and in comfort. Snakes are killed and hunted,
whereas ﬁshes and turtles are protected and safe. They have given
their verdict concerning me that I am good and may be safe and
concerning my enemy in my dispute that he is evil and feared. I
am better and more auspicious, just as good men are in a much
better position than evil ones, in many ways which it would take a
long time to recount. Even if there were nothing else to distinguish
between good ones and evil ones except that the heart of the good
one is at rest and the heart of the evil one is preoccupied (that would
be enough): the one with a peaceful heart enjoys his eating and
drinking in a way one with a preoccupied heart can never do!”
Because of this Shabàhà, the prophet135 of the Jaràmiqa, ordered
the people of his region to draw in their temples (hayàkil ) a picture
of Dawànày the Lord standing, making an eight with (two) ﬁngers
of his right hand,136 with the remaining three standing upwards. He
leans on a branch of marsh mallow in which knots are depicted,
which are typical of the branches of marsh mallow. In addition a
great snake coils around his staﬀ and at the top of the staﬀ is a
golden cruciﬁx. The snake is opening its mouth wide towards the
face of Dawànày.137
Text 23 (NA, pp. 186–187)
There is a reason why this tree is called “the Tree of Abraham” but
it would take a long time to explain it in detail.138 The main point
is, brieﬂy told, that Abraham was a leader (imàm) of the people of
his time and much revered by them. Yet he was aﬄicted by many
135

Reading nabì, cf. Ritter-Plessner (1962): 370.
For the explanation of this and further references, see Ritter-Plessner (1962):
370. Cf. also von Gutschmid (1861): 48–49.
137
For the identiﬁcation of this statue, see Ritter-Plessner (1962): 369–370; cf.
also Tubach (1986): 305, 332–333, 364.
138
On p. 186, we have been told that this tree is related to the sorb (ghubayrà",
for which see, e.g., Levey 1966b: 310). It is said to be a blessed tree which loves
solitude and avoids company. It was loved by King Óàmà, as well as by the people of Sùrà. The resemblance of the name Óàmà to the Biblical Haman is most
probably accidental, even though there is a legend which connects Haman with
various trees, see Ginzberg (1998) IV: 443–445.
136
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travels and wandered around diﬀerent countries because of famine
and hunger which befell the people of al-Jazìra during the reign of
King Íalyàmà the Inauspicious, who was inauspicious for his people;
the traces of his misfortune remain to our very days because he lived
not long ago (li-qurbi zamàninà min zamànihi ).
Once Abraham ﬂed to the clime of Bàbil and another time to
the land of Egypt (ar∂ Mißr). They say that when he was travelling
in the desert (barriyya) called Tàdùmaryà—Abù Bakr ibn Wa˙shiyya
adds: This desert is the one where the city of Tadmur (i.e., Palmyra)
is located—and he saw a big black lion approaching him. Abraham
was riding a donkey. He was seized with violent fear139 and he quickly
dismounted close to one of these trees which had large, tangled
branches.
He led his donkey and bound it to the tree with a rope (˙abl lìf )
which was around its neck, then climbed on the back of the donkey and scaled (tasallaqa) the tree to half of its height and remained
there, sitting on a large and thick branch, hiding among the leaves.
The lion came forward, looking for him. When the donkey saw the
lion and smelled it, it bolted and started panicking, pulling on the
rope with which it was bound, trying to shake it oﬀ in order to
come to the lion (sic?).—This is the habit of donkeys when they see
a lion; it is natural (ma†bù'a) to them.
Jolting and panicking the donkey lifted its hindlegs and beat the
ground with them, farted enormously and brayed loudly. When it saw
this the lion was scared and ran far away. When he saw that it had
gone away, Abraham descended, mounted his donkey and rode to the
town (al-madìna). When he went by a place where there was one of
these trees, he bowed down (sajada) to it and gloriﬁed (sabba˙a) it and
forbade anyone to break any of its boughs or to use it for ﬁrewood.
He said: “This tree has saved me and my donkey from a lion.”
The tree became famous for this in Syria (ash-Shàm), al-Jazìra and
the clime of Bàbil, and people started calling it “the Tree of Abraham”,
abandoning its original name which was *shùktàthà140 although, (in
fact), some people (still) retain its (original) name while others call it
the tree of Abraham.
139
Or, if we take the donkey to be the subject: its muscles beneath the shoulder-blades started trembling (out of fear).
140
In the edition SWKX?"BY (where X is one of the letters bà", tà", etc., without
any dots). As a mere guess, I connect this with ShWKT" (NA, p. 169, l. 13).
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The people of the time of Yanbùshàd claimed that all the sakìnas141
of gods and idols (aßnàm) wept for him after his death, just like angels
(malà"ika) and sakìnas had all wept for Tammùzà (TMWZY). Further,
they claimed that all the idols came from all regions (min jamì' aq†àr
al-ar∂) to Bayt al-"ShKWL142 in Bàbil and all went to the temple
(haykal ) of the Sun, and especially to the great golden idol which
hangs between heaven and earth.
The idol of the Sun stood in the middle of the temple and all
the world’s (ar∂ ) idols stood around him. Closest to him were the
idols of the Sun from every region, then the idols of the Moon, then
the idols of Mars, then the idols of Mercury, then the idols of Jupiter,
then the idols of Venus, then the idols of Saturn.143
Then the idol of the Sun started weeping for Tammùzà and all
the idols wept. The idol of the Sun read litanies ( yu'addid ) on
141

The same term is used in the Mandaean (shkìnà, Rudolph 1960–61, II: 21,
note 4) and Manichaean religions (Syriac shkìntà, the ﬁve “dwellings” in the Kingdom
of Light, Lieu 1985: 10). The word is used for daimòn in Proclus’ Commentary on
Pythagoras’ Golden Verses, translated by Ibn a†-ˇayyib (see al-Bìrùnì’s Kitàb Mà li"lHind, pp. 26–27; Walbridge 2001: 26 and 47, note 31). See also section 5
142
The equation with Hebrew eshkòl, made already by Ewald (1857): 151, note, is
unwarranted and there is nothing to connect this temple with Dionysos. A connection
with the ancient Mesopotamian temple Esagila is rather uncertain but worth consideration. Tubach (1986): 26, mentions the temple Eshgal of Ishtar, and, p. 27, Esagila,
both still active in the early Hellenistic period. The great temple at Hatra seems
to have been called Sgyl (Sagìl), perhaps from Esagila, see Tubach (1986): 259–261.
The Greek skholè, school, is semantically problematic, even though the word was
in frequent use in both Syriac (see Payne Smith, p. 376 b, s.v. skòlì, eskùlì) and
Arabic (ushkùl, uskùl ), e.g., Akhbàr ba†àrika, pp. 13, 25, etc.; Ibn Hindù (d. 420/1029),
Miftà˙ a†-†ibb, pp. 89–90, (in a passage on the Alexandrian doctors’ curriculum,
translated from Syriac, mentioning the books read fì majàlis ta'lìmihim al-ma'rùf 'indahum
bi"l-"SKWL. The passage continues: wa-hàdhihi l-lafΩa ism suryànì murakkab min shay’ayn
a˙aduhumà l-fahm wa"t-tafahhum wa"th-thànì l-maw∂i' alladhì fìhi yutafahham mà yutafahham, referring, thus, both to the scholastic tradition and the school, as a building);
Óunayn, Risàla, p. 21 (. . . kamà yajtami'u aß˙àbunà l-yawma min an-naßàrà fì mawà∂i'i
t-ta'lìmi llatì tu'rafu bi"l-uskùli fì kulli yawm . . .). See also Vööbus (1958): 317, note
137, and Endress (1987): 430, note 103, for further references.
A reading Bayt *al-uthkùl, from uthkùl “a bereft woman” (see Lane, s.v.) might
also be considered. Another possibility is to connect "ShKWL with ashkàl, the (celestial) forms, although it is diﬃcult to explain how the common noun form af 'àl
would have been deformed to the rare "F'WL. Similar distortions of Arabic words
are not found in the Nabatean Agriculture.
143
The scene sounds somewhat similar to a story, told in Islamic lore (itself deriving from earlier models) of how the idols came to Iblìs when Jesus was born. For
the version of a†-ˇabarì, see Perlmann (1987): 115.
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Tammùzà and told his story in detail ( yadhkuru shar˙ qißßatihi ), and
all the idols wept from sundown till sunrise the next morning. After
that they ﬂew back to their regions.
The idol of Tihàma144 was called Nasr.145 His eyes keep weeping
and his tears ﬂowing since that night when he lamented over Tammùzà
with the idol of the Sun, and will do so forever. This is because of
the special role (limà yakhtaßßu bihi ) this idol has in that story of
Tammùz. This idol which is called Nasr is the one who gave (afàda)
the art of soothsaying (kihàna) to the Arabs so that they were able
to tell about secret things (al-ghayb) and explain dreams before the
dreamer had told his dream to them.146
Thus the idols also wept for Yanbùshàd that night in the clime
of Bàbil, separately in their temples, the whole night till morning.
Towards the end of the night there was a great inundation, with
great and heavy thunder and lightning and a great earthquake147
which extended from Óulwàn to the bank of the Tigris in the region
of Binàrwàyà148 on the eastern side of the Tigris. When the inundation started, the idols returned to their places, they having stirred
somewhat from their places.
They caused this inundation as a punishment to people of the
clime of Bàbil because they had left the body of Yanbùshàd under
the open sky on the steppe of Shàmàßà, until the inundation washed
his body to Wàdì al-A˙far from where the body was further washed
to the sea.149 Famine and plague befell the clime of Bàbil for three
months until the living had no time to bury the dead.
These are stories which they have written down and read in their
temples after the prayers. Then they weep and lament greatly. When
I join the people in the temple, especially on the feast of Tammùz

144
Note the Islamic focus, although also ﬁfth and sixth-century authors were
aware of a temple of Nishrà in Arabia, see Hawting (1999): 115.
145
A well-known pagan god, mentioned in the Qur"àn (Q 71: 23), whose temple has been excavated at Hatra. See also Tubach (1986): 109–114.
146
Obviously a reference to the recurrent kàhin tales, like the one concerning
Shiqq and Sa†ì˙, discussed in Hämeen-Anttila (2000). One should also note the
mention of a vulture (in Arabic nasr) in an anti-Islamic biography of Mu˙ammad
from Spain, see Constable (1997): 48, further discussed in Hämeen-Anttila (2000).
147
Earthquakes as signs of divine malcontent are, of course, a topos in several
religious traditions. In Syriac sources, one ﬁnds, e.g., the earthquake of 363 interpreted in such terms, see Brock (1977b): 274–275.
148
Written BN"WDhRN", but cf. below.
149
Cf. Text 25.
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which is in his month, and they read his story and weep, I always
weep with them, helping them and feeling sympathy with their weeping, but not because I believe in what they relate. Yet I do believe
in the story of Yanbùshàd. When they read his story and weep, I
weep with them unlike I weep for Tammùzà. The reason for this
is that the time of Yanbùshàd is closer to our own time than the
time of Tammùz, and accordingly his story is more reliable and true.
It may also be that part of the story of Tammùz is also true, but I
doubt some of the story because his time is so remote from ours.
Abù Bakr ibn Wa˙shiyya says:150 This month of Tammùz is,
according to the Nabateans as I found it in their books, called by
the name of a man about whom there is a long and amazing story.
They claim that he was killed time after time in horrible (qabì˙a)
ways. In fact, all their months are called by the names of excellent
and learned men of the past, who belonged to those Nabateans who
lived in the clime of Bàbil before the Kasdànians.
This Tammùz, namely, was neither Kasdànian, nor Kan'ànite, nor
Hebrew ('ibrànì), nor one of the Jaràmiqa, but one of the ancient
˙asàsin (min al-˙asàsin al-awwalìn). They say concerning each of their
months that they are called by the names of men who have passed
away. Thus the First and the Second Tishrìn are the names of two
others who were excellent in sciences ('ulùm) and so also the First
and the Second Kànùn. Shubà† was a man who married a thousand
women, all virgins but who bore no oﬀspring and no son was born
to him,151 so they set Shubà† at the end of their months because of
his lack of oﬀspring, and this lack became the lack of the number
(of days) in it.152
All Sabians, both Babylonian (bàbilì) and Harranian (˙arnànì), weep
and lament for Tammùz until our days in the month called Tammùz
in a feast ('ìd ) of theirs which is attributed to Tammùz. They read
long litanies ( yu'addidùn), especially the women who, both here and
in Harran, weep and lament together for Tammùz and rave long
ravings (hadhayàn) about him. Yet I have noticed that neither of the

150

The rest of the text is a long note by Ibn Wa˙shiyya.
The passage remotely resembles the frame story of The Thousand and One Nights.
152
Twin prophets with the same name are also found in the material describing Sabian prophets; e.g., al-Mas'ùdì, Murùj § 1234, knows of two diﬀerent prophets
called Orpheus, namely Hermes and Agathodaimon. For the fewer number of days
in February, cf. von Gutschmid (1861): 59.
151
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two groups possesses any true information (khabar ßa˙ì˙) concerning
Tammùz and the reason for their weeping for him.
When I was translating this book, I read in it that Tammùz was
a man about whom there is a story and that he was killed in a horrible way only once, and there is no more to his story. They have
no153 knowledge about him except that they say: “So we have known
our forefathers to weep and lament during this feast ascribed to
Tammùzà.”
So I say that this is a memorial feast (dhukràn)154 which they held
for Tammùz in the ancient times and which has continued until the
present although the story about him has been forgotten because of
the remoteness of his time. In our times, none of them knows what
his story was and why they actually weep for him.
The Christians have a memorial feast which they hold for a man
called Jùrjìs155 who, so they claim, was killed many times in horrible
ways,156 but he returned to life each time. Then he was killed again,
and again returned to life, until he died at the end of the story, which
is too long to be explained. It is written down in a book which the
Christians possess and they hold a memorial feast for him which
they call the memorial feast of Jùrjìs.
The story of this Tammùz which we already mentioned is just
like that of Jùrjìs. I do not know whether the Christians heard (waqa'a
153

I read là for lì.
Cf. Syriac and Mandaic dukhrànà. For Mandaean dukhrànà “a sacramental
commemoration of a person or persons by reciting their name” (Gündüz 1994: 82),
see Rudolph (1960–1961) II: 287–296.
155
The name is curiously close to that of the god or demon Jirjàs mentioned in
Rasà"il Ikhwàn aß-ßafà IV: 296; see also Green (1992): 208–213. For the feast of St.
George, see also al-Ißfahànì, Aghànì VI: 225 ('ìd Maryà Sarjis, var. Jarjis; further references in Elad 1995: 65–66) with a reference to the presence of women in the
feast. For an Islamic version of “Jirjìs an-nabì,” see, e.g., al-Kha†ìb al-Baghdàdì,
Ta’rìkh al-anbiyà", pp. 396–404. His repeated killing was almost proverbial. E.g.,
Rùmì, Dìwàn, v. 23465 (poem 2213), adopts him as a metaphor for true lover in
a beautiful verse: hamchu Jirjìs shavad kushte-i 'ishqash ßad bàr.
156
Repeated killing of other religious characters is also known from the Islamic
tradition. Ayoub (1978) mentions several such cases: pp. 112–113 (< al-Irshàd: Muslim
ibn 'Awsaja speaks of being killed and resuscitated 70 times); p. 123 (< ad-Darbandì,
Iksìr al-'ibàdàt: al-Óusayn); p. 216 (eschatology: the murderers of al-Óusayn); p. 246
(< al-Haft ash-sharìf: al-Óusayn was not slain a thousand times, implying that the
contrary is said by some). In the Christian Syriac and Arabic traditions one also
ﬁnds resurrections, both as public miracles performed to impress (e.g., Akhbàr ba†àrika,
p. 27) and as more private occurrences (e.g., Akhbàr ba†àrika, p. 21: the bishop
Barshabbà was resurrected so that he was able to stay in his oﬃce for a further
15 years until a suitable successor was found).
154
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ilà) of the story of Tammùz who lived in the ancient times and they
changed the name of Jùrjìs at his place and then related the story
of Tammùz under the name of Jùrjìs and disagreed with the Sabians
concerning the time (of the feast). The Sabians hold the memorial
feast of Tammùz on the ﬁrst day of Tammùz and the Christians
hold the feast of Jùrjìs at the end of Nìsàn or a little before it.157 Now
we think (waqafnà) that the story of Jùrjìs, how he was punished and
killed several times by the king, is the very same as that of Tammùz,
but the Christians stole it from the Sabians and set Jùrjìs, one of
the disciples of Christ (˙awàrì l-Masì˙) (in his stead) and claimed that
he called a king to adopt the Christian religion, and that the king
tortured him by killing him these many times. Personally, as far as
I know, my opinion is that both stories are lies and impossibilities
that cannot be true.
This is what I found in the book of the Nabatean Agriculture about
him. After that I happened to come upon another Nabatean book
which contained the explanation of the story of Tammùz. He called
a king to serve the Seven and the Twelve,158 and that king killed
him, but he returned to life after having been killed. Then the king
killed him in many horrible ways but each time he returned to life.
In the end he ﬁnally died. That story was indeed identical to the
last with the story of Jùrjìs which the Christians know. The Sabians
hold a memorial feast for Tammùz which they call the memorial
feast of Tammùz and the Christians hold a memorial feast for Jùrjìs,
which they call the memorial feast and tadhkira of Jùrjìs.
Abù Bakr ibn Wa˙shiyya, the author159 of this book says: When
it comes to Yanbùshàd, the Sabians of our time do not know him
and they have not heard his story as I have been told by them. I do
not know how that has come about, except if it is a pure coincidence
because they have stories about other Nabateans who are more
ancient than Yanbùshàd.
Binàrwàyà160 which he (i.e., Qùthàmà) mentioned in the story of
the earthquake which, he said, came after the inundation—this

157

St. George’s feast is on the 23rd of April.
For the combination of Seven and Twelve in Mandaean religion and in Islamic
sources, see Rosenthal (1959), esp. pp. 315–317.
159
Var. the translator into Arabic.
160
Yàqùt, Mu'jam I: 496: Binàr (. . .) min qurà Baghdàd mimmà yalì †arìq Khuràsàn
min nà˙iyat Baràz ar-Rùdh (for which see Mu'jam I: 364).
158
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Binàrwàyà is the place of the city of al-Manßùr which is the same
as Madìnat as-salàm (i.e., Baghdad).
Concerning the vapour rising from the earth and receiving a bad
inﬂuence from the stars,161 this is the opinion of the Kasdànians,
which is like their opinion concerning shooting stars (shuhub) which
are born in the air from vapour and disappear in a moment. The
stars which are seen with tails (adhnàb; i.e., shooting stars) are also
like this. The occurrence of a calamity (àfa) in the vapour which
rises from the earth is caused by stars like this. There will be more
about this in this book and you will come by it, O my son, in the
words of the author of this book, if God, He is sublime, wants it.
Here end the words of Ibn Wa˙shiyya.
Text 25 (NA, pp. 405–406)
Yet the beliefs of Yanbùshàd lead him to die in the steppe (barriyya)
of al-A˙far, alone and miserable. A ﬂood carried his body to the
wadi that is in al-A˙far and from there to the sea and he was never
seen again. Some of his partisans believe in Yanbùshàd’s words and
they say that this death was what Yanbùshàd had wanted. His god
did with him what he did according to what he himself had wanted.
(His god) revered his body so that he did not let it be buried in the
earth and this is why he carried it to the sea with the ﬂood. The
surges of the sea threw his body ashore on an island where there
are fragrant herbs and his body remains there until our time without having been corrupted during these thousands of years because
his god honoured him.
The people of the clime of Bàbil did not thrive after his death.
First it happened after the death of Yanbùshàd that God (Allàh) sent
over them that destructive plague after the great ﬂood and the severe
drought. I have heard that some people near ˇìzanàbàdh, who are
the people of his region, say that Yanbùshàd did not die but that
he ascended to heaven and is like Dawànày in this. They greatly
exaggerate in this and prefer him over Adam and his son Seth and
they say many things concerning him. They, too, are fools (majànìn),
saying what they do not know in reality.
161
Here Ibn Wa˙shiyya comments on what is discussed before the excursion on
Tammùz.
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Abù Bakr Ibn Wa˙shiyya says: It becomes obvious to me from
the words of Qùthàmà that he followed the school (madhhab) of
Yanbùshàd but could not say so openly. Can’t you see how he belittles and blames him but then follows this with praise, speaking in
the name of other people who spoke about him. Thus he mixes
blame and praise and secretly corrects his own view.
Both Yanbùshàd and Qùthàmà allude162 to the truth of monotheism (taw˙ìd ) and aid it because this was their belief. Yet they hid
this with all their might ( jahdahum), fearing that the people of their
age and the kings who ruled during their time would kill them.
According to what I have found in the books of the Nabateans,
there have always risen in the ancient times men, one after the other,
who have believed in monotheism and have renounced the worship
of all except the One, the Eternal (al-Qadìm), and have beseeched
Him. Often they have not been able to speak openly, so they have
only alluded to Him. So it was with Anù˙à who is mentioned in
this book, and, like him, Yanbùshàd alluded to monotheism and supported it. I also think that Qùthàmà was like them.
God, He is sublime, has been merciful towards us as He has let
us know Him and serve only Him, through the most noble of His
creation, our lord Mu˙ammad ibn 'Abdallàh, the prophet, may God
bless him and his family and preserve (them). He sent him in the
best of ages and the most noble of times and He helped and aided
him and elevated his station and made him manifest until he won
over other nations as he had promised his people and told his community (umma) that the end would belong to them ('uqbà d-dàri takùnu
lahum). He also promised them that he would make their religion
strong and let them inherit ( yastakhlifuhum) the earth like it was inherited before (by other nations). He told them this and promised them
this when they were a minority; later it turned out to be true and
his promise was fulﬁlled. In this there was a most notable sign and
great knowledge and clear proof that his prophethood was true, may
God bless him and preserve him and make him noble and great,
and his family, too.

162

From here on the passage uses plurals rather than duals.
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Text 26 (NA, pp. 538–541)
The chapter on hadhartàyà
Qùthàmà has said: This plant grows on the banks of the river called
Jordan (al-Urdunn) which runs in the land of the Kan'ànites. Some
people brought hadhartàyà to others in Bàbil and these implanted it
in the region of [Bar]sàwyà163 and it started growing well there. (. . .)
Some of the farmers ( fallà˙ìn) eat the plant itself. They reap it at
the end of the ﬁrst Kànùn, on the occasion of the Birthday of Time
(Mìlàd az-zamàn). (. . .) This they call “eating the hadhartàyà” and they
eat it without fail on the very night of the Birth. If some of them164
cannot eat hadhartàyà that night, they will inevitably do so the next
night. They say: “Take your puriﬁcation (barà"a) by eating hadhartàyà.”
They claim that if someone does not eat hadhartàyà in these two
nights, he will suﬀer from fever the following year and his physical
condition (badan) will collapse after the Birthday. They have a premonition of this and because of their premonition (istish'àr), their
condition does collapse if they do not eat hadhartàyà.
When they eat hadhartàyà on the night they are accustomed to eat
it, they put kohl twice on their eyes, ﬁrst before supper and then
afterwards because they say: “If you do not put kohl twice on your
eyes, you will have problems with them the following summer.”
If one of them can aﬀord it, he keeps qiththà" and khiyàr cucumbers in storage from their season till the time of the Birthday to use
them in this food and they give each other qiththà" and khiyàr cucumbers as presents for that purpose. This is especially the habit of the
people of Barsàwyà, ˇìzanàbàdh and Sùrà, as also of al-Qurayyàt
and as far as Qussìn and Junbulà. The habit has spread out to the
clime of Bàbil, and I have also heard that the people of Bàjarmà
and the banks (saqy) of Jùkhà make it, too, and they cannot do without it.
It has the special property that when it is eaten as we have
described it, it increases the urge for coition and food. The urge for
coition comes a little after it has been eaten, and the urge for food
comes on the following day: who eats it (for his supper), eats an
early lunch, claiming to be hungry.
163
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Correction by the editor.
I read: wa-[man] minhum là . . .
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Woe, yes woe, to someone who makes fun of the people of these
regions for eating hadhartàyà! If they hear him saying that it is sheer
nonsense, they beat him until he dies. They also say that Seth, son
of Adam, used to eat it; yet this hadhartàyà came to the clime of
Bàbil only after his death, but woe to he who says so, because they
will call him a liar and throw stones at him and proclaim him an
inﬁdel ( yukaﬃrùnahu).
I have myself seen owners of great estates, headmen and stewards
('àmil ) eat it on the Night of the Birth and they have the same premonition as the ordinary farmers and ﬁeldworkers and they believe
all that is said of it and of what befalls one who does not eat it.
I have been told that once a headman, owner of a great estate
from the people of ar-Ra˙watyà, sent a word to his agent that he
should bring him some basketfuls of sàbirì dates. The agent was busy
and the owner of the estate forgot the whole thing until a day or
two before the Night of the Birth and the following day. Then his
family said to him at noon: “The agent (wakìl ) has not yet brought
us sàbirì dates nor anything else!”
The owner became furious, because the agent had not bought
him the dates and he wrote to his other agents in the countryside
where his agent was and ordered them to arrest him, beat him with
a hundred sticks and put him in jail for a month as a punishment
for not sending him the baskets of sàbirì dates. He also banished
him from his village!
No one can speak sense to these persons! Does not their reason
make them realize that before this plant came to them and before
they started to eat it, all the people of this clime would have been
feverish in the summer and their condition would have collapsed even
before that time! Yet who could say this to them and oppose them?
This is just the same as what the people of the religion of Seth
(ahl millat Ìshìthà) say about the Night of Nìsàn.165 Every one of them,
man, woman or child, sleeps that night with three pieces of bread, four
dates, seven raisins and a bag of salt under his pillow, because an
old woman called the Servant of Venus comes that night and goes
around visiting everyone, touching their stomachs166 and searching
under their pillows.

165
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Cf. also Ritter-Plessner (1962): 388.
Var. mouths.
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If she ﬁnds an empty belly and none of all these foods under
someone’s pillow, she makes the subsistence hard in the coming year
and prays to Venus asking her to make that person ill in the following year.
All the people in the clime of Bàbil do like this without exception, and I do not know which is more wondrous: that they say that
Venus has an old servant or that this servant should go around that
very night visiting everyone or that she would make their subsistence
hard during the coming year? How come she would have such power
so as to make people’s subsistence hard or easy? Where does this
lady come from and who is she?
All these prodigies (u'jùba) come from among the followers of Seth
because they are the majority in the clime of Bàbil, al-Jazìra, Syria
and the neighbouring areas. Seth’s law (sharì'a) has been victorious
over all other laws (sharà"i ' ) and I believe it shall remain so forever,
having been diﬀused among all nations ( jìl ) of the Nabateans and
it shall remain always as I have said.
Text 27 (NA, pp. 750–752)
Some of his (Yanbùshàd’s) enemies have argued against his partisans ('alà shì 'atihi ), saying that he used to worship Nothingness (al'adam) and that he did not worship the gods whom it is necessary
(làzim), according to reason, to worship, seeking their favour through
the service of their idols.
I will now answer this by saying: You claim that Yanbùshàd
believed thus, but I know nothing about this. He did not invent this
nor did he make an innovation because before him many of the
ancient Kasdànians and Tannà"iyyìn167 and other nations (ajyàl ) of
the Nabateans renounced the worship of the two Luminous Ones
and the stars and their idols and called for the worship of One God
who, they claimed, was above the two Luminous Ones and the stars.
Thus, Anù˙à168 after him, as well as Abraham some time ago,169
made this explicit and announced it publicly. They openly opposed
167
One might compare this to Aramaic Tannà, but the resemblance is probably accidental. There is also a variant al-Yùnàniyyìn, which does not seem to make
sense, either.
168
Here and below written Anùkhà.
169
Literally “yesterday” (bi"l-ams).
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(other) Nabateans in this. (It would be enough) even if there were
nothing else than the stories about Immanuel170 and his long tales
(aqàßìß) at his time and age and how the king imprisoned him so
that he died in prison without swerving in his opposition. It was
claimed that when they made his imprisonment severe and left him
without food or drink or clothes, his god to whom he had called
(people) fed him and gave him drink. After 35 days, they (his imprisoners) found him safe and sound, just like they had left him, joyful
and with a happy mien.
The king was angered by this and wanted to kill him but his
viziers advised him not to do so; instead he should let him stay (in
prison) until he died a natural death (˙atfa anﬁhi ). This was because
his brother ruled the land of Media (bilàd Màh) and al-Kùralyà. He
was terrible because he had numerous armies and great wealth and
the king was very much afraid of him so that he even wrote to him
alleging his loyalty (kàtabahu bi "s-sam'i wa "†-†à'a) and asked him to
send to him the idol which was made after the image (ßùra) of the
king so that he could prostrate himself before the idol every day for
a long time.
This speech (of the viziers) sounded good in the ears of the king.
The viziers advised him to let him, I mean Immanuel, remain alive
because of his brother, whose name was Ibràkhyà the Tyrant (alJabbàr). They said: “If you kill him, his brother will stand against
you ('aßàka) and pursue you (with his armies) and you cannot know
what will come of it. Bestow honours (akrim) upon Immanuel and
do not (any more) leave him without food but treat him well while
imprisoning him forever for the common good (li-ajl siyàsat al-'àmma).”
The king did this and bestowed honours upon him and proceeded
to give him whatever food he wanted. He removed him from the
prison to his own city (madìna) where he kept him in prison in asSùlamyà. Thus he lived until his death and Immanuel’s brother
Ibràkhyà did not say anything about him nor did he plead on his
behalf, showing171 the king that he was angry with him (i.e., Immanuel)
because he had openly opposed his nation (umma), (the king) acting,
too, for the common good.
170
Written here and below 'Immànùbìl, with variants. For various Christian
Immanuels, see Akhbàr ba†àrika, pp. 73, 74 (bishop of az-Zawàbì), 83 (the Metropolitan
of Óulwàn), 84 (patriarch, contemporary to Ibn Wa˙shiyya), etc.
171
Middle Arabic yùrì instead of yurì.
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When he (i.e., Immanuel) died the king showed honour to his body
in secret and anointed his body with diﬀerent kinds of perfume and
sent it to his brother, together with seventy leaders (a"imma) and the
same number of priests (kahana) who consoled Ibràkhyà over Immanuel.
Ibràkhyà received the body from them and bestowed honours upon
them and accepted their condolences.
Then his (i.e., Ibràkhyà’s) might grew so that he came to rule the
clime of Bàbil after the death of Shàmàyà. He came from the clime
of Media with numerous armies and the people of Bàbil saw it ﬁt to
hand the kingship over to him. They did this and he ruled this clime.
Since this was so, (you can see that) in earlier times there have
been people who said thus and openly opposed the community (aljamà'a), disowning (the religion of ) all nations (umam), in addition to
(that of ) the Nabateans. The same should not be disapproved of in
the case of Yanbùshàd and he should not be set up as a prodigy (u'jùba)
among all people. He was no prodigy but it is you, his enemies,
who have set him up as a prodigy. Do not treat him unjustly but
leave him alone and set him up in the position of one of those who
have opposed the nation before him and who agree with his doctrine (madhhab).
Know that if you revile him172 because of this opposition which
he openly showed, there are many people who will not agree with
you and with what you think he believed. Nay, they say that although
he did renounce the idols and their worship and the sacriﬁces and
feasts held in their honour in their temples, yet he did not show, nor
is this reported of him, that he would have called (people) to worship
the one God like in ancient times Immanuel had done and in modern times Anù˙à and Abraham.173 So why do you defame him
because of your beliefs (bi "Ω-Ωann) and blame him because of your
imaginings (bi"t-tawahhum)?
Even if it would be like you think it is, i.e., that he would have
called (people) to one god, even in this he would have been preceded
by many. Yet you do not mention any of these while you continuously defame this sage in the streets and in temples and feasts and
during the fast! Many people from 'Udhaybà and al-Bùraqyà and
ˇìzanàbàdhà agree with him and swear that he did not die but his
god raised him to the sphere and he lives (there) forever without
172
173

Middle Arabic sabbaytumùhu (sabbètumùhu) for sababtumùhu.
Here written "BRWHM.
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dying. They also extol him in other ways which I do not mention.
Whenever you lower him, these people raise his value (qadr). If you
wished, you could refrain from what does not beneﬁt you, though
it does no harm to Yanbùshàd! You should look at his knowledge
and his wisdom and his writings (rusùm) which are useful to all people, both you and others, because he was one of the wise men and
was high ranking in wisdom.
Text 28 (NA, pp. 252–262)
Now, the Sun is the actor, as we have explained, and all things are
objects of his action. The owners of the estates (arbàb a∂-∂iyà' ) and
their managers (al-quwwàm 'alayhà) who help the owners and act as
their stewards (qahàrima), as well as the farmers and ﬁeldworkers, all
these are servants of the plants and ﬁelds who make the trees and
fruits thrive.
Thus, they are also the servants of the Sun (khadam ash-Shams) and
obedient to him (ahl †à'atihi ).174 They are the best of people and theirs
is the greatest rank and highest position because they make the earth
prosper and take care of it. All people, diﬀerent kinds of animals,
birds and others, quadrupeds and all other animals live from what
grows forth from the earth, thanks to the care of the farmers and
the eﬀorts of the owners of the estates and their helpers.
If all had to content themselves with what grows by itself in the
steppes (ßa˙àrà) and the mountains, that would not suﬃce the least
number of people, not to speak of animals (bahà"im),175 birds and
creeping animals (dabìb). Even all creeping animals, despite their
diﬀerences, from the least, which is the ant, to the biggest, which
are various vipers and snakes, and all crawling and creeping species
in between, live from the surplus of what the earth produces through
cultivation. They live from the toil and travail of others.
So it is also with the great number of animals (bahà"im) which—
like the creeping animals and all human beings, other than the owners of the estates or their helpers—live from the surplus of the owners
of the estates, farmers and managers. All people and all animals thus
174
The Sun in this passage, as elsewhere in the book, is sometimes spoken of as
masculine, sometimes as feminine.
175
Roughly “mammals.”
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need them necessarily because they stay alive through them, and the
food which keeps them alive comes from them. Thus, the owners
of the estates and their helpers are the best of people and their leaders (ru"asà"). All people and animals live from their surplus and their
toil and their caring for what others neglect. These turn away from
what others, that is to say the farmers and the sowers (muzàri'ùn),
take care of.
Every group (†à"ifa) of people occupy themselves with some profession (∂arb min at-tijàràt wa"ß-ßanà"i' ). There are drapers (bazzàzìn)
and money changers (ßayàrifa), chemists ('a††àrìn) and brass founders
(ßaﬀàrìn) and other kinds of merchants and artisans and sellers and
dealers (al-banàdira li-mà yubandar).176 The sustenance and the matter
(màdda)177 of all these comes from the owners of the estates and the
farmers.
In addition, we see that their merchandise and its matter comes
from plants and from what comes forth from the earth178 and farmers are the ones who bring all this out from its hiding places. Thus,
for example, is the case of drapers, whose product people need most
after their nourishment because they provide them with cover for the
genitals ('awra) and other parts of the body against heat and cold, to
protect them against the harm caused by heat and cold. Their trading articles come from the cloth woven from cotton and linen (kattàn)
which grow in the estates and which the farmers take care of. If the
managers did not take care of the cotton and the linen in the estates
they would not grow to provide clothes which all people use.
If the farmers do not take care of the edible grains, no (grain)
merchant could proceed with his profession and thus grain is their
sustenance and livelihood, coming from the farmers and the managers of the estates. This is the way of all other merchants. Brass
founders need the food produced by the farmers as do all other people, too, and their merchandise comes from what the earth produces
in mines, whence it is brought to them by workers (ßunnà' ) who are
similar to farmers.
The art of pharmacists (ßayàdina) is to prepare drugs and medicines
which mostly come from plants and trees and from the minerals
176

Cf. Dozy, s.v. bandar, possibly from Persian bundàr, cf. Steingass, s.v.
For this use of màdda, cf. also ar-Risàla al-jàmi'a, p. 86: shajarat al-burr hiya aßl
qiwàm al-'àlam wa-màddat ghadhà"ihim.
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Minerals and metals belong to this class, too.
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which the earth produces and from what comes ( yanqa†i ' ) from the
air onto trees and other (plants). People collect these and bring them
to pharmacists. The same goes for chemists in their trade, as well
as for fruitsellers and greengrocers who sell plants as such, without
working on them, and artisans who work on them, like cotton and
linen spinners and weavers, or date sellers and those who sell seeds
(as-saqa†)179 and raisins and sugar and diﬀerent fruits, fresh and dried,
as well as vendors of wood who sell diﬀerent kinds of wood which
the earth produces and which people use as ﬁrewood and for heating (ovens) for baking. If someone said that all these merchants are
the slaves ('abìd ) of the owners of estates and the farmers, that would
not be far from the truth and if someone said that their life depends
on farmers, he would hit the mark.
If one thinks about this and starts listing those who sell things that
originally derive from plants and come from farms which the farmers cultivate, he will ﬁnd this too much for him and he will see that
this is obviously so. Or if he thinks about artisans, he will realise
that they are servants of the owners of estates and the farmers: their
sustenance and trade depends on them. This holds true for blacksmiths and carpenters, weavers of cloth and those who make something out of date palm (and its produce). They are numerous, and
even if one would content oneself with thinking about the trades
whose commodities come directly from the farms and are from the
production of farmers, he would ﬁnd them many and he would realize that their occupations depend on farmers and farms.
If someone would like to count those who live only by (the production of the) date palm, or the vine, or fruit-bearing, or other,
trees or various edible grains, one by one, or those who get their
living from aromatic plants (rayà˙ìn) or potherbs (buqùl ), one by one,
species by species, he would ﬁnd out that it comprises the majority
of all people and he would ﬁnd out that all their occupations and
causes of living depend on farmers. If these would refrain from cultivating plants, the professions of all the others would come to nothing
as would the arts of the artisans. That would further cause all human
things to come to nothing, destroying the organized society and its
hierarchies ( fasàd niΩàmihà wa-khtilàf tartìbihà). If that would happen,
everything on earth, both men and animals, would come to nothing
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Cf. Lane, s.v. saqa†.
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and no one would remain on the face of the earth. What would be
on the earth would look diﬀerent from what it does now.
If the sower did not sow, the builder could not build, and if nothing were sown or built, the weaver could not weave and the states
of all people would come to nothing and through their nulliﬁcation
the animals (bahà"im) and what they eat would come to nothing, as
would also happen to birds and creeping animals, and all living
things that crawl on the earth. This is what one calls perishing
(bu†làn), destruction (bawàr) and perdition (halàk).
Thus, it has become clear that preserving people in a laudable
condition depends on farmers and ﬁeldworkers (al-akkarùth)180 who
are the root of all this and its support and matter. Because of this
they are the most excellent of all people. They are the people who
obey God—He is noble and mighty181—and they are the friends of
God (awliyà" Allàh) and He is pleased with them. They have taken
hold of the rope reaching God (bi"l-˙abl al-muttaßil bi-llàh), He is
exalted, mighty and noble. They possess all the numerous virtues
( fa∂à"il ) which we have enumerated and ascribed to them.
This is the relationship of common people with them. Next we will
speak about the king, kingship and its means of subsistence (asbàb).
The owners of estates and farmers are also the support (màdda) of
the king and of his subsistence (qiwàm), and they elevate his kingship
and keep intact its means of subsistence. The king is in the same
relationship to the farmers as are other people and various kinds of
animals. They are the subsistence of all and the means for their life,
they uphold them and take care of their needs. Who confers a
beneﬁt182 on someone else is also his superior (ra’ìs) and above him.
Who is superior and eminent, to him belongs the most majestic (ajall )
position and the highest and most noble place and through this he
has rights (al-wàjib al-˙aqq) incumbent on the one on whom he confers beneﬁts and to whom he gives nourishment. Thus, the one living in the shade of someone more excellent has responsibilities (wajaba
˙aqquhù) towards the other one and he must respect and extol him.

180

Probably to be emended to <aß˙àb> al-akkarùth in which sense the word
akkarùth “agriculture” is found elsewhere in the book (cf., e.g., NA, pp. 198, 199,
214, 217, 314) from Syriac akkarùthà (see Payne Smith, s.v.).
181
This formula is not only Islamic but is also used by Christians, cf., e.g., Akhbàr
ba†àrika, pp. 15; 84.
182
Reading muf∂il.
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This is why we say that they are higher and more noble (than
others). Even if they only deserved this praise and had this excellence because they are always intent on what pleases God—He is
noble and mighty—(that would be enough), because God—He is
mighty and noble—is pleased with the cultivation ('imàra) of this
earthly world (hàdhà l-'àlam al-ar∂ì) and He resents those who are
active in ruining it or help to corrupt it.
Farmers and ﬁeldworkers are (the cause of ) the cultivation of the
earth and they provide for all animals and they make the plants
prosper. Their opposites are those who refrain ( yataba††alùn) from all
work (a'màl ) and leave all trades and professions, wandering around
in the wilderness (aß-ßa˙àrà),183 loving solitude and seclusion and calling themselves ascetics (zuhhàd ) and servants (of God) ('ubbàd ).184 They
do not come to the temples except on festive days (a'yàd ). There are
even some among them who attend only the two great festivals (al'ìdayn al-kabìrayn), the festival of the Birth on the 24th of Kànùn I
and the New Year festival ('ìd ra"s as-sana). They say: “We attend
these two festivals in congregation ( fì tajmì' ) because one of them
is the day of the birth and rejuvenation (tajaddud ) of time (az-zamàn)
and the other is the New Year’s festival because it, too, is related
to the Sun. Thus, they are the two most excellent festivals.” This is
why, so they say, we attend them.185
I say that they are disobedient towards God—He is mighty and
noble—and they set aside obedience to him. Who sets aside obedience has also set aside his pleasure, and he who has set aside his
pleasure moves around ( yataqallab) in his wrath (sakha†), may God
protect us and our beloved ones from all this!
If all people did like they do and followed their way of inauspicious mortiﬁcation (al-qashaf al-mash"ùm),186 refraining from caring for
183
For yahìmùna fì ß-ßa˙àrà, cf. Q 26: 225 (about poets): a-lam tara annahum fì kulli
wàdin yahìmùn.
184
Harsh criticism against ascetics is a marked theme in the Nabatean Agriculture
(see 4.5). Only Yanbùshàd among the respected ancients is seen as an ascetic. See,
e.g., NA, p. 559: “his doctrine (madhhab) for the whole of his life was the doctrine
of ascetic wanderers.”
185
Reading ˙a∂arnàhumà.
186
The term qashaf, with its derivatives, refers to mortiﬁcation and extreme forms
of asceticism, both in this passage and elsewhere in the Nabatean Agriculture, cf., e.g.,
p. 542 (az-zuhhàd and al-mutaqashshifùn) or p. 559 (as-suyyà˙ al-mu(ta)qashshifùn). Islamic
theory sometimes makes a distinction between zuhd “ascesis; abstinence” as a virtue,
and qashaf “mortiﬁcation” as an extreme and disapproved form of asceticism, see,
e.g., Gobillot (2002): 560a.
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the earth, sowing and plowing, building and weaving, everything on
the face of the earth would perish and people would become like
irrational animals. Thus, they want to ruin the world and bring it
to nothing and they strive for this. They move around in the wrath
and hatred of God and they are the followers of the inhabitants of
Hell (atbà' sukkàn az-Zamharìr),187 the people of punishment. They want
us to praise them and, through them, to draw closer to God, as they
claim. Their claims are false, untrue and lies when they say: “We
are like angels188 and we walk on water because of the purity of our
intentions and because we are like unto God189—He is noble and
mighty—in not caring for the world.”190
They tell lies about God! The proof of my words that they disobey God is that the prophets (anbiyà") of God—He is exalted—who
all are truthful have said the opposite to what these liars claim. The
prophets have ordered us to care for the world and to help (others)
against the miseries we have there. If we do not help one another,
we will perish. That we should have pity on one another and feel
compassion for one another and help one another in the trials into
which we have been pushed ('alà jahdinà lladhì duﬁ'nà [fìhi]) brings us
closer to God and obliges him more than if we would do as these
liars do, withdrawing into seclusion in deserts and ﬂeeing from people without pursuing a profession that would beneﬁt the sons of our
kind (abnà" jinsinà) and instead would wander, like those liars about
God, in the wilderness and deserts, without cleansing ourselves or
taking care of our bodies, which are corpses full of stench and ﬁlth,
because they are mines of ﬁlth.191
187
The term az-zamharìr “intense cold” is also used in the Qur"àn (Q 76: 13).
Zoroastrian Hell was cold, as is well known. Also Manichaeans knew that the Devil
was as close to ice as he was to ﬁre, see, e.g., Puech (1995): 99.
188
In Syrian Christianity monks are also called angels.
189
Cf. also Orthodox theòsis.
190
The last two phrases, of course, remind one of the New Testament: ﬁrst the
walking on water and then, perhaps, there is an allusion to Luke 12: 22–26, and
parallel passages. One might also draw attention to the diﬀerence between the passive Deus absconditus and the active demiurge.
The verb in the last phrase could also be read in the ﬁrst stem (na'muru instead
of nu'ammiru). Then the last sentence should be translated: “in that we do not live
in this world,” i.e., our real life is already targeted at the world to come (or the
spiritual world), not this earthly world of matter and dirt.
191
Literally understood, the author claims that our bodies are unconditionally
ﬁlthy. This may be so in the thought of the Syriac author, which would mean that
he sees the material world as basically ﬁlthy, even though his conclusions from this
are opposite to those of the ascetics. For him, one should keep oneself clean to
counteract the ﬁlthiness of the body.
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This is not even enough for them. They go on to claim that they
are pious (abràr) and that they are better than we are and more virtuous and that we have fallen short of their position because we are
not able to reach it, so they claim, and that theirs is the good way
and we are just incapable of following it.192 They are right: being
wise we cannot at the same time do to ourselves things which madmen (majànìn) do, becoming madmen ourselves, clothing ourselves in
wool (ßùf ) like madmen do and letting our hair and nails grow long
like the hair and nails of madmen, without entering a bath (˙ammàm)193
or letting water, cold or warm, touch us or without cleansing ourselves from the dirt of our bodies.
This is what madmen do, those who have no reason! Madmen
act in such a way because they do not know the measure of the
mercy (ni'ma) which God has shown and bestowed upon his servants.
This is because they lack intellectual capacity (at-tamyìz al-'aqlì) with
which they could distinguish between goodness and badness. Those
who call themselves ascetics (zuhhàd ) and consider themselves wise,
act like these madmen! Shame on them! How enormously badly they
act towards themselves by making their life a misery in this world
and by consuming their life in hardship and mortiﬁcation. They take
it on themselves to wander in the wilderness and deserts in extreme
cold or heat wearing coarse clothes, eating and drinking coarse food
and drink. How I pity them for this!194
Once I saw a handsome young man from among them in the
temple of the Sun at the festival of the birth of the time (az-zamàn) in
On the other hand, it is, of course, possible that he refers to the uncleansed bodies of the ascetics which thus become ﬁlthy. This, however, would mean that we
should discard the literal meaning and base our translation on an emended reading. This would not, though, need much emendation.
192
One might either take this as a general belittling of their abilities, or one
might see in this a kind of predestination, an idea familiar not only from Manichaeism
but also from certain varieties of Christian and Islamic thought.
193
Bathing is a recurrent theme in the whole book. It is well known that especially for Christian authors bathing, with its Hellenistic background, was a suspect
habit, just as was going to the theatre. In Islamic times, bathing had lost much of
this suspiciousness, although public baths were often seen as places of dubious character, a theme which Mediaeval erotic literature used with delight (cf., e.g., atTìfàshì, Nuzha, pp. 186–187). Yet, a negative attitude towards bathing itself is clearly
less typical for Islamic ascetics, to whom ritual purity is important and who, moreover, were accustomed to regular washing, if not bathing. Thus, this passage can
be taken to favour a non- and presumably pre-Islamic provenance for this tractate.
194
This translation is based on an emendation “mà ashaddanì ra˙matan lahum min
ajlihi.”
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Kànùn I. I felt pity195 for him because of his young age and his perfection. So when the Sun had set and we had completed the second
prayer, I said to him: “I want to speak with you. Come aside with me.”
He withdrew with me towards the House of intelligible images (aßßuwar al-'aqliyya) and I asked him: “What is your name?” “Sanbàdà,”196
he answered, and I continued: “Why do you cause trouble to yourself and rend apart your life with this misery and hardship?”
He had kept his eyes closed like these people always do, feigning
humility and deep ascesis. Now he opened his eyes which were
sound197 and beautiful and he let them sparkle (barraqa) to my eyes,
answering: “Woe to you! How little you know about the bliss (na'ìm)
in which I and my like live and which you and your like among
people do not know (tu˙iss)!” I asked him: “Why do you lie? What
bliss are you in? With such a body and such clothes? The dirt on
your hands and feet and arms is clearly visible to everyone who sees
you! What has blindfolded your heart so that you claim in your selfaﬄicted aﬄiction that you live in bliss?”
He closed his eyes and tried to force out some tears but not a
drop came out because of the extreme dryness and mortiﬁcation and
desiccation which the cold had caused him. Then he jumped up
and ran out of the temple as if he were ﬂeeing my words. I felt
great compassion for him and I regretted what I had said to him.
I sent after him but my messenger (rasùl ) did not ﬁnd him. So he
had gone away without praying the third prayer.
I stood up and went out asking about him but I did not hear
anything about him and found no traces of him. Then came the
hour of the (third) prayer and I hurried into the temple where the
195

Reading raqqètu (Middle Arabic < RQQ ).
Without making too much of this speculation, one might note that the Assyrian
name Sìn-uballi† proved long-lived, and we ﬁnd it in later sources as Sanballat
(Nehemia 2:10.19; 13:28; also in Josephus). Babylonian Jewish texts also know a
Babylonian pagan Uballi† ("BLˇ; the ﬁrst part, the divine name, is here left away,
presumably to be completed as Sìn), see Greenﬁeld-Sokoloﬀ (1989): 213. The
identiﬁcation of Nabatean names is usually hopeless, and here, too, the resemblance
may, of course, be accidental. A Harranian Melchite, Óàrith ibn Sunbà†, is mentioned in al-Mas'ùdì, Murùj §1391, cf. Gündüz (1994): 32, and Hjärpe (1972): 92.
There is also a name Shanabùdh, an ancestor of Mu˙ammad ibn A˙mad (. . .) Ibn
Shanabùdh, in, e.g., as-Suyù†ì, Itqàn I: 323 (and cf. note 328).
197
This might be taken to mean that the young man had been feigning blindness. Crying one’s eyes out is, again, equally well known from Islamic (starting with
the father of Joseph, in Surah 12) as it is from Christian, Jewish and Mesopotamian
(see Parpola 1997: XXXIV) ascetic sources.
196
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prayer had already started (wa-qad qàmat aß-ßalàh).198 I came to the
temple, sad and sorry because I had not been able to catch him
after having said to him what I had said.
These, O my brothers and beloved ones, are those whom Adam
called the enemies of themselves and whom Anù˙à the prophet called
luckless (al-man˙ùsìn). Both of them were right in calling them by
these names, yet these people think that they are above everybody
else and that others should seek blessing through them and listen to
their words and seek healing from them.
They even claim that they can see in wakefulness what we see in
dreams.199 In this they partly lie, partly tell the truth. They tell the
truth in that their extreme emptiness caused by hunger and the following weakness of their constitution (†abà"i ' ), as well as the extreme
mortiﬁcation and misery and exertion cause them to see false visions
(khayàlàt kàdhiba) and so they do see them in wakefulness even though
they have never (really) seen anything.
They lie when they claim that not only the idols, but also the
celestial bodies speak to them and that the idols love them and call
them, so they claim, “beloved ones.” How great is their lie and how
curious their fabrication and how little their shamefulness! That
speciﬁcally the celestial bodies would speak (to them), as they claim,
is most absurd200 and they are great liars in saying so. The celestial
bodies have never spoken to anyone. When some of our ancestors
set down in their books the speech of the celestial bodies and how
they address people or some people, they did so as a metaphor and
to teach and narrate about the origins of the sciences which have
come (down) to people, as that was how they acquired them.201 Thus,
also some of the professions have come through inspiration (ilhàm)
to people. It has never happened and it will never happen that the
celestial bodies would speak (directly) to any human being.
198
This seems to be the intended meaning. We could, also, translate “the prayer
had already ended” in which case one should translate the continuation as “(. . .) sad
and sorry because of what I had lost of it (i.e., the prayer) when speaking with him.”
199
The ability to observe the 'àlam al-khayàl, mundus imaginalis, when awake, separates prophets from ordinary people according to many Muslim theoreticians. The
verb used in the text, 'àyana, implies direct seeing.
200
For am˙alu mu˙àl, see Dozy, s.v. MÓL.
201
I.e., the sciences ultimately derive from the gods—the celestial bodies—and
this has been told by the ancestors in similes, depicting celestial bodies as the ultimate source of knowledge as if they would have directly spoken to these ancestors.
Cf. also below, note 219.
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They also claim that the idols call them their beloved ones and
that when they come to202 the idols and bow down in front of them,
the idols love them. The idols have indeed spoken to some men and
it may be that they have also addressed these liars at some time but
that must be a rare occurrence. But that they would love them and
call them beloved ones, I swear—and I am truthful in my oath—
that they have never called them beloved ones. Especially the idols
of the Sun, the Moon, Jupiter and Mercury [and Venus]203 should
call them their enemies and their hated ones, not their beloved ones.
I also swear—and I am truthful—that the idols of Saturn and Mars
have never said to any of them that they would be their beloved
ones and they have never greeted them with a greeting. It is only
that, due to the corruption of their brains on account of hunger and
continuous fasting, they imagine that some idol has addressed them
and called them beloved ones.
The idols of the ﬁve (gods) which I just mentioned hate them,
without the slightest doubt, according to the common opinion of all
Kasdànians and even themselves (wa-ijmà'ihim ma'ahum). But the idols
of Saturn and Mars hate them even more.204 If my exposition of
this did not become too long and thus, because of its length, exceed
too far the limits of a book (kalàm) on agriculture, I would give a
deﬁnitive (set of ) argument(s) against them and I would clarify that
which proves that they are liars and sinful when some of them claim
that they are more excellent than the prophets, and some say that
they are equal to them.205
202

Literally: “meet” (laqù).
This emendation is necessary in the light of what is later said about the idols
of “these ﬁve gods.”
204
The ﬁrst ﬁve gods are not nefarious and thus their antipathy towards ascetics
should be obvious. The nefarious Saturn and Mars (an-Na˙sayn), on the other hand,
could be imagined to favour stern ascesis, which explains why the text emphasizes
that they, too, hate the ascetics. In NA, p. 51, it is said that these two may incidentally cause damage on earth ( yattaﬁqu lahumà 'alà †arìqi l-'ar∂i bi-˙arakatihimà kharàbu
l-bilàdi wa-bawàru l-'ibàdi wa-nuqßànu 'adadi l-˙ayawàni wa"n-nabàt), although the Sun,
the god of gods, counteracts their nefarious inﬂuence to keep the world intact (cf.
also NA, p. 1097, and 3.5). The same root, NÓS, is used for the ascetics (cf. above,
man˙ùsìn, translated as “luckless”).
205
The question of the hierarchical positions of prophethood vis-à-vis sainthood
was heatedly discussed in Islam. The later standard teaching was that the status of
the prophets, and especially of the prophet Mu˙ammad, also encompasses within
itself sainthood. Despite this, Suﬁs have always found ways to raise Suﬁ saints above
the prophets, by one way or another. Among Shiites, the same discussion involved
the Imams.
203
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How ignorant these people are and how insolent their lies! The
civilized (muhadhdhab) people are prevented from killing them only
because they feel compassion for them and consider them madmen
who should not be punished. Otherwise the correct opinion is that
they should be imprisoned until they die in prison, so that they could
not corrupt other people by taking them into their religion (milla)
and by inducing them to follow their way. Yet the kings have thought
that what they do to themselves is caused by loss of reason and (the
imbalance of their) temperament (akhlà†). The reason for this is that
(imbalance) has entered their brains and corrupted them.
[Note added by Ibn Wa˙shiyya]
Abù Bakr ibn A˙mad ibn Wa˙shiyya, the translator of this book
from Nabatean into Arabic, says: In our times and the time before
it, there have been groups (†awà"if ) of these ascetics, (similar to those)
who lived in the ancient times among the Nabateans as ascetics or
(God’s) servants (zuhhàdan aw 'ubbàdan). The same kind of lying people are found in India, where people call them ar-Rashiyya.206 Some
of them always go naked207 never wearing clothes. They cover their
private parts (saw’a) with the big leaves of a tree which they call in
India yahrìmàn. Among Indians, they are associated with charms (aß˙àb
ar-ruqà).
Among them there are also others like these, many kinds of brahmins (baràhima)208 and others who mortify their lower soul209 and torture it with various punishments, living a most miserable life. People
in India call them “servants” (of god, 'ubbàd ). They lead a solitary
life on high mountains and some of them wander around in the

206

The word might be related to rashi (‰ßi ). Cf. al-Bìrùnì, Kitàb mà li"l-Hind, p. 81
(rashìn), translated in Sachau (1910) I: 106. Indian ascetics are also mentioned in
Balìnùs, Sirr V.3.5.1. (Weisser 1980: 166).
207
The naked gymnosophistai have always intrigued the imagination of neighbouring
peoples. For Greek and Latin testimonies, see Karttunen (1997): 55–64, and (2002).
208
The baràhima are discussed in Stroumsa (1999): 145–162. Abrahamov (1987)
took the baràhima to be connected with Sabian Ibràhìmiyya. Cf. also Calder (1994),
though his article is written in an unnecessarily polemical tone. Early on Chwolsohn
(1856) II: 503, identiﬁed the baràhima with those Harranians who believed in Abraham.
The present passage is clearly connected with India, not Harran, though. In the
Picatrix, or Ghàyat al-˙akìm by (pseudo)-al-Majrì†ì, p. 228 (translated in Ritter-Plessner
1962: 241), the Harranian sage Barthìm al-Barhamì is given as the eponymous
ancestor of the Indian baràhima.
209
Literally, “kill themselves”, but a metaphorical reading is preferable here.
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wilderness without retreating into houses or huts and without cleansing themselves. Nay, they are like animals.
Some of them torture themselves by continuously plucking their
(facial) hair.210 Each of these carries with him an instrument similar
to tweezers (minqàsh)—actually it is a kind of tweezer—and he plucks
his hair with it his whole life, even his eyebrows! When one of us
sees them from afar, he thinks that they must be apes because their
bodily hair grows long and visible, veiling the whole of their body,
and their nails are long like the nails of animals, such as the claws
of lions or dogs.
Some of these whom the Indians call ascetics and servants scorch
themselves with ﬁre and abase themselves with diﬀerent kinds of
mortiﬁcations.211 But it would take a long time to describe those who
in India resemble these who in ancient times lived among the
Nabateans and Kasdànians.
Like them are also those Christian monks (ruhbàn) who wander
around as starving ascetics; yet few of them do this. Most of them
conﬁne themselves to hermitages (ßawàmi' ) or cells (qallàyàt),212 staying
up at night, fasting and avoiding meat. They claim that they know
secret things (al-ghayb) and they predict things that will happen in
the future; this they call kalyànàt.213 They also make other great claims
about themselves.
Some of the Muslims, our coreligionists (ahl millatinà), are also like
them. They call themselves Suﬁs (Íùﬁyya) and claim that they are
practising abstinence (zuhd ) from this world and that they are relinquishing the world. They also claim that they are the special friends
of God (awliyà" Allàh) from among all other people and that they
are higher than other Muslims and lead a more enjoyable (a†yab) life
and are more relaxed of heart and have less worries. They also claim
that abstinence from the world is the heart’s relaxation from worries.

210
In the Islamic world, the same form of ascesis gained ground some centuries
later, when some Qalandars became famous for similar feats. The Persian chahàr ∂arb,
the shaving of the hair, moustache, beard and eyebrows, was especially spectacular.
211
Again, I prefer a metaphorical reading, although it cannot be excluded here
that Ibn Wa˙shiyya speaks of real suicides. The famous suicide of Calanus by burning himself impressed the Classical world, see Karttunen (2002): 135, and Karttunen
(1997): 64–67.
212
Cf. Dozy, s.v.
213
From the Syriac gelyùnà. This is also mentioned in Akhbàr ba†àrika, pp. 84–85,
where the Syriac word is written as jalyànàt.
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They say that they lead a more comfortable (ahna") life than kings.214
Yet they lie in all this, just as the Nabatean, Indian and Christian
ascetics did.
It should be said to these Suﬁs who are our coreligionists—the
others we need not address—and agree with us concerning the bipartite creed,215 eating the meat of (ritually) slaughtered animals and
facing the qibla: “Tell us: Is there among you anyone whom the
world has approached, giving him some gifts so that he could have
turned away from it and abstained from it after having had access
to it, so that he left it and divested the robe of bliss from himself
and gave all his property away in alms and ran away to seclusion
and isolation?216
No, you are people from whom the world has turned away and
ﬂed, and you have striven to get hold of some of it, but you have not
been able to. When you realized this, you, out of dire need, have
taken it upon yourselves to wear shabby, worthless clothes and longlasting, low-priced wool.217 Then you took a (beggar’s) bowl (rakwa)
and carried it in your hands and took shelter in mosques so that
you would not have to pay the rent because you have no money at
all, and then you say that you are ascetics and servants (of God)!”
Now we say to you: “Nay, in this you are liars and deceivers
(dajjàlùn)! Abstaining (zuhd, ascesis) from the world is for the one who
secludes himself after having had access to it, even though this, too,
would be a kind of stupidity and ignorance. Yet you are no ascetics.
You are people from whom the world has turned away and abstained,
leaving you with the calamities which have come to you (anàkhat
'alaykum). Bad luck (idbàr) has come to you. When you have no inﬂu-

214

Suﬁs have often referred to themselves as kings. This has been especially
favoured in Persian (shàh), but note also the Arabic title Adab al-mulùk for a Suﬁ
manual. Ibn 'Arabì, in his Dhakhà"ir, p. 327, explicitly says that ascetics are the
kings of earth (inna z-zuhhàd mulùk al-ar∂ ).
215
Shahàdatayn, i.e., the twin confessions of “There is no god but God and
Mu˙ammad is his messenger.”
216
The Suﬁs could well have answered by taking up the name of, e.g., Ibràhìm
ibn Ad"ham. The viewpoints of the authors of the Suﬁ handbooks and Ibn Wa˙shiyya
are diametrically opposed. Whereas in Suﬁ literature, history is always full of such
pious Suﬁs, Ibn Wa˙shiyya would obviously appreciate one actual case in his immediate vicinity. He would have been triumphant had he heard that Ibràhìm ibn
Ad"ham’s life actually only copies the legend of the conversion of Gautama Buddha.
217
As it is usually the Suﬁs or people who admire them who comment on the
origin of the use of wool, this is a refreshing new viewpoint on the matter.
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ence on the world you claim that you abstain from it, whereas, in
fact, it is the world that turned away from you! Do not try to beguile
and trick (tumakhriqù) people; they will not make the same mistake
as you did! Your case is just like people are accustomed to say:
‘When the cat did not get the meat it comforted itself, saying that
it was rotten’.”218
Now when an intelligent man considers this, he will ﬁnd out that
bodies cannot persist without nourishment and that they have to
have a cover and a shelter from heat and cold; only this will maintain life. Now, which is better and more rational: to earn it by one’s
own toil and labour or to put one’s trust in other people and seek
nourishment from them by begging and mendicancy? Some of those
who claim this barren (bàrid ) ascesis go even further with their tricks
and deceptions and cunning and claim that they abstain from this
world and desire the other world.
They say: “Earning (takassub) is prohibited (ma˙Ωùr) and gainings
(makàsib) are forbidden because God—He is noble and mighty—has
vouched to nourish his servants; he did not say that their nourishment comes to them through earning. When people opposed him
and insisted on earning, he left them in the misery and toil which
they had drawn upon themselves. If they had trusted (tawakkalù) in
God—He is noble and mighty—as they should have done, he would
have given them their daily needs without them having to trouble
their bodies or contrive through work or labour or misery.”
Now if these people were sincere they would ﬁnd refuge in mountain caves or the shadow of trees and they would eat of the wild
fruits which are not cultivated nor taken care of. One should answer
them: “Tell us: is it not so that in your opinion that life which you
engaged in, is right and proper?” This they must admit, and then
one should continue: “Then you should consider this right for everybody and everybody should be pleased with this.” This, too, they
must admit. Then one should say to them: “If everyone left ploughing and sowing and all trades, as well as progeny and seeking to
have children, and if they joined you and accepted your way, what
would become of all people? Would not that mean the destruction,
perdition and ruin of this world? Has not God—He is noble and

218
I have not been able to locate this proverb in the collections which, of course,
are very classicizing in tenor.
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mighty—said: ‘No sooner do they leave you than they hasten to
cause destruction on earth, destroying crops and cattle. God does
not love destruction.’ [Q 2: 205]”
Now God—He is sublime, noble and mighty—has called the
destroying of crops and cattle “destruction” ( fasàd ) and he has said
that he “does not love destruction.” If they are so unashamed as to
say that (if everyone would commit himself to tawakkul ), God would
send upon them from heaven and call forth from earth ready-made
shirts and baked loaves from which they could eat and other ugly
stupidities like this, then we will say to them: “So why does he not
do that for you, O ascetics, who claim to trust in him and to be
content with little? You and your like should seek shelter in mountain caves or wander around in deserts. Why do we see you coming naked to people, hoping that people would give you an old shirt
or a woollen garment as alms?”
No, you do not know the real knowledge (ma'rifa) of God—He is
sublime—and the way (kayﬁyya) of his actions. If God—He is blessed
and sublime—did not want his servants to (have to) earn (their living), he would not have guided them to diﬀerent kinds of agriculture and trades, such as weaving and mining (istikhràj dhawàt al-ma'àdin)
and the preparation of tools and instruments which God—He is
noble and mighty—has taught to his servants, as he—He is noble
and mighty—knew that his servants could not invent (istikhràj ) them
by themselves.219
How and with what intellect should man have come to the idea
that wheat needs to be cultivated through ploughing and sowing,
being covered by soil at a certain time, then at times watered evenly
so that it starts growing, and that then it should be left to itself until
harvesting, then harvested, threshed and winnowed, ground and
kneaded and baked?
The origin of all this is with the toil of the owners of estates and
the farmers and ﬁeldworkers who labour patiently, despite severe
cold or heat, through great toil and misery. The owner of the estate
works hard to collect the money he needs for the upkeep of his

219
Divine inspiration as the ultimate origin of sciences is a topos in Near Eastern
literature, beginning with the Sumerian apkallus and Oannes, about whom Berossus
tells a famous Late Babylonian legend (see Burstein 1978: 13–14, and Bottéro 1992:
246–250, as well as Greenﬁeld 1995, with further bibliography). Ibn Sìnà made
inspiration (˙ads) a central theme in his epistemology (see Gutas 1988: 159–176).
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estate and he endures the heat of the Sun and the cold of the winds
in order to make the estate prosper, together with his helpers, such
as the farmers and ﬁeldworkers and diﬀerent kinds of artisans (ßunnà' ).
(Meanwhile), you are heedless, keeping your hands in your armpits,
idle, playing and laughing in your ignorance. The owners of estates,
farmers and ﬁeldworkers toil and labour in misery until their crop has
matured. Then they harvest and winnow and clean and purify, grind
and bake, and you come to them like hungry eagles, saying: “Feed
us and give us drink because your living comes to you through us.”220
You are lying, you deceivers (dajjàlìn), men of little faith, tricksters!
God—He is noble and mighty—is the one who feeds us from the
superabundancy of his mercy to us. If he wished us to withdraw
from agriculture and other travails like you do, he would not have
taught us the various works of agriculture, ploughing, professions,
caring for and nurturing date palms and other fruit-producing trees,
all that to which we would not have been guided by our own reason
without him opening a door to it. If he had not wanted us to do
these things, he would not have guided us to mine workable metals
(ajsàd ) from their sources, like gold, silver, copper, iron and lead,
and he would not have guided us to weave embroiderings and make
diﬀerent kinds of clothes from embroidered material and silk brocade (dìbàj ).
He would not have taught us how to gain access to the knowledge of the moving (sayr) of the Sun, the Moon and the stars and
the organization (tarkìb) of their spheres and the diﬀerences of their
movement, nor would he have taught us the eﬀects on our bodies
of plants and medicinal materials ('aqàqìr) which grow in both the
East and the West.
All this we could not have reached by our own reason, O people, had not God—He is sublime—guided us to it, either through
revelation (wa˙y) to one of his prophets or through inspiration (ilhàm)
to them. Then they (i.e., their followers and the prophets themselves)
pondered upon (what God had taught them) and added by the invention of their own reason to that which God had donated them,
deducing many things from what had (originally) been given to them.
In this there is a clear indication that God—He is sublime—quite
obviously wants his servants to earn their living and toil for their
daily needs and that he never did prohibit earning.
220
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Now tell us who is better: the man who toils221 and labours, making the earth prosper, cultivating it so that both he and others may
live from the surplus of what his toil has produced, thus becoming
the leader of others, or the man who is idle and plays, saying in his
shamelessness: “I have left the world and its cultivation ('imàra).”
Then he comes to the one who has toiled and laboured and asks
from his surplus, living himself in a most ignoble state.
I could go on speaking about this, because there is more to say
than just this, but what I have already said should be enough. Now
we return to the words (˙ikàya) of the original author of this book
on agriculture.
Text 29 (NA, pp. 1046–1047)
Qùthàmà said: I have tried it and found out that sprinkling human
urine on sick vines and pouring it continuously on their roots cures
them from the disease (saqam) and they will bear good crop, just like
they used to do before falling ill. This is curious but even more curious is that this makes their odour more pleasant.
One of the women of my farmers on my estate in ˇìzanàbàdh—
a vineyard I have there—once came to me to the city of Bàbil222
and told that she had seen in a dream as if a woman who was, so
she told, long, white and old, had said to her: “Go to Qùthàmà and
say to him that when his vines fall ill and stop producing grapes,
he must cure them by the liquid pressed from radish ( fujl ) and pour
this on their roots and sprinkle them with it—I mean the liquid.
That will cure them.”
I told her that she should return to ˇìzanàbàdh and tell the headman of my farmers the same and to say him, on my behalf: “Do
this to the vines which have fallen to this disease.” The man I had
on that estate was knowledgeable and had good sense. He did not
care about the dream of that woman and did not cure my vines in
that way—three of them had fallen ill. Nay, he cured the disease
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by simply uprooting them, like Íaghrìth advises, and clearing (kas˙)
(the soil) three times and then ﬁlling it (with new soil) until they
started growing again and so forth ( fa-kàna min amrihà mà kàna).
When I later came to my estate, I asked him about the sick vines
and the dream of the woman. He started ridiculing the woman and
her dream and said: “I have cured them in the way Íaghrìth mentions, because that is the most eﬃcient way to cure this disease. In
my opinion, that is the only right way to cure them (lam ara 'ilàjahà
bi-ghayrihi ). Now they are growing good branches.” I praised him for
that and rewarded him.
These223 ways to cure them are all good (ßàli˙a). Try that which
is the easiest for you. We have told you what we know to be useful.
This dream which the woman had had was suspect ( fìhi naΩar)
because radish is one of the enemies of the vine and if it is sown
among vines it will make them fall ill. The woman had seen in her
dream that the liquid pressed from it would remedy the disease of
the vines but analogy leads to the conclusion that this cannot be so.
When she told me her dream, I told her to go to my (master) farmer
and to tell him it because I wanted to hear his opinion, too, and
to test his reason. He turned out to be intelligent and did not acknowledge the truth of the dream and did not believe in it. Nay, he cured
the disease that had befallen the vines by what he knew to be right
and which he had already tried, following his usual way.
Text 30 (NA, p. 1127)
Dawànày was called in his time the Lord of Mankind. He has also
been called the “Drawer” (al-Mußawwir), because people have found
in the temple ascribed to him in the area of ash-Shawànì in the
country of Sùrà one thousand pictures which he has himself drawn.
There was also a large book which was preserved in the temple in
which he had written that there was a useful meaning behind each
of these pictures. In this book he explained the meaning of these
one thousand pictures and why he had drawn them.
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This book, though, has perished, and in our time people have at
their disposal only 118 of these one thousand pictures. These pictures
have an equal number of curious (Ωarìfa) and useful meanings in
many (ﬁelds of ) knowledge. Among the preserved pictures, there is a
picture of a vine which he had called the vine of convalescence in
which he listed ('addada) many secrets and hidden things which everyone should know. There are great beneﬁts in making them known.
We shall ﬁrst describe the picture of this vine. Then we shall explain the meanings which we have found according to what its drawer
has said, and give the reason why the Lord of Mankind Dawànày
drew it.
He drew a large and wide vine with many branches which have
become entangled with each other, so as to become circles, 49 in
all which is seven times seven. In each of these circles, there is a
picture of bunches of grapes hanging from the branches of the vine.
The number of the bunches is 84. The grapes are longish and pale.
The meaning of this number is seven times twelve.
On the upper side of the vine he drew a ﬁre and below it the
earth, in front of it on the right he drew air and to the left water.
In each circle he drew the picture of some animal which is harmful
to the vine and is its enemy. With this he gave us the useful piece
of information, ﬁrstly, that the vine has 49 creeping animals which
are its enemies and harmful to it, O people. He also drew in it the
picture of farmers and all that is needed in caring for the vine. In
their hands he drew the tools with which they work in the vineyard
and all other things which they need.
Text 31 (NA, pp. 1061–1065)
When it comes to averting the damage caused by hailstorms224 to
vineyards, the ancient Kasdànians have discovered two ways for it,
either averting and turning it away when prognostications appear,
or curing the harm and damage caused by it if it has already occurred.
They have mentioned various ways to avert it and to turn it away
when prognostications appear. Some of these make use of special
properties, others derive from (aßluhu ma "khùdh) prayers (ad'iya) to gods
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who have in dreams shown people many things which they can do,
and, ﬁnally, some belong to the art of magicians.
I will relate what I have heard from these (various ways) and mention that which I have tried and found true. Other ways (which I
have not tried), you must try for yourselves to distinguish between
true and false because this and similar things belong to those whose
truthfulness may be discovered by experimentation. If a mistake
occurs in the work,225 the one who tries it may think that the recipe
was false, not true, even though it is he himself who has not, (in
fact), done it (properly), whereas the original (recipe) is true and
would lead to the proper result, but when the action is not done
properly, nothing will come out of it. But experimentation will show
what is true and what false.
First of all, people have said that Dawànày, the Lord of Mankind
drew one thousand pictures in the temples, each picture describing
something and he added a text to the pictures which showed what
it could be used for. Among these pictures he drew one for averting hailstorms and turning them away, depicting in it a snake (af 'à).
They tell that he wrote on the picture of the snake that this can be
used for averting the hail from falling on ﬁelds and places where it
would (otherwise) fall.
Because Dawànày is separated from us by a long period and much
time has ﬂown between him and us, people have given, both in
ancient and modern times, various explanations (ta "wìlàt) for what
he has drawn. Some say that if you wish to avert hailstorm from a
place above which clouds have risen, you should take a snake and
chop it into pieces which you should then throw on burning coals,
piece by piece. This should be done in a place from which wind
blows. They say that the smoke rising from the snake will cut the
hail clouds in pieces or divert them completely from that place.
Others say that one must take a snake and crucify it on two pieces
of wood, the head on the one, the tail on the other. Then it should
be tied tightly on the two pieces which should then be set up in the
middle of the plantation. Then hailstorms will not fall on that place
where the snake is set cruciﬁed but it will turn away from that place
and pass it by.
Others say that when hail clouds rise, one must take a thick226
quadrangular piece of wood, or of some (other) shape, and pierce a
225
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hole in the middle with a drill. Then one takes a snake and puts
its head into the hole and nails its head with a ﬁrm iron nail which
goes through the head in the hole and right through to the other
side of the piece of wood, which is against the earth. Then one must
ﬁx the nail tightly. The snake will wriggle and writhe, drawing the
piece of wood with it from one place to another. This wriggling will
cause the hailstorm to turn away from that place where you have
put the piece of wood.
Others say that one should instead put canes under an open sky
in a ﬁeld (ßa˙ar) at night. In the morning, it should be removed to
a place where sunshine does not fall on it. When you want to avert
a hailstorm you should take a piece of this star-bathed (al-munajjam)
cane and burn some snakes with it in a place from which wind
blows. The places where the ashes fall will not be hit by hailstorm
but the hailstorm will turn away from there.
All these various actions are similar and their truthfulness will be
shown by experimentation. We have not tried any of these methods
but we have managed without them by other ways which we will
shortly explain. Yet I do advise people to try them because averting hailstorms and hail clouds is very useful and precious. I do not
know whether or not Dawànày had explained what action went with
the picture in averting hailstorms by using snakes. Because of the
temporal distance between us, this (information) has not reached us.
He may also have deliberately kept quiet about the explanation or
concealed it, which was a usual habit of the ancient sages.
It has been related that Kàmàs an-Nahrì gave orders to three
women who were menstruating that they should go to the village
over which clouds seemed227 to be bringing a hailstorm. They took
their clothes oﬀ and turned their pudenda towards the clouds, lying
on their back and opening their legs and their pudenda towards the
clouds. He228 said that the hail clouds turned away from that place
and not a single grain of hail fell there.
Màsà as-Sùrànì, on the other hand, mentioned the following recipe
for driving away hail clouds, and he said that it had been tried. Nine
men, each holding handfuls of cotton, should stand and show this
cotton towards the clouds. With them, there should be four men who
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clap their hands, raising them towards the clouds, clapping and shouting like the ﬁeldworkers do when driving away birds from the ﬁelds.
He said: The more people there are clapping and shouting and scolding, the better the clouds will be driven away and the quicker the
weather will become clear, the hailstorm passing that place by.
He said: It is even better if the number of these cloud-scarers rises
to forty but their number must be even, not odd, being either ten
or twenty or forty or sixty or sixteen or twenty-eight, as long as their
number is even, from four up to sixty men. This will be eﬃcient in
driving away hail clouds and preventing them from falling on that
whole area (˙àra) as well as its vicinity.
He also said: If a young man takes the skin of a hyena, or a crocodile, and goes with both these skins, or one of them, three times
around the town or the village or whatever place he wants to protect from hail, and then goes to the gate (dihlìz) of the town or village or plantation and hangs the skin in front of the door, this action
will prevent hail from falling on that village as it is or whatever
places he has gone around with the skin.
Màsà has said: What we have tried and a group of ancients also
testiﬁes as sound in preventing hail is the following: One takes a tortoise which has been caught speciﬁcally in the swamps, not taken
from running water, and places it in his right hand, turned on its
back, and goes with it around the whole vineyard or ﬁeld from three
up to seven times. After having gone around, he puts the tortoise in
the middle of the vineyard or the ﬁeld, digging a small hole in the
earth and putting the tortoise on its back in that hole so that it cannot turn on its feet or crawl away. The tortoise will continuously
move its legs towards the sky. It should be left like this until the clouds
have dispersed and the sky has become clear. Then hailstorm will
not fall on that place. When the sky is (again) cloudless, one should
hurry to turn the tortoise on its legs so that it can crawl away.
Íaghrìth has said: This tortoise must be a big one and this operation must be done on the sixth hour of the day or night, whether
the clouds have already started rising or not, and the tortoise must
be left on its place until the sky ﬁrst becomes clouded and then
becomes clear again.
Qùthàmà has said: We have tried this operation with the tortoise
and found it sound in preventing the hail from falling. The hail clouds
will not stop at that place, not even for a moment, and we can see
them ﬂying away. Not even a single grain of hail will fall on that place.
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We have also tried something which Yanbùshàd has described and
we found it sound. A man of sound body, who has no blemish in
any of his limbs, should take a large, polished iron mirror and turn
its polished side towards the clouds and let it glimmer towards them.
No hail, whatsoever, will then fall from the clouds.
There is a special recipe for vineyards. One takes the skin of a
hyena, a crocodile, or a hedgehog, whichever one has, and goes with
it around the vines and after that does what we have described.
Then no hail will fall on the vines.
(There are also other ways to turn away hailstorm) besides these
which we have mentioned and which we have tried, i.e., the operations with the tortoise and the mirror, both of which are sound
and eﬀective and should be used.
Qùthàmà has said: Yanbùshàd has said about driving away hailstorm and other diseases that come from the clouds and wintery
winds, including the west wind, which causes damage to the vineyards and other plants as follows: One should take a plate of either
marble or wood, of whichever kind, and draw on it a picture of a
vine with lots of grapes. If he only draws the picture of bunches of
grapes that will also do.
This should be done between the time when twenty-two days
remain from Kànùn II until when four nights remain of Shubà†, on
any one of these days. The picture should be drawn and the plate
should be set up in the middle of the vineyard. This talisman protects vines from all celestial and earthly diseases as well as averting
hail from falling there and it also makes the vines grow and prosper
when this is done properly as should be done with talismans.
The ancients have also described (rasama) various ways to avert
the damage caused by frost ( jalìd ) from vines and others. Frost may
damage only some vines. It damages the younger ones, aged from
one to ﬁve years. When the vine is six years old it starts to become
stronger so that frost will not harm it anymore.
The harm caused to vines by frost occurs more often in cold
places, like the area of Bàrimmà, al-Óadìtha and the Nineveh of
Bàbil, and from there to Óulwàn, and from Óulwàn to Bàdaràyà.
These places are the cold areas of this clime and there frost causes
more damage to the vines and hits them harder. On the other hand,
we do not see frost ever causing damage to vines in the area of arRa˙àyà and ˇìzanàbàdh, up to Junbulà, as much as it does in those
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cold regions. In the region of al-Ubulla people cultivate very few
vines or (fruit) trees. Nay, they cultivate date palms and cotton and
henna. They do have some vineyards but not many.
Text 32 (NA, pp. 1094–1097)
The ancients have spoken on this and similar things in two ways,
because those who spoke about these things were either philosophers
or prophets.
The words of the philosophers are completely exoteric and clear
without any esoteric dimensions and they should not be interpreted
(ta"wìl ) otherwise than in their obvious sense (mà yusma' minhu). The
words of the prophets, on the other hand, are mixed in their meanings and arguments with things and meanings of an instructional
(siyàsiyya) aim. Now when instruction is mixed with demonstration
this results in words whose inner meaning may diﬀer from their
outer meaning. Each listener takes from this exterior meaning according to the scope of his reason and discrimination.
For this reason those who have taken (their knowledge) from the
prophets disagree with each other. Those who hand down the words
of the prophets should be most intelligent and discerning so that
they would understand what they are dealing with and would know
how to hand it down. This is why it behooves229 every intelligent
person to hand down the words of the prophet exactly in the way
he uttered them, without additions or omissions, so that the meaning
would not change and become reversed due to additions or omissions.
The words of the philosophers need none of this exactitude (atta˙arrì) in transmission because they do not contain any confusion
at all.230 However, one does not call the mixedness caused by instructional aims in the words of the prophets “confusion” (labs) because
they are safe from any (real) confusion.
This is why the words of Adam, the Father of Mankind, and
Dawànày before him who was called the Lord of Mankind, as well
as the prophets Anù˙à, Akhnùkhà and Seth, the son of Adam, and
229
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other prophets like them, are such that the one who listens to them
must ponder on them and do his best to comprehend them in order
to beneﬁt from them. But this will not come out right if one is not
good in conceptualizing (bi-jùdat al-mutaßawwir) their meaning because
they are wisdom mingled with instruction aimed at each and all,
among them both intelligent people—although these are extremely
few—as well as stupid ones, sound ones as well as lunatics, slow
ones as well as rapid ones, and between each pair there are further
intermediate states.
If one wishes to instruct people like these, one must mix his words
with instruction, ﬂattering, correction for those who need correcting,
and threatening for those who need it. If one wishes to guide all
people, one must think of these meanings, conceptualize them and
make use of them.
The following spoke without observing instructional aims: Íardàyà
and ˇàmithrà, the Kan'ànites, Màsà as-Sùrànì, and Kàmàsh anNahrì, the Ancient, who lived so long ago that we do not know how
long a time has passed from him until our time. Among the Kasdànians
he is believed to be more ancient than the Lord of Mankind Dawànày
and more ancient than any of those we have mentioned. About him
we have no information or stories (laysa lahu 'indanà athar wa-là khabar)
except for his book, titled Shayàshiq, in which he spoke of three things,
one of them agriculture and the cultivation of plants.
Their words are (to be understood) according to their exterior and
their meaning is obvious to the reader; they are without any esoteric
meanings nor do they have any need to be interpreted (ta"wìl ) like
the words of the prophets. The proof of this is what Adam, peace
be upon him,231 has said, namely that gnats are generated ( ya˙duth)
because of the acts of wantonness (ba†ar) committed by mankind, be
they many or grave, and that scorpions and lizards (wazagh) become
numerous if people commit much injustice among themselves. Snakes
and vipers are generated when people do much killing: when they
freely kill each other, many snakes and vipers are generated among
them. Many ﬂeas, ticks, bedbugs, termites and lice are generated
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from the multitude of sins (kha†àyà) committed by people towards
each other or towards the gods.
Diﬀerent countries and climes generate diﬀerent things because of
the deeds typical to the people of that clime. If they sin, harmful
and obnoxious vermin are generated for them and among them as
a way of punishing them. All these sins (dhunùb) are caused by following lusts and turning towards them and following them instead
of turning towards reason and following it.
If I went on to speak about how the prophets have preached and
rebuked people for their deeds that would take a long time, even if
I merely narrated the words of only one of them. This was a passage ( faßl ) from the words of Adam, only. His son, Seth, has spoken about this and about these meanings, even more than his father
Adam. And again, others have spoken yet more extensively than
Seth. But this is not our aim here.
The prophets, as we have said, are unanimous in saying that everything that damages men, such as vermin and poisonous reptiles, is
generated by the action of the stars, not in order to deliberately
injure them but as punishments issuing from themselves to themselves
of the sins they have done as well as from their doing evil to each
other (or to themselves) and their turning away from reason towards
lust. Vermin and poisonous reptiles, either lethal or sickening, are
generated when someone commits a sinful deed or someone else sees
this taking place without rebuking the sinner for his misdeed, or
ﬁghting against him, or trying to deﬂect that misdeed. If, on the
other hand, someone rebukes the sinner for doing such damage to
his own kind and prevents him from doing that deed, then the poisonous and other vermin will be obliterated.
Also, if all people were just to each other and no one would do
injustice to anyone, their troubles would fade away and their bodies would be healthy. They would not fall ill but they would prosper,
there would be no famine and their crops would be sound. But as
they are unjust to each other, not just232 in their transactions, their
evil causes all these aﬄictions of famine, poverty and illness.
Also other obnoxious creeping animals233 are generated by people
being unjust to each other, especially the strong being unjust to the
232
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poor whom they have in their power. Poisonous animals and others which cause damage without being poisonous come into being
in this way. Likewise, poisonous reptiles do not bite anyone except
on account of some sin he has committed which deserves this punishment. These animals are generated according to the number of
misdeeds. The generation of snakes and vipers is not equal to the
generation of ﬂies, gnats and bedbugs.234
This is the doctrine of those whom the Kasdànians called prophets.
We, too, hold this to be true because they think that there is in the
world nothing obnoxious except when someone deserves it. Otherwise,
the world is merely one substance which constantly does only one thing,
i.e., the ultimate good (al-khayr al-ma˙∂ ). The Nefarious Ones (annu˙ùs) are also doing only good and they have been called by this
name, nefarious, because they arouse some natural things which have
evil and harmful eﬀects on us. So they are called nefarious in relation
to us and to how they aﬀect us. This is why they are called so.
The sages of the Kan'ànites and the Kasdànians say that all this
is due to constant coincidences (al-ittifàqàt ad-dà"ima), ‘constant’ meaning something that does not change its course. Even if they do leave
their habit for a while, they will soon return to it. These coincidences
are wonderful and curious and I am not able to disclose all that I
know about them since explaining all this would mean corrupting the
order of the education of people by the prophets. This is why I do
not say anything about this which would corrupt the general public.
The mass of people, nay, most of them in general, do not agree
with this nor would they recognize the constant coincidences, which
do not change their course, even if one explained this many times
to them. Now, as this is so, it is better (for us) to abstain from more
explanations. It is better to show the way of the instruction of the
prophets to the people and to teach it because that will beneﬁt all
people and wisdom is found in giving beneﬁt to all instead of only
some, especially when these people are a minority. So we will stop
speaking of these two things, i.e., the words of the prophets and the
philosophers who believe in these coincidences, and we will come
back again to speaking about vines.235 Our excursion has become (too)
long and it remains for us to ﬁnish what we were speaking about.
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Text 33 (NA, p. 1106)
Some followers (shì 'a) of Màsà have claimed that it was he who
invented this vine (of the theriaque, karmat ad-diryàq)236 through an
inspiration (wa˙y) of Jupiter’s. They say that the proof of this is that
the name of Màsà is written in the entry of the temple of the idol
of Jupiter which is now found in the region of Sùrà, as well as on
the four sides of the temple. The oﬀspring of the servant (ghulàm) of
Màsà act to this day as the keepers (sadana) of this temple.
They make great claims about Màsà, even greater and more noble
than the creation of the theriaque and they deny that Dawànày
would have mentioned this vine and that they would have said the
same thing about it. This, they think, is an invented story. They
have strange and wonderful things to say about this, and I do not
know what they actually are and I will say nothing about them
because the followers (shì'a) of Seth at this time have joined with the
followers of Màsà, so that they have become one, helping each other
and witnessing for each other what they relate, may God bless them
in that! I wish all this were true and I will not deny it or call it
false, even though, despite this, I have no proof or evidence for the
truthfulness of this. Now, one may say about me: “Thus, you are
deferring your opinion (wàqif ), neither accepting nor rejecting this!”
So it is, although it would lie a little closer to me to reject it. But
we have no need to devote our eﬀorts to this.
Text 34 (NA, pp. 1160–1161)
The Arabs pride themselves upon two plants, the Indian ﬁg (ßubàr)
and the aloe (ßabr) which protect people from maladies and postpone
death; every living being has to die, though, because death is found
naturally in bodies, whereas life is an accident entering them. When
the accident ceases, natural death will remain in its stead. Yet what
eliminates maladies will postpone death and this is an enormously
great beneﬁt and thus the Arabs pride themselves upon this. Yet
they have learned this from us and borrowed it from us.
want to spell this out, because in that case people might do harmful deeds without being afraid of their behaviour’s results.
236
Cf., e.g., al-Ißfahànì, Aghànì XXII: 280 (Abù Óuzàba).
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Qùthàmà has said: This is what Yanbùshàd said about the aloe
and the Indian ﬁg and their beneﬁts, and it is as he said except
what he said about the Arabs, namely that they learned about its
uses from us. In my opinion, this is not so. I do not want to argue
with Yanbùshàd nor call him a liar, yet to my mind it would be odd
if something came from their country where they use it a lot and
experiment on it and then we would say that they have learned its
use from us. It would seem more probable that we should have
learned it from them.
Now, let no one think that I would agree with Yanbùshàd about
the Arabs, thinking that they are a nation governed by Venus and
that when Venus governs someone, he has no knowledge, no wisdom,
no thoughts and no inventiveness at all. We have, indeed, seen that
they (i.e., the Arabs) have intelligence, keen acumen and a ﬁne
instinctive grasp, and they have a major share in the science of
magic, even though all magic (in the end) derives from the Kardànian
Nabateans of Bàbil. Yet the inhabitants of Yemen know a lot about
magic and we have heard about the Greeks that they have a proverb
concerning this, saying about someone who is extremely intelligent:
“You are more intelligent than the magicians of Yemen.” They also
know a lot about charms (ruqà) even though they do not come up
to the charms of the Kardànians, which are beautiful, inﬂuential and
eﬀective. They are also good in physiognomy (qiyàfat al-athar)237 which
indicates that they are excessively intelligent and have a sharp acumen. Yet the Indians, too, are good in physiognomy but the physiognomy of the Arabs is more accurate, and because of their innate
acumen ( ﬁ†na) they may instantly understand what they perceive.
The physiognomy of the Indians is not such. Nay, they make their
decisions only after having thought and pondered upon what they
have seen. Why, then, would you deny what the Arabs have?
Strictly speaking, qiyàfat al-athar usually means tracking (e.g., ˇàshkubrì-zàde,
Miftà˙ I: 328–329), which hardly applies in this context. However, qiyàfat al-bashar,
or 'ilm al-qiyàfa (ˇàshkubrì-zàde, Miftà˙ I: 329–330, which seems to be following
Fakhraddìn ar-Ràzì, Firàsa, pp. 99–100; cf. also al-Bukhàrì, Ía˙ì˙, nos. 6770–6771,
Bàb al-qà"if ) is a science of deducing family relations on the basis of feet or other
limbs, and it may also be used for more general purposes. Thus, it is a branch of
physiognomy, 'ilm al-ﬁràsa (see ˇàshkubrì-zàde, Miftà˙ I: 327–335; see also Ghersetti
1999 and Fahd 1966: 373ﬀ.), proper to the Arabs, or some tribes from among
them. This seems to be the sense the text is after. It is probable that the Nabatean
Agriculture does not use the term in its full exactitude, and I believe that in the present context “physiognomy” is the proper translation for qiyàfa.
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Perhaps Yanbùshàd had heard during his time that the Arabs had
learned this from the Kardànians. I really cannot bring myself to
call Yanbùshàd a liar; people like him cannot be thought to lie. Yet
the time of Yanbùshàd is very far from ours, much time has passed
in between and things, as well as peoples, tend to change from one
state to another and from something to its very opposite. Perhaps the
Arabs at the time of Yanbùshàd were not like we see them today,
with their intelligence and quickness of acumen, and knowledge of
magic and charms and physiognomy.
Yanbùshàd travelled far and wide in the steppes and took refuge
in the deserts, meeting many Arabs and he came to know about them
much that we do not know. It is even said that he was ﬂuent in the
two languages, Kardànian and Arabic, and knew them profoundly.
This was because he used to mix a lot with the Arabs and spent a
long time with them. By my life, he knew more about them than we
do. It may be that there was among them someone who asked him
about what he knew and Yanbùshàd may have answered and the
Arab would then have proﬁted from Yanbùshàd’s answers and learned
from him. Perhaps this was what really happened and Yanbùshàd,
thus, judged them according to what he had seen.
Text 35 (NA, pp. 1191–1192)
The chapter on the jujube ('unnàb)
Íaghrìth has said that the jujube originates from the clime of Bàbil,
to where it was brought from the clime of Màh, from one of its
cities, called Rùzbiyà, and that wherever in all climes this plant
grows, it originates from Rùzbiyà and its origin there dates from the
time of Man?àrif-Qàqà. Ibn Wa˙shiyya says: I found this (name written) so238 and I do not know the meaning of this name or what time
this time was.
There was a truthful (ßiddìq) man in this city who adhered to the
temple of the idols there. He made many oﬀerings (at-taqarrub), fasted
a lot and strove to serve (al-ijtihàd fì t-ta'abbud ) especially the Moon.
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I.e., without any diacritical marks on the second consonant, here transcribed
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(Íaghrìth) said: The Moon was pleased with him, taking special
care of him. A great pustule (màsharà) befell this man; pustules are
often a symptom of plague because they originate from blood with
which is mixed yellow bile (ßafrà") and pungent (˙àdda) wetness (ru†ùba).
This man cupped his hands, his thighs and his feet on the side from
which blood had come but the blood in his extremities remained
thick and he had chronic fever (zamina) so that he ﬁnally had no
strength to move his hand or foot and he was worried by this.
This man was a farmer ( fallà˙) so he ordered that he should be
carried to the temple to stay there until the Moon came to the sign
of Cancer and the Sun to the sign of Gemini. The Moon was to
appear after its occultation (istitàr) in the sign of Cancer. The man
fasted and starved himself (†awiya) and strived in praying to the Moon,
using his Greatest Name: when he is invoked through this name, he
concedes to all pleas. He also started to make many oﬀerings to the
idol of the Moon and to pray to it and implore it.
When he was asleep, he saw in a dream the idol of the Moon in
the very form which he knew ( ya'rifuhu bi-'aynihi ). He dreamt that
the idol stopped by him and said: “Our god, the Moon, has accepted
your oﬀering and answered your prayer and your invocation of him
through his (greatest) name. But you were audacious towards him
by invocating and pleading to him using his greatest name. If you
had only made oﬀerings to him, he would have cured you instantly
but since you were not completely reverent towards him but had
the audacity to invoke him using his (greatest) name, he punishes
you by setting the cure for your disease in something which you
must do in your own profession. There will be a cure both to you
and to others who suﬀer from a commotion of the blood ( yahtàju
'alayhi damuhu) such as you suﬀer from. If you had not done like you
did, he would have set your cure in a medicine in (the preparation
of ) which you would not need to toil. But now he makes you toil
for your cure, as a punishment (on the one hand) and (on the other)
as an honour. He has answered you due to his mercy.”
Text 36 (NA, pp. 1237–1246)
Adam did not mention these two trees in his book but Màsà asSùrànì has related this on his authority. Màsà is a reliable source,
yet this information has not come to us in the book of Adam. I
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think it is because of the long gap between the time of Adam and us.
I have also heard about these two trees from one of our elders
(shuyùkhinà), the owners of estates, although I do not know whether
this elder had received the description of these two trees from the
words of Màsà as-Sùrànì because I did not ask him when he described
them: “From where did you get your knowledge concerning these
two trees?”
What I think is that Màsà as-Sùrànì had seen Adam and lived in
his time (adrakahu) although Adam, blessed be he, died when Màsà
was only 20 years old or even younger than that. It may be that
he had heard this orally (lafΩan) from Adam and that Adam had
narrated it as he used to narrate and describe these things. Màsà
then memorized it and wrote it down in his own book on agriculture, whereas Adam neglected to mention it in his book and did not
put it down for some reason which I do not know. Knowing his
enormous share of intelligence and understanding, we cannot say
that Adam neglected or forgot something, even though Anù˙à has
told that Adam was both forgetful and neglectful.
Yet we are not in the same position as Anù˙à so that we could
say as he did. Anù˙à could cite as evidence for Adam’s forgetfulness his words when he came to the clime of the Sun. Yet Anù˙à
did not want to defame Adam, he merely wanted to challenge those
who claimed for Adam what they claimed, saying that he knew the
secrets (al-ghuyùb) and that the Moon took such good care of him
that he even turned away from him mistakes, errors and inattentions.239 They even said that he did not err or make mistakes nor
did he ever forget. (They also claimed) that the Moon revealed to
him the knowledge of everything that had until then remained hidden (ghàba) from him and other human beings and thus he came to
know the secrets ( ghuyùb). Anù˙à, blessed be he, wanted to refute
these claims and corrupt beliefs concerning Adam and, thus, said
that Adam was the most forgetful of all men; Anù˙à wanted to exaggerate this idea. Thus, he did not just say that Adam was like other
human beings and like his ancestors but he judged him to be the
most forgetful of all people.

239
The discussion of the forgetfulness of Adam reminds one of the discussion
concerning the concept of infallibility, 'ißma, in Islamic theology, see Madelung (1978)
and Walker (2002).
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Anù˙à spoke the truth in this and those who claimed for Adam
what they claimed, lied. It would be utter ignorance to turn down
the words of Anù˙à because he was a prophet from the progeny of
Adam. How could we not accept his words while accepting the words
of ignorant, lying people who do not belong to the children of Adam!
Adam had many oﬀspring and he was blessed. Kan'ànites, Kasdànians,
Óasdànians and Sùrànians, all belong to his progeny, but this does
not deter those ignorant people from claiming for Adam things he
would not have wanted when he was alive. Adam was too exalted
to want impossible and lying things, nor did he want to be praised
for such things. Yet they have been audacious enough to refute
Anù˙à’s words, saying: “We are entitled to praise Adam for his excellence but Anù˙à refutes his excellence.”
It is not only that some people among them would be aﬄicted
by this. Nay, other people are much aﬄicted by them and through
them! They wanted to exalt Adam but they, in fact, disparaged him
through the blindness of their hearts and their inability to comprehend. They made a human being superior to the mighty gods! You
know that the Kasdànians agree that the gods do not completely
('alà l-i˙à†a) comprehend the works of each other. Now if gods do
not know this—and this is the cause of what happens—and they do
not know the secrets, how could it be permissible to say that a
human being could know the secrets? This is an utter impossibility!240
A secret ( ghayb) refers to things that will happen in future times.
The knowing of secrets means knowing what will happen at particular times. Now, the occurrence of these things, one after another,
is brought about ( yanba'ith) through the actions of an actor who is
both discerning and potent. This Living, Potent Agent does these
things according to causes he (alone) knows. We, human beings, do
not know these causes which necessitate these actions. Thus, it is not
permissible or possible that we would at all know what will happen,
through any means or ways because we ignore those causes necessitating the actions. We also ignore the composition of things, such
as bodies (ajsàm), accidents or forms, nor do we know what accidental
actions in their manifoldness cause things to happen. That will not
be laid down for any intelligence nor will any understanding com-

240
The knowing of secrets and various opinions concerning soothsaying (kihàna)
are discussed in al-Mas'ùdì, Murùj §§1233–1249, esp. §1236.
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prehend it because of their manifoldness. Thus, they remain unknown.
These two ways show that all human beings are ignorant of what
will happen to composite bodies. These occurrences are named particulars. Now, as the judgement on universals is the same as on particulars in their compositeness and plurality, then it follows that we,
human beings, may know neither the particulars nor the universals.
As this is so, we do not know anything of what will happen and
come to be in future times, neither from a particular nor from a
universal viewpoint.
The followers of Seth claim for Adam these false claims and say
that a soothsayer (kàhin) will tell us something that will happen and
his words may prove to be true and that we may also see some
human beings (i.e., astrologers) draw conclusions about things that I
have called secrets from the locations and movements of the stars
and their position in their circles (dawà"ir). They claim that what
they say will happen and that if some people do not know the secrets,
this, which we can see with our own eyes, could not happen.
We answer them by saying that the celestial bodies have given
this (ability) to the soothsayer. When he comes to be (mabda" kawnihi )
under a certain constellation, their movements and locations will
compose in his nature something like a nature implanted in him,
which cannot be separated from him. Thus, he will speak due to a
nature which came to be in him through (this) constellation.
Yet what the soothsayer says does not come true in a comprehensive
and accurate way, from ﬁrst to last. The soothsayer does not (actually)
know the secrets, he merely tells some things that will happen, not
all. Thus, we say that what he tells resembles the knowledge of the
secrets, but sometimes, often in fact, that which he predicts will not
come out in the way he predicted. Nay, the contrary will happen,
or something (merely) similar happens. When something (merely)
similar will happen, it will not be (exactly) so (as he predicted). And
because it did not happen exactly so (as he had predicted), the soothsayer has not accurately predicted what happened. What happens
may indeed be something else than what he had predicted. This
case is even clearer than the previous one: he could not predict what
would happen.
Thus, we cannot say that the soothsayer would know the secrets.
Concerning those who draw conclusions from the movements of the
stars (al-kawàkib) or others, and tell the future from them, (it is like
this:) The natural (ma†bù' ) soothsayer who produces what is implanted
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in his nature does not, as we have said, know the secrets but noone doubts that the one who draws conclusions would not err more
often than he hits the mark, or he errs and hits the mark equally,
even if we did not want to say that he would err more. This is the
state of the one who draws conclusions and what he tells should not
be called knowledge of the secrets. Thus, no human being can ﬁnd
the way to the knowledge of the secrets, nor does anyone know them.
If they say that the Moon used to reveal to Adam, time and again,
what would happen and that Adam was able to tell (the future)
through the revelation which his god had taught him, not of his
own accord, we will answer that we have already in the beginning
of our discussion explained that it is not permissible for the Moon
to know the secrets because he does not know the actions of the
other celestial bodies (al-kawàkib) and has no way of knowing them,
nor has any other god any way of knowing them.
Thus, it is not possible that the Moon could have revealed to
Adam the knowledge of what will happen, because the Moon himself does not know this. Everything that happens in this lower world
of ours happens through the actions of the celestial bodies through
their movements. They are in a continuous movement and one of
them cannot know the manner (kayﬁyya) of the movement of another,
and actions emanate from this movement. Otherwise, if one of them
knew the movements of the others, he would know what these movements bring about. The actions of the celestial bodies are superadded
to previous actions, both their own and others which have preceded
them. Thus, an action takes place and then another action takes
place and what (really) happens (in the lower world) is a composite
thing, composed of the action and what precedes it.241 Thus, neither
the celestial bodies nor human beings can know what will happen
in this way. If the gods cannot know this, how could a human being
know it or how could he learn it from them? This does not happen nor is it possible.
The discussion of knowing the secrets has grown lengthy and is
taking us outside our main topic (sunan kalàminà) which is agriculture.

241
I.e., the sum of these various inﬂuences causes the incidents on earth. Though
this is not explicitly stated in the text, it would seem obvious that the author is
thinking about this in terms of the spheres. The inﬂuence of the celestial body in
the highest sphere, Saturn, emanates downwards and each celestial body until that
of the lowest sphere, the Moon, adds its inﬂuence to that.
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Otherwise, I would explain that it is not possible for a human being
to attain perfection (kamàl ) so that he would not make any mistakes
nor be negligent or inattentive or forgetful. Such a claim is absurd
(mu˙àl ), and we could ﬁnd many clear arguments to prove this, selfevident through intuitive reason (bi-badà"ih al-'uqùl ). It has become
obvious that it would be absurd to describe human beings as such
(i.e., as knowing the secrets) and we may say to them:242 Even if the
gods knew the secrets and what will happen in this world, would it
be wise to equate their servants, human beings, with them so that
one of them would be given as a revelation the same knowledge as
they, I mean the gods, have? This would be foolish, not wise. But
after all, what is this revelation that you are speaking of ?
You know that the ancient Kasdànians and all Kan'ànites, both
ancient and modern, agree that none of the gods may reveal something to any human being. This was the cause of the enmity between
ˇàmithrà and Anù˙à. Anù˙à used to say that the Moon revealed
things to him in sleep and that he had revealed to him that there
is only one god. The Moon confessed that this was his god243 and
the god of everything. ˇàmithrà disapproved of this and rejected it.
How can you now deem it permissible to claim for Adam revelation!
Even this is not enough for you, but you go even further claiming
a continuous and abundant revelation for his son, Seth? This is utter
absurdity, O god! It is another case if they say that the Moon set
wisdom in the nature of Adam, and likewise with Seth, and augmented
their reason, restraining in them things that are the opposites of reason, such as whims (hawà) and lusts (shahwa), from overﬂowing the
reason, in which case they would have inclined towards lusts and
followed their whims. Through this they were more excellent than
any of their contemporaries. If you had said thus, we would not
have disagreed with you.
Concerning your claim that the Moon revealed the books of Seth
to Seth and that there is in them wisdom which proves this244 and
that they are his clear miracle (mu'jiza) which proves that they come
242
The end of the passage is somewhat ungrammatical, but the intention is clear.
The following sentence is also confused and the emendations made in the translation seem necessary.
243
I.e., there is a supreme god above the celestial deities.
244
One may compare this with the Islamic concept of inimitability, i'jàz, (see,
e.g., Martin 2002 and Grunebaum 1971) which is used to prove the divine origin
of the Qur"àn.
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from a wise god, (I say that) there is nothing in them to prove that
they have to be revealed because it is also possible that a human
being may have wisdom which emanates from a sound and copious
reason and that he may compose ( yaßna' ) books in which he places
something of his exceeding wisdom and with this he may dazzle the
reasons of (even) wise people.
I will also say something which is even more convincing than all
that I have already said in refuting the claims of the followers of
Seth. The books of Adam are at our disposal and we may read
them, and in not one of them does he say: “The Moon has revealed
to me something.” We can only hear from you about revelations to
Adam. The same goes for Seth. If you refute this, show us in which
place one of them has ever said: “The Moon has revealed this book
to me.”245
Thus, it is clear that people are lying about Adam and Seth. You
lie about this, trying to obtain leadership (ri "àsa) and fame and to
procure beneﬁts and to make valid your commands and prohibitions. Then, in your deﬁciency, you think that you can forge your
lies and ignominy246 (as valid) in the eyes of intelligent people!
They may say: “You forbid us from saying something and because
of this you disapprove of us, yet you yourselves profess something
similar. You concede to Dawànày, Íardàyà, Anù˙à and others that
they received revelation in dreams while you disapprove of us concerning the revelation through conﬁdential talk (munàjàt) in a waking
state to Adam and his son Seth. Yet the only diﬀerence between
these two is the question of being awake or asleep, but when it
comes to revelation, they are equal in the knowledge received through
them, given by the god who reveals to his servant what he reveals.247
If you concede and confess that the gods may reveal things in sleep
to souls, you must also concede the revelation in a waking state
through conﬁdential talk. If a god may reveal something in some of
the ways of revelation, he may also do so in all the remaining ways
because it is necessary, seeing the wisdom of gods and their mercy
towards their servants, that they reveal through conﬁdential talk as
they do through dream-visions.”

245
It should be noted that in the Qur"àn the theme of revelation is very common (using both the verbs nazzala/anzala and aw˙à). If we wished to see the Sethians
as a coded name for Muslims, this passage would be rather odd.
246
Reading khizy.
247
For the formulation, cf. Q 53: 10.
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We answer them: We refute the revelation through conﬁdential
talk in a waking state yet concede it through dream-visions only
because that is necessary. You know that the most ancient stories
about any man among the Nabateans which people know are the
stories about Dawànày, who was the ﬁrst man among us to (receive)
wisdom (˙ikma). We have learned from his knowledge and he has
opened for us the doors of wisdom (ma'rifa). The people of his age
were unanimous that he was given revelation in sleep through dreams
and that he was inspired in a waking state through notions which
occurred to him (khà†ir): what came through occurring notions they
called inspiration (ilhàm). It has not come down to us, nor to you,
that anyone would have claimed that he received revelation through
conﬁdential talk in a waking state. This proves that the people of
his age conceded to Dawànày revelation through dream-vision and
through inspiration in a waking state by notions which occurred to
him in thoughts (al-khawà†ir al-ﬁkriyya). Yet they did not mention at
all the claims you make for Adam and his son Seth and they did
not know about them.
Another proof: You know that most of the Nabateans, from among
the progeny of Adam and those not from among his progeny but
from the progeny of others, agree that Dawànày was the most excellent of all people and they have called him for this reason the Lord
of Mankind, and we have not found anyone coming after him who
has put a piece of wisdom into any book without attributing (asnada)
(at least) some of it to Dawànày and calling him the Lord of Mankind.
Even Adam mentioned him in his book and called him the Lord of
Mankind.
Now this man who, according to people, is the Lord of Mankind
and the most excellent of people, did not receive revelation through
conﬁdential talk in a waking state, nor did he claim that for himself, nor did anyone else claim this on his behalf. Dawànày refrained
from such claims, as also did the people of his time, and this is a
proof that they did not think it permissible for anyone to receive
such revelation. The people at the time of Dawànày were more intelligent than you, O followers of Seth, and they did not claim for
Dawànày something which they knew was not true and they did not
raise Dawànày above his station (manzila) because they knew that if
they did so, they would actually debase him, not raise him, and that
their praise would prove to be derision. They also took care to speak
what is proper and true and they forbade the speaking of what is
a lie and falsehood. But you are diﬀerent.
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Further, there is the fact that since Dawànày, Kasdànians and
Kan'ànites have for a long time agreed, saying that revelation through
conﬁdential talk in a waking state is false. Revelation comes from
the gods to humankind either in sleep as a dream or in a waking
state as inspiration. There is no third way. Therefore we claim the
(concept of ) revelation through conﬁdential talk in a waking state to
be false, following those sages whom we have mentioned. We are
certain about it in our hearts, by this agreement and the proof which
we have mentioned during the discussion in this chapter. We refrain
from going into things that we do not know, being intent on saying only what is proper and true.
You have dared to claim for these two men something which we
know that they would not have accepted it. You have claimed on
their behalf that they did not forget anything nor did they make
mistakes nor were they inattentive and that the Moon gave them
revelations through conﬁdential talk in a waking state, speaking to
them with words they could hear and remember, knowing and understanding them. According to us, this is absurd just as it was to those
Kasdànian and Kan'ànite sages that were before us. We follow the
majority (al-jumhùr) and agree with them, whereas you are inventing
something (mubtadi'ùn) and contradicting the common opinion (alijmà' ).
Now Màsà as-Sùrànì is both our ancestor (salaf ) and yours and
one of the Kasdànian sages who lived at the time of (adraka) Adam,
saw him and learned (tafaqqaha) from his words. When mentioning
Adam and the miracles (mu'jizàt) which he showed, especially in the
Book of Measures (Kitàb al-Maqàdìr) and in other books in general, he
said that attaining wisdom does not befall any man’s soul through
his own natural disposition248 nor on his own initiative, but through
excessive (labour) and long exhaustion. It (i.e., the wisdom) is almost
non-existent, so distant it is and so diﬃcult to ﬁnd.
Many sages have opined that the only way of reaching it for one’s
beneﬁt is by apprehension (tawqìf ) or by receiving249 it through (either
of ) the two ways of revelation that are agreed upon. When someone starts to receive (some knowledge) and acquires it, then wisdom
will come continuously upon him and he will increase (in wisdom)

248
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Reading with the variant: al-khilqa.
Reading min akhdhihà.
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and rise from one state to another until the veils (al-astàr) will be
opened for him which had been veiling (the wisdom from him) and
had been intervening between him and this wisdom which later came
upon him. Consider what is the meaning of the words of Màsà “the
two ways of revelation that are agreed upon” and you will ﬁnd it
to be as we have said.
It was known to all ancients that the revelation comes from gods
to human beings only in the two ways which we have mentioned,
namely dream visions or inspiration by notions which occur (khawà†ir)
in a waking state. Then a prophet may tell what he has received
and tell with certainty what has occurred to him in sleep and what
occurring notion has come to him in a waking state. Màsà and some
other Kasdànian sages have held that these two ways, or one of
them, are open only to those whose nature has been appropriately
prepared, making them receptive to revelation and that those who
receive revelation through these two ways are to be called prophets,
while the station (manzila) of soothsayers is below this station even
though they do share with the prophets the foretelling of what will
be and the foretellings of both of them may come true under the
conditions which we have discussed and in this way.
They also held that the prophets have sound intelligence and discernment, they are good in instruction (siyàsa) and they know the
beneﬁts and the harms (of each thing) in a perceptive way, whereas
soothsayers are mostly stupid, of little discipline (riyà∂a) and have
only some knowledge (ma'rifa) and they use and follow to a great
extent their (own) sense perceptions (or feelings: ˙iss). They often live
in seclusion (khalwa) and continuous, harmful hunger and adhere to
poverty and solitude for long periods of times and many days. They
may receive some true and right imaginings (khayàlàt) and their predictions on this basis may turn out to be true (in reality), just like
those of the prophets who predict on the basis of revelation, and it
turns out to be really true, just as they predicted.
The prophet and the soothsayer are equal in this but they diﬀer
from the viewpoint of the origin of that which they have received.
The way of the prophet is truer and more correct than that of the
soothsayer. Both of these men, I mean the prophet and the soothsayer, must be of a sound constitution, close to equilibrium in both
their nature and their body. Yet there cannot be any doubt concerning the fact that they diﬀer when it comes to their soul and its
accidents because they must by necessity always have souls that diﬀer
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in their accidents. The prophet must always be of a good character
(khulq) whereas the soothsayer always has a bad character. They do
not diﬀer merely in their character but also in many other accidents
of the soul, yet they both must be of a sound constitution, safe from
the dominance (ihtiyàj ) of one humour (akhlà†) (over the others),
whether it be one of the two biles or phlegm or blood. The dominance of these or some of them or one of them or their corruption
will cause fantasies all of which are bad and untrue. When the soothsayer predicts something which does not happen, it is because of
fantasies caused by the humours. This may well happen often but
not continuously. This is because the occurring notions of the prophet
and his conﬁdential talks are the traces of his wisdom and the fantasies are the traces of the wisdom of the soothsayer.
The revelation as a conﬁdential talk in a waking state, which they
claim, does not belong to anyone, it is not possible and no human
being has been given it: we have not found it true in anyone’s case.
You merely wanted to add to the praise of those whom you wanted
to praise and to raise them to a higher position (martaba). You
described (ßifa) them in a way which is absurd and untrue, but a
prophet does not want to be praised for something he does not possess. You, the followers of Seth, attribute to Seth and his father
things they did not possess and you are (actually) their enemies, not
their true followers, know that.
Know also that there is yet a third group of people who may be
described as neither prophets (nor soothsayers). They are the sages,
trained in wisdom and knowledge and skilled in the ﬁelds of intricate sciences. They are called philosophers ( falàsifa). The philosophers
attain wisdom and knowledge on their own accord and by training,
not through revelation or soothsaying. Some people think that they
are the noblest of these three classes. Others say that they are equal
to prophets, others set them below the prophets. If the discussion of
this were not extremely long, overstepping our limits and becoming
excessive, I would narrate the opinions which some people hold
about the philosophers, the people of training, and their excellence
over the prophets, as well as the opinions of those who make them
equals and the opinions of those who set them below the prophets.
Abù Bakr ibn Wa˙shiyya says: I have composed a large book on
this where I have narrated the opinions of those who set philosophy and philosophers above prophecy and of those who set prophecy
above philosophy and those who see them as equal, as well as those
who see soothsayers and prophets as equal and those who set prophets
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above soothsayers and those who make them equal. (In that book I
also discuss) the deﬁnitions of prophecy, philosophy and soothsaying
so that it would be easy for an examiner (nàΩir) to diﬀerentiate
between them and it would become clear which of them deserve to
be called sages and which must be called wise men ('àlim).
In that book I followed the way of the ancient Nabateans in accordance with what has reached me from them and what they have
said in the books which I have found. I used to have meetings with
groups from among the Suﬁs (bi-jamà'a min †awà"if aß-Íùﬁyya), theologians, and the 'ulamà". I told them some of the opinions of the
Nabateans and they discussed these, and the notions occurring to
them produced at times excellent results, at others not so excellent.
Among other things I told them the diﬀerences between these various
groups which I have just mentioned and how they are to be deﬁned
and divided into groups and subgroups ( fußùl ). Most of those whom
I conferred with on this were amazed and their reason was baﬄed.250
To some, there occurred ( yakh†ur) some excellent idea about them.
Most, if not all, of them told me that this question (ma'nà) had not
been intensively discussed (mà khà∂a fìhi ) by any of the Muslim theologians and that it is a wonderful and curious thing.
[The copyist of this manuscript has here left away a long passage
( faßl ) of Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s discussion, saying that ash-Shìshì had said
to him: “Do not copy it for me because there is nothing about agriculture in it.” Thus he claimed, saying that he left it away because
of what ash-Shìshì had said. This passage discusses the Nabateans
and others but there is no mention of agriculture in it. If my lord
wants, I can copy it. It is about ten double-pages of this size.]251
Text 37 (NA, pp. 1248–1250)
The chapter on the rùkhùshà tree
This tree grows by itself on the steppe and in the countryside (buldàn).
Íardàyà has mentioned it and praised it, saying that it is called “the
ancient.” Abraham the Kan'ànite mentioned it and praised it even
more than Íardàyà, calling it the tree of the leaders (shajarat ala’imma). This was because Abraham was of Kan'ànite origin, though
250
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he was born in Kùthà-Rabbà. The Kan'ànites came to rule the clime
of Bàbil, after there had been many wars between them and the
Kasdànians which they (ﬁnally) won and, thus, they rule us even
today as kings, may God help them with his victory. Namrùd ibn
Kan'àn brought the leaders (a"imma) of the Kan'ànites and settled
them in this clime. The ancestors of Abraham were from among
those who were brought from the land of Kan'àn.
Abraham said that the leaders sought blessing from this tree. He
said that the origin of its (i.e., the tree’s) coming (to our clime) was
this: One Kasdànian king in the ancient times became angry towards
one of the leaders and he gave an order to burn him because of a
sin he had committed. When he had been burned, the king ordered
that the ashes of his body were not to be collected but were to be
left where they were. No-one dared to approach (the remains of ) him.
The skull of this man had not burned with his body but had
remained intact. When it rained over the skull and the ashes, the
water carried them to a lowland where they became covered with
soil. From this there grew this tree. When the people of Bàbil saw
a strange tree they did not know, they wanted to learn from whence
it came. They inspected the situation and found out that it grew
from the middle of this skull which had been ﬂooded with soil and
water. People said that this was a blessed tree because it had grown
from the head of this burned leader. Thus, the Kan'ànite leaders
seek blessing from it because the one who had been burned had
been a Kasdànian252 while the Kasdànians ﬁnd it ill-omened because
these (the Kan'ànites) seek blessing from it.
The strong enmity between these two tribes (ba†n) is most curious
because they are from the progeny of brothers from among the children of Adam. They had the same mother who was one of the wives
and women of Adam. As those who know genealogy tell, Adam had
64 children, 22 female and 42 male. 14 of the male children had
progeny whilst the rest did not have any progeny that would have
lived until today. The calamity of envy and its evil is seen in this,
namely that when a man is close to another he will envy him more
strongly and intensively.
252
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The Kan'ànites have an argument in their enmity towards the
Kasdànians. They say: “You banished us from the clime of our father
to the edges of Syria.” With this (i.e., the clime of our father) they
refer to the clime of Bàbil. The Kasdànians answer them: “You had
boasted a lot and had been arrogant. By this you had wronged us,
and God helped us against you and we drove you away. You had
wronged us because you were envious of us.” Though I am a
Kasdànian, I do not want to slander the Kan'ànites nor do I want
to force them into an argument. Now that they have come to rule
over us they have behaved themselves well after all that had been
between us.
Abraham said that their (i.e., the Kan'ànites’) leaders seek blessing from this tree. I have seen one such tree which still remains and
if one wants, one may see it in the village which lies between the
cities of Bàbil and Sùrà, called Sùlqày. Afterwards people have taken
branches from it and planted them so that this tree has become
common in the clime of Bàbil, but this has been done by the
Kan'ànites after they have come to rule this clime. We (i.e., the
Kasdànians) have taken none of it (i.e., the speciﬁc tree growing in
Sùlqày), not to speak of other (specimens of this tree) because it does
not bear fruit which one could use and its wood is not hard but
soft and of little durability. When it becomes old it becomes much
worm-eaten. Its leaves resemble the leaves of the watermelon quite
closely except that they are much more delicate. Its odour, when
rubbed, has some pungency.253 It also has a resin which ﬂows from
it until it coagulates. It is dust-grey and its smell is slightly oﬀensive.
Abraham praised and exalted this tree much, saying that its leaves
may be used instead of the leaves of the Bàbilian spikenard (sàdhaj )
in medicaments. We do not know this nor have we seen it but
Abraham must be trusted in what he says. But I do know that if
the Kasdànian kingship returned, not a single specimen of this tree
would remain.
Text 38 (NA, pp. 1288–1289)
If you want to graft a tree on another so that the grafted one would
receive something which we have mentioned (above), you must take
253
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a branch from one tree and graft it onto the body of another. In
this action there is a subtle special property which belongs to the
art (a'màl ) of the people of talismans.
They say that if one wants to do this, he should take a beautiful
(servant) girl ( jàriya) who must be of outstanding beauty. He takes
her by the hand and lets her stand at the root of the tree where he
wants to graft the branch. Then he prepares the branch like people do when they want to graft it and then he comes to the tree
onto which he wants to graft it. The girl stands under the tree. He
cuts a hole in the tree for the branch and takes oﬀ the girl’s clothes
and his own clothes. Then he puts the branch in its place while
having intercourse with the girl, in a standing position. While having intercourse he grafts the branch to the tree, trying to do it so
that he ejaculates at the same time as he grafts the branch. He
should avoid the girl after having grafted the branch. If she becomes
pregnant, that branch will possess all the tree’s odour and taste. If
she does not become pregnant, the branch will possess only some
features of the tree.
An example of this is that when someone wants to graft a branch
of a pear tree (kummathrà) on a lemon (utrujj ) tree so that the pears
would receive the colour and odour of the lemon, he should act as
we have explained. The girl must not be forced against her will, but
she must act according to her own will, without compulsion. The
farmer may do this with his wife whom he has married in that particular year,254 not otherwise. They must have intercourse as usual
without diﬀering in anything.255
This procedure is for attaining some odour or colour. The same
is done when wishing to attain some taste, in addition to the odour,
or only the taste, but there are minor diﬀerences in the procedures
which cause subtle (Ωarìfa) special properties. For example, if one
wants to graft a branch of an apple tree onto a sweet pomegranate, so that the apples would be as sweet as the pomegranates, he
must bring a girl to the tree where he wants to graft it and he must
speak pleasantries with her until she laughs, he shall kiss her and
pinch her and give her the branch so that she will graft it by her
own hand. When she puts the branch in its place, he must remove
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her clothes from behind, while she is facing the tree and grafting
the branch. He must have intercourse with her from behind and he
must order her to take her time in completing the grafting—which
means the planting of the branch—until he ejaculates. He should
try to take care that the ejaculation and the completion of the grafting should coincide. Then he must leave the tree so that no one
comes near it for a time. It will bear sweet and juicy apples. If the
girl becomes pregnant, it is as we have said above.
Text 39 (NA, pp. 1297–1299)
Olive oil can be used, according to some people, in the same way
as the fat and milk of animals. These people whom we are referring to, are the talisman-makers and the magicians and they perform various actions with it. They say that olive oil and liquid grease
which is got from animal fat when clariﬁed by ﬁre, as well as the
milk got by milking, are very receptive to the special properties of
words cast on them.
The explanation of this is that when a charm-speller spells an
eﬀective charm on grease, milk or oil of various things, these receive
it quickly and the special properties of the words penetrate into them.
They say that the most receptive to these charms is the milk which
is got by milking animals and that it is possible to enchant the drinker
of the milk by casting a spell on the milk. Thus, he can be made
sick or his body or his heart changed (in some direction). Between
us, the Kasdànians, and the Kan'ànites there is a dispute about this
because they claim that they were the ﬁrst to invent this and to
practise it, while we say that it was we who invented it and contrived it and that they learned it from us.
In his letter to Anù˙à al-Óithyànì which he wrote to censure him
for claiming to receive revelation, ˇàmithrà the Kan'ànite and
Óabqùshian (al-Óabqùshì) has mentioned many arguments against
him when he claimed that what he did was by revelation. ˇàmithrà
wrote to him:
We have invented through our own reason things that are greater
and more wonderful than what you have done, you who claim that
you have learned them through revelation and the success granted
by Mercury. We do not accept your claim for revelation. Nay, we
derive (your deeds) from your own invention and contrivance; you
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have merely wished to raise yourself by your claim into a position
you do not have. What we have invented by our reason is the charm
which we can cast by our spirits through our mouth on milk, making its drinker or eater fall ill. You, too, have been able to charm
(ijtadhabta) the grapes of vines growing in your country through some
spell that you have cast, having invented it through your reason so
that you have become able to charm the grapes of the vine, while
you sit or stand up. By my life, you have made a great invention
and contrived a thing with which you reach a high position and
your reason has set you in a noble place but you did not content
yourself with the position of inventors and contrivers but wanted to
exceed your boundaries.
Qùthàmà has said: These were the words of ˇàmithrà the Kan'ànite,
who said that the Kan'ànites invented the magic with milk and other
oils, fats and greases. But we do not accept the claims of ˇàmithrà
and his boasts against all other Nabateans, claims that his people
and their close relatives were the inventors of this. Nay, we say that
these charms which people cast on milk and grease and oil have been
invented by the Kasdànians and the ﬁrst one to contrive them was
Màsà as-Sùrànì and he did this eighty years after the death of Adam.
Màsà was the ﬁrst who realized this and used it. He found this
out through the invention of his reason and through analogy, which
he realized by his natural disposition (qarì˙a) and sharp wit. This is
because he was descended from Adam and he had seen his greatgrandfather Adam and witnessed his actions and he lived for 108
years after him. He invented the magic which uses milk and grease
and oil and then he wrote a well-known book on this, which people possess even in our own time and it classiﬁes the oils and milks
in a certain way. He taught what one should do with an animal
from which the milk to be charmed would be milked, how the animal should be fed and how it should be handled, as he also did
concerning the animal from which the fat was to be taken, as well
as the trees from the fruits of which the oil was to be taken, namely
how it should be watered and handled, and when the fruits to be
pressed for oil should be picked so that the oil would be receptive
to what would be cast on it.
He also showed us how he came to understand the receptivity (of
milk, etc.) to these charms and how he came to invent them, how
he experimented with them so that he became sure of their validity.
This book of his is still extant, so look in it to learn that it was he
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who invented them and that no-one preceded him to this argument
which is found in his book, if not, by god, ˇàmithrà would claim
that it was their ancestor at the time of Màsà who invented and
contrived this and that Màsà merely claimed the invention for himself.
If some Kan'ànites in our time might claim (the invention of this),
I would have many arguments in addition to those which I have
already mentioned and with which I could prove that both this and
many other things are to be attributed to the Kasdànians, not the
Kan'ànites. By the Sun (wa-˙aqqi sh-Shams), I am not saying this to
calumniate ˇàmithrà nor to call the Kan'ànites liars nor am I envious of them. Nay, they are of noble avuncular lineage (banù l-'umùmati l-kiràm) and our relatives, our ﬂesh and blood. I merely reprimand
ˇàmithrà in this even though I myself count him as one of the
ancestors and (I admit that) we have beneﬁted greatly from his sciences. I would say to him:
ˇàmithrà, we, the Kasdànians, do not envy you for your sagacity in preserving corpses so that you can preserve them for a long
time after life has expired, without them decaying or becoming
destroyed or changed in their state. This we admit and we do not
claim it for ourselves. We also admit your sagacity in bringing forth
the names of the gods: when they are invoked through them they
will answer and the need of the invocator will be fulﬁlled, whatever
that would be.
By my life, through this you have an excellence above all other
nations from among the children of Adam and from among others.
Neither do we envy you for the invention of anything else which
you have been given, nor do we claim those things for ourselves.
But you have envied us on account of the magic through spells cast
on milk and grease, even though you have done more noble and
numerous (deeds). ˇàmithrà, you have not been just with us, but
nevertheless we praise you on account of the excellence of your
knowledge and your self and your reason and your perfection. After
all, the excellence you have belongs also to us and what we have,
belongs also to you because there is no diﬀerence between us. I send
good wishes from us to you as you should do to us! Peace!
If this book were a book on talismans and magic, I would discuss this in depth, but that would take us away from agriculture.
But I have written a book specially on magic in which I discuss this
theme and others more profoundly. If someone wants to know this,
let him read my book on it. Now we shall return to agriculture.
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Text 40 (NA, pp. 1311–1312)

Qùthàmà has said: If this were the proper place for it, I would
explain what Barìshà256 taught me because he was a wise farmer
and a magician who knew magic well; I did not see at his time anyone more knowledgeable about magic and magical stratagems
(nawàmìs)257 than he. But I have explained in the Book of the Stratagems
and Art258 the operation with these crows left to age in jars.259 If one
wants to learn this or other things, let him turn to that book. Each
time when seven years have passed, these crows have become good
for something until they have reached the age of ten times seven
years, i.e., seventy years, and then their action is not for trees260 and
plants but they (are to be used) for things that are much greater
than that. When they have reached more than forty years of age
they are no longer appropriate for plants and trees but they enter
the realm of talismans and wondermaking ('amal al-'ajà"ib) until they
become seventy years old. After that they attain to something which
is much greater261 than that.
Were it not that this book would become too long, I would mention here some talismans which are beneﬁcial for each plant, species
by species, but I do not want to lengthen the discussion since I
would have to provide many explanations because if I did not explain
what we would be mentioning, there would be no beneﬁt for anyone. This is why I have in this book avoided mentioning talismans
and cures by them, so that the book would not become a book of
talismans.
I have only mentioned that which beneﬁts plants, nothing else, or
what is related to the cultivation of plants. Íabyàthà and before him
'Ankabùthà, the two magicians, have written their two books where
256
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there are many talismans related to the cultivation of plants. I have
not copied into this book anything from these two books because
they are famous among people. If I had copied from them, I could
not have been blamed, though. Yet I did not do that, nor did I
mention in this book anything except some curiosa of the talismans
which are beneﬁcial to plants and which work and most of which
we have tried and found out to be as they claimed. This is a vast
and wide topic (bàb) with many subthemes ( funùn). We have mentioned in many places of this book things which are the principles
and upon which one can make analogies and they allude (ishàràt) to
things behind them which can be derived from them. (This we have
done) because we cannot explain everything.262
Text 41 (NA, pp. 1312–1314)263
A Chapter which we designate the Chapter of a Great Beneﬁt
It was necessary for us to investigate the cause and reason for plants
to grow by themselves on the steppes and elsewhere. When our
investigation led us here, we studied the manner (kayﬁyya) (in which
this occurs) and when we came by it, we explained it.
Now there emerges from this a great and most useful beneﬁt
because it leads the one who knows it to the operation of generating fruit-bearing trees, the fruits of which are numerous, and to generating (tawlìdàt) potherbs and fragrant herbs (rayà˙ìn) and useful
drugs ('aqàqìr) as well as harmful and poisonous drugs. This chapter
is more noble and useful than (the chapter on) the grafting (taràkìb)
of some trees on others from which there come various fruits strange
and novel in their taste, colour or odour. This is because when one
really understands ('arafa . . . ma'rifa ˙aqìqiyya) the manner of the growth
of what grows by itself after rainfall or close to, or in, stagnant water,
be they trees or others, he will understand through that how things
are, and if he wants to generate some tree or other plant, (he will
be able to do so).
If one lacks some common (ma"lùf ) fruit-bearing tree, something
similar may be produced through certain actions and one’s ratiocination
262
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may lead one to know its origin so that one can (even) generate
things that are neither common nor known. This is possible for people to do, not impossible, if they come to know that origin, because
generation resembles the growth of things by themselves without anyone sowing or cultivating them.
I will explain this. Rains and torrents may, and this happens often,
carry with them seeds of plants or their roots or other parts to places,
where they remain, while the rain or the torrent feeds them, and there
will grow from them trees and other plants, growing by themselves.
This is one of the two ways of growing by oneself. There is also
another way, namely that plants grow out of nothing which the torrent would have carried with itself. This is the origin also for the ﬁrst
way of plants growing from some part (of the plant) which the torrent
has carried with itself because one might say: If a plant grows from
a part of an earlier plant, and that plant comes from yet an earlier
one, and this goes on inﬁnitely, it will be absurd and repulsive and
repugnant. Thus, you must then by necessity say that the ﬁrst of all
will, when the succession ends, be an origin which grew by itself
without anything at all preceding it.
I will answer: This is correct because (all) existent things which
come from like ones, growing from seeds preceding them, must end
in an origin which came to be by itself, without any seed. Such a
thing is something which Nature has done—“Nature” being the
attractive ( jàdhiba) faculty—through mixing the four primary qualities with a substance or a body, which both mean the same. Here
there is a point of disagreement—I mean what to call that process.
The primary qualities join with a substance which has no dimensions.264
That power which we call “the nature of Nature” (†abì'at a†-†abì'a)
is the eﬀective cause ( fà'ila) which causes spontaneous (li-nafsihi )
growth without an origin (aßl ). It is what we have taken on ourselves to study and to explain its manner (kayﬁyya) so that whosoever
wishes to generate (takwìn) a non-existent thing may act upon it by
following the traces of Nature in its action.
It is within our abilities (quwà) to emulate (natashabbah) some of
the actions of Nature, not all of them, because the gods (al-àliha)
have given this ability to human beings but not in excess, as this
would lead them to be able to emulate Nature in all of its actions,
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and they would cause things to grow like it does. Nay, they may
(only) emulate some of its actions according to their abilities and
understanding.
We have been led by our study to the conclusion that there must
be an origin which grows by itself, without any origin or seed at all
that would precede it. We say that that plant growing by itself, from
out of nothing (là min shay") is the origin of all plants and the ﬁrst
plant. Its growing must by necessity be by one of two ways. Either
its coming into being must be accidental through the action of Nature
because everything acted upon must have something to act upon it
(là budda min fà'il li-kulli munfa'il ). Thus, building necessitates ( yaqta∂ì)
a builder and the object of action necessitates an actor. Or it may
come to be through the creation (ikhtirà' ) of an eternal (qadìm) and
potent creator and this Creator would then be the origin of that
genus or species which then may generate the likes of itself forever
without a(nother) similar creation which made (the ﬁrst one) appear
and come into existence. This eternal Creator has made it possible
and permissible for some people to emulate his actions in theirs, and
they have become potent to do what he has made possible and permissible for them.
Through their arts (˙iyal ) and sagacity ( ﬁ†na) and by following the
traces of Nature they may, thus, be able to generate (takwìn watawlìd ) things similar to all plants, be they big or small. When we
want to generate something similar, we must know the reason for it
(the original generation) and aim at the same (as Nature).
We say that rain or water running on the earth moistens it—the
rain water, though, is more subtle than the water coming from springs
which gush forth from stone or something else. The rain water
becomes subtle through the heat (sukhùna) which has touched it so
that the vapours have risen upwards until they have coagulated
(in'aqada) into clouds from which the rain falls. That water which
has become subtle through heating is more receptive to heat.
Thus, also when stagnant water has remained (undisturbed) for a
long time, it will moisten the earth around it. When the earth becomes
wet, it will conceal the wetness in its womb and this (wetness) will
water its soil. When this is aﬀected by a mildly hot and wet air and
the Sun heats it even more than the air, this causes putrefaction in
the earth. When it putriﬁes, it will change (taghayyarat), and when it
changes, it will change into something else (inqalabat). This change
into something else is the same as transformation (isti˙àla). When it
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is transformed through putrefaction, Nature, which is the generating
faculty, will generate from the four primary qualities which are in
the soil (al-ar∂ ) with the help of the two hot elements, air and the
(heat of the) Sun, on the two cold ones, water and earth, something
like seeds, coagulated from putridity through the transformation of the
earthy particles, mixed with what we have just said, just like mushrooms
become coagulated in the belly of the earth through the putrefaction
of the moisture of rains and like polypodies (basfàyaj )265 coagulate
and come to be and like similar things coagulate through transformation. There are many such cases but it would take a long time
to enumerate them all.
Text 42 (NA, pp. 1317–1319)266
When people understood the manner of how Nature works, they
were able to follow its traces and do the same in the measure that
is possible for them and that is theirs to do. Thus, they generated
many plants and called this action tawlìdàt—others call this putrefaction
(ta'fìnàt), whilst yet others call it generation (takwìnàt). Each of the
three, or some other designation of the same meaning, is permissible.
They generated many kinds of plants, as we have already mentioned, and they also generated many kinds of animals in the same
way as plants because the process of generation was the same and
the two kinds of tawlìd (i.e., of plants and animals) resemble each
other. Yet they did not claim that the plants and animals which they
had generated were returned.267 If one of the ancients has claimed
this we would dispute his claim and deny it.
It is not within human power (qudrat basharì) to create (ikhtirà' )
something (out of nothing) or to bring something out of non-existence into existence (ìjàd . . . min al-'adam ilà l-wujùd ). Nay, these takwìns and tawlìds are cases where we add something to something

265
Cf. Dozy, s.v. The word comes from Persian bas-pàyag, for which, see Steingass,
s.v. See also Ibn al-Bay†àr, Jàmi', s.v.
266
This text has been discussed in section 5.
267
Mà dda'aw rujù'a mà kawwanùhu min al-manàbiti wa"l-˙ayawànàt. This would seem
to mean that the generated plants and animals were not the same individuals merely
returned to life. Still, it seems probable that we should, in fact, read, with reference to creatio ex nihilo, ikhtirà', instead of rujù', cf. below; the facsimile (VII: 12),
though, also reads rujù'. The term rujù', reviviﬁcation, is used in Shiite terminology.
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else and put them together and let Nature take care of the rest
(nukhallìhà ma'a †-†abì'a) until it has had its eﬀect on them (the ingredients) and by this the generation (kawn) becomes complete. The real
act ('amal ) in this is through the nature of the thing (to be generated); our part in this is (merely) joining similars or dissimilars together
and setting it in the same way as the act of Nature sets it. We are
not able and potent enough to do more than that.
They (i.e., the ancients) generated animals in the same way as
plants. The magician (as-sà˙ir) 'Ankabùthà268 even generated (kawwana)
a man (insàn) and he described in his book on generation (tawlìd )
how he generated him and what he did so that he could complete
the being (kawn) of that man. He did admit, though, that what he
generated was not a complete example of the species of man (insàn
tàmm an-naw' ) and that it did not speak nor understand.269 It had a
complete outer form (mustawì ß-ßùra tàmmahà) in all its limbs, yet it
was like a perplexed and dazed (man) (ka"l-˙à"ir ad-dahish) who neither
spoke nor understood.
This is because the generation (takwìn) of animals and especially
human beings from among animals is much more diﬃcult than the
generation of plants, because the one who generates them (i.e., animals or men) must exert himself in an action which we only partially grasp and the major part of which we do not understand. This
is why we (usually) are not able to generate animals and especially
human beings and we are not able to do with them what we can
do with plants.
'Ankabùthà acquired the (recipe for) generating a man from the
book of the Secrets of the Sun (Asràr ash-Shams)270 in which Asqùlùbiyà,
268
Like all names in the book, this, too, seems obscure. The name is probably
connected with the word ‘spider.’ 'Ankabùthà is mentioned half a dozen times in
the Nabatean Agriculture (pp. 1312, 1318, 1394, 1418, 1447, 1465–1466) as an ancient
magician who wrote a book on agriculture from the viewpoint of magicians ('alà
ra"y as-sa˙ara, p. 1394) and was interested in astral magic (pp. 1418, 1465).
269
This is also a very central theme in most Jewish stories concerning the creation
of an artiﬁcial being, see, e.g., Scholem (1973): 246–247. We do, however, ﬁnd occasional references to speaking Golems, see, e.g., Scholem (1973): 233, and Idel (1990):
64, 67. The inability to speak is connected with a lack of higher mental faculties
(neshamah, rua˙) in contrast to simple vitality (˙iyyuth), see Scholem (1973): 246–249.
270
In NA, pp. 187 and 191, the book Asràr ash-Shams is described as containing
al-˙iyal an-nàmùsiyya, i.e., ways of making use of the hidden special properties of
things. Among these recipes (˙iyal ) Qùthàmà quotes one which is of particular interest in the present context, namely the generation (NA, p. 190) of an animal in the
form of a ﬁsh but with two wings such as those of a bat (khuﬀàsh), the eyes of a
crayﬁsh (sara†àn) and two hands, each with ﬁve ﬁngers.
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the messenger of the Sun, had mentioned how the Sun had generated the Generated Man (al-insàn al-kawnì) who was not born (mawlùd )
according to the normal pattern ('alà l-'àda al-jàriya).271
We have read this book and have found that passage in it but
we have been unable to do the same. However, 'Ankabùthà was
able to do that because of his excessive dexterity in talismanic and
magical operations (al-a'màl a†-†ilasmiyya wa"s-si˙riyya) because the way
(†arìq) of generating is quite similar to the way of producing talismans and magical (objects). Whosoever is able to make talismans
may easily perform all kinds of tawlìds and takwìns.
'Ankabùthà was able to generate a man, as we have already
described, that is to say that it was not able to understand, or speak,
or eat, but it is said that he managed to keep it (alive) (baqà") for
one year. He attached (awßala)272 to its body (something) that made
it survive for one year, which it did.
This, too, is something we are not able to perform, even though
'Ankabùthà managed to do it because of his superb wisdom and his
potency to perform what we cannot do. The point is in the art of
making this generated man survive for a year.
Yet, through this man he taught us wonderful special properties,
which he did or which were generated from the man and which the
The recipe contains several plant ingredients in a certain ratio, which are put
together in a pure (mu†ahhara) earthenware pot made of the black soil of Bàbil. Over
this, one pours four ar†àl of cow’s buttermilk (makhì∂ mu˙amma∂ ) together with some
drops of pitch (qa†ràn). The pot is then buried and the soil above it is soaked with
camel’s urine. The pot is left underground for 49 days, after which the creature is
found alive in the pot. This creature is, though, left to die and its body is used for
further magical preparations. Obviously, the recipe for the generation of the artiﬁcial
man would have been similar in structure to this recipe.
271
This, of course, would seem to mirror also the Jewish/Christian story of the
Creation. In a Mediaeval Jewish text, quoted and translated by Idel (1990): 32,
Enosh likewise creates a Golem, following God’s procedures in creating Adam.
272
Either 'Ankabùthà attached something to the body of the artiﬁcial man or
the verb might also refer to some kind of nourishment. This is reminiscent of the
highest name of God which, written on parchment, was inserted into the mouth
of the Golem (see Scholem 1973: 236–237), or, in some versions, the word emeth
was inscribed on the forehead of the Golem; the latter has been made famous by
popular stories of Golem in the 20th century. Also the period of one year reminds
one of the similar periodicity of the Golem; the famous Prague Golem was made
lifeless each Sabbath. Golems of “a rather lasting existence” are rare but possibly
not quite non-existent in Jewish literature, see Idel (1990): 59–60. For a time-limit
of 40 days, see Scholem (1973): 256–257 (a text dating from 1682).
The talismans mentioned in various parts of the Nabatean Agriculture are not
described as containing God’s name. Thus, the reference to them does not parallel the Jewish practice.
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messenger of the Sun had not mentioned (separately) in the Book of
the Secrets of the Sun, like also other wonderful curiosities, although
this is not the right place to mention them.
He also mentioned that he generated a sheep (shàtan min al-mi'zà)
which came out all white. Its state was the same as that of the
(artiﬁcial) man in that it did not make any sounds or cry and it neither ate nor drank but you could see it opening its eyes at times
and closing them at others. He also mentioned the same about the
man in the chapter on the closing and opening of the eyes.
After him Íabyàthà desired to generate a man so that he could
make use of the special property in him but the king of his time
prevented him from doing that and said: “People beneﬁt more from
you making them talismans273 than from you wasting your time in
something from which they do not get such beneﬁt.” Thus, Íabyàthà
stopped (working on the artiﬁcial generation of a man) and busied
himself with what the king had ordered. But I think that the king
prevented him from doing this only as a matter of governing (siyàsa)
people because this artiﬁcial man and other artiﬁcial animals had
been used for deeds that had baﬄed and confused people. Perhaps
that had even caused disturbances ( ﬁtna) among them. This was why
the king contrived to prevent Íabyàthà from doing this.
Now we shall return to the generation of plants which have wonderful actions, similar to those of the generated animals except that they
are not quite like them. They are not merely a little below them
but much below them. The generation of all species of plants happens through burying in earth things from which plants will grow.
Yanbùshàd turned his attention towards this and he has helped us
by teaching us many things about it, more than what Adam had
mentioned in the Book of the Secrets of the Moon (Kitàb Asràr al-qamar).
Yet the book of Adam is the basis because he was the ﬁrst to open
this (branch of wisdom) to people and it was he who (originally)
guided them to it. As far as we know, this did not happen before
Adam to any human being and no thinker had arrived at it through
his thought and no inventor had invented it by himself.
Thus, it was Adam who opened this branch (bàb) of generating
plants. Before him the messenger of the Sun had opened to people
the (branch of ) generating of animals (takwìn wa-tawlìd al-˙ayawànàt,

273

The variant ilà an is to be preferred to the text’s illì.
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sic) and people had done this successfully—I mean both kinds of
tawlìd, that of animals and plants. But do not think that any of those
who claim wisdom and sagacity (al-˙ikam wa"l-ﬁ†an) have ever been
able to do this (on their own). It has never even crossed their minds
(là kha†ara lahum 'alà bàl ).
Not only this but all kinds of actions with talismans and germination of trees and others, (is of our invention). Some nations may
know something of this, but they all have taken it from us and
learned it from us, except for the Copts, who share with us a few
things about talismans and magic although their (merit) does not
equal ours, they resemble it merely in some ways but not in others.
Text 43 (NA, pp. 1337–1339)
All this was in him (Adam)274 and it was given to him because all
gods took care of him, not only the Moon, like some people from
among the followers of his son Seth in our time say. They have
ﬂooded people with their wisdom or with everything that Adam
wrote (rasama), (claiming) that it was taught and revealed to him by
the Moon. Some of them go even further and say that the Moon
spoke to him and gave revelations to him.
I have heard one of them, an old man in Sùrà, take most solemn
oaths, saying that the Moon spoke to Adam by the word of his own
mouth (mushàfahatan) and facing him (mukàfa˙atan) and that this concerns everything that Adam brought. He said that the Moon did
not reveal anything at all to him through (merely) revelation but
that he spoke to him in his own person using speech that was (physically) heard by Adam and which he then kept in his mind (verbatim).
Now, look at the diﬀerence between these and those who say that
no prophet at all may receive revelation through intimate conversation, but that revelation is either by inspiration in a waking state
or as a dream seen when asleep. Some of the followers of Seth say
that the gods have spoken to some people using speech that was
heard and understood by them. But we need to take here a stance
that is between exaggeration and falling short.275
274

The great merits with which he deserves the title “the Father of Mankind.”
The terminology ghuluww—read so for the edition’s al-'uluww—vs. taqßìr, was
also used by Shiites.
275
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I think that the truth in this is the middle way, between exaggeration and falling short. Who searches for the truth with a sincere intention (niyya), will ﬁnd it. But following one’s passion (hawà)
weakens one’s reason because passion will prevail over reason and
inundate it, so that it will govern reason and reason will be subjugated. Thus, passion will take in its power the soul so that it becomes
a barrier between the soul and reason and the soul will become
accustomed to always following the passion and it ﬁnds the calls of
reason laborious and feels an aversion towards them. Thus, all actions
and words of such a person will be caused by passion and his soul
will become completely negligent of reason and it will hate its obligations. Thus, passion will rule over his reason and overwhelm it,
causing in him negligence and stupidity so that he will become like
a beast, not knowing anything, not even the fact that he does not
know anything. There is no worse state than that, except for death:
ignorance is the brother of death.
Know that the worst kind of fools ( juhhàl ) are those who think
that they are wise even though they are ignorant and that they
should be emulated even though they will never prosper nor will
they ever wake up from their sleep. The Sethians are just like this:
they may be described as ignorant yet in their own opinion, their
learning comprises all knowledge and reason because they understand
the law of Seth ( ﬁqh sharì'at Ìshìthà).276 They think that his law is the
ultimate truth and that there is nothing above that, refusing to study
anything else and believing that they have there everything they
need. Who thinks himself self-suﬃcient, will not search for anything
because he thinks that he already has everything that is worth searching for and that there is nothing beyond that which might increase
what he already has.
There is no cure for people like these. One only has to keep aloof
from them and shun277 them, but in such a way that they will not
notice: if they do notice that someone is shunning them, they will

276
This is one of the rather rare passages which could be seen as polemical
against Islam. Some scholars have identiﬁed the Sethians as a coded name for
Muslims, but this seems rather hasty as much of what is said elsewhere about the
Sethians is hardly applicable to Muslims. One has to be aware, though, that antiIslamic polemics, e.g., in this passage, may have been added by, e.g., Ibn Wa˙shiyya
without this necessitating that in the whole book the Sethians should be identiﬁed
as Muslims.
277
Or: be harsh against them.
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slander and revile him. They have to be deceived and led animals,
and one has to mix shunning and discarding them with (apparent)
friendship; meeting them with a happy mien one must ask them now
and then about the obligations of their religion, letting them think278
that one is really following them. One must not entrust to any of
them one’s secrets nor anything of that in which one must deceive
them because they are like an unruly lot of deceitful wolves, as
though they were hungry dogs. So run away from them, run away
from them and be on your guard because of them as much as you
ever can!
They are distinguished by their (external) marks: They let their
beard grow long but they shave their mustache, they wrap themselves
in loincloths, the fringes of which they have made long but they forbid the wearing of †aylasàn279 and laugh at those who wear it, calling them the followers of female magicians (sà˙iràt). They themselves
wear shoes and four (cubits) long (al-murabba'at a†-†ùl )280 loincloths so
that the fringes drag behind them when they walk. They make dots
in each corner of the cloth, four dots of saﬀron in each corner. They
also plait their hair in baths and dye it with henna, wear blue or
green turbans which they wrap around their forehead. They ﬁght
with each other and vie in their discussions. When they walk or speak
with someone, they try to make you think that they are not looking
upwards towards the sky, being afraid of the gods, because, as they
say, they are so cautious for themselves.281 When they attend the festival of the invoking of blessing from the idols ('ìd tabrìk al-aßnàm) in
Tishrìn I, they cry in front of each idol: “We humbly revere the
idols.” They also stay up for the night of the light (laylat an-nùr),
from the sunset to the sunrise, without sitting down or reclining or
taking repose because they dedicate themselves above others to the
star of Saturn. They also try to force these rulings on other people
and they aim at swindling people through religion and dissimulation.
These are the really ignorant ones! It is enough for us to see their
tricks in their relations (to other people) and their untrustworthiness
in what has been entrusted to them.282

278
279
280
281
282

Middle Arabic yùrìhim.
For †aylasàn, see Ahsan (1979): 63ﬀ.
One might also understand this as meaning square, or quadrangular.
Cf. the description of ascetics in Text 28.
Text 44 is the direct continuation of this text.
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Text 44 (NA, pp. 1339–1340)283
The Chapter on Date Palms
All the children of Adam among the Nabateans agree in calling the
date palm “the sister of Adam.” Màsà as-Sùrànì has said this but
he did not say what the meaning of this is and why the date palm
is called the sister of Adam. Neither did anyone from among the
sages who are emulated explain the meaning of this to us.
In our time people say various things about this. Some say that
it came to be called the sister of Adam because there did not use
to be date palms nor were they seen before the birth of Adam. They
say that when Adam was born and grew up, the date palm appeared
and came to be called the sister of Adam for this reason. But this
is a lie.
Other people say that it was called thus because Adam loved the
fruit of the date palm and kept eating dates and he was dedicated
to pollinating the palms and planting them and taking good care of
them. When he came back from India he told among the stories
about his sojourn there that the hardest thing for him had been the
lack of dates and similar things. But this, too, is a lie.
Others say that Adam had a sister whose name was Nakhla and
he was very fond of her. During his time, people became accustomed
to saying that Nakhla was the sister of Adam. When time passed,
they forgot the explanation of the phrase but went on calling nakhla
(“date palm”) the sister of Adam. But this is a lie as well as the ﬁrst
one(s). People have also told many other senseless stories (khuràfàt)
such as these which it would take a long time to relate. And there
is no use in mentioning them.
The truth is that Adam invented (wa∂a'a) many useful things for
people through the language by which he named all things on earth,
even including the sounds of the voices of beasts and birds (˙arakàt
aßwàt al-bahà"im wa"†-†uyùr). He also taught (afàda) them divisions and
measures and the basics of mathematics by which they became wise
in their trades and mutual relations and in calculating the things
they took and gave and procuring many of their things. He also
beneﬁted them in the cultivation of trees and the curing of the diseases of trees and caring for them, as he also did with all plants,
283

This is the direct continuation of Text 43.
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both great and small. He also taught them the art of generation (takwìnàt) and useful talismans which they had not earlier known before
his time even though Dawànày had lived before him and he had
written down (rasama) and taught people some talismans and other
similar things, but he had not expressed clearly any of his teachings
in the way Adam did. Neither were the teachings of Dawànày like
those of Adam in clarity and blessing.
Adam taught them the science of curing illnesses and eliminating
sicknesses from bodies and enumerated medicaments and useful medicines as well as injurious poisons about which they had not previously had any knowledge at all before the appearance of Adam. He
also taught them other sciences, all of which are useful and none of
which they had known before nor had they even heard about them.
In addition to these sciences he taught them various professions
and manual skills, the knowledge and understanding of which beneﬁts
them greatly. Moreover, he showed them how to invent (further) sciences and professions. Thus, they derived from him noble teachings
and numerous beneﬁts, and because of this they called him “the
Father of Mankind.” Thus, people during his time used to call him
“my father” or “O our father” in reverence, respect and gloriﬁcation and in gratitude for what he had given them, providing them
with things that were beneﬁcial both for the common people and
the élite.
Now, Adam was so beneﬁcial to people in many ways which they
had not learned from others, and the date palm is also very beneﬁcial
for people so that people do not beneﬁt from any other plant as
much as they do from it. Besides, there is no other fruit which would
be so tasty and sweet. It is also more nutritious than any other fruit.
In all parts of the date palm from top to bottom there is some
beneﬁt for people and they may use them in some way for their
beneﬁt. This is why they compared it and its many beneﬁts to Adam
and thus called it the sister of Adam, i.e., similar to him in the great
number of beneﬁts. Thus, it is his sister.
Text 45 (NA, pp. 1394–1395)
So much about what we think about this disease and its cure. We have
compiled this from the teachings of Íaghrìth and Yanbùshàd the
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Sage as well as from the teachings of Màsà as-Sùrànì and his student Jaryànà who lived before Íaghrìth and Yanbùshàd.
We have chosen not to mention things that were described by
'Ankabùthà the Magician in his book on agriculture according to
the opinion of magicians ( fì kitàbihi fì l-ﬁlà˙a 'alà ra"y as-sa˙ara). He
spoke all too long about the cure of date palms and their cultivation,
much more than about other matters because, I think, he must have
loved both fresh and dried dates. He mentioned the sourness of the
fruit of the date palm and spoke excessively about it, describing
(many cures) for it according to their doctrine but I have not included
any of that here.
Later Íabyàthà the Magician mentioned how to make a talisman
for this. (He mentioned it) among the magical talismans which he
had made to stop the diseases of date palms. Neither did I mention
anything of this. I even regret having narrated some of the talismans
of the magicians for things which I have mentioned in this book.
My regret comes from two reasons. First of all, when people get
accustomed to using talismans and magic, it will be harmful for their
soul. Secondly, I do not want anyone to think that I would regard
the use of magic and magical talismans as permissible. For this reason, I must say here that I forbid magic and magical talismans
because they always work for harm, not good. We also forbid causing injury to animals, let alone people, the best as well the worst.
This is my doctrine.
I only mention in this book the magical talismans and other actions
of the magicians when they beneﬁt the plants upon which the life
of people is based; nothing is more beneﬁcial to them (than plants).
This is a beneﬁt which is the opposite of harm and it is permissible for me to mention it here. Nay, I even deserve reward from
people because I am eager to beneﬁt them. My dislike for magic
and my regret for having mentioned it is caused by my fear that
people will get accustomed to using it or that they think that I would
consider it (in general) permissible, and not forbid it.
What I have said here shows what I really think. Know that, if
you are interested to know it. Whoever follows my example will like
to follow in my footsteps and not practise magic or use talismans
except when it is beneﬁcial and not harmful. When someone speaks
about something and describes it, let him continue by forbidding it
(magic), blaming it and prohibiting it (in general).
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Text 46 (NA, p. 1416)

If the incense in the temples is thrown on the coals of racemes
('aràjìn), this will be very good. When one splits racemes and makes
statuettes of animals of them together with threads and rags and paste284
and glue (lißàq), these will be the best oﬀerings to oﬀer for the idols
in the temples. Palm branches without leaves ( jarìd as-sa'af ) are
equally good for these things we have mentioned.
These statuettes are made of branches and racemes by wandering
ascetics who do not oﬀer to the idols animals, live or dead, for they
abhor and forbid that. Yanbùshàd was the greatest of the people of
this doctrine, and before Yanbùshàd this was held by Màsà as-Sùrànì
and Jaryànà and many of the notables and leaders of the Kasdànians
which it would take too long to enumerate. They all thought that
one should not oﬀer any animals as burnt oﬀerings or otherwise but
they made statuettes of all animals285 from the bark (lì†) of branches
and from racemes. They thought that the ones made of racemes
were the best and most acceptable to the gods.
Before our time and before the Kan'ànites came to rule the clime
of Bàbil there used to be in many towns of this clime artisans who
made these (statuettes of ) animals from the bark of palm branches
and from split racemes. They were skilful in splitting and forming
them. When the Kan'ànites came to rule, this (profession) ceased
because the majority of people follow the religion of their kings. By
my life, if one wishes to oﬀer such a statuette and makes it with his
own hands, he will receive an even greater reward from the gods.
It is told in the stories about Yanbùshàd that he used to make the
statuettes of these animals as oﬀerings with his own hands and that
he did not buy them from anyone. He also only ate from what he
had himself sown, and drank from what he had ladled with his own
hand. He was one of the most excellent and noble sages.

284
Reading, with the variant, ishràs, for which see Levey (1966): 230. See also
Steingass, s.v.
285
That used to be oﬀered by others.
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Text 47 (NA, pp. 1418–1421)
They (palm branches) have been used for sa˙˙àras,286 which are attributed to (one of ) the twelve zodiacal signs and the seven celestial
bodies so that there are nineteen (diﬀerent) sa˙˙àras, each for the
speciﬁc purpose for which it suits and in which none of the others
may take its place.
One may also use branches for Bàbilian sarràqas which resemble
the sa˙˙àras and which were invented by 'Ankabùthà the Magician.
Later Íabyàthà287 added to these four more sarràqas, which were
wonderful, ﬁne and baﬄed the reason. People gave preference to
the work of Íabyàthà over that of 'Ankabùthà, but the excellence
of precedence belongs to 'Ankabùthà for he was the ﬁrst to start
this (practice) and he invented it.
We have heard that there was a magician who speciﬁcally worked
in the way of Íabyàthà and was his partisan, preferring him over
all other magicians. He made a talismanic sa˙˙àra and a magical
sarràqa and used it to steal cattle, thirty cows, of the king in Bàkùràtà,
a district of Kùthà-Rabbà, without any of the herdsmen and guardians
noticing it. Had he wanted to rustle three hundred cows from people,
he would have been able to do so but he merely wanted to show
his skill in stealing from under the eyes of guardians and watchmen
and to let them know that their keeping guard was of no consequence to him.
It was he who made lions extinct in Sùrà. The people of Sùrà
complained to him that there were so many lions in the region, who

286
Sa˙˙àra, and its near synonym sarràqa, seem to refer to some kind of magical box, or coﬃn, with a double ﬂoor wherein a man can lie hidden—such as is
used today in the circus for vanishing tricks. The words have, at least here, an etymological connection with the roots sa˙ara “to bewitch” and saraqa “to steal;” Dozy,
s.v. sa˙˙àra, should be accordingly corrected. The aspect of trickery seems to connect this word with the children’s toy sa˙˙àra (see, e.g., Lane, s.v. and Ibn Man'ùr,
Lisàn al-'arab, s.v.). For hunter’s ditches, see also Ahsan (1979): 227. Sarràqa might
be etymologically related to Syriac shàreq “hollow”, but sa˙˙àra has probably nothing to do with Syriac sà˙artà; for both Syriac words, see Payne Smith, s.vv.
Of the following two stories, the ﬁrst belongs to the sphere of magic but the second is closely connected with the real procedures of lion hunting.
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In this passage, the name is written as Íabyànà. I have preferred the form
Íabyàthà which is more frequently used in the Nabatean Agriculture, but it should go
without saying that the reading is purely conjectural and the forms have been harmonized only for practical reasons.
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were continually doing harm to them. He made a lion (sab'iyya) sarràqa
in which a man could lie in ambush. He left there a place from
which could be heard a voice like that of a male lion when the wind
blew in.288 He used it to catch all the lions in the vicinity of Sùrà
until the region was empty of them. They say that he used to hunt
in this way some three or four lions each day, according to how
many happened to fall into his trap and thus he made them extinct.289
Someone has told me a nice story about a great lion which fell
into his sarràqa. The sarràqa was at that time taken care of by a man
whom the magician had selected for that but whom I do not want
to name. He (the magician) had ordered the people of Sùrà to give
him two dìnàrs each day while he was hunting. When that great lion
fell into his sarràqa, it threw the sarràqa over by the force of its body
and the strength of its attacks. When it continued to move, the sarràqa returned to the upright position as it had been, so vehement
were the movements of the lion.
When the lion was about to overturn it yet another time, the
manager of the sarràqa tightened the grip on its mouth and the
barnacle on its throat290 so that when the lion wished to move, it
could not do so anymore. So the lion started grumbling in a soft
voice, as if it had been a human being asking another to have pity
on him. It moved its tail slightly and gently as (animals) do when
very fearful. Then it grumbled a bit, bellowed a little and gently
swished its tail.
When the magician saw this, he was moved, had pity on the lion
and let it loose. When the lion had gathered some strength and was
about to escape, it could not anymore jump in the way it had been
able to. It bellowed loudly and started turning around, looking at
the sarràqa, trying to jump but to no avail. It again turned around,
looked at the sarràqa and then jumped out of fear. The magician
was in the sarràqa, laughing, and people had gathered there, wondering at (the behaviour of ) the lion. They asked the magician: “Why
did you let that great lion go after it had fallen into the trap? Now
we fear it even more than we used to.” He answered: “I have lessened its strength and taken away its power. You can see that it is
no longer able to run. Now, shoot it with arrows and kill it (if you
288
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Such stratagems were actually used by lion hunters, see Ahsan (1979): 229.
For later lion stories in Suﬁ stories, see al-Yàﬁ'ì, Nashr al-ma˙àsin, p. 33ﬀ.
For zayyara, see Lane, s.v. ziyàr.
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want to)! I have let it go, taking pity on it and I have liberated it
for the idol of Mars and I will not reverse my decision.”
But no-one dared to draw close to it nor shoot it with an arrow
even though there was a big crowd and they were well armed. That
made the magician burst into laughter and he wondered at their
excessive cowardice. The lion with its great claws slowly escaped
until it got away from them, having saved itself from both the sarràqa
and the group of people. Afterwards the magician took the sarràqa elsewhere because he had not yet caught as many lions as he wanted to.
Let us return to the story about the thirty cows that were stolen
from the king. The herdsmen told the overseers ('urafà"), they told
the agents (wukalà") and these told their head, the steward (qahramàn)
of the king and the steward told the king himself. The king was furious and called the leading men of Kùthà-Rabbà to him and said:
“If you291 do not stop this trickery against me, like you did against
my father, may God bless him,292 I will kill you. Why did you not
do such things against your (own previous) kings? But when we came
to rule over you, you started being hostile and devious towards us!
Give our cows back to us! You are unbearable! It would be right if
I killed all the Kasdànians in this clime. By the right of Jupiter, if
you do not return these thirty cows, I will kill ten of your leaders
and great men for each cow!”
Sàrùqà who owned many estates, slaves and slavegirls, stood up
and answered: “O king, gently! By the right of Jupiter, we know
nothing at all about these cows and we have not been audacious
against you as regards these cows or anything else. I have my own
suspicions about them. If the king allows me a day of respite, I will
return the thirty cows to you.” To this the king said: “It seems that
you are planning to compensate for them from your own property.
By the right of the Sun, I will only accept the very same thirty cows
that you (pl.) stole from my herdsmen.” Sàrùqà said to him: “I will
obey you, O king, and I will return them as they were but I ask

291
The reference is to the native Kasdànians. The king himself belonged to the
Kan'ànite conquerors, see below.
292
Fahd’s edition reads NÍRH, as if it were the name of the father. This is also
how Fahd (1998, Index, s.v.) seems to understand this. The word, of course, would
bring to mind Bukhtanaßßar, the Arabic for Nebuchadnezzar (on whom in later literature, see Sack 1991). However, a little later we are told that the name of the
father was Namrùdà, i.e., Nimrod. The facsimile (VII: 211), in fact, reads: abì
naßarahu llàh, and the edition of Fahd should accordingly be corrected.
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you a favour: Do not ask me anything about them because the magicians have operations in which we cannot oppose them.”
The king understood that this was not a case of simple rustling
but that the magicians were involved. He stopped (insisting) because
he was as afraid of them as was Sàrùqà. He only said: “Go and do
what you have to. I will not ask questions.”
Sàrùqà went to his house and took a thousand dìnàrs minted by
Namrùdà,293 who was the father of this Ra˙mùtà the Kan'ànite from
whom the thirty cows had been stolen. With this money he went to
the magician whom I do not want to name, as I have said, and
gave it to him, humbling himself submissively in front of him and
apologizing to him. Then he told him that he was about to lose his
property and that Ra˙mùtà was about to rob him of it. The magician
conceded to return the very same thirty cows to him and even
wanted to give back the thousand dìnàrs, but Sàrùqà was humble and
kept imploring him to keep them until he ﬁnally accepted them.
Then the herdsmen of Sàrùqà drove the cows back to the herdsmen of the king. The king asked nothing and did not say a word,
wishing to remain safe from the evil of the magicians. Had he wanted
to kill one or some of them, others would have remained and he could
not have resisted them. So he thought that it would be better for
his rule and safer for himself to ignore them. Thus, he let the matter lie and ignored them.
This opposition between Kan'ànites and Kasdànians is an ancient
one, from before the time the Kan'ànites came to rule over this
clime, because they are well known among other peoples for their
excessive envy. They envy the Kasdànians for the sciences which the
gods have given them and which the Kan'ànites have been unable
(to invent). But now they are our kings and rulers and both they
and we receive the same reward. Thus, we are thankful to them
because they have ruled us well.
Text 48 (NA, pp. 1446–1447)
Íabyàthà has said: One makes with an iron pen on a plate a line
drawing of a human being who has put his hands together, one
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above the other and then one smears the whole plate with oil and
the drawing (in addition?) with honey on which one scatters some
sugar and puts this into an earthenware vessel and ﬁxes its lid on
with some clay and buries this in the earth to the depth of seven feet
(aqdàm). If one does this talisman and buries it at the time we have
speciﬁed, most of the palm trees that grow from the stones will prosper and thrive and all of them will grow to become the varieties that
one wants, beautiful to look at because of their beauty and nobility
and the abundance of their syrup ('asal ). Most of them will be safe
from all accidents that could destroy them and all of them will become
(trees that bear) truely sweet (dates) of a ﬁrm texture, prospering and
producing good syrup (dibs) and other products. The sweetmeats
(nà†if ) that are made of them will be very good and sweet.
If one draws on this (plate) the picture of a human being and
smears it with honey, this will be a talisman that combines the safety
of growing with the thriving of the date palm and the excellence
and extreme sweetness of the dates. Thus, we call it the talisman of
sweetness for date palms. When the talisman is done in this way,
with the picture on it, and buried under a date palm which is not
bearing fruit well (ta˙ùlu kathìran) or whose dates do not ripen properly, this (talisman) will take all this away, make its fruit good and
make the date palm bear many dates so that it will thereafter bear
well and continuously, more and better than it used to (before falling
ill). One should bury this talisman under the date palm when the
ascendant star and the position of the sphere and the Moon is like
we have described above.
We have also experimented with a talisman which 'Ankabùthà the
Magician invented for date palms. Then we experimented with this
(talisman by Íabyàthà) and found it better and more useful for date
palms, clearer and more appropriate. For this reason, we have mentioned this which we tried and which was transmitted intact but we
have left unmentioned the other one because we experimented with
it but it was not as good as was claimed. Yet not all the claims that
were made for it turned out to be false: nay, but the smaller part
of them were true, most of them were false.
This is a curious thing. 'Ankabùthà was the leader (imàm) of the
magicians and the originator of many of their operations which he
alone invented, without anyone before him having known them, nor
anyone after him being able to add to what he has said. Now, if
someone like him mentions a talisman and when experimented with,
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that will not be found out to be as he had said, then my opinion
is that this is to be attributed to the fact that the talisman as he
had invented it and used it has not come down to us in order but
in a confused state and this is why the operation will not come out
properly. This is why it partly failed, and only partly succeeded.
This is because the time of Íabyàthà is closer to our own time
than the time of 'Ankabùthà. 'Ankabùthà lived a long time before
Adam, whereas Íabyàthà lived a long time after Adam and thus
there is a long period between them. The talisman which is closer
to us in time came to us intact, whereas the other came to us in a
confused state and did not succeed.
Íabyàthà has told us an excellent thing: “We drew on a brass
(mass) plate the picture of a human being. We did not, as we were
supposed to, draw the picture of a date palm because the date palm
resembles a human being in many ways.” He also said: “Know that
between the date palm and human beings there are many relations
and resemblances and an obvious similarity.” But he did not say
more nor did he explain this. This shows that the origin of this talisman is that before burying it one draws on it (the plate) the picture of a fecundate palm tree bearing bunches of dates. Íabyàthà’s
opinion was that the picture of a human being would be more
eﬀective although drawing there the picture of the date palm would
be more obvious. He, thus, likened the date palm to a human being.
Íabyàthà has described in another of his books the use of human
sperm in magic, saying: If you cannot get human sperm but you
have a spadix of a male (palm tree), you may take some grains of
the spadix from the stalk and crush them, moistening them with
some running water and use that instead of sperm. In this operation, this will substitute for sperm.
Text 49 (NA, pp. 1483–1484)
After this we mentioned the potherbs, starting with the endive (hindubà") because our father Adam, blessed be he, started with it, putting
it before all other small plants, either wild or domesticated, and he
greatly preferred it, as did also Íaghrìth, Jaryànà294 and Yanbùshàd.
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I have heard that Asqùlùbiyà,295 the messenger of the Sun, prescribed them for many medicaments, but neither we nor those before
us have known endive to be beneﬁcial or a medicament. They claim
that sick people (treated thus by Asqùlùbiyà) were cured from their
ailments. Ancient Kasdànians and their greatest learned men have
said that when Asqùlùbiyà, the messenger of the Sun, prescribed a
medicine for some sick person, this medicine did help in that disease, and that the patient was cured and healed only because the
messenger of the Sun had prescribed this medicine, not because that
medicament itself would have been the proper cure for that disease,
as they say. Had the messenger of the Sun prescribed to a feverish
patient a medicament which is very hot that would have cured him
and brought down his temperature.
I do not know what to say about this because such is the unanimous opinion (ijmà' ) of all those who came after the time of the
messenger of the Sun about him and about the prescriptions for diseases he gave. This has become a common opinion. My opinion,
though, is that I would not say that the nature of a medicine or
one of its ingredients would change from what it by nature is merely
because some human being would prescribe it for another. I cannot believe any of this because it is essentially impossible. I think
that the messenger of the Sun used to prescribe odd medicaments
for people and when they were cured by them without properly
knowing the names of those medicaments and what they really were,
they guessed that they were something else than what they really
had been.
If someone says about the messenger of the Sun that which we
have mentioned, he is actually saying that the patient would have
been healed by the medicament prescribed to him by the messenger
of the Sun because the secret of that potency came from the messenger of the Sun, not from the action of the medicament itself. In
that case the medicament would just be an intermediator without
any importance and there would be no reason to use it because the
potency of the prescriber would be what aﬀects the body of the
patient and cures him from his disease.
However, I do not consider it proper to say that this is merely a
fable without any reality behind it because of the common opinion
295
In this text written as Asqùlùbinà, but here standardized in accordance with
Text 42.
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which I have mentioned. However, I am a man who belongs to the
school of Anù˙à and Yanbùshàd. These two refuted this story which
we have mentioned about the messenger of the Sun and did not
believe in it, rejecting what all the ancients had said. Anù˙à renounced
it and called it a lie and rejected it most strongly, but Yanbùshàd
said that the common opinion of the Kasdànians about the messenger
of the Sun was such for instructional reasons ('alà †arìq siyàsat al'àmma). In ancient times most of the tribes (ajyàl ) of the Nabateans
were dominated by the law (sharì'a) of the messenger of the Sun and
the wise men of that time said as the common people and the majority said, because they feared the anger of the people against them.
Common people tend to incline towards the dominant and leading
opinion whether that be true or not.296 By my life, this seems to be
the correct opinion. I add to it that if Anù˙à and Yanbùshàd did
not believe in that, I do not believe in it, either, and I do not consider it true nor do I care about it.
Text 50 (NA, pp. 274–275)
I do not dare to argue against him (Íaghrìth); nay, I refrain from
that due to my respect for him. Yet I believe in what my reason
says to be correct, even when it does contradict Íaghrìth. It is better to follow the truth than to follow him. Still, I must say something here to aﬃrm the eﬀects of special properties in things, whose
eﬀects he claimed were not due to special properties.
Why, if we take exactly ten dirhams of ground saﬀron and let
someone drink it mixed with wine, will he laugh until he dies without being able to control himself and stop that vehement laughter,
nor is anybody able to avert his death? Now if we let him drink ten
and a half dirhams or nine and a half dirhams (of saﬀron) this will
not happen, neither laughter nor death. What is this action and this
eﬀect which is manifested by it? Is it the eﬀect of heat or of another
primary quality which counteracts the others? Or is that the eﬀect
of saﬀron through a special property of the weight because if we
detract from or add a little to this amount of ten dirhams it will
not have the same eﬀect as the ten dirhams have? We say that this
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takes place because exactly that amount is combined with exactly
that substance ( jawhar).
Why, when oak-headed snakes (al-afà' ì al-ballù†iyyat ar-ru"ùs) see
pure emeralds, will they shed their eyes in less than a wink of an eye
and remain eyeless?297 Is that caused by the primary qualities or by
a special property? Or when we carry a pig on a donkey and the
donkey urinates underneath it, the pig dies immediately and is extinguished on the spot. What has come to the pig from the urine of
the donkey and caused it to die? What if the pig drank the urine and
did not die? Because if a pig drinks it, nothing will happen to it.
What else could this be than the eﬀects of things through their
special properties? What would be the (material) cause ('illa) for the
eﬀect of the special properties? (From what should the cause) be
constructed (according to Íaghrìth’s opinion)? Through the mixing
of the primary qualities (imtizàj a†-†abà"i' ) or through something else?
Let us also mention to our master (ustàdhinà) Íaghrìth what becomes
manifest of the eﬀects of the special properties of plants and ﬁeldplants
(zurù' ) because this he will not deny as he knows these (phenomena)
himself, even though he might deny what we have said until now
(concerning things to do with fauna).298 Why (does the following happen): When the “grass of the lion” (˙ashìshat al-asad )299 which is harmful to all plants growing near it, grows plentiful, and we want to cut
it and root it, this cannot be achieved by plucking it with our hands.
If we order a virgin to take in her hands a white cock300 with a
divided comb (afraq)301 and she goes with it around the place where
this grass is growing, shaking the bird so that it ﬂaps its wings and
she repeats this several times, this grass will wither and some of it
will die that day, the rest after two or three days, not more than
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This is a topos in later Arabic literature, largely dependent on the Nabatean
Agriculture. Occurrences have conveniently been collected in Kraus (1933–1934): 138,
note 1. Cf. also Kraus (1942–1943) II: 74.
298
In this passage Qùthàmà speaks as if he were continuing an on-going discussion between himself and Íaghrìth. This does not prove that they were contemporaries—and that Íaghrìth would have been an oral source for Qùthàmà—because
the sentence, most obviously, should be taken as hypothetical: “if he were here, we
would say to him (. . .).”
299
For the “grass of the lion,” see Löw (1881), no. 34, and al-Bay†àr, Jàmi' I:
277, s.v.
300
For cocks in Harran, see Green (1992): 209–212. For the use of white cocks
in magic, see also Kieckhefer (2000): 162, and Syrian Anatomy, p. 700.
301
See Lane, s.v.
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that. From what action does this occur? Do you not think that the
grass was frightened by the cock and withered and stopped growing because of this, and it is the action of special properties?
When we see a cloud which seems to bring a hailstorm, or the
hailstorm has already started to fall on a ﬁeld and we order a menstruating woman to take oﬀ her clothes and she lies down on her
back showing her pudenda towards the clouds, this will stop the hailstorm at that place and there will be no more hailstorms on that
place where she has lain down doing this up to 100 or 200 or (even)
300 cubits (dhirà' ) from there. What else could this curious thing be
and what could its (material) cause302 be except the eﬀect of a special property?
When a cat smells nard, Indian nard (sunbul a†-†ìb), she rolls over
it and does not want to leave it because she ﬁnds it has a sweet odour.
Often a cat may keep mewing when it smells this plant and it searches
for it and follows it if it is removed from that place. For what other
reason would this happen except for some special property?
We may suspend a root of melissa (bàdhranbùya)303 on a branch of
the vine when it is about to bear grapes and then leave it so until
the grapes are ripe. When they are harvested and pressed, it will be
found that they have (some) taste and odour of the melissa. When
the juice ferments (ishtadda), that wine (khamr) will be beneﬁcial and
there will issue no drowsiness (khafaqàn) from drinking too much of
it. What could its cause be except a special property?
Finally, I say: If someone doubts what we have told, let him experiment. Experimentation is possible for everyone. I have not said all
this because I would like to oppose Íaghrìth. This is just what in
my opinion is true. In many of the special properties of plants and
others there are many beneﬁts for people. It would have been well
for me to write in this book a separate chapter on special properties, yet I have mentioned these in various places whenever the topic
has led me there and when we may observe them in various things.
If someone wants, he may collect all these into one booklet (daftar).
Let him then entitle it ( yutarjimahu) “the Book of the Special Properties
of Plants, mentioned in the Book of Agriculture by Qùthàmà alQùqànì” (Kitàb Khawàßß an-nabàt al-madhkùr fì kitàb al-ﬁlà˙a mimmà
qàlahu Qùthàmà al-Qùqànì).
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I read al-'illa “(material) cause” for the text’s al-ghàya.
See Löw (1881), no. 18, and cf. also Steingass, s.v. bàdrangbù.

CHAPTER FIVE

FOLKLORE, STORIES AND LITERATURE

Folklore and stories of marvels1 are amply attested in the Nabatean
Agriculture: stories of ancient peoples and kings; talking and thinking
animals and plants; spiritual and supernatural beings, outside, or in
the margins, of religion strictly taken. All are found in both this book
as well as in Late Antique, Jewish, Christian, and Islamic cultures
in the area, the same story or theme often recurring in various literatures and easily crossing both linguistic and religious boundaries,
partly in an oral, partly in a written form.2
The folkloristic material in the Nabatean Agriculture is related to both
religion and history and the boundaries between various ﬁelds are
not easy to deﬁne. Thus, the recurring speaking trees (e.g., Texts
57–58) are also relevant for the religious ideas of the text, as trees
are seen as idols (aßnàm) of the gods, their manifestations on earth.
Or the fantastic magical operations may be analysed either as folklore or magic. One need not, perhaps, draw a very clear line between
folklore and literature, or between folklore and history: the ancient
peoples and kings mentioned in some stories could equally well be
taken as (pseudo)-historical, religious or literary material.—It has to
be emphasized that these ancient kings bear Nabatean, “coded”
names (see 1.2.), and their historicity is more than dubious.3
Folkloristic stories (khuràfàt “tales; tall tales; stories”) are often mentioned in the text. Most of these stories are not, however, narrated
in the book, but only referred to, and Qùthàmà often distances himself from them; e.g., in NA, p. 909, he refers to senseless tales (khuràfàt
là ma'nà lahà) which women and children are accustomed to tell.
Yet, he does admit that, according to some, there is some wisdom
in these tales. Qùthàmà says that he sometimes deviates on purpose
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For these, see van Hees (2002) with further references.
On folklore and literature crossing linguistic boundaries, cf., e.g., Marzolph
(1985), (1987) and (1992); Hämeen-Anttila (1994–1995).
3
The attempt of Fahd (Fahd 1998: 327–334) to discuss such stories as historical is not very convincing. Cf. also Tubach (1986): 36–37.
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from his main theme, agriculture. Stories and tales (al-akhbàr wa"lkhuràfàt) which are there to convey knowledge and wisdom (al-àdàb
wa"l-˙ikam), he says, are told in the book for three reasons: to entertain (tarwì˙) the reader, so that he may relax before coming back to
the main theme ('amùd al-kalàm); otherwise fatigue would blind his
soul (NA, p. 875). Secondly, some of the tales contain valid information (although their surface level narrative may be fabulous) and,
thirdly, that the readers of future generations may learn how things
were in earlier times (NA, p. 875)—incidentally, this is the main reason for modern scholarship being interested in the book. These, he
concludes, are the reasons for crossing the boundaries of the main
theme and relating stories (aqàßìß) which people tell among themselves (NA, pp. 875–876).
All do not, however, agree on the symbolic interpretation of old
stories, especially those attributed to the prophets. Qùthàmà makes
it more than clear that there are people who insist on taking even
the most incredible stories at their face value (NA, pp. 927–928):
When it comes to what they tell about the prophets, they claim that those
who deny these stories are inﬁdels ( yukaﬃrùn) and they insult those who
doubt their veracity, although they are sheer vanities and lies and obvious absurdities; that should be quite obvious. Yet they kill those who
doubt these stories and they regard it as lawful to shed their blood
and revile them and ﬁnd fault with their reason, although one could
ﬁnd much fault with theirs since they accept these absurdities which
cannot possibly be. They are like animals (bahà"im) which go on, generation after generation, without learning anything. They are like sleepers who do not wake.
(. . .) If we related what people have accepted as true and what they
claim about the prophets and what they teach about them, that would
take as long as would the listing of their obviously false absurdities,
which no one with reason or discernment can believe. They, on the
contrary, have accepted all this and taken it as their religion (dànù
bihà) and cherished it (wa∂a'ùhà 'alà a'yunihim). Critical and judicious
sages do not doubt that they are sheer lies and vain falsehoods. The
sages, in fact, are continuously wondering about those who believe in
these stories and they wonder at the weakness of their reason ('uqùl )
as they take as true what no reasonable man would believe. One cannot base one’s argument on what people like these say.

Prophets and ancient peoples are a favourite theme of fantastic tales.
One ﬁnds a mention of Bàbànians who used to live in al-Yamàma
until they were destroyed by Arabs who lived there at the time of
the writing of the text (NA, p. 1343). Likewise, in an addition by
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Ibn Wa˙shiyya (cf. 3.2), we are told that there is a long story about
the destruction of the Nineveh (Nìnawà), which lies opposite Mosul,
in a major ﬂood (gharaq). This ﬂood destroyed the area and the nation
living there perished but, unfortunately, nothing more is told about
this incident (NA, p. 589; cf. also Text 25).
We are also told that when people had imprisoned Anù˙à, a great
ﬂood destroyed most of their land, together with the land of the
Greeks (al-Yùnàniyyìn) and the Kardànians, so that these nations perished in the ﬂood while Anù˙à survived and took refuge in the land
of Egypt (NA, p. 404). But when the Egyptians banished Anù˙à, a
famine befell them so that they, in their turn, perished (NA, p. 404;
cf. 4.1).4
Likewise, we are told about a nation which inhabited, in the time
of Adam, the lowest parts of the clime of Bàbil up to the river
Bàkasàn, and were enemies of the Kasdànians. Adam revealed the
secret of the cultivation of wheat (see also Text 52) to the Kardànians
but withheld this secret from the Bàkasànians who later became
extinct and the Kasdànians inherited their regions (diyàrahum; NA,
pp. 406–407).
Most of the mentions of ancient kings are, quite understandably
in a book like this, connected with agriculture and plants; an exception to this is found in the legend of King Fourfolder, al-Murabbi',
related in Text 55, although this text, too, is loosely connected with
agriculture through the particular wind which acts as a starting point
for the author to tell this story. Thus, a king named Jìnàfà imported
tharùmìshà5 from the land of the Greeks (al-Yùnàniyyìn) called Thir†ànyà6
and planted it in the clime of Bàbil where, as an embassy of Greeks
later testiﬁed, it started to ﬂourish more abundantly than in its
original country (NA, p. 517). Even though King Jìnàfà was later

4
The immediate references are, of course, to the Flood and the story of Moses
which are known in all three monotheistic traditions of the Near East. NA, p. 384,
also alludes to such stories of ancient catastrophes, yet without furnishing us with
any details.
5
Löw (1881), no. 337, referring to this passage (through Chwolson 1859: 87,
note) takes this to be a lupin (Lupinus termis). The identiﬁcation may be correct
but it is somewhat problematic because the lupin has just been discussed separately
a few pages earlier (NA, pp. 511–513) under its usual Arabic name, turmus. Still,
such a duplication would by no means be unprecedented.
Fahd (1998): 328–330, discusses this passage and takes Thir†ànyà as “une corruption probable” of Thràkè, Thrace.
6
Cf. von Gutschmid (1861): 28–29.
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disappointed with the taste of the bread baked from tharùmìshà, it is
still said to be cultivated in some areas of the clime (NA, p. 518).
During the reign of King 'Aßràwìl,7 the people of Hatra (al-Óa∂ar)
made an experiment with grafting various kinds of vines (NA, p. 955).
The wine produced by this experiment turned out to be most unsalutary, and when people noticed this:
They told about this to 'Aßràwìl who asked Baràyà, the priest (kàhin)
of his time, about this and Baràyà prayed to the Moon and humbled
himself in front of it, pleading that it would tell him the secret ('ilm)
of this vine. The Moon gave him a revelation in a dream, saying:
“Forbid (˙arrim)8 everything that comes of this vine. Do not plant it
or sow it, do not cultivate it and do not touch it at all with your
hand. Let no one even look at it, except from far away.”
When Baràyà forbade people to look at it, people left it until all
vines (of this variety) had perished and dried up to become dry stalks
which the wind drove. Thus, the whole variety came to extinction
(ba†ulat 'an al-ar∂ al-batta). This Baràyà was one of those to whom came
the viceregency (khilàfa) of Seth and the guardianship of his religion
(al-qiyàm bi-dìnihi ).

The cultivation of garlic started, according to Íaghrìth, in the clime
of Bàbil during the reign of King Qarßànà after whom, so we are
told, ruled King Shamùthà, also called adh-Dhahabànì (“the Golden,”
NA, p. 577; cf. also below). After reporting this opinion, Qùthàmà
gives as his own opinion that garlic was never imported but was, in
fact, indigenous to Bàbil. To support this, he mentions that the king
of Egypt, Saqùrbàs, sent an embassy to bring garlic to Egypt for
cultivation and this happened at the time of King ˇayàthànà, who
lived more than 900 years before Qarßànà9 (NA, p. 577).
The cultivation of date palms prospered when in ancient times a
group of people were expelled from al-Ahwàz by the king of Persia,
Kàmàsh,10 and, coming to Bàbil, they taught the Kasdànians that
palm shoots should be planted invoking the great name of the Moon
(NA, p. 1404).
Also written 'ÍR"WY" but 'ÍR"WYL seems a better reading.
Or: Everything is forbidden (˙urrima). The continuation, though, makes the
imperative a more probable reading.
9
Here written ‘Farùßànà’, but the two names obviously refer to the same person. The form adopted here, Qarßànà, is, of course, no more probably right than
the other form. For the king Saqùrbàs, cf. von Gutschmid (1861): 76–79.
10
There are several references in the text to a Kàmàs(h) an-Nahrì (cf. 4.1), but
he seems to be another person. Von Gutschmid (1861): 55–56, suggests identifying
this Kàmàsh with Jàmàsp.
7

8
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As the plants also have a central role as medicaments, diseases
and cures are often mentioned in these stories. King Rawàsà is said
to have been deranged (hàma) and suﬀering from a feeling of desolation (tawa˙˙ush) which caused him to envy the Persians because
they possessed melissa (bàdhranjbùya). The king even attacked them
but was cured with the very same plant (NA, p. 799).
King Sùsaqyà loved cinnamon (salìkhà)11 and ordered it to be
planted in some of his gardens. Two kinds of cinnamon were brought
to him from the country of the Arabs and they ﬂourished in KùthàRabbà. The text explains Sùsaqyà to have been “one of the Kan'ànite
kings who took the kingship from the city of Bàbil to the city of
Kùthà-Rabbà” (NA, p. 1252).
King Dhan?àmlù†à loved water lilies (lìnùfàr) so much that he
ordered them to be planted in his castle—ﬁnally, though, the overabundance of water lilies around him, both their odour and their
sight, caused a brain disease which proved fatal to him because the
doctors of the time were unable to cure it (NA, p. 133). It is not
clear whether this passage comes from the “poem” (shi'r) by Sùlùqù
(cf. NA, p. 131) in which he, among other things, explained that if
one dreams of smelling a water lily, this means that the dreamer
will have intercourse with a woman (NA, pp. 131–132).—The explanation of dreams (ta'bìr al-a˙làm) is, perhaps surprisingly, almost lacking in the book, and dreams are usually mentioned only in connection
with prophecy (cf. 4.2).
When it comes to wisdom literature, one ﬁnds a lengthy quotation taken from a text (ßa˙ìfa) admonishing (waßßà) his son composed
by King Jarmàthà. The quotation concerns the behaviour of the king
towards his subjects, with special reference to the owners of estates
(NA, p. 410). The text resembles the popular genres of andarz and
pand-nàmag in Persia, or the later Arabic waßiyya, itself dependent on
these Persian models.12
Proverbs are rather rare in the Nabatean Agriculture, but one does
ﬁnd a couple of them. “When the cat did not get the meat it comforted itself, saying that it was rotten” is given as a proverb in Text
28; this, of course, is a common type of proverb. “You are more
11

The usual Arabic word for this is salìkha. See also Löw (1881), no. 295.
For wisdom literature in pre-Islamic and Islamic Persia, see Shaked (1987) and
Safa (1987). This genre of Fürstenspiegel (mirror for princes) is, of course, widely
attested elsewhere, too.
12
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intelligent than the magicians of Yemen” (Text 34) is given as a
Greek proverb, and “You have more estates than Íaghrìth” as a
Nabatean one (NA, p. 565).
References to poems and poetry are rare but not completely lacking in the Nabatean Agriculture, though naturally the poems mentioned
in the text are neither lyrical nor epic but have a connection with
plants. The theme of the poems by Jà˙ùsà the Poet, whom Adam
himself extolled (NA, pp. 706–707), is not speciﬁcally mentioned but
one might presume that they, too, were of agricultural or botanical
content. Íaghrìth is credited with a long poem (qaßìda †awìla) written
in diﬃcult (munghaliq) language, full of rare and far-fetched words
(min aqàßì gharìb al-lugha) which only an expert in Arabic (sic!)13 can
understand. His book on agriculture was organized into chapters,
each an independent poem (qaßìda) with double rhyme (muqaﬀàtan min
al-wajhayn) (NA, p. 352, paralleled by NA, p. 235).14 The materials
of much of this book came from Adam (NA, p. 352). Íaghrìth is
said to have spoken only in metrical form (lam yakun yatakallamu illà
bi-shi'r mawzùn; NA, p. 235), although it is not quite clear whether
this should be taken to refer to his opera or to his everyday speech.
The parallel passage (NA, p. 235) speaks of many poems, singling
out a great poem (qaßìda) and several shorter ones.
We are also told (Text 56) about a poem (qaßìda) which Màsà asSùrànì extemporized (qàlahà irtijàlan bi-là rawiyya)15 for his son Kankar,
teaching him agriculture. While drinking wine in a tavern in the village of al-Bàkiyànà16 in the region of Sùrà, Bàdrùkà, the Poet (ashShà'ir) lamented (nà˙a) in a poem (qaßìda) about a vine which had
been wounded by some iron tool. Part of this poem is cited in the
text (NA, p. 1042). Also ˇàlà-Karnàsh wrote poems on agricultural
topics, among which there were panegyrics on the olive tree, discussed below more extensively (Text 51). Kàmàs an-Nahrì, on the
13
One should not make hasty conclusions about this. Usually the writer is quite
unequivocal that the language used by Íaghrìth is “Ancient Syriac,” or Nabatean,
and this may well be merely a lapsus calamae; in the parallel passage (NA, p. 235),
there is no mention of Arabic. The word lugha easily induces the writer or the copyist to add the word “Arabic.”
14
Íaghrìth’s poem is also mentioned in NA, p. 372. NA, p. 237, mentions a
poem by Íaghrìth on medicine ( fì qaßìdatihi l-kabìrati fì †-†ibb). Versiﬁed treatises on
agriculture are already known from Antiquity, cf., e.g., Columella, De Re Rustica X.
15
Bi-là rawiyya primarily means the same as irtijàlan, but one might also consider
the translation “without rhyme (rawì).”
16
Cf. Bàkasàyà, for which see Yàqùt, Mu'jam I: 327, and Vööbus (1958): 269.
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other hand, wrote a poem (shi'r) on the superiority of vines over all
other plants, the date palm included ( fì taf∂ìl al-kurùm 'alà jamì ' almanàbit wa-'alà n-nakhl ay∂an; NA, p. 915).
Many of the aetiological myths concerning plants and their cultivation are attached to ancient kings, but there are also some which
are told in general terms. Thus, one ﬁnds a story about the beginning of the cultivation of garlic (NA, pp. 577–578):
Kasdànians have much to say about garlic and many stories, some of
which they have in common with the Greeks (al-Yùnàniyyùn) who have
told similar stories as the Kasdànians, namely that the origin of the
garlic was that a head of garlic was found in the following way: A
snake brought one head from the city known as Qarqìsyà to the bank
of the Euphrates. Someone saw the snake hurrying forward with the
head of garlic. When he saw that, he became curious and took a stone
which he hurled at the snake. The stone hit the snake in the neck
and it dropped the garlic and escaped in haste.
That man took the head of garlic and started to turn it around and
wondered at it. Then he wandered down the Euphrates with it; he
was coming from al-Jazìra and heading for Bàbil and this happened
on the way. He took the head of garlic to the land of Bàbil and told
people what he had seen. Some owner of an estate planted that garlic and it started to grow and produced leaves and seeds. He sowed
its seeds and started to cultivate it in the way of onions. It ﬂourished
and grew numerous in the land of Bàbil and 'Aqarqùfà. In the region
of ancient Khusrawàyà it grew better than in Bàbil and 'Aqarqùfà,
and then it spread to the whole clime of Bàbil.
This I have related from Yanbùshàd who was most enthusiastic and
proliﬁc in the description of garlic. He mentioned that the ancient
Kasdànians called it the “garlic of the snake” and said that it had
been a snake which brought it (into Bàbil). Yanbùshàd inserted (into
his book) many teachings ( fawà"id ) and symbols (rumùz) which he did
not tell openly. He said, however, among other things that if one habitually eats garlic according to the recipes he gave, one will live a hundred solar years.

Perhaps the most common folkloristic motive is the speaking tree or
other plant (cf. Texts 21–22, 57).17 As trees are also manifestations
and idols (aßnàm) of the gods, it is somewhat diﬃcult to draw a line
here between folklore and religion. Suﬃce it to say that the text itself

17
For speaking trees in Suﬁ stories, see, e.g., an-Nabhànì, Jàmi' I: 237. The
theme is, of course, abundantly attested in all Near Eastern religious traditions, cf.,
e.g., Koenen (1979).
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partly refers to these as tales (khuràfàt), and partly treats them seriously
as religious matter. The trees often speak in a dream (cf. 4.2).
A typical story—except that the protagonist is not a tree—is the
tale about a speaking watermelon (NA, p. 909):
Some of the Kasdànians (qawm min al-Kasdàniyyìn) have senseless tales
(khuràfàt là ma'nà lahà) concerning watermelons. Women and children
tell such tales ( yatakharrafùna bihà), although some people say that there
is some knowledge and wisdom (adab wa-˙ikma) in them.
They say, for example, that a farmer (akkàr) woke up on a moonlit night and started singing, accompanying himself on the lute ('ùd ). Then
a big watermelon spoke to him: “You there, you and other cultivators
of watermelons strive for the watermelons to be big and sweet and
you tire yourselves in all diﬀerent ways, yet it would be enough for
you to play wind instruments and drums (tuzammirù wa-tu†abbilù) and
sing in our midst. We are gladdened by this and we become cheerful so that our taste becomes sweet and no diseases (àfa) infect us.”
(They also tell other stories) like this, but we have left them out
so that we would not speak too long about something in which there
is little beneﬁt, even though there may be some beneﬁt in it because
they do not aim their tales except for the beneﬁt of people.

Another such story concerning nabk trees is found in Text 57.
An extremely interesting case of speaking trees comes in the poem
of ˇàlà-Karnàsh (Text 51) which belongs to the omnipresent Near
Eastern genre of literary debate, or dispute,18 which originated already
with the Sumerians, spread all over the Near East and the neighbouring regions, including Europe and Central Asia, and continues
to live in various languages of the Near Eastern, and Islamic, world,
especially on the Arabian Peninsula where it is still productive in
oral, dialectal literature.19
The text in the Nabatean Agriculture is one of the earliest, at least
partly preserved ones in Arabic and, if we accept its provenance
from a Syriac original, an interesting piece of evidence for the existence of non-religious Syriac debates. The preserved passage is the
boast of the olive. The structure of the debate would call for an
invective against one or more other trees, as well as the respective

18
For the genre in general, see the articles in Reinink-Vanstiphout (1991). For
Arabic tradition, see Wagner (1962), van Gelder (1987) and Hämeen-Anttila (forthcoming). Brock (1987) is extremely relevant in assessing the importance of this debate
in the Nabatean Agriculture.
19
Cf. Holes (1995) and (1996).
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answers by these and, presumably, a verdict in an epilogue by an
umpire. None of these has been preserved as such, but there are
throughout the book (cf. Text 22 and below) fragments of such literary debates some of which may, or may not, come from this particular text. The poem on the superiority of the vine over all other
plants by Kàmàs an-Nahrì (NA, p. 915), however, should obviously
be from another text.20
Among the other fragments of debates, those containing the boast
of the palm tree are of special interest. They may all stem from one
text. One of the few preserved non-religious debates of late preIslamic times is the Pahlavi text Draxt-i Asùrìg “the Assyrian21 Tree,”
going back to a Parthian origin, as some linguistic features in the
text would seem to indicate, with due caution advised as such linguistic
archaisms might also be connected with the poetic language of the
text. Whatever the exact date of this text, it is deﬁnitely pre-Islamic.
Draxt-i Asùrìg is a debate between the national symbol of the
Persians, the Goat, and the Assyrian Tree, the date palm, symbolizing
the Mesopotamians.22 The Pahlavi text, as might be expected, ends
in the victory of the Goat. The fragments of the text in the Nabatean
Agriculture would, on the other hand, be how the Mesopotamians,
Nabateans in the terminology of Ibn Wa˙shiyya, would have defended
their symbol. Especially the mention of the beneﬁts of the date palm,
listed in order from bottom to top (NA, p. 1340), is remarkably similar to the technique used in the Draxt-i Asùrìg.
Although there is no indication in the Nabatean Agriculture that the
opponents of the Palm Tree would have been anything else than
other trees, it seems obvious that the two texts belong to the same
literary environment. In the Nabatean Agriculture, the opponent given
to the date palm is, in another context, the olive (NA, p. 1406). This

20
The debate between the vine and other plants is also referred to in the chapter on the vine (beginning in NA, p. 915), especially pp. 931–932. For an Islamic
debate on the superiority of dates over grapes ( fì taf∂ìl ar-ru†ab 'alà l-'inab), see, e.g.,
al-Qàlì, Amàlì II: 58, claiming to go back to the time of 'Umar but obviously much
later in reality.
21
This has been translated by Brunner (1980) as “Babylonian”; for the text, see
also the edition by Navvàbì (1346 A.H.Sh). It goes without saying that for the
Parthians Asùrìg usually referred to the area which the Mesopotamians themselves
would have called Babylonia, but I ﬁnd it inadvisable and confusing to translate
the word so.
22
In the Nabatean Agriculture, p. 1341, the date palm is, however, said to have
originated from Persia.
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passage uses the term mufà∂ala, which is one of the terms for literary
debate, besides mufàkhara and munàΩara. In the chapter on the date
palm, there are mentions of various beneﬁts derived from it, again
in the style of the Draxt-i Asùrìg, such as a mention of cups made
of its wood (NA, p. 1414), toothpicks (NA, p. 1415), etc. What ties
these—and other pre-Islamic—texts together, as against the later
Arabic/Islamic texts, are also the references to cultic uses: in Arabic
texts such references are obviously lacking.
The preserved Syriac debates all have Christian or philosophical
content (cf. Brock 1991). This, however, is not an indication that
there would not have been any other kinds of Syriac debates. On
the contrary, their existence seems rather obvious but the Syriac
authors tended to take good care of Christian and Greek philosophical
legacy only and they were more negligent, if not outright hostile,
when it came to autochthonous pagan or Greek non-philosophical
literature.
According to Brock (1987): 335, “as far as we know, no Greek
synkrisis or Syriac or Persian debates were translated into Arabic (. . .)
but the genre as a mode of thought may be imagined to have lived
on orally and to have passed into Arabic by way of (. . .) the via
diﬀusa, the precise course of which may have diﬀered according to the
function of the genre.” The Syriac tradition provides, in fact, a necessary link between the old Mesopotamian tradition and the Arabic
debate which closely resembles the Mesopotamian tradition.23 The
fragments of the debate in the Nabatean Agriculture would actually seem
to provide us with some evidence for the existence of such non-religious Syriac debates and, at the same time, they provide us with a
rare case of such texts having been translated from Syriac into Arabic
in a literary form: the worth of the Nabatean Agriculture comes partly
from the fact that it lies outside the Christian and philosophical
spheres of translation and widens our perspectives as to the scope
of 9th-century activities in translation. It also testiﬁes to the variety
of Syriac literature outside philosophy and Christian texts.
In addition to these debates between various plants in the Nabatean
Agriculture, there is a text, a risàla by Dawànày (Text 11; cf. also
Text 12), where the clime of Bàbil is favourably compared to the
region of Syria and this text, too, comes close to the genre of debate.

23

Pace Wagner (1962).
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Another folkloristic story of some literary interest is found in Text
58, which tells of a courtier who is ordered by the king to kill one
of the royal wives, but who spares her life and later returns her to
the king and proves that he himself is impotent. This “Snow White
episode”24 is known from several Islamic sources, often told of the
Sàsànid king Ardashìr and his courtier, and the story usually contains a reference to selfcastration by the courtier before receiving the
custody of the woman to put an end to any possible gossip concerning the wife’s ﬁdelity during the time of her absence.25 The
theme of selfcastration is known earlier from Lucian’s De Syria Dea
(the story of Kombabos, 19–27), where it is told as an aetiological
myth about the selfcastration of the Galloi. The version of Lucian,
though, lacks the “Snow White episode;” here Kombabos has to castrate himself after the king has put his wife in his charge during the
building of a new temple, and the courtier castrates himself, knowing that the amorous lady will bring him under suspicion if he is
not be able to prove his chastity.26
24

Aarne-Thompson K. 512.2.
Cf. Ritter (1978): 511, with reference to a†-ˇabarì (see Bosworth 1999: 24–26,
and Nöldeke 1879: 26–30); ps.-al-Majrì†ì, Ghàyat al-˙akìm, pp. 389–390 (and its
translation, Ritter–Plessner 1962: 397–399: a considerable proportion of the Ghàyat
al-˙akìm is, like this passage, taken from the Nabatean Agriculture); al-A˙dab, Dhayl
Thamaràt al-awràq II: 257–260 (here King Ardavan has been corrupted into malik Ba˙r
al-Urdunn, the King of Jordan), and 'A††àr’s Ilàhì-nàme, vv. 5991–6049 (Óikàyat-i
Ardashìr, 20/4) (translated in Granata 1990: 368–371). To these one may add Firdausì,
Shàhnàma, pp. 479–481 (translated in Levy 1985: 271–272), and ad-Dìnawarì’s alAkhbàr a†-†iwàl, pp. 85–86. Late Islamic variants and parallels without reference to
Ardashìr are relatively easy to ﬁnd, see, e.g., 'A††àr’s Man†iq a†-†ayr, vv. 4293–4455
(translated in Avery 1998), and Chauvin (1901): 208.
In Islamic sources the story is usually told of Ardashìr-i Pàpakàn and the daughter
of King Ardavan (for Artabans in Mandaean sources, see Gündüz 1994: 67). The
story is found in the Pahlavi legendary history Kàrnàmag-i Ardashìr (see Nöldeke 1878:
57–63), but without the motif of selfcastration. It may be relevant for the dating
of the Nabatean Agriculture to draw attention to the fact that in Islamic literature the
motif of selfcastration is prominent, whereas in the older Pahlavi story, as in the
Nabatean Agriculture, it is missing. Thus, the pre-Islamic Kàrnàmag and the Nabatean
Agriculture seem to belong to one branch, the later Islamic versions to another.
An early, related version of this tale is found in Ahiqar, see, e.g., Lindenberger
(1985): 496–497, which predates all other versions and provides an indigenous starting point for the development of the motif, although this version lacks any references to potential jealousy and, consequently, to selfcastration or impotence. Yet it
is worth noting that the slave killed in Ahiqar’s stead is a eunuch.
26
Note that the pre-Islamic date of the story of Ardashìr does not necessarily
indicate that the story in the Nabatean Agriculture was taken from Persia. On the contrary, the versions of Ahiqar and Lucian prove that similar tales were circulating in
Syria even earlier, and it may, thus, be that the story of Ardashìr itself has been
25
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Another large group of stories are the 'ajà"ib, stories about the
curiosa of foreign and faraway countries. Many of these stories are
attributed to Adam, who in the Nabatean Agriculture is an archetypal
traveller whose journeys extend to the most faraway countries.27 And
again, much of the interest of Adam seems to have been directed
towards the ﬂora, as is appropriate in an agronomical manual.
A cluster of such 'ajà"ib is found in NA, pp. 352–360, said to
derive from Adam,28 as quoted in a poem by Íaghrìth; this poem
is said to have been organized so that it began with the wonders of
the extreme West and proceeded thence eastwards.29 These 'ajà"ib
were told (NA, pp. 399–400) by Adam in order that the people
would know the wisdom and might of the Creator (al-Khàliq). Some
of these wonders were not, however, witnessed by him but he related
them on the authority of the Indians (˙ukiya lanà anna Àdamà kàna
yaqußßuhà ˙ikàyatan 'an al-Hind; NA, pp. 519–520). Here Adam is a
far echo from his Biblical namesake (cf. 3.2 and 4.1).
The reason why the curious plants about which Adam tells grow
only in one place is related to the astrological conditions of each of
these places (NA, p. 352). Not all curious plants grow in faraway
countries, though. The special properties of the sorb ( ghubayrà"), a
common tree, include that if one makes a crown of sorb for oneself, this will cause him to be happy, or if he makes a certain talisman of it for himself, he will be favourably received wherever he
goes (NA, p. 186; cf. 4.4).
In the far West, the country of al-Ankalush—which Ibn Wa˙shiyya
explains in a note as referring to al-Andalus30—there is an island
inﬂuenced by a Syro-Mesopotamian tradition. Thus, the version of the Nabatean
Agriculture may well be indigenous. The name Kombabos in Lucian is also highly
interesting and its possible relation to either Humbaba, the monstruous guardian
of the Forest of Cedars in the Epic of Gilgamesh, or the goddess Cybele has been a
matter of controversy. The version of Lucian adds a theme which is familiar from
the story of Joseph—in both the Bible and the Qur"àn—itself related to ancient
Egyptian predecessors. This cycle of stories exempliﬁes the intricate and complex
web of interrelations in Near Eastern folklore and literature.
27
Cf. Tubach (1986): 349–357 (the Indian excursion of Dionysus) and Ginzberg
(1998) I: 174 (Aesculapius’ travel to India). The theme of travelling connects Adam
also with Mani. For the travels of Adam in Islamic lore, cf. von Gutschmid (1861):
31–32.
28
Adam is said to have written a thousand pages on plants growing only in one
place (NA, p. 356). Cf. Androsthenes, who described foreign plants from the Indus to
the Persian Gulf, see Theophrastus, De Causis Plantarum II.5.5 and its Preface, p. xx.
29
With some passages listed in reverse order (see NA, p. 355).
30
One might note that in the older, Kuﬁ, script, kàf resembles dàl.
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named Cádiz (Qàdis) in the Green Sea (al-ba˙r al-akh∂ar), where ships
have never sailed. There grows a plant resembling wild rocket (aljirjìr al-barrì),31 which is called in the local language ashkà†ànush. When
sheep eat this plant, their milk becomes intoxicating. This milk may
be used for various purposes (NA, pp. 352–353).
Near to that place, in Sijilmàthà (Sigilmassa), there is a little tree.
If one makes oneself a crown of its leaves, one does not need sleep,
nor does one become fatigued by sleeplessness (NA, p. 353). In alIfranja (the land of the Franks), there grows a tree which is lethal
if one sits in its shade for half an hour or touches its leaves or
boughs (NA, p. 353).32 On the island of the Slavs (aß-Íaqàliba) there
grows a little plant. If its root, together with its leaves and boughs
is thrown into cold water and left there for a while, the water will
become scorching hot. When the root is taken away, the water
becomes cool again (NA, p. 353).
In the region of Rùmiyya33 a little tree grows. Its leaves and boughs
may be pressed for their juice and the juice then left to set. When
one mixes some of this with old wine and then drinks it, he will get
an enormous erection and will be able to have intercourse with
women as long as he wants to, without getting tired. In the case of
certain symptoms, one must stop coition and if one wants the erection to subside, one must stand in cold water up to one’s breast for
a while so that the passion leaves one (NA, p. 353).34
With this recipe, the text actually moves away from the miraculous, and continues listing recipes which do not very much diﬀer
from many of the usual recipes given in the text. The text goes on
to enumerate uses of rare plants growing in a place called Íafàn†ush
in the region of the Byzantines (bilàd ar-Rùm, NA, pp. 353–354) and
in (North) Africa (Ifrìqiyya, NA, pp. 354–355). After this the geographical order of the text becomes less rigorous and one might
speculate that we have here a juncture where the ﬁrst source actually ends and rest of the material has another provenance.
Among the remaining wonders, one might point to an Indian
plant that does not burn in ﬁre and an Indian tree, the branches
31

For which, see Löw (1881), no. 66.
For poisons eﬀective through sight, see Hämeen-Anttila (1999): 44, with reference to Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s Sumùm.
33
Presumably the reference is here to Rome, not Byzantium (bilàd ar-Rùm) which
is next mentioned separately.
34
Recipes for various aphrodisiacs are often given in the text.
32
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of which squirm like snakes when cut and thrown on the ground (NA,
p. 355). In the region near the origin of the north wind a tree grows
which utters sounds (hamhama), resembling a man trying to speak, or
even speaking in the language of the Indians. The roots of this plant
are man-shaped, and none of them has a female shape (NA, p. 355).
In the land of al-Bàkiyàn, there is a tree which illuminates its surroundings like a lamp, so that the nocturnal traveller does not need
any additional lights. In the vicinity, there is a major island, like the
islands of Ceylon, Kalah, az-Zanj and other such large islands (NA,
p. 355). There is also a brief mention of a tree that shivers during
the whole winter but becomes still when spring comes (NA, p. 356).
After a deviation from the theme, the text still mentions, on Adam’s
authority, though without any indication of the place where it might
grow, a tree of concealment (shajarat al-khafà") which appears to the
eye only by night, whereas it remains invisible during the day, which
is due to a special property inherent in it. Qùthàmà, though, explains
that this must mean that the tree leaves inhabited places during the
daytime, withdrawing to the steppe. He compares this to the mandrake ( yabrù˙), which is known to grow only in uninhabited places
(NA, p. 357).
Wonders related on the authority of Adam, or attributed to him,
are also found elsewhere in the text. We ﬁnd a mention of humanshaped pictures found on some plants, like a tree which Adam saw
in India and brought back to Bàbil to show to its inhabitants (NA,
p. 701). In the same passage, Qùthàmà mentions human-shaped blossoms of another tree.
Another cluster of such wonder tales by Adam is found in NA,
pp. 399–403. These include gigantic trees and their leaves (NA, pp.
399–400), a tree of gold in the clime of the Sun which grows near
the Equator (khat† al-istiwà"; NA, p. 400), a tree of stone (NA, p. 400),35
wood that does not burn in ﬁre (NA, p. 401), and branches that
squirm like snakes (NA, p. 401, cf. above).
Places uninhabited by men are favoured by other, supernatural
creatures. These sakà"in take shelter in waste (wa˙sha) land which is
also called the land of ghouls (ghìlàn, NA, p. 372). Incidentally, the
ghouls seem rather corporeal, because the dust of such land derives
35
This is an ancient folkloristic motif, ﬁrst, I think, found in the Epic of Gilgamesh,
where the eponymous hero comes during his wanderings to a garden of trees bearing precious stones (XI: 170–190), in an unfortunately fragmentary passage.
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special powers from the ghouls trampling on it. Ibn Wa˙shiyya, though,
explains this as symbolic language of the speaker, Íaghrìth. Thus,
he takes ghìlàn and sakà"in in this place to refer to winds that blow
in the desert. Ibn Wa˙shiyya, however, says that he has heard that
the ancient Kan'ànites and Nabateans did not believe in jinnis36 (NA,
p. 373). In Text 59, ghouls37 are explained as strange animals.
Adam is also depicted as a cultural hero connected with the introduction of wheat in a highly symbolic story reminiscent of Biblical
themes (Text 52).38 This legend is told in the context of a discussion
of various foodstuﬀs and their nutritional value. The text does not
only discuss the usual victuals but also gives recipes of substitute
foods in case of a drought (NA, p. 587):
We mention these recipes only that they could be used in dire necessity and during severe drought and need. In the following, we will also
mention what we have heard about these (substitute foods). People are
accustomed to bake bread from diﬀerent fruits and roots of plants,
which they then eat and which nourishes their bodies. We will mention all these in their proper places, speaking about the roots of both
wild and domesticated plants, some of which may be eaten after curing and preparing them, some as such, and we will also mention which
of them must be cured with a long and complicated cure, which with
an easy and quick one.

Partly, these substitute foods are quite rational and would obviously
be valuable in the time of famine (Text 54), others, like some of
those mentioned in Text 52, come closer to the 'ajà"ib literature and
the motive for discussing them is obviously to satiate the hunger for
curiosa, rather than any physical hunger.39
Whereas ﬂoral marvels are related throughout the book, animals,
which fall outside the book’s main theme, receive little attention.
Some folkloristic notions of relations between various animals are

36
The text reads ÓZ" but I emend this to JN" (accusative). The passage is quoted
in full in section 2.
37
For ghouls, see also Macdonald–[Pellat] (1965).
38
These Biblical themes themselves mirror the story of Enkidu in the Epic of
Gilgamesh where wheat is connected with wisdom. Sexuality, ale and bread not only
introduce the wild man Enkidu to the society, they also alienate him from the irrational animals, in both a good and bad sense. See George (1999): 13–14, 58; cf.
also Waines (1987): 257. For Adam as a cultural hero, see also Text 44. For the
apocryphal Life of Adam and Eve, cf. also Dochhorn (2000) and the articles in Anderson
et al. (2000). See also Levison (1988).
39
See also Hämeen-Anttila (2005).
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mentioned in the poem by Màsà (Text 56).40 Another such story is
told by ˇàmithrà (NA, pp. 1069–1070):
ˇàmithrà has mentioned here concerning vines that when they attain
to this age41 there may be observed in them a sign of return to rejuvenation and (new) life as well as a sign of death and perishing. When
Anù˙à wrote him a letter, asking him to leave the service of the Seven
and to serve the One God of Gods, ˇàmithrà answered him, arguing
against him and explaining why he did not accept his view. Among
his arguments was the following:
“The Sun has selected for survival one species (shakhß) from each of
the three genera on earth or upon its face, namely animals, plants and
minerals, and he has preserved them forever, rejuvanating them after
having been worn away and making them return to life after having
died and born again after decrepitude.”
ˇàmithrà said that from among animals the Sun selected for survival the snake called the adder (thu'bàn), which lives forever.42 When
it becomes decrepit, it is rejuvenated and when it becomes very old,
it returns to youth. After seven thousand years, it sprouts two wings
and it can ﬂy with these wings in the air like a bird. ˇàmithrà mentioned the reason for this and then he went on to describe how it is
rejuvenated after decrepitude by something it does. We have explained
this in the beginning of this book. We have also mentioned it in the
Book of the Diﬀerences of the Natures of Animals and Their Fates (Kitàb Ikhtilàf
†abà"i' al-˙ayawàn wa-maßìràtihà). The mineral43 selected (for eternal life)
contains a long story which we need not mention because we are
speaking here about vines.

An interesting case is the story of the creation of an artiﬁcial man.
In Jewish tradition there are several stories about the creation of an
artiﬁcial man, and after the sixteenth century one of these stories
became well known as the Golem of Prague.44 Jewish sources also
often mention the creation of a calf by diﬀerent Rabbis.
The creation of an artiﬁcial man obviously has at least some
Cf. also Text 50 where these are analysed in terms of special properties.
Above, it has been explained (NA, pp. 1068–1069) how vines ﬁrst grow for 49
(7×7) years to attain their fullness, then in the next 49 years they start declining and
the following 49 years are their old age and decrepitude, after which they still
remain for another 7 years. Finally, they start to wither away at the age of 154 years.
42
The theme of eternally living snakes is of ancient origin. Already the Epic of
Gilgamesh (Tablet XI) explains this in an aetiological myth.
43
The plant that is eternal is the vine.
44
In the following, I am using the word Golem for all Jewish artiﬁcial men, irrespective of whether the actual sources call them so. It should be realized that the
name Golem is standardized relatively late in Jewish tradition. For some folkloristic and literary aspects of the Golem tradition, see Tuovinen (2005).
40
41
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Ancient pagan parallels, such as the drawing down of spirituality
onto statues,45 yet creating an artiﬁcial man obviously diﬀers from
drawing down spirituality. Likewise, a favourite theme in Christian
literature, the animation of statues by various tricks46 as a scheme by
idolators, may have contributed to the theme of the artiﬁcial man, but
it is again clearly distinct from the case we ﬁnd in the Nabatean Agriculture,47 as is also the man created out of thin air by Simon Magus.48
The Nabatean Agriculture discusses the creation of an artiﬁcial man
in the context of spontaneous generation, especially in NA, pp. 1318ﬀ.
Belief in spontaneous generation as such was, of course, the rather
widely accepted “scientiﬁc” view of the day;49 Aristotle readily accepts
the concept of spontaneous generation and, moreover, provides examples of it in his De Generatione Animalium.50 Aristotle’s examples are,
of course, from the simplest forms of animal life, like oysters (763b),
but the principle of spontaneous generation was a truth for Aristotelians
and could easily be widened to include all generation without seed,
including the creation of artiﬁcial beings. Greek authors, in general,
did acknowledge the possibility of spontaneous generation but were
usually not particularly keen on dwelling on the subject.51
45
See in general Idel (1990): 3–8. One should in this context note especially the
story about Prometheus (Idel 1990: 4) which, to some extent, reminds one of the
creation of the ﬁrst man in Jewish sources.—On the illusory raising of the dead in
Mediaeval Western necromancy, see Kieckhefer (2000): 158.
46
See Trombley (1993–94) I: 14–15. Bevan (1940) is also still valuable. Cf. also
Kraus (1942–1943) II: 119–134, and Travaglia (2003): 326–327.
47
Modern stories about zombies and, e.g., Frankenstein’s monster, also diﬀer
from the creation of an artiﬁcial man as they focus on the reanimation of dead
bodies. Paracelsus’ homunculus (see Scholem 1973: 226, and Idel 1990: 185–186) is
also too late to be considered here and may furthermore be itself dependent on
Jewish tradition.
In Islamic tradition, vivifying dead bodies for a short period is almost a prerogative of Jesus. For stories about Jesus raising the dead, see Hämeen-Anttila (1998):
175–198 (in Finnish). For an interesting Norse parallel, a man made out of driftwood and then animated, see Kieckhefer (2000): 43. The lethal use of this man
reminds one of a calf put to similar use in Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s Sumùm, see HämeenAnttila (1999): 44.
48
See Scholem (1973): 226, and Idel (1990): 5–6.
49
Ibn ˇufayl, too, mentioned the notion of spontaneous generation and actually
gave it as a possible explanation for the birth of his Óayy ibn YaqΩàn—although
he partially withdraws this and oﬀers an alternative theory. See Gauthier (1936):
20–24, translated in Goodman (1972): 103–105. For Jàbirian ideas of generation,
see Kraus (1942–1943) II: 97–134, and I: 96, 145, 153.
50
See Index, s.v. spontaneous generation, and, especially, 761b–763a. For the Arabic
history of this book, see, e.g., Ullmann (1972): 8–9.
51
Cf., e.g., Theophrastus, De Causis Plantarum I.1.2; I.5; IV.4.10 (plants); IV.15.4
(animals).
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Balìnùs, on the other hand, explicitly denies in his Sirr V.1.3
(Weisser 1980: 128) the possibility of spontaneous generation of any
higher animals after the initial ﬁrst creation. Most animals may be
generated after that only through their usual ways of procreation.
Later, Sirr VI.2.2 (Weisser 1980: 135), he ties the spontaneous generation of lower animals together with their lack of a living soul: as
they consist only of matter, they may be spontaneously generated,
whereas humans cannot be generated in that way as they have a
living soul. The inability of the generated man, and other higher
animals, in the Nabatean Agriculture, to speak, seems to be connected
with this idea.
In the Nabatean Agriculture, the author shows a strong interest in
crossbreeding and grafting. In a separate chapter,52 he discusses cases
of spontaneous generation of plants, which he attributes to the eﬀect
of nature (†abì'a) (Text 41). The main aim of this chapter is practical;
the author gives many recipes as to how the farmer may generate
useful plants which he is lacking. As is usually the case, the recipes
alternate between natural and magical ones; the author himself is
aware of the clear distinction between the two categories (see, e.g.,
NA, pp. 1351, 1385–1386). In all cases of generation, the author
believes in the generation of something out of something else, not
ex nihilo (cf. 3.3 and Text 42).
Up to this point, the author has concentrated on plant generation—after all, despite the enormous quantity of other materials, the
work is a manual on agriculture.53 In NA, p. 1318, he proceeds to
discuss the generation of animals and starts to discuss the case of
an artiﬁcial man (see Text 42). The text goes on in the repetitive
and slightly numbing way of the author, who often repeats himself.
He says that 'Ankabùthà added many interesting details to what was
in the Book of the Secrets of the Sun, but the author refrains from repeating them. 'Ankabùthà also mentioned that he had generated a sheep
which had emerged totally white, and which was like the generated
man: it could neither bleat nor eat, although it did open and close

52

There are also elsewhere many brief references to spontaneous generation,
crossbreeding and the generation of new plants, e.g., NA, pp. 1070–1071, 1094, etc.
53
In general, the Nabatean Agriculture is remarkably similar in tenor to the socalled Wolfsthurn handbook (see Kieckhefer 2000: 2–3), combining magic with downto-earth practicality.
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its eyes.54 In this connection, the author mentions a chapter on closing and opening eyes (bàb taghmì∂ al-'ayn wa-fat˙ihà).
Later, says the author, Íabyàthà would have wanted to repeat the
feat of 'Ankabùthà, but the king commanded him to commit himself to making talismans because that was more beneﬁcial for people and the generation of an artiﬁcial man was of no use55—obviously,
the technique of 'Ankabùthà must have been less sophisticated than
that of the high Rabbi Löw of Prague, who could make his Golem
do his daily chores.56 The author adds that, according to his opinion, the king was acting according to common interests as the artiﬁcial
man had been used for bewildering and startling works (li-anna hàdhà
l-insàn wa-ghayrahu min al-˙ayawàn qad yu'mal bihà a'màlan muhawwisatan li’n-nàs mud’hishatan lahum), which had been a cause of sedition
( ﬁtna). Unfortunately, the author does not clarify what he means by
this. Yet this does again bring the story closer to the Golem legends.57
The ﬁrst to generate animals58 was (NA, p. 1319) the messenger
of the Sun, i.e., Asqùlùbiyà,59 whom the author dates before Adam.
He also dates 'Ankabùthà himself, whom he calls the leader (imàm)
of the magicians (sa˙ara), long before Adam (NA, p. 1447). Here one
is reminded of the demiurge in Gnostic myth, who created the body
of Adam but was unable to make him fully alive. One wonders what
Gnostic ideas might ultimately lie behind this story.60

54
For the creation of a calf by Rava and Rabbi Zeira, see Idel (1990): 19; see
also Scholem (1973): 218–219.
55
Cf. Scholem (1973): 231, on the lack of any practical use of the artiﬁcial calf.
Scholem, though, wished to see the original Golem as a “mystische Erfahrung”
(e.g., p. 239) and he accordingly minimized any function the artiﬁcial creatures
could have had in real life. His comments must thus be taken critically.
56
The Golem as a magical servant appears for the ﬁrst time among the German
Hasidim of the Late Middle Ages, see Scholem (1973): 253.
57
In Jewish texts, the creation of a Golem by Enosh resulted in idolatry, see
Idel (1990): 32–33.
58
Adam, on the other hand, was the ﬁrst to generate plants (NA, p. 1319). He
wrote the results down in his book The Mysteries of the Moon (Asràr al-Qamar), which
is preserved by the Sethians and others (NA, pp. 1325–1326). For Màsà as-Sùrànì
and his recension of Adam’s Kitàb at-Tawlìdàt, see NA, pp. 1333–1334.
59
It is interesting to note that the animation of statues is one of the themes of
the Hermetic tractate Asclepius (see esp. 23–24), cf. Travaglia (2003): 324.
60
For references to the Gnostic story of the lower beings trying to create a man,
see Idel (1990): 30 and note 17. According to Midrash Avkir, quoted and translated
by Idel (1990): 35, God himself ﬁrst made Adam to the stage of Golem, but postponed blowing a soul into him until everything else was created, thus avoiding the
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He further states (NA, p. 1319) that, afterward, people successfully repeated the generation of both animals and plants, but then
he adds a somewhat enigmatic sentence:
But do not think that any of those who claim wisdom and sagacity
(al-˙ikam wa"l-ﬁ†an) have ever been able to do this. It has never even
crossed their minds (là kha†ara lahum 'alà bàl ).

The text is often polemical against various subgroups, including magicians (sa˙ara) and the Sethians,61 but whether this refers to either of
these groups or is a veiled allusion to some other groups, like Greek
philosophers, remains unclear.62 In any case, the “people” who successfully generated both plants and animals refers to “us,” i.e., the
Nabateans (or the ancient Nabateans, qudamà" an-Naba†) who are,
with the exception of the Copts (al-Qib†), the originators of all talismanic and magical wisdom (NA, p. 1319).
The author proceeds by repeating his assertion that the generation
of animals imitates the work of Nature (innamà huwa ka-'amal a†-†abì'a),
which does not contradict the repeated assurance that 'Ankabùthà
and others had a good knowledge of the talismanic and magical arts,
as in general the magic in the text is natural magic.
The author now continues by explaining the transformations
involved in generating plants and animals from other substances
through natural processes, which are ultimately caused by the four
primary qualities and their combinations in the four elements (NA,
p. 1321), i.e., they are ﬁrmly anchored to the Aristotelian Elementenlehre.
Ultimately, generation (takwìn, tawlìd ) is a cognate of change (akh lima'nà naql al-ashyà" ba'∂ihà ilà ba'∂),63 which he further explains by
taking up the case of the spontaneous generation of wasps, scorpions,
snakes and other creeping animals (NA, p. 1322).
The author seems, however, to be somewhat on the defensive when
it comes to the generation of man. He is keen to show that the gendanger that it could be said that Adam was His companion in the work of Creation.
Also according to Leviticus Rabba, quoted and translated by Idel (1990): 34, God
ﬁrst made Adam into a Golem before blowing a soul into him.
61
One of the most interesting passages containing criticism of the Sethians is
translated in Text 43.
62
The identiﬁcation of the various groups mentioned in the text is, again, very
problematic and great caution should be exerted not to haphazardly identify them
on the basis of superﬁcial similarities.
63
Later, p. 1324, the author refers to generation as happening through change
and transformation (bi"l-isti˙àla wa"l-inqilàb min shay" ilà shay" àkhar).
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eration of man is ultimately similar to the generation of plants and
lower animals (NA, p. 1322) and later (Text 61) he mentions legendary
stories concerning the spontaneous generation of men in distant lands.
In the Sea of India (Ba˙r al-Hind ), close to Ceylon (Sarandìb) every
spring a hand ( yad )64 comes out of the water. This event has been
reliably reported by an eyewitness for many years, the hand being
each year of a diﬀerent colour, which proves that the spontaneous
generation occurs anew each year; the hand is not the same each time.
There are also in the (same?) sea, ﬁsh which either have the shape of
a woman (which is the more usual case) or a man, and the ﬁshermen
periodically catch these with their nets. This is also well known, and
the bearded ones are called “the doctor of the sea” (†abìb al-ba˙r).65
In China (Text 61), there is a mountain and a lake from where
shouts may be heard in the spring. The mountain itself produces
balls of clay which, when cut in half, reveal a man and a woman
inside. The mountainmen are otherwise perfect, except that they do
not move, or speak or feel anything. They simply fall out like dead
bodies. The local people tend to take some clay from this mountain
and let it putrefy ( yu'aﬃnùnahu) until it becomes a complete man,
alive and moving. After he begins to move, the artiﬁcial man will
live for a day, sometimes a little longer, sometimes a little less, after
which he will “die” ( ya†fà, for ya†fa ") instantaneously.
The author also (NA, pp. 1322–1323, partly translated in Text 61)
deﬂects any questions of disbelief because this miraculous event does
not take place every day: what has not been seen, should not be
rejected out of hand. When an intelligent man hears something being
described which he has never seen, he should pause to consider the
matter without either immediately accepting or denying the veracity
of the thing described.
It may be that the story of generating an artiﬁcial man owes at
least something to an extrapolation of the general theory. If plants
and lower animals can be generated and if the ultimate reason for this
possibility lies in the four primary qualities and the elements, then
64
Note that the word used is yad, not kaﬀ; the latter would lend itself easily to
a wordplay in Persian with kaf “foam” (e.g., in Rùmì, Dìvàn VI, verse 32529), which
might create such a legend.
65
The †abìb al-ba˙r is, as far as I know, only known from the Jàbirian corpus
(see Kraus 1942–1943, II: 90, n. 4; translation of the passage from Kitàb as-Sab'ìn—
the original text is published in Kraus 1935: 485–488—is found on pp. 91–93; cf.
also Kraus 1942–1943 I: 58, no. 182, and I: 107, no. 631).
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the same should be possible in the case of higher animals, including
man himself, as is rather explicitly stated in NA, p. 1322, where the
author explains why it is possible to generate men, too, as well as
other higher animals, such as cows, camels, donkeys and predatory
animals.66
After this, the author returns to the generation of plants and reformulates several times his basic idea of the four primary qualities and
the elements, these being the ultimate cause of these changes.
What is interesting is that the generation of man is not described
as a magical act, despite the reference to 'Ankabùthà’s abilities as a
talisman maker and magician. We are, strictly speaking, within the
limits of Naturwissenschaft. In the case of generating plants, the author
does make passing reference to astrology and the eﬀects of the celestial bodies, as in the case of talismans (NA, p. 1331). But even this
stays within the limits of Naturwissenschaft, as the eﬀects of the celestial bodies are natural and they are not invoked as deities, as they
are in magical actions. They merely have an eﬀect because of their
location in the sky.
The stories of artiﬁcial men and animals in the work of Ibn
Wa˙shiyya and the Rabbinic sources seem similar enough to warrant serious consideration of their possible genetic links.67 Whereas
the dating of the Nabatean Agriculture is extremely problematic, its geographic setting is more than clear. The author is remarkably consistent in naming places in the area extending from around ancient
Nineveh to Southern Iraq. Sùrà, the seat of a Rabbinic academy,68
66
In Ibn Wa˙shiyya, Sumùm, there is a magical recipe for creating a calf, the
sight of which is lethal, see Hämeen-Anttila, (1999): 44.
67
Idel (1990): xxii, sees Golem as “one more example of the diﬀerent results of
the various encounters of ancient Jewish traditions and alien types of thought.” The
opinion of this leading authority on the Kabbalah is worth keeping in mind when
discussing the possible inﬂuences between our text and the Jewish sources, although
Idel obviously had Hellenistic sources in mind. Scholem, on the other hand, tends
to see Jewish mysticism as a much more intra-Jewish phenomenon but, as later
research has shown, external contacts with other Near Eastern patterns of thought
should not be underestimated.
68
It should be remembered that, e.g., the highly learned Sa'adyà (ibn Yùsuf alFayyùmì, the Gaon) started teaching in the Talmudic academy of Sùrà just a few
years before the death of Ibn Wa˙shiyya, in 928 (Peters 1968: 152 and note 75).
The case of Maimonides proves clearly that Jewish authors were aware of, and
interested in, the Nabatean, or Chaldaean (Kasdànian), wisdom transmitted by Ibn
Wa˙shiyya, as it was tied together with Abraham. Part III, esp. chapters 29–30,
of Maimonides’ Dalàla (Friedländer 1904: 315–321) shows how extensively Maimonides
had read the Nabatean Agriculture and how seriously he took the book.—Incidentally,
this was also the ﬁrst source to bring Ibn Wa˙shiyya and the Nabateans to the
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features prominently in the text, especially in the form of personal
names (Màsà as-Sùrànì is the most often quoted Sùrànian). Thus, it
is clear that the book comes from an area where Jewish literary
activities also took place.
The obvious similarities and the possible channel of transmission
being indicated, it remains to ask in which direction might the possible inﬂuences have travelled. This, though, is not easy to answer,
not least due to the problems involved in dating the Nabatean Agriculture itself.
The early history of Golem is not satisfactorily known, either. The
oldest passage on artiﬁcial man in Jewish literature comes from the
Babylonian Talmud,69 where we are ﬁrst told that the righteous might
create a world and that Rava did, in fact, create an artiﬁcial man
whom he sent to Rabbi Zeira. This created man, however, lacked
the power of speech, and, implicitly, the higher mental faculty
(neshamah), and when Rabbi Zeira noticed this, he turned the Golem
back to dust.70
Idel (1990): 29–30, argues very coherently for a Palestinian origin for this passage, yet his argumentation is not conclusive. In the
light of the Nabatean Agriculture, the question might need serious reconsideration. Yet even if the passage did originate in Palestine, TB,
Sanhedrin, fol. 65b, shows that it was well known in Talmudic times
in Babylonia, too, and could thus have inﬂuenced the sources of Ibn
Wa˙shiyya—or have been inﬂuenced by them.
Thus, the links between the Golem and the artiﬁcial man of the
Nabatean Agriculture have to be left an open question, although one
cannot ignore this text in studies of Rabbinic Judaism. With the
artiﬁcial man and with many other marginal phenomena of Judaism
local paganism needs to be taken into account, and the Nabatean
corpus is of central importance as one of the extremely few testimonies of paganism of the era.
attention of European scholars, even before Chwolsohn’s activities (see 1.1). There
seems to have been a mediaeval Spanish translation of the Nabatean Agriculture (see
Travaglia 2003: 330, and note 44) but this was lost after 1626 and left no traces
in literature. The names of Ibn Wa˙shiyya and the Nabatean authors were, of
course, known through other agronomical works quoting them, but the magico-religious contents of the book remained little known.
69
TB, Sanhedrin, fol. 65b, quoted and translated by Idel (1990): 38 and note 3.
70
Idel (1990): 27. Incidentally, the translation “magicians” for ˙avrayya, against
which Idel (1990): 27–28, argues in favour of “junior scholars of the Talmudic academy in Tiberias” (p. 28) would ﬁt in well with Ibn Wa˙shiyya’s work. Unfortunately,
though, Idel’s argumentation seems rather convincing.
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[the Debate of the Olive with Other Trees]
ˇàlà-Karnàsh has devoted many of his poems which he composed
(allafa) about agriculture, to eulogizing (madà"i˙an [sic] kathìratan) the
olive tree. If we related (˙ikàya) all of them, it would take a long
time. He has even told that this tree vied ( fàkharat) with all other
trees and boasted (iftakharat) to all plants saying:
I live longer than you (pl.) and I am stronger than you. I can stand
drought better than you and I can stand better than you the misery (qashaf ) caused by thirst because my wood is hard and oily and
my leaves are evergreen and I do not shed them like you shed your
leaves. The green colour of my leaves does not change over the
years; even if one of them turns yellow, I will bring forth another
one, forever.
Lack of irrigation does not harm me as much as it harms you.
Who cultivates and grows me will not be disappointed in my nobility, my persistence and my health. If you let ﬁre burn some of my
parts, the ashes have many uses and this compensates for losing me.
I am the oily one, whose oil resembles gold in colour and is a
cure against ninety-eight diﬀerent illnesses and maladies. No other
oil gives strength to the heart and makes the back strong and causes
joy to the soul.
I am the blessed one:71 if one acquires some of my branches,
leaves or fruits and safeguards them in his house, he will not undergo
any misfortunes, worries or distress; he will lead with his family a
most pleasant life. I will drive away from him the feeling of desolation and melancholical whisperings and bad phantasms (al-khayàlàt
ar-radì"a).
I am the blessed one: if one looks at me every day at sunrise and
embraces me with his arms and draws me to himself, to him will I
cause joy and make him happy and protect him, with god’s permission (bi-idhn al-ilàh) for that day, from all suﬀerings, worries, diseases and sorrows as well bad phantasms.
I am the one who remains forever as long as I ﬁnd nourishment.
I am the mother of permanence (baqà") and blackness (wa"d-dalam71

Cf. Q 24: 35 (shajara mubàraka zaytùna) and 95: 1.
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lamàtì).72 I am the heavy one, the stable, patient one against time
itself (aß-ßàbiratu d-dahra kullahu). I am the tree of Saturn, the heavy,
the slow-moving, the eternal (as-sarmadì) and he gives me life from
his life and permanence from his permanence, heaviness from his
heaviness and blackness (sawàd ) from his blackness, and the fragrance
of life from his fragrance in moist soil ( fì th-tharà).
I have an abode (mathwà) in every climate (hawà") and a home
(manzil ) in every land (al-ar∂ ). I drive away from my neighbours the
violations of the sakìnas (ta'addiya s-sakà"in) and I prefer them73 to
human beings.
I am the greatest and grandest name of my god Saturn. I live in
every holy and blessed land ( fì kulli ar∂in muqaddasatin mubàraka).74
Because of me and my (lofty) station some countries are holy and
some regions blessed. I am the one through whom all desolate ones
ﬁnd intimacy and I am the one who dispels the calamities of the
unfortunate. I am the idol of Saturn: if one prostrates himself in front
of me every day three times and prays three prayers for me and
sacriﬁces three sacriﬁces to me, him I will let live with my god the
life of righteousness75 and at the time of entering into the belly of his
winter residence (al-mashtà) I will let him enter (adrajtuhu) without vermin (dabìb) or decay and without dismemberment76 because at the
time of his burial, if I am buried together with him, a part of me
with each part of his, then his body will never decay.
I make the ruins prosper and because of me the clime of the land
of Persia and the abodes77 of the Jaràmiqa and the Sùrànians are excellent. Through me the Colourful One, the Excellent One for people
was exalted so that he became adored and gloriﬁed, treasured and
revered, magniﬁed among all nations, that Permanent and Eternal
(as-sarmadì ) One who does not vanish or perish or change for all
eternity, the Everlasting (khàlid ) like I am everlasting, the Eternal like
72
The translation is conjectural. For the blackness of the olive, cf. Text 7. We
might also consider emending wa"d-dalamlamàtì (W"LDLMLM"TY) to wàlidat al-X
(W"LDT "L-). The variants show that the copyists themselves did not quite understand this.
73
The text refers to the sakìnas in fem. pl.: wa-akhtàruhunna.
74
Cf. Q 24: 35, the Verse of the Light (àyat an-nùr).
75
The text reads al-KShWN", which might be a corrupt form of the Syriac
kènùthà “righteousness”.
76
The corruption of the body is a major cause of anxiety in the Nabatean Agriculture,
see 4.6.
77
I read <ma>sàkin.
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the eternity of my god. Souls delight because of him and hearts
rejoice when seeing him and the innermost hearts (muhaj ) yearn for
him like the camel yearns for its young.
If one comes to me magnifying me and knowing my worth, him
I will let live the whole of his life in delight and comfort. To me
belongs the ﬁrst of days and the most noble of the mansions, the
most ancient (aqdam) of graves (? ˙afà"ir), the yellowest and the reddest
of gold,78 the most permanent and well-preserved of vegetables, the
largest and widest of rivers, the coolest of winds, the choicest of directions, the highest of spheres, the longest of locks and the richest and
mightiest of states.
Does any honour come even close to mine? Or does someone’s
description come close to mine? Or does one see anything on earth
like me as a depositary and an asylum (mustaqarr)? Or is there anything that stands upright towards the sky ( fì l-hawà" dhàhib wa-mustaqìm) like I do? I have attained all nobility and all excellence is
perfect in me and perfection has become complete in me. If one
worships me, he will proﬁt, and if one turns away from me, he will
become disappointed.
Text 52 (NA, pp. 448–453)
In regions far away from the clime of Bàbil, some nations (umam min
an-nàs) eat lupin bread and bread made of durra only, bread made
of broad bean ﬂour, bread made of (the acorns of ) evergreen oak
(ballù†) and other similar things. Some of them dry ﬁsh, grind it,
bones and all, to powder and then bake it and eat.79 These are not
city dwellers; nay, most of them live in the deserts and steppes.
Some of them also eat bread made of colocynth paste (†a˙ìn) or
from other worthless herbs. Some dry truﬄes, so we have heard,
and make ﬂour of them and make from this bread which they eat.
Some dry cotton (qu†n) and bake bread which they eat whereas, so
we have heard, other nations in one part of the country of the Arabs
78

Az-zaryàbàt (with variants). Cf. Lane, s.v. and Steingass, s.v. zar-àb. It would
also be possible to understand this in a metaphorical sense as “wine” (for which,
see Steingass, s.v.). See also Dozy, s.v.
79
This was already known to Herodotus (1.200) as a Babylonian habit. In general, it seems that there may have been some kind of link, probably indirect, connecting the author of the Syriac original to Herodotus.
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which is called Yemen grind cattle and sheep hides during drought
and they bake from this bread which they eat. In the country between
Syria and Hijaz there are people who grind the bones of various
animals. They eat them after having baked them, mixed with some
plants growing in the desert.
All that we have told, and many other similar things, nourish the
body, but they are diﬀerent as to their nutritive value and the damage
they cause. They are not suitable for the human constitution (†ibà' )
at all. When one eats them regularly, though, his nature (†abì'a) and
his stomach do get used to them, so that his body does accept them
and changes them into blood which nourishes the members with
suitable nourishment, because of the accustomed habit.
Yet, those who nourish themselves with what we have mentioned
are lean, they have less ﬂesh and their rational faculty is corrupt and
limited. So it is also with those Indians who eat rice (as their staple
diet), and that people which Adam mentioned who live around the
clime of the Sun. He has said that their diet is of meat only,80 with
raisins81 and grapes; he said that vineyards are plentiful in that region.
Adam said: They dry diﬀerent kinds of meat, especially bird meat
because they have very big birds. They slaughter these in the legal
way (li-yudhakkùnahà bi"dh-dhab˙). Then they cut the meat into strips
which they dry ( yuqaddidùn) as they also do with sheep; they raise sheep
and cattle and other animals. They cut, he said, their meat and let
it dry well. Then they dry raisins well and mix them together. Then
they grind it all in various mills. Adam said that they are the most
dexterous people in using mills and their skill with them exceeds
that of other nations.
They grind the dried meat together with raisins and bake bread
of this paste without an oven, in pits dug in the earth or they may
also cook them. Then they eat this with broth (˙asw) and kabùlà82
80

Cf. also NA, p. 1468.
The author elsewhere describes quite realistically the use of raisins as substitute food and he seems to be describing real habits of people cultivating vines. He
tells us (NA, p. 646) how raisins are roasted on a low ﬁre and ground to bake
bread after having been mixed with wheat, barley or some other ﬂour. This, he
continues, is of low nutritional value because of the recurrent drying of the food
(grapes are dried to get raisins, raisins are roasted so that they may be ground).
Vine leaves, he adds, may also be used in extreme conditions—obviously he is ignorant of the use of vine leaves for dolmas and similar dishes.
82
This word is not found in the WKAS. In az-Zabìdì, Tàj 30: 312, kabùlà" is
explained as 'aßìda.
81
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and get their nourishment from this. Due to this diet, their bodies
grow stronger and more corpulent than the bodies of peoples in
India and China. Adam said: If there were not between them and
the region of India a wide desert they would have driven the Indians
out of their country because they are exceedingly strong and powerful.
Their animals graze on grasses that grow in their country. They dry
these and feed their sheep, cattle, horses and donkeys with these
grasses, both dry and fresh.
Adam also said that wheat and barley grow in this country to the
height of trees, becoming two or three times a man’s height. Yet this
people did not cultivate or harvest them because in their country
there are winged snakes which ﬂy like birds.83 Their bodies are big,
about the size of the largest falcons. These snakes seek shelter among
the wheat and barley plants and eat their grains. They also eat meat
and hunt small animals and devour them.
These snakes keep the people away from most of their trees and
fruits because they are lethally poisonous: their poison kills instantly,
and they kill by spitting (bi-nafkhihà) their poison. When someone
feels the poison in his body, he knows for sure that he will die and
his relatives will start preparing for the burial. They do have, however,
a cure for the poison of these snakes which has to be drunk instantaneously, but it is extremely disgusting (karìh) and some of them
prefer death to that cure.
As they felt compassion for him, they forbade Adam to draw close
to the wheat and barley trees because of the snakes which spit (their
poison) on everyone they can; the snakes also lay eggs and hatch
them.84 Their poison is in the spittle, which is generated in their
mouths. If one of these snakes bites a tree or a branch or fruit, or
if it touches anything with its mouth, and this object touches someone’s body, he will die either instantly or after a short while.
83

These poisonous winged snakes resemble very closely those mentioned in
Ullmann (1994), no. 79, where Hermes tells his disciple Asqulàbiyùs about them.
Winged snakes are encountered already in Herodotus (2.75 and 3.107) but they are
naturally rather common in other stories, too, deserving even entries in AarneThompson’s Motif-Index, such as D950.0.1 (Magic tree guarded by serpent). A531.2
(Culture hero banishes snakes) is also of relevance for the present story. Flavius
Josephus, Antiquitatum Iudaicarum II.245–246 (Moses and ﬂying serpents) is probably
ultimately and at least partly dependent on Herodotus. See also section 5.
84
This comes somewhat abruptly. As may be seen from the translation (which
has in a few places been slightly stylized for more ﬂuency), the style of Ibn Wa˙shiyya
is often clumsy and repetitive.
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Adam has said: When I had told them that my diet in my country was bread, baked from wheat or barley, and that my soul (nafs)
compelled me to follow my habit and that my body would not
remain strong if I ate what they did before becoming accustomed
to it, they forbade me to draw close to these trees (without any precautions). They told me that I should try to ﬁnd my way to this
wheat and to collect some of it.
I said that I would show them how that would happen. I laid in
ambush for the snakes and shot one of them with an arrow which
I had made.85 It hit it in its belly and the snake fell down, writhing
until it died. These snakes never die a natural death. When it had
died, I pulled the arrow out and shot another snake which also fell,
writhing until it died. The arrow became intensely black from the
strength of their poison which the arrow absorbed after having hit
the bellies of the two snakes.
I took the arrow and buried it. Then I took another arrow and
shot a third snake, and it happened as with the other two. Then I
took some dates from a palm which grows in their country and
extracted their stones. I burned and ground them and moistened the
paste with an oil which they had. With this I smeared the bodies
of the three snakes so that they became pitch-black. Then I cruciﬁed
the snakes on three canes without touching them.86 These I set around
the wheat trees.
The living snakes ﬂed far from these dead, black snakes cruciﬁed
on canes because they had never seen one of their kind dead and
cruciﬁed. There was an area of many (square) parasangs ( faràsikh)
where a lot of this wheat and barley grew, and numerous grains
had fallen between the trees. The people wondered at seeing the
snakes ﬂeeing far from this place. They were also very happy and
even started to prostrate themselves before me when they met me
walking on the road or somewhere else.
I remained patient for a while until there was a great rain which
washed clean these trees and the scattered grains. Now the snakes
no longer stayed there or drew close to (the wheat trees) or ate their

85

It remains unclear whether arrows were a novelty in the region.
For the cruciﬁxion, cf. Numeri 21: 4–9. The cruciﬁed serpent was also taken into
alchemist imagery, cf., e.g., illustrations in De Pascalis (1995): 88, 110. The symbolism of a cruciﬁed snake may also have been inﬂuenced by Asclepian symbolism.
86
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grains.87 After three days had elapsed and the soil and the trees had
become dry, I told them to collect the grains. They collected a great
heap although they were afraid of the poison of the snakes, but I
reassured them and encouraged them. Then I told them to grind
the grains in their mills, and built them a great oven. I kneaded a
dough, leavened it and baked bread which I ate together with them.
They were overjoyed and happy and made that day their feast and
they will hold this feast forever.
After this, they prostrated themselves even more before me and
did everything I had done: they shot the snakes with arrows and
killed many of them. They learned how to collect the grain after
rainfall and, after I had taught them, they knew how to sow. Wheat
became (a part of ) their diet and they liked it and their reason came
back to them; earlier they had been negligent like animals (bahà"im).
When they started eating wheat bread, their rational faculty grew
and their thoughts became clearer.88 They had walked around naked
but now they were ashamed of one another and their rational faculty changed from what it had been with their earlier diet.89
Then I taught them to harvest cotton; in their country, there grew
all the plants which grow in the other climes. I showed them how
to spin and weave and they learnt this. Earlier they had used thin
hides of which they had made clothes,90 as well as great leaves, each
of which was so big that it could have covered two men. When they
started to spin, weave and wear clothes, they became happy, intelligent and discerning.
87
As they were so poisonous, they would have (re)poisoned the trees, had they
eaten some of the grain.
88
For the inﬂuence of the diet on the rational faculty, see also NA, p. 1469.
89
The theme of knowledge and shame is, of course, reminiscent of the Bible.
What Adam actually does is to instruct them to eat of this Tree of Knowledge.
The syncretistic tone of the story is typical of the Nabatean Agriculture. The author
uses Biblical themes and motifs but gives them a new twist. Instead of the Fall, we
actually see the great beneﬁt of eating from the Tree of Knowledge.
Wheat as the Tree of Knowledge is known from Rabbinic sources, see Ginzberg
(1998) V: 97. What is interesting is that the gigantic size of its stalks is also mentioned in Jewish sources (“which grew on stalks as tall as the cedars of Lebanon”).
In Islamic sources, wheat as the forbidden fruit is mentioned in, e.g., 'A††àr, Man†iq
a†-†ayr, v. 2891.
90
A few lines earlier, they were said to have been stark naked. The whole passage resembles a myth of the beginning of civilization, set in a remote scene. The
diﬀerence with the version of Genesis, besides the changes in the roles of the various characters, is, of course, that this version does not claim to tell the story of
the beginning of all mankind but merely of one people.
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They decided to make me their (new) king, but their king was
very envious and started arguing against them, saying: “Why do you
depose me and make your king this man who has harmed you, without beneﬁtting you.91 He has given you a diet which has made you
intelligent and discerning so that you worry more than you rejoice and
feel ashamed of one another!” They wanted to kill the (former) king
but I forbade them and ordered them to drive him away to the
steppe, which they did.92
I had made up my mind to stay in that clime because it is the
most agreeable country on earth and full of wonders. Then it occurred
to me that I should return to my own country and my soul moved me
to return. So I left their country but took with me many curious
things from there: their country is full of wonderful animals, plants
and minerals which grow for them, like trees or plants. Their people escorted me, walking before me and playing musical instruments
(àlàt) which they have just like we do, although theirs are bigger and
more wonderful.93
All the nourishments which we have mentioned, said Adam, preserve the body and keep alive those who eat them, although their
bodies will be more deﬁcient, their rational faculty inferior and their
91
The word pair ∂arra—nafa'a is, of course, Qur"ànic in itself, but again we might
see some earlier religious overtones here: the tyrant king tries to turn the tables by
claiming that Adam is to be blamed, not him, for giving them the fruit of the Tree
of Knowledge to eat. In the Qur"ànic context, though, the pair of words reminds
one of polemics against pagan gods, thus forming an echo of the earlier hint at
the allusion to the origin of pagan worship (they started to prostrate themselves
before Adam).
One has to remember that, whatever the textual history of the original, the Arabic
version of the Nabatean Agriculture stems from Ibn Wa˙shiyya, which means that
there may well be Qur"ànic overtones in the story which have been added, perhaps unconsciously, by Ibn Wa˙shiyya when translating his original and using language which had already a strong in-built Qur"ànic lexicon. In order to write about
religions in Arabic, one has to use a vocabulary that sounds Qur"ànic.
92
Again, we might see here an anti-Jahvist polemic: the king who scolded his
people for eating from the tree is the one to be driven to the steppe and thus is
evicted from the paradisical country. We see Adam as a culture hero, and the
tyrant king taking the place of the god of Genesis, similar to the demiurge.
93
The voluntary journey of Adam from this paradisical country back to his own
people again recalls Gnostic themes. The messenger of the East travels to the West
together with his gifts which bring a blessing to those in the West. Naturally, this
is not an exact parallel with the redeeming knowledge brought by the Redeemer
of the Gnostics, but the text can be made to ﬁt the Gnostic system—or the
Suhrawardian Wisdom of the East, the philosophy of illumination (˙ikmat al-ishràq),
for that matter. Whether it is necessary to read it so, is another thing, and I do
not want to force any conclusions.
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discernment confused (mukhtali†). They are not able to reason (là ﬁkra
lahu), or if they do reason, their reasoning is defective (mukhtall ). They
only think like animals, by diﬀerentiation (bi "t-tafriqa).
Wheat bread is the superior ( fà∂il ) diet and he who eats it is
superior to all others.94
Text 53 (NA, pp. 646–648)
Now, the peoples of the desert, Arabs and others like Ethiopians (al˙abasha) and diﬀerent kinds of blacks (as-sùdàn), grind hides and (date)
stones and eat them. Some of them cook vicious (radì"a) animals,
like adders and other snakes, bellies (i.e., intestines) of animals which
are usually thrown away, blood kept in intestines and things like that
and then eat them.95
We do not practise this and no one in the clime of Bàbil has ever
done so, as far as I know, and I have not heard about it in the stories of old (akhbàr al-mà∂ìn). Yet if it is necessary because of a severe
famine, then let people do as the Arabs and the blacks do because
it may keep them alive. These (recipes) are of the sort about which
we are speaking.96
We have also heard that when a famine has been severe, some
nations have even eaten dogs, cats and rats, and some have eaten
94
The text continues with a list, given on p. 453, of other grains, in order of
their superiority, featuring barley and spelt in second place, rice in third place,
durra in fourth and common millet ( jàwars) and small millet or sorghum (dukhn) in
ﬁfth. The sixth place is taken by twelve diﬀerent plants, “equal in nutritive value
but diﬀerent in nature”. The same list is repeated in NA, pp. 1467–1468.
For spelt, the text reads here ÓLB" with a variant KLB". This is not to be
emended into ˙ulba “fenugreek,” even though fenugreek is praised in the ˙adìth of
Khàlid ibn Ma'dàn (see Ibn ManΩùr, Lisàn III: 279, s.v. ÓLB). Óulba appears later
in the list. Kulbà, Triticum spelta, or spelt, is discussed in NA, pp. 424–425, here
written KLT" but the usual writing for this word in the Nabatean Agriculture is KLB"—
Fahd, in selecting the readings for his edition, has been too mechanical and has
kept the variants of his main manuscripts even when they are blatantly inferior.
Here kulbà is identiﬁed as sha'ìr rùmì, Byzantine barley, and its similarity with wheat
is discussed in NA, p. 473. The variation kulbà—ÓLB" (probably to be read julbà)
is also to be found in NA, p. 515, on the last line, and it is to be explained on
the basis of the Aramaic gulbà (for which, see Löw 1881: 105 and 422; Brockelmann
1928, s.v.) and the two writings probably reﬂect an attempt to write [g].
Neither KLT" nor kulbà is to be found in the WKAS. Kulbà is found in Dozy,
s.v., but taken from Ibn al-'Awwàm, Filà˙a II: 46, itself quoting the Nabatean Agriculture.
95
Cf. NA, pp. 1452–1453.
96
I.e., food for extreme conditions.
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one another.97 This may happen in destitution and in an exceedingly severe drought. (. . .)
When it comes to what the peoples of the desert and some of the
inhabitants of Yemen, Arabs or blacks, do, by my life, (know) that,
in general, ﬂesh is more nutritious and more suitable to the bodies
of animals than are plants, even though all people have got accustomed
to eating edible grains and because of this habit and custom vegetable
food has become more nutritious to our bodies than ﬂesh because,
thanks to a power and a special property inherent in it, it is almost
as nutritious or even more nutritious than the ﬂesh of most animals.
This is because we have preferred the grain over the ﬂesh of edible (ma˙mùda) animals: habit, custom and continuous eating have
caused grain, together with the suitability98 that is inherent in it, to
be more nutritious than ﬂesh.
Otherwise the ﬂesh of animals is usually used for nourishment,
like mutton, diﬀerent kinds of birds, small cattle, donkeys, horses,
gazelles and diﬀerent kinds of wild game and other animals, which
people are accustomed to eat: all these would be more nutritious
and produce more blood than any grains, fruits or plants. Also the
ﬂesh of camels is nutritious and suitable and ﬁtting, and much blood
is produced by it, yet it is extremely heating for bodies so that if
one eats it continuously, this will cause serious fever.
On the other hand, all kinds of ﬁsh are bad and harmful for the
brain and stomach. It produces sticky blood. It is slow to absorb
and, because of its coldness, it cannot be digested in the veins. The
best kinds of ﬁsh are the most delicate and the worst kinds are the
largest and coarsest.
The ﬂesh of dogs and other beasts is drier and less nutritious and
the blood produced by it is bad because of dryness. The best kind
of ﬂesh and the most suitable and nutritious one is pork. The blood
produced by it is the most healthy and laudable one. If one eats it
continuously, it will keep one’s body healthy and it will purify one’s
blood and keep one’s body in balanced humidity (ru†ùba). Despite
this, Anù˙à disliked the eating of pork and so did Adam and
Yanbùshàd. He (i.e., Anù˙à) said many things about his dislike and
97
Incidentally, the author elsewhere (NA, p. 1388) says, comparing it with dates,
that human ﬂesh is the sweetest (a˙là) kind of ﬂesh. He was obviously at least partly
led to this conclusion by his tendency to equate human beings with date palms.
98
The translation is based on the emendation mulà"ama (for malàma).
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his prohibition (against eating it), based on its eﬀect on souls through
its special properties, because the pig is similar to human beings and
eating its ﬂesh would be like eating human ﬂesh. Yet it is not good
to repeat everything according to how he explained it because of
the fear of those you know (khawfan mimman ta'lamùn).99
Among diﬀerent kinds of ﬂesh, there is none better and more
nutritious than pork, nor further removed from decay and corruption.
If our book were not concerned with caring about plants, (we would
speak much longer about this) but (now) there is no room for the
mention of diﬀerent kinds of ﬂesh in this (book). The mention of
nutritious foods merely led our discussion to that, and we followed
the lead for a while in this small excursion (lum'a) of ours.
Text 54 (NA, pp. 1451–1453)
If for one year people ate nothing but that which is little harmful
and easy to digest,100 their bodies would emaciate and their ﬂesh
would vanish and their fat melt away and they would be all skin
and bones. All their power would be gone, and most of them could
not move or work in any of the hard and exhausting professions.
There would be no farmers or sailors, no weavers or builders or
carpenters. None of these could do their hard and tiring work. We
could not even ﬁnd anyone to pick dates for us, throwing them down
from above or anyone to pick any other fruits, or descend into wells
to dig them. The world would become corrupt and ruined and its
order confused.
This would be utter ignorance and exceeding stupidity. As I see
it, blaming dates and avoiding them would be like the destruction
of the world and its perishing: everything would be suspended, there
would be no government, no one would sire children because if people only ate those things which do not give solid nourishment, they
would become weak, their powers would decrease, they would die and
their sperm would dry in its vessels so that they could not get any oﬀ-
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The reference to precaution is now and then repeated, but it would be rash
to identify those whom the author is afraid of (the magicians? Christians? Muslims?).
100
After listing all the good, tasty and nutritious foodstuﬀs which, under certain
circumstances, could be detrimental, the text ends with some absolutely harmless,
yet at the same time very unnourishing foodstuﬀs.
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spring or do anything at all. They would become lazy, their condition would be bad and weakness would take over their bodies. Only
a stupid and ignorant person, immersed in his ignorance, unable to
look at the results of things, would think in this way.101 Such a person does not know, nor does he even realize that he does not know.
If we forbid all these good foodstuﬀs and avoid them just because
they might be harmful in some way, we could not ﬁnd anything in
their stead and we would perish. What proves our opinion and proves
wrong the opinion of those who would avoid these good foodstuﬀs
because of their (negligible) harm, is that we know peoples who live
on dates to be of sound body and brave heart, strong in their power
and good in their discernment, so that you cannot cheat them in your
relations with them except in some special way. This can be seen
quite plainly, and anyone with sense and sound reason cannot doubt it.
We also know people who continuously eat ﬁsh. Often they do
not even have any other victuals than ﬁsh, and they eat it in various
ways: both fresh and salted, recently caught and preserved and in
other ways which they use to vary its taste. Eating it is good for them,
so that they even feed all their beasts with it and their animals eat
it and grow fat: they nourish themselves with it and remain well.
We also know peoples (narà umaman) who eat colocynth bread
(khubz al-˙anΩal ) and the ﬂesh of snakes and adders and drink milk
with it, yet they are healthy and in good condition, like the peoples
which we have mentioned. We may see these people to be of sound
reason and quite perspicacious. All this because of their habit and
habitude. They have grown up on these things and their nature has
become accustomed to them. Their bodies can use these foods for
nourishment when the bodily heat changes them (to make them
suitable).
(. . .) This has taught us that there is nothing in the world that
would be purely beneﬁcial or purely detrimental. Even some lethal
poisons may be beneﬁcial under certain circumstances. Thus, it is
right to say that nothing is beneﬁcial under all possible circumstances
and in all possible ways, nor detrimental. When something is beneﬁcial
in many ways, it may be called beneﬁcial and when its harm is
greater than its beneﬁt, it may be called harmful.

101
I.e., that all those foodstuﬀs which might be harmful under certain circumstances should be avoided.
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Text 55 (NA, pp. 1002–1004)102

A wind similar to this (disastrous west wind) befell people during the
reign of the king who is called the Ominous Fourfolder (al-Murabbi'
al-Mash"ùm). He was called the Fourfolder because he ruled exactly
four years, not an hour more or an hour less: this was a curious
coincidence.
He was called the Ominous because (during his reign) the clime
of Bàbil was struck by drought and scarcity (of food) and disorder
(tahàruj ) and evil and dispute and bad luck (idbàr) in an unprecedented way. The reason for all this, or most of it, was the conjunction of the blowing of these two destructive winds.103 It happened
that they started to blow on the very ﬁrst day of his reign, which
started when two days of Tishrìn I remained. In that year it happened that the beginning of the month of Tishrìn according to the
lunar calendar (at-ta"rìkh li-Tishrìn bi"l-hilàl ) coincided with (the solar
calendar), (diﬀering) in the number of days by only two.
This man began his rule when two days remained from Tishrìn
(I) and four days from the lunar month, according to the appearance of the new moon. Both months, (lunar and solar), were unlucky,
and the brightness of the Moon was on the wane (wa "l-qamar nàqiß
fì"∂-∂aw"). The Moon was eclipsed in the beginning of Tishrìn II
and both winds blew continuously, each in its turn, during this time
or, as some say, they blew continuously for more than ﬁfty days.
This injured ﬁrst the bodies of people and caused insanity, diﬀerent
diseases in their bodies and corruption of the blood. People fell down
like locusts and their own health diverted them from caring about
their ﬁelds. That year a very severe famine befell the people and
fruits were few in number because of the bad eﬀect of the wind on
the trees causing diseases. This corruption of the air coincided with
that of the water, too, which was corrupted because of an increase
of bad and accursed water from the Tigris, and thus both air and
water were corrupted.
In the autumn, a Yemenite king marched to the clime of Bàbil
with about 200,000 men, as the storytellers (ruwàt) say. He camped
in al-'Udhayb and sent a letter to the Ominous king, telling him to
102
This passage has been discussed and translated in Fahd (1998): 327–334. Cf.
also von Gutschmid (1861): 70–71.
103
The west and north-west winds, cf. NA, pp. 1000–1001.
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send him wheat and barley and (other) food for his men and fodder
for his animals because they had suddenly run short of supplies. The
king answered him saying that a severe famine had befallen our
country. He explained the situation to the Yemenite king (in his letter) but the Yemenite king did not accept that, because he happened
to be stupid.
So the Yemenite king sent another letter, urgently, to show that
he had not accepted the excuse. The Ominous king sent his courtiers
(khawàßß) and his viziers to him, swearing to him that there was a
famine and that the Yemenite king was asking impossible things.
Then the Arab sent him a word saying: “If what I ask is not possible, then send me the great idol of the Sun (alladhì li "sh-Shams). I
want to prostrate myself before him and pray to him and make him
oﬀerings so that he would help me against my enemies.” The king
sent him back word, saying: “This cannot be! You know that he
will never leave his place; that is not permissible. You know that as
well as we do and you also know that it is made of gold and decorated
with jewels, which are more valuable than the tax income (kharàj )
of all inhabitated climes! How dare you demand me to send it to
you? Even if I wanted to do that, people would prevent me and I
do not have the strength to counter them because they are my helpers
and aids against those who are hostile towards me. If the hearts of
all of them were against me, I would remain without helpers. If you
really want to oﬀer to this great idol and noble god, come to his
temple and do what you want to!”
The Yemenite was furious, fuming with rage, and he wanted to
kill the emissaries of the king. Finally, however, he released them
and sent his men all over the country and ﬁelds (sawàdàt) and villages (to inspect). They returned to inform him about what they had
seen of the destruction and famine. Then his fury somewhat abated
and he quickly moved onward, leaving the place which he considered
ill-omened.
This was because some priests (kuhhàn)104 who accompanied him
advised him not to stay anymore there and not to eat the food of
this clime and not to take anything from there. So he ran away as
104
Fahd (1998): 329, takes this word, kuhhàn, in its Arabic sense, as soothsayers.
In most passages of the Nabatean Agriculture, kàhin does, indeed, have this meaning
(cf. 4.2) but here, and in some other passages, it seems rather to be used in its
Aramaic sense, “priest.”
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if escaping, without turning towards anything until he had crossed
the Tigris and settled in al-Qùsàn, some seventy parasangs from the
Tigris and the clime of Bàbil. After that he continued his march to
the East.
He returned in the middle of the fourth year of the reign of King
Fourfolder but did not alight in the clime of Bàbil because his priests
had forbidden him to do so, saying: “You remained unimpaired by
his ill omen the ﬁrst time, so do not alight there now that you return.
We have seen that it has remained unhealthy ever since.” He accepted
their advice and evaded it and King Fourfolder escaped his evil.105
They say that the Yemenite king had six priests with him, ﬁve men
and one woman, and they also say that the woman was more skilled
than the men and that it was she who forbade him and it was she
whom he obeyed in going away.
After that, this king of Bàbil was named the Ominous until the
end of time—if there is an end to time. I mean until the end of our
time (dahr) and the end of the days of our rule;106 yet everything must
come to an end and a termination. When he died (zàla) and his days
were gone, he was succeeded by his nephew (ibn 'amm), who was called
the Blessed (al-Mubàrak). During his reign things improved again.
Text 56 (NA, pp. 1010–1011)
In his improvised poem, which he spontaneously composed (qaßìdatahu llatì qàlahà irtijàlan bilà rawiyya) for his son Kankar, Màsà asSùrànì mentioned this wind. (By the poem) he intended to teach
him how to live by agriculture. He said: If you know the reason and
cause for the unrest of the small birds ('aßàfìr) during the day and the
unrest of the sand grouse (qa†à) during the night then you can discern this very wind from its likes. And if you know your own nature
(†abì'a) with true knowledge (˙aqqa ma'rifatihà) then you know the reason for the agitation of the sand grouse during the night and the
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The story roughly resembles the story of Abù Karib As'ad and his attack on
Yathrib (see Ibn Hishàm, Sìra I: 33–41 = Guillaume 1955: 6–12), yet the holy cities
and their temples were, of course, a topos in the Near East and one ﬁnds equally ﬁtting
parallels from pagan, Jewish and Christian lore. The diﬀerence is, of course, that the
Yemenite king avoids the region because of its ill-omened state, not its sanctity.
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small birds during the day. And by knowing that, you know the reason for the harmfulness of this pure west wind for plants and animals which are in the countries close to the West.
If you know the reason for the enmity of the owl (bùm) towards
the crow (ghuràb) then you know the reason why this wind does not
harm the plants and animals which are in the countries which are
closer to the East than to the West. This is because in the countries close to the East a wind often blows which is contrary to the
pure West wind. Each of these two winds is the enemy of the other,
just like the lion is the enemy of the bull, the cat the enemy of the
rat and the owl the enemy of the crow.107 Between these (two winds)
there is a natural (†abì'iyya) enmity which cannot abate or calm.108
Stronger than any of the enmities which we have mentioned is
the enmity of water towards ﬁre. Thus also is the case of these two
winds. In places far away from the West, the west wind can hardly
have an eﬀect at all, but in places which are close to the West, its
power is intensive.
It is our way that we should tell the reason for that and I have
now told it to you, namely the inﬂuences of the acts (àthàr af 'àl ) of
things which have contrary natures (†abà"i ' ). But I have told you that
this pure West wind is for various reasons extremely bad concerning
its quality (kayﬁyya), (and because of this) it may dominate the contrary
winds just like one of two enemies may be careless about the other
and the other may seize the opportunity and conquer his enemy
and dominate and kill him.
After having said this Màsà proceeded to mention the eﬀects (of
this wind) on various countries beginning with the West and proceeding
in right order to the line which divides the globe of the earth (kurat
al-ar∂) in two and which may be drawn from the North to the South
and which begins from the Northern zone (al-qu†r ash-shimàlì ) and
extends to the Southern zone. He also mentioned that the power
(sul†àn) of this wind is severe and injurious until this line but on the
other side, closer to the East, its harm, though it still is harmful, is
in any case less.
Thus, the reason for the degree of its harmfulness on the other
side of this line is its proximity to, or remoteness from, the West. Thus,
107

For other enmities between animals, see NA, p. 750.
This seems to mean that as the eﬀects of these two contrary winds annul
each other, nothing will be caused by their blowing simultaneously.
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it only rarely happens that this wind reaches countries quite close
to the East and then it hardly aﬀects their ﬁelds and other areas.
Qùthàmà says: There is much obscurity to be studied and discussed in what Màsà as-Sùrànì said to his son about these regions
and this wind, and their proximity to or farness from the East and
West, but we will let that be because we do not want to invalidate
an ancient man who has long since died and we do not want to
argue against him now. I have said that there is much obscurity to
be discussed and that should be enough.
Text 57 (NA, pp. 1196–1198)
The women of ﬁeldworkers (akara) and farmers ( fallà˙ùn) in the clime
of Bàbil tell among themselves that in their growing places109 the
nabk (nabq) trees speak with each other during the night and ask
news of each other. In past and bygone times, a man wanted to cut
down a nabk tree. He had four of them on his estate (∂ay'a), and
he said to his workers (akara): “Tomorrow, you, so-and-so, must go
with so-and-so and so-and-so, and together cut down this tree.”
On the following night it happened that one of these three men
whom he had commissioned to cut down the tree could not fall
asleep and spent the night close to that nabk tree—they say that
this was one of the nights when the moon rises after some two hours
of the night have passed. When the moon(light) spread over the
whole estate, the nabk and other trees, the worker heard how the
nabk tree beside the one they were going to cut down said to the
one destined to be cut: “Sister, I am worried and sad because of
what I heard today the owner of the estate say and I wonder at his
ignorance. Did you hear what I heard? Ever since I heard that he
is preparing to have you cut down I have been worried and sad.”
The other answered: “Yes, I heard that, too, and I am even more
worried and sad because of that. But what can I do? The only thing
with which I can console myself for being cut is that I know that
a whole year will not pass from my being cut down until he will
die himself. But what does his death avail me, since he has already
killed me?” The other pitied her and answered: “As I told you, I
am amazed at his ignorance. Has he not heard that if someone cuts
down a nabk tree his own life will be cut only a few days later!”
109
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The other replied: “By my life, an owner of an estate like him should
know this and should not be ignorant about it. But since he is ignorant, his ignorance will harm him and bring him something that will
not make him happy. But concerning myself, if he cuts me down
but my roots remain in the earth, I will be away from you ten years
and then I will return to my place, but when he dies, he will never
return to this world. But I will return to it.” The other answered
her: “Know that we, I and so-and-so and so-and-so,”—she referred
to the other two trees—“will lament you and weep for you until we
see you returning to us.”
(The man who overheard this) said: Then I heard the remaining
three trees sweetly weeping and wailing and lamenting (ta'dìd ), not
in the way we humans do, but as if I heard it from behind a veil.
This made me even more sleepless, so that I could not sleep for the
rest of the night, until daybreak. Then I slumbered a while until I
was woken up by sunlight. The other two men came to me with
the tools to cut the tree. I told them what I had heard that night.
They were astonished and we went together to see the owner of the
estate and told him the story.
He answered: “I want to spend the next night where you spent
your night, to hear something similar to what you heard. We have
been told that the nabk trees do pay each other visits, from the
mountains and the steppes (baràrì ) to the countryside (˙à∂ira) and the
gardens, and vice versa, but I have not believed this. If I hear tonight
something like you heard last night, this (story about the visits of
the trees) will be joined to what you have told, and the one will
prove the other true.”
They say that the owner of the estate spent the night at the same
place and the others—I mean the three workers—spent their night
with him. When it was about the same time of the night, the same
nabk tree which had started the conversation the night before, broke
into words and said compassionately to her neighbour: “Today I
have been made enormously happy by the fact that your cutting
down has been delayed. I hope this man has changed his mind.”
The other answered: “If he does refrain from it, he will be lucky
and prosper.” After this the trees stopped talking.
The next morning, the man stood in front of the tree they had
been planning to cut down and his workers were around him. He
ordered them to sprinkle the boughs and the leaves of the nabk with
water and to unearth its roots and to cover them again with fresh
soil and to water its roots, which they did.
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Text 58 (NA, pp. 1254–1256)

The Kasdànians have many stories (aqàßìß) about this tree (aspalathus,
[ra]bàkashànà).110 For example, they claim that in ancient times one
of the Kasdànian kings became angry with a wife of his who had
committed a great sin against him. She was dear to him, yet he called
one of his trusted servants, left her to him and said: “Go and kill her,
but do not slaughter her with a knife or cut her head with a sword.”
The servant took her and went to his house and hid her there.
Then he sought for and found a lady of the same age who had
died. He took her body and promised her family to return it. Then
he took the body to the king and said: “If the king would like to
look at that unhappy one, (he may now do so). I suﬀocated her until
she died. Here she is with me. If the king allows me to order her to
be brought in, I will do so.” The king allowed him and he let the
body be carried in. The king looked from afar and saw a young dead
woman. He did not take a good look at her and did not have any
suspicions that the body would not be hers. So he told the servant:
“Go and bury her.” The servant gave the body back to her family
and gave them a thousand dirhams.
Days went by and the king started to repent deeply, he felt uneasy
at her memory, and became lovesick. He could not sleep and spent
sleepless nights, one after another. He sought refuge in the temple
of Jupiter, praying to its idol and supplicating in front of him, making him oﬀerings. In front of the idol musicians played their pipes
(ma'àzif ), mandolins, drums and hautboys as an oﬀering to that idol,
seeking his intercession with Jupiter.
At night he saw in a dream how the idol of Jupiter said to him:
“Go to the aspalathus and perfume yourself with some of its wood,
and perfume also your house and your room. Then take a branch
of it, wrap it in some of its leaves, as many as you can, and put
this below your pillows. When you sleep, take heed of what you see
in your dream.”

110
Rabàkashànà is identiﬁed in the text as dàr-shìsha'àn in Persian, aßàlàtàshar in
Greek, and fìshadnardìn in the language of the Jaràmiqa. The Greek aßàlàtashar seems
to be a corruption of aspalathos, camel’s thorn (see Liddell-Scott, s.v.), fìshadnardìn is
obviously Syriac qìsà-d-nardìn, and one might try to see in rabàkashànà a corruption
of Greek diaksulon (*diyàkshulnà). Cf. also Löw (1881), no. 149, and, especially, no. 290.
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The king did all that had been said to him. In his dream he saw
how the aspalathus which was in his house—in one of his courtyards he had a garden where there was one of these trees—spoke
to him, saying: “Your wife, so-and-so, lives in this world. Call soand-so and order him ﬁrmly to bring her to you. He will bring her
because he did not carry out your order and kill her.”
The king woke up rejoicing and happy and called the servant to
him. The servant came with balms and shrouds. The king said to
him: “Woe to you! You have taken part in shedding my blood by
not letting me know that you did not kill her!” The servant answered:
“Your majesty, I spared her only because I knew that you loved
her. I have sinned but I did so only to ﬁnd favour with you. Now
the king has called me. Perhaps he is saying this only to test and
to try me, so here I am with my shroud and balm. Let him do what
he wants to me. If he really is satisﬁed with me having saved her,
disobeying his order, I have already answered him, saying that111 I
did it only to ﬁnd favour with him.”
The king answered: “You have indeed found favour with me and
I thank you for sparing her because I was grieved and sad for having to be parted from her and losing her. Bring her now to me.”
The servant went to bring her. The king knelt down, overcome with
joy and gratefulness and ordered the servant to be given a great
reward, but he said: “Your majesty, I will not leave this place until
the king ascertains for himself the fact that I cannot do anything
with women.”
The king answered him: “You are much too esteemed by us!”
But the servant said: “I will not leave my place until the king lets
what I have said be examined. Or else he may kill me if he wants
to.” The king ordered wise doctors to examine him and they told
the king that the man was deﬁnitely impotent. The king doubled his
reward and sent him away. Afterwards, the king continued prostrating himself before the aspalathus for the rest of his days. He
ruled for 75 years, and during this time the story spread among the
Kasdànians and they started calling this tree “the curer of love.”
They composed poems about it and were fond of cultivating it, so
that it was common until the time of King Kàthùr, who was a wise
man. He forbade people to cultivate this tree as they had previously
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done or to compose poems on it.112 He renamed it “the one hated
by the king” and the people did as the king ordered and did not
mention it anymore and stopped praising it continuously. Kàthùr
did this as a matter of policy because people had spoken too much
of it and had exaggerated in praising it. Kàthùr did not want them
to add to that so that they would ﬁnally start worshipping it.
Text 59 (NA, pp. 1272–1273)
Íardàyà the Kan'ànite has called the cypress (abhal ) by a name which
in their language means “the tree of the ghouls” (shajarat al-ghùl )
because if someone either breathes its smell or looks attentively at
it for a while, it will kill (taghtàl ) him. This we are only assuming to
be the reason.
Others have explained the words of Íardàyà diﬀerently, saying
that the meaning of his words is that there is an animal which lives
in barren lands and deserts which is called a ghoul (al-ghùl ) and that
it is accustomed to visiting this tree and loves its smell. Half of this
animal is in the form of a human being, of a woman with two large
breasts, to be exact, and this is the upper half. The lower half is in
the form of a donkey, two legs which end, instead of feet, in hooves,
like the hooves of donkeys, mules and such animals.
All the animals of the steppe hide from this animal, even lions
and wolves and other strong animals with claws. None of them will
stand against it. The utmost pleasure and lust of this animal is to
get a human being in its power. It plays a long time with him but
then rips open his belly with its two claws, which it has on each of
its hands,113 two large strong claws with which to rip open the belly.
Then it eats the intestines, but some say that before ripping open
the belly, it eats the penis and the testicles of its victim, and only
afterwards rips open the belly and eats the intestines, leaving the
rest and dragging the corpse into one of its dens. The more rotten
the corpse starts smelling, the more pleasurable and tasty it is to the
ghoul, which keeps returning to its prey until it has eaten it all.
This ghoul seeks refuge in underground dens and dry, barren deserts
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where people do not travel, and there may also be some on sea
islands, where they take refuge and whence they come, standing in
the water up to their chins, catching big and small ﬁsh and eating
them like humans do. They eat all the beasts of the land and the
sea. If they cannot ﬁnd anything else, they eat each other.
All that they eat is digested in their bowels, so that out of them
comes only something as ﬁne as urine because of the heat of their
bodies. If one of them comes out into the sun and the rays of the
sun fall upon its body, it will become sick. This is why they hide in
their subterranean dens for the whole day. When the sun sets and
night falls, they spread out searching for food for the whole night
and until one quarter of an hour of the day has passed when they
hide themselves as usual. (. . .)
This is the explanation of the common people about this being
the tree of the ghoul, and this is the opinion of most people. Some
people claim that this ghoul smells human beings and other animals
from the distance of three parasangs and that human beings are
more to its taste than any other animal it eats and that it eats all
beasts of the land and all other animals as well. All animals shy away
from it when they sense it, either on the sea islands where they swim
in the sea to escape it or (on the steppe) at the two extremities of
the day. The animals burrow themselves into deep and narrow dens
where the ghoul cannot reach them. They do not come out until
they are sure they cannot sense the smell of the ghouls anymore
and then they know that the ghoul has left. The animals can smell
the ghoul and its rotten smell before the ghoul reaches them. This
is why they can run away from ghouls.
Text 60 (NA, pp. 926–927)
Thus, the followers of Seth and the people of his religion (milla) who
follow his usage (al-mustannìna bi-sunnatihi ) believe ( yarawna) that in
this lower world there are living beings (˙ayawàn) which they call jinnis ( jinn). Some of them call these jinnis satans (shayà†ìn) and they
also believe that in deserts and desolate regions there are living beings
which they call ghouls (ghùl ). The higher part of their body has the
form of a woman but the lower part that of a donkey: they have
two hooves like those of a donkey on the end of their legs. If someone who is less than twenty years of age sees one of them he will
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become paralyzed and will not be able to move until it takes him
and cuts his throat and sucks his blood.
They also believe that there lives on one of the sea islands a living
being which they call 'anqà".114 Its upper part has the form of a bird,
with its head and beak and two wings, and the lower part is that
of a human being with its thighs and legs and feet. This living being
ﬂies in one day from East to West and back again. They also believe
that in the sea live snakes which speak the Indian language (alhindiyya)115 and that in the land of China there grow speaking trees
which by night may be heard telling stories (a˙àdìth) to each other.
They believe in many such absurd and false things which intelligent people soon ﬁnd absurd and impossible. They may tell among
their tales stories which are full of lies and absurdities and they also
tell116 lies and great falsehoods and repulsive invented stories about
the prophets which one can hardly bear to hear.
Text 61 (NA, pp. 1323–1324)
We know that people who deny the possibility of generating a man
do so only because they have not seen a man born in other ways
than the normal reproduction between male and female. Yet in various climes and countries on earth human beings and other animals
have been generated in a way other than procreation or reproduction.
Some of these we have already mentioned. Now it remains for us
to give examples concerning human beings, similar to those we have
mentioned about scorpions, snakes, rats and dung beetles.
In some places of the sea called the sea of India, close to Ceylon
(Sarandìb), there appears in the spring a hand, coming up from water,
which people can see and look at. A reliable informant, who has
seen this many times over the years, has told us that this hand
appears every year in diﬀerent colours, which shows that it is not a
single hand belonging to a single individual appearing every year,
but that they belong to various individuals.
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For the fabulous bird 'anqà", see Pellat (1960). For a Greek version of the
Phoenix, see Herodotus 2.73.
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Obviously the identity of the language in question is vague: perhaps it would
be best to translate it as “Hindian.”
116
Read yarwùna for YRWN.
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There is much to say and many proofs for human beings being
generated each year in that sea. In the sea there are also ﬁsh in the
form of men and women although more frequently one sees those
in the form of a woman. Fishermen tell that among the ﬁsh they
catch with their nets, there are some (ﬁsh-)women whose face, brows
and eyes are of human form, some of them of the size (qadd ) of a
human being, some more subtle. The males of this ﬁsh take the
form of bearded men although some lack a beard because of their
youth, as is also the case with (human) boys and youths. The bearded
man among them is called “the doctor of the sea” (†abìb al-ba˙r).
This is well known. They are alive, and can feel and move.
In the East, between two water sources ('aynayn) in China, there is
a river running on one side of a mountain—this is one of the two
sources—and on the other side, there is the other, which is like a
lake with stagnant water. In the spring, one can hear from this lake
cries of human beings and a noise made by them and a shrieking
which penetrates that noise, just like the shrieking of human beings,
after which one may hear tumult and clamour like that of human
beings, so that the one who hears this is certain that this noise comes
from human beings.
In that mountain there are stones mixed with red clay, which are
very delicate and bright red (khalùqì ).117 One lump of that red soil
after another rolls down from that mountain and when one splits
those clay lumps open or they crack open by themselves, there appear
from the halves two human forms with all the limbs of a human
being, with no diﬀerence or lack.
In the middle of the spring, there come from this mountain people
with ﬂesh and bones and hair and hands and feet and eyes, in a
complete form except that they do not move or speak or have senses,
as if they were dead, falling down from the slopes of the mountain.
More often they fall down on that side of the mountain where there
is the lake, the water of which is stagnant. At the end of spring
there appear from this lake human heads and arms and thighs, as
if they had been chopped and thrown there. People see these and
sometimes one of them may pick one such (part) up and when he
feels it, it is just like a human limb, with bones and ﬂesh and sinews
and veins, quite like those which we see in human bodies except
that these limbs are like the limbs of the dead.
117

See Dozy, s.v.
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Some people of these countries take the soil of this mountain and
let it putrefy in a moist and covered place, and a human being is
generated from it, of a complete form just like other people. It is
even alive and moving though after starting to move it does not
remain alive for more than a day or so, after which it is extinguished
in a blink of an eye.
This proves that people may be generated either by the usual procreation or in another way, through the act of Nature in some parts
of the earth suitable for this.
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324, 331, 338, 356
Iraq: passim
Irbil: 180n
Isfahan: 88, 99
al-Iskandariyya, see Alexandria
Ja'far: 48
al-Jàmida: 48
al-Jazìra: 32n, 36, 191, 210, 225, 235,
317
Jerusalem: 48, 147
Jordan (al-Urdunn): 125, 125n, 233, 321n
Jùkhà: 233
Junbulà: 88, 233, 260
Kàbul: 127
Kalah: 127, 324
Kalwàdhà: 40n
Kerbela: 39n
Khàrak: 129n

index of place names
Khàrkàn: 129
Khunìrath: 36n
Khuràsàn: 210, 230n
Khusrawàyà: 317
Khvaniratha: 36n
Kufa: 39n
al-Kùralyà: 236
Kuthà-(Rabbà): 35n, 174, 280, 301,
303, 315
Lebanon: 340n
Madìnat as-salàm: 231
Màh, Media: 123, 210, 236, 237, 267
Mecca: 127, 127n
Mesopotamia: passim
Mißr: 75n, 127, 225
Mosul: 39, 39n, 44n, 126, 313
al-Muzdara': 127n
Nahr Kùthà: 18n
Nahrawàn: 126, 170n
an-Namàra: 32
an-Nìl (of Iraq): 18n
the Nile: 18
Nineveh ((an)-Nìnawà): 33n, 39, 39n,
126, 126n, 128n, 221, 260, 313, 332
North Africa: 323
Oman: 127
Palmyra: 225
Persia: 129, 314, 319n, 335
Petra: 3n, 36
Phoenicia: 18
Qàdis: 323
Qarqìsyà: 317
Qashmìr: 127
al-Qurayyàt: 233
al-Qùsàn: 348
Qussìn: 88, 93n, 233
ar-Ra˙àyà: 260
ar-Ra˙watyà: 234
Ra"s al-'Ayn: 32n
Rayy: 88, 99
Rome: 91, 323n
Rùm: 88, 175, 323
Rùmiyya: 91, 323
Rùzbiyà: 267
Íafàn†ush: 323
aß-Ía'ìd: 21n
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aß-Íaqàliba (bilàd): 209
Sarandìb, see Ceylon
sawàd: 40n
Sàwyà: 233
Shàdhày: 164
ash-Shàm: 173, 225
Shàmàßà: 227
Sharìza: 127
ash-Shawànì: 255
Sigilmassa: 323
Sijilmàthà: 323
aß-Íila: 48
Íìn aß-Íìn: 147
as-Sùlamyà: 236
Sùlqày: 281
Sumatar Harabesi: 170n
Sùrà: 180n, 224n, 233, 255, 265, 281,
301, 302, 316, 332, 332n
Syria: 37, 39n, 46, 48, 91, 164–166,
173, 175, 191, 196, 210, 225, 235,
281, 320, 337
Tàdùmaryà: 225
Tadmur: 225
Takrìt: 208
Thir†ànyà: 313, 313n
Thràkè, Thrace: 313n
ˇìb: 47n
Tiberias: 333n
Tigris: 36, 82, 123, 126n, 163, 227,
348
Tihàma: 127n, 227
ˇìzanàbàdh(à): 177, 231, 233, 237,
254, 260
Turfan: 170n
al-Ubulla: 166, 261
(al)-'Udhaybà: 177, 237, 346
al-Urdunn, see Jordan
Wàdì l-A˙far: 227
al-Wà˙àt: 124, 125
al-Waqwàq: 127
Wàsi†: 40, 48, 49n, 50
al-Yamàma: 129, 312
Yathrib: 348n
Yemen: 127n, 183, 196n, 266, 316,
337, 343
Zàb: 126, 126n
az-Zanj (bilàd): 127, 324
az-Zawàbì: 236n
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Adònày: 169, 170n, 181
Adonis: 143n
Ahriman: 263n
Barmàrèn: 143n
Bìl: 36n

an-Na˙sàn, an-Nu˙ùs: 138, 247n, 264
Nasr: 127n, 143, 227
an-Nayyiràn: 138
Nishrà: 143, 227n
Nùs: 178n
Ohrmazd: 263n

Cybele: 322n
al-Qamar: 79, 138, 173, 204, 329n
Dionysos: 226n
Dumuzi: 143, 143n
Helios: 181n
Humbaba: 322n
Iblìs: 226n
Ishtar: 226n
Kèwàn: 13n
Malak ˇà"ùs: 143n
Màran: 143n
Màrtan: 143n
al-Mirrìkh: 79
Mot: 144, 146
al-Mushtarì: 36n, 79

as-Sa'dàn: 138
Selene: 139n, 182n
ash-Shams: 79, 138, 151, 180, 238,
285, 347
ash-Shi'rà al-Yamàniyya: 143
Sìn: 182n
Tammùz(à): 4, 16, 17, 17n, 20, 26,
143–148, 151, 181, 197, 201, 202,
226–230, 231n
Tàwuz: 143, 146
Tyche: 149
'U†àrid: 48n, 79
Zu˙al: 13n, 79
az-Zuhara: 79

INDEX OF PLANT NAMES AND OTHER TERMS
DISCUSSED IN THE TEXT

ab-ghìlànà: 91
abhal: 354
al-'adam: 178, 235, 290
adyàn, see dìn
àfà, àfàt: 168, 231, 318
agálmata: 183
ahl al-˙aqq: 116
ahwà", see hawà
a˙wàl, see ˙àl
a"imma, see imàm
'ajà"ib: 322, 325
al-ajsàm al-murakkaba: 111, 120, 168
akhlà†: 122, 162, 165, 248, 278
akkarùth: 241, 241n
al-'àlam al-ar∂ì: 121, 242
'àlam al-khayàl: 246n
'àmm al-qudra: 216
amzija, see mizàj
andarz: 315
anfus, see nafs
'anqà": 356, 356n
apkallu: 252n
'aql, 'uqùl: 35, 163, 204
'ara∂, a'rà∂, 'awàri∂: 116, 119, 133, 168
al-a'rà∂ ath-thàbita: 135
al-'ara∂ az-zà"il: 135
Ardawàn: 40
Armàn (Arminiyyùn): 40, 44n
Artaban: 321n
'aßabiyya (ta'aßßub): 28, 34, 34n, 35, 41,
44, 100
aßàlàtàshar: 352n
asbàb, see sabab
aß˙àb al-khiyàlàt: 189
aß˙àb ar-ruqà: 248
aß˙àb aß-ßalà˙: 206
aß˙àb a†-†ilismàt: 118
ashkà†ànùsh: 323
aßnàm, see ßanam
aspalathos: 352n
asqùlànùs: 91
al-atbà' (wa"l-aß˙àb): 206, 207
athar: 121
Athòràyè (Athùriyyùn): 34, 39, 39n, 40, 44n
awlàd al-'anàßir: 114
awliyà" Allàh: 241, 249

'awsaj: 155
'ayn: 188n
'az(z)ama, 'azà"im: 198, 198n
al-Ba'ba'a: 158, 158n
Bàbànian: 312
Bàbilì(yyùn): 40, 44n
bàdhran( j)bùya, bàdrangbù: 310, 310n, 315
bàkashànà: 352
balàdànùs: 90n
ballù†: 83, 336
balùdàyùs: 90, 90n
baqà": 152n, 334
bàqillà": 190, 199
Baràhima: 178n, 248, 248n
baraka: 253n
barhalyà: 90, 90n
barshàwushàn: 13n
baßal az-zìr: 200
basfàyaj, baspàyag: 290, 290n
bayt al-"ShKWL: 226
bi-manda: 196n, 197
bint-dafnìdìn: 90n
bint-daqbìdìn: 90
brami: 56n
brùma: 56, 56n
brumalia, brùmaliya: 56
al-Bughad(h)àriyyìn: 158n
bulùgh al-ghàya: 161
al-Bùqàt: 146
burj, burùj: 117
burr: 239n
chahàr ∂arb: 249n
Chaldaei, Chaldaean: 3n, 18n, 36n, 43,
44n
Chronia: 202n
coded names: 19–25
creatio ex nihilo: 129, 129n, 141, 290n, 328
criastianos viejos: 24
dafnìdìn: 90n
dah(a)masht: 90, 90n
ad-dahr: 149
dajjàl: 250, 253
dalamlamàtì: 335n
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daphnelaion: 90n
dàr-shìsha'àn: 352n
dawr, dawra, dawà"ir: 99, 99n, 217, 271
dhakà": 163
dhanb: 169
dhàt: 133
dhukràn: 146, 171, 229
dhunùb: 263
diaksulon: 352n
dìn, adyàn: 95, 96, 114, 159
diqqa: 115
diyàkshulnà: 352n
dukhn: 342n
dukhrànà, dukrana: 171n, 229n
emeth: 292n
emphyton thermon: 137n
eshkòl: 226n
eskùlì: 226n
al-Fahlawiyya: 127
fà'il al-'ajà"ib: 113
fà'il al-kull: 110, 132
al-falak al-'aΩìm, al-a'Ωam: 113, 118
falak al-qamar: 119
farà"i∂: 198
farshùqiyya: 91
fasàd: 148, 205, 206, 252
faylasùf, falàsifa: 170, 184, 278
ﬁ'l: 115
ﬁqh sharì'at Ìshìthà: 295
fìshadnardìn: 352n
ﬁ†na: 163, 165, 266, 289
fòk˙: 63
fu†r: 200
Galloi: 321
gelyùnà: 249n
ghàr: 90, 221
gharaq: 126, 313
ghayb, ghuyùb: 227, 249, 269, 270
al-ghayr-nà†iq: 122
ghìlàn(à), ghùl: 91, 324, 325, 354, 355
ghilaΩ: 115
ghubayrà": 224n, 322
ghùl, see ghìlàn
ghulàm: 265
ghulàt: 35n, 45n
ghuluww: 294n
ghuyùb, see ghayb
Golem: 291n, 292n, 326, 326n, 329,
329n, 330n, 332n, 333
gulbà: 342n
gymnosophistai: 248n

hadhartàyà: 202, 233, 234
˙ads: 252n
˙akìm: 169, 204
˙àl: 168, 216, 222
al-˙alàliqa: 91n
˙amàmà: 208
˙anìf: 48
˙anΩal: 345
al-˙aràra al-gharìziyya: 137, 211, 212
Óàris al-Kull: 157
˙arrama: 200n, 314, 314n
Harranian(s): 4n, 28, 34n, 37n, 41n,
43n, 45n, 48, 49, 52, 125, 170n,
175n, 199n, 200n, 228, 245n
Óasàsin: 228
Óasdànì(yyùn): 43n, 125, 270
˙ashìshat al-asad: 309
˙avrayya: 333n
hawà: 190, 205, 273, 295
haykal, hayàkil: 224, 226
˙ikma: 207, 275
˙ikmat al-ishràq: 341n
hindubà": 184, 306
˙iss: 185, 277
Óìthàmì: 125, 213
˙iyyuth: 291n
homunculus: 327n
˙udùth: 141
˙ulba: 342n
˙ulùl: 8n
iardna: 125n
'ibàdat al-aßnàm: 141
Ibràhìmiyya: 248n
'ìd dhukràn: 171
al-'ìdàn al-kabìràn: 242
'ìd Maryà Sarjis: 229n
'ìd al-mìlàd: 202n
'ìd al-Qamar: 202
'ìd ra"s as-sana: 202, 242
'ìd tabrìk al-aßnàm: 202, 296
'ìd 'urus ad-daqà"iq: 146
ihtiyàj: 278
i'jàz: 273n
ijmà': 276, 307
ikhtirà': 141, 289, 290, 290n
ilàh al-àliha: 142, 186n
ilhàm: 179, 182, 203, 253, 275
'illa, 'ilal: 173, 174, 309
'ilm al-ﬁràsa: 266n
'ilm al-qiyàfa: 266n
ilqà": 204
imàm, a"imma: 174, 224, 237, 280,
280n, 305

index of plant names and other terms
imtizàj: 116, 156, 309
inﬁßàl: 135
in˙i†à†: 161, 211
inqilàb: 129, 289, 330n
al-insàn al-kawnì: 292
intiqàl: 134
iq†à': 195
ißàbat a†-†abì'a: 128
ishàràt: 287
'ishq: 190
ishràq: 21n
iskhàn: 121
'ißma: 269
isnàd: 176n
Isrà"ìliyyàt: 42, 42n
istidlàl: 185
isti˙àla: 119, 119n, 191, 289, 330n
istinbà†: 204
i'tidàl: 163
al-ittifàqàt ad-dà"ima: 264
itti˙àd: 8n
jàbùrbà: 113
al-Jallà": 205
jalyànàt: 249n
jamàd: 143
Jaràmiqa: 24n, 32n, 40, 44n, 125
jàwars: 342n
jawhar, jawàhir: 112, 115, 119, 133,
135, 150, 211–213, 216, 309
jazìrat ash-shayà†ìn: 113
jinn: 355
al-jirjìr al-barrì: 323
jism(ànì): 115
julbà: 342n
kabùlà": 337, 337n
kàhin, kuhhàn: 184, 184n, 198, 237,
271, 314, 347, 347n
Kaldànì: 40, 43
kalyànàt: 249
kamar: 49n
kammiyya, kammiyyàt: 115, 133
Kan'ànì( yyùn): 40n, 43n, 125
kandarùsàkùs: 91
Karbàniyyùn: 44n
Kardànì: 43, 43n, 125
karmat ad-diryàq: 265
karyànà: 13n
Kasdànì: 16, 43, 43n, 125
kathàfa: 115
Kazdànì: 43n, 125n
al-khalaf al-˙amìd: 205
al-Khàliq: 322
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khalwa: 277
khàßßa, khawàßß, khàßßiyya: 190, 191
kha†iyya, kha†àyà: 169, 263
kha†† al-istiwà": 324
al-khawà†ir al-ﬁkriyya: 275, 277
khayàla, khayàlàt: 184, 246, 277, 334
al-khayr al-ma˙∂: 264
khiﬀa: 115
khilàfa: 197, 314
khìrì: 220
khi†mì: 183, 221
khiyàr: 233
khulq: 278
khuràfa, khuràfàt: 106, 159, 184n, 221,
297, 311, 312, 318
khu†ù† ash-shams, al-khu†ù† ash-shamsiyya:
113, 114
kihàna: 227, 270n
Kìmàriyyùn: 49, 49n
koriannon: 13n
Kronia: 202n
kuhhàn, see kàhin
kulbà: 342n
kummathrà: 282
kuzbara: 180
là min shay": 289
ladhdhat al-aßnàm: 198
la†àfa: 115
làthà: 208
lawn: 115
laylat an-nùr: 201, 296
Laylat al-Qadar: 202n
lìnùfàr: 315
lugha, lughàt: 25n, 89, 89n
màdda: 121, 121n, 241
màdda shamsiyya: 212
al-Mà˙à: 205n
ma˙bùrày: 113
al-Mà˙ì: 205, 205n
makhraqa: 189, 251
malà"ika: 151, 164, 167, 226
man ra"à mithlì: 221
manzila: 275, 277
manΩùm: 121
maqàbir: 196
ma'rifa: 252, 275, 277
markaz: 111, 160
marù-khàylàn: 188
maßlùb: 196
maß†akà: 215
ma'ßùm: 180
Mìlàd az-zamàn: 233
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mizàj: 115, 163
mu"aththir: 121
mufà∂ala: 320
mufàkhara, fàkhara: 320, 334
mu˙dith: 121
mu˙yì l-kull: 110
mu'jiza, mu'jizàt: 140, 273, 276
mukàfa˙a: 294
mukallimat an-nà†ùr: 221
al-mumidd bi"l-˙ayàt: 110
munàjàt: 179, 274
munàΩara: 320
al-munqalab: 186
murakkab: 114
murakkab al-murakkab: 115
musha'bidh: 189
mushàfaha: 294
muß˙af: 59n, 175
mushàhada: 185
al-mutashàbihàt al-ajzà": 215
Naba†, Naba†ì: 16, 36, 36n, 37, 37n,
38, 39, 40, 44n, 49, 94n
an-Naba† al-akràd: 126
Nabatean(s): passim
nabì, anbiyà": 169, 170, 173, 179, 184,
220, 243
Nabì†: 39
nabq: 350
nafs: 135, 137, 212, 217, 339
nafs al-'àlam(ayn): 110, 114
nafs gha∂abiyya: 135
nafs hammàma: 131
nafs ˙assàsa: 131
nafs jàdhiba: 132
an-nafs al-juz"iyya: 133
an-nafs al-kulliyya: 133
nafs mufakkira 'aqliyya: 135
an-nafs al-mu'wajja: 205
nafs nàmiya: 132
nafs shahwàniyya: 135
nahà: 200, 200n
Nahrì: 125, 126, 170n
nakhl(a): 172, 297
namàrida: 37
nàmùs, nawàmìs, nomos: 160, 175n, 286,
286n
nàqil, naqala: 89, 89n, 90
naql: 35, 119n, 330
nàΩim: 121
neshamah: 291n
Nìnawì: 126
niyya: 295
nufùs, see nafs

Nùnawàniyyùn: 40
nuqßàn: 133
pand-nàmag: 315
parsiyàwushàn: 13n
plátanos: 90n
platúphullos: 90n
qadìm: 116, 152n, 289
al-Qadìm: 232
qàhira li"l-kull: 142
qallàyàt: 249
Qan†arliyà: 73
qarì˙a: 284
qarùßyàhà: 187
qashaf: 242, 242n, 334
qaßìda: 316, 316n, 348
qayßùrì: 215
qiddìs: 113
qìsà-d-nardìn: 352n
qiththà": 233
qiyàfat al-athar: 266, 266n
qiyàfat al-bashar: 266n
qiyàs: 185
qudamà": 23–24, 180n, 330
Qùfànì: 180n
qunnab: 198n
Qùqànì: 125, 180, 180n
qurbàn: 187
Qussìnì: 125
qus†: 198
qu†n: 336
quwwa, quwà: 115, 215
quwwa awwaliyya: 142
quwwa ilàhiyya: 137, 212
quwwa jàdhiba: 288
rabàkashànà: 352, 352n
rabb al-'àlamìn: 123
Rabbat ath-Thall: 147
ràhib, ruhbàn: 249
ramz, rumùz: 30, 92, 106, 108, 317
rashi: 248n
rashìn: 248n
ar-Rashiyya: 248
rasùl: 169, 186
ràzyànaj: 90
rìbàs: 102
rì˙: 115
‰ßi: 248n
rua˙: 291n
ar-rub' al-maskùn: 123
rù˙: 137, 212
ar-rù˙àniyya al-mamdù˙a: 112n
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rujù': 290n
rùkhùshà: 279
Rùm: 50n
ruqya, ruqà: 266
rusul, see rasùl
ru"yà: 179, 183, 203
sa 'àda: 134n
sabab, asbàb: 205, 241
as-sabab al-awwal: 116
as-sabab al-fà'il: 117
sabab mùjib: 223
Sabian(s), Íàbi"a: 20, 20n, 28, 37n,
41n, 43n, 47, 48, 49, 50, 50n, 51,
153n, 154n, 183, 197n, 199n, 228,
230, 248n
sàbirì: 234
sabistàn: 211
ßabr: 215, 265
sa'd as-su'ùd: 220
sadana: 197, 197n, 265
sàdhaj: 281
safarfawàwamshà: 198
sa˙ara, sà˙ir, si˙r: 31n, 219, 291n, 330
sa˙˙àra: 301, 301n
ßa˙ìfa: 315
sà˙iràt: 296
sàj: 208
sakìna, sakà"in: 91, 184n, 226, 324, 325,
335
as-salaf al-mukhtali†: 205
ßalà˙: 206, 206
salìkha, salìkhà: 315, 315n
saljam: 88, 99
samakhyàkalà: 91n
ßanam, aßnàm: 150, 153, 171, 182, 183,
184n, 203, 217, 222, 226, 311, 317
sarràqa: 301–303
sarw: 208
Saturnalia: 202n
ßawàmi': 249
ßawm: 171
shàhdànaj: 198
shajarat al-a"imma: 279
shajarat al-ghùl: 354
shajarat al-khafà": 324
shalmàbe: 99
sharì'a, sharà"i': 48, 95, 96, 159, 171,
175, 175n, 203, 207, 308
shaw˙a†: 184
shayà†ìn: 355
sheltà: 100n
shìlthà: 100, 100n, 101, 102, 102n
shi 'r: 315–317
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shkìnà: 226n
shkìntà: 226n
shùktàthà: 225
shu'ùbiyya: 23n, 28, 34n
sidra: 113
si˙r al-a'yun: 189
sikbàj: 99
sindiyàn: 83
skholè: 226n
skòlì: 226n
ßubàr: 265
sùﬁs†ày: 170
Íùﬁyya: 249, 279
sullàq: 113
sunna, sunan: 160, 178, 207, 210
sunbul a†-†ìb: 310
ßùra: 115, 119, 121, 171, 171n, 172,
219, 236
Sùrànì: 125, 126
Suryànì( yyìn), Suryàniyya: 37, 40, 42,
44n, 89, 98
aß-ßuwar al-'aqliyya: 245
†abì'a, †abà"i', †ab', †ibà': 111, 115, 124,
130, 150, 212, 215, 216, 246, 328,
330, 337, 349
†abì'a khàmisa: 150n
†abì'at a†-†abì'a: 288
†abìb al-ba˙r: 331, 331n, 357
ta'bìr al-a˙làm: 315
tadhkira: 230
ta'fìn: 130, 290, 331
taghyìr: 191
tajriba: 203
takassub: 251
takawwun: 119n
takwìn: 130, 205, 288–293, 330
talàshì: 119
†al˙ì: 97, 97n
†àli': 116
†a'm: 115
tàmm al-quwwa: 216
tanjìm: 120
Tannà: 235n
Tannà"iyyìn: 235
taqßìr: 294n
tarhalyà: 90n
†arìqà l-'ilm: 185
tarkìb, taràkìb: 115, 205, 287
tawakkul: 8, 8n, 251, 252
taw˙ìd: 232
ta"wìl(àt): 257, 261, 262
tawlìd(àt): 129, 130, 172n, 287,
289–294, 330
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tawqìf: 276
tharùmìshà: 313, 314
theios anèr: 150n
theòsis: 243n
thiqal: 115
tiryàq al-Fàrùq: 100, 100n, 101
at-tiryàq al-kabìr: 100
turmus: 200, 313
umma: 37, 179
'unnàb: 211, 267
'unßur, 'anàßir: 205
ushkùl: 226n
uskùl: 226n
utrujj: 282

wa˙y, aw˙à: 182, 183, 203, 253, 265, 274n
waßiyya: 103n, 207, 315
wußla: 223
yabrù˙: 222, 324
yàd: 171n
yahrìmàn: 248
yanbù' al-˙ayàt: 113
Yùnànì: 127, 166, 235n, 313
az-Zamharìr: 243, 243n
zaytùna: 334n
zinjì: 208
ziyàda: 133
zuhd, zàhid, zuhhàd: 244, 248–250
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